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WELCOME ADDRESS
by JINR Vice-Director R. Lednicky

Dear Colleagues,
Ladies and Gentlemen, on behalf of the Directorate of Joint Institute for Nuclear Research
it is a pleasure for me to welcome you here in Dubna at the 15-th International Workshop
on High Energy Spin Physics.
Unfortunately, I should start my talk from bad news. To the great sorrow of all of
us, the prominent theorist in the field of spin physics, one of the founders of this field in
Dubna, Vladimir Luboshitz, passed away this year. He will be remembered by many of
his friends and colleagues. His son, Valery, will present here a talk based on their common
work. Another great lost is the sudden death of Alexander Bakulev, the leading member
of Dubna QCD group. In dedicated session, there will be several presentations reflecting
his scientific interests and achievements. I would like to ask you to honor the memory of
both of them by the minute of silence.
JINR has a long-lasting tradition of experimental and theoretical studies of spin phenomena. Back in 1981, the first workshop in high energy spin physics was organized in
Dubna by Lev Lapidus. These meetings became regular thanks to Anatoly Efremov, their
chairman for many years.
The current workshop is taking place in the important period of development of particle physics at JINR related with the construction of the NICA accelerator complex based
on the existing Nuclotron facility. The main physics goal of NICA project is a study of
hot and dense QCD matter.
The investigation of important properties of this matter, like critical point and mixed
phase, doesn’t require very large energies. These properties are expected to show up just
in NICA energy range. The NICA program is complementary to the CBM project at
FAIR and will continue the program of Beam energy scan at RHIC with much higher
luminosity. Besides the heavy ion program in the collider mode, the sophisticated fixed
target experiment – Baryonic Matter at Nuclotron – is under preparation and will be
presented at the workshop.
The spin physics program represents another important direction of experiments at
NICA in both collider and fixed target modes. It assumes the use of polarized deuteron
and proton beams and construction of the dedicated Spin Physics Detector (SPD) in
the second intersection point. The main goal is a study of Single Spin Asymmetries in
Drell-Yan processes and investigation of new distribution functions. There are also plans
to study spin asymmetries in the production of heavy quarkonia, spin-related signals in
heavy ion collisions and spin asymmetries in elastic scattering (the Krisch effect). There
will be a special session dedicated to the spin physics program at NICA. We are very much
interested in the assistance of the international spin physics community in preparation
of the competitive program on this new facility and formation of a wide international
collaboration for its realisation.
The Workshop is supported by Russian Foundation for Basic Research, “Dynasty”
Foundation, International Committee of Spin Physics, Physics-Online.ru and, of course,
by JINR. I would like to thank the organizers, wish you interesting talks, illuminating
discussions and a nice stay here in Dubna and JINR. The workshop is opened.
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VIOLENT COLLISIONS OF SPINNING PROTONS AND POLARIZED
BEAMS:
PAST, PRESENT & PERHAPS AT NICA, FERMILAB, AGS AND
J-PARC
A.D. Krisch†
Spin Physics Center, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-1040, USA
† †E-mail: krisch@umich.edu
Abstract
I will first discuss the history of polarized proton beams and of unpolarized
and polarized elastic and inclusive scattering, including the still unexplained large
transverse spin effects found several decades ago in high energy proton-proton spin
experiments at ZGS, CERN, AGS, Fermilab and RHIC. I will then briefly discuss
possible transverse spin experiments on violent elastic and inclusive collisions of
polarized protons at Fermilab’s new high-intensity Main Injector, NICA, J-PARC
and AGS. I will end by describing a new single 4-twist helix snake which might
efficiently maintain the proton polarization at these facilities in the 3-120 GeV
range.

Since much of my talk was about the history of Spin Physics with polarized beams,
which is a topic that I discussed at many conferences, it seems improper to again publish
an almost identical talk. Thus, I am only submitting references to some of these earlier
history talks [1,2] and articles [3,4] along with the last reference for a recent paper posted
on ArXiv [5]. This is about a new snake design which might allow the acceleration of polarized protons in Fermilab’s 120 GeV Main Injector and Dubna’s now-being-constructed
NICA 20 GeV collider, as well as other accelerators and colliders. To see this talk’s figures
and photos see Ref [6]. The details of my talk could be also found at the site
http://theor.jinr.ru/~spin/2013/
.

References
[1] A.D. Krisch, Hard collisions of spinning protons: Past, present and future, Eur. Phys.
J. A31, 417-423 (2007)
[2] Ibid, Hard Collisions of spinning protons: history & future, Proc. DSPIN09, 11-21.
(2008)
[3] Ibid, The Spin of the Proton, Scientific American, 240, 68 (May 1979)
[4] Ibid, Collisions of Spinning,Protons, Scientific American, 257, 3241, 42 (Aug 1987)
[5] F. Antoulinakis et al., One 4-Twist Helix Snake to Maintain Polarization in 8-120
GeV Proton Rings.
ArXiv: 1110.3042 (4 September 2013)
[6] http://theor.jinr.ru/∼spin/2013/talks/krisch.pdf
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THEORY OF SPIN PHYSICS

THE STUDY OF THE DIFFERENT SCALING VARIABLES ON
TARGET MASS CORRECTED POLARIZED STRUCTURE FUNCTIONS
F. Abdolghafari 1 , S. Taheri Monfared

2†

and S. M. Moosavi Nejad 1,2

(1) Physics Department, Yazd University, Yazd, Iran
(2) School of Particles and Accelerators, Institute for Research in Fundamental Sciences
(IPM), P.O.Box 19395-5531, Tehran, Iran
† sara.taheri@ipm.ir
Abstract
We study the effect of target mass corrections (TMCs) to the polarized structure
functions g1 (x, Q2 ) and g2 (x, Q2 ) at Next-to-Leading Order (NLO) approximation
following the method suggested by Georgi and Politzer. We compare three different
scaling variables which give certain corrections to the Bjorken scaling in the low-tomoderate Q2 region. Our results are compared with experimental data.

1

Introduction

Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS) has played a basic role in the development of our present
understanding of the sub-structure of elementary particles. Discovering the Bjorken scaling variable in the Quark Parton Model (QPM) and the other scaling variables motivated
physicists to consider the proton as a composite particle which is made of partons (i.e.
quarks and gluons). As the precision of the recent lepton-hadron scattering data has improved, it is necessary for the theoretical analysis to keep pace. Therefore, it is important
to consider all sources of corrections which may contribute at a comparable magnitude,
such as quark and target mass corrections [1]. Understanding TMCs, which formally
are sub-leading 1/Q2 corrections to leading twist structure functions, is very important.
Their effects are mostly pronounced at large-x and moderate-Q2 , which coincide with the
region where parton distribution functions (PDFs) are not very well determined.
In this paper, we firstly introduce the Nachtmann, Weizmann and Bloom-Gilman
scaling variables [2] and then study the effect of target mass corrections to the polarized
structure functions g1 and g2 in the Operator Product Expansion (OPE). In fact, the
polarized DIS process involving the collision of a longitudinally polarized lepton beam
with a longitudinally or transversely polarized target, provides complementary and equally
important insight into the structure of the nucleon.

2

Different Scaling Variables

Many precise experiments have recently proved that the measured structure functions
Q2
do not exactly scale in the Bjorken variable, x = 2M
. Here, Q2 = −q 2 where q is
ν
the four-momenta transferred from the lepton to the nucleon, M is the target nucleon
0
mass and ν = E − E is the energy transferred to the hadronic system in which the
13

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: The Nachtmann variable ξ, Bloom-Gilman variable xB−G and Weizmann variable xw as a
function of Bjorken scaling variable x at Q2 = 1, 2, 4, 10 Gev2 .
0

energies of the initial and final leptons are denoted by E and E , respectively. It was
commonly recognized that such scaling violation effects are clear evidence for validity of
the Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), however there were some other attempts to reestablish the scaling behavior by introducing new scaling variables. These new variables
have a more general meaning than the Bjorken variable and partly contain the target
mass corrections. Those are Nachtmann, Bloom-Gilman and Weizmann variables which
are listed here:
• At finite Q2 and for massless quarks, the parton light-cone fraction is given by the
Q2
√
Nachtmann variable. This variable, ξ =
, can be understood theoret2
2
M (ν+

ν +Q )

ically by the energy conservation of quasi-elastic lepton-quark scattering in parton
language and naturally appears in the OPE frame.
2

Q
2
• The Bloom-Gilman variable [3], xB−G = (2M ν+M
2 ) , makes the data scale at Q
region which is not so large in comparison with M 2 .
2

2

(Q +m )
• The Weizmann variable [4], xw = (2M
which includes the quark mass (m),
ν+M 2 )
2
produces scaling even down to Q = 0.

In Fig. 1, we plotted the Nachtmann,
Bloom-Gilman and Weizmann variables
versus the Bjorken variable at Q2 =
1, 2, 4, 10 GeV2 . As it was expected, they
turn to be the Bjorken one at Q2 ∼ 10
GeV2 . The xB−G , xw scaling variables behave quite identical due to very low mass
effects of quarks. In Fig. 2, target mass corrected polarized structure function xg1T M C
is plotted in terms of the different variables
at Q2 = 2 GeV2 . Among all the variables,
T MC
only the Nachtmann variable could be un- Figure 2: The polarized structure function xg1
considering the target mass corrections for the difderstood theoretically by energy conserva- ferent variables at Q2 = 2 Gev2 .
tion of quasi-elastic lepton-quark scattering in parton language. The Bloom-Gilman variable and the Weizmann variable are
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lacking in clear theoretical reasoning. In next section, we use the Nachtmann variable to
consider TMCs into the polarized structure functions.

3

Polarized Structure Functions

To get TMCs into the nucleons polarized structure functions, we follow the method proposed by Georgi and Politzer [5–7]. The explicit twist-2 expression of target mass corrected
g1 and g2 are:
Z 1 0
xg1 (ξ, Q2 ; M = 0) 4M 2 x2
x+ξ
dξ
0
TMC
2
2
g1 (x, Q ) =
+
0 g1 (ξ ,Q ;M = 0)
2
2
2
3/2
2
2
2
2
2
ξ(1+4M x /Q )
Q ξ(1+4M x /Q ) ξ ξ
Z 1 0Z 1 ”
2 2
2 2
4M x (2 − 4M x /Q2 )
dξ
dξ
−
g1 (ξ ” , Q2 ; M = 0),
(1)
0
Q2 2(1 + 4M 2 x2 /Q2 )5/2 ξ ξ ξ0 ξ ”
g2T M C (x, Q2 )

Z
0
xg1 (ξ, Q2 ; M = 0)
x(1 − 4M 2 xξ/Q2 ) 1 dξ
0
2
= −
+
0 g1 (ξ , Q ; M = 0)
2
2
2
3/2
2
2
2
2
ξ(1 + 4M x /Q )
ξ(1 + 4M x /Q ) ξ ξ
Z 1 0 Z 1 00
2 2
2
4M x /Q
dξ
3
dξ
00
2
−
(2)
0
00 g1 (ξ , Q ; M = 0).
2
2
2
5/2
0
2 (1 + 4M x /Q )
ξ
ξ
ξ
ξ

The above g2T M C satisfies the well-known Wandzura-Wilcek (WW) relation [8]. In our
analysis, we utilize the fit result of Ref. [9] in which the Polarized PDFs are determined
based on the Jacobi polynomial expansion method. TMCs are performed on their fit
results and the effect of different scaling variables are studied. Figures 3 and 4 display

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: The polarized structure functions xg1p , xg1n and xg1d as a function of x for Q2 = 2 GeV2
our results for the polarized structure functions g1 and g2 at Q2 = 2 Gev2 , respectively.
For comparison, we also show the results obtained by E143 experimental data [10]. The
data are generally well described within error.

4

Results

Although, the Bjorken variable is a standard variable at finite Q2 but it does not contain
any mass effects. The best available scaling variable is the Nachtmann one. In this analysis, considering the target mass corrections we obtained the polarized structure functions
15

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: The polarized structure functions xg2p , xg2n and xg2d as a function of x for Q2 = 2 Gev2
g1 and g2 for Proton, Neutron and Deuteron and we compared them with the experimental data. The polarized structure function xg1T M C is plotted for all defined variables. Our
results showed that TMCs play a remarkable role on the nucleon structure functions. In
fact, we found good agreement with the experimental data by applying these corrections.
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Abstract
Atomic weight dependence of hyperon polarization and single spin asymmetry
is studied within the framework of chromomagnetic quark polarization model. Predictions are given for polarization of antihyperons, PN , produced by protons on
different nuclear targets. Oscillation of PN (xF ) is predicted, which is due to antiquark spin precession in the strong chromomagnetic field, created by the fast moving
spectator quarks.

Polarization phenomena, such as hyperon polarization (PN ) and hadron single spin
asymmetry (AN ) are often studied using nuclear beams and/or targets. In order to
compare the data, measured on different targets, we have to use a model, which is able to
describe the dependence of polarization effects on atomic weights, A1 and A2 of colliding
particles. The chromomagnetic quark polarization model (CQPm), which is known also
as “effective color field model”, is used to describe the polarization data for 80 different
inclusive reactions, including reactions with nuclear beam and/or target [1–3].
The main assumptions of the CQP model are: 1) The creation of effective color field
(ECF) after initial color exchange, which has a linear chromoelectric and transverse circular chromomagnetic components; 2) Microscopic Stern-Gerlach like mechanism for generation of polarization phenomena in the ECF, created by relativistic spectator quarks; 3)
Quark spin precession in the ECF; 4) Quark counting rules for the ECF (field, created by
spectator quarks and antiquarks, from projectile and from the target, is a linear function
of their numbers with weights, depending on color factors). Quark flow diagrams are used
to count the number of the spectator quarks. 5) Circular transverse chromomagnetic field
has a focusing or defocusing effect on a probe quark color charge and this can lead to a
resonance like energy dependence of polarization
.
observables, sucha asPN and AN


a
The global analysis is performed
for the following type of polarization
data: the hadron asymmetry AN , the
hyperon polarization PN , the vector  
 

 

  

meson alignment ρ00 and polarization
α = (σT − 2σL )/(σT + 2σL ). In total, there are 80 inclusive reactions Figure 1: Pictorial view of the microscopic Stern-Gerlach
for hh, hA, AA and lepton-A interac- device for a quark, which is moving through a circular transverse chromomagnetic field, created by spectator quarks.
tions, with 3160 data points and 99 The probe quark gets polarized in the color field.
free model parameters.
It is assumed, that the model parameters have the power A-dependence: ∼ Aa1 Ab2 ,
where the powers a and b are found for each particular parameter from the global fit.
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The microscopic Stern-Gerlach effect, which causes
PN
0.2
the polarization phenomena, in the framework of the
CQP model, is explained in Fig. 1. Spectator quarks,
which are the fragmentation products of the colliding
0.1
hadrons, are moving, in the c.m.s. reference frame,
along the z-axis. As a result, the color currents and
0
surroundig them transverse circular chromomagnetic
field B a are created in the z < 0 and z > 0 regions.
The probe quark from the detected hadron gets, after
-0.1
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
passing the region of inhomogeneous chromomagnetic
xF
↑↓
field, an additional transverse momentum δpx , which
is directed to the left or to the right, for the quark Figure 2: Dependence PN (xF ) in the
spin directed up or down, respectively. The trajecto- reaction pA → Ξ̄0↑ X [6]. Calcularies of quarks with spin up and down are separating tion are for pp,√pC, pCu and pPbfrom each other, as is shown in Fig. 1. The probe interactions and s = 38, 78 GeV.
quark could be not only a valence quark from the colliding hadrons, but also a sea antiquark, created in the interaction process. Even in this case the antiquark, after passing
the inhomogeneous chromomagnetic field, gets an additional transverse momentum δp↑↓
x ,
which causes, for example, the antihyperon polarization in the baryon-baryon collisions.
PN
Since, in general, the local direction of the B a field
1
and the quark spin ξ are not parallel, the quark spin
0.8
precession is taken into account and it is described by
0.6
the equation (1), which is similar to the BMT one [1]:
0.4
a
dξ/dt = gs [ξBa ](gQ
− 2 + 2MQ /EQ )/2MQ ,

0.2

(1)

0
-0.2

where MQ and EQ – quark mass and its energy. The
-0.4
electric charge in (1) is replaced by a color quark
-0.6
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
charge (gs ), and the magnetic g-factor is replaced by
xF
a
a quark chromomagnetic gQ -factor.
Large value of quark anomalous chromomagnetic Figure 3: Dependence PN (xF ), in the
moment ∆µa = (g a −2)/2 ≈ −0.4 was predicted in the reaction pA → Ξ̄+↑ X [7]. Calculation
framework of the instanton model in the mean field ap- are for
√ pp, pBe, pCu pPb-interactions
and
s = 38, 78 GeV.
proximation and assuming the dynamical quark mass
m = 170 MeV [5]. From the global data analysis of polarization data the value
∆µa = −0.471 ± 0.007 is estimated
for the u, c-quarks with charge +2/3 and the value,
p
which is smaller by a factor 2/3, for the d, s, b-quarks with electric charge -1/3.
The polarization PN and asymmetry AN are given by a set of equations:
√
AN = C( s)F (pT , A)[G(φA ) − σG(φB )];
(2)
G(φ) = (1 − cos φ)/φ + ² · φ,

(3)

φA = ωA0 yA ,
φB = ωB0 yB ,
√
√
C( s) = v0 /[(1 − ER / s)2 + δR2 ]1/2 ,

(4)

F (pT , A) = (1 − exp[−(pT /p0T )δ ])(1 − αA ln A),

(5)
A ≤ AT ;

(6)

F (pT , A) = (1 − exp[−(pT /p0T )δ ])(1 − αA ln AT ), A > AT ;

(7)
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√
yA = xA − (E0 / s + fA )(1 + cos θcm ) + a0 (1 − cos θcm ),
√
yB = xB − (E0 / s + fB )(1 − cos θcm ) + a0 (1 + cos θcm ),
v0 =
ξy0 (x) =

a 0 cm
−DgQ
ξy (θ −
a
2ρ(gQ
− 2)

θ0 )

,

±1

p
,
1 + exp(−x ln( s/s0 )/κ)

(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

a
− 2)
gs αs νA(B) S0 (gQ
=
,
(12)
MQ cρ2
√
where θcm is the hadron C registration angle in the c.m.s., s0 = 1 GeV, δ = 2.47 ± 0.11,
AT = 56.4 ± 9.0, κ = 0.0071 ± 0.0092 and ² = −0.004759 ± 0.00011 are the global model
parameters, Dr = D/ρ, ωA0 , ωB0 , fA , fB , a0 , E0 , ER , δR , σ, p0T , αA and θ0 are the local
parameters, describing a particular reaction. Function ξy0 ≈ ±Θ(θcm − θ0 ) takes into
account the value and the sign of u and d-quark polarization in the polarized proton. It
takes also into account the threshold dependence of AN (θcm ) on the production angle θcm
in the nucleon-nucleon c.m.s. reference frame. For the polarization PN the factor ξy0 ≡ 1.
a
In (12) are used the following values: (gQ
−2)/2 - the quark Q anomalous chromomagnetic
√
moment, where Q = d, u, s, c, b, αs - the strong running coupling constant, gs = ± 4παs
- the color quark charge, MQ - its mass, c - the speed of light, ρ - the transverse radius of
region, occupied by chromomagnetic field, created by one quark, and S0 - the parameter,
which describes the longitudinal size of the field.
The A-dependence of the CQP model parameters is estimated from the global fit of
polarization data for 80 inclusive reactions and is presented below:

2α

xF > 0;
E0 (1, 1)A1 ,
2α
E0 = E0 (1, 1)A2 ,
(13)
xF < 0;


α
E0 (1, 1)(A1 A2 ) , xF = 0;

2α

xF > 0;
ER (1, 1)A1 ,
2α
ER = ER (1, 1)A2 ,
(14)
xF < 0;


α
ER (1, 1)(A1 A2 ) , xF = 0;
0
ωA(B)

δR = δR (1, 1)(A1 A2 )α ,

pN = pN (1, 1)/(A1 A2 )2α/3 ,

(15)

σ = σ(1, 1)(A1 /A2 )β ,

(16)

a0 = a0 (1, 1)/Aγ1 ,

(17)

Dr = Dr (1, 1)(A2 /A1 )2α/3 ,
p0T = p0T (1, 1)(A1 A2 )γ/2 ,

where α = 0.0390 ± 0.0027, β = 0.2423 ± 0.0071, γ = α + β. The parameters fA and fB
do not depend on A1 , A2 . There is one exclusion from the above rules. For the reaction
pA → Λ↑ X the dependence of p0T on A1 and A2 is the following:
p0T = p0T (1, 1)/Aα2 .

(18)

Understanding the antihyperon polarization PN in baryon-nucleus collisions is crucial
for the theory of strong interacions. Most of the models predict zero PN due to absence of
valence quarks form the colliding hadrons in the observed antihyperon. The experiments
19

show the non-zero polarization. The CQP model predicts non-zero PN (xF ), which oscillates due to the antiquark spin precession in a strong chromomagnetic field, created by
the six spectator quarks. An example of PN (xF ) dependence for the reaction pA → Ξ̄0↑ X
is shown in Fig. 2, where the CQP model predictions are also shown [6]. The solid curve
is for C target, while the dashed one is for the proton target.
Polarization in the process pA → Ξ̄+↑ X is shown
PN
0.2
Fig. 3, with the data measured on Be target [7]. The
dashed curve is for the proton and the solid one is for
the Be target, respectively.
0
↑
Polarization in the process pA → Λ̄ X is shown
in Fig. 4, with the data measured in the experiment
-0.2
E766 on the proton target [8]. Since at higher energies zero polarization was measured, the result of E766
-0.4
means resonance-like energy dependence, described by
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
pT, GeV/c
eq. (5), which is due to the focusing properties of a circular transverse chromomagnetic field [3]. The curves
are the calculations within the CQP model, which are Figure 4: Dependence PN (pT ) in the
made for the proton (solid), Be (dashed), Cu (dotted) reaction pA → Λ̄↑ X [8]. Calculations
√
are made for xF = −0.229, s = 7.31
and Pb (dash-dotted) targets, respectively.
GeV and A=1, 9.01, 63.55 and 207.2.
Conclusion: the A-dependence of antihyperons,
produced in proton-nucleus collisions could be significant. The polarization is positive
for the proton target and xF > 0.4, while for heavier nuclei with A ≥ 9 it is negative.
This work was partially supported by the RFBR grant 12-02-00737.
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Abstract
We discuss the expected sensitivity to Z 0 boson effects of the W ± boson production process at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). The results of model dependent
analysis of Z 0 boson effects are presented in terms of Z-Z 0 mixing angle φ and Z 0
boson mass MZ 0 . We find that the process pp → W + W − + X allows to place stringent constraints on the Z − Z 0 mixing angle which is of order ∼ 10−4 − 10−3 for
MZ 0 = 3 TeV at the nominal LHC energy and luminosity.

1

Introduction

Although the Standard Model (SM) of the electroweak and strong interactions describes
nearly all experimental data available today [1], it is widely believed that it is not the
ultimate theory. There is a number of Grand Unified Theories that predict the existence
of new neutral gauge bosons that can be accessible at current and/or future colliders [2].
The search for these Z 0 particles is an important aspect of the experimental physics
program of current and future high-energy colliders. Present limits from direct production at the LHC and virtual effects at LEP, through interference or mixing with the Z
boson, imply that new Z 0 bosons are rather heavy and mix very little with the Z boson.
Depending on the considered models, Z 0 masses of the order of 2.5–3.0 TeV (LHC) [3, 4]
and Z–Z 0 mixing angles at the level of ∼ 10−3 are√excluded [5]. A Z 0 boson, if lighter than
∼ 5 TeV, could be discovered at the LHC with s = 14 TeV in the Drell-Yan process
p + p → Z 0 → `+ + `− + X

(1)

with ` = e, µ. Future e+ e− International linear collider (ILC) with high c.m. energies and
longitudinally polarized beams could indicate the existence of Z 0 bosons via√its interference
effects in fermion pair production processes, with masses up to about 6 × s while Z − Z 0
mixing will be constrained up to ∼ 10−4 − 10−3 in process e+ e− → W + W − [2].
After the discovery of a Z 0 boson at the LHC, some diagnosis of its coupling and Z −Z 0
mixing needs to be done in order to identify the correct theoretical frame. In this note
we study a potential of the LHC to discover Z − Z 0 mixing effects in the process
p + p → W+ + W− + X

(2)

and compare it with that expected at the ILC.
Process (2) is important for studying the electroweak gauge symmetry at the LHC.
Properties of the weak gauge bosons are closely related to electroweak symmetry breaking
and the structure of the gauge sector in general. In this letter, we examine the feasibility
of observing the Z 0 boson in process (2) at the LHC, which is not the principal discovery
channel as Drell-Yan process, but can help to understand the origin of new gauge bosons.
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2

Cross section of pp → W +W − + X process

At high energies the process (2) can be described by the mechanism analogous to DrellYan that is indicated in Fig. 1.
The cross section of process (2) is written as
P
n£
XZ Z
W
dξ1 dξ2 fq|P1 (ξ1 )fq̄|P2 (ξ2 )+
dσ =
q
1

−

q

o
¤
+
−
+fq̄|P1 (ξ1 )fq|P2 (ξ2 ) dσ̂(q q̄ → W W ) , (3)

q̄

W
where fq|Pi , fq̄|Pi are parton distribution functions P
in P1 and P2 protons, while ξ1,2 determine the part
of proton momentum carried by q and q̄.
It is convenient to replace ξ1,2 variables with
Figure 1: Schematic diagram representarapidities using the following relations:
+
−
+

2

M
ξ1 = √ ey ,
s

M
ξ2 = √ e−y .
s

(4)

tion of W W pair production in p1 p2 →
W + W − + X process.

Taking into account the experimental bounds on pseudo-rapidities obtained at the LHC
(|η| < ηcut ) one should change the integration limits in (3) [6, 7]:
£ √
¤
|y| ≤ Y = min ln( s/M ), ηcut ,
(5)
|z| ≤ zcut = min [tanh(Y − |y|)/βW , 1] ,
(6)
p
2
where βW = 1 − 4MW
/ŝ, ŝ = ξ1 ξ2 s = M 2 and MW is a W boson mass.
As a result, the resonance R(= Z 0 ) production cross section with its subsequent decay
into a pair of W ± bosons can be obtained by integrating the subprocess cross section over
z (z = cosθ) within the interval |z| ≤ zcut , over rapidity of W ± -pair |y| ≤ Y and over
invariant mass M near resonance peak (MR − ∆M/2, MR + ∆M/2).
Z MR +∆M/2
Z Y
Z zcut
dσqq̄
+
−
σ(pp → W W + X) =
dM
dy
dz
.
(7)
dM dy dz
MR −∆M/2
−Y
−zcut
In the experimental discovery of a narrow resonance the observed width is determined
by the diboson W ± invariant mass resolution, that we may associate to the size of the bin
∆M introduced above. For the ATLAS detector, the bin size ∆M at invariant diboson
mass M measured in TeV units, can be parameterized as:
∆M = 24 (0.625M + M 2 + 0.0056)1/2 GeV.
Throughout the paper we will use Eq. (8) for the bin size.
Differential cross section in (7) can be written as:
½
¾
dσqq̄
2M X
dσ̂qq̄
=K
[fq|P1 (ξ1 )fq̄|P2 (ξ2 ) + fq̄|P1 (ξ1 )fq|P2 (ξ2 )]
,
dM dy dz
3s q
dz

(8)

(9)

where K is the so-called K-factor that accounts for higher-order QCD corrections. In the
leading order to αs , one has K ' 1.10-1.15 (depending on the W ± pair invariant mass) [8].
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We use the q
CTEQ6 parton distributions [9] with renormalization and factorization scales
+2
−2
µ0F = µ0R = (p`T + p`T )/2 for pure leptonic final states.
Hadron production of vector Z2 bosons in proton-proton collisions with their subsequent decay into a pair of W ± bosons at parton level is described by subprocess
q q̄ → γ, Z1 , Z2 → W + W − ,

(10)

Feynman diagrams of which in the Born approximation are presented in Fig. 1.
q
W−
Differential cross section of process (10) q
is the following:
Z (n = 1, 2)
γ

W−

n

gW W γ

Qq

dσqq̄
βW X
|Fλλ0 τ τ 0 (ŝ, θ)|2 . (11)
=
dz
32πŝ λ,λ0 ,τ,τ 0

1
s

q̄
q0

gW W Zn

vn, an
1
s−Mn2

q̄

W+
W−

q

W+
W−

Here, λ = −λ0 = ±1/2 are the quark helicq
ities, the helicities of the W − and W + are
q0
denoted by τ, τ 0 = ±1, 0. The helicity am0
q̄
W+
W+
plitudes Fλλ0 τ τ 0 (ŝ, θ) have a structure pre- q̄
sented in [6]. In evaluating Γ2 , we took Figure 2: Feynman diagrams of q q̄(q 0 q̄ 0 ) → W + W −
into account the channels of Z2 -boson de- process in the presence of Z2 boson.
cay into fermions (quarks and leptons) and bosons predicted by the SM.

3

Z-Z 0 mixing

We start discussing the observability of the Z 0 signal in the leptonic W ± decay channels
with both equal and different flavor leptons in the final state. In the case of different
flavor leptons, the Z 0 signal in process pp → Z 0 → W + W − → `+ `0− νl νl0 (l and l0 stand for
electrons and muons) possesses SM backgrounds coming from the production of W + W −
pairs, as well as, from tt̄ pairs where the top quarks decay semi-leptonically. In the case
that the final state leptons in reaction pp → Z 0 → W + W − → `+ `− νl νl have the same
flavor (ee or µµ), there are additional backgrounds originating from Drell-Yan lepton pair
production, as well as ZZ pair production with one Z decaying into charged leptons and
the other decaying invisibly or with both Z decaying into charged leptons two of which
escape undetected. After applying cuts described in [10] all backgrounds can be reduced.
In order to obtain constraints on Z 0 boson parameters (φ and M2 ) we evaluate the
ratio of cross sections, (σ × B)Z0 and (σ × B)lim . Here, (σ × B)Z0 is the resonant cross
section calculated within some Z 0 model (for arbitrary φ and M2 ), while (σ × B)lim is
the cross section required for a significance of 2σ (95% C.L.). A discovery reach in a Z 0
scenario is obtained by using the following criterion [11]:
(σ × B)Z0 / (σ × B)lim ≤ 1.

(12)

Fig. 3 shows the discovery reach (at a 95% C.L.) in the plane spanned by the Z − Z 0
mixing angle and the Z2 boson mass for the Zχ0 model from E6 obtained from the analysis
of the cross sections of process (2) at the LHC taking into account the pure leptonic
decay channels of W ± bosons. The corresponding limits are indicated by solid lines in
Fig. 3. Also, Fig. 3 shows the discovery reaches obtained from analysis of the polarized
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cross sections of process e+ e− → W + W − at the ILC√[2]. Two options of energy and
time integrated luminosity
have been chosen, namely, s =0.5 TeV and Lint =0.5 ab−1
√
(dashed lines) and s =1.0 TeV and Lint =1 ab−1 (dot-dashed lines). In addition, the
Z 0 mass limits
obtained from the Drell-Yan process (1) in the current experiments at the
√
LHC
at s = 8 TeV and Lint = 20 fb−1 as well as at nominal energy and luminosity,
√
s = 14 TeV and Lint = 100 fb−1 , are depicted in Fig. 3 by horizontal lines.
One can see that the ILC with energy
of 0.5 TeV is able to place the limits on
the Z − Z 0 mixing angle at the level of
few×10−3 that comparable with those obtained from the global analysis of electroweak data. It turns out that doubling
energy and luminosity leads to further improvement of the limit on Z −Z 0 mixing angle up to |φ| ∼ few×10−4 . The Fig. 3 also
demonstrates a high ability of the LHC to
study the Z − Z 0 mixing effects that com- Figure 3: Discovery reach (95% C.L.) for Zχ0 model
parable
with those obtained at the ILC for obtained from analysis of process (2) at the LHC
√
s = 1 TeV. From the comparison of nu- for leptonic channel (thick solid lines). The limits
analysis of the polarized cross sections
merical results relevant to the potentials of obtained from
+ −
of
process
e
e
→ W + W − with PL = ±0.8 and
LHC and ILC to study Z − Z 0 mixing ef- P = ±0.5 at the ILC are also shown.
Two options
L
fects one can conclude that these colliders of energy and time integrated luminosity have been
√
ab−1 (dashed lines)
would provide a complementary informa- taken:
√ s =0.5 TeV, Lint =0.5
−1
0
and s =1.0 TeV, Lint =1 ab (dot-dashed lines).
tion on Z − Z mixing angle.
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Abstract
We study the electromagnetic nucleon form factors within the approach based
on light-cone sum rules.

Introduction.
We derive light-cone sum rules (LCSRs) for the electromagnetic nucleon form factors including the next-to-leading-order corrections for the contribution
of twist-three and twist-four operators and a consistent treatment of the nucleon mass
corrections. The soft Feynman contributions are calculated in terms of small transverse
distance quantities using dispersion relations and duality. The form factors are expressed
in terms of nucleon wave functions at small transverse separations (DAs), without any additional parameters. The distribution amplitudes can be extracted from the comparison
with the experimental data on form factors and compared to the results of lattice QCD
simulations. A self-consistent picture emerges, with the three valence quarks carrying
40% : 30% : 30% of the proton momentum.
Our work can be split on three essential parts: (i) calculations within LCSR; (ii)
derivation of the factorized amplitude at the leading order (LO) up to twist-6 and at
the next-to-leading order (NLO) up to twist-4. We calculated 22 coefficient functions at
NLO and 20 of them are new ones. To avoid the mixture with the so-called evanescent
operators, we use the renormalization procedure for operators with open Dirac indices;
(iii) study of the corresponding distribution amplitudes. In particular, the light-cone
expansion to the twist-4 accuracy of the three-quark matrix elements with generic quark
positions.
The LCSR approach allows one to calculate the form factors in terms of the nucleon
(proton) DAs. To this end we consider the correlation function
Z
Tν (P, q) = i d4 x eiqx h0|T [η(0)jνem (x)] |P i
(1)
where η(0) is the Ioffe interpolating current with h0|η(0)|P i = λ1 mN N (P ). The matrix
element of the electromagnetic current jµem (x) taken between nucleon states is conventionally written in terms of the Dirac and Pauli form factors F1 (Q2 ) and F2 (Q2 ) or in terms of
the electric GE (Q2 ) and magnetic GM (Q2 ) Sachs form factors. We also define a light-like
vector nµ by the condition q · n = 0 , n2 = 0 and introduce the second light-like vector as
⊥
= gµν − (pµ nν + pν nµ )/(pn) . We consider the
pµ = Pµ − nµ m2N /(2P · n) , p2 = 0 , and gµν
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“plus” spinor projection of the correlation function involving the “plus” component of the
electromagnetic current, which can be parametrized in terms of two invariant functions
©
ª
Λ+ T+ = p+ mN A(Q2 , P 02 ) + q̂⊥ B(Q2 , P 02 ) N + (P ) ,
(2)
where Q2 = −q 2 and P 02 = (P − q)2 and N ± (P ) = Λ± N (P ), Λ+ = p̂n̂/(2pn), Λ− =
2
n̂p̂/(2pn). Further, making use of the Borel transformation (s − P 02 )−1 −→ e−s/M , one
obtains the following sum rules:
Z
1 s0
2
2
2
(3)
2λ1 F1 (Q ) =
ds e(mN −s)/M Im AQCD (Q2 , s) ,
π 0
Z
1 s0
2
2
2
λ1 F2 (Q ) =
ds e(mN −s)/M Im B QCD (Q2 , s) .
(4)
π 0
Each of the functions has a perturbative expansion which we write as A ∼
= ALO +
αs (µ)ANLO /3π and similar for B; µ is the renormalization scale. For consistency with our
NLO calculation, we rewrite our results in a different form, expanding all kinematic factors
in powers of m2N /Q2 . We keep all corrections O(m2N /Q2 ) but neglect terms O(m4N /Q4 )
etc. which is consistent with taking into account contributions of twist-three, -four, -five
(and, partially, twist-six) in the operator product expansion (OPE). After calculations,
the NLO corrections read (see all details in [1]).
½X h
Z
i
Vk
Ak
2 NLO
Vk (xi )Cq (xi , W ) + Ak (xi )Cq (xi , W )
Q Aq
= [dxi ]
k=1,3

i¾
X h (m)
(m)
(m)
(m)
V2
A2
V2 (xi )Cq (xi , W ) + A2 (xi )Cq (xi , W ) + O(twist-5)
+

(5)

m=1,2,3

and
Z
Q

2

BqNLO

=
V

(1)

·
¸
V1
A1
[dxi ] V1 (xi )Dq (xi , W ) + A1 (xi )Dq (xi , W ) + O(twist-5).
A

(6)

(1)

Notice that Cd 2 (xi , W ) = Cd 2 (xi , W ) = 0. The explicit expressions for all coefficient
functions have rather cumbersome forms and can be found in [1].
Results. In this paragraph, we discuss very shortly the main our results. The full and
comprehensive analysis and discussion of all input parameters, form factors and DAs can
be found in [1]. It is instructive to write down schematically the structure of all our form
factors as
2
2
X
fN X X
fN
η1i Fη1i +
Ff +
ϕij Fϕij .
F = F0 +
λ1 N i=0,1
λ1 i=1 j=0;j≤i

(7)

Main nonperturbative input in the LCSR calculation of form factors is provided by normalization constants, fN , λ1 , and shape parameters of nucleon DAs, ϕij and ηij . The
existing information, together with our final choices explained below, is summarized in
Table 1 and Table 2. As it is seen, one exists quantitative estimates for fN /λ1 and the
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Model
ABO1
ABO2
BLW
BK
COZ
KS
BS(HET)
LAT09
LAT13

Method
LCSR (NLO)
LCSR (NLO)
LCSR (LO)
pQCD
QCDSR (LO)
QCDSR (LO)
QCDSR (NLO)
QCDSR(LO)
LATTICE
LATTICE

fN /λ1
−0.17
−0.17
−0.17
−0.15
−0.083
−0.075

ϕ10
0.05
0.05
0.0534
0.0357
0.163
0.144
0.152
0.043
0.038

ϕ11
0.05
0.05
0.0664
0.0357
0.194
0.169
0.205
0.041
0.039

ϕ20
0.075
0.038
0.41
0.56
0.65
0.038
−0.050

ϕ21
−0.027
−0.018
0.06
−0.01
−0.27
−0.14
−0.19

ϕ22
0.17
−0.13
−0.163
−0.163
0.020
−0.47
−0.19

Reference
this work
this work
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]

Table 1: Parameters of the nucleon distribution amplitudes at the scale µ2 = 2 GeV2 .
Model
ABO1
ABO2
BLW
BK
COZ
KS
LAT09
LAT13

Method
LCSR (NLO)
LCSR (NLO)
LCSR (LO)
pQCD
QCDSR (LO)
QCDSR (LO)
QCDSR (NLO)
LATTICE
LATTICE

η10
−0.039
−0.027
0.05
-

η11
0.140
0.092
0.0325
-

Reference
this work
this work
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[8]
[9]

Table 2: Parameters of the nucleon distribution amplitudes at the scale µ2 = 2 GeV2 .
first-order shape parameters ϕ10 , ϕ11 of the leading twist-3 DA. The other parameters,
in contrast, are very weakly constrained. From the comparison with the experimental
data, the larger values of fN /λ1 are preferred so that we fix fN /λ1 = −0.17 and also
take ϕ10 = ϕ11 = 0.05 in agreement with lattice calculations and the previous LO LCSR
studies [2]. We then make a fit to the experimental data on the magnetic proton form
factor GpM (Q2 ) and GpE /GpM in the interval 1 < Q2 < 8.5 GeV2 with all other entries
as free parameters. We separate fits for M 2 = 1.5 GeV2 and M 2 = 2 GeV2 that are
referred as ABO1 and ABO2, respectively. The resulting values of shape parameters are
collected in Table 1 and Table 2 and the corresponding form factors (solid curves for the
set ABO1 and dashed for ABO2) are shown in Fig. 1 for the proton (left two panels)
and the neutron (right two panels). The ratio Q2 F2p (Q2 )/F1p (Q2 ) of Pauli and Dirac form
factors in the proton is demonstrated in Fig. 2. The quality of the two fits of the proton
data is roughly similar, whereas the description of neutron form factors is slightly worse
for ABO2 compared to ABO1. In both fits the neutron magnetic form factor comes out
to be 20-30% below the data.
Conclusions. In conclusion, our calculation incorporates the following new elements as
compared to previous studies:
(i) NLO QCD corrections to the contributions of twist-three and twist-four DAs;
(ii) the exact account of “kinematic” contributions to the nucleon DAs of twist-four and
twist-five induced by lower geometric twist operators (Wandzura-Wilczek terms);
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Figure 1: Nucleon electromagnetic form factors from LCSRs compared to the experimental data [1].
(iii) the light-cone expansion to the twist-four accuracy of the three-quark matrix elements with generic
quark positions;
(iv) a new calculation of twist-five off-light cone contributions;
(v) a more general model for the leading-twist DA,
including contributions of second-order polynomials.
This work was supported by the German Research
Foundation (DFG), grant BR 2021/6-1 and in part by
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Abstract
We present the results of our new QCD analysis of polarized parton distributions
of the nucleon at NLO accuracy in the fixed-flavor number scheme. Performing a
combined QCD fit on the global sets of all available inclusive and semi-inclusive
polarized deep inelastic scattering data, we are able to extract new polarized parton
distribution functions (PPDFs) at the input scale Q20 = 1 GeV2 . Particulary, we
have calculated PPDFs considering light sea-quark decomposition and the results
are in good agreement with the experimental data and the most precise theoretical
models obtained by recent analyses of DSSV and LSS. Also the uncertainties of
PPDFs are determined using the standard Hessian method.

1

Introduction

In the recent years the determination of the spin projections of nucleon partonic composition from polarized high energy experimental data has improved remarkably and the
extracted polarized parton distributions have very essential role in the study of hard
scattering processes phenomenology.
In addition to the QCD analysis on polarized DIS experiments [1, 2], semi inclusive
deep inelastic scattering (SIDIS) experimental data [3] have been also included by some
of the theoretical groups recently [4, 11]. The extracted PPDFs of different analyses are
lightly different in valence quarks comparison but the PPDFs of sea quarks and gluon are
more different. The difference is caused by datasets selection, parametrization forms of
PPDFs and the method of evolution and QCD analysis. The impact of different PPDFs
and the spin Physics on the determination of fragmentation functions (FFs) have been
studied recently in Ref. [6]. Here we focus on the effect of SIDIS data on determination
of PPDFs, specially sea quarks distribution separation which was not considered in our
last DIS data analysis and we present the comparison between both results. The impact
of RHIC polarized proton proton collision data will be studied in a separate publication
in near future.

2

Polarized asymmetries

The polarized structure function g1 (x, Q2 ) can be predicted in perturbative QCD in terms
of PPDFs and strong coupling constant up to NLO approximation. The ratio of polarized
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and unpolarized structure functions, g1 and F1 , is related to the measurable asymmetries
by [3]
g1
1
=
[A1 + γA2 ] .
F1
1 + γ2

(1)

The value of A2 can be neglected in a good approximation and it is being suppressed by
the small value of kinematic factor γ in the limit m2 ¿ Q2 .
In our QCD analysis we perform fit procedure on A1 or g1 /F1 for DIS data
A1 (x, Q2 ) =

g1 (x, Q2 )
(1 + γ 2 ) .
F1 (x, Q2 )

(2)

Note that such a procedure is equivalent to a fit to (g1 )exp , but it is more precise than
the fit to the g1 data themselves presented by the experimental groups because here the
g1 data are extracted in the same way for all of the data sets.
Unlike the inclusive polarized deep inelastic scattering wherein g1 structure function is
measured by detecting only the final state lepton, the particle detected in semi inclusive
polarized deep inelastic experiments are charged hadrons in addition to scattered lepton.
The double-spin asymmetry in SIDIS experiments for the production of hadron h is
Ah1N (x, z, Q2 ) =

h
g1N
(x, z, Q2 )
.
h
F1N
(x, z, Q2 )

(3)

The structure functions g1h and F1h are fully determined in terms of polarized and
unpolarized distributions respectively up to NLO approximation and are fully presented
h
in Ref. [3]. Thus we will determine g1 and g1N
from Eqs. 2 and 3 in the analysis and
extract polarized parton distribution functions. We utilize two types of data sets from
DIS and SIDIS experiments which come from relevant experiments done at DESY, SLAC,
JLAB and CERN [3].

2.1

PPDFs Parametrization

In our analysis we choose an initial scale for the evolution of Q20 = 1 GeV2 and assume
the PPDFs to have the following functional form
x δq = Nq ηq xaq (1 − x)bq (1 + cq x0.5 + dq x) ,

(4)

¯ δū, δ d,
¯ δs̄ and δg. The Normalization constants Nq are chosen
with δq = δu+δū, δd+δ d,
such that ηq are the first moments of δq(x, Q20 ) and B(a, b) is the Euler beta function.
Since the present SIDIS data are not yet sufficient to distinguish s from s̄, we assume
δs(x, Q2 ) = δs̄(x, Q2 ) throughout. To control the behavior of PPDFs, we have to consider
some extra constraints; so we get au+ū = aū and ad+d¯ = ad¯ = as to control the small
x behavior of ū, d¯ and s = s̄. Also in the primary fitting procedures we find out that
the parameters bū , bd¯, bs=s̄ and bg become very close to each other, around 10. We
understand that they are not strongly determined by the fit, so we fix them to 10 which
is their preferred value to fulfill the positivity condition, |δqi (x, Q2o )| ≤ qi (x, Q20 ), and also
it controls the behavior of polarized sea quarks at large x region. In addition, we find
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flavor
u + ū
d + d¯
ū
d¯
s̄
g

η
0.783
-0.485
0.051± 0.0022
-0.081± 0.0020
-0.072± 0.0077
-0.156±0.0039

a
0.409± 0.0025
0.123± 0.0036
0.409± 0.0025
0.123± 0.0036
0.123± 0.0036
2.453± 0.0334

b
2.733± 0.0368
4.249± 0.0280
10.0∗
10.0∗
10.0∗
10.0∗

c
0.0∗
0.0∗
10.016± 13.5510
116.235±81.2783
0.0∗
0.0∗

d
80.855±1.4115
83.345±13.9609
-32.424± 15.8386
902.567± 615.0900
-16.045±4.7815
-3.922±0.0659

Table 1: Final parameter values and their statistical errors at the input scale Q20 = 1 GeV2 , those

parameters marked with (*) are fixed.

¯ δs̄ and δg so we fix
that the parameter cq is very close to zero for δq = δu + δū, δd + δ d,
them at 0.
Generally PPDFs analysis use two well-known sum rules relating the first moments
of PPDFs to F and D quantities which are evaluated in neutron and hyperon β–decays
under the assumption of SU(2) and SU(3) flavor symmetries. A new reanalysis of F
and D parameters with updated β-decay constants acquired [6] F = 0.464 ± 0.008 and
D = 0.806 ± 0.008, so we make use of these evaluations in our present analysis. Since
we do not focus on flavor symmetry and we have δū 6= δ d¯ 6= δs, we can use the following
relations in the analysis
∆u + ∆ū = 0.9275 + ∆s + ∆s̄ ,
∆d + ∆d¯ = −0.3415 + ∆s + ∆s̄ ,

(5)

¯ (i.e. ηu+ū
so we exclude the parameters define the first moment of (δu + δū) and (δd + δ d)
and ηd+d¯) from the analysis and obtain them by Eq. 5.The evolution and computational
method of the current analysis are fully discussed in Ref. [3]

3

Results

The values of obtained parameters attached to the input PPDFs are summarized in Table 1. We find χ2 /d.o.f. = 1171.571/1132 = 1.03 which yields an overlay acceptable fit to
the experimental data. In Fig. 1 we present the polarized parton distributions and their
comparison to parameterizations from DSSV09 [11] and LSS10 [4] at input scale Q20 = 1
¯ distributions we see that all of the fits
GeV2 . Examining the x(δu + δū) and x(δd + δ d)
are in agreement. For the xδū and xδ d¯ distributions, the curves, specially our model and
DSSV09, are very close; δ d¯ is negative for any x in the measured x region while δū passes
zero around x = 0.1 − 0.2 and becomes negative for large x for all presented models.
For the strange sea-quark density xδs, the main difference between the presented model,
LSS10 and DSSV09 sets is that for x < 0.03 LSS10 is less negative than others, also both
of current model and LSS10 are less positive than DSSV09 for x > 0.03.
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Figure 1: The result of our analysis for quark
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helicity distributions at Q20 = 1 GeV2 in comparison with DSSV09 [11] and LSS10 [4].
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Figure 2: The quark helicity distribu¯ at Q2 =
tions for the difference x(δ ū − δ d)
2.5 , 3 GeV2 comparing to other models
and experimental data [3].

By employing SIDIS data a flavour decomposition of the polarized sea quarks is obtained and the
light antiquark polarized densities δū, δ d¯ and δs = s̄ are determined separately, Fig. 2
shows the difference between δū, δ d¯ in the current analysis comparing to other models and
experimental data. Also in the present parametrization we use a term (1 + cs x0.5 + ds x)
in the input strange sea-quark distribution to let a sign changing for δs = δs̄, which was
not considered in the standard scenario [2]. The comparison of polarized light sea-quark
¯ in the standard scenario and current model are presented
distributions (xδs, xδ ū, xδ d)
in Ref. [3] and shows that the behavior of the polarized strange quark density remains
puzzling.
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Abstract
A first part lists basic rules, taken from the string- and multiperipheral models,
that a recursive quark fragmentation model should obey. A second part describes
spin effects given by the classical “string + 3P0” mechanism of quark-antiquark pair
creation, in pseudoscalar and vector meson production: Collins effect, jet handedness and “hidden spin” effects in unpolarized experiments. The last part constructs
a recursive quantum-mechanical model of spin-dependent fragmentation. In a “ab
initio” approach an integral equation must be solved as a preliminary task. With
a “renormalized input”, this task is reduced to an ordinary integration. A spindependent generalization of the symmetric Lund model is obtained.

1

Introduction

A jet model which takes into account the quark spin degree of freedom must start with
quantum amplitudes rather than probabilities. A “toy model” [1] using Pauli spinors and
inspired from the multiperipheral model and the classical string +3 P0 mechanism [2, 3]
followed this principle. Collins- and longitudinal jet handedness [4] effects were generated.
However hadron mass-shell constraints were ignored. These constraints are satisfied in
an improved model [5], which is a symmetric-Lund model endowed with spin factors. In
the ab initio approach of [5] the inputs are quark propagators and quark-hadron vertices
derived from a string action. The recursive splitting function is obtained by solving an
integral equation. We will show that, starting from a renormalized input, this preliminary
task is replaced by an ordinary integration.
Section 2 lists the rules and approximations of a bona fide recursive jet model. Spin
effects produced by the classical string +3 P0 mechanism or the “toy model” are sketched
in Sec.3. The next sections develop the model of Ref. [5] in three stages: the ab initio
approach, the renormalized input approach and the application with string anplitudes.

2

Rules and approximations for a recursive model

We take the example of W ± decay into qA + q̄B and no gluon (lower part of Fig.1-left)
followed by a hadronisation into mesons and no baryon (upper part of Fig.1-left),
qA + q̄B → h1 + h2 ... + hN .
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Figure 1: Left: quark-diagram of a hadronic decay of W ± . Right: associated momentum diagram,
projected on the (p0 , pz ) plane.

In the multiperipheral picture, (1) is decomposed in recursive quark splittings
q1 → h1 + q2 ,

q2 → h 2 + q 3 , · · · · · ·

qN → hN + qB ,

(2)

with q1 ≡ qA ; hn is the meson of rank n ≤ N ; qB ≡ qN +1 is the charge conjugate of q̄B
and “propagates backward in time”.
Factorization. We assume the approximate probability convolution
Z
dP(W ± → qA q̄B )
Pevent ' dΩ
× P(qA + q̄B → h1 + h2 ... + hN ) .
dΩ

(3)

Pevent is the exclusive N -particle distribution of the whole event. dP/dΩ is the angular
distribution of the quark momentum kA in the W ± rest frame. The last factor is the
exclusive N -particle distribution of reaction (1). kA /|kA | = ẑ defines the jet axis. In a
more rigorous approach the convolution should bear on the amplitudes. kA is an internal
momentum of the loop diagram of Fig.1-left and Pevent is a double integral: in kA for the
amplitude and in kA0 for the complex conjugate amplitude. Factorization (3) ignores the
pure quantum-mechanical quantity kA − kA0 .
Multiperipheral dynamics. Each splitting conserves 4-momentum: kn = pn + kn+1 .
These relations are exhibited in the momentum diagram of Fig.1-right. A basic ingredient
of the multiperipheral model is the cutoff in the quark virtualities −k 2 . It implies:
• a cutoff in |k + k − | ≡ (k 0 + k z ) |k 0 − k z |, which insures the approximate ordering of
h1 , h2 , · · · hN in rapidity and the leading particle effect (or favored fragmentation).
• a cutoff in kT leading to the Local Compensation of Transverse Momenta (LCTM)
[6]. It leads to a cutoff in pT of the hadrons1,2 .
1
2

The converse is not true: the pT cutoff alone, used in some models, does not lead to a kT cutoff.
The symmetric Lund splitting function reinforces the pT cutoff by the factor exp[−b(m2h + p2T )/Z].
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Ladder approximation. A same hadronic
final state can be obtained with several multiperipheral diagrams which differ by permutations. In the ladder approximation the interferences between these diagrams are neglected. Most often only one diagram is important, the others having rank ordering too
far from the rapidity ordering.





















String dynamics. The same properties
are found in the String Fragmentation Model. Figure 2: Relation (4) between the quark moFig.2 represents the world sheet of the mas- mentum q3 in the multiperipheral picture and the
point Q3 where the q3 q̄3 pair is created in the
sive string or dart stretched by qA and q̄B classical string fragmentation model with mq = 0,
and decaying into hadrons, in a classical 1+1 kT = 0.
dimensional model with massless quarks. It
is a particular type of quark multiperipheral model, if one orders the Q-corners according
to the null-plane time variable X − = t − z and make the correspondance3
t(Qn ) − t(O) = knz /κ ,

z(Qn ) − z(O) = kn0 /κ ,

(4)

where κ ' 1 GeV/fm is the string tension (hereafter we take κ = 1). For a string
breaking point Q the condition that there is no other breaking in its past cone leads to
the suppression of large (OQ)2 ≡ −k + k − by a factor
¡
¢
exp − b |k + k − |
(5)
where 2b is the string ”fragility” in units κ = 1. Quarks with masses and transverse
momenta are thought to be produced by a tunneling mechanism similar to the Schwinger
one for e+ e− creation in strong electric field. It provides the kT cutoff factor
exp[−π(m2q + kT2 )/κ].

(6)

Properties of the classical string + 3P0 mechanism

3

Fig.3 depicts the decay of the dart as if all Qn where at equal time. Assuming that a qn q̄n
pair is created at Qn in the 3 P0 state and with zero 4-momentum, one predicts a correlation
between the antiquark polarization S̄n and transverse momentum k̄n,T : hk̄n · (ẑ × S̄n )i is
positive. A similar effect is predicted in atomic physics [7].
Case where h1 , h2 , ... are pseudoscalar mesons. In that case qn and q̄n+1 forming
hn have antiparallel spins. Combined with the hk̄·(ẑ× S̄)i correlations it gives:
− a Collins effect toward S1 × ẑ for the ”favored” meson h1 ,
− Collins effects of alternate sides for the next mesons,
− a large Collins effect for h2 ,
− Relative Collins Effects (or IFF ) larger than from “single-Collins” + LCTM alone.
3

k = canonical quark momentum = mechanical momentum + string momentum flow through OQ.
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Case where h1 is a leading vector meson. In a vector meson of linear polarization
A (being known from the decay products), the q and q̄ polarizations are symmetrical
about the plane perpendicular to A (Fig.3b). Let us consider a 1rst -rank vector meson:
− if A k ẑ the Collins asymmetry is opposite to that of a leading pseudoscalar meson,
− if A ⊥ ẑ the Collins asymmetry is in the azimuth 2φ(A) − φ(S1 ) − π/2,
− if both Az =
6 0 and AT 6= 0 and if q1 is helicity-polarized, S1z Az A·hẑ × pi is positive.
This is a longitudinal jet-handeness [4] effect.
These three effects are reproduced by the “toy model”. They correspond respectively
to lines 3, 5 and 6 of Eq.(27) of [1]. On the average, the Collins effect is -1/3 that of the
pseudoscalar meson [8].
Hidden spin effects. Whether qA is polarized or not, the hk̄·(ẑ×S̄)i correlation of the
string +3 P0 mechanism has an impact on the pT distribution of the rank ≥ 2 mesons:
− for a pseudoscalar meson, hp2T imeson > 2 hk2T iquark ,
− for a vector meson linearly polarized along ẑ, hp2T imeson < 2 hk2T iquark ,
− for a vector meson linearly polarized along x̂, hp2x i < 2 hk2T i < hp2y i.
On the average, hp2T iV-meson < hp2T iPS-meson . These ”hidden spin” effects allow an unexpensive test of the string + 3 P0 mechanism (note that the Schwinger mechanism predicts
no hk̄·(ẑ× S̄)i correlation [9]). At least they suggest that quark spin plays a role even in
unpolarized experiments and should be included in any jet model.

4

The ab initio approach

The starting point is the multiperipheral hadronization amplitude
hkB , sB |MN {qA q̄B → h1 h2 · · · hN }|kA , sA i =
hkB,sB|D{qB }V{qB ,hN ,qN }· · ·D{q3 }V{q3 ,h2 ,q2 }D{q2 }V{q2 ,h1 ,qA }D{qA }|kA ,sAi.

(7)

|kB , sB i is the negative energy state whose hole is |k(q̄B ), s(q̄B )i. Inside curly brakets,
{q} = (f, k) gathers the quark flavor f and 4-momentum k. For a meson {h} = (h, p, sh )
gathers the species h, the 4-momentum and the spin state. The quark propagator D{q} ≡
D(f, k) and the vertex function V{f 0 , h, f } ≡ Vf 0 ,h,f (k 0 , k) are the inputs of the model. In
a step-by-step covariant model, |kA , sA i and |kB , sB i would be Dirac spinors and D and V
would be 4×4 matrices, e.g., D{q} = D(f, k 2 ) (mf + γ · k). However Lorentz covariance is
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(b)

Figure 3: (a) string decay into pseudoscalar mesons with the string+3P0 mechanism. (b) spin correlation
of the quark and antiquark in a vector meson linearly polarized along A.
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required only globally for the whole process of Fig.1. Together with P and C conservation,
this requires the invariance of M under
− (a) rotations about ẑ,
− (b) Lorentz transformations along ẑ,
− (c) reflection about any plane containing ẑ,
− (d) quark chain reversal or “left-right symmetry” [2], i.e., interchanging qA and q̄B .
These invariances can be realized with Pauli spinors, e.g., D{q} = µf +σz σ·kT . Doing so,
we do not take into account the whole information (2 q-bits) carried by an off-mass-shell
Dirac spinor. We leave this question for further studies.
Hadronization “cross section” of quark qn . In the ladder approximation one can
define the hadronization “cross section” of an initial or intermediate polarized quark qn ,
H{q̄B + ↑qn → X} = Tr R{qn } ρ{qn } ,
where ρ{qn } = (I + σ·Sn )/2 is the spin density matrix of qn ,
Z
1X
R{qn } =
d{hn } · · · d{hN } M†N −n MN −n δ 4 [pn + · · · + pN − kA − k(q̄B )]
2 N ≥n

(8)

(9)

R
P P R
and d{h} · · · stands for h s(h) d3 p/p0 · · · . We are interested in the qA fragmentation region, that is why we will took q̄B unpolarized. R{q} obeys the ladder integral
equation (illustrated by Fig.4):
Z
X †
R{q} = d{h} T † {q0 , h, q} R{q0 } T {q0 , h, q} +
M1 M1 δ[(k − kB )2 − m2h ]
(10)
h

with T {q0 , h, q} ≡ V{q0 , h, q} D{q}. At large m2X ' |kB− | k + ,
R{q} ' B{q} (m2X )αR ,

(11)

B{q} = β(f, k2T ) [1 + A(f, k2T ) σ· ñ(k)] ,

(12)

with ñ(k) ≡ ẑ × k/|ẑ × k|. In ordinary multiperipheral models αR and B{q} are the
intercept and residue of the output Regge trajectory. A(f, k2T ) is the single-spin asymmetry
of ↑q + q̄B → X. A(f, 0) = 0. B{q} is semi-positive definite: β > 0, |A| ≤ 1.
Recursive Monte-Carlo algorithm. Suppose that we have already generated n−1
steps of (2) and recorded the density matrix ρ{qn }. The simulation of the next step
↑qn → hn + ↑qn+1 (hereafter rewritten ↑q → h+ ↑q0 ) proceeds in two sub-steps:
1) generate the species and momentum of h. From Eqs.(10-11) the type and
momentum distribution of the next-rank particle is proportional to
dH{q̄B + ↑q} =

¤
dZ d2 pT − 0 + αR X £
|kB k |
Tr B{q0 } T {q0 , h, q} ρ{q} T † {q0 , h, q} ,
Z
s(h)

with Z ≡ p+ /k + , k 0 = k − p.
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(13)





















































Figure 4: Ladder unitarity diagram associated to Eqs.(8-10) with n=1, q = q1 , q0 = q2 . Black bullets
represent quark propagators. The summation over N is understood.

2) calculate the polarization of ↑q0 . It is given by
X£
¤
ρ{q0 } =
T {q0 , h, q} ρ{q} T † {q0 , h, q} / Tr[idem] .

(14)

s(h)

If h has nonzero spin and one wants to simulate its decay, a more complicated algorithm
is needed, following the rules of [11] (see also Sec.5.1 of [12]).
In this ab initio approach one must calculate αR and the functions β(f, k2T ) and
A(f, k2T ) from the integral equation (10), as a preliminary numerical task.

5

The renormalized input approach

The physical properties (e.g., the multi-particle distributions) are unchanged by two kinds
of “renormalization” of the propagators and vertices:
(a) new D{q} = |k − k + |λ D{q} ,

new V{q0 ,h,q} = |k 0+ k − |λ V{q0 ,h,q}
(15)
0

−1

0

0

−1

(b) new D{q} = Λ{q} D{q} Λ{q} , new V{q ,h,q} = Λ {q } V{q ,h,q} Λ {q} ,
where Λ{q} ≡ Λ(f, kT ) is a matrix in spin space. Under (a) αR is shifted by 2λ. Under
(b), new B{q} = Λ† {q} B{q} Λ{q}. Let us combine (a) and (b) with λ = −αR /2 and Λ =
1
1
B − 2 (D† /D) 4 (these matrices commute). We get new αR = 0, new R{q} = new B{q} =
I. Taking the renormalized V{q0 ,h,q} as unique input, the renormalized propagator is
obtained from (10):
X Z d3 p
− 12
V † {q0 , h, q} V{q0 , h, q} .
(16)
D{q} = U {q} with U {q} ≡
0
p
h
The preliminary task is now to evaluate (16). It is much easier than solving the integral
equation (10). Besides, (13) is simplified by the absence of |kB− k 0 + |αR and B{q0 }.
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6

Application with string amplitudes

An ab initio string hadronization amplitude [5] can be expressed in the multiperipheral
form with the propagator and vertex
£
¤
D{q} = (k − k + − i0)α{q} exp (i − b) k − k + /2 d{q} ,
(17)
£
¤
0
V{q0 , h, q} = (p+ /k 0+ )α{q } exp (b − i) k 0− k + /2 (−p− /k − )α{q} g{q0 , h, q} .

(18)

d{q} = d(f, kT ) and g{q0 , h, q} = gf 0 ,h,f (k0T , kT ) are spin matrices and α{q} = α(f, k2T ).
In the ladder approximation one can remove the phases of the exponential factors and of
(k − k + − i0)α{q} . This does not change the probabilities. After renormalization,
0

V{q0 , h, q} = (k 0+ /p+ )a{q }/2 exp(−b k 0− k + /2) (−k − /p− )a{q}/2 g{q0 , h, q} ,

(19)

with a new g{q0 ,h,q} and a{q} = old (αR − 2 Re α{q}). The right Eq.(16) becomes
U {q} = u{q}/Eq (k − k + )
u{q} =

X Z
h, s(h)

dZ
d pT
Z
2

µ

1−Z
Z

with Eq (x) ≡ x

¶a{q0 }

µ
Eq

m2h + p2T
Z

−a{q}

e−bx ,

(20)

¶
g † {q0 , h, q} g{q0 , h, q} .

(21)

Example: a{q} = constant and
2

02

g{q0 , h, q} = e−B (kT +kT ) (µf 0 + σz σ · k0T ) Γ (µf + σz σ · kT )

(22)

with Γ = σz for a pseudoscalar meson and Γ = GL Vz∗ I + GT σ·VT∗ σz for a vector meson,
like in the “toy model ” [1]. A complex µf with Imµf > 0 reproduces the effects of the
string +3 P0 mechanism.
The receipe (13-14) becomes
1. generate the species and momentum of h following the distribution
dZ
d pT
Z
2

µ

1−Z
Z

¶a{q0 }

µ
Eq

m2h + p2T
Z

¶X

¡
¢
Tr t{q0 , h, q} ρ{q} t† {q0 , h, q}

(23)

s(h)

1

with t{q0 , h, q} = g{q0 , h, q} u− 2 {q},
2. calculate the polarization of ↑q0 with
£X
¤
£
¤
ρ{q0 } =
t{q0 , h, q} ρ{q} t† {q0 , h, q} / Tr idem .

(24)

s(h)
2
2
2
If quark spin is ignored, g{q0 , h, q} = gf 0 ,h,f (k02
T , pT , kT ), u{q} = u(f, kT ) and one recovers
the symmetric Lund model. U {q} and hj| V † {q0 , h, q} |j 0 i hi0 | V{q0 , h, q} |ii are the spindependent generalizations of ρν (V ) and ρν,ν 0 (V, V 0 ) in [10].
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7

Conclusion

We have built a bona fide recursive quark fragmentation model including the quark spin
degree of freedom. For pseudo-scalar and vector mesons the model can reproduce the
Collins effects of the classical string +3P0 mechanism and also give longitudinal jet handedness. It can be a guide for quark polarimetry and may also account for ”hidden spin”
effects in unpolarized quark fragmentation. The ab initio input consists in quark propagators and vertices. Using it, an integral equation has to be solved in order to fix the
splitting distribution. Starting from the renormalized input, which consists in exponents
a{q} = a(f, k2T ) and vertex matrices g{q0 , h, q} = gf 0 ,h,f (k0T , kT ), only an ordinary integration is needed. Putting vertices derived from the semiclassical string action in 1+1
dimension, one obtains a spin-dependent generalization of the symmetric Lund model
which may be implemented in a Monte-Carlo code of quark jet simulation.
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Abstract
An effect similar to the Collins asymmetry is found in the ionization of a hydrogen atom by a static electric field E. When the initial electron possesses an orbital
angular momentum hLi transverse to the field, the mean transverse velocity of the
final electron points in the direction of E × hLi. However hLi is oscillating in time
due to the linear Stark effect, making hvT i oscillate.

Introduction. An atom can be ionized by a sufficiently strong static electric field E
thanks to the tunnel effect. This process has a strong similarity with the production of a
quark-antiquark pair (q q̄) in a QCD string. If the initial electron has an orbital angular
momentum perpendicular to E, the average transverse velocity hvT i should be nonzero
and in the direction of hLi × F, where F = −eE is the external force [1]. We refer to
it as the v.(L×F) asymmetry. The mechanism(Fig.1-left) looks like the string + 3 P0
mechanism (Fig.1-right) of hyperon polarization [2] and Collins effect [1, 3].
At variance with the string + 3 P0 mechanism, the Schwinger mechanism of q q̄ pair
creation yields no v.(L×F) asymmetry [1]. Thus the question of such an asymmetry in
string breaking remains open. It is at least instructive to study it in atomic physics.

1 Behavior of an H atom in an external electric field
We consider an hydrogen atom in an static electric field E = −(F/e) ẑ. At small F
the linear Stark effect just splits the nth energy level in 2n − 1 sublevels separated by1
ω = 3nF/2. Stark states are the eigenstates of H0 −F z = p2 /2 − 1/r − F z in the F → 0
limit. For large enough F ionization by tunneling becomes important and Stark states
move into resonances of complex energy E = ER − iγ/2. Using the parabolic coordinates
ξ=r-z, η=r+z, ϕ=arg(x + iy), their wave functions have the separable form [4]
Ψ = ξ −1/2 Φ(ξ) η −1/2 χ(η) eimϕ ,

(1)

£
¤
∂ 2 Φ/∂ξ 2 + E/2 + Zξ /ξ − (m2 − 1)/(4ξ 2 ) − F ξ/4 Φ(ξ) = 0

(2)

where Φ(ξ) verifies

and χ(η) an analogous equation with F → −F and Zξ → Zη = 1 − Zξ . Stark states are
labeled |nξ , nη , mi, where nξ and nη are the numbers of nodes of Φ(ξ) and χ(η), linked
1

In this paper we use atomic units: ~/(me αc) = 0.0529 nm for length, ~/(me α2 c2 ) = 2.42 10−17 s for
time, me α2 c2 = 27, 2 eV for energy and m2e α3 c2 /~ = 5.14 109 eV/cm for force.
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Figure 1: Left: semi-classical motion of the electron extracted form the hydrogen atom
by a strong field E, when the electron is initally in a Ly = +1 state. Right: String +
3
P0 mechanism correlating the tranverse momentum and the transverse polarization of a
quark created in string decay [3, 1].
by nη p
+ nξ + |m| + 1 = n and fixing Zξ = (n + nξ − nη )/(2n). With the change of variables ξ/n eiϕ =x̂+iŷ, Φ̂(x̂, ŷ) ≡ ξ −1/2 Φ(ξ) eimϕ is the wave function of a 2-dimensional
harmonic oscillator of angular momentum m and energy ²ξ = 2nZξ = 2nξ + |m| + 1.
L⊥ oscillations. Stark states are also eigenstates of Az , where A is the Laplace-RungeLenz-Pauli vector
A = r/r + (L × p − p × L)/2 .
(3)
For F =0, hAz i=2hzi/(3n2 ) = (nη − nξ )/n. For F 6= 0 the transverse components (Lx , Ly )
and (Ax , Ay ) are not conserved. Starting from a Ly eigenstate, hLy i oscillates in quadrature with hAx i, as pictured in Fig.2, with the period 2π/ω. Let us take as an example
the initial state |n = 2, Ly = +1i, whose wave function is
Ψ(r, 0) = 8−1 π −1/2 (z + ix) e−r/2 = 0.5( |010i − |100i + i|001i + i|00 − 1i ) .

(4)

At t 6= 0 it evolves as

¡
¢
Ψ(t) = 0.5 eit/8 e+iωt |010i − e−iωt |100i + i|001i + i|00 − 1i
·
¸
i
it/8
2 ωt
2 ωt
= e
cos
|Ly = +1i − sin
|Ly = −1i + √ sin(ωt)|l = 0i .
2
2
2

Thus the atom oscillates between three Ly eigenstates.







Figure 2: Classical picture of the Stark oscillations of Ly and Ax .
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(5)
(6)

2 Tunneling amplitudes
The external force is confining in ξ and changes Φ(ξ) only little. Tunneling bears on
χ(η). The wave function at large η describes the escaped electron. Using, as in Ref. [4],
the JWKB method to lowest order in F , one obtains for the state |ii ≡ |nξ , nη , mi
Ψi (r, t) η→∞ ' ai Φ̂i (x̂, ŷ) exp{(−iδEi − γi /2)t0 } B(η, t)

(7)

ai is the tunneling amplitude normalized to |ai |2 = γi , δEi is the Stark shift, Φ̂i (x̂, ŷ) is
the 2-D oscillator wave function normalized to hΦ̂|i Φ̂i i = 1 and
h
i
√
3 −1/4
3/2
B(η, t) = (4F η )
exp (i/3) F (η − ηF ) + it/8 + 5iπ/4 .
(8)
ηF ≡ 1/(n2 F ) is near the tunnel exit and t0 ≡ t −
exit time. For n=2 the amplitudes are

p

(η − ηF )/F is the classical electron

a1 ≡ a010 = iq a00+1 ,
a2 ≡ a00+1 = a00−1 = 2−5/2 F −1 exp [−1/(24F )] ,
a3 ≡ a100 = a00+1 /(iq) ,

(9)

√
with q = e−3/2 / 2F . The widths γi = |ai |2 agree with Slavjanov’s result [5].

3

v.(L×F) asymmetry for the initial state |n = 2, Ly = +1i
With the initial state (4) the escaped electron density is, according to (5,7-8),
¯
¯2
2
3 −1/2 ¯
0 ¯
|Ψ(r, t)| η→∞ = (4F η )
¯Φ̂(x̂, ŷ, t )¯

(10)

√
with η ' 2z, (x̂, ŷ) ' (x, y)/ 2nz. In the n=2 case,
©
ª
0
0
0
Φ̂(t0 ) = 0.5 a1 Φ̂010 e(iω−γ1 /2)t − a3 Φ̂100 e(−iω−γ3 /2)t + ia2 (Φ̂00+1 + Φ̂00−1 ) e−γ2 t /2 . (11)
|Ψ(r, t)|2 looks like the density of a classical electron cloud falling freely in the force field
0
F. An electron leaving the tunnel
√ at time t with the transverse velocity v⊥ follows the
parabola of fixed (x̂, ŷ) ' v⊥ / 2F . The interference between even- and odd-m terms of
Φ̂(t0 ) yields the v.(L×F) asymmetry, which is t0 -dependent. A measure of it is
q
0
0
0
(12)
A(t ) ≡ hvx i/∆vx = hΦ̂(t )|x̂|Φ̂(t )i/ hΦ̂(t0 )|x̂2 |Φ̂(t0 )i ;
¢−1/2
¡
.
A(t0 = 0) = 81/2 q 2 + 8 + 3 q −2

(13)

Like Ly , A(t0 ) changes sign at the Stark frequency, giving the ”crawling snake” of Fig.3 [6].

Conclusion. This study shows that the v.(L×F) effect does exist in field ionisation,
but is oscillating in time. Several constraints make its search challenging:
• Radiative transition may compete with field ionization.
• The initial asymmetry A(0) is small if the |ai |’s differ too much (see Eqs.13 and 9).
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Figure 3: ”Crawling snake” motion of hxi versus z of the escaping electron. As t grows the undulations
move to the right.

• A(t0 ) is fast oscillating, therefore one may only measure its time-averaged hAi. This
one is large only if γi & ω, so that ionization is faster than oscillation.
These constraints are satisfied with a large enough field. In the n=2 case this field
is too strong to be produced in laboratory. Hopefully, our results can be generalized to
large n (Rydberg states), where the required field scales like n−4 [7]. The vT distribution
can be measured by the photoelectron imaging techniques [8, 9].
Our formulae, obtained at lowest order in F , cannot be applied at the required field.
Accurate numerical methods are given in [10, 11]. Nevertheless the above conclusions
should remain qualitatively correct.
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Abstract
We discuss a large-x QCD factorization framework, which implies some practical
applications to the phenomenology of the TDDs accessible in future experimental
programs to be started at the Jefferson Lab 12 GeV and the Electron-Ion Collider.
This approach suggests extraction of the three-dimensional parton distribution functions as a convolution of a collinear jet function and soft transverse-distance dependent (TDD) function defined as a vacuum average of a partially light-like Wilson
loop.

Transverse structure of the nucleon is encoded in the transverse-momentum dependent
PDFs what finalizes the three-dimensional picture in the momentum representation (see,
e.g., [1] and Refs. therein). An interesting opportunity to unravel the 3D PDFs at large
Bjorken x is provided by the forthcoming energy upgrade from 6 to 12 GeV to CEBAF
at Jefferson Lab. Given that CEBAF is a fixed-target facility, this upgrade will enable
probing the region 0.1 < x < 0.7, where valence quarks prevail. On the other hand,
smaller x for the similar Q2 can be reached at the planned Electron-Ion Collider, which
will explore the nucleon’s sea as well [1]. In total, the kinematic range of both experiments
is executed to be about 10−3 < x < 1 and 2 GeV2 < Q2 < 100 GeV2 . This coverage will
allow one to make precision tests and compare various TMD factorization methods, as
well as to look for important relations between nuclear and high-energy phenomenology.
Having in mind the kinematical set up of the above-mentioned experiments, we will discuss
the generic 3D-correlation functions in the large-x limit which is easier to analyze within
an appropriate factorization scheme. We will show, moreover, how the theory of the
large-x PDFs can profit from the study of properties of the generalized loop space.
We start from a generic gauge-invariant transverse-distance dependent (TDD) correlation function defined as a Fourier transform of the transverse-momentum dependent
(TMD) hadronic matrix element F (x, k⊥ ; P + , n− , µ2 )
Z
¡
¢
¡
¢
+
−
2
F x, b⊥ ; P , n , µ = d2 k⊥ e−ik⊥ ·b⊥ F x, k⊥ ; P + , n− , µ2 =
Z
dz − −ik+ z− D
e
P |ψ̄(z − , b⊥ )Un†− [z − , b⊥ ; ∞− , b⊥ ]Ul† [∞− , b⊥ ; ∞− , ∞⊥ ]·
(1)
2π
®
× Ul [∞− , ∞⊥ ; ∞− , 0⊥ ]Un− [∞− , 0⊥ ; 0− , 0⊥ ]ψ(0− , 0⊥ )| P ,
which is supposed to contain the information about quark distribution in the longitudinal one-dimensional momentum space and two-dimensional impact-parameter coordinate
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space. Generic semi-infinite Wilson line evaluated along a certain four-vector wµ are
defined as
·
¸
Z ∞
µ
Uw [∞; z] ≡ Uγ = P exp −ig
dτ wµ A (z + wτ ) ,
(2)
0

where the vector wµ parametrizes the path γ : wµ σ, σ ∈ [0, ∞], the latter containing, in
general, light-like, longitudinal non-light-like, and transversal parts [2]. Large-x factorization scheme for the gauge-invariant integrated PDFs has been proposed and developed
in Ref. [3]. Here we generalize this method to include the 3D-PDF, Eq. (2), see Ref. [4].
First we notice that at the large-x, the struck quarks moves as fast as the parent
nucleon, that is, in the infinite momentum frame, the soft-gluon contribution is factorized
into the eikonal operators [5]. Thus we re-write Eq. (2) as
Z
¡
¢
dz − −ik+ z− D
+
−
2
F x, b⊥ ; P , n , µ =
e
P |ψ̄(z) UP [z; ∞] UP† [z; ∞] Un†− [z]· (3)
2π
E
†
× Un− [∞; 0] UP [∞; 0] UP [∞; 0] ψ(0)| P ,
where z = (0+ , z − , b⊥ ). For the sake of simplicity, we work in what follows in covariant
gauge, so the transverse segments of the path are omitted. The eikonal approximation
assumes that very fast quark having the momentum kµ can be considered as a classical
particle moving parallel to the nucleon momentum P , so that instead of the quark fields
we use
Ψjet (0) = UP† [∞; 0] ψ(0) , Ψ̄jet (z) = ψ̄(z) UP [z; ∞] ,
(4)
where the fields Ψ̄in−jet , Ψin−jet stand for the incoming-collinear jets in initial and final
states [5, 3]. Before going over to the large-x approximation, we insert in Eq. (4) two full
sets of intermediate states
Z
®
¡
¢ X X dz − −ik+ z− 
+
−
2
e
P |ψ̄(z) UP [z; ∞] | q
(5)
F x, b⊥ ; P , n , µ =
2π
0
q
q
D
ED
E
†
†
†
0
0
× q |UP [z; ∞] Un− [z; ∞] Un− [∞; 0] UP [∞; 0] | q
q |UP [∞; 0] ψ(0)| P ,
Now one observes that the large-x regime suggests the struck quark takes almost all
momentum of the parent nucleon:
kµ ≈ Pµ .
(6)
Given that in the infinite-momentum frame the transverse component of the nucleon
momentum vanishes, the transverse momentum of the incoming quark k⊥ is acquired
completely due to the interactions with gluons. The following properties of the large-x
regime will be used from now on:
1. All real radiation can only by soft, that is the intermediate states in Eq. (6) carry
zero momenta in the leading approximation:
qµ , qµ0 ∼ (1 − x)Pµ

(7)

2. Quark radiation is negligible in the leading-twist; virtual gluons can be either soft
or collinear, collinear gluons can only be virtual;
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3. Rapidity divergences (known also as “light-cone singularites”) originate only from
the soft contributions. This important observation can be justified as follows: given
that the rapidity divergence take place in the soft region of the integration over
momenta, that is at small virtual gluon momenta κ+ → 0, one concludes that the
minus-infinite rapidity region is responsible for their existence, whose gluons move
parallel to the outgoing jet, not incoming-collinear jet, where the rapidity is positive;
4. As distinct from the collinear PDFs, real contributions are ultraviolet-finite due to
the transverse distance b⊥ acting as a large-momentum cutoff. They may, however,
contain rapidity singularities and exhibit non-trivial x- and b⊥ -dependence.
It follows immediately from the property (1) that the leading contribution to the
large-x TDD (6) is given by the vacuum intermediate state |0i = |q, q 0 = 0i:
¡
¢
F x, b⊥ ; P + , n− , µ2 =
Z
E
®D
dz − −ik+ z− 
†
(8)
e
P |ψ̄(z) UP [z; ∞] | 0 0 |UP [∞; 0] ψ(0)| P ·
2π
D
E
× 0 |UP† [z; ∞] Un†− [z; ∞]Un− [∞; 0] UP [∞; 0] | 0 .
Using Eq. (4), we write (in the x → 1 regime)
Z
¡
¢
®
dz − −ik+ z− 
+
−
2
F x, b⊥ ; P , n , µ =
e
P |Ψ̄in−jet (z) | 0 h0 | Ψin−jet (0)| P i (9)
2π
D
E
†
†
× 0 |UP [z; ∞] Un− [z; ∞]Un− [∞; 0] UP [∞; 0] | 0 = |Jin−jet (P )|2
Z
E
dz − −i(1−x)P + z− D
†
†
e
· 0 | UP [z; ∞]Un− [z; ∞]Un− [∞; 0] UP [∞; 0] | 0 ,
(10)
×
2π
where Jjet (P ) is the jet matrix element [6] which obeys

®
P |Ψ̄jet (z) | 0 h0 | Ψjet (0)| P i =
®
+ − 
+ −
e−iP z P |Ψ̄jet (P ) | 0 h0 | Ψjet (P )| P i = e−iP z |Jjet (P )|2 .

(11)

We have shown, therefore, that the following large-x factorization scheme is valid
¡
¢
F x, b⊥ ; P + , n− , µ2 |x→1 = H(µ2 , P 2 ) · Φ(x, b⊥ ; P + , n− , µ2 ) ,
(12)
where the contribution of incoming-collinear partons is accumulated in the x-independent
jet function H, while the soft function Φ reads
Z
+ −
+ − 2
Φ(x, b⊥ ; P , n , µ ) = dz −e−i(1−x)P z h0| UP† [z; ∞]Un†− [z; ∞]Un− [∞; 0]UP [0; ∞]|0i, (13)
with two sorts of the Wilson lines: incoming-collinear (off-light-cone, P 2 6= 0), UP , and
outgoing-collinear (light-like, (n− )2 = 0), Un− .
The properties (2 − 4) allow us to formulate the rapidity and renormalzation-group
evolution equations for the factorized TDD (12):
¡
¢
d
d
d
ln F x, b⊥ ; P + , n− , µ2 = µ ln H(µ2 ) + µ ln Φ(x, b⊥ ; P + , µ2 ) ,
dµ
dµ
dµ
¡
¢
d
d
P + + ln F x, b⊥ ; P + , n− , µ2 = P + + ln Φ(x, b⊥ ; P + , µ2 ) .
dP
dP
µ
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(14)
(15)

Note that the r.h.s. of Eq. (14) is b⊥ -independent and shows up only single-logarithmic
dependence on the rapidity [7]. The r.h.s. of Eq. (15) corresponds hence to the CollinsSoper-Sterman kernel KCSS [8].
The rapidity associated with the plus-component of the momentum P is formally
−)
infinite and must be supplied with proper regularization [6, 7] YP = limη→0 21 ln (P ·n
,
η
where η is a rapidity cutoff.
Taking into account that the variation of the scalar product δ(P · n− ) = δSP corresponds to a conformal transformation of the area restricted by the planar part of the path
γ∗ on which the Wilson loop is defined
Uγ∗ ≡ UP† [z; ∞]Un†− [z; ∞]Un− [∞; 0]UP [0; ∞] ,

(16)

0
−
γ∗ = Pµ σ ∪ n−
µ σ ∪ nµ τ ∪ Pµ σ ,

(17)

that is
with σ ∈ [−∞; 0] , σ 0 ∈ [0; ∞] , τ ∈ [∞; 0] , σ ∈ [0; ∞] . Therefore, implies the simple
relationship holds between rapidity and area logarithmic derivatives:
P+

d
d
d
=
∼
.
+
dP
d ln SP
dYP

Hence the rapidity evolution of the soft function (13) can be related to the area transformation law of a certain class of the paths. Moreover, in the recent work [9] we have
shown that the non-local classically conformal path variations can be introduced in terms
of the so-called Fréchet derivative associated to a diffeomorphism in generalised loop
space, which makes the whole approach mathematically consistent.
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Abstract
We have calculated the polarization of the final nucleon in charged current quasielastic ν −N scattering. We show that the longitudinal and transverse polarizations,
as well as their ratio exhibit simple dependence on the axial form factor and their
sensitivity to the axial mass is much stronger than that of the cross section. This
suggests that measurements of the polarization of the nucleon in the high-statistics
neutrino experiments could provide important information on the axial form factor.

1

Introduction

Important for understanding the electromagnetic structure of the nucleon are the two,
Dirac and Pauli, electromagnetic form factors (FFs) F1 (Q2 ) and F2 (Q2 ), that determine
elastic electron-nucleon scattering.
There are two ways of extracting F1,2 , or the more convenient experimentally charge
and magnetic FFs GE = F1 − τ F2 and GM = F1 + F2 , τ = Q2 /4M 2 . The standard,
Rosenbluth, procedure is based on the unpolarized cross section and determines GE and
GM separately with a limited sensitivity to GpE at higher Q2 . It was found:
1. At relatively low Q2 . 5 GeV 2 the magnetic FFs exhibit approximately the same
¡
¢−2
dipole Q2 -dependence, GD (Q2 ) = 1 + Q2 /0.71 GeV2 :
GpM = µp GD (Q2 ),

GnM = µn GD (Q2 ).

(1)

2. Up to Q2 . 6 GeV2 all data exhibit ”scaling” of the proton FFs:
µp GpE (Q2 )
R(Q ) =
' 1.
GpM (Q2 )
2

(2)

which implies the same Q2 -dependence for GpE and GpM .
In the late 90-ies Jefferson Lab. started series of new type of experiments that allowed
a direct measurement of R. In 1968 it was shown [1] that the ratio of the transverse P⊥
and longitudinal Pk polarization of the recoil proton is directly proportional to R:
s
P⊥
GpE
2ε
,
(3)
=− p
Pk
GM τ (1 + ε)
where ε = [1 + 2(1 + τ )tan2 θ/2]−1 , θ is the scattering angle. JLab measured the ratio
P⊥ /Pk in the energy range Q2 =[0.5 – 8.5] GeV 2 and unexpected results were obtained [2]:
1
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1. ”Scaling” does not hold. The form factor GpE (Q2 ) decreases much faster than
GpM (Q2 ): R = 1 at Q2 ' 1 GeV2 and falls down to R = 0.2 at Q2 = 5.6 GeV2 .
2. There is a clear discrepancy between the two methods in extracting R.
Polarization experiments drastically changed our knowledge about the e.m. FFs and
raised the important questions about radiative corrections and 2-photon exchange.
The JLab results strongly motivated our studies of the recoil nucleon polarization in
charged current quasi-elastic (CCQE) ν(ν̄) − N scattering as a source of independent information about the axial form factor. We obtain analytic expressions for the polarization
and estimate numerically the sensitivity of the polarization and the cross sections to the
axial mass. Most of the presented results can be found in more details in [3].

2

The weak charged current form factors

We study the CCQE processes:
ν + p → µ+ + n,

ν̄ + n → µ− + p

(4)

which are the dominant processes at low neutrino energies and give a direct information
on the charged current (CC) weak form factors.
CC
The matrix elements of (4) is determined by the 4 weak CC FFs – F1,2
, GA and GP :
GF
M = √ (ūµ γ m (1 ± γ5 )uν ) · hN 0 |JµCC |N i
2
µ
¶
qµ
iσµν q ν CC
0 CC
CC
hN |Jµ |N i = ūN 0 γµ F1 +
F2 + γµ γ5 GA +
γ5 GP uN
2M
2M

(5)
(6)

CC
Due to CVC F1,2
are related to the e.m. FFs:
p
CC
n
F1,2
(Q2 ) = F1,2
(Q2 ) − F1,2
(Q2 ),

(7)

p
n
where F1,2
and F1,2
are the Dirac and Pauli form factors of the proton and neutron, known
at present in a wide region of Q2 [2]. The hypothesis for partial conservation of the axial
current (PCAC) implies that the contribution of GP (Q2 ) can be neglected. Thus, study
of the CCQE processes (4) will give information about the axial form factor GA (Q2 ).
In analogy with the electromagnetic FFs, GA is usually parameterized by the dipole
formula:
gA
.
(8)
GA (Q2 ) =
Q2 2
(1 + M
2 )
A

Here gA = 1.2701 ± 0.0025 is the axial constant, known from the neutron β-decay data
and MA is a parameter – the ”axial mass”. At present, experiments on measurements of
the CCQE cross section, performed at different neutrino energies and on different nuclear
targets suggest different values for MA [4]:
d or H − target
F e − target
H2 0 − target
C − target
C − target

MA
MA
MA
MA
MA

=
=
=
=
=

1.03 ± 0.02 GeV
+0.08
M IN OS
1.26+0.12
−0.10 −0.12 GeV,
1.20 ± 0.12 GeV, K2K
1.05 ± 0.02 ± 0.06 GeV, N OM AD
1.35 ± 0.17 GeV, M iniBooN E
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(9)

Though compatible within 2 σ errors, these results show a clear discrepancy for the central
values of MA , that could originate in different reasons. The precise determination of the
axial FF is important not only for understanding the nucleon structure, but it is a basic
ingredient in interpretation of the neutrino oscillation experiments. Here we suggest that
measurement of the final nucleon polarization could provide an important independent
information about GA .

3

Polarization of the final nucleon

T-invariance implies that the polarization vector of the final nucleons in (4) lays in the
scattering plane. We define its longitudinal sk and transverse s⊥ components:
~s = s⊥~e⊥ + sk~ek ,

(10)

where ~e⊥ and ~ek are two orthogonal unit vectors in the scattering plane, ~ek = p~0 /|p~0 |, p0 is
the 4-momentum of the final nucleon. We obtain:
• The transverse polarization exhibits a simple linear dependence on GA :
(J0 s⊥ )ν, ν̄ =

¤ CC
− 2E 0 sin θ £
±y GCC
M + (2 − y)GA GE
|~q|

(11)

• The longitudinal polarization sk is expressed solely in terms of GA and GCC
M , i.e.
the best known magnetic form factors of the proton and neutron, the poorly known GCC
E
does not enter:
·
µ
¶
¸
¤
¡
¢ν, ν̄
2M
q0 £
CC
CC
±y GM + (2 − y) GA (2 − y) GM ± y +
GA .
(12)
J0 sk
=−
|~q|
E
• If the neutrino detector is in a magnetic field, then both s⊥ and sk could be measured
(like in elastic e − p scattering). Their ratio exhibits a simple linear dependence on GA :
£
¤
µ ¶ν,ν̄
(2 − y) GCC
sk
q0
M ± GA (y + 2M/E)
=
.
(13)
s⊥
2E 0 sin θ
GCC
E
• The quantity J0ν, ν̄ is determined via the differential cross section:
J0ν,ν̄ =

dσ ν, ν̄ 4π
·
,
dQ2 G2F

(14)

and is given by the expression:
·
¸
·
¸
2
CC 2
2
CC 2
τ (GCC
My
τ (GCC
ν, ν̄
M ) + (GE )
M ) + (GE )
2
2
J0
= 2(1 − y) GA +
+
GA −
1+τ
E
1+τ
2
CC
2
CC
+y (GM ∓ GA ) ± 4y GM GA .
(15)
Here y, q0 , |~q| are kinematic factors, E 0 is the energy of the final lepton.
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4

Numerical results

Using the commonly used parametrizations for the e.m. FFs, we examined the sensitivity
of sk and s⊥ , and their ratio sk /s⊥ on the axial mass for the following values of MA :
1) MA = 1.016 − f ull (black) line
2) MA = 1.20 − dashed (red) line
3) MA = 1.35 − dash − dotted (blue) line

(16)

We compared it to the sensitivity of the cross section.
Ν +p -> Μ+ +n, E = 1 GeV, sT

Ν +p -> Μ+ +n, E = 1 GeV, sL  sT

Ν +p -> Μ+ +n, E = 1 GeV, sL
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Figure 1: The dependence of the transverse sT and longitudinal sL polarizations of the neutron at E=1
GeV ((a) and (b)), and their ratio sL /sT (c) on the values of MA (eq. (16)) in ν̄µ + p → µ+ + n.

Fig. 12 shows that there is a clear sensitivity
dΣΝ 4 Π
x
E = 1 GeV,
in the polarization of the final neutron in ν̄µ + p →
d Q2 G2F
µ+ + n. It is most clearly pronounced for sk and,
dΣΝ 4 Π
x
respectively, for the ratio sk /s⊥ . An advantage of
d Q2 G2F
sk /s⊥ is that many of the systematic uncertainties
5
and radiative corrections cancel, however a mag4
netic field should be applied to the detector in or3
der to measure sk . This sensitivity holds also for
2
higher values of neutrino energies E. In contrast,
1
Fig. 13 shows that the cross section exhibits very
Q2
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
weak sensitivity to MA .
There is almost no sensitivity to the polarization Figure 2: The dependence on MA (see eq.
of the proton in νµ + n → µ− + p, but the polar- (16)) of the cross section of ν̄µ +p → µ+ +n
izations are big and could present an independent at E=1 GeV.
measurement of GA .
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Abstract
We study the response of diquark wave function in Λ-type baryons to strong
magnetic fields. It is found that quantum state of J=0 diquark (ud) in the magnetic field changes due to magnetic polarizability, and constituent quarks in (ud)
diquark become polarized. The phenomenon influences polarized quark distribution functions ∆u(x) and ∆d(x), which therefore may be sensitive to the internal
electromagnetic fields in hypernuclei. We also speculate, that strange quark polarization in nucleon may originate from the interaction of virtual ss̄ quark pairs with
the intrinsic magnetic field of nucleon B ≈ 1013 T.

1

Introduction

It has been suggested many years ago [1], that baryons and mesons contain fractionally
charged fermions - constituent quarks. According to Dirac equation, magnetic moment
of charged particles with spin s = 1/2 is µ=~Q/2m∗, and therefore, constituent quarks
should have magnetic moments. For baryons this concept works surprisingly well, and
measured magnetic moments of hyperons Ω− , Ξ0 , Ξ− , Σ+ , Σ− , Λ0 , proton and neutron,
can be understood as originating from the magnetic moments µu =1.85µN , µd =-0.97µN ,
µs =-0.61µN of quarks with constituent masses m∗u , m∗d ≈ 330MeV and m∗s =510MeV.
Consequently, open-flavor vector mesons should also have magnetic moments. For
example, K ∗+ meson (bound state of u, s̄ quarks with parallel spins) may be expected to
have magnetic moment µK +∗ = |µu | + |µs | = 2.5µN (here µN =3.1·10−14 MeV/T).
The response of pseudoscalar mesons and scalar diquarks to external magnetic fields
can be understood using the analogy of (qq 0 ) bound states with muonium (e− µ+ ) and
positronium (e− e+ ). Similarly to singlet (J=0) ground state of positronium or muonium,
mesons ηc , ηb , η 0 , π, K, D, B should have zero magnetic moment [2]. In the magnetic
field however, due to magnetic polarizability of pseudoscalar mesons, induced magnetic
moment µ̃[B] is expected to appear [3], due to partial polarization of q q̄ pair in J=0
quantum state. If √
the analogy with positronium behavior [4] is indeed correct, wave
function (↑↓ + ↓↑)/ 2 of (mz =0)
√ substate of vector mesons can acquire the admixture of
pseudoscalar state (↑↓ − ↓↑)/ 2 in the magnetic field, and quenching [5] of Ψ(cc̄), Υ(bb̄)
and ϕ(ss̄) meson decays may occur [6] in static external fields B ≈ 1014 − 1015 T.
Internal spin structure of scalar diquarks
[7] in Λ-type baryons resembles quantum
√
state of pseudoscalar mesons: (↑↓ − ↓↑)/ 2. In strong magnetic field, a superposition of
(J=0) diquark with its excited state (J=1, mz =0) can take place. In this contribution we
discuss the magnetic polarizability of diquarks in baryons due to fields B ≈ 1011 -1014 T.
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2

Spin structure of Λ baryons

Internal spin structure of Λ01/2 (1116) baryon differs from
that of proton, neutron and other spin 1/2 hyperons [8].
Typical s = 1/2 baryon contains two quarks (diquark) in
(J=1) triplet state accompanied with the third quark, as
T
described by naive SU (6) function Ψ1/2
in Eq.(1). One
may directly guess that ground state wave function of
proton (uud) is similar to Σ+ (uus), since both they contain quarks (uu) accompanied by third d or s quark. Al- Figure 1: Scalar diquark (ud) in
most equal masses of Σ+ , Σ− , Σ0 hyperons then suggest, Λ0 hyperon. The field is generated
that their constituent quantum spin structure is similar, by magnetic moment µs of s-quark.
T
) as in the case of proton and neutron.
(given by Ψ1/2
S
Ψ1/2

(↑↓ − ↓↑) ↑
√
=
2

√
T
Ψ1/2

=

√
2 ↑↑↓ −(↑↓ + ↓↑) ↑ / 2
√
3

Ψ3/2 = (↑↑↑)

(1)

However, constituent quarks (uds) of Σ01/2 hyperon can enter a lower-energy quantum
S
state Ψ1/2
, with different configuration of quark spins. Such state is observed experimentally as Λ01/2 (1116). Mass difference (δM =77MeV) between Σ0 (1193) and Λ0 baryon
comes from different interaction energy of constituent quark color-magnetic moments.
Quantum structure of Λ0 hyperon thus contains scalar (J=0) diquark accompanied
with the third quark, which is then responsible for the spin of such baryon. A question,
which quarks enter the scalar (J=0) diquark state in flavor-degenerate baryons of type
0
Λ0 (uds), Ξ+
c (usc) or Ωcb (scb) has been discussed already by Franklin et al. [10]. The
conclusion was that two quarks with similar masses form a scalar diquark state, with
0
small admixture of other diquark flavor configurations. For Λ0 (uds), Λ+
c (udc), Λb (udb)
this means that scalar diquark (ud) is accompanied with heavier s, c or b quark.
If all three constituent quark spins are oriented in parallel, baryon has spin s=3/2,
which corresponds to experimentally observed Ω hyperon and ∆, Σ∗ and Ξ∗ resonances.
Spin wave function Ψ3/2 of such baryons is shown Eq.(1).

3

Internal hyperfine magnetic fields in baryons

Within the framework of MIT bag model [9], constituent quarks are bound together in
a small (R ≈ 1fm) volume, which contains strong gluon fields and also virtual partons.
Constituent quarks are the source of magnetic dipole and electric fields, which are not
screened by the external vacuum. In a simplified picture of Λ0 hyperon as purely (ud)-s
state, the measured magnetic moment µΛ = −0.613µN is to√ be generated by s-quark:
µΛ = µs , because diquarks in quantum state Ψ S = (↑↓ − ↓↑) 2 (as well as pseudoscalar
mesons) should have zero magnetic moment.
However, the above said is not completely true. Magnetic dipole field lines, which
constitute the dipole field of Λ0 hyperon are contained in (penetrating) the ”bag” volume
of baryon (see Fig.1). Therefore, scalar (ud) diquark state, described by the spin wave
function Ψ S can be altered in the magnetic field, and achieve (due to its magnetic polarizability) an induced magnetic moment µ̃[B], as discussed for the η-meson case in [3].
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In such picture, virtual quark-antiquark pairs and scalar diquarks are swimming in a
deconfined QCD medium (the ”bag”) containing also gluons and strong magnetic field.
Let us estimate the strength of hyperfine magnetic field inside baryons: Since the
source of the magnetic dipole field is localized inside the hadronic ”bag” volume, we shall
assume, that dipole magnetic moment µ = c1·µN of baryon comes from the fictious current
loop of radius RB =ro [10−15 m] (for proton c1 =2.79, for Λ hyperon c1 =−0.61). One has
2
µ = I · S = I · πRB

−→

I = (c1 /πro2 )µN 1030 ≈ 5(c1 /πro2 )103 A

(2)

using µN = 5 · 10−27 J/T. Magnetic field Bint at the center of such current loop is
Bint = µo I/2RB

Bint ≈ (2c1 /ro3 )1012 T ,

−→

(3)

if magnetic permeability µo = 4π · 10−7 NA−2 of vacuum is used. For Λ0 hyperon we then
Λ
obtain internal magnetic field Bint
≈ 4 · 1012 T (assuming ro =0.67 [fm]), and for proton
p
Bint
≈ 1013 Tesla, assuming fictious current loop radius ro = 0.82 [fm].

4

Scalar diquarks in the magnetic field

External and intrinsic magnetic field of baryons can influence quantum state of scalar
~ Similarly to the case of Positronium and
diquarks via interaction term: Hint =−~µq · B.
Muonium, spin-singlet state Ψ̃ S [B] becomes a quantum superposition of triplet and singlet
states [4], and induced magnetic moment [6] of scalar (ud) diquark appears
cα − sα
c +s
√ | ↑↓i − α√ α | ↓↑i;
hΨ̃ S |µ̂| Ψ̃ S i = (|µu |+|µd |) sin(2α) = ∆µ (4)
2
2
p
p
√
where sα = sin(α) = y/ 1 + y 2 , cα = cos(α) = 1 − s2α , and y = x/(1 + 1 + x2 ) depends
on magnetic field B via parameter x = 2(|µu | + |µd |)B/∆Ehf . Hyperfine splitting ∆Ehf is
(MΛ − MΣ ) = 77MeV for Λ0 hyperon, and 166MeV and 194MeV for Λ+
c and Λb hyperons.
◦
In the limit B → ∞, α = 45 , and scalar diquark becomes fully polarized Ψ̃ S =−| ↓↑i in
~ direction, while
its (J=0) state: quark magnetic moments become oriented along field B
their spins are anti-parallel. In such extreme case, polarized quark distribution functions
∆u(x) and ∆d(x) of Λ0 baryon are substantially affected.
Induced magnetic moment ∆µ of scalar diquark should contribute to the magnetic
moment of Λ0 hyperon, as pointed out already by Franklin et al. [10]. In the limitting
case ∆µ → |µu | + |µd | = 2.8µN . For our intrinsic magnetic field B = 4 · 1012 T in Λ0
hyperon: sin(2α) ≈ x = 2(|µu |+|µd |)B/∆Ehf = 0.0091 and ∆µ = 0.026µN , which is 4%
T
of µΛ . Here, we did not take into account the full wave function Ψ1/2
of Σ baryon (see Eq.1),
√
√ 2
which contains term (↑↓ + ↓↑) 2 with probability (1/ 3) . Magnetic polarizability of
scalar (us) and (ds) diquarks in Ξc hyperons originates from the same mechanism: the
superposition of Ψ S with Ψ T triplet state of Ξ0c hyperons (they correspond to Σ0 ). Due
to different quark magnetic moment orientation relative to quark spin in (us) and (ds)
diquarks, magnetic polarizability β0 = 2hΨS |µ̂ds |ΨT i2/∆Ehf of (ds) diquark is expected
to be much smaller compared to (us) and (ud) diquarks (see Eq.10 and Eq.11 in [2]).
The interaction of color-magnetic dipole moments of quarks induces additional hyperfine mixing [8, 10] of wave functions Ψ T and Ψ S , which is independent from purely
electromagnetic effects we study here.
Ψ̃ S [B] =
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5

Virtual ss̄ pairs polarization in nucleon

Similarly to virtual e+ e− pairs, which contribute to anomalous magnetic moments of electron and muon, virtual (ss̄) pairs can influence nucleon properties. Various experimental
results suggest, that (ss̄) quark pairs in nucleon are polarized: ∆s = −0.1 ± 0.02 [11].
Let us assume here, that intrinsic magnetic field Bint ≈ 1013 T in nucleon affects
quantum state of virtual (ss̄) pairs. Inside the hadronic bag, without any external
√ fields,
+−
S
virtual ss̄ pairs would appear in pure J=0
singlet state Ψ = (↑↓ − ↓↑)/ 2, or in
−−
J=1
triplet state. Due to its smaller energy, pseudoscalar configuration ΨS should
be more probable. If internal magnetic field Bint ≈ 1013 T in nucleon modifies the wave
function Ψ̃S [B] of scalar ss̄ pairs as described by Eq.(4), induced magnetic moment of J=0
(ss̄) pairs appears: hµ̂iss̄ = 2|µs | sin(2α), which may contribute to the nucleon magnetic
moment. At the same time, net polarization of virtual s quarks occurs.

6

Conclusions

We have discussed that quantum state of scalar diquarks in Λ0 - type hyperons can be
influenced by internal and external magnetic fields. Our estimate of the intrinsic (hyperfine) magnetic field for Λ0 hyperon is Bint = 4 · 1012 T. We suggest, that polarized quark
distribution functions ∆q(x) of Λ0 - type hyperons can be modified due to polarization
of scalar (ud) diquark in strong electromagnetic field, which may be remotely related to
EMC effect. We also suggest, that virtual ss̄ pairs in nucleon are effectively polarized due
to the intrinsic magnetic field of nucleon Bint ≈ 1013 T.
Acknowledgement: This work is supported by Slovak Grant Agency VEGA (2/0197/14).
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Abstract
We analyze the light meson leptoproduction within the handbag approach. We
show that effects determined by the transversity Generalized Parton Distributions
(GPDs), HT and ĒT are essential in the description of pseudoscalar and vector
meson leptoproduction.

1

Introduction

In our papers [1], we calculated the processes of light meson leptoproduction within
the handbag approach, where the amplitudes factorize into hard subprocesses and in
(GPDs) [2] which encode soft physics. The modified perturbative approach [3], where the
quark transverse degrees of freedom accompanied by Sudakov suppressions are taken into
account, was used to calculate the hard subprocess amplitudes. We discuss some details
of this approach for vector meson (VM) production in section 2.
The pseudoscalar meson (PM) production was analyzed in [4, 5]. It was found that
the transversity GPDs HT and ĒT are essential in the description of these reactions at
low Q2 . Within the handbag approach the transversity GPDs are accompanied by twist-3
meson distribution amplitudes. These transversity contributions provide large transverse
cross sections for most of the pseudoscalar meson channels [5] (see section 3)
The role of transversity GPDs in the VM leptoproduction [6] is discussed in section
4. The importance of the transversity GPDs was examined in the Spin Density Matrix
Elements (SDMEs) and in asymmetries measured with a transversely polarized target.
For the transversity GPDs HT and ĒT we used the same parameterizations as in our study
of the PM leptoproduction. Our results for SDMEs are in good agreement with HERMES
experimental data on the ρ0 production. We also estimated the moments of transverse
sin(φ )
target spin asymmetries AU T which contain the transversity contributions. The AU T s
asymmetry is found to be not small [6] at COMPASS energies.

2

Meson leptoproduction and handbag approach

The amplitude of meson leptoproduction at large Q2 is assumed to factorize [2] into a
hard subprocess amplitude H and a soft proton matrix element, parameterized in terms
of GPDs F (x, ξ, t), E(x, ξ, t), ....
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The proton non-flip and spin-flip amplitude can be expressed in terms of gluons, quarks
or sea contributions
√ Z 1
Z 1
−t
a
Mµ0 +,µ+ ∝
dxHµa 0 +,µ+ F a (x, ξ, t), Mµ0 −,µ+ ∝
dxH0 µ0 +,µ+ E a (x, ξ, t). (1)
2m −1
−1
The subprocess amplitude is calculated within the MPA [3]. The amplitude Ha is a
contraction of the hard part F a which includes the transverse quark momentum k⊥ in
the propagators and the nonperturbative meson wave function Ψ(k⊥ ) [7]. The gluonic
corrections are treated in the form of the Sudakov factors. The resummation and exponentiation of the Sudakov corrections S can be performed in the impact parameter space
b [3], and the amplitude reads as
Z
a
a
H0λ,0λ ∝ dτ d2 b Ψ(τ, −b) F0λ,0λ
(x, ξ, τ, Q2 , b, ) αs exp[−S(τ, b, Q2 )].
Here τ is the momentum fraction of the quark that enters into the meson.
The GPDs contain extensive information about the hadron structure. Hadron form
factors and parton angular momenta can be related with GPDs. At zero skewness ξ and
momentum transfer GPDs are equal to ordinary PDFs
F a (x, 0, 0) = f a (x), E a (x, 0, 0) = ea (x) .

(2)

Here quarks (valence and sea) and gluon PDFs f a are determined from CTEQ6 parameterization [8]. The PDFs ea are taken from the Pauli form factor [9].
The GPDs are estimated using the double distribution representation [10] which connects GPDs with PDFs through the double distribution function ω. For the valence quark
contribution it looks like
ωi (x, y, t) = hi (x, t)

3 [(1 − |x|)2 − y 2 ]
.
4
(1 − |x|)3

(3)

The functions h are determined in the terms of PDFs and parameterized in the form
h(x, t) = N eb0 t x−α(t) (1 − x)n .

(4)

Here the t- dependence is considered in a Regge form and α(t) is the corresponding Regge
trajectory. The parameters in (4) are obtained from the known information about PDFs
e.g, [8, 9].
The handbag approach was successfully applied to light meson leptoproduction [1]. In
Fig.1, we show our results for Q2 and W dependencies of the ρ leptoproduction which
are in good agreement with experimental data. It can be seen in Fig. 1, (left) that the
2
leading twist results do not reproduce data at low Q2 . The power k⊥
/Q2 corrections
in the propagators of hard subprocess amplitude are important in the description of the
data. Corrections can be regarded as effective consideration of the higher twist effects.
From Fig 1 (right) we see that the model describes the ρ meson leptoproduction quite
well for W > 4GeV. The rapid growth of the cross section at lower energies has not been
understood within the handbag model till now.
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Figure 1: Left: Cross sections of the ρ production at W = 75GeV/10 and W = 90GeV. Dashed line:
leading twist results. Right: The longitudinal cross section for the ρ0 production at Q2 = 4.0 GeV2 .
References to experimental data can be found in [1]

3

Transversity in pseudoscalar mesons production

Exclusive electroproduction of PM was studied within the handbag approach [4, 5]. It
was shown that the asymptotically dominant leading-twist contributions, which are dee and E,
e are not suffcient to describe the experimental results on
termined by the GPDs H
sin(φ )
electroproduction of PM at low Q2 . It can be seen, for example, from AU T s asymmetry
sin(φs )

AU T

∗
∝ Im[M0−,++
M0+,0+ ].

(5)

This asymmetry was found to be small in the handbag model based on the leading twist
sin(φ )
amplitudes. This result is inconsistent with the data where AU T s ∼ 0.5.
A new twist-3 contribution to the M0−,++ amplitude, which is not small at t0 ∼ 0,
is needed to understand the data. The inclusion in our consideration of the M0+,++
amplitude which has a similar twist-3 nature is also extremely important to explain the
PM production at low Q2 . We estimate these contributions by the transversity GPD HT ,
ĒT in conjugation with the twist-3 pion wave function in the hard subprocess amplitude
H0−,µ+ [5]
√
Z 1
Z
−t0 1
M,tw−3
M,tw−3
M
M0−,µ+ ∝
dxH0−,µ+ (x, ...) HT ; M0+,µ+ ∝
dxH0−,µ+ (x, ...) ĒTM . (6)
4m
−1
−1
The HT GPD is connected with transversity PDFs as
HTa (x, 0, 0) = δ a (x);

and δ a (x) = C NTa x1/2 (1 − x) [qa (x) + ∆qa (x)].

(7)

We parameterize the PDF δ (see [4, 5]) by using the model [11]. The double distribution
(3) is used to calculate GPD HT .
At the moment, the information on ĒT is very poor. Some results were obtained only
in the lattice QCD [12]. The lower moments of ĒTu and ĒTd were found to be of the same
sign, similar in size and quite large. At the same time, HTu and HTd have different signs.
These properties of GPDs provide essential compensation of the ĒT contribution in the
π + amplitude, but HT effects are not small there. For the π 0 production we have the
opposite case – the ĒT contributions are large and the HT effects are small.
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Figure 2: Left: π0 production in the CLAS energy range together with the data [14]. Dashed-dot-dotted
line- σ = σT + ²σL , dashed line-σLT , dashed-dotted- σT T . Right: η/π 0 production ratio in the CLAS
energy range together with preliminary data [15].

In Fig. 2 (left), we present our results for the cross section of the π 0 production. The
transverse cross section where the ĒT and HT contributions are important [4] dominates.
At small momentum transfer the HT contribution is visible and provides a nonzero cross
section. At −t0 ∼ 0.2GeV2 the ĒT contribution becomes essential and gives a maximum
in the cross section. A similar contribution from ĒT is observed in the interference cross
section σT T . The fact that we describe well both unseparated σ and σT T cross sections can
indicate that transversity effects were probably observed in CLAS [14]. In Fig. 2 (right),
we show the η and π 0 cross section ratio obtained in the model (for details see [5]). At
small momentum transfer this ratio is controlled by the HT contribution. At larger −t
the ET contributions become important. The value about 1/3 for the cross section ratio
in the momentum transfer −t0 > 0.2GeV2 is a consequence of the flavor structure of the
η and π 0 amplitudes. This result was confirmed by the preliminary CLAS data [15].

Figure 3: Left: Cross sections of the K 0 Σ+ production at HERMES energies. Right: Predicted moments
of AU T asymmetries for the K 0 Σ+ channel at HERMES.

A similar essential transversity ET contribution is observed in the kaon production.
An example of our results for the K 0 Σ+ cross section is shown in Fig. 3 (left). As in the
π 0 production, we find here a dip near −t0 = 0. It was found that the longitudinal cross
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section σL , which is expected to play an important role, is much smaller with respect to
the transverse cross section σT at low Q2 - see Fig 3 (left). At sufficiently large Q2 the
leading-twist σL contribution will dominate because transversity twist-3 effects, which
contribute to σT , decrease quickly with Q2 growing. The same result was found in the π 0
production [16]. The predicted asymmetries in K 0 Σ+ channel are shown in Fig. 3 (right).

4

Transversity in vector mesons production

Now we extend our analysis of transversity effects to theVM production [6]. Transversity
will be essential in the amplitudes with a transversely polarized photon and a longitudinally polarized vector meson. The twist-3 amplitudes have a form of (6) where the
transversity GPDs occur in combination with twist-3 meson wave functions. The asymp(s)
totic form for the twist-3 chiral-odd DA h||V = 6τ (1 − τ ) is used.
Note that the transversity contribution in the VM production contains the parameter
mV = 0.77GeV instead of µπ = 2GeV for PM production [6]. As a result, the transversity
contribution to the VM amplitudes is parametrically about 3 times smaller with respect
to PM case. In calculation of the amplitude we use the same parameterizations for
transversity GPDs HT and ĒT which was obtained in our study of the PM leptoproduction
in the section 3.

Figure 4: Transversity effects at SDMEs at W = 5 GeV together with HERMES data [17].
The importance of the transversity GPDs was examined in the SDMEs and in asymmetries measured with a transversely polarized target. The M0+,++ =< ĒT > amplitude
is essential in some SDMEs. Really,
5
∗
1
r00
∼ Re[M0+,0+
M0+,++ ]; r00
∼ −|M0+,++ |2 ;

04
∗
r10
∼ Re[M++,++
M0+,++ ].

(8)

Our results for these the SDMEs in the ρ0 meson production at HERMES are shown
in Fig. 4. These values and signs are in good agreement with HERMES experimental
data [17]. We observe that large ĒT effects found in the π 0 channel are compatible with
SDME of the ρ production at HERMES energies.
In Fig. 5, we show our results for the sin(φ − φs ) moment of the AU T asymmetry
sin(φ−φs )

AU T

∗
∗
M0+,++ ]
M0+,0+ − M0−,++
∼ Im[M0−,0+
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(9)

at HERMES and COMPASS energies. This asymmetry is determined essentially by interference of the < Ē > and < F > contributions (1) and is consistent with the data.
The effects of transversity are quite small here.

s)
Figure 5: Model results for the Asin(φ−φ
asymmetry. Left: at HERMES. Right: at COMPASS energy.
UT

Data are from [18, 19].

The sin(φs ) moment of the AU T asymmetry is determined by the HT GPDs.
sin(φs )

AU T

∗
∼ Im[M0−,++
M0+,0+ ];

M0−,++ =< HT >

(10)

sin(φ )
s)
Figure 6: Left: Asin(φ
asymmetry as COMPASS. Data are from [19]. Right: Predicted AU T s
UT

asymmetry at HERMES and CLAS energies.

This asymmetry is found to be not small at COMPASS [6] and compatible with the
sin(φ )
data [19] Fig 6 (left). The energy dependence of AU T s from CLAS to HERMES is quite
rapid and shown in Fig. 6 (right). This prediction can be verified in a future CLAS
experiment to test the x- dependence of GPDs HT .
sin(φ )
cos(φ )
In Fig.7, we show the Q2 dependencies of AU T s and ALT s which is determined by
a similar to (10) equation only with the replacement of the imaginary to the real part
there. The model results are close to experimental data.
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cos(φ )
s)
Figure 7: Q2 dependences of Left: Asin(φ
asymmetry. Right: ALT s asymmetry at COMPASS
UT

together with data [19].

5

Conclusion

The handbag approach, where the amplitudes factorize into the hard subprocesses and
GPDs [2], was successfully applied to light meson production. The results based on
this approach on cross sections and various spin observables were found to be in good
agreement with data at HERMES, COMPASS and HERA energies at high Q2 [1].
e and
At the leading-twist accuracy the PM production is only sensitive to the GPDs H
e
E which contribute to the amplitudes for longitudinally polarized virtual photons. It was
found that the leading twist contributions are not sufficient to describe spin observables
in PM production at sufficiently low photon virtualities Q2 . We observe that the experimental data on the PM leptonproduction also require contributions from the transversity
GPDs from HT and ĒT . Within the handbag approach the transversity GPDs are accompanied by twist-3 meson distribution amplitudes. These transversity contributions
provide large transverse cross sections for most of the pseudoscalar meson channels [5].
There is some indication that large transversity effects are available now at CLASS [14].
Thus, the transversity GPDs are extremely essential in understanding spin effects in the
PM production.
The role of transversity GPDs in the VM leptoproduction was investigated within
the handbag approach [6]. The transversity GPDs in combination with twist-3 meson
wave functions occur in the amplitudes with the transversely polarized virtual photon
and a longitudinal polarized vector meson. The importance of the transversity GPDs
was examined in the SDMEs and in asymmetries measured with a transversely polarized
target. The SDMEs for the light VM production were found to be in good agreement with
sin(φ−φs )
HERMES experimental data on the ρ0 production [17]. We also estimated the AU T
transverse target spin asymmetry [6]. The results are consistent with HERMES and
sin(φ )
COMPASS data [18, 19]. The AU T s asymmetry is found in the model to be not small
at COMPASS [6] and also compatible with the data [19]. Our predictions were compared
with the COMPASS experimental data in the COMPASS paper [19].
We described well the cross section and spin observables for various meson productions.
Thus, we can conclude that the information on GPDs discussed above should not be far
from reality. Future experimental results at COMPASS, JLAB12 can give important
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information on the role of transversity effects in these reactions.
This work is supported in part by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research, Grant
12-02-00613 and by the Heisenberg-Landau program.
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Abstract
In special relativity, quantum matter can be classified according to mass-energy
and spin. The corresponding field-theoretical notions are the energy-momentumstress tensor T and the spin angular momentum tensor S. Since each object in
physics carries energy and, if fermionic, also spin, the notions of T and S can be
spotted in all domains of physics. We discuss the T and S currents in Special
Relativity (SR), in General Relativity (GR) , and in the Einstein-Cartan theory of
gravity (EC). We collect our results in 4 theses: (i) The quark energy-momentum
and the quark spin are described correctly by the canonical (Noether) currents T
and S, respectively. (ii) The gluon energy-momentum current is described correctly
by the (symmetric and gauge invariant) Minkowski type current. Its (Lorentz) spin
current vanishes, S = 0. However, it carries helicity of plus or minus one. (iii)
GR contradicts thesis (i), but is compatible with thesis (ii). (iv) Within the viable
EC-theory, our theses (i) and (ii) are fulfilled and, thus, we favor this gravitational
theory.

1. Introduction. The nucleon spin and how it is built up in terms of spin and orbital
angular momentum contributions of the quark and gluon fields is still under discussion.
Recently, in this context, the problem has been addressed of the appropriate energymomentum and spin tensors of quark and gluon fields, see the review paper of Leader and
Lorcé [1]. They emphasize the importance of the splitting of the angular momentum of the
gluon field into orbital and spin parts. However, since the energy-momentum and angular
momentum distributions of a field are interrelated via the orbital angular momentum, the
angular momentum question can only be answered if the energy-momentum distribution
is treated at the same time. This is an expression of the semi-direct product structure of
the Poincaré group P (1, 3) := T (4) o SO(1, 3); here T (4) denotes the translation group
and SO(1, 3) the Lorentz group.
These facts are, of course, recognized by Leader and Lorcé [1] perfectly well, as can be
seen by their discussion of the so-called Belinfante and the canonical energy-momentum
tensors of both, the gluon and the quark fields. Even though they mention general
relativity (GR) in this context, their main arguments are taken from special-relativistic
quantum field theory. On the other side it is known—we only remind of Weyl’s verdict [2]
that only “the process of variation to be applied to the metrical structure of the world,
leads to a true definition of the energy” of matter—that an appropriate gravitational
theory is obligatory in order to get a clear insight into the energy-momentum distribution
of matter.
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Why is this true? In Newton’s gravitational theory the mass density of matter is the
source of gravity; in GR, by an appropriate generalization, it is the (symmetric) Hilbert
energy-momentum tensor Hi tij , which is computed by variation of the matter Lagrangian
L with respect to the metric tensor gij , namely Hi tij := 2δL/δg ij . Consequently, we have
to assume that the energy-momentum distribution is, in the classical limit, a measurable
quantity and that this localized energy-momentum distribution, with its 10 components,
is the source of the gravitational field. As long as we subscribe to GR, the Hilbert energymomentum tensor is the only viable energy-momentum tensor of matter, a fact that is
put into doubt by Leader and Lorcé.1
Teryaev [3] already pointed out that the energy-momentum tensor of matter will play
a decisive role at the interface between quantum chromodynamics (QCD) and gravity, see
also [16]. He discussed the gravitational moments of Dirac particles, as done earlier by
Kobzarev and Okun [5] and by Hehl et al. [6].
Let us recall the eminent importance of the Poincaré group. Wigner’s mass-spin classification of elementary (or fundamental) particles [7] is at the basis of the standard model
of particle physics, the quark and the gluon are particular examples of it. The mass-spin
classification, by means of a scalar and a vector quantity, underlines the particle aspect
of matter. The corresponding notions for elementary fields in classical field theory, are
the energy-momentum current2 and the spin current. Thus, the mass-spin classification
of matter is mirrored on the field-theoretical side by the canonical (Noether) energymomentum current Ti k , with 4 × 4 components, and the canonical (Noether) spin current
Sij k = −Sji k with its 6 × 4 components. The relation of the Hilbert and the Noether
energy-momentum currents will be discussed further down.
On the gravitational side, some developments took place that are not without implications for the understanding of the energy-momentum and the spin distribution of
matter fields, see also the thermodynamic considerations of Becattini & Tinti [8]. GR
got a competitor in the Einstein-Cartan(-Sciama-Kibble) theory of gravitation (EC) or,
more generally, in the Poincaré gauge theory of gravitation (PG). A short outline and the
classical papers of the subject can be found in Blagojević and Hehl [9], see also the review
paper [10].
The EC is a viable gravitational theory that can be distinguished from GR at very high
densities or at very small distances occurring in early cosmology. The critical distance
is `EC ≈ (λCo `2Pl )1/3 , with the Compton wave length λCo of the particle involved, about
10−26 cm for the nucleon, and the Planck length `Pl ≈ 10−33 cm. Mukhanov [11] has
argued the the data of the Planck satellite support GR up to distances of the order of
10−27 cm, that is, the same order of magnitude where the deviations of EC are supposed
to set in.
The EC-theory is a simple case of a PG-theory. The PG-theory is formulated in
a Riemann-Cartan (RC) spacetime with torsion Cij k (= −Cji k ) and curvature Rij kl
(= −Rji kl = −Rij lk ). The gravitational Lagrangian of PG-theory is, in general, quadratic
in the field strengths torsion and curvature. EC-theory is the simplest case, when the
Lagrangian, apart from the cosmological term, consists only of a linear curvature piece
∼ Rij ji (summation!), the Riemann-Cartan generalization of the Hilbert-Einstein La1

“...we feel that the fundamental versions are the canonical and the Belinfante ones, since they involve
at least local fields...”, see [1], page 92.
2
We use, for energy-momentum and spin, the notions ‘tensor’ and ‘current’ synonymously.
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grangian. Then, additionally to the gravitational effects of GR, we find a very weak spinspin-contact interaction that is governed by Einstein’s gravitational constant. But what is
more relevant in the present context is that in PG-theory—hence also in EC-theory—the
source of the Newton-Einstein type gravity is the canonical energy-momentum and the
source of a Yang-Mills type strong gravity the canonical spin.
However, one has to be careful in the details: Gauge field, like the electromagnetic or
the gluon field, do not carry canonical (Lorentz) spin, but rather only helicity, see [12]. In
this case, the canonical energy-momentum turns out to be what is conventionally called
the symmetrized energy-momentum. This will be explained in detail. With these provisos
in mind, we can state that the canonical tensors for energy-momentum and spin play the
role of sources of gravity in the PG-theory. Here we have an interface between gravity
and hadron physics as stressed by Teryaev [3].
2. Action principle, translational invariance.
We consider classical matter field
Ψ(x) (scalar, Weyl, Dirac, Maxwell, Proca, Rarita-Schwinger, Fierz-Pauli etc.) in special
relativity (SR). The Minkowski spacetime M4 , with Cartesian coordinates xi (i, j, · · · =
∗
0, 1, 2, 3), carries a Lorentz metric gij = Roij := diag(+ − −−). An isolated material
system with first order action Wmat := 1c dΩL(Ψ, ∂Ψ) (see [14, 13]) is invariant under
0
4 translations, x i = xi + ai . The Noether theorem and δL/δΨ = 0 yield the energymomentum conservation in the form
∂j Ti j = 0 ,

∂L
Ti j :=
∂i Ψ − Lδij ,
|{z}
∂∂j Ψ

(1)

4×4

with the canonical (Noether) energy-momentum tensor of type ( 11 ), also called momentum
current density. It is, in general, asymmetric and has 16 independent components.
With metric we can lower the upper index of Ti j and can decompose Tij irreducibly
with respect to the Lorentz group3 (here 6 Tij := T(ij) − 14 gij Tk k ):
1
Tij =
6 Tij
+
T[ij]
+
gij Tk k ,
(2)
4
16 = 9 (sym.tracefree) ⊕ 6(antisym.) ⊕ 1 (trace) .
An ansatz for a simple classical fluid (“dust”) is
Ti j
|{z}
mom. curr. d.

=

pi |{z}
uj
|{z}

(observe natural index positions) .

(3)

mom. d. velocity

If the momentum density is transported in the direction of the velocity, pi = ρgik uk , with
ρ as mass-energy density, then T[ij] = 0. A bit more refined is the classical ideal (perfect,
Euler) fluid, with p as pressure:
Tij = (ρ + p)ui uj − pgij ,

T[ij] = 0 ,

Tk k = ρ − 3p .

(4)

Superfluid 3 He in the A-phase is a spin fluid of the convective type, see Eq.(8) below.
The angular momentum law, as formulated for the A-phase on p. 427 of Vollhardt &
Wölfle [16], is a proof of this stipulation. This is an irrefutable result that asymmetric
stress tensors do exist in nature, a fact doubted in many texts.
3

The Bach parentheses are (ij) := 12 {ij + ji}, [ij] := 12 {ij − ji}, see Schouten [15].
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The quark current, as spin 1/2 current, should be of a similar type as the superfluid
He in the A-phase. That is, the (physically correct) energy-momentum current of the
quark field should be asymmetric and most probably the canonical (Noether) current Ti j
of Eq.(1).
In electromagnetism, only 6 Tij survives (9 components), since it is massless, that is,
Tk k = 0, and carries helicity, but no (Lorentz) spin, i.e., T[ij] = 0. The analogous should
be true for the gluon field, since, like the Maxwell (photon) field, it is a gauge field, see
below for some more details.
From where did Einstein take the symmetry of the energy-momentum tensor? Einstein, in [17] on the pages 48 and 49, discussed the symmetry of the energy-momentum
tensor of Maxwell’s theory. Subsequently, on page 50, he argued: “We can hardly avoid
making the assumption that in all other cases, also, the space distribution of energy is
given by a symmetrical tensor, Tµν , ...” This is hardly a convincing argument if one
recalls that the Maxwell field is massless. As we saw, the A-phase of 3 He contradicts
Einstein’s assumption. Asymmetric energy-momentum tensors are legitimate quantities
in physics and, the symmetry of an energy-momentum tensor has to retire as a generally
valid rule.
3

3. Lorentz invariance. Invariance under 3+3 infinitesimal Lorentz transformations,
0
x i = xi + ω ij xj , with ω (ij) = 0, yields, via the Noether theorem and δL/δΨ = 0, angular
momentum conservation,
¡
∂k Sij k +
|{z}
spin

x[i Tj] k
| {z }

¢

∂L
Sij k := −
fij Ψ = −Sji k .
|{z}
∂∂k Ψ |{z}

= 0,

6×4

orb. angular mom.

(5)

Lor. gen.

The canonical (Noether) spin Sij k , the spin current density, is a tensor of type ( 12 ), plays
a role in the interpretation of the Einstein-de Haas effect (1915). If we differentiate in
(5)1 the second term and apply ∂k Ti k = 0, then we find a form of angular momentum
conservation that can be generalized to curved and contorted spacetimes (xi is not a
vector in general):
¡
¢
∂k Sijk + x[i Tj]k = 0

∂k Sijk − T[ij] = 0 .

=⇒

(6)

If Sijk = 0, then T[ij] = 0, that is, the energy-momentum tensor is symmetric, but not
necessarily vice versa.
The irreducible decomposition of Sijk , with the axial vector piece AX Sijk := S[ijk]
k
and the vector piece VEC Sij k := 32 S[i|` ` δ|j]
, reads:
Sij k =
24 =

Sij k +
16
⊕

TEN

Sij k +
4
⊕

VEC

Sij k ,
4,

AX

(7)

The Weyssenhoff ansatz for a classical spin fluid is again of the convective type:
Ti j
|{z}
mom. curr. d.

=

pi |{z}
uj
|{z}

Sij k
|{z}

and

mom. d. velocity

spin curr. d.

= sij |{z}
uk = −Sji k .
|{z}

(8)

spin d. velocity

The momentum density pi is no longer proportional to the velocity, as it was in (3).
Usually, the constraint sij uj = 0 is assumed.
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For the Dirac field, which cannot be described by a Wessenhoff ansatz, the spin current
D

D

is totally antisymmetric, Sijk =S[ijk] . Thus, only the axial vector spin current survives,
AX

D

Sijk 6= 0. The Dirac field is highly symmetric. Accordingly, we can introduce the spin
flux vector
S i :=

1 ijkl
² Sjkl
3!

∼

(spin flux density 1 comp., spin density 3 comps.) .

(9)

The 3d spin flux density distribution is spatially isotropic.
4. Poincaré invariance. We collect our results: The Poincaré invariance of the action
yields the 4 + 6 conservation laws,
∂k Ti k
= 0
k
∂k Sij − T[ij] = 0

(energy-momentum conservation) ,
(angular momentum conservation) .

(10)
(11)

These field theoretical notions Ti k and Sij k have their analogs in a the particle description
of matter. The Lie algebra of the Poincaré group reads (see [18] for details, ~ = 1):
[Pi , Pj ] = 0 ,
[Jij , Pk ] = 2i gk[i Pj]
(transl. and Lorentz transf. mix, as in Sijk + x[i Tj]k ) ,
¡
¢
[Jij , Jkl ] = 2i gk[i Jj]l − gl[i Jj]k .

(12)

We recognize its semidirect product structure, as it is manifest in the existence of orbital
angular momentum. The “square roots” of the Casimir operators P 2 (mass square) and
W 2 (spin square), with the Pauli-Lubański vector W i := 12 ²ijkl Jjk Pl , correspond to Ti k
and Sij k .
5. Exterior calculus in a Riemann-Cartan (RC) space, the electromagnetic
gluon energy-momentum, and the Dirac field.
We introduce the generally covariant calculus of exterior differential forms that is valid not only in Minkowski space,
but also in the RC-spacetime of the Poincaré gauge theory of gravity, see [19]. We work
with an orthonormal coframe (tetrad) ϑα = ei α dxi and a Lorentz connection Γαβ =
Γi αβ dxi = −Γβα ; the fields are exterior forms (0-forms, 1-forms,..., 4-forms) with values in the algebra of some Lie group; the frame (or anholonomic) indices are in Greek,
α, β, · · · = 0, 1, 2, 3. The electromagnetic potential is a 1-form A = Ai dxi , the field
strength a 2-form F := dA = 21 Fij dxi ∧ dxj , the exterior derivative is denoted by d, the
gauge covariant exterior derivative is by D, for details see [20].
The matter currents translate from tensor to exterior calculus as follows: Energymomentum 3-form Tα = Tα γ ? ϑγ = δLmat /δϑα , spin 3-form Sαβ = Sαβ γ ? ϑγ = δLmat /δΓαβ ,
with the Hodge star ? . Here we displayed already the variational expression, which will
be explained below.
Maxwell’s vacuum field A(x) is a 1-form, a geometrical object independent of coordinates and frames. As such, it has vanishing Lorentz-spin, Sαβ = 0, but helicity ±1. The
analogous is true for the gluon field. As a consequence, in exterior calculus, its canonical (i.e. Noether) energy-momentum 3-form is symmetric and gauge invariant directly,
see [19], footnote 53. Conventionally, see [14], the coordinate dependent components Ai of
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A are used in the Lagrangian formalism, see also the clarifying considerations of Benn et
al. [21].
Thesis 1: The energy-momentum current 3-form of the free gluon field F = DA is given
by the Minkowski type expression [22]
1
Tα = [F ∧ (ea c?F ) − ?F ∧ (eα cF )]
2

or

1
Ti j = δij Fkl F kl − Fik F jk .
4

(13)

The (Lorentz) spin current of the gluon field vanishes, Sαβ γ = 0, the gluon orbital angular
momentum current is given by x[α Tβ] and represents the total angular momentum. As a
gauge potential, the gluon is described by a 1-form and has helicity ±1.
The second example, Dirac field in exterior calculus for illustration. Its Lagrangian
reads,
i
(14)
LD = (Ψ?γ ∧ DΨ + DΨ ∧ ?γΨ) + ? mΨΨ ,
2
with γ := γα ϑα and γ(α γβ) = oαβ 14 . The 3-forms of the canonical momentum and spin
current densities are (Dα := eα cD, here c denotes the interior product sign):
i
Tα = (Ψ ?γ ∧ Dα Ψ + Dα Ψ ∧ ?γΨ) ,
2

1
Sαβ = ϑα ∧ ϑβ ∧ Ψγγ5 Ψ .
4

(15)

In Ricci calculus Sαβγ = S[αβγ] = 14 ²αβγδ Ψγ5 γ δ Ψ. Because of the equivalence principle,
the inertial currents Tα and Sαβ are, at the same time, the gravitational currents of the
classical Dirac field. A decomposition of (Tα , Sαβ ) à la Gordon, yields the gravitational
moment densities of the Dirac field [6]; it is a special case of relocalization, see below.
Thesis 2: The canonical (Noether) energy-momentum and the canonical (Noether) spin
current 3-forms of a Dirac/quark field are given by the expressions in Eq.(15).
6. Relocalization of energy-momentum and spin distribution.
canonical currents Ti j and Sij k by adding curls, see [23, 6],
b i j := Ti j + ∂k Yi jk ,
T

We redefine the

b ij k := Sij k + Y[ij] k + ∂l Zij kl ,
S

(16)

with the arbitrary antisymmetric super-potentials Yi jk = − Yi kj and Zij kl = − Zij lk =
− Zji kl . We substitute (16)1 and the partial derivative of (16)2 into (10) and (11), Then
we recognize that these relocalized currents fulfill the original conservation laws:
b ij = 0 ,
∂j T

b ij k − T
b [ij] = 0 .
∂k S

(17)

The integrated total energy-momentum and the total angular momentum of an insular material system are invariant under relocalization [23]. However, “relocalization invariance”
under the transformations specified in (16) is not a generally valid physical principle. It
should rather be understood as a formal trick to compute the total energy-momentum
and angular momentum in a most convenient way.
It is convenient to introduce a new superpotential U that is equivalent to Y by
Uij k := −Y[ij] k = −Uji k

=⇒
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Yi jk = −Ui jk + U jk i − U ki . j .

(18)

The Belinfante relocalization (1939) is a special case: Belinfante [24] effectively reb kl j = 0. Then, by (16)2 and (18)1 , Sij k = Uij k − ∂l Zij kl and the relocalized
quired S
b i j , with S
b kl j = 0, reads
energy-momentum, Bel ti j := T
³
´
Bel j
Bel
ti = Ti j − ∂k Si jk − Sjk i + Ski. j
with ∂j Bel ti j = 0,
t[kl] = 0 .
(19)
For the Dirac field, because of the total antisymmetry of Sijk , we find simply Bel tij =
t(ij) = T(ij) , see [25]. Incidentally, the Gordon relocalization, mentioned above, differs
from the Belinfante relocalization.
Bel

7. Dynamic Hilbert energy-momentum in general relativity.
How can we
choose amongst the multitude of the relocalized energy-momentum tensors and spin tensors? After all, as physicists we are convinced that the energy and the spin distribution
of matter (but not of gravity!) are observable quantities, at least in the classical domain.
There must exist physically correct and unique energy-momentum and spin tensors in
nature. The Belinfante recipe was to kill T[kl] in order to tailor the energy-momentum for
the application in Einstein’s field equation.
Already in 1915, Hilbert defined the dynamic energy-momentum as the response of
the matter Lagrangian to the variation of the metric [26]:
Hi

{}

tij := 2δLmat (g, Ψ , ∇ Ψ)/δg ij ;

(20)

g ij (or its reciprocal gkl ) is the gravitational potential in GR. The matter Lagrangian is
supposed to be minimally coupled to g ij , in accordance with the equivalence principle.
Only in gravitational theory, in which spacetime can be deformed, we find a real local
definition of the material energy-momentum tensor. The Hilbert definition is analogous
to the relation from elasticity
energy)/δ(strain)”. Recall that
¡ theory “stress ∼ δ(elastic
¢
strain is defined as εab := 21 (defo) g ab − (undefo) g ab , see [27]. Even the factor 2 is reflected
in the Hilbert formula.
Rosenfeld (1940) has shown [28], via Noether type theorems, that the Belinfante tensor Bel tij , derived within SR, coincides with the Hilbert tensor Hi tij of GR. Thus, the
Belinfante-Rosenfeld recipe yields...
Thesis 3: In the framework of GR, the Hilbert energy-momentum tensor
¡
¢
Hi j
ti = Bel ti j = Ti j − ∇k Si jk − Sjk i + Ski. i = Hi tj i ,

(21)

localizes the energy-momentum distribution correctly; here (Ti j , Sij k ) are the canonical
Noether currents. The spin tensor attached to Hi ti j vanishes.
The Rosenfeld formula (21) identifies the Belinfante with the Hilbert tensor. In other
words, the Belinfante tensor provides the correct source for Einstein’s field equation. As
long as we accept GR as the correct theory of gravity, the localization of energy-momentum
and spin of matter is solved. This state of mind is conventionally kept till today by most
theoretical physicists. In passing, one should note that the spin of matter has a rather
auxiliary function in this approach. After all, the spin of the Hilbert-Belinfante-Rosenfeld
tensor simply vanishes.
However, the Poincaré gauge theory of gravity (PG; Sciama, Kibble 1961, see [9] for
a review), in particular the viable Einstein-Cartan theory (EC) with the curvature scalar
as gravitational Lagrangian, has turned the Rosenfeld formula (21) upside down.
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8. Dynamic Sciama-Kibble spin in Poincaré gauge theory. The gauging of the
Poincaré group identifies as gauge potentials the orthonormal coframe ϑα = ei α dxi and
the Lorentz connection Γαβ = Γi αβ dxi = −Γβα . The spacetime arena of the emerging
Poincaré gauge theory of gravity (PG) is a Riemann-Cartan space with Cartan’s torsion
and with Riemann-Cartan curvature as gauge field strength, respectively [10]:
Cij α := ∇[i ej] α , Rij αβ := “∇”[i Γj] αβ

(or C α = Dϑα , Rαβ = “D”Γαβ ).

(22)

The energy-momentum and angular momentum laws generalize to
∗

k
Cik ` T` k + Rik lm Slm k ,
∇k Ti = |{z}
| {z }

∗

k
∇k Sij − T[ij] = 0 ;

(23)

curvature

torsion
∗

here ∇k := ∇k + Ck` ` . GR is the subcase for Sij k = 0, see also [30, 29]. The material
currents are defined by variations with respect to the potentials (minimal coupling!):
SK

Γ

Tα i = δLmat (e, Ψ , D Ψ)/δei α ,

Γ

SK

Sαβ i = δLmat (e, Ψ , D Ψ)/δΓi αβ .

(24)

This Sciama-Kibble definition of the spin (1961) in equation (24) is only possible in
the Riemann-Cartan spacetime of PG. It is analogous to the relation “moment stress ∼
δ(elastic energy)/δ(contortion)” in a Cosserat type medium, the contortion being a “rotational strain”, see [31].
The application of the Lagrange-Noether machinery to the minimally coupled action
function yields, after a lot of algebra, the final result, see [19]:
SK

Tα i = Tα i ,

SK

Sαβ i = Sαβ i .

(25)

The dynamically defined energy-momentum and spin currents à la Sciama-Kibble coincide
with the canonical Noether currents of classical field theory.
Thesis 4: Within PG, the quark energy-momentum and the quark spin are distributed in
accordance with the canonical Noether currents Tα i and Sαβ i , respectively.
This is in marked contrast to the doctrine in the context of GR.
We express the canonical energy-momentum tensor in terms of the Hilbert one (see
[32]):
SK

∗

Tα i = Tα i = Hi tα i + ∇k (Sα ik − Sik α + Skα i ) ,

SK

Sαβ i = Sαβ i .

(26)

The new Rosenfeld formula (26)1 reverses its original meaning in (21). Within PG, the
canonical tensor Tα i represents the correct energy-momentum distribution of matter and
the (sym)metric Hilbert tensor now plays an auxiliary role. In GR, it is the other way
round. Moreover, we are now provided with a dynamic definition of the canonical spin
tensor. In GR, the spin was only a kinematic quantity floating around freely.
These results on the correct distribution of material energy-momentum and spin in the
framework of PG are are independent of a specific choice of the gravitational Lagrangian.
However, if we choose the RC curvature scalar as a gravitational Lagrangian, we arrive
at the Einstein-Cartan(-Sciama-Kibble) theory of gravitation, which is a viable theory of
gravity competing with GR.
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9. An algebra of the momentum and the spin currents?
We discussed exclusively classical field theory. Can we learn something for a corresponding quantization of
gravity? Our classical analysis has led us to the gravitational currents Tα and Sαβ . They
represent the sources of gravity.
In strong and in electroweak interaction, before the standard model had been worked
out, one started with the current algebra of the phenomenologically known strong and the
electroweak currents (see Sakurai [33], Fritzsch et al. [34], and also Cao [35]).
Schwinger (1963) studied, for example, the equal time commutators of the components
of the Hilbert energy-momentum tensor [8]. Should one try to include also the spin tensor
components and turn to the canonical tensors?
In the Sugawara model (1968), “A field theory of currents” was proposed [37] with
8 vector and 8 axial vector currents for strong interaction and a symmetric energymomentum current for gravity that was expressed bilinearly in terms of the axial and
the vector currents. Now, when we have good arguments that the gravitational currents
are Tα and Sαβ , one may want to develop a corresponding current algebra by determining
the equal time commutator of these currents....
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Abstract
We discuss a new nonperturbative mechanism for spin effects in high energy
reactions with hadrons. This mechanism is based on the existence of a large anomalous quark chromomagnetic moment (AQCM) induced by the nontrivial topological
structure of QCD vacuum. As an example, we estimate the contribution of this
interaction to the single spin asymmetry (SSA) in the inclusive pion production in
the proton-proton scattering. We show that SSA induced by AQCM is large and
its value is in qualitative agreement with experimental data.

The explanation of the large spin effects in high energy reactions with hadrons is
one of the long-standing problems in QCD (see [1, 2] and references therein). It is well
known that QCD has a complicated structure of vacuum which leads to the phenomenon
of spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking (SCSB) in strong interaction. The instanton
liquid model of QCD vacuum [3, 4] is one of the models in which the SCSB phenomenon
arises in a very natural way due to the quark chirality-flip in the field of strong fluctuation
of vacuum gluon fields called instantons. As the result, instantons lead to the anomalous
quark-gluon chromomagnetic vertex with a large quark spin-flip [5]1 . Therefore, they can
give an important contribution to the spin dependent cross sections.
In this Letter, we discuss the mechanism of spin effects based on the quark spin-flip
by the nonperturbative contribution coming from AQCM. As an example, we present the
estimation of the AQCM contribution to SSA in the inclusive pion production in the high
energy proton-proton interaction2 .
The general quark-gluon vertex with the AQCM contribution is
Vµ (q 2 )ta = −gs ta (γµ +

µa F2 (q 2 )
σµν qν ),
2Mq

(1)

where the first term is the conventional pQCD quark-gluon vertex and the second term
in our model comes from the nonperturbative sector of QCD. In Eq.1, the form factor F2
describes nonlocality of the interaction, µa is AQCM, q 2 is the virtuality of the gluon and
Mq is the dynamical quark mass.
1

The importance of SCSB phenomenon for quark spin-flip was also mentioned in the recent paper [6]
in the different aspect.
2
The details of calculation of the AQCM contribution to SSA at the quark level can be found in [7].
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The form factor F2 (q 2 ) suppresses the AQCM vertex at short distances when the
respective virtuality is large. Within the instanton model [3, 4] it has the following form
F2 (q 2 ) = Fg (| q | ρ),
where

4
− 2K2 (z)
(2)
z2
is the instanton form factor, K2 (z) is the modified Bessel function and ρ is the instanton
size.
In this model AQCM is [8]
3π(Mq ρc )2
µa = −
,
(3)
4αs
where ρc is the average size of instantons in the QCD vacuum. The value µa of AQCM
strongly depends on the dynamical quark mass Mq generated by SCBS. In the mean
field approximation (MFA) [3], Mq = 170 MeV and from Eq.3 µa M F A = −0.4. In the
Diakonov-Petrov model (DP) [4], Mq = 350 MeV and µDP
= −1.6. The strength of
a
nonperturbative interaction in Eq.1 has the following dependence on Mq and the strong
coupling constant gs
Mq
V nonpert ∼
,
gs
which clearly shows the relation to the SCSB phenomenon induced by nonperturbative
QCD dynamics.
The SSA for the process of transversely polarized quark scattering on an unpolarized
quark, q ↑ (p1 ) + q(p2 ) → q(p01 ) + q(p02 ), is defined as
Fg (z) =

AN =

dσ ↑ − dσ ↓
,
dσ ↑ + dσ ↓

(4)

where ↑↓ denote the initial quark spin orientation perpendicular to the scattering plane.
On the other hand, the value of SSA can be expressed in terms of the helicity amplitudes:
AN = −

2Im[(Φ1 + Φ2 + Φ3 − Φ4 )Φ∗5 ]
.
|Φ1 |2 + |Φ2 |2 + |Φ3 |2 + |Φ4 |2 + 4|Φ5 |2 )

(5)

Φ1 = M++;++ , Φ2 = M++;−− , Φ3 = M+−;+− , Φ4 = M+−;−+ , Φ5 = M++;+− ,
where the symbols + or − denote the helicity of a quark in the c.m. frame. In Fig.1, we
present the set of diagrams which give a leading contribution to AN .
The result of the calculation is shown
Im
in the the left panel of Fig.2. It is evident
that AN induced by AQCM is very large AN
2
2
2
2
2
and has a rather weak dependence on Mq .
We would like to emphasize that AN in our
approach does not depend on energy. This Figure 1: Contribution to SSA arising from differbehavior is directly related to the spin one ent diagrams.
t-channel gluon exchange.
This phenomenon is in agreement with experimental data. Another remarkable feature
of our approach is a flat dependence of SSA on the transverse momentum. It comes from
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Figure 2: Left panel: the qt dependence of SSA for the different values of the dynamical quark mass
and fixed value for the dynamical gluon mass mg = 0.75 GeV. Right panel: STAR data for inclusive π 0
production [9].
a rather soft power-like form factor in the quark-gluon vertex, Eq.2, and a small average
size of an instanton, ρc ≈ 1/3 fm [3]. Such a flat dependence has been observed by the
STAR collaboration in the inclusive π 0 production in high energy proton-proton collision,
right panel of Fig.2, and was not expected in the models based on the so-called TMD
factorization [10]. Finally, the sign of the SSA is defined by the sign of AQCM and should
be positive. This sign is very important for explanation of the signs of SSA observed for
the inclusive production of π + , π − and π 0 mesons in proton-proton and proton-antiproton
high energy collisions. We can estimate asymmetry at the hadron level for the inclusive
production of pions in the proton-proton scattering by using some simple assumptions.
Let us consider only leading fragmentation of pions from the final quark. In this case,
SSA for the different charge of pions is
AπN (qt ) ≈

∆q t q
A (qt ),
q N

(6)

where AqN (qt ) is SSA at the quark level presented in the left panel in Fig.2, ∆q t is the
transverse polarization of the quark with the given flavor in the transversely polarized
proton and q is the number of the corresponding quark in the proton. Using the additional
assumption ∆q t ≈ ∆q, where ∆q is the longitudinal polarization of the quark in the
longitudinally polarized proton we have got
+

−

0

AπN (qt ) ≈ 0.383AqN (qt ), AπN (qt ) ≈ −0.327AqN (qt ), AπN (qt ) ≈ 0.146AqN (qt ),

(7)

where we used values ∆u = 0.766 and ∆d = −0.327 from [11]. Finally, one can verify that
our estimation given by Eq.7 is in qualitative agreement with the available experimental
data [9, 12, 13] for the large xF region.
In summary, we discussed the spin effects in high energy reactions induced by AQCM.
This phenomenon appears from the anomalous strong spin-flip quark-gluon interaction
induced by the topologically nontrivial configuration of the vacuum gluon fields called
instantons. As an example, we estimated the contribution of AQCM to SSA in the
inclusive production of the pions in the proton-proton scattering and showed that it
was large. Additional arguments for the importance of AQCM for spin effects in high
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energy reactions can be found in [14] where its contribution to the elastic proton-proton
scattering at large momentum transfer was considered. We would like to mention that
the mechanism of spin effects based on AQCM is quite general and might happen in any
nonperturbative QCD model with SCSB. The attractive feature of the instanton model
is that within this model this phenomenon comes from rather small distances ρc ≈ 0.3
fm. As the result, it allows one to understand the origin of large observed spin effects at
large transverse momenta.
The authors are very grateful to A.V. Efremov for the invitation to DSPIN-13 Workshop and for the discussion.
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Abstract
It is shown that the existing four-loop result for the Bjorken polarized sum rule
for deep inelastic electron-nucleon scattering obtained within perturbative Quantum
Chromodynamics should be supplemented by the calculation of the diagrams of the
so called singlet type. We also suggest a new exact relation which connects the
Bjorken polarized sum rule and the the Gross-Llewellyn Smith sum rule.

Since the discovery of the asymptotic freedom [1] there was the enormous progress in
perturbative calculations in Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). In particular calculations
of the Bjorken sum rule for polarized deep inelastic electron-nucleon scattering [2] have
now some history. The leading O(αs ) correction in the strong coupling constant αs was
calculated in [3]. The next-to-leading O(αs2 ) approximation was obtained in [4] and the
O(αs3 ) correction was found in [5]. Quite recently the O(αs4 ) approximation was published
[6].
In the present contribution we demonstrate that the calculation [6] should be supplemented by the calculation of the diagrams of the so called singlet type. We determine
this singlet contribution up to an overall constant using the Crewther relation [7].
We also suggest a new exact relation which connects the Bjorken polarized sum rule
and the the Gross-Llewellyn Smith sum rule.
The Bjorken sum rule for polarized deep inelastic scattering has the following form
Z 1
¡ ep
¢
gA
g1 (x, Q2 ) − g1en (x, Q2 ) dx =
CBjp (as (Q2 )) + nonperturbative terms, (1)
6
0
where g1ep and g1en are the structure functions of polarized electron-proton and electronnucleon deep inelastic scattering, gA ≈ 1.22 is the axial constant of the neutron β-decay,
Q2 is the Euclidean momentum transfered squared, as = αs /π is the strong couplant.
The coefficient function CBjp (as ) = 1 + O(as ) enters the following short-distance operator product expansion (OPE)
Z
i d4 xeiqx T [Jµ (x)Jν (0)] = (qµ qν − gµν q 2 )ΠEM (Q2 )+
(2)
²µνλρ

¤
qρ £ a
CBjp (as )Aaλ (0) + CEJ (as )Aλ (0) + higher twists,
2
q

where the summation over repeated indexes is assumed, Jµ is the electromagnetic quark
current, ΠEM (Q2 ) is the polarization function, Aaλ = ψγλ γ5 ta ψ is the non-singlet (NS)
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axial quark current, ta being the (diagonal) generator of the flavor SU (nf )-group, nf
being the number of quark flavors. Aλ = ψγλ γ5 ψ is the singlet (SI) axial quark current.
a
To calculate the coefficient function CBjp
(as ) at the multiloop level one uses the
method of projections [8] which gives
Z
£
¤
i d4 xeiqx < 0|T ψ(p)γσ γ5 ta ψ(−p)Jµ (x)Jν (0) |0 > |amputated
=
(3)
p=0
qρ a
C (as )ZA ,
q 2 Bjp
where ψ(p) is the Fourier transform of the quark field carrying the momentum p. Quark
legs are amputated. ZA is the renormalization constant of the non-singlet axial current.
const is the normalization constant. The technique how to deal with the γ5 -matrix in
multiloop calculations within dimensional regularization and minimal subtraction scheme
is given in [9].
a
The coefficient function CBjp
(as ) receives contributions from two types of diagrams.
The first type, the non-singlet one (with both electromagnetic vertexes attached to the
fermion line of external quark legs) produces the flavor factor T r(Q2f ta ), where Qf is the
(diagonal) quark charge matrix Qf = diag(2/3, −1/3, −1/3, ...). The second, the singlet
type (when one electromagnetic vertex is attached to the fermion line of external quark
legs and another to the internal quark loop) gives the flavor factor T r(Qf )T r(Qf ta ). The
ratio of these flavor factors does not depend on the index a
const ²µνσρ

nf

X
T r(Qf )T r(Qf ta )
=
3
qi
T r(Q2f ta )
i=1

(4)

a
where qi are electromagnetic quark charges. That is why one can factorize from CBjp
(as )
the a-independent coefficient function CBjp (as ) which enters the sum rule (1)
¡
¢
a
CBjp
(as ) = T r Q2f ta C N S (as ) + T r (Qf ) T r (Qf ta ) C SI (as ) =
(5)
Ã
!
nf
X
¡
¢
¡
¢
C N S (as ) + 3(
qi )C SI T r Q2f ta = CBjp (as )T r Q2f ta .
i=1

It is the contribution of the singlet type C SI which is missed in the calculation [6] of the
αs4 -correction to the Bjorken polarized sum rule. It is interesting to note that individual
diagrams of the singlet type give non-zero contributions to the sum rule already in the
a3s order but their total sum nullifies [5] in this order. It can be explained by using the
generalized Crewther relation [7]. The relation states that
¶
µ
β(as )
NS
K(as ) ,
(6)
CBjp (as )D (as ) = dR 1 +
as
K(as ) = as K1 + a2s K2 + a3s K3 + ...,
where Ki are calculable in QCD coefficients, dR is the dimension of the quark representation (dR = 3 in QCD), β(as ) is the renormalization group β-function
β(as ) = µ2

X
∂as
=
βi ai+2
s
∂µ2
i≥0
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(7)

with the well known first coefficient β0 = − 11
C + 13 TF nf , CA being the quadratic Casimir
12 A
operator of the adjoint representation of the group and TF being the trace normalization
of the fundamental representation.
The Adler function DN S (as ) is defined as
d EM 2
Π (Q ),
dQ2
Ã
!2
!
Ã
X
X
qi DSI (as ).
DEM (as ) =
qi2 DN S (as ) +
DEM (as ) = −12π 2 Q2

(8)

i

i

a3s

The singlet diagrams contributing to CBjp (as ) at the and the a4s levels are proportional
to the color factor dabc dabc , where dabc are the symmetric structure constants of the SU (Nc )
color group (for QCD with the SU (3) group one gets dabc dabc = 40/3). At the a3s level the
sum of the singlet diagrams should nullify since the color factor dabc dabc is the complete
color factor for these diagrams and the coefficient β0 can not be factorized which is in the
contradiction with the Crewther relation (6). At the a4s level there are enough loops (four)
to generate the color structure β0 dabc dabc in accordance with the relation (6). Thus on
can get the non-zero singlet contribution to the Bjorken polarized sum rule in the order
a4s
nf
X
NS
4
CBjp (as ) = C (as ) + Xas β0
qi dabc dabc + O(a5s ),
(9)
i=1

where the non-singlet contribution was calculated up to and including the order a4s in [6].
The numerical constant X is still to be calculated to get the complete O(a4s ) correction.
In principle it is possible that after calculating the singlet contribution to CBjp (as )
one can see at the a4s level the validity of the interesting relation which connects different
physical quantities
£ NS
¤
£
¤
C (as ) + nf C SI (as ) DN S (as ) = CGLS (as ) DN S (as ) + nf DSI (as ) ,
(10)
here CGLS (as ) is the coefficient function of the Gross-Llewellyn Smith sum rule for deep
inelastic neutrino-nucleon scattering [11]. DN S (as )+nf DSI (as ) ≡ D(as )/nf , where D(as )
is the Adler function corresponding to the correlator of the flavor singlet quark currents.
This relation is valid at the a3s level. To show that it can be valid in all orders let us
consider OPE for the following 3-point function
Z
¤
£
ab
(11)
Tµνλ (p, q) = i < 0|T Vµ (x)Aaλ (y)Vνb (0) |0 > eipx+iqy dxdy,
where V µ = ψγµ ψ is the vector singlet quark current, Vνb = ψγν tb ψ is the vector nonsinglet quark current, Aaλ is the axial vector current defined in eq.(2).
We can apply first the following OPE
Z
¤
£
qβ
(12)
i T Aaλ (y)Vνb (0) eiqy dy = δ ab ²λναβ 2 CGLS (as )Vα (0) + ...
Q
and substitute it into eq.(11) to get
ab
Tµνλ
(p, q)

qβ
= δ ²λναβ 2 CGLS (as )
Q
ab

Z
< 0|T [Vµ (x)Vα (0)] |0 > eipx dx + ...
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(13)

For more formal derivation of the OPE for 3-point functions see [8].
On the other hand we can apply first the following OPE
Z
£
¤
¤
pβ £
i T Vµ (x)Vνb (0) eipx dx = ²µναβ 2 C N S (as ) + nf C SI (as ) Abα (0) + ...
P

(14)

and again substitute it into eq.(11) to obtain
ab
Tµνλ
(p, q) = ²µναβ

Z

¤
pβ £ N S
C (as ) + nf C SI (as ) ×
2
P

(15)

£
¤
< 0|T Aaλ (y)Abα (0) |0 > eiqx dq + ...

Comparing eq.(13) and eq.(15) one can see a connection close to that of the relation (10).
But presently we do not have a proof of this relation.
If eq.(10) is valid then one can determine the constant X in eq.(7) without explicit calculations of the singlet contribution to CBjp (as ) using results of ref. [10]: X =
179
25
5
− 384
+ 48
ζ3 − 24
ζ5 .
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FEMTOSCOPIC CORRELATIONS OF TWO IDENTICAL
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Abstract
The process of emission of two identical particles with nonzero spin and different helicities is theoretically investigated within the model of one-particle multipole
sources. Taking into account the unitarity of the finite rotation matrix and symmetry relations for d–functions, the general expression for probability of emission of
two identical particles by two multipole sources with angular momentum J, averaged over the projections of angular momentum and over the space-time dimensions
of the generation region, has been obtained. For the case of unpolarized particles,
the formula for two-particle correlation function at sufficiently large 4-momentum
difference q is derived by the additional averaging over helicities. The concrete cases
of emission of two unpolarized photons by dipole and quadrupole sources, and emission of two “left” neutrinos by sources with arbitrary J have been also considered,
and the respective explicit expressions for the correlation function are obtained .

1. In the framework of the model of independent sources [1] with the angular momentum J and the projections of angular momentum onto the coordinate axis z, equaling
M and M 0 , the amplitude of emission of two identical particles with the momentum p1 ,
helicity λ1 and momentum p2 , helicity λ2 has the following structure :
AM M 0 (p1 , λ1 ; p2 , λ2 ) =
(J)

(J)

(J)

(J)

= Dλ1 M (n1 )Dλ2 M 0 (n2 ) ei p1 x1 ei p2 x2 + Dλ2 M (n2 )Dλ1 M 0 (n1 ) ei p1 x2 ei p2 x1 ,

(1)

where x1 and x2 are the space-time coordinates of two multipole sources,
p1 x1 = E1 t1 − p1 x1 , p2 x2 = E2 t2 − p2 x2 ,
¡
¢
(J)
(J)
Dλ1 M (n1 ) = Dλ1 M (0, θ1 , φ1 ) = dy (0, θ1 , φ1 ) ei M φ1 λ1 M ,
(J)
Dλ2 M 0 (n2 )

=

(J)
Dλ2 M 0 (0, θ2 , φ2 )

³

i M 0 φ2

= dy (0, θ2 , φ2 ) e

´
λ2 M 0

,

(2)

are elements of the finite rotation matrix corresponding to the angular momentum J,
n1 = p1 /|p1 |, n2 = p2 /|p2 |, θ1 , θ2 and φ1 , φ2 - polar and azimuthal angles of the momenta p1 and p2 , respectively .
Thus, in accordance with Eq. (1), the probability of emission of two identical particles
with spin S, respective 4-momenta p1 , p2 and helicities λ1 , λ2 by two multipole sources
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with the angular momentum J and projections M, M 0 of angular momentum onto the
axis z amounts to :
(J)

(J)

(J)

(J)

WM M 0 (p1 , λ1 ; p2 , λ2 ) = | Dλ1 M (n1 )|2 | Dλ2 M 0 (n2 )|2 + | Dλ1 M 0 (n1 )|2 | Dλ2 M (n2 )|2 +
³
´
(J)
∗(J)
∗(J)
(J)
+ 2 (−1)2S Re Dλ1 M (n1 )Dλ2 M (n2 )Dλ1 M 0 (n1 )Dλ2 M 0 (n2 ) cos(q x),
(3)
where q = p1 − p2 is the difference of 4-momenta of two identical particles and x = x1 − x2
is the difference of 4-coordinates of two one-particle multipole sources.
Now let us average this expression over the angular momentum projections M, M 0 and
over the space-time dimensions of the emission region . In doing so, we take into account
that, due to the unitarity of the finite rotation matrix, the following relations hold :
J
X

(J)
| Dλ1 M (n1 )|2

=

J
X

(J)

| Dλ2 M 0 (n2 )|2 =

M 0 =−J

M =−J

=

J
X

(J)
| Dλ2 M (n2 )|2

=

J
X

(J)

| Dλ1 M 0 (n1 )|2 = 1.

(4)

M 0 =−J

M =−J

Let us remark that, without losing generality, we may choose the coordinate axis z
as lying in the plane of the momenta p1 and p2 , with the axis y being perpendicular to
this plane. Then the azimuthal angles of the momenta p1 and p2 will be equal to zero:
φ1 = φ2 = 0, and the angle β = θ1 − θ2 will have the meaning of angle between the
momenta p1 and p2 . In doing so, once again due to the unitarity of the finite rotation
matrix, we obtain :
J
X

(J)
∗(J)
Dλ1 M (n1 )DM λ2 (n2 )

M =−J

J
X
M 0 =−J

J
X
¡ −i Jy θ1 ¢
¡ i Jy θ2 ¢
=
e
e
=
λ1 M
M λ2
M =−J

¡

¢
¡
¢
= e−i Jy (θ1 −θ2 ) λ1 λ2 = d(J)
y (β) λ

(J)
∗(J)
Dλ2 M 0 (n2 )DM 0 λ1 (n1 )

=

J
X
¡

e−i Jy θ2

M 0 =−J

1 λ2

¢

¡
λ2 M 0

¢
¢
¡
¡
(−β)
= ei Jy (θ1 −θ2 ) λ2 λ1 = d(J)
y
λ
(J)

;

2 λ1

(5)
ei Jy θ1

¢
M 0 λ1

=

.

(6)
(J)

Using the well-known symmetry relation (dy (β))λ1 λ2 = (dy (−β))λ2 λ1 [2], we come
to the result :
³
´
1
(J)
2
2S
2 + 2 (dλ1 λ2 (β)) (−1) h cos(qx) i .
WM M 0 (p1 , λ1 ; p2 , λ2 ) =
(2J + 1)2
(J)

(7)

Let us emphasize that the quantity r = (dλ1 λ2 (β))2 has the meaning of the degree of
non-orthogonality (non-distinguishability ) of particle states with different helicities with
respect to the momenta, the angle between which equals β = θ1 − θ2 : hλ1 |λ2 i 6= 0 .
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2. If the emitted identical particles with the momenta p1 , p2 are unpolarized, then,
after averaging over all the (2S + 1) values of helicity allowed at spin S, we obtain:
Ã
W (q)= 2(2S +

!

S
S
X
X

(J)
1)2 +(−1)2S 2
|dλ1 λ2 (β)|2 hcos(qx)i
λ1 =−S λ2 =−S

1
1
2
(2J + 1) (2S + 1)2

(8)

At sufficiently large momentum differences q the correlation function, normalized by
unity, will take the form :
R(q) = 1 +

S
S
(−1)2S X X
(J)
(β) |2 h cos(qx) i .
|d
(2S + 1)2 λ =−S λ =−S λ1 λ2
1

(9)

2

(J)

In particular, if β = 0, then we have dλ1 λ2 (0) = δλ1 λ2 , and formula (9) is simplified:
R(q) = 1 + (−1)2S

1
h cos(qx) i .
2S + 1

(10)

(J)

Besides, taking into account the unitarity of the matrix dλ1 λ2 (β), it is easy to see from
Eq. (9) that at J = S formula (10) is valid at any angles between the momenta p1 and
p2 . Let us stress that Eq.(10) is related to particles with nonzero mass .
3. In the case of emission of two unpolarized photons, when the mass equals zero, spin
S = 1 and each of the helicities λ1 , λ2 takes only two (2S) values: −1 and 1, irrespective
of the momentum direction, the correlation function for dipole sources has the form [3]:
i
1 h (1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
2
2
2
2
R(q) = 1 +
(d11 (β)) + (d−1,1 (β)) + (d−1,−1 (β)) + (d1,−1 (β)) h cos(qx) i .
4

(11)

Taking into account the equalities:
(1)

(1)

d11 (β) = d−1,−1 (β) =

1 + cos β
,
2

we find:
R(q) = 1 +

(1)

(1)

d1,−1 (β) = d−1,1 (β) =

1 − cos β
,
2

1
(1 + cos2 β) h cos(qx) i.
4

(12)

(13)

At very small angles between the photon momenta ( β ¿ 1 ) we obtain:
R(q) = 1 +

1
h cos(qx) i.
2

(14)

For the case of quadrupole sources , the correlation function is as follows:
R(q) = 1 +

i
1 h (2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(d11 (β))2 + (d−1,1 (β))2 + (d−1,−1 (β))2 + (d1,−1 (β))2 h cos(qx) i .
4

Using the equalities:
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(15)

(2)

(2)

d11 (β) = d−1,−1 (β) =
(2)

(2)

d1,−1 (β) = d−1,1 (β) =

1 + cos β
(2 cos β − 1),
2

(16)

1 − cos β
(2 cos β + 1),
2

(17)

we find the correlation function of two unpolarized photons emitted by the quadrupole
sources :
1
R(q) = 1 + (4 cos4 β − 3 cos2 β + 1) h cos(qx) i.
(18)
4
At β ≈ 0 we have : R(q) = 1 + 12 h cos(qx) i, i.e. here we also obtain the standard
formula ( see Eq. (14)), corresponding to two directions of polarization for each of the
photons [3].
Let us consider also the case of emission of two “left neutrinos ( two “right” antineutrinos ) , with helicity taking only one value λ1 = λ2 = + 21 . For this case, the correlation
function in the model of multipole sources is as follows:
(J)

R(q) = 1 − (d 1 1 (β))2 h cos(qx) i .

(19)

2 2

In particular, at J = S = 12 we obtain :
R(q) = 1 − cos2

β
h cos(qx) i .
2

(20)

In the limit β → 0 Eq. (20) gives:
R(q) = 1 −

1 + cos (β/2)
h cos(qx) i = 1 − h cos(qx) i .
2

(21)
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Abstract
Concise introduction in QCD Renormdynamics and Hamiltonization methods of
the dynamical systems with application in heavy particle dynamics given.

Quantum field theory (QFT) and Fractal calculus provide universal language of fundamental physics (see e.g. [8]). In QFT existence of a given theory means, that we can
control its behavior at some scales by renormalization theory [2, 3]. If the theory exists,
than we want to solve it, which means to determine what happens on other scales. This is
the problem (and content) of Renormdynamics. The result of the Renormdynamics, the
solution of its discrete or continual motion equations, is the effective QFT on a given scale
(different from the initial one). Perturbation theory series have the following qualitative
form
f (x) =

X

P (n)n!xn = P (δ)Γ(1 + δ)

n≥0

1
d
, δ=x
1−x
dx

(1)

So, we reduce previous series to the standard geometric progression series. This series is
convergent for |x| < 1 or for |x|p = p−k < 1, x = pk a/b, k ≥ 1, p = 2, 3, 5, ..., 29, ..., 137, ...
With an appropriate nomalization of the expansion parameter, the coefficients of the series
are rational numbers and if experimental data indicates for some prime value, then we
can take corresponding prime number and consider p-adic convergence of the series. In
the Yukawa theory of strong interactions (see e.g. [2]), we take α = p = 13,
f (p) =

X

fn pn , fn = n!P (n), p = 13, |f |p ≤

X

|fn |p p−n <

1
1 − p−1

(2)

So, the series is convergent. If the limit is rational number, we consider it as an observable
value of the corresponding physical quantity. In M SSM (see [6]) coupling constants
unifies at αu−1 = 26.3 ± 1.9 ± 1. So, 23.4 < αu−1 < 29.2
Question: how many primes are in this interval? (24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29)
Only one! Proposal: take the value αu−1 = 29.0... which will be two orders of magnitude
more precise prediction and find the consequences for the SM scale observables.
The Goldberger-Treiman relation (GTR) [5] plays an important role in theoretical
hadronic and nuclear physics. GTR relates the meson-nucleon coupling constants to the
axial-vector coupling constant in β-decay: gπN fπ = gA mN . If we take
απN =

2
130
gπN
= 13 ⇒ gπN = 12.78; fπ = √ = 91.9 M eV, mN = 940 M eV,
4π
2
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(3)

we find
√
fπ gπN
91.9 × 52π
5
gA =
=
= 1.2496 ' 1.25 = .
mN
940
4

(4)

Renormdynamic equation
ȧ = β1 a + β2 a2 + ...

(5)

can be reparametrized,
a(t) = f (A(t)) = A + f2 A2 + ... + fn An + ..., Ȧ = b1 A + b2 A2 + ...
ȧ = Ȧf 0 (A) = (b1 A + b2 A2 + ...)(1 + 2f2 A + ... + nfn An−1 + ...)
b1 = β1 , b2 = β2 + f2 β1 − 2f2 b1 = β2 − f2 β1 ,
b3 = β3 + 2f2 β2 + f3 β1 − 2f2 b2 − 3f3 b1 = β3 + 2(f22 − f3 )β1 ,
b4 = β4 + 3f2 β3 + f22 β2 + 2f3 β2 − 3f4 b1 − 3f3 b2 − 2f2 b3 , ...
bn = βn + ... + β1 fn − 2f2 bn−1 − ... − nfn b1 , ...

(6)

so, by reparametrization, beyond the critical dimension (β1 6= 0) we can change any coefficient but β1 . We can fix any higher coefficient with zero value. In the critical dimension
of space-time, β1 = 0, and we can change by reparametrization any coefficient but β2 and
β3 . From the relations (6), in the critical dimenshion (β1 = 0), we find that, we can define
the minimal form of the RD equation
Ȧ = β2 A2 + β3 A3 ,

(7)

then, as in the noncritical case, explicit solution for a will be given by reparametrization
representation (6) [9]. If we know somehow the coefficients βn , e.g. for first several exact
and for others asymptotic values (see e.g. [7]) than we can construct reparametrization
function (6) and find the dynamics of the running coupling constant. At any given scale
by reparametrization a = f (A) we can define new expansion parameter A as appropriate
prime number. Statement: The reparametrization series for a is p-adically convergent,
when βn is rational numbers.
It was noted [12] that parton densities given by solution of the Altarelli-Parisi equation
T
s
G
Ṁ = AM,
Z 1 M = (M2 , M̄2 , M2 , M2 Z), 1
¯
M2 =
dxx(u(x) + d(x)), M̄2 =
dxx(ū(x) + d(x)),
0
0
Z 1
Z 1
G
s
dxxG(x),
dxx(s(x) + s̄(x)), M2 =
M2 =

(8)

0

0

with the following valence quark initial condition at a scale m, M̄2 (m2 ) = M2s (m2 ) =
M2G (m2 ) = 0, M2 (m2 ) = 1 and αs (m2 ) = 2, gives the experimental values M2 =
0.44, M̄2 = M2s = 0.04, M2G = 0.48. So, for valence quark model, αs (m2 ) = 2. We
have seen, that for πρN model απρN = 3, and for πN model απN = 13. It is nice that
2
= απN . Note that to αs = 2 corresponds
αs2 + απρN
g=

√

4παs = 5.013 = 5 + .
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(9)

Let us consider a general dynamical system
ẋn = vn (x), 1 ≤ n ≤ N.

(10)

The following Lagrangian and the corresponding motion equations
L = (ẋn − vn (x))ψn , ẋn = vn (x), ψ̇n = −

∂vm
ψm ,
∂xn

(11)

extends the general system (10) by linear equation for the variables ψ. The extended
system can be put in the Hamiltonian form
ẋn = {xn , H}, ψ̇n = {ψn , H},

(12)

where the Hamiltonian and the bracket are defined as
←

→

←

→

∂ ∂
∂ ∂
H = vn (x)ψn , {A, B} = A(
−
)B.
∂xn ∂ψn ∂ψn ∂xn

(13)

In the Faddeev-Jackiw formalism [4] for the Hamiltonian treatment of systems defined
by first-order Lagrangians and corresponding motion equations,
L = fn (x)ẋn − H(x), fmn ẋn =

∂H
,
∂xm

(14)

for the regular structure function fmn , we have
−1
ẋn = fnm

∂H
∂H
= {xn , xm }
= {xn , H},
∂xm
∂xm

(15)

where the fundamental Poisson (Dirac) bracket is
−1
{xn , xm } = fnm
, fmn = ∂m fn − ∂n fm .

(16)

The system (11) is an important example of the first order regular Hamiltonian systems. Indeed, in the new variables, yn1 = xn , yn2 = ψn ,
1
L = (ẋn − vn (x))ψn ⇒ (ẋn ψn − ψ̇n xn ) − vn (x)ψn
2
1 a ab b
1
= yn ε ẏn − H(y) = fna (y)ẏna − H(y), fna = ynb εba ,
2
2
b
a
∂f
∂f
ab
H = vn (y 1 )yn2 , fnm
= ma − bn = εab δnm ;
∂yn
∂ym
∂H
b
} = εab δnm .
ẏna = εab δnm b = {yna , H}, {yna , ym
∂ym

(17)

In the canonical formulation, the equations of motion of a physical system are defined
via a Poisson bracket and a Hamiltonian. In Nambu formulation, the Poisson bracket is
replaced by the Nambu bracket with n + 1, n ≥ 1, slots. For n = 1, we have the canonical
formalism with one Hamiltonian. For n ≥ 2, we have Nambu-Poisson formalism, with n
Hamiltonians, [10], [13]. To study the strong interaction’s spin dependence with polarized
proton beams, one must preserve and control the polarization during acceleration and
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storage. The quasi-classical description of the motion of a relativistic point particle with
spin in accelerators and storage rings includes the equations of orbit motion
ẋn = fn (x), fn (x) = εnm ∂m H, n, m = 1, 2, ..., 6; xn = qn , xn+3 = pn ,
p
e
H = eΦ + c ℘2 + m2 c2 , ℘n = pn − An
c
and Thomas-BMT equations [11, 1] of classical spin motion

(18)

ṡn = εnmk Ωm sk = {H1 , H2 , sn }, H1 = Ω · s, H2 = s2 , {A, B, C} = εnmk ∂n A∂m B∂k C
−e
(B · ℘)℘n
1 + k(1 + γ)
(19)
Ωn =
((1 + kγ)Bn − k 2 2
+
εnmk Em ℘k ) ,
mγc
m c (1 + γ)
mc(1 + γ)
where parameters e and m are the charge and the rest mass of the particle, c is the
velocity of light, k = (g − 2)/2 quantifies the anomalous spin g factor, γ is the Lorentz
factor, pn are components of the kinetic momentum vector, En and Bn are the electric
and magnetic fields, and An and Φ are the vector and scalar potentials. The spin motion
equations we put in the Nambu-Poisson form. The general method of Hamiltonization of
the dynamical systems we can use also in the spinning particle case. For this we invent
for unified configuration space q = (x, p, s), xn = qn , pn = qn+3 , sn = qn+6 , n = 1, 2, 3,
the extended phase space, (qn , ψn ), Hamiltonian and corresponding motion equations
∂vm
ψm ,
(20)
∂qn
where vn depends on external fields as control parameters which can be determined according to the optimal control criterium.
H = H(q, ψ) = vn ψn , q̇n = vn (q), ψ̇n = −
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Abstract
We studied the generalized parton distributions of photon using the overlap
representation of light-front wave function and calculated both the helicity flip and
the non-flip case.

1

Introduction

In recent years Generalised Parton Distribution(GPD) functions have emerged as an important tool for acquiring information about the structure of hadrons [1]. GPDs are
special in the sense that they contain the combined information of the parton distribution
function and the form factors. GPDs are also related to the total angular momentum of
quarks inside the proton via Ji’s [2] sum rule thus providing us with an handle on the
elusive orbital angular momentum(OAM) of quarks inside the proton. GPDs are accessed
via exclusive process like the deeply virtual Compton scattering(DVCS),ep → ep0 γ where
there is a finite momentum transfer between the initial and the final state with a real
photon being observed at the final state.
In [3] deeply virtual Compton scattering (DVCS) γ ∗ γ → γγ on a photon target was considered in the kinematic region of large center-of-mass energy, large virtuality (Q2 ) but
small squared momentum transfer (−t). The calculation was done at leading order in
α and zeroth order in αs when the momentum transfer was purely in the longitudinal
direction. In another recent work [4], GPDs of the photon have been used to investigate
analyticity properties of DVCS amplitudes and related sum rules for the GPDs. In this
work we investigate the GPDs of photon when the momentum transfer is in both transverse and longitudinal direction and we also study the helicity flip and non-flip case of
the real photon (target) state.

2

Generalised Parton Distributions of Photon

The GPDs for the photon can be expressed as the following off-forward matrix elements
defined for the real photon (target) state [3]:
Z
dy − −iP + y−
q
F =
e 2 hγ(P 0 , λ0 ) | ψ̄(0)γ + ψ(y − ) | γ(P, λ)i;
8π
Z
dy − −iP + y−
q
F̃ =
e 2 hγ(P 0 , λ0 ) | ψ̄(0)γ + γ 5 ψ(y − ) | γ(P, λ)i.
(1)
8π
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1

-t = 0.1
-t = 1.0
-t = 3.0
-t = 5.0

ζ = 0.1

q

0.8

0.6

F

F q and F̃ q contributes when the photon is unpolarized
and polarized respectively. We have chosen the light-front
gauge A+ = 0. We use the Fock space expansion of the
photon state to calculate F q and F̃ q . We express the GPDs
in terms of photon light-front wave functions (LFWFs) and
calculate them analytically using these LFWFs.
By taking a Fourier transform (FT) with respect to the
transverse momentum transfer ∆⊥ we get the GPDs in the
transverse impact parameter space.
Z
Z
1
1
⊥
2 ⊥ −i∆⊥ ·b⊥ q
∆d∆J0 (∆b)F q ;
q(x, b ) =
d∆ e
F =
(2π)2
2π

0.4

0.2

0.2

(a)

0.4

x

0.6

0.8

1

2

Z
d∆e

−i∆⊥ ·b⊥

1
F̃ q =
2π

Z
∆d∆J0 (∆b)F̃ q .

1.5

q(x,b)

1
q̃(x, b⊥ ) =
(2π)2

x = 0.1
x = 0.3
x = 0.5
x = 0.6
x = 0.8

where J0 (z) is the Bessel function. The impact parameter
distribution for a polarized photon is given by q̃(x, b⊥ ).
0.5
In Fig. 1(a) we have plotted the unpolarized photon
q
GPD F as a functions of x for a fixed value of ζ and differ0
ent values of t. With ∆⊥ 6= 0 the symmetry with respect to
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
b
(b)
x = 0.5 is lost and also the GPDs become independent of t
as x → 1 because in this limit all the momentum is carried Figure 1: (Color online.) Plots
by the quark in the photon. In Fig. 1(b) we have plotted of helicity non-flip (λ = λ0 ) Phothe Fourier transform (FT) of F q with respect to ∆⊥ as a ton GPD. (a) Plot of unpolarized
q
function of b and for fixed x. In all the plots we have taken GPD F vs2 x for fixed values of
0 < x < 1 for which the contribution comes from the active −t in GeV for ζ = 0.1 and (b)
FT of unpolarized GPD q(x, b)
quark in the photon (q q̄). The smearing in b⊥ space reveals vs b for fixed values of x.
the partonic substructure of the photon and its ’shape’ in
transverse space. The behavior in impact parameter space is qualitatively different than
a dressed quark target and also from phenomenological models of proton GPDs. In the
case of a photon there is no single particle contribution, and the distribution in b space
purely reveals the internal q q̄ structure of the photon. Here near x ≈ 1/2 the peak in b
space is very broad which means that the parton distribution is more dispersed when the
q and q̄ share almost equal momenta. The parton distribution is sharper both for smaller
x and larger x.
1

We extract the GPD that involves a helicity flip of the target photon from the non2 2∗
vanishing coefficient of the combination (²1+1 ²1∗
−1 + ²+1 ²−1 ). The GPD with helicity flip can
be calculated analytically and is given by:
αe2q
2
2
x(1 − x)3 ((∆1 ) − (∆2 ) )
2π
i
hZ 1
(q 2 − q)
´
³
´
³
dq
0
m2 1 − x(1 − x) + q(1 − q)(1 − x)2 (∆⊥ )2
E1 =
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(2)

E1 Hx,D¦ L

The above has the expected quadrupole structure com0.30
2
2
ing from ((∆1 ) − (∆2 ) ). As the photon is a spin one par-t=0.1
o
0.25 Φ = 60
-t=1.0
ticle, in order to flip its helicity, the overlapping light-front
-t=3.0
wave functions should have a difference of orbital angu0.20
-t=5.0
lar momentum of two units, which manifests itself in the
0.15
quadrupole structure. This is in accordance with a simi0.10
lar observation for the helicity-flip GPD E for the proton,
0.05
which needs overlapping light-front wave functions of orbital angular momentum ±1 unit [5, 9]. Like the GPD E of
0.00
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
a spin 1/2 particle for example a dressed electron/quark [7],
x
the helicity flip photon GPD has no logarithmic term depending on the hard scale of the process Q2 , which is the Figure 2: (Color online) Plots
virtuality of the probing photon.
of E1 (x, ∆⊥ ) vs x for different
Starting from the expressions of photon GPDs, we de- values of t(GeV2 ).
fine the parton distributions [8] with the helicity flip of the
photon in transverse impact parameter space as:
Z
Z π Z 1 n³ 2
αe2q ∞
(b1 − b22 )∆sinθ ´
q1 (x, b ) = 3
∆d∆
dθ
dq
4π 0
b3
0
0
³
´
b∆cos(b∆sinθ)sinθ − sin(b∆sinθ) (q 2 − q)x(1 − x)3 o
³ ³
´
´
m2 1 − x(1 − x) + q(1 − q)(1 − x)2 (∆⊥ )2
⊥

(3)

In Fig. 2 we have plotted the helicity flip photon GPD E1 (x, ∆⊥ ) vs. x for different
2
values of t and a fixed value of φ = tan−1 ∆
. The peak of E1 (x, ∆⊥ ) increases with −t
∆1
and also shifts towards higher x. The GPD is zero when ∆⊥ = 0 because in order to
flip the helicity one needs non-zero OAM in the two-particle LFWFs and the OAM is
zero when there is no momentum transfer in the transverse direction. There is no OAM
contribution at x = 0 and x = 1 since all momenta are carried by either the quark or the
antiquark in the photon. The upper limit of the ∆⊥ integration ideally should be ∞. But
in the numerical calculation we have a cutoff denoted by ∆max . Fig. 3 shows a plot of
q1 (x, b⊥ ) vs. b1 and b2 for a fixed value of x = 0.3 and different values of ∆max . As ∆max
increases the peaks become sharper, which means that the distortion in b⊥ space moves
closer to the origin.

3

Conclusion

We discussed the calculations for the generalized parton distributions of the photon for
both the helicity flip as well as the non-flip case. We calculated at zeroth order in αs
and leading order in α. We also calculated the respective GPDs in the impact parameter
space.
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Figure 3: (Color online) Plots of q1 (x, b⊥ ) vs. b1 , b2 for different values of ∆max . b1 and b2 are in
GeV−1 and ∆max is in GeV. x = 0.3.
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ABSENCE OF THE NON-UNIQUENESS PROBLEM OF THE DIRAC
THEORY IN A CURVED SPACETIME SPIN-ROTATION COUPLING IS
NOT PHYSICALLY RELEVANT
M.V. Gorbatenko and V.P. Neznamov 1 †
Russian Federal Nuclear Center – All-Russian Research Institute of Experimental Physics,
Sarov, Mira 37, Nizhni Novgorod region, Russia, 607188
1 † E-mail: neznamov@vniief.ru

In the recent time, Arminjon’s publications have emerged again [1–4], which declare
and provide grounds for the assertion that the Dirac theory is non-unique in a curved
and even flat spacetime. The proof is based on the demonstration that the form of
Dirac Hamiltonians depends on the choice of tetrads. In our opinion, this is absolutely
insufficient. To demonstrate the non-equivalence of Dirac Hamiltonians, one should find
the difference in physical characteristics of a system under consideration with different
choices of tetrads. Such characteristics may include energy spectra of Hamiltonians, mean
values of physical quantities, various transition amplitudes and so on.
We share the conclusions of previous studies [5, 6] on the independence of physical
characteristics of the Dirac theory on the choice of tetrads.
In [7–9], using the methods of pseudo-Hermitian quantum mechanics [10–12] for arbitrary, including time-dependent, gravitational fields, we developed an algorithm to transform any Dirac Hamiltonian in a curved spacetime with an arbitrary choice of tetrads
into the η- representation, in which the Hamiltonian becomes self-conjugate, and the
scalar product of wave functions becomes flat. The choice of different tetrads for the
same physical system can lead in the η- representation to different forms of self-conjugate
Hamiltonians. However, they will always be related by unitary transformations associated with spacetime rotations of Dirac matrices. It is evident that such Hamiltonians are
physically equivalent. The choice of tetrads by a researcher is governed by convenience
considerations. One can handle Dirac Hamiltonians in a curved spacetime using Parker’s
weight operator in the scalar product of wave functions [13], or treat them in the η- representation with a flat scalar product, using the common apparatus of quantum mechanics.
In both cases physical characteristics of the systems remain identical.
Thus, as opposed to statements in [4] we show in papers [7–9] that the non-uniqueness
problem of the Dirac theory in a curved spacetime from the point of view of receipt of
different physical results for one and the same physical system does not exist.
Let us give some examples to illustrate this.
Example 1. In [7], three Hamiltonians, corresponding to three tetrad fields, and a
self-conjugate Hamiltonian in the η- representation are derived for a weak Kerr field.
a) Killing tetrad field
Hk = imγ0 − im M
γ − iγ0 γ k ∂x∂ k + 2i M
γ γ k ∂x∂ k +
R 0
R 0
i M Rk
γ0 γ k + 2i M (JRkl3 Rl )n∂x∂ k − 2im M (JRkl3 Rl ) γok +
2 R3

2i M (JRml3 Rl ) Smk ∂x∂ k
ρ=1+

−

i
2

M
J
R3 k

−

3 M (JRl R5l )Rk

3M
M (Jkm Rm )
+2
γ 0 γk ;
R
R3
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(4)

γ5 γ0 γk .
(5)

b) tetrad field in symmetric gauge
Hs = imγ0 − iγ0 γk ∂x∂ k − im M
γ + 2i M
γ γ k ∂x∂ k + 2i
R 0
R 0
2i M (JRkl3 Rl ) ∂x∂ k − im M (JRkl3 Rl ) · γ k + i M (JRml3 Rl ) Smk ∂x∂ k .
ρ=1+

M Rk
γ0 γ k +
R3

3M
M Jkm Rm
+
γ0 γk ;
R
R3

(6)
(7)

c) tetrad field of Hehl and Ni [14]
M
∂
M
k ∂
HH−N = imγ0 − im
n R γ0 − iγ0 γk ∂xk +o2i R γ0 γ ∂xk +
2i M (JRkl3 Rl ) ∂x∂ k + 2i RM3 Jk − 3 M (JRl R5l )Rk γ5 γ0 γk .

i M Rk
γ0 γ k +
2 R3

3M
;
R
d) self-conjugate Hamiltonian in the η- representation

(8)
(9)

ρ=1+

M Rk
M
∂
k ∂
k
Hη = imγ0 − im M
R
nγ0 − iγ0 γk ∂xk + 2ioR γ0 γ ∂xk − i R3 γ0 γ +
2i M (JRkl3 Rl ) ∂x∂ k + 2i RM3 Jk − 3 M (JRl R5l )Rk γ5 γ0 γk .

(10)

ρ = 1.

(11)

In (1) - (11), M is the mass of a source of the Kerr gravitational field, Jkm is the
angular momentum tensor of the Kerr field, Smk = 12 (γm γk − γk γm ).
Each of the Hamiltonians (1), (6), (3), (12) differ from each other in their form.
However, with the transition to the η- representation, all the Hamiltonians become the
same, which proves their physical equivalence.
Example 2. We know that a free Dirac Hamiltonian in spherical coordinates of
Minkowski space can be written in two ways resulting in substantially different expressions
(see, e.g., [15])
½ µ
¶
µ
¶
¾
∂
∂
∂
1
1
1
1
H1 = imγ0 − iγ0 γ1
+
+ γ2
+ ctgθ +
γ3
,
(12)
∂r r
r
∂θ 2
rsinθ ∂φ
½
¾
∂
1 ∂
1 ∂
H2 = imγ0 − iγ0 γr
+ γθ
+ γφ
.
(13)
∂r
r ∂θ
rsinθ ∂φ
In (13),
γr = sinθ [γ1 cosφ + γ2 sinφ] + γ3 cosθ = Rγ1 R−1
γθ = cosθ [γ1 cosφ + γ2 sinφ] − γ3 sinθ = Rγ2 R−1
γφ = −γ1 sinφ + γ2 cosφ = Rγ3 R−1 .
n
o
The set γr , γθ , γφ is related to the set {γ1 , γ2 , γ3 } by a unitary matrix R,
R = R1 T1¡R2 T2
¢
R1 = exp − φ2 γ1 γ2 ;
¡
¢
R2 = exp − 2θ γ2 γ3 ;

T1 =
T2 =

√1 γ5 γ1 (E
2
√1 γ5 γ2 (E
2

+ γ1 γ2 )
+ γ3 γ1 ) .

(14)

(15)

This shows that the Hamiltonians (12), (13) are physically equivalent, because they
are related by the unitary transformation (15)
H2 = RH1 R−1 ,
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R−1 = R+ .

(16)

Example 3. In [9], the following form of a Dirac Hamiltonian in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates is derived for a weak Kerr field:
¢
¢
¢
¡
¡
¡∂
r0
1
HB−L = imh 1 − 2r
γ0 − i 1 − rr0 γ0 γ1 ∂r
+
i r −
¡
¢
¡∂
¢
r0 1
1
1 ∂
i 1 − 2r r γ0 γ2 ∂θ + 2 ctgθ + γ0 γ3 sinθ ∂φ −
(17)
∂
iγ0 γ1 2rr02 − i rr03a ∂φ
− i 34 rr03a γ3 γ1 sinθ.
Let us compare this Hamiltonian with Hamiltonian (12). We rewrite (12) using somewhat different notation
¡
¢
¡
¢
r0
r0
Hη = im 1 − 2r
γ0 γk ∂x∂ k −
³γ0 − i 1 − r ´
i 2rr03 γ0 γk xk − i rr03a x1 ∂x∂ 2 − x2 ∂x∂ 1 +
(18)
h
³
´
i
x2

i r4r0 a3 γ1 γ2 1 − 3 r23 − γ2 γ3 3xr32x1 − γ3 γ1 3xr32x2 .

In (18), r0 = 2M, J = M a, a = (0, 0, a).
The summands with the momentum of rotation a in (17), (18) differ substantially
from each other. However, in [9], these terms in (17), (18) are shown to be also physically
equivalent using matrices (14), (15).
Example 4. For the solution
ds2 = V 2 (x) dt2 − W 2 (x) dx2

(19)

Obukhov [16] obtained a self-conjugate Hamiltonian with a flat scalar product of wave
functions
·
¸
1
V
V
HOb = βmV +
αp + αp
(20)
2
W
W
In (20), β = γ 0 , αk = γ 0 γ k .
Then, after the unitary Eriksen-Kolsrud transformation [17], in the approximation of
a weak gravitational field, Hamiltonian (20) becomes equal to
³
´
p2
β
HE−K = β mV + 2m
− 4m
{p2 , V − 1} +
(21)
© 2 V
ª
β
β
1
p
,
−
1
+
[2Σ
(f
×
p)
+
∇f
]
+
(ΣΦ)
.
2m
W
4m
2
µ
¶
¡V ¢
σ 0
In (21), Φ = ∇V ; f = ∇ W ; Σ =
. However, for correct classical
0 σ
interpretation of individual summands in the Hamiltonian, initial expression (20) should
be subjected to a unitary Foldy-Wouthuysen transformation [18], [19], [20].
As a result, A.Silenko and O. Teryaev [19] obtained the following expression for the
transformed Hamiltonian:
³
´
© 2 V
ª
p2
β
β
HF W = β mV + 2m − 4m
{p2 , V − 1} + 2m
p ,W −1 +
(22)
β
β
[2Σ
(f
×
p)
+
∇f
]
−
[2Σ
(Φ
×
p)
+
∇Φ]
.
4m
8m
¡
¢
The last summand in (22), instead of direct interaction between spin and gravity 21 ΣΦ ,
describes the spin-orbital and contact interaction of a Dirac particle similarly to the
interaction with an electromagnetic field [18].
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Note that all the three Hamiltonians (20), (21), (22), are physically equivalent, because
they are related to each other by unitary transformations. However, for the quasi-classical
interpretation of Hamiltonian terms, one should use the Foldy-Wouthuysen representation
[19], [20].
Now we consider the example given in one of the last works of Arminjon [3], in which
he demonstrates the non-uniqueness (in his opinion) of the Dirac theory even in the flat
Minkowski space.
Example 5. Arminjon considers a flat Minkowski space, (t0 , x0 , y 0 , z 0 ), with a free
Dirac Hamiltonian
H 0 = α0 p0 + β 0 m.
(23)
Then he considers a set of other time-dependent Dirac matrices
β = β0
α1 = α01 cosωt + α02 sinωt
α2 = α02 cosωt − α01 sinωt
α3 = α03 .

(24)

As a result, for the new tetrads leading to the set of matrices αk (24), a new Hamiltonian is obtained:
ω
H = αp0 + βm − Σ03 ,
(25)
2
where Σ03 = iα01 α02 = iα1 α2 = Σ3 .
Comparing (23), (25) Arminjon [3, 4] concludes that the Dirac theory is non-unique
even in the flat Minkowski space.
In fact, as opposite to the initial Hamiltonian (23), the Hamiltonian (25) depends on
time clearly (see. (24)). In addition, the Hamiltonian (25) has a complementary term
− ω2 Σ03 and therefore in [3], [4] a question of physical significance of the direct spin-rotation
coupling is discussed.
However, note that the matrices αi (24) are related to the initial matrices α0i by a
unitary transformation matrix R (t)
αi = Rα0i R+ ,
where

ωt

R (t) = e 2 α

01 α02

;

(26)
ωt

R+ (t) = e− 2 α

01 α02

.

(27)

Considering that R (t) is time dependent, we see that the Hamiltonians (25) and (23) are
related by the unitary transformation
H = RH 0 R+ − iR

∂R+
.
∂t

(28)

Consequently, the Hamiltonians (23) and (25) are physically equivalent. If the free
Hamiltonian (23) transforms to the Foldy-Wouthuysen representation, we obtain the
known Hamiltonian [18]
q
m2 + p0 2 .

HF W = β

(29)

In [4] Arminjon attempted to define the difference between the mean values hHi and
hH i exactly. However, at averaging of the physical quantities for the spin particles it is
0
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necessary
average also overP
spin
with appropriate change of normalizing condition
R states
P R + to
0
0
0
0+
0
ψ (x , s)ψ (x , s) dx =
ψ (x , s)ψ 0 (x0 , s) dx0 = 1. Then
±s

±s

Z
Z
ω X + 0 Σ0 p0
ωX 0+ 0
0
0
0
hHi−hH i=−
ψ (x , s) 0 ψ(x , s)dx =−
ψ (x , s) Σ03 ψ 0 (x0 , s)dx0=0. (30)
2 ±s
|p |
2 ±s
In (30) we choose a movement particle direction along z 0 coordinate (|p0 | = p03 ). As
opposite to [4] following (30) the mean values of the Hamiltonians H and H 0 coincide.
Hence, the spin-rotation coupling in (25) is not physically relevant. It can manifest
itself with a choice of a specific tetrad field, but it has no effect on the magnitude of final
physical characteristics of the system under consideration (absolute analogy with direct
spin-gravitation coupling in Example 4).
Example 6. In his work [3], Arminjon also considers a rotating frame of reference:
t = t0
x = x0 cosωt + y 0 sinωt
y = −x0 sinωt + y 0 cosωt
z = z0.

(31)

The metric corresponding to coordinates (31) is expressed as
£
¡
¢¤
¡
¢
ds2 = 1 − ω 2 x2 + y 2 dt2 + 2ω (ydx − xdy) dt − dx2 + dy 2 + dz 2 .
(32)
p
In (32), to ensure that g00 > 0, the condition ω x2 + y 2 < 1 should be satisfied. γ−
matrices corresponding to the chosen tetrad field have the form
γ0
γ1
γ2
γ3

= γ 00
= γ 01 cosωt + γ 02 sinωt + γ 00 ωy
= −γ 01 sinωt + γ 02 cosωt − γ 00 ωx
= γ 03 .

As a result, we can obtain a self-conjugate Hamiltonian,
µ
¶
∂
∂
0 0
Hω = α p + βm − ω y
−x
.
∂x
∂y

(33)

(34)

With another set of tetrads, Arminjon in [3] obtains the following form of γ-matrices:
0
γAr.
1
γAr.
2
γAr.
3
γAr.

= γ 00
= γ 01 + γ 00 ωy
= γ 02 − γ 00 ωx
= γ 03 .

The self-conjugate Hamiltonian has the following form:
µ
¶
∂
∂
ω
0
HAr. = αAr. p + βm − iω y
−x
− Σ03 .
∂x
∂y
2

(35)

(36)

Note that the matrices γ 1 , γ 2 in (33) can be written as
γ 1 = R+ γ 01 R + γ 00 ωy
γ 2 = R+ γ 02 R − γ 00 ωx.
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(37)

One can see from this that the matrices (35) and (33) are related by the unitary transformation
µ
γAr.
= Rγ µ R+ .
(38)
The Hamiltonians (36) and (34), similarly to the Hamiltonians (25), (23), are physically equivalent, because they are related by the unitary transformation R (t)
∂R+
.
(39)
∂t
Thus, as a result of our consideration, we can draw the following conclusions:
1. The problem of non-uniqueness of the Dirac theory in a curved spacetime does
not exist. If treated properly, Dirac Hamiltonians will always determine correct physical
characteristics of the systems under consideration irrespective of the choice of tetrads.
2. The spin-rotation coupling for Dirac particles in the context of [3, 4] does not
represent a physically relevant quantity. It can manifest itself with a certain choice of
tetrads, but the spin-rotation coupling has no effect on the final physical characteristics
of the quantum mechanical systems under consideration.
HAr. = RHω R+ − iR
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Abstract
The search for the EDM of charged particles is only possible at storage rings. At
the moment, COSY at IKP, Forschungszentrum Juelich, is a unique facility in the
world to study the relevant spin dynamics and to perform the precursor measurements of the proton and deuteron EDM. Such studies are must before embarking a
construction of the dedicated EDM storage rings. The recently formed JEDI Collaboration aims at exploring the emerging tremendous scientific and technological
challenges. This talk summarizes a status of the project and principal plans for
2014 and beyond, with an emphasis on the theoretical understanding of prominent
systematic errors.

1. Introduction.

The motivations for the search for electric dipole moments (EDMs) for
charged particles have been extensively reviewed in the talk at the previous DSPIN-2011 [1]
and should not be repeated here at length. The nonvanishing EDM is only possible if P- and
CP-invariance are broken symmetries. The CP-violation is one of Sakharov’s criterions for the
Big Bang baryogenesis. A fundamental issue is that, while the CP violation in the kaon and
B-decays can be parameterized in terms of the SM CKM matrix, the SM fails miserably with
the experimentally known baryon content of the Universe. Consequently, our very existence is
the best proof that the CKM mechanism is not the end of the story. On the pure dimensional
counting, a natural scale for the EDM, d ∼ 10−24 e·cm, is set by the magnetic moment (MDM)
times ∼ 10−7 fo the parity nonconservation times ∼ 10−3 for the CP-violation. With the CKM
mechanism one needs the weak interaction to two orders, so that dSM ∼ 10−31 e·cm. The
current upper bound on the neutron EDM, dn < 3 · 10−26 e·cm, does not preclude a possibility
of a much larger proton and deuteron EDMs, dp,d ∼ 10−24 e·cm.
The ultimate goal of the JEDI Collaboration, which enrolled about 100 physicists from about
30 Institutions, is to carry out direct measurement of the proton and deuteron EDMs. The road
to this goal is paved by tremendous scientific and technological challenges. The immediate
target is studies of the spin coherence time (SCT) and systematic errors - the issues common
to all future storage ring experiments. Subsequent goals include first direct measurements of
the proton and deuteron EDMs at the magnetic storage ring COSY using RF techniques, and
the development of a dedicated, primarily electric storage ring for light ion (p, d, 3 He) EDM
searches.

2. Frenkel-Thomas-BMT equation and the EDM signal at storage rings.

For a
~
~
~
~
~ =
spinning particle at rest the spin interaction with the B− and E−fields reads H = −~
µ · B− d· E
~
~
~
−S · (µB + dE). Notice a fundamental duality: EDM in an electric field is doing on spin exactly
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the same job as MDM does in a magnetic field. The EDM observable is a precession of the
spin in an electric field. The charged particles can be subjected to an electric field only in a
~ ·E
~ =β
~ = 0. The spin
storage ring. On the closed-orbit for a reference equilibrium particle β~ · B
precession is described by the familiar Frenkel-Thomas-Bargmann-Michel-Telegdi equation
~
dS
dt

~ × S,
~
= Ω








¶
µ


³
´
e
1
~×E
~×B
~ = −
~ +η E
~+
~ +β
~
−
G
−
1
β
Ω
GB
,

m
β2


|
{z
}


{z
}
|


(1)

EDM

MDM

where G is the anomalous G-factor, we undebraced the MDM and EDM contributions to the
spin precession, and η = dm/e.
The default prediction from the CP-violation models is η ∼ 10−10 and the only way to
enhance the EDM signal is to let the EDM contribution to drive the imperfection spin resonance.
The dedicated, frozen spin, EDM rings will operate at K = 0 imperfection resonance. In
the simplest case of protons it will be an MDM-transparent, pure electric ring run at β 2 =
1/(G + 1), p ≈ 0.7 GeV/c, such that the spin tune νs = K = 0. Then, for an infinitely
long time, the injected pure longitudinal spin will be subject to driven up-down oscillations
~ o = (eηE/m)~ex . In practice, the observation time will be limited
with the angular velocity Ω
by the longitudinal spin decoherence time, τSC , and the attainable EDM signal - the vertical
polarization, Sy , will be limited by Sy ≤ Ωo τSC ¿ 1.
At the moment, we are interested in a pure magnetic ring like COSY. The interaction of the
EDM with the static motional electric field tilts the stable spin axis,
n
o
~ = − e GB
~ + η β~ × B
~ = ΩR Gγ {cos ξ~ey + sin ξ~ex } ,
Ω
m
cos ξ
and modifies the spin tune,
νs =

Gγ
,
cos ξ

(2)

tan ξ = η .

Here one starts with injection of the vertical spin and rotates it onto the ring plane by
a radio-frequency radial electric field resonant to the spin-tune frequency plus/minus the ring
frequency harmonics [1],
νRF = νs + K,
K = 0, ±1, ±2, ... ,
where νs = Gγ is the spin tune for an idle precession, which is a principal feature of all-magnetic
~ = 0, the interaction of the EDM with the motional electric
rings. In a pure magnetic ring, E
field mimics the interaction of the MDM with the radial imperfection magnetic fields.
Adding a proper vertical RF B-field, one can make the RF device an MDM-transparent one,
in which the motional magnetic field is compensated for by the B-field. Such an RF-E×B spin
flipper provides spin kicks around the Ox axis, χx 6= 0. The second option is the RF E×B Wien
filter, where one adjusts B-field such that the Lorentz force exerted on the beam is zero,
~ + β~ × B
~ = 0.
E
Thereby, the excitation of coherent betatron oscillations of the beam, inherent to the spin
flipper, is avoided. According to the FT-BMT equation, the RF E×B Wien filter is an EDM
transparent device, which only produces a pure magnetic kick χy to the phase of the spin
precession around the Oy axis, which thereby changes from the idle one to the RF-modulated
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one. As Y. Semertzidis observed, under the resonance condition, this frequency modulation
conspires with the EDM interaction with the motional electric field to entail the nonvanishing
driven up-down spin oscillation tune,
νo = νEDM =

1
ξχy .
2π

By a remarkable duality, the two devices with identical RF radial E-field generate identical EDM
signals,
1
1
νEDM =
χx =
ξχy
2π
2π
Unfortunately, by the same token, this frequency modulation of the spin tune would generate
the background νMDM by the interaction of the MDM with the imperfection magnetic fields. On
the other hand, the EDM rotation by the MDM-transparent RF E × B spin flipper is free of the
background from the imperfection magnetic fields. The RF ExB spin flipper is unacceptable,
though, since it excites the coherent betatron oscillations. The possible scheme to temper these
oscillations has been discussed in Ref. [1], whether it is feasible at COSY or not calls for further
studies.
A pattern of the EDM-driven oscillations is common to all the spin rotators, including the
familiar MDM rotation by the RF solenoid. Let Oy 0 be the normal to the ring plane at the
running particle position and X 0 Y 0 be a vertical plane which rotates with respect to the tangent
to the ring with the spin-tune frequency νs fR . The oscillating spin lies in the X 0 Y 0 plane and
the Oz 0 axis serves as a running spin axis. The driven spin oscillation tune,
νo = νEDM + νMDM ,
is common to Sy0 = Sy and Sx0 . Driven oscillations modulate the idle precession, and the
resulting Fourier spectrum of the horizontal spin would consist of two side bands,
νh = νs ± νo ,
which could be resolved by the fast time-stamp (≈ 90 ps/tick) polarimetry of the horizontal
polarization developed at COSY [2]. Simultaneously, one can measure νo directly from driven
up-down oscillations of Sy . Such a doublet Fourier spectrum of horizontal spin precession under
the driven oscillations has indeed been observed experimentally in the September 2013 run at
COSY. The preliminary analysis of the spin tune data indicates an unprecedented precision of
10−8 per 4 second time interval, and even higher precision of 10−10 can be reached.
Evidently, the momentum spread in the beam causes a spread of the the spin tune,
∆νs = Gγβ 2

δp
.
p

Should δp stay constant, the spin would docehere instantly, τCS ∼ 1/fR ∆νs , at the millisecond
scale. Such a runaway spin decoherence is stopped by the RF cavity. Sill, one has to eliminate/minimize the effects of chromatic aberrations caused by the synchrotron and betatron
oscillations and the coupling between the momentum changes and betatron oscillations - the
2012 runs (COSY experiment #176 [3]) gave a convincing evidence this can be achieved by
proper tuning of the arc sextupoles [4, 5]. An ehancement of the spin coherence time to the
record ∼ 300 sec has been achieved, confirming the earlier findings at e+ e− colliders in Novosibirsk [6]. The momentum spread changes the beam revolution time, which changes the phase
of the RF EB field and, thus, decoheres the driven oscillations - further experiments with more
sextupole families are planned in 2014.
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2.1. Mapping the imperfections at COSY.

COSY has never been intended to be
used as a machine to determine particle EDMs. At the present stage, the primary goal is to
test the ideas behind the spin dynamics which would be an integral part of all the dedicated
EDM rings, and to set an upper bound on the proton and deuteron EDMs, or η as a convenient
dimensionless parameter. Because the ballpark value of η is so small, one must be able to control
the MDM to imperfection coupling driven background to a very high accuracy. To this end, the
imperfection field properties of COSY remain an open issue. Furthermore, they are subject to
steering the closed orbit.
Imperfection spin kicks add up all over the particle trajectory in the ring. This effect is
coherent for all particles, because imperfection fields are static. Although an invariant spin axis
exists, it is not strictly vertical. In case of a purely vertical invariant spin axis, the spin tune
would be νs = Gγ (G is the anomalous magnetic moment, and γ the relativistic Lorentz factor).
Now we comment on the task of mapping the static imperfections.
We illustrate the principal idea on an example of localized longitudinal static imperfection
magnetic fields. Let χi be the corresponding average spin kicks per single crossing. First we cite
the familiar case of a single imperfection,
µ ¶
1
cos πνs = cos(πGγ) cos
χ
(3)
2
For the deuteron with small G ≈ −0.14, the imperfection clearly increases the spin tune.
Consider next two imperfections opposite to each other in the ring. Then it is easy to derive
the spin tune
¶
µ
¶
µ
1
1
πGγ cos y+ − sin2
πGγ cos y− .
cos πνs = cos2
(4)
2
2
1
y± =
(χ1 ± χ2 ) .
(5)
2
Obviously, the extremum of the cos πνs is a saddle point at χ1 = χ2 = 0, at which νs = Gγ. If
either χ1 = 0 or χ2 = 0, one would recover the single-imperfection result.
An interplay of an intrinsic imperfection of the ring with two static solenoids placed in
opposite straight sections is more tricky. We cite the result for an intrinsic imperfection with
the integrated kick αx , located at the phase θ∗ in the ring, which is corrected for by two artificial
spin kicks, χ1 and χ2 , produced by static solenoid magnets, each located in one of the straight
sections, as in the previous example:
cos(πνs ) =
·
¸
³α ´
³α ´
1
1
1
x
x
∗
= cos( πGγ) cos
cos( πGγ) cos(y+ ) − sin
cos( (π − 2θ )Gγ) sin(y+ ) −
2
2
2
2
2
·
¸
³
´
³
´
1
αx
1
αx
1
∗
− sin( πGγ) cos
sin( πGγ) cos(y− ) − sin
sin( (π − 2θ )Gγ) sin(y− )
(6)
2
2
2
2
2
As a function of the relevant spin kicks from the two solenoids, one would again have a saddlepoint structure, but the intrinsic imperfections shall offset the saddle point location from the origin. Obviously, this offset would depend on the beam energy. To which extent just two solenoids
could compensate for the generic distributed imperfection fields, needs more scrutiny. At COSY,
mapping of the imperfection fields can be performed using two straight section solenoids, which
are used as magnetic guide fields for the electron beams in the 30 kV and in the 2 MV electron
cooler. The aim is to recable one of the compensation solenoids of the 30 kV electron cooler
with a separate power supply, whereby field integrals of ≈ 0.15 Tm would become available. The
main solenoid of the 2 MV cooler provides field integrals of about 0.54 Tm, and will be used as
a second solenoid.
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2.2. Disentangling the EDM from static machine and RF imperfections.
Mapping the imperfection is but a starting point. One must not be discouraged by a nonideal
cancellation of the ring imperfection field effects. Indeed, consider the case of the RF Wien filter.
The EDM interaction with the motional electric field in the ring and the MDM interaction with
the imperfection magnetic field combine into the EDM-like spin kick around the running spin
axis,
νo =
≈

1 p 2
ψ ξ − 2ξαx cos θ∗ + αx2 .
2
1
ψ(αx − ξ cos θ∗ )
2

(7)

The effective position of the imperfection field must be kept stable, but varying the phase of the
RF amounts to moving the Wien around the ring, which amounts to varying the phase θ∗ . Then,
the θ∗ -dependence of νo will be used to constrain the EDM signal by the measurement of the
doublet splitting of the idle precession Fourier spectrum or of the up-down oscillation frequency.
To this end, one would use the above described manipulation with artificial imperfections to
maximize the variation of νo .
One might benefit from a larger splitting of the doublet of side-bands in the Fourier spectrum
of the horizontal spin. One option is to add an RF solenoid run from the same source as the RF
Wien filter. In the imperfection-free ring one would find
νo = νsol + νEDM cos θ∗

(8)

where now θ∗ stands for the relative phase shift between two kicks, which can be controlled
radiotechnicaly. This way, one could vary the interference of the two kicks from the constructive
to destructive and thus deduce the EDM signal.
In 2014 the RF ExB dipole (stripline), operated in the Wien-filter mode, will be installed
at COSY. Within the momentum range of COSY, it will be operated at the first few harmonics
of the spin tune (γG + K). Initially, it will provide the radial magnetic field with the vertical
electric field of ≈ 76 kV/m. Its principal action on a spin will be a rotation of the MDM around
the radial axis. As such, it will simulate the RF ExB EDM flipper, but will be free of parasitic
excitation of coherent betatron oscillations. As we stated above, the RF-E×B flipper generated
EDM signal is free of the background generated by static imperfection fields. This feature can be
experimentally tested with the RF-ExB Wien filter, which will operate in precisely the RF-E×B
EDM flipper mode. One must run it simultaneously with the above discussed static solenoids
and verify that the tune of up-down spin oscillations is independent of the solenoid strengths.

3. Outlook for a future JEDI studies. The long range activities related to mapping
out the imperfection content of COSY can be summarized as follows:
1. Spin tune studies vs static solenoid field strength under idle precession. The result will
be a determination of the intrinsic imperfection properties of the COSY ring.
2. Runs with the RF ExB Wien filter would check, that regarding the driven up-down oscillations, the device is doing the same job as the RF solenoid in all the aspects.
3. Studies of the driven up-down oscillation frequency and idle-precession frequency vs artificial imperfections induced by the static solenoids.
4. Run simultaneously the frequency-locked RF solenoid and the horizontal RF Wien filter
to study their interference vs the relative phase shift. Here one of the RF devices can be
viewed as an RF EDM rotator.
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5. The above items describe experiments with the RF ExB Wien filter operated with the radial RF B-field, thus simulating the MDM-transparent RF-E flipper. Rotate the RF Wien
filter into an upright position with vertical RF magnetic field, so that it will frequency
modulate the spin tune. Use the MDM interaction with static solenoid(s) to simulate
the EDM interaction with the motional electric field in the ring. First thing is to check
that the FM modulation of the spin tune would exhibit the resonance coupling to static
imperfection magnetic fields. Varying the RF of the Wien filter around the spin tune
frequency one can measure the width of the resonance line. That would be a direct proof
of the utility of the RF ExB wien filter as the resonance EDM rotator.
6. Run simultaneously the frequency locked RF solenoid and the upright RF Wien filter to
study their interference vs the relative phase shift and to investigate a utility of the splitting of the Fourier spectrum of the horizontal spin under driven oscillations to determine
the strength of the up-down spin rotator.
7. Tilting the RF Wien filter from the pure vertical to pure horizontal orientation of its
magnetic field will test a significance of the misalignement of the Wien filter as a source
of possible systematic errors.
The above set of experiments would basically exhaust a simulation of all possible systematic
effects which will be encountered with RF EDM rotators. Remarkably, already in 2014 JEDI
will be in possession of all the instrumentation to conduct preliminary studies of all the above
items. Stay tuned to new results to be reported at the next Workshop.
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Abstract
The trident production process e− → e− + e− + e+ in a background magnetic
field has been studied in the lowest Landau levels (LLL) approximation. The process rate is determined by the resonant case, when the second-order Feynman graph
decomposes into two first-order diagrams which correspond to radiation and photoproduction processes. It is shown, that the process rate is maximum with the
initial electron spin along the field and the final electron spins opposite to the field.
This implies spin-flip radiation process which is not suppressed for transitions from
a relativistic initial state to the lowest energy levels.

Pair production by an electron is not possible in free space, thus, strong enough
background field is needed to make such process noticeable. In quantum electrodynamics
(QED), the measure of strong field is the critical field Bc ≈ 4.41 · 1013 G. In laboratory
conditions the highest feasible magnetic field strength is only ∼ 107 G which is still much
less than the critical one [1].
Nevertheless, astrophysics has long-standing interest in the physics of QED processes
in a magnetic field [2]. Neutron stars are believed to have surface magnetic field with
magnitude from 109 to 1015 G. Particularly, pair production processes in a pulsar magnetosphere are essential for understanding the pulsar radiation mechanism.
The present study of pair production by an electron in a magnetic field is partially
motivated by the experimental observation of the similar process in the field of a light
wave at SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, reported in 1997 [3].
According to the theorem proved by Nikishov [4], a process in constant electromagnetic
field involving relativistic particles can be described by the rate of the same process in
~ ⊥B
~ and E = B. This includes the case of an electromagnetic
constant crossed fields, E
wave though an additional averaging over the wave period is needed. Thus, it is possible
to estimate the number of events in the SLAC experiment using the rate of magnetic
production. Such comparison was done in Refs. [5, 6], which showed reasonably good
agreement with the experimental data. However, in Ref. [5, 6] the simplest case of pair
production to ground levels was considered. The purpose of the present work is to study
pair production to exited Landau levels in the reaction
e− −→ e− +

e− + e+ .

(1)

The Feynman diagrams of the process (1) are shown in Fig. 1. The calculations have
been carried out in the frame of Furry picture and the solutions of the Dirac equation in
a magnetic field were used for the electron and positron scattering states.
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An electron in a magnetic field occupies
discrete energy levels with eigenvalues
p
E = p2z c2 + m2 c4 + 2lb m2 c4 , (2)
where l is the Landau level number, pz is
the parallel to the field momentum, and
b = B/Bc is magnetic field strength in the
units of Bc . The motion of the initial electron along the field can be excluded with- Figure 1: Feynman diagrams of e− e+ pair producout loss of generality by Lorentz transfor- tion by an electron in a magnetic field. Double lines
mation, piz = 0. We will consider the case represent solutions of Dirac equation in a magnetic
when the final particles occupy low energy field.
levels (lowest Landau levels approximation) and the magnetic term in (2) is small in
comparison with the electron rest energy,
l1 b ¿ 1,

l2 b ¿ 1,

l+ b ¿ 1.

(3)

At the same time, the initial electron energy Ei should exceed the threshold value to
produce a pair,
p
Ei > (m̃1 + m̃2 + m̃+ ) c2 ,
m̃j = m 1 + 2lj b.
(4)
We assume that the initial electron energy is close to the threshold value.
It is known that two-vertex QED processes exhibit resonant behavior. The process
rate diverges when the virtual photon momentum fulfill the usual relativistic relation
kν k ν = 0. Resonant divergences can be eliminated by introducing the width ∆ to the
virtual state in accordance with Breit-Wigner prescription [7], ω → ω −i∆/2. Resonances
are not kinematically separated in the considered process and the rate is determined by
the resonant regime.
The calculations has been carried out within standard QED perturbation theory. The
obtained rate has the greatest order of magnitude when the spin projections are
siz = +1/2,
s+z = +1/2,

s1z = −1/2,
s2z = −1/2.

(5)

The potential energy of spin-field interaction is negative in this spin state. The resulting
expression of the rate looks like
µ 2 ¶2 √ 2L −2Ω2
mc
Γ(L + 1/2)
b πΩ e
2
+
√
W−−+ = α
,
(6)
~
∆
li !l1 !l2 !l+ ! L!
3 3
L = l1 + l2 + l+ ,
Ω = 2/b.
(7)
The superscript denotes spin projection of the initial electron, and the subscripts denote
spin projections of the final electrons and the positron respectively.
At the resonance a two-vertex process can be viewed as a cascade of two first-order processes, namely photon radiation and photoproduction in the present case. The indicated
spin projections (5) mean that the initial electron makes spin-flip radiative transition,
though it is known that photon emission with change of the electron spin projection is
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not probable [8]. Nevertheless, if an electron transits from a high energy level to a nearground level, the probability to change spin projection from the positive to the negative
value increases and become comparable with the probability of the no-spin-flip process [9].
The considered case of resonant pair production near the threshold includes such transition, which explains the issue.
There are 16 possible spin states in all. The corresponding rates, expressed in the
+
units of W−−+
, are
+
w−−+
= 1,

5δ
l1 b,
3
5δ
=
l2 b,
3
1
= l1 l2 b2 ,
4
δ
= l1 l2 l+ b3 ,
4

4δ
,
3
= l+ b,

+
=
w+−+

−
w−−+
=

+
w−−−
=

+
w−++

−
w−−−

+
w−+−

+
w+++

+
w+−−

δ
l+ b,
3
1
= l2 l+ b2 ,
8
1
= l1 l+ b2 ,
8

+
w++−

2δ
l2 l+ b2 ,
3
2δ
=
l1 l+ b2 ,
3

−
w−+−
=
−
w+−−

1
l1 b,
2
1
= l2 b,
2
δ
= l1 l2 b2 ,
3
−→ 0,

−
w+−+
=
−
w−++
−
w+++
−
w++−

(8)

where δ = (m̃i − m̃1 − m̃2 − m̃+ )/m.
There is a simple pattern in the above expressions. When a final particle is created
with unfavorable spin orientation (spin up for an electron and spin down for a positron),
then the rate contains small factor (lb) with the corresponding level number. When all
particles spins are oriented in the energetically high way, the leading order cancels and
the rate become negligibly small within the accuracy of the considered approximation,
−
w++−
→ 0.
Such behavior of the rate is inherited from one-photon pair production [9], which is
the second stage in the resonant process (1).
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Abstract
We derive the Noether identities and the conservation laws for general gravitational models with arbitrarily interacting matter and gravitational fields. These
conservation laws are used for the construction of the covariant equations of motion
for test bodies with minimal and nonminimal coupling.

Metric-affine gravity [1] provides a general framework for the discussion of dynamics
of arbitrarily interacting matter and gravitational field. In this formalism, one can analyse
minimal coupling of matter with or without microstructure, along with extended nonminimal coupling schemes, in any spacetime geometry. The gravitational field potentials are
the independent metric tensor gij and the linear connection Γki j . The corresponding field
strengths [1] are the curvature, the torsion, and the nonmetricity:
Rkli j = ∂k Γli j − ∂l Γki j + Γkn j Γli n − Γln j Γki n ,
Tkl i = Γkl i − Γlk i ,
Qkij = − ∇k gij = −∂k gij + Γki l glj + Γkj l gil .

(1)
(2)
(3)

ekj i =
The deviation from Riemannian geometry (specified by the Christoffel connection Γ
1 il
g (∂j gkl + ∂k glj − ∂l gkj ) and marked by tilde) is measured by the distorsion tensor
2
ekj i − Γkj i .
Nkj i = Γ

(4)

R
Noether identities arise from the symmetries of the action I = d4 xL. Here we
study the case when the Lagrangian density L = L(ψ A , ∇i ψ A , gij , Rkli j , Tkl i , Qkij , Nkj i ) is
a function of the metric, the curvature (1), the torsion (2), the nonmetricity (3), the matter
field ψ A , and its covariant derivative ∇k ψ A = ∂k ψ A − Γki j (σ A B )j i ψ B . We assume that
the action is invariant under general coordinate transformations of the gravitational and
the matter fields: xi → xi + δxi , gij → gij + δgij , Γki j → Γki j + δΓki j , and ψ A → ψ A + δψ A
δxi
δgij
δψ A
δΓki j

=
=
=
=

ξ i (x),
− (∂i ξ k ) gkj − (∂j ξ k ) gik ,
− (∂i ξ j ) (σ A B )j i ψ B ,
2 j
ξ .
− (∂k ξ l ) Γli j − (∂i ξ l ) Γkl j + (∂l ξ j ) Γki l − ∂ki

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

The generators (σ A B )j i of the coordinate transformations satisfy commutation relations
(σ A C )j i (σ C B )l k − (σ A C )l k (σ C B )j i = (σ A B )l i δjk − (σ A B )j k δli .
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(9)

After a straightforward computation, we find for the variation of the action
·
¸
Z
4
k
k
i
2 k
ij
3
k
ijn
δI = −
d x ξ Ωk + (∂i ξ ) Ωk + (∂ij ξ ) Ωk + (∂ijn ξ ) Ωk
,
where explicitly
Ωk

Ωk i

Ωk ij

Ωk ijn

µ
¶
δL
δL
∂L
A
A
i
=
∂k gij + A ∂k ψ + ∂i
∂k ψ − δk L
δgij
δψ
∂∂i ψ A
µ
¶
∂L
∂L
∂L
+ ∂i
∂k gmn +
∂k Γln m +
∂k ∂i Γln m ,
m
∂∂i gmn
∂Γln
∂∂i Γln m
δL
∂L
δL
gkj + A (σ A B )k i ψ B +
∂k ψ A − δki L
= 2
δgij
δψ
∂∂i ψ A
µ
¶
µ
¶
∂L
∂L
∂L
A
i B
+ 2∂n
gjk +
∂k gmn + ∂j
(σ B )k ψ
∂∂n gij
∂∂i gmn
∂∂j ψ A
∂L
∂L
∂L
∂L
j
j
i
+
Γ
+
Γ
−
Γ
+
∂k Γnl m
lk
kl
lj
∂Γli j
∂Γil j
∂Γlj k
∂∂i Γln m
∂L
∂L
∂L
m
m
+
∂
Γ
+
∂
Γ
−
∂n Γlm i ,
n
kl
n
lk
∂∂n Γil m
∂∂n Γli m
∂∂n Γlm k
∂L
∂L
∂L
=
(σ A B )k j) ψ B +
+
Γkl m
A
k
∂∂(i ψ
∂Γ(ij)
∂∂(i Γj)l m
∂L
∂L
∂L
+2
gkn +
Γlk m −
Γln j) .
m
∂∂(i gj)n
∂∂(i Γ|l|j)
∂∂(i Γ|ln| k
∂L
=
.
∂∂(n Γij) k

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)
(14)

Invariance of the action, δI = 0, yields the four Noether identities:
Ωk = 0,

Ωk i = 0,

Ωk ij = 0,

Ωk ijn = 0.

(15)

General coordinate symmetry is due to the fact that the density L is constructed from
∂L
ij
kij
covariant objects. Denoting ρijk l = ∂R∂L
= ∂Q∂Lkij , µij k = ∂N∂Lij k , we find
l , σ k = ∂T k , ν
ij
ijk
∂L
∂L
= −
(σ A B )k j ψ B +2ν ij k +2σ ij k +2ρinl k Γnl j +2ρnij l Γnk l −µij k , (16)
k
A
∂Γij
∂∇i ψ
¢
∂L
∂L
1 ¡ (ki)j
ijk
kij
(kj)i
(ij)k
=
2ρ
,
=
−
ν
+
µ
+
µ
−
µ
.
(17)
l
∂∂i Γjk l
∂∂k gij
2
As a result, we verify that Ωk ij = 0 and Ωk ijn = 0 are satisfied identically. Using (16) and
(17), we then recast the Noether identities (11) and (12) into
µ
¶
δL
∂L
δL
A
A
i
∂k gij + A ∂k ψ + ∂i
∇k ψ − δk L
Ωk =
δgij
δψ
∂∇i ψ A
µ
¶
∂L
∂L
A
n
B
m
bj
+∇
(σ
)
ψ
Γ
+
(σ A B )m n ψ B Rlkn m
B
m
kn
∂∇j ψ A
∂∇l ψ A
·
¸
¡ (im)n
¢
1
jmn
(in)m
(mn)i
b jν
ˇi µ
− ∇
− ∇
+µ
−µ
∂k gmn
2
+ ρiln m ∂k Riln m + σ ln m ∂k Tln m + µln m ∂k Nln m + ν lmn ∂k Qlmn = 0,
(18)
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δL
δL
∂L
gkj + A (σ A B )k i ψ B +
∇k ψ A − δki L
A
δgij
δψ
∂∇i ψ
µ
¶
¡
¢
∂L
ji
A
i
B
b j 2ν k −
ˇ n µ(ni)j + µ(nj)i − µ(ij)n gjk
−∇
(σ
)
ψ
+
∇
B
k
∂∇j ψ A
− µln k Nln i + µil n Nkl n + µli n Nlk n + 2σ il n Tkl n − σ ln k Tln i
+ 2ρiln m Rkln m + ρlni m Rlnk m − ρlnm k Rlnm i + ν imn Qkmn = 0.

Ωk i = 2

(19)

An arbitrary tensor density An i... j... is mapped into a density of the same weight by
b n An i... j... = ∂n An i... j... + Γnl j An i... l... − Γni l An l... j... ,
∇

(20)

A similar covariant derivative, defined by the Riemannian connection, is denoted
enl j An i... l... − Γ
eni l An l... j... ,
ˇ n An i... j... = ∂n An i... j... + Γ
∇

(21)

It is worthwhile to note that the variational derivative with respect to the metric is an
explicitly covariant density. This follows from the fact that the Lagrangian depends on
gij not only directly, but also through the objects Qkij and Nki j . Explicitly, we find
µ
¶
¡
¢
δL
dL
∂L
∂L
b n ν nij − 1 ∇
ˇ n µ(ni)j + µ(nj)i − µ(ij)n .
=
− ∂n
+∇
(22)
=
δgij
dgij
∂∂n gij
∂gij
2
The Noether identity (18) is apparently noncovariant in contrast to (19). To fix this, we
replace Ωk = 0 by an equivalent covariant identity: Ωk = Ωk − Γkn m Ωm n = 0. Explicitly,
¶ µ
¶
µ
∂L
δL
∂L
A
A
i
A
i
bi
Ωk =
∇k ψ + ∇
∇k ψ − δ k L −
∇l ψ − δl L Tki l
δψ A
∂∇i ψ A
∂∇i ψ A
·
¸
¡ (ni)j
¢
1
δL
∂L
nij
(nj)i
(ij)n
b nν − ∇
ˇn µ
+µ
−µ
−
+ ∇
(σ A B )m n ψ B Rlkn m
Qkij +
A
2
δgij
∂∇l ψ
iln
m
ln
m
lmn
ln
+ ρ m ∇k Riln + σ m ∇k Tln + ν ∇k Qlmn + µ m ∇k Nln m = 0.
(23)
When the matter fields satisfy the field equations δL/δψ A = 0, the Noether identities
(19) and (23) reduce to the conservation laws for the energy-momentum and hypermomentum, respectively.
Nonminimal coupling models [2–4] have attracted considerable attention recently.
Using our results above, we can analyse a large class of models with the Lagrangian
√
L = −gF Lmat .
(24)
The coupling function F = F (gij , Rkli j , Tkl i , Qkij , Nkl i ) depends arbitrarily on its arguments, whereas the matter Lagrangian Lmat = Lmat (ψ A , ∇i ψ A , gij ) has the usual form.
The matter is characterized by the canonical energy-momentum tensor, the canonical
hypermomentum tensor, and the metrical energy-momentum tensor
√
∂Lmat
∂Lmat A n B
2 δ( −gLmat )
i
A
i
n i
∇k ψ − δk Lmat , ∆ k = −
(σ B )k ψ , tij = √
. (25)
Σk =
∂∇i ψ A
∂∇i ψ A
−g
δg ij
The usual spin arises as an antisymmetric part of the hypermomentum, τij k = ∆[ij] k ,
whereas the trace ∆k = ∆i i k is the dilation current. The symmetric traceless part describes the proper hypermomentum [1].
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The conservation laws are derived from (19) and (23) , and they read
¢
∗ ¡
F Σk i = F tk i + ∇n F ∆i k n ,
µ
¶
¢
∗ ¡
1 ij
i
i
l
m l
n
= F Σl Tki − ∆ n Rklm − t Qkij − Lmat ∇k F.
∇i F Σ k
2

(26)
(27)

∗

The so-called modified covariant derivative is defined as ∇i = ∇i + Nki k . These results
generalize our previous findings [5–7].
The equations of motion of extended bodies are obtained from the conservation
laws, see the historic overview in [8]. There exist various schemes using the so-called
multipole expansion technique in which the motion of an extended body, sweeping a
finite world tube, is approximated by the motion of a point particle, which is characterized
by a (infinite, in general) set of moments. The latter are defined as integrated quantities
derived from the Noether currents that describe body’s matter. Here we use the covariant
expansion approach of Synge [9, 10].
In Synge’s formalism, two-points tensors (or bitensors) are introduced as tensorial
functions of two spacetime points. Most important among them is the world-function
σ(x, y), which measures the interval (distance) along a unique geodesic curve connecting
the two points x and y, and the parallel propagator g y x (x, y) that transfers tensorial
objects along this geodesic. Covariant derivatives of the world-function are denoted by
σy := ∇y σ, etc.
Let us consider, for now, the special case when the microstructure of matter is reduced
to the spin τij k and the geometry of spacetime, accordingly, is characterized by the vanishing nonmetricity Qkij = 0. The general equations of motion based on the conservation
laws (26) and (27) will be analysed elsewhere.
R
e x0 x2 dΣx , and
The lowest (pole and dipole) integrated moments are py0 = Σ(s) g y0 x0 Σ
2
Z

Z
p

y1 y0

y1 y0

σ g

=−
Σ(s)

e x0 x2

x0 Σ

dΣx2 ,

s

y0 y1

=−
Σ(s)

g y0 x0 g y1 x1 τe[x0 x1 ]x2 dΣx2 .

(28)

The tilde denotes densitized canonical energy-momentum and spin tensors, and the integration is done over the spatial cross-section Σ(s) of a world tube of a body at the value
s of the proper time parameter along the representative world line xi (s).
Performing the appropriate integrations of the conservation laws (26) and (27), we
obtain the equations of motion in the pole-dipole approximation [11]
D a 1 ea
P = R bcd J cd v b + f a ,
ds
2

D ab
J = −2v [a P b] + f ab .
ds

(29)

Here v a = dxa /ds is the 4-velocity of the body, and we construct the generalized total
energy-momentum vector and the total angular momentum tensor
¶
µ
¢
¢
¡
¡
1 a cd
a
a
J ab = F Lab + S ab ,
+ pba − S ab ∇b F,
P = F p − N cd S
(30)
2
from the integrated 4-momentum pa of the body, the integrated orbital angular momentum
Lab = 2p[ab] , and the integrated spin angular momentum S ab = −2sab .
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The Mathisson-Papapetrou equations (29) contain an additional force and torque due
to the higher multipole moments and the nonminimal coupling (with Ai = ∇i log F ):
e a Tbc d − 2q bcd Ndc a ∇b F + 2F q acd ∇d Ac − ξ∇a F + ξ b ∇
e b ∇a F, (31)
f a = F Θbc d ∇
f ab = 2F Θcd[a Tcd b] + 4F Θ[a cd T b]cd − 4q [a|c|b] ∇c F − 2ξ [a ∇b] F.
(32)
¢
¡
R
R
emat wx2 dΣx2 , Θbca = 1 q bca + q bac − q cab , and
emat wx2 dΣx2 , ξ y =
Here ξ = Σ(s) L
σy L
2
Σ(s)
Z
q

y0 y1 y2

=
Σ(s)

g y0 x0 g y1 x1 g y2 x2 τe[x0 x1 ]x2 wx3 dΣx3 .

(33)

For the definition of wx see [10].
Interestingly, the form of the torsion-dependent pieces of the additional force and
torque exactly reproduces the contribution of the quadrupole translational moment studied for fermionic matter in [12, 13]. An important next step would be to establish the
complete structure of the equations of motion up to the quadrupole order both in the
rotational and translational moments. Such a study can be most conveniently done along
the lines of the approach of Bailey and Israel [14].
Our covariant equations of motion (29) extend and confirm previous results on the
dynamics of extended bodies with spin [15,16] and [8]. In particular, when the coupling is
minimal (F = 1), we immediately verify that the post-Riemannian geometrical structure
of spacetime can be detected only by using test particles with intrinsic spin. Rotating
macroscopic bodies are thus, so to say, neutral to the torsion.
Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to notice that even structureless massive point particles
can be affected by the post-Riemannian gravitational field when the coupling function F
depends on the torsion and nonmetricity. Such single-pole particles do not move along
geodesic curves (in contrast to minimally coupled point particles). A “pressure” like force
arises as the gradient of the coupling function:
mv̇ a = ξ (δba − v a vb ) ∇b log F.

(34)

A similar force determines the nongeodetic motion of test particles in the scalar-tensor
theory of gravitation [17, 18] where the gravitational coupling constant is replaced by the
scalar coupling function.
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FLAVOR DEPENDENCE OF THE SPIN-INDEPENDENT AND
SPIN-DEPENDENT PARTS OF GPDs(x, t, ξ = 0)
O.V. Selyugin1
1 BLTP,

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, Russia
Abstract

The different sets of PDF with the new form of t-dependence of generalized
parton distributions (GPDs) were examined in the descriptions of the electromagnetic form factors of the proton and neutron. One of the purposes was to minimize
the number of fitting parameters. We found that main flavor difference related to
the spin-dependent of PDF incoming as part in GPDs. Hence, contrary to some
other work, our result shows a little flavor dependence of the t-dependence of the
GP Ds(x, t, ξ = 0).

The parton picture of the hadron is in most part represented by the parton distribution
functions (PDFs). They are determined in the deep inelastic processes. The next step in
the development of the picture of the hadron was made by introducing the non-forward
structure functions - general parton distributions - GPDs [1] with spin-independent the
H(x, ξ, t) and the spin-dependent E(x, ξ, t) parts. Generally, GPDs depend on the momentum transfer t, the average momentum fraction x = 0.5(xi + xf ) of the active quark,
and the skewness parameter 2ξ = xf − xi that measures the longitudinal momentum
transfer. Some of the advantages of GPDs were presented by the sum rules [1]
Z 1
Z 1
q
q
q
dx E q (x, ξ = 0, t).
dx H (x, ξ = 0, t), F2 (t) =
F1 (t) =
(1)
0

0

Now we cannot obtain the t-dependence of GPDs from the first principles, but it can be
obtained from the phenomenological description by GP Ds of the nucleon electromagnetic
form factors. Many different forms of the t-dependence of GPDs were proposed. In the
quark diquark model [2, 3] the form of GPDs consist of three parts - PDFs, function
distribution and Regge-like.
I.II

αq α0

Fq (x, t) = Nq GλMxI.II (x, t) RP q q (x, t).

(2)

The parameters have the flower dependence for the all three parts. As a result, they came
to the conclusion: ”The data show, in particular, a suppression of d quarks with respect
to u quarks at large momentum transfer”. In other works (see e.g. [4]) the description
of the t-dependence of GPDs was developed in a more complicated picture using the
polynomial forms with respect to x. Note that in [5] it was shown that at large x → 1
and momentum transfer the behavior of GPDs requires a larger power of (1 − x)n in the
t-dependent exponent:
Hq (x, t) ∼ exp[a (1 − x)n t] q(x).
1
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(3)

Figure 1: The model description of the electromagnetic form factors for the proton(left) µGpE /GpM and
the neutron (right) Gnm /(µGd) with the different PDFs.

with n ≥ 2. It was noted that n = 2 naturally leads to the Drell-Yan-West duality
between parton distributions at large x and the form factors.
Let us modify the original Gaussian ansatz and choose the t-dependence of GPDs in
the simple form
Hq (x, t) = q(x) exp[a+ (1 − x)2 /xm t].

(4)

The value of the parameter m = 0.4 is fixed by the low t experimental data while the free
parameters a± (a+ - for H and a− - for E) were chosen to reproduce the experimental
data in the whole t region. The isotopic invariance can be used to relate the proton and
neutron GPDs. Hence, we do not change any parameter and keep the same t-dependence
of GPDs as in the case of proton.
In our first work [6] the function q(x) is based on the MRST02 global fit [6]. In all
calculations we restrict ourselves to the contributions of only valence u and d quarks.
Following the standard representation we have for the Pauli form factor F2
E q (x, t) =
E u (x) =

E q (x) exp[a− (1 − x)2 /x0.4 t];
ku /Nu (1 − x)κ1 u(x), E d (x) = kd /Nd (1 − x)κ2 d(x),

(5)

where κ1 = 1.53 and κ2 = 0.31 [8]. According to the normalization of the Sachs form
factors, we have ku = 1.673, kd = −2.033,
Nu = 1.53, Nd = 0.946
Now many PPDs, proposed by different Collaborations, were examined to compare
the descriptions of the electromagnetic form factors of the proton and neutron. We take
464 experimental data and take into account only statistical errors. As a result, we find
that the different PDF sets, which well describe the deep inelastic processes, gave the
large difference in the description of the form factors [9]. The whole sets of the results
will be published. Now we note that a better description of the form factors was given
by PDFs of the [10, 11] and [12]. The obtained description of the electromagnetic form
factors is shown on Fig. 1 (left) for the proton and Fig.1(right) for the neutron. Note that
at small momentum transfer practically all PDFs gave the same descriptions. However,
at large t we obtain the different description for the different PDFs.
Now let us examine separate contributions of the u and d quarks to the electromagnetic
form factors in our model of the t-dependence of GPDs. We take PDFs of [10] which give
the one of the best descriptions of the electromagnetic form factors. We analyze the two
cases: first - the base variant of GPDs with only 4 free variation parameters, second 117

Figure 2: The u and d quarks contributions to the t2 F1 (t): - the fit with 4 free parameters (left) and
with 10 free parameters (right). The data take from [13].

Figure 3: The same as in Fig.2 for the k−1 t2 F2 (t).
with the maximum number of free variation parameters - 10.
Hq (x, t) =
+
E q (x, t) =
+

q(x)u exp[α (a5 x(1 − x) + (1 − x)a1 /(² + x)a2 t]
q(x)d exp[αa3 (a6 x(1 − x) + (1 − x)a1 a4 /(² + x)a2 t].
q(x)u (1 − x)k1 exp[α (a5 x(1 − x) + (1 − x)a1 /(² + x)a2 t]
q(x)d (1 − x)k2 exp[αa3 (a6 x(1 − x) + (1 − x)a1 a4 /(² + x)a2 t].

(6)
(7)

Here the parameters a3 , a4 , a5 , a6 represent the flavor dependence of the Regge part of
GPDs and the parameters k1 , k2 are responsible for the flavor dependence of the spindependent
P 2 part of PDFs. If we take the PDFs sets from [10] we obtain the small difference
in
χ in the descriptions of the electromagnetic form factors in these two cases, only
25%. However, the number of free parameters differs essentially: 4 and P
10. Further
increase in the number of free parameters leads to a very small decrease in
χ2 .
2
The u and d quark contributions to F1 (t) multiplied by t is shown in Fig.2. We
compare the fits with 4 free parameters (left) and 10 free parameters (right). It is clear that
the difference is very small. Only the d quark contribution is slightly less in the last case.
However, the t-dependence in both the cases is practically the same. In Fig.2, we present
the same calculations for F2 (t). Again, the contribution of the d quark decreases in the
case of a large number of free parameters. Despite the large number of the free parameters,
our calculations better coincide with extractions of the u and d quark contributions up
to −t = 2 GeV2 [13]. The u and d quark contributions to F1 (t) (left) and F2 (t) (right)
at large momentum transfer are shown in Fig.3. It is clear that at large t the behavior of
the u and d quark contributions is the same.
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Figure 4: The u and d quarks contributions in F1 (t) (left) and in F2 (t) (right) at large momentum
transfer.

Our analysis of PDFs sets of the different Collaborations show a large difference in
the descriptions of the electromagnetic form factors of the proton and neutron. The best
result
P 2 can be obtained with PDFs sets of [10] and [11]. These sets lead to minimum of
χ . They also show the small dependence of the GPDs on the increasing different free
parameters. The obtained t dependence of GPDs has a simple form and a small number
of the free parameters.
The flavor dependence in these cases in most part comes from the spin dependent part
of PDFs. We obtained the good descriptions of the electric and magnetic form factors of
the proton and neutron simultaneously. We found that different PDFs gave almost the
same descriptions of the proton form factors at small momentum transfer. The difference
appear only at large t. Our calculations of the u and d quark contributions show the same
t dependence at large t.
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FORMULAS OF CONNECTION BETWEEN THE DIFFERENT QCD
ORDERS FOR PARTON DISTRIBUTION AND FRAGMENTATION
FUNCTIONS
O.Yu. Shevchenko
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, Russia
Abstract
The formulas directly connecting parton distribution functions (PDFs) and fragmentation functions (FFs) at the next to leading order (NLO) QCD with the same
quantities at the leading order (LO) are derived. These formulas are universal, i.e.
have the same form for all kinds of PDFs and FFs, differing only in the respective
splitting functions entering there.

Recently [1] the formulas directly connecting parton distribution functions (PDFs) and fragmentation functions (FFs) at the next to leading order (NLO) QCD with the same quantities
at the leading order (LO) were derived. To obtain these formulas only the DGLAP evolution
equations and the asymptotic condition that PDFs (FFs) at different QCD orders become the
same in the Bjorken limit were used as an input. Due to universality of this input the obtained
connection formulas are also universal, i.e. they are valid for any kind of PDFs (FFs) we deal
with, differing only in the respective splitting functions entering there. Moreover, operating in
the same way as in Ref. [1] one can also establish the connection of PDFs (FFs) at LO (as
well as at NLO) with these quantities at any higher QCD order (NNLO, NNNLO, . . .) (will be
published elsewhere).
Let us discuss the derivation of the connection formulas in some detail. We start with some
necessary notation and definitions. For the flavor non-singlet and singlet quantities we introduce
the notation QN S and V = (QS , G), where QN S can be either qN S (non-singlet combinations
of quark densities), or ∆qN S (non-singlet combinations of helicity PDFs), or combinations of
h (“non-singlet” combination of FFs D h ),. . ., while
transversity PDFs ∆T q(q̄) ≡ h1q,q̄ ,. . ., or DN
q
S
h
QS can be qS , ∆qS , DS ,. . ., G can be g, ∆g, Dgh ,. . .. In this notation the DGLAP evolution
equations (see [2] for review) look as
Q2 dV(Q2 , x)/dQ2 = (αs /2π)[P(0) (x) + (αs /2π)P(1) (x) + O(αs2 )] ⊗ V(Q2 , x),
where the convolution (⊗) is given by
Z 1
Z 1
Z
(A ⊗ B)(x) =
dx1
dx2 δ(x − x1 x2 )A(x1 )B(x2 ) =
0

0

x

1

(1)

dy x
A( )B(y),
y
y

and analogously for QN S with the replacement P(x, αs ) → P (x, αs ) = P (0) (x)+(αs /2π)P (1) (x)+
O(αs2 ). Here P is 2 × 2 matrix with the elements Pqq , Pqg , Pgq , Pgg , and the splitting functions
for unpolarized PDFs and helicity PDFs can be found in the review [3], for transversity PDFs
– in the review [4], for FFs – in Ref. [5] and references therein.
Following [6] it is convenient to define the evolution operators E and E (2 × 2 matrix with
the elements Eqq , Eqg , Egq , Egg ) as
QN S (Q2 , x) = E(Q2 , x) ⊗ QN S (Q20 , x),
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V(Q2 , x) = E(Q2 , x) ⊗ V(Q20 , x).

(2)

Here we are interested in the initial conditions1
E(Q2 = Q20 , x) = δ(1 − x),

E(Q2 = Q20 , x) = 1 δ(1 − x),

(3)

2
which allow to evolve QN S and V from the initial scale Q20 to an arbitrary scale
¡ Q .2
¢
It is also convenient to use, following [6], the evolution variable t = (2/β0 ) ln αs (Q0 )/αs (Q2 )
instead of the standard variable ln(Q2 /µ2 ). Besides, we introduce the notation
¯
¯
A¯LO ≡ Â, A¯N LO ≡ A,
(4)

for any quantity A at LO and NLO, respectively.
From now on we consider only the nontrivial singlet case. Transition to the simple nonsinglet case will be easily done in the end of calculations by making the replacement of the
matrices with the respective commuting quantities.
In terms of quantities t and E the DGLAP equations are rewritten in LO as
d
Ê(t̂, x) = P(0) ⊗ Ê(t̂, x),
dt̂

(5)

h
i
d
αs
E(t, x) = P(0) (x) +
R(x) + O(αs2 ) ⊗ E(t, x),
dt
2π

(6)

while in NLO they look as

where
R(x) ≡ P(1) (x) −

β1 (0)
P (x).
2β0

(7)

Solution of (5) with the initial condition (3) Ê(t̂ = 0, x) = 1 δ(1 − x) reads [6]
¡
¢
t̂2
Ê(t̂, x) = Exp P(0) (x) t̂ = 1 δ(1 − x) + t̂ P(0) (x) + P(0) (x) ⊗ P(0) (x) + . . . ,
2!

(8)

while to solve NLO equation (6) one can apply the elegant method of Ref. [6] based on the analogy
with the perturbative quantum mechanics (see Eqs. (5.47)–(5.54) in Ref. [6]). Operating in this
way one obtains the general solution of (6) in the form (for a moment we omit x dependence
and δ(1 − x))
¸
¾
½
·
Z
αs (Q20 ) t
0
0
−β0 τ /2
dτ e
Ê(−τ ) ⊗ R ⊗ Ê(τ ) ⊗ Ê(−t ) ⊗ E(t ).
E(t) = Ê(t) ⊗ 1 +
(9)
0
2π
t
0

Putting t → ∞ in (9) one reproduces the solution (Eq. (5.54) in Ref. [6]) satisfying the
0
boundary condition E → Ê as t → ∞. In turn, putting t = 0 in (9) one gets the solution
·
¸
Z
αs (Q2 ) t
β0 τ /2
E(t) = 1 +
dτ e
Ê(τ ) ⊗ R ⊗ Ê(−τ ) ⊗ Ê(t),
(10)
2π
0
satisfying the boundary condition (3) we deal with.
The key point to proceed is the condition that all PDFs and FFs should take the same values
in LO and NLO (as well as in NNLO,. . .) as Q2 → ∞:
QN S (Q2 → ∞, x) = Q̂N S (Q2 → ∞, x),
1

V(Q2 → ∞, x) = V̂(Q2 → ∞, x).

(11)

We do not consider the asymptotic conditions [6] E (E) → Ê (Ê) as Q2 → ∞ (see Eq. (5.57) in [6]),
since we deal only with particular realization (2) of the general conditions given by Eqs. (5.18) in [6].
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Though this asymptotic condition seems to be intuitively clear, let us argue it in some detail
because of its great importance for what follows.
Imagine that two researchers analyse in LO (the first) and NLO (the second) the same
“ideal” data – the data available with tremendous statistics even in the Bjorken “sub-limit” (so
high Q2 values are accessible that the Bjorken scaling violation becomes invisible even within
extremely small uncertainties on measured asymmetries and cross-sections). For determinacy
and simplicity let us suppose that they analyse the imaginary “ideal” polarized SIDIS data
on pion production and extract the valence helicity PDFs ∆uV , ∆dV from the proton and
deuteron difference asymmetries (see Ref. [7] and references therein) measured in the Bjorken
+
−
+
−
“sub-limit”. The first uses LO formulas Aπp −π ∼ (4∆uV − ∆dV )/(4uV − dV ) and Adπ −π ∼
(∆uV + ∆dV )/(uV + dV ) (i.e., performs the analysis analogous to one of COMPASS [8]), and
the second their NLO generalization (Eqs. (6-10) in Ref. [7]). Besides, for self-consistency,
both imaginary researches do not use the existing parametrizations on uV , dV but extract these
quantities themselves (as well as the integrated over cut in z difference2 D1 − D2 of favored
and unfavored pion FFs) using the same SIDIS data on pion production averaged over spin and
π+
π−
studying the quantities F2p(d,
3 He,...) − F2p(d,3 He,...) , where in both LO and NLO only uV , dV and
D1 − D2 survive. It is obvious that all terms with convolutions ⊗ (see Eqs. (6-10) in Ref. [7])
distinguishing NLO and LO equations for finding ∆uV , ∆dV and uV , dV , D1 −D2 just disappear
as one approaches the Bjorken limit, so that comparing the results on these quantities obtained
in the Bjorken “sub-limit” both researchers could not discriminate between them.
So, let us pass to limit Q20 → ∞ in Eq. (2) using the asymptotic condition (11). Then, on
the one hand (NLO evolution)
V(Q2 , x) = E(t → −∞, x) ⊗ V(Q20 → ∞, x) = E(t → −∞, x) ⊗ V̂(Q20 → ∞, x),

(12)

and, on the other hand (inverse LO evolution)
V̂(Q20 → ∞, x) = Ê(t̂ → ∞, x) ⊗ V̂(Q2 , x).
Combining Eqs. (12) and (13) one obtains
"
V(Q2 , x) =

(13)

#

lim E(t, x) ⊗ Ê(−t̂, x) ⊗ V̂(Q2 , x).

Q20 →∞

(14)

Using Eqs. (8), (10) and the relation limQ2 →∞ (αs /α̂s ) = 1 we arrive at the connection formula
between NLO and LO flavour singlet PDFs (FFs) V and V̂ at the same finite Q2 value
i
h
(Q2 ) R 0
β0 τ /2 Ê(τ, x) ⊗ R(x) ⊗ Ê(−τ, x)
dτ
e
V(Q2 , x) = 1 δ(1 − x) − αs2π
−∞
³
´
2)
(0) (x) ⊗ V̂(Q2 , x),
⊗ Exp − β20 ln αα̂ss (Q
P
(15)
2
(Q )
where all dependence on the unreachable infinite point Q20 just cancels out.
In the non-singlet case the relation (15) is significantly simplified. The terms Ê(τ, x) ≡
Exp(τ P (0) (x)) and Ê(−τ, x) cancel out each other in the integrand and one easily obtains
h
³
´i
(Q2 ) β1 (0)
2
(1) (x)
QN S (Q2 , x) = δ(1 − x) + αs2π
P
(x)
−
P
2
β0
β0
´
³
αs (Q2 ) (0)
2
(16)
⊗ Exp − β0 ln α̂s (Q2 ) P (x) ⊗ Q̂N S (Q2 , x).
2

On simultaneous determination of valence PDFs and D1 − D2 from the SIDIS data see, for example,

[9].
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Eqs. (15) and (16) connecting flavour singlet and non-singlet quantities in NLO with the
same quantities in LO is the main result of the paper. Let us briefly discuss their practical use.
There are not any problems with application of Eq. (16) and the task of reconstruction of
NLO non-singlet quantities from LO ones is reduced just to the trivial calculation of the integrals
entering the convolutions ⊗. Indeed, the parameter ² ≡ −(2/β0 ) ln(αs /α̂s ) is very small even at
the minimal (the lower boundary of the experimental cut on Q2 is usually about 1 GeV 2 ) really
available Q2 values,¡so that one
¢ can achieve very good accuracy keeping only few first terms in
the expansion Exp ² P (0) (x) = δ(1 − x) + ² P (0) (x) + (²2 /2!) P (0) (x) ⊗ P (0) (x) + . . . Certainly,
¡
¢
the same statement holds for term Exp ² P(0) (x) in Eq. (15), but there arises an additional
problem how to deal with the integral over τ . As usual, the problem is easily solved in the space
of Mellin moments. Notice that Q2 independent integral over τ in Eq. (15) just coincides3 with
the quantity −U (x) in Ref. [6] (see Eq. (5.45) in [6]), which enters the solution of DGLAP with
the boundary conditions limQ2 →∞ E (E) = Ê (Ê) (see footnote 2). Then, applying the inverse
Mellin transformation, one easily obtains instead of (15) the formula suitable4 for numerical
calculations
¸
·
Z
³
´
αs (Q2 ) C+i∞ x−n
V(Q2 , x) = 1δ(1 − x) +
dn
U (n) ⊗ Exp ²(Q2 )P(0) (x) ⊗ V̂(Q2 , x), (17)
2π
2πi
C−i∞
R1
where 2 × 2 matrix U (n) ≡ 0 dxxn−1 U (x) is given by Eq. (5.41) in Ref. [6].
In summary, the formulas allowing to transform LO parton distribution and fragmentation
functions to NLO ones are derived. To obtain these formulas we use as an input only the
DGLAP evolution equations and the asymptotic condition that PDFs (FFs) at different QCD
orders become the same in the Bjorken limit. Due to universality of this input the connection
formulas are also universal, i.e. they are valid for any kind of PDFs (FFs) we deal with. Besides,
it is obvious that operating in the same way one can also establish the connection of PDFs (FFs)
at LO (as well as at NLO) with these quantities at any higher QCD order (NNLO, NNNLO,
. . .), and the only restriction here is the knowledge of the respective splitting functions.
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Using Eq. (5.28) in Ref. [6] for U and the obvious relation Q2 d Exp (2/β0 ) ln α̂s P(0) ⊗ V̂ /dQ2 = 0
one can immediately check that r.h.s. of Eq. (15) indeed satisfies the NLO DGLAP equation (1).
4
In Ref. [10] one can find the efficient algorithm for the numerical calculation of the integral over n
(proper choice of the integration contour, etc. – see discussion around Eq. (3.2) in Ref. [10]).
3
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Abstract
A NLO QCD analysis of the HERMES and COMPASS data on pion multiplicities is presented. Sets of pion fragmentation functions are extracted from fits to the
data and compared with those obtained from other groups before these data were
available. The consistency between HERMES and COMPASS data is discussed.
We point out a possible inconsistency between the the HERMES [x, z] and [Q2 , z]
presentations of their data.

In the absence of charged current neutrino data, the experiments on polarized inclusive
deep inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering (DIS) yield information only on the sum of quark
and anti-quark parton densities ∆q + ∆q̄ and the polarized gluon density ∆G. In order
to extract separately ∆q and ∆q̄ other reactions are needed. One possibility is to use the
polarized semi-inclusive lepton-nucleon processes (SIDIS) l + N → l0 + h + X, where h
is a detected hadron (pion, kaon, etc) in the final state. In these processes new physical
h
quantities appear - the fragmentation functions Dq,q̄
(z, Q2 ) which describe the fragmentation of quarks and antiquarks into hadrons. Due to the different fragmentation of quarks
and anti-quarks, the polarized parton densities ∆q and ∆q̄ can be determined separately
from a combined QCD analysis of the data on inclusive and semi-inclusive asymmetries.
The key role of the fragmentation functions (FFs) for the correct determination of sea
quark parton densities ∆q̄ was discussed in [1]. There are different sources to extract the
fragmentation functions themselves: The semi-inclusive e+ e− annihilation data, singleinclusive production of a hadron h at a high transverse momentum pT in hadron-hadron
collisions, unpolarized semi-inclusive DIS processes. It is important to mention that the
data on hadron multiplicities in unpolarized SIDIS processes are crucial for a reliable determination of FFs, because only then one can separate Dqh (z, Q2 ) from Dq̄h (z, Q2 ). Such
data have been used only by the DSS group in their global analysis [2]. As a result, the
properties of the extracted set of FFs significantly differ, especially in the kaon sector,
from those of the other sets of FFs [3]. Unfortunately, the new properties of the DSS FFs
are based on the unpublished HERMES’05 SIDIS data on hadron multiplicities which are
not confirmed by the final HERMES data [4]. It turns out that not only the DSS FFs,
but all other sets of pion and kaon FFs are NOT in agreement with the recent HERMES
and COMPASS data [5] on hadron multiplicities.
1

This research was supported by the JINR-Bulgaria Collaborative Grant and the RFBR
Grants (Nrs 11-01-00182, 12-02-00613 and 13-02-01005).
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In this talk we present our results on new pion fragmentation functions extracted
from a NLO QCD fit to the HERMES and COMPASS (the first ref. in [5]) data on the
pion multiplicities. While COMPASS reports data only on a deuteron target, HERMES
presents data on both the proton and deuteron targets.
π
The multiplicitiy Mp(d)
(x, Q2 , z) of pions using a proton (deuteron) target are defined
as the number of pions produced, normalized to the number of DIS events, and can be
π
expressed in terms of the semi-inclusive cross section σp(d)
and the inclusive cross section
DIS
σp(d) :
π
(x, Q2 , z)
Mp(d)

=
=

π
(x, Q2 , z)/dxdQ2 dz
d3 Np(d)
DIS
(x, Q2 )/dxdQ2
d2 Np(d)

=

π
(x, Q2 , z)/dxdQ2 dz
d3 σp(d)
DIS
(x, Q2 )/dxdQ2
d2 σp(d)

h
h
(x, Q2 , z)
(x, Q2 , z) + 2(1 − y)xFLp(d)
(1 + (1 − y 2 ))2xF1p(d)

(1 + (1 − y 2 ))2xF1p(d) (x, Q2 ) + 2(1 − y)FLp(d) (x, Q2 )

. (1)

In Eq. (1) F1h , FLh and F1 , FL are
the semi-inclusive and the usual nucleon
structure function respectively, which are
expressed in terms of the unpolarized parton densities and the fragmentation functions (F1h , FLh ), and by the unpolarized
parton densities (F1 , FL ).
Let’s start our discussion with the results of the fit to COMPASS deuteron
data.
In our fit we have used the
2
[y, x(Q ), z] presentation of the data, Figure 1: Comparison of our NLO QCD results for
where y = Q2 /2M Ex is the fractional en- COMPASS π+ multiplicities with the data. The mulergy of the virtual photon, and M and tiplicities computed with the DSS FFs are also shown.
E are the mass of the nucleon and the
energy of the muon beam, respectively.
The data on the multiplicities are distributed in five y-bins as functions of z
at different fixed values of (x, Q2 ). The
total number of the data points is 398,
199 for π + and 199 for π − multiplicities.
The errors used are quadratic combinations of the statistical and systematic errors. The number of free parameters, attached to the input parametrizations of
the pion FFs [Duπ+ (z), Dūπ+ (z), Dgπ+ (z)] Figure 2: Comparison of our NLO QCD results for
−
at Q2 = 1 GeV 2 and determined from the COMPASS π multiplicities with the data. The multiplicities computed with the DSS FFs are also shown.
fit, is 12. The assumption that all unfavored pion FFs are equal is used. For the unpolarized parton densities we use the NLO
MRST’02 set of PDFs [6]. The charm contribution to the multiplicities is not taken into
account. For the value of χ2 /DOF corresponding to the best fit to the data we obtain
283.12/386=0.73. An excellent description of the COMPASS pion data is achieved. The
quality of the fit is illustrated for the y3 -bin [0.2-0.3] (see Fig. 1 for π + and Fig. 2 for
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π − multiplicities). In the figures are presented also the multiplicities at the COMPASS
kinematics calculated using the DSS FFs (dashed curves). The extracted pion FFs will
be presented later and compared to those obtained from our fit to the HERMES data, as
well as to some of the FFs sets available at present. Here we would like only to mention
that it is obvious that the COMPASS data are in disagreement with the DSS FFs.
Let us discuss now our results on the pion FFs extracted from a NLO QCD fit to
the HERMES proton and deuteron data on pion multiplicities, corrected for exclusive
vector meson production [4]. In our analysis we have used the [x, z] as well as the [Q2 , z]
presentation of the data. The pion multiplicities are given for 4 z-bins [0.2-0.3; 0.3-0.4; 0.40.6; 0.6-0.8] as functions of x for the [x, z] or functions of Q2 for the [Q2 , z] presentation.
The total number of the π + and π − data points is 144. It turned out that we can not find
a reasonable fit to the HERMES [x, z] data. Also, there is a strong indication that the
HERMES [x, z] and COMPASS data are not consistent. We observe a big discrepancy

Figure 3: Comparison of HERMES [x, z] proton data on π+ (left) and π− multiplicities (right) with the
multiplicities at the same kinematic points calculated by our FFs extracted from the COMPASS data
(solid curves) and from HERMES [Q2 , z] data (dashed curves).

between the values of the HERMES data on pion multiplicities and multiplicities at the
same kinematic points computed with our FFs extracted from the COMPASS data (see
solid curves in Fig. 3 for proton and Fig. 4 for deuteron data).
We were very surprised to find that the situation is dramatically changed if the HERMES data on pion multiplicities in [Q2 , z] presentation are used in the QCD analysis. In
this case a reasonable fit to the data is achieved, χ2 /DOF = 151.73/132 = 1.15. The
errors used in the fit are quadratic combinations of the statistical and point-to-point systematic errors. As in the COMPASS case: a) isospin symmetry for FFs is imposed, b) we
assume that all unfavored pion FFs are equal and c) the same parametrizations for the
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Figure 4: Comparison of HERMES [x, z] deuteron data on π + (left) and π − multiplicities (right) with
the multiplicities at the same kinematic points calculated by our FFs extracted from the COMPASS data
(solid curves) and from HERMES (Q2 , z) data (dashed curves).

input FFs are used in the analysis. We find that the description of the proton data (the
mean value of χ2 per point is equal to 0.96 for π + and 0.70 for π − multiplicities) is better
than that of the deuteron data (where the mean value of χ2 per point is equal to 1.25 for
π + and 1.31 for π − multiplicities). The quality of the fit to the data is illustrated in Fig.
5 (for the proton target) and Fig. 6 (for the deuteron target).
Using the extracted FFs from the HERMES data on multiplicities in the [Q2 , z] presentation we have calculated the multiplicities at the kinematic points for the [x, z] presentation. The obtained value for χ2 is huge, 2093.3 for 144 experimental points. The
results are shown (dash curves) in Fig. 3 for a proton and in Fig. 4 for a deuteron target.
As seen from the figures, the discrepancy is very large for both the proton and deuteron
targets for the first z-bin [0.2-0.3], as well as at lowest x, for all z-bins. It follows from
this observation that the [x, z] and [Q2 , z] presentation of the HERMES data are not
consistent and that the use of different presentations of the same data leads to different
physical results. A further study of this unusual situation is urgently needed.
The extracted pion FFs from the fit to COMPASS data (solid curves) and from the
fit to HERMES data on pion multiplicities (dash curves) are presented in Fig. 7, and
compared to those determined by DSS [2] and HKNS (the 2nd reference in [3]) in Fig. 8.
Due to the visible difference in the z region [0.4-0.6] between the favored fragmentation
+
functions Duπ extracted from HERMES and COMPASS data, and the large difference
between the corresponding gluon FFs, the dashed curves in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 corresponding to the multiplicities at the HERMES [Q2 , z] data points calculated by the FFs
(COMPASS), lie systematically lower than the data points for the same z-bin. Combined
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Figure 5: Comparison of HERMES [Q2 , z] proton data on π+ (left) and π − multiplicities (right) with
the best fit curves. The dashed curves correspond to the multiplicities at the same kinematic points
calculated using our FFs extracted from the COMPASS data.

Figure 6: Comparison of HERMES [Q2 , z] deuteron data on π+ (left) and π − multiplicities (right) with
the best fit curves. The dashed curves correspond to the multiplicities at the same kinematic points
calculated using our FFs extracted from the COMPASS data.
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Figure 7: Our FFs extracted from the fit to COMPASS data (solid curves) and HERMES (Q2 , z) data
(dashed curves).

fits to the COMPASS and HERMES [Q2 , z] data on pion multiplicities will answer the
important question if the discrepancy between the two data sets, shown in Figs. 5 and 6,
will be removed, or more generally, if the HERMES [Q2 , z] and COMPASS data are or
are not consistent.

Figure 8: Comparison between the new pion FFs and those of DSS and HKNS.
One can see from Fig. 8 that the new sets of pion FFs for the quarks are close to that
+
of DSS. The differences, however, between Dgπ corresponding to the different sets, are
+
+
large. Also, for the DSS set the favored fragmentation function Ddπ¯ is larger than Duπ
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because in their analysis a violation of isospin symmetry was allowed. This is the main
reason that the values of the multiplicities calculated by the DSS FFs for the COMPASS
kinematics (dashed curves in Figs 1 and 2) are systematically larger then the experimental
values. The situation is the same for the HERMES data.
In conclusion, new sets of pion FFs are determined from the fits to the recent HERMES
and COMPASS data on pion multiplicities. They differ from those of DSS and HKNS
obtained before these data were available. There is a strong indication that the [x, z] and
[Q2 , z] presentations of the HERMES data on the pion multiplicities are not equivalent
and lead to different physical results, which suggests that there might be something wrong
with the extraction of the data presentations from the measured experimental values. We
find also that the COMPASS and HERMES [x, z] data are not consistent. The situation
about the consistency between the COMPASS and HERMES [Q2 , z] data looks much
better. Here the discrepancy is mainly for the third z-bin for the π + and for the second
and third z-bins for the π − multiplicities. So, the important questions as to the consistency
between COMPASS and HERMES [Q2 , z] data will depend on the results of a combined
fit to the data, which is under way.
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Abstract
We find the Hermitian Dirac Hamiltonian for an arbitrary classical external field
(including the gravitational and electromagnetic ones). We further apply the FoldyWouthuysen transformation, and derive the quantum equations of motion for the
spin and position operators. We analyze the semiclassical limit of these equations
and compare the results with the dynamics of a classical spinning particle. The
comparison of the quantum-mechanical and classical equations describing a spinning
particle in an arbitrary gravitational field shows their complete agreement.

1

Introduction

In this paper, we present the results of our investigations of the Dirac fermions based on
the new method [1] of the Foldy-Wouthuysen (FW) transformation. Earlier, we analyzed
the dynamics of spin in weak static and stationary gravitational fields [2–5] and in strong
stationary gravitational fields [6] of massive compact sources. These previous results are
now extended on the general case of a completely arbitrary gravitational field.
Our notations and conventions are the same as in Ref. [3]. The world indices of the
tensorial objects are denoted by Latin letters i, j, k, . . . = 0, 1, 2, 3 and the first letters
of the Greek alphabet label the tetrad indices, α, β, . . . = 0, 1, 2, 3. Spatial indices of
3-dimensional objects are denoted by Latin letters from the beginning of the alphabet,
a, b, c, . . . = 1, 2, 3. Temporal and spatial tetrad indices are distinguished by hats.

2

Dirac particle in a gravitational field

The massive particle is quite generally characterized by its position in spacetime, xi (τ ),
depending on the proper time τ , and by the spin tensor S αβ = − S βα . We denote 4-velocity
of a particle U α = eαi dxi /dτ . In view of the choice of parametrization by the proper time,
it is normalized by the standard condition gαβ U α U β = c2 where gαβ = diag(c2 , −1, −1, −1)
is the flat Minkowski metric. We use the tetrad eαi (or coframe) to describe the dynamics
of spinning particles on a spacetime manifold in arbitrary curvilinear coordinates.
We use the notations t and xa (a = 1, 2, 3) for the coordinate time and the spatial
local coordinates, respectively. A convenient parametrization of the spacetime metric
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was proposed by De Witt [7] in the context of the canonical formulation of the quantum
gravity. The general form of the line element of an arbitrary gravitational field reads
b

ds2 = V 2 c2 dt2 − δbabb W ba c W b d (dxc − K c cdt) (dxd − K d cdt).

(1)

One needs the orthonormal frames to discuss the spinor field and to formulate the
Dirac equation. From the mathematical point of view, the tetrad is necessary to “attach”
a spinor space at every point of the spacetime manifold. Tetrads (coframes) are naturally
defined up to a local Lorentz transformations, and one usually fixes this freedom by
choosing a gauge. We discussed the choice of the tetrad gauge in [5] and have demonstrated
that a physically preferable option is the Schwinger gauge [8, 9], namely the condition
b
ea0 = 0, a = 1, 2, 3. Accordingly, for the general metric (1) we will work with the tetrad
b

ei0 = V δi0 ,

¡
¢
ebai = W ba b δib − cK b δi0 ,

a = 1, 2, 3.

(2)

a = 1, 2, 3,

(3)

The inverse tetrad, such that eiα eαj = δji ,
eib0 =

¢
1 ¡ i
δ 0 + δ ia cK a ,
V

ebia = δ ib W b ba ,

also satisfies the similar Schwinger condition, e0ba = 0. Here we introduced the inverse
3 × 3 matrix, W a bc W bc b = δba .
A classical massive particle moves along a world line xi (τ ), i = 0, 1, 2, 3, parametrized
by the proper time τ . Its 4-velocity is defined as usual by the derivatives U i = dx/dτ .
With respect to a given orthonormal frame, the velocity has the components U α =
eαi U i , α = 0, 1, 2, 3. It is convenient to describe the 4-velocity by its 3 spatial components vba , a =p1, 2, 3, in an anholonomic frame. Then U α = (γ, γvba ), with the Lorentz
factor γ −1 = 1 − v 2 /c2 , and, consequently,
γ
dt
= e0α U α = ,
dτ
V
´
dxa
γ ³ a
b
=
= eaα U α =
cK + V W abb v b .
dτ
V

U0 =

(4)

Ua

(5)

We used (3) here. Dividing (5) by (4) and denoting F a b = V W abb , we find for the velocity
with respect to the coordinate time
dxa
= F a b v b + cK a .
dt

(6)

The Dirac equation in a curved spacetime reads [10, 11]
(i~γ α Dα − mc)Ψ = 0,
D i = ∂i +
Dα = eiα Di ,

α = 0, 1, 2, 3,
(7)
Ai + 4i σ αβ Γi αβ .
¢
¡
Here the Lorentz connection is Γi αβ = −Γi βα , and σ αβ = 2i γ α γ β − γ β γ α are the generators of the local Lorentz transformations of the spinor field. The transformation [6]
ψ=

¡√

−geb00
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iq
~

¢ 21

Ψ.

(8)

yields the Dirac equation in the Schrödinger form with the Hermitian Hamiltonian [6]
¡
¢
H = βmc2 V + qΦ + 2c πb F b a αa + αa F b a πb
(9)
+ 2c (K · π + π · K) + ~c
(Ξ · Σ − Υγ5 ) .
4
Here K = {K a }, and the kinetic momentum operator π = {πa } with πa = − i~∂a +qAa =
pa + qAa accounts for the interaction with the electromagnetic field Ai = (Φ, Aa ). To
remind the notation: β = γ 0̂ , α = {αa }, Σ = {Σa }, where the 3-vector-valued Dirac matrices have their usual form; namely, αa = γ 0̂ γ a (a, b, c, · · · = 1, 2, 3) and Σ1 = iγ 2̂ γ 3̂ , Σ2 =
iγ 3̂ γ 1̂ , Σ3 = iγ 1̂ γ 2̂ . We also introduced a pseudoscalar Υ and a 3-vector Ξ = {Ξa } by [6]
b

b

Υ = V ²babbc Γbabbbc = −V ²babbc Cbabbbc ,

Ξba =

V
c

b

b

²babbbc Γb0 bbc = ²babbbc Qbbc .

(10)

For the static and stationary rotating configurations, the pseudoscalar invariant vanishes
b
(²babbc Cbabbbc = 0), and thus the corresponding term was absent in the special cases considered
in Refs. [5, 6]. But in general this term contributes to the Dirac Hamiltonian.

3

The Foldy-Wouthuysen transformation

We do not make any assumptions and/or approximations for the functions V, W ba b , K a .
The Planck constant ~ will be treated as the only small parameter. In accordance with
this strategy, we retain in the FW Hamiltonian all the terms of the zero and first orders in
~. The leading nonvanishing terms of order ~2 have been calculated in both nonrelativistic
and weak field approximations in our previous works [2, 5, 6] for the more special cases.
These terms describe the gravitational contact (Darwin) interaction.
We obtain the Foldy-Wouthuysen Hamiltonian in the following form:
(1)

(2)

HF W = HF W + HF W .
Here the two terms read, respectively [12],
½
¾
¡ cae
¢
(1)
1
~c2
0
d
b
a
b
HF W = β² + 16 ²0 , 2² Πe {pb , F c ∂d F a } + Π {pb , F a Υ}
© ©
ªª
4
+ ~mc
²cae Πe T1 , pd , F d c F b a ∂b V
,
4
( ½
n £
2
(2)
~c
1
a
e
Σ
Ξ
+
,
Σ
{p
,
F
},
pf , ²abc ( 1c Ḟ f c
HF W = 2c (K a pa + pa K a ) + ~c
a
a
e
b
4
16
T
)
o¾
¢¤
¡
,
−F d c ∂d K f + K d ∂d F f c ) − 12 F f d δ db Ξa − δ da Ξb
²0 =

q
m2 c4 V 2 +

c2 ac
δ {pb , F b a }{pd , F d c },
4

T = 2²0 2 + {²0 , mc2 V }.

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

The equation of motion of spin is given by
i
dΠ
= [HF W , Π] = Ω(1) × Σ + Ω(2) × Π.
dt
~
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(15)

Here the 3-vectors Ω(1) and Ω(2) are the operators of the angular velocity of spin precessing
in the exterior classical gravitational field. Their components read explicitly as follows [12]:
ª
4 ©
Ωa(1) = mc2 T1 , {pe , ²abc F e b F d c ∂d V }
ª
(16)
2 ©
+ c8 ²10 , {pe , (2²abc F d b ∂d F e c + δ ab F e b Υ)}
and

(

½

n

£
, {pe , F b }, pf , ²abc ( 1c Ḟ f c −F d c ∂d K f
)
o¾
¡
¢¤
+ 2c Ξa .
+K d ∂d F f c ) − 12 F f d δ db Ξa − δ da Ξb
~c2

Ωa(2) = 8

1
T

e

(17)

One may notice that the two different matrices, Σ and Π, appear on the right-hand
side of Eq. (15). This is explained by the fact that the vector Ω(1) contains odd number
of components of the momentum operator, whereas the vector Ω(2) contains even number
of pa . Actually, both Ω(1) and Ω(2) depend only on the combination F b a pb . However,
the velocity operator is proportional to an additional β factor. As a result, the operator
Ω(1) also acquires an additional β factor [5], when it is rewritten in terms of the velocity
operator v. Note also that only the upper part of β proportional the unit matrix is
relevant in the FW representation. Therefore, the appearance of β does not lead to any
physical effects.
Equations (15)-(17) yield the following explicit semiclassical equations describing the
motion of the average spin (the vector product is defined by {A × B}a = ²abc Ab B c ) [12]:
ds
dt

Ωa(1)

= Ω × s = (Ω(1) + Ω(2) ) × s,
µ
¶
c2 d
1
²0
ac
aef
c
abc
e
= ²0 F c pd 2 Υδ − ² V Cef + ²0 +mc2 V ² W bb ∂e V ,
Ωa(2) = 2c Ξa −

c3
²abc Q(bd) δ dn F k n pk F l c pl .
²0 (²0 +mc2 V )

Here, in the semiclassical limit,
p
²0 = m2 c4 V 2 + c2 δ cd F a c F b d pa pb .

(18)
(19)
(20)

(21)

We can substitute the results obtained into the FW Hamiltonian (11) and recast the
latter in a compact and transparent form:
¡
¢
HF W = β²0 + 2c (K ·p + p ·K) + ~2 Π · Ω(1) + Σ · Ω(2) .
(22)
We can use Eq. (22) to derive the velocity operator in the semiclassical approximation:
dxa
dt

= ~i [HF W , xa ] = β

∂²0
∂pa

+ cK a = β

c2
²0

F a b δ bc F d c pd + cK a .

The explicit expression for the force operator reads [12]
n
o
n n
oo
ª
©
Fba = 12 Ẇ b ba , pb + 14 pb , ∂H∂pFcW , ∂c W b ba
− 12 W b ba , ∂b HF W ,
∂HF W
∂pc

2

= β c4 δ ad

©1 ©
ªª
, pb , F b a F c d + cK c + ~2 Tc ,
²0
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(23)

(24)
(25)

where we introduced the following compact notation
Tc =

∂U
,
∂pc

U := Π · Ω(1) + Σ · Ω(2) .

(26)

Corrections due to the noncommutativity of operators are of order of ~2 and can be
neglected in (24). Let us split the total force operator into the terms of the zeroth and
first orders in the Planck constant:
(0)

(1)

Fba = Fba + Fba .
The zeroth order terms read as follows
¾
½
h
n
o
¡ a
¢i
(0)
c
1
1
b
0
a
b
Fba = 2 Ẇ ba , pb − 2 W ba , ∂b β² + 2 K pa + pa K
( ½
¾)
´
³ 2 ©
ª
1
c ad 1
+ 4 pb ,
.
β4δ
, {pb , F b a F c d } + cK c , ∂c W b ba
²0

(27)

(28)

These terms describe the influence of the gravitational field on the particle without taking
into account its internal structure. The first term in Eq. (28) is important for the motion
of the particle in nonstationary spacetimes, for example, in cosmological context. The
next term describes the Newtonian force, the related relativistic corrections, and the
Coriolis-like force proportional to K. The last term also contributes to the relativistic
corrections to the force acting in static spacetimes that arise in addition to the velocityindependent Newtonian force. All the terms of the first order in ~ collectively represent
the quantum-mechanical counterpart of the Mathisson force similar to the Stern-Gerlach
force in electrodynamics. This force is given by, recall the notation (26),
(1)

Fba =

ªª ~ © b
ª
~© © c
pb , T , ∂c W b ba −
W ba , ∂b U .
8
4

(29)

Equations (28) and (29) reproduce all known quantum-mechanical results [2, 3, 5, 6].

4

Classical spinning particles

It is important to compare the classical and quantum Hamiltonians of a spinning particle.
It was proven in Ref. [12] that the classical Hamiltonian has the following structure:
√
(30)
Hclass = m2 c4 V 2 + c2 δ cd F a c F b d πa πb + cK · π + qΦ + s · Ω.
In the general case, Ω includes both electromagnetic and gravitational contributions.
The obvious similarity of quantum (22) and classical (30) Hamiltonians is another
demonstration of complete agreement of the quantum-mechanical and classical equations
of motion. The consistency is also confirmed by the computation of the force. Switching
off the electromagnetic field, we find the classical equation for the force:
Fâclass = pb Ẇ b â + pb

∂Hclass
∂pc

∂c W b â − W b â ∂b Hclass .

(31)

Rewriting Eq. (24) in terms of the spin operator, s = ~Σ/2, shows its consistency with
Eq. (31).
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5

Conclusions

In this paper, we consider the case of an arbitrary spacetime metric and generalize our
results obtained for the weak fields and for the special static and stationary field configurations [2–6, 12]. The convenient parametrization in terms of the functions V (t, xc ),
K a (t, xc ), and W ba b (t, xc ) provides a unified description of all possible inertial and gravitational fields. We derive the Hermitian Dirac Hamiltonian (9), apply the FW transformation [1] and construct the FW Hamiltonian (11) for an arbitrary Riemannian spacetime
geometry. Our results further confirm the earlier conclusions [5, 6] and demonstrate that
the classical spin dynamics is fully consistent with the semiclassical one. Finally, the
complete consistency of the quantum-mechanical and classical descriptions of spinning
particles is also established using the Hamiltonian approach.
The work was supported in part by the JINR, the Belarusian Republican Foundation
for Fundamental Research (Grant No. Φ12D-002), and the Russian Foundation for Basic
Research (Grants No. 11-02-01538, 11-01-12103).
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Abstract
The theoretical foundations of the quantum statistical approach to parton distributions are reviewed together with the phenomenological motivations from a few
specific features of Deep Inelastic Scattering data. The chiral properties of QCD
lead to strong relations between quarks and antiquarks distributions and automatically account for the flavor and helicity symmetry breaking of the sea. We are
able to describe both unpolarized and polarized structure functions in terms of a
small number of parameters. The extension to include their transverse momentum
dependence will be also briefly considered.

1

Basic review on the statistical approach

Let us first recall some of the basic components for building up the parton distribution functions (PDF) in the statistical approach, as oppose to the standard polynomial
type parametrizations, based on Regge theory at low x and counting rules at large x.
The fermion distributions are given by the sum of two terms [1], the first one, a quasi
Fermi-Dirac function and the second one, a flavor and helicity independent diffractive
contribution equal for light quarks. So we have, at the input energy scale Q20 ,
xq h (x, Q20 ) =
xq̄ h (x, Q20 ) =

h b
x
AX0q
Ãxb̃
+
,
h
)/x̄] + 1 exp(x/x̄) + 1
exp[(x − X0q
−h −1 b̄
Ā(X0q
) x
−h
)/x̄] + 1
exp[(x + X0q

+

Ãxb̃
.
exp(x/x̄) + 1

(1)

(2)

It is important to remark that x is indeed the natural variable, since all sum we will
use are expressed in terms of x. Notice the change of sign of the potentials and helicity
±
for the antiquarks. The parameter x̄ plays the role of a universal temperature and X0q
are the two thermodynamical potentials of the quark q, with helicity h = ±. We would
like to stress that the diffractive contribution occurs only in the unpolarized distributions
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q(x) = q+ (x) + q− (x) and it is absent in the valence qv (x) = q(x) − q̄(x) and in the
helicity distributions ∆q(x) = q+ (x) − q− (x) (similarly for antiquarks). The nine free
parameters 1 to describe the light quark sector (u and d), namely Xu± , Xd± , b, b̄, b̃, Ã and
x̄ in the above expressions, were determined at the input scale from the comparison with
a selected set of very precise unpolarized and polarized Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS)
data [1]. The additional factors Xq± and (Xq± )−1 come from the transverse momentum
dependence (TMD), as explained in Refs. [2, 3] (See below). For the gluons we consider
the black-body inspired expression
xG(x, Q20 ) =

AG xbG
,
exp(x/x̄) − 1

(3)

a quasi Bose-Einstein function, with bG , the only free parameter, since AG is determined
by the momentum sum rule. We also assume a similar expression for the polarized gluon
distribution x∆G(x, Q20 ) = ÃG xb̃G /[exp(x/x̄) − 1]. For the strange quark distributions,
the simple choice made in Ref. [1] was greatly improved in Ref. [4]. Our procedure
allows to construct simultaneously the unpolarized quark distributions and the helicity
distributions. This is worth noting because it is a very unique situation. Following our first
paper in 2002, new tests against experimental (unpolarized and polarized) data turned
out to be very satisfactory, in particular in hadronic collisions, as reported in Refs. [5, 6].

2

Some selected results

Let us first come back to the important question of the flavor asymmetry of the light
¯ Q2 ) is perfectly consistent with the
antiquarks. Our determination of ū(x, Q2 ) and d(x,
violation of the Gottfried sum rule, for which we found IG = 0.2493 for Q2 = 4GeV2 .
¯ for
Nevertheless there remains an open problem with the x distribution of the ratio d/ū
x ≥ 0.2. According to the Pauli principle this ratio should be above 1 for any value of x.
However, the E866/NuSea Collaboration [7] has released the final results corresponding to
the analysis of their full data set of Drell-Yan yields from an 800 GeV/c proton beam on
¯ shown
hydrogen and deuterium targets and they obtain the ratio, for Q2 = 54GeV2 , d/ū
in Fig. 1 (Left). Although the errors are rather large in the high x region, the statistical
approach disagrees with the trend of the data. Clearly by increasing the number of free
parameters, it is possible to build up a scenario which leads to the drop off of this ratio for
x ≥ 0.2. For example this was achieved in Ref. [8], as shown by the dashed curve in Fig.
1 (Left). There is no such freedom in the statistical approach, since quark and antiquark
distributions are strongly related. One way to clarify the situation is, to improve the
statistical accuracy on the Drell-Yan yields which seems now possible, since there are
¯
new opportunities for extending the measurement of the d(x)/ū(x)
ratio to larger x up to
x = 0.7, with the ongoing E906 experiment at the 120 GeV Main Injector at FNAL [9]
and a proposed experiment at the new 30-50 GeV proton accelerator at J-PARC [10].
Another way is to call for the measurement of a different observable sensitive to ū(x)
¯
and d(x).
One possibility is the ratio of the unpolarized cross sections for the production
¯
of W + and W − in pp collisions, which will directly probe the behavior of the d(x)/ū(x)
+
−
ratio. Let us recall that if we denote RW (y) = (dσ W /dy)/(dσ W /dy), where y is the W
1

A and Ā are fixed by the following normalization conditions u − ū = 2, d − d¯ = 1.
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¯
Figure 1: Left: Comparison of the data on (d/ū)(x,
Q2 ) from E866/NuSea at Q2 = 54GeV2 [7], with
the prediction of the statistical model (solid curve) and the set 1 of the parametrization proposed in
2
Ref. [8] (dashed curve). Right: Theoretical calculations
for the ratio RW (y, MW
)√versus the W rapidity,
√
at two RHIC-BNL energies. Solid curve ( s√= 500GeV) and dashed curve ( s = 200GeV)
are the
√
statistical model predictions. Dotted curve ( s = 500GeV) and dashed-dotted curve ( s = 200GeV)
¯
are the predictions obtained using the d(x)/ū(x)
ratio from Ref. [8].

rapidity, we have [11] at the lowest order
2
RW (y, MW
)=

2 ¯
2
¯ a , M 2 )u(xb , M 2 )
u(xa , MW
)d(xb , MW
) + d(x
W
W
,
2
2
2
2
d(xa , MW
)ū(xb , MW
) + ū(xa , MW
)d(xb , MW
)

(4)

√
√
2
where xa = τ ey , xb = τ e−y and τ = MW
/s. This ratio RW , such
√ that RW (y) =
RW (−y), is accessible with a good precision at RHIC-BNL [12] and at s = 500GeV for
2
¯
y = 0, we have xa = xb = 0.16. So RW (0, MW
) probes the d(x)/ū(x)
ratio at x = 0.16.
Much above this x value, the accuracy of Ref. [7] becomes poor. In Fig. 1 (Right) we
compare the results for RW using two different calculations. In both cases we take the u
and d quark distributions obtained from the present analysis, but first we use the ū and
d¯ distributions of the statistical approach (solid curve in Fig. 1 (Right)) and second the
ū and d¯ from Ref. [8] (dashed curve in Fig. 1 (Right)). For y = ±1, which corresponds to
xa or xb near 0.43, one sees that the predictions are very different. Notice that the energy
2
scale MW
is much higher
√ than in the E866/NuSea data, so one has to take into account
2
the Q evolution. At s = 200GeV for y = 0, we have xa = xb = 0.40 and, although the
2
W ± yield is smaller at this energy, the effect on RW (0, MW
) is strongly enhanced, as seen
in Fig. 1 (Right). This is an excellent test, which needs to be revisited and should be done
in the near future. The subject of the strange quark distributions is also very important
and challenging, in particular because the HERMES Collaboration has presented recently
a new data set at variance with the previous one. For lack of space we are unable to cover
it here.
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Figure 2: Left: Comparison of the g1n (x) data at low Q2 from [13] with the prediction of the statistical
V
model. Right: Predicted parity-violating asymmetries AP
L for charged-lepton production at BNL-RHIC,
±
through production and decay of W bosons. ye is the the charged-lepton rapidity and the data points
are from Ref. [15] (Taken from [14]).

We now turn to two specific examples of spin-dependent observables to illustrate the
predictive power of our approach for helicity quark and antiquark distributions. First,
let us consider the neutron structure function g1n (x, Q2 ) measured in polarized DIS with
a neutron target. Although it has been measured extensively by different collaborations,
some accurate data obtained at JLab, in the low Q2 region, have been largely ignored so
far [13]. In Fig. 2 (Left) we compare our predictions with these data, dominated by ∆d
and ∆d¯ which are negative, and one observes a remarkable agreement. Another example
is the helicity asymmetry in the charged-lepton production through production and decay
of W ± bosons. As explained in Ref. [14], the W − asymmetry is very sensitive to the sign
and magnitude of ∆ū and the succeful results of the statistical approach are displayed in
Fig. 2 (Right).

3

Transverse momentum dependence of the parton
distributions

The parton distributions pi (x, kT2 ) of momentum kT , must obey the momentum sum rule
P R1 R
xpi (x, kT2 )dkT2 = 1. In addition it must also obey the transverse energy sum rule
i 0 dx
R
R
P 1
k2
pi (x, kT2 ) xT dkT2 = M 2 . From the general method of statistical thermodynamics
i 0 dx
−k2

+ xµT2 ) ,
we are led to put pi (x, kT2 ) in correspondance with the following expression exp( −x
x̄
where µ2 is a parameter interpreted as the transverse temperature. So we have now the
main elements for the extension to the TMD of the statistical PDF. We obtain in a natural
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way the Gaussian shape with no x, kT factorization, because the quantum statistical
distributions for quarks and antiquarks read in this case
F (x)
1
,
h
2
exp(x − X0q )/x̄ + 1 exp(kT /xµ2 − Y0qh ) + 1

(5)

F̄ (x)
1
.
−h
2
2
exp(x + X0q )/x̄ + 1 exp(kT /xµ + Y0q−h ) + 1

(6)

xq h (x, kT2 ) =
xq̄ h (x, kT2 ) =
Axb−1 X h

b−1

Here F (x) = ln(1+exp Y0qh )µ2 = Axkµ2 , where Y0qh are the thermodynamical potentials chosen
0q
h
h
h −1
such that ln(1 + exp Y0qh ) = kX0q
, in order to recover the factors X0q
and (X0q
) , intro2b−1
2
duced earlier. Similarly for q̄ we have F̄ (x) = Āx
/kµ . The determination of the 4
h
potentials Y0q can be achieved with the choice k = 3.05. Finally µ2 will be obtained from
the transverse energy sum rule and one finds µ2 = 0.198GeV2 . Detailed results are shown
in Refs. [2, 3].

Figure 3: The u and d quark helicity distributions versus x: x∆q(x) (dashed line) and x∆q M W (x) (solid
line). (Taken from Ref. [3]).

Before closing we would like to mention an important point. So far in all our quark
or antiquark TMD distributions, the label ”‘h”’ stands for the helicity along the longitudinal momentum and not along the direction of the momentum, as normally defined for a genuine helicity. The basic effect of a transverse momentum kT 6= 0 is the
Melosh-Wigner rotation, which mixes the components q ± in the following way q +M W =
−M W
cos2 θ q + + sin2 θ q − and qp
= cos2 θ q − + sin2 θ q + , where for massless partons,
T
), with p0 = kT2 + p2z . It vanishes when either kT = 0 or pz , the quark
θ = arctan ( p0k+p
z
longitudinal momentum, goes to infinity. Consequently q = q + + q − remains unchanged
since q M W = q, whereas we have ∆q M W = (cos2 θ − sin2 θ)∆q.
For illustration we display in Fig. 3, x∆q(x) and x∆q M W (x) for Q2 = 2GeV2 , which
shows the effect of the Melosh-Wigner rotation, mainly in the low x region.
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A new set of PDF is constructed in the framework of a statistical approach of the
nucleon. All unpolarized and polarized distributions depend upon a small number of free
parameters, with some physical meaning. New tests against experimental (unpolarized
and polarized) data on DIS, semi-inclusive DIS and hadronic processes are very satisfactory. It has a good predictive power but some special features remain to be verified,
specially in the high x region. The extension to TMD has been achieved and must be
checked more accurately together with Melosh-Wigner effects in the low x region, for
small Q2 .
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TRUNCATED MOMENTS OF PARTON DENSITIES
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Abstract
We review our main results on the truncated Mellin moments approach and
present a novel generalization of DGLAP equations. We also demonstrate applications to the Bjorken sum rule analysis.

Study of polarized processes provides knowledge about the spin structure of the nucleon. Recent experimental data and NLO analysis suggest that valence quarks carry
the expected fraction of the nucleon spin, but the main questions are still open: how the
nucleon spin is distributed among its constituents: quarks (particularly sea quarks with
negative helicity) and gluons and how the dynamics of these constituent interactions depends on spin. New experimental data in the resonance region from Jefferson Lab together
with complementary data from HERMES, COMPASS and RHIC, are a crucial step towards better understanding of not only the flavor decomposition and gluon contributions
to the nucleon spin but also the quark-hadron duality. The main goal of present polarized
experiments is to determine the nucleon spin structure functions g1 (x, Q2 ), g2 (x, Q2 ) and
their moments which are essential in testing QCD sum rules. The theoretical approach
usually used in the description of these experimental results are the QCD evolution equations for the parton densities which change with Q2 according to the well-known DGLAP
equations [1–4]. This standard DGLAP approach operates on the parton densities q;
hence their moments, which are, e.g., the contributions to the proton spin and other sum
rules, can be obtained by the integration of the parton densities q over Bjorken-x.
One can also directly study the Q2 evolution of the Mellin moments of the parton
densities. The moments originate from OPE - the basic formalism of quantum field theory
and provide a natural framework in QCD analysis. The DGLAP-type diagonal integrodifferential evolution equations for the single and double truncated moments of the parton
distribution functions were derived in [5], [6] and [7] (previously, there were known the
non-diagonal differential evolution equations in which the nth truncated moment coupled
to all higher ones [8–11]). Evolution equations for double truncated moments and their
application to study the quark-hadron duality were also discussed in [12].
The main finding of the truncated Mellin moments (TMM) approach is that the nth
moment of the parton distribution obeys also the DGLAP equation but with a rescaled
splitting function P 0 (z) = z n P (z) [5]. This approach allows one to restrict the analysis
to the experimentally available Bjorken-x region. Here, we present a novel generalization
of DGLAP equations and applications to the Bjorken sum rule analysis for the low scale
Q2 based on the TMM approach.
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1

Generalization of DGLAP equations

The strong interactions between quarks and gluons cause changes in the parton densities.
For medium and large x, the Q2 evolution of the parton distributions is described by the
standard DGLAP equations [1–4]. In the DGLAP approach, the main role is played by
the PDFs while in our TMM approach we study directly the Q2 evolution of the truncated
moments of the PDFs. In [5], we found that the single truncated moments of the parton
distributions q(x, Q2 ), defined as
Z1
dx xn−1 q(x, Q2 ),

qn (x0 , Q2 ) =

(1)

x0

obey also the DGLAP-like equation
dqn (x0 , Q2 )
αs (Q2 )
=
(P 0 ⊗ qn )(x0 , Q2 ).
d ln Q2
2π

(2)

A role of the splitting function is played here by P 0 (n, y):
P 0 (n, y) = y n P (y).

(3)

Double truncated moments
xZmax
2

dx xn−1 q(x, Q2 ),

qn (xmin , xmax , Q ) =

(4)

xmin

which are a subtraction of two single truncated ones also satisfy the DGLAP-type evolution Eq. (2)-(3) [6, 7, 12]. In higher order analysis Wilson coefficients rescale in the same
way as the splitting functions:
Ci0 (n, x) = xn Ci (x).

(5)

Here we present a generalization of the above results, obtained for multi integration of
the original function. Namely, if f (x, Q2 ) is a solution of the nonsinglet DGLAP equation
with the kernel P (y):
Z 1
2
2 d
˙
f (z, Q ) ≡ f (z) = P ∗ f (z) ≡
P (y)f (x, Q2 ) δ(z − x · y)dy dx,
(6)
Q
dQ2
0
then the multi-integrated function fk (z; {n}k )
fk (z; {n}k ) ≡ fk (z; n1 , n2 , . . . , nk )
Z
Z 1
Z 1
nk−1 −1
nk −1
dzk−1 · . . . ·
zk−1
=
zk
dzk
z

zk

1
z2

z1n1 −1 f (z1 , Q2 ) dz1 ,

(7)

which is a generalization of the truncated moments is also the solution of DGLAP equation
Z 1
˙
fk (z; {n}k ) = Pk ∗ fk (z; {n}k ) ≡
Pk (y)fk (x; {n}k ) δ(z − x · y)dy dx
(8)
0
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with the kernel
Pk (y) = P (y) · y n1 +n2 +...+nk .

(9)

The general solution (7) is the source of various partial solutions. E.g. from (8,9) at k = 1
follows
Z 1
˙
f1 (z; n1 ) =
P (y) y n1 f1 (x; n1 ) δ(z − x · y)dx dy,
(10)
0

which is simply the known equation (2). If one puts z = 0 in (10) it reduces to
µZ 1
¶
n1 −1
˙
f1 (0; n1 ) =
P (y) y
dy · f1 (0; n1 ) ≡ −γ(n1 ) · f1 (0; n1 ),

(11)

0

that is the renormalization group equation for the standard untruncated moments f1 (0; n1 ).
Based on Eq.(7,8,9) different interesting partial solutions of DGLAP can be constructed and applied to analysis of the experimental data in different restricted x-regions,
respectively.

Analysis of the Bjorken sum rule at low-Q2

The Bjorken sum rule (BSR) refers to the first
moment of nonsinglet part of the structure function g1 (x, Q2 )
Z1
Γp−n
(Q2 ) =
1

£

¤
g1p (x, Q2 ) − g1n (x, Q2 ) dx (12)

0

0.3
0.25

a
b
2
gNS
1 (x,Q0=1) = N x (1-x)

x-0.5(1-x)33
(1-x)

0.2
Γp-n
1 (0 ; 1)

2

0.15
0.1
0.05
0

0
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
and must be hold as a rigorous prediction of
Q2
QCD in the limit of the infinite momentum
Figure 1: Theoretical LO predictions for
transfer Q2 → ∞. Usually, the Q2 dependence p−n 2
Γ1 (Q ), incorporating ‘shift’ (15). Comparof BSR is represented in the form
ison with JLab data [13].

Γp−n
(Q2 )
1

gA
=
6
|

·

¸ X
∞
µ2i (Q2 )
αs
αs2
αs3
1−
− 3.58 2 − 20.21 3 + ... +
,
2i−2
π
π
π
Q
{z
} |i=2 {z
}
leading twist

(13)

higher twists

where gA = F + D = 1.267 ± 0.004 denotes neutron β-decay constant. The presently
available experimental data for g1 and its moments are restricted in both x and Q2 ranges
so, in fact, experiments provide data for truncated moments and cut contributions to sum
rules:
xZmax
£ p
¤
p−n
Γ1 (xmin , xmax , Q2 ) =
g1 (x, Q2 ) − g1n (x, Q2 ) dx.
(14)
xmin

In our analysis we focused on the low Q2 JLAB data [13], testing a method allowing to
apply pQCD evolution equations to the low (nonperturbative) Q2 → 0 region. Imposing
that the parton distributions at the initial Q2 scale (which are of the nonperturbative
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origin) should be regular functions of x for any Q2 , we use ‘shift’ in Q2 variable, including
in this way in our analysis the limit Q2 → 0. Shift of the Q2 scale as an IR regulator has
been introduced and discussed in many works, see eg. [14]. As both kinematic variables
x and Q2 are not independent, we propose in our approach such shift in Q2 which implies
also shift in Bjorken-x, respectively:
Q2 −→ Q2 + M 2 ;

x −→ x̄ =

Q2 + M 2
1+α
=x
,
2
2
2
W +Q +M
1 + αx

(15)

where α ≡ M 2 /Q2 .
In Fig.1 we compare our theoretical predictions for Γp−n
(Q2 ) with experimental JLab
1
data [13]. We used ‘shift’ approach (15) and TMM evolution in the limit x0 → 0, assuming
M = 1GeV. The obtained results show that the scaling of variables Q2 and x can mimic
higher-twists resummation in the low-Q2 region.
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UNIQUE HEAVY LEPTON MIXING SIGNATURE IN W + W − PAIR
PRODUCTION AT LC WITH POLARIZED BEAMS
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Abstract
We explore the effects of neutrino and electron mixing with exotic heavy leptons
in the W -pair production within E6 models. We examine the possibility of uniquely
distinguishing and identifying such effects of heavy neutral lepton exchange from
Z − Z 0 mixing within the same class of models and also from analogous ones due to
competitor models with anomalous trilinear gauge couplings that can lead to very
similar experimental signatures at a Linear Collider.

Detailed examination of the process
e+ + e− → W + + W −

(1)

at the ILC allows to observe a manifestation of New Physics (NP) that may appear beyond
the Standard Model (SM). In the SM, the process (1) is described by the amplitudes
mediated by photon and Z boson exchange in the s-channel and by neutrino exchange
in the t-channel. This reaction is quite sensitive to both the leptonic vertices and the
trilinear couplings to W + W − of the SM Z and of any new heavy neutral boson or a new
heavy lepton that can be exchanged in the s-channel or t-channel, respectively. A popular
example in this regard, is represented by E6 models [1, 2]. Specifically, for the leptons we
shall limit ourselves to the case where the considered new fermions are doublets under
the gauge symmetry SU (2). We also assume that the new, “exotic” fermions only mix
with the standard ones within the same family (the electron and its neutrino being the
ones relevant to process (1)), which assures the absence of tree-level generation changing
neutral currents. The needed fermion mixing formalism has been introduced, e.g., in [3].
Basically, denoting by ν, e, N and E the mass eigenstates, the neutral current couplings
of leptons to Z and Z 0 can be written, respectively, as
0

0

0

0

ga0e = ga0e c21a + ga0E s21a ,

gae = gae c21a + gaE s21a ;

(2)

where f 0 ≡ e0 , E 0 are gauge-eigenstates, and a = L, R. Moreover, in Eq. (2) c1a = cos ψ1a
and s1a = sin ψ1a , with ψ1a the mixing angle between the two charged leptons.
The charged current couplings are given by:
E
GνL = c1L c2L − 2T3L
s1L s2L ;
N
E
GL = −s2L c1L − 2T3L
c2L s1L ;

E
GνR = −2T3R
s1R s2R ,
N
E
GR = −2T3R c2R s1R ,

(3)

and, analogously to (2), c2a = cos ψ2a and s2a = sin ψ2a refer to the mixing between the
neutral leptons.
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In turn, Z-Z 0 mixing is introduced through the relation
µ ¶ µ
¶µ ¶
Z1
Z
cos φ sin φ
=
,
−
sin
φ
cos
φ
Z2
Z0

(4)

where Z, Z 0 are weak-eigenstates, Z1 , Z2 are mass-eigenstates and φ is the Z-Z 0 mixing
angle.
As a class of models where lepton mixing and Z-Z 0 mixing can be simultaneously
present, we will consider in the sequel the case of E6 models. In these extended schemes,
the fermion couplings to Z are the familiar SM ones:
³ 0
´
0
0
f
gaf = T3a
− Qfem,a s2W gZ ,
(5)
with s2W = sin2 θW and gZ = 1/sW cW , and the couplings to Z 0 are:
gL0e

0

gL0E

0

0

gR0e = (A − B) gZ 0

= (3A + B) gZ 0 ;

0

= − (2A + 2B) gZ 0 ;
gR0E = (−2A + 2B) gZ 0 .
(6)
√
√
In Eq. (6): gZ 0 = gZ sW , A = cos β/2 6, B = 10 sin β/12, with β specifying the orientation of the U (1)0 generator in the E6 group space. The most commonly
models
´
³ consideredp
0
0
0
are Zχ , Zψ and −Zη models, which are specified by β = 0, π/2 and π − arctan 5/3 ,
respectively.
Finally, taking Eq. (4) into account, the leptons neutral current couplings to Z1 and
Z2 are, respectively:
f
g1a
= gaf cos φ + ga0f sin φ ;

f
g2a
= −gaf sin φ + ga0f cos φ.

(7)

Obviously, the SM case is reobtained when all (fermion and gauge boson) mixing angles
are put equal to zero.
Z 0 obtained from dilepton pair production at the LHC with
√ Current lower limits on M−1
s = 8 TeV and Lint ≈ 20 fb range in the interval ∼ 2.6 − 3.0 TeV, depending on the
particular Z 0 model being tested. Already these masses are too high for a Z 0 to be directly
seen at the ILC. However, even at such high masses, Z 0 exchanges can manifest themselves
indirectly via deviations of cross sections, and in general of the reaction observables, from
the SM predictions.
The polarized cross section for the process (1) can be written as [3]
¡
¢
·
¢¡
¢ dσ RL
¡
¢¡
¢ dσ LR
dσ PL− , PL+
1 ¡
=
1 + PL− 1 − PL+
+ 1 − PL− 1 + PL+
d cos θ
4
d cos θ
d cos θ
¸
RR
¡
¢¡
¢ dσ
¡
¢¡
¢ dσ LL
−
+
−
+
+ 1 + PL 1 + PL
+ 1 − PL 1 − PL
(8)
,
d cos θ
d cos θ
where PL− (PL+ ) are degrees of longitudinal polarization of e− (e+ ), θ the scattering angle of
the W − with respect to the e− direction. The superscript “RL” refers to a right-handed
electron and a left-handed positron, and similarly for the other terms. The relevant
+
+
−
polarized differential cross sections for e−
a eb → Wα Wβ contained in Eq. (8) can be
expressed as [3]
k=2
ab
X
dσαβ
(9)
=C
Fkab Ok αβ ,
d cos θ
k=0
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2
2
where C = παe.m.
βW /2s, βW = (1 − 4MW
/s)1/2 the W velocity in the CM frame, and the
helicities of the initial e− e+ and final W − W + states are labeled as ab = (RL, LR, LL, RR)
and αβ = (LL, T T, T√L), respectively. The Ok are functions of the kinematical variables
dependent on energy s, the scattering angle θ and the W mass, MW , which characterize
the various possibilities for the final W + W − polarizations (T T, LL, T L + LT or the sum
over all W + W − polarization states for unpolarized W ’s).
The Fk are combinations of lepton and trilinear gauge boson couplings, gW W Z1 and
gW W Z2 , including lepton and Z-Z 0 mixing as well as propagators of the intermediate
states. For instance, for the LR case the first term F0LR describes the contributions to the
cross section caused by neutrino ν and heavy neutral lepton N exchanges in the t-channel
while the second one, F1LR , is responsible for s-channel exchange of the photon γ and
the gauge bosons Z1 and Z2 . The interference between s- and t-channel amplitudes is
contained in the term F2LR . The RL case is simply obtained by exchanging L → R.
For the LL and RR cases there is only N -exchange contribution,

F0LL = F0RR =

¡ N e N e ¢2
1
2
rN
GL GR .
4
16sW

(10)

By “identification” we shall here mean exclusion of a certain set of competitive models, including the SM, to a certain confidence level. For this purpose, the double beam
polarization asymmetry, defined as
Adouble =

σ(P1 , −P2 ) + σ(−P1 , P2 ) − σ(P1 , P2 ) − σ(−P1 , −P2 )
,
σ(P1 , −P2 ) + σ(−P1 , P2 ) + σ(P1 , P2 ) + σ(−P1 , −P2 )

(11)

is very useful1 . Here P1 = |PL− |, P2 = |PL+ |, and σ(±P1 , ±P2 ) denotes the polarized
integrated cross section determined within the allowed range of the W − scattering angle
(or cos θ). From Eqs. (8) and (11) one finds for the Adouble of the process (1)
Adouble = P1 P2

(σ RL + σ LR ) − (σ RR + σ LL )
.
(σ RL + σ LR ) + (σ RR + σ LL )

(12)

We note that this asymmetry is only available if both initial beams are polarized.
It is important to also note that the SM gives rise only to σ LR and σ RL such that the
structure of the integrated cross section has the form
σSM =

¢¡
¢ LR ¤
¢¡
¢ RL ¡
1 £¡
.
+ 1 − PL− 1 + PL+ σSM
1 + PL− 1 − PL+ σSM
4

(13)

This is also the case for anomalous gauge couplings (AGC), and Z 0 -boson exchange (including Z-Z 0 mixing and Z2 exchange). The corresponding expressions for those cross
sections can be obtained from (13) by replacing the specification SM → AGC and Z 0 ,
respectively. Accordingly, the double beam polarization asymmetry has a common form
for all those cases:
Z0
AGC
(14)
ASM
double = Adouble = Adouble = P1 P2 = 0.48,
where the numerical value corresponds to the product of the electron and positron degrees
Z0
AGC
of polarization: P1 = 0.8, P2 = 0.6. Eq. (14) demonstrates that ASM
double , Adouble and Adouble
1

For details of the analysis and original references see [4].
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(a)

(b)
√

Figure 1: (a) Adouble vs. neutral heavy lepton mass mN at the ILC with s = 1 TeV, Lint = 1 ab−1 .
0

Z
AGC
The solid line corresponds to ASM
double = Adouble = Adouble . The error bands indicate the expected
uncertainty in the SM case at the 1-σ level. (b) Identification reaches at 95% CL obtained from a
combined analysis of polarized differential cross sections (PL− = ±0.8, PL+ = ∓0.6), and exploiting the
Adouble for mN = 0.6 TeV.

are indistinguishable for any values of NP parameters, AGC or Z 0 mass and strength of
SM
Z0
SM
Z-Z 0 mixing, i.e. ∆Adouble = AAGC
double − Adouble = Adouble − Adouble = 0.
On the contrary, the heavy neutral lepton N -exchange in the t-channel will induce
non-vanishing contributions to σ LL and σ¡ RR , and ¢thus force Adouble to a smaller value,
SM
2
Ne Ne 2
∆Adouble = AN
< 0 irrespectively of the simultanedouble − Adouble ∝ −P1 P2 rN GL GR
0
RL
ous lepton and Z-Z mixing contributions to σ and σ LR . A value of Adouble below P1 P2
can provide a signature of heavy neutral lepton N -exchange in the process (1). All those
features in the Adouble behavior are shown in Fig. 1(a), where we consider unpolarized W s.
e 2
Ne 2
The identification reach (ID) on the plane of heavy lepton coupling ((GN
L ) , (GR ) ) (at
2
95% C.L.) plotted in Fig. 1(b) is obtained from conventional χ analysis with Adouble .
Note that identification is possible in the region labeled as “ID”. The hyperbola-like limit
of the identification reach is due to the appearance of a product of the squared couplings
e 2
Ne 2
(GN
L ) and (GR ) in the deviation from the SM cross section, given by Eq. (10). It
should be stressed that the identification reach is independent of the Z 0 model assumed,
whereas the discovery reach is not.
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SPIN OBSERVABLES OF pd-SCATTERING WITHIN THE GLAUBER
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Abstract
The total polarized proton-deuteron cross section for the case of vector polarization of the incident proton ppy and tensor polarization Pxz of the deuteron target
provides a null test for the time-invariance violating but P-parity conserving effects.
The dedicated experiment is planned by the PAX collaboration at COSY at proton
beam energies 135 MeV. We use the Glauber theory for pd elastic scattering in order to calculate total polarized pd cross sections for T-even, P-even interaction and
estimate on this basis a part of the background of the planned measurement.

1

Introduction

CP violation established in physics of kaons and B-mesons leads to simultaneous violation
of CP and P-invariance. Under assumption of CPT-invariance this implies existence of
T-odd P-odd interactions. These effects are parametrized in the standard model by CP
violating phase of the Kabibo-Kabayashi-Maskawa matrix. Another source for T-odd Podd effects is the QCD θ-term, which can be related to electric dipole moments (EDM)
of elementary particles and atoms in their ground states.
On the contrary, time-reversal-non-invariant (T-odd) P-parity conserving (P-even)
flavor conserving interactions do not arise on the fundamental level within the standard
model, although can be generated as weak radiative corrections to the T-odd P-odd
interaction. Khriplovich found [1] that the relative strength of this interaction does not
exceed αT ∼ 2 × 10−6 . Furthermore, as mentioned in Ref. [2], if a T-odd and P-even term
arises from T-odd P-odd term, one should have one additional P-odd term in the effective
interaction, that leads to effective interaction with a coupling g ∼ M 4 G2F sin δ ∼ 10−10 ,
where δ is the CP-violating phase, GF is the Fermi constant and M is the nucleon mass.
On the other hand, much larger g is not excluded [2] as the low energy limit of some
unknown interaction. Existing experimental constraints on the T-odd P-even effects in
physics of nuclei are rather weak. So, test of the detailed balance performed for the
reactions 27 Al(p, α)24 M g and 24 M g(α, p)27 Al and complemented by numerous statistical
analyses of nuclear energy-level fluctuations leads to αT < 2 × 10−3 [3]. Another type
of experiment, i.e. polarized neutron transmission trough polarized 165 Ho target gives
αT ≤ 7.1 × 10−4 (or ḡρ ≤ 5.9 × 10−2 ) [4]. Here ḡρ is the T-odd P-even coupling constant
of the charged ρ-meson with the nucleon introduced in Ref. [5] to classify the T-odd Peven interactions in terms of boson exchanges. Charge symmetry breaking determined
as difference in scattering of polarized proton off unpolarized neutron p~n and polarized
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neutrons off unpolarized protons ~np gives αT ≤ 8 × 10−5 (or ḡρ < 6.7 × 10−3 ) [5]. One
should add that indirect estimation based on existing constraints on EDM gives αT ≤
1.1 × 10−5 (ḡρ ≤ ×10−3 ) [6].
The goal of the TRIC experiment [7] is the measurement of the total polarized cross
section σ
e of the proton-deuteron scattering with vector polarization of the proton ppy and
tenzor polarization of the deuteron Pxz (see below Eq. (2)). As was shown in Ref. [8], this
observable constitutes the null-test of T-odd P-even effects. The well known statement
on non-existence of null experiments [9] that would unambiguously test the time-reversal
invariance independently on dynamical assumptions holds for bilinear (in respect of the
reaction amplitude Ff i ) observables only and, therefore, does not include transmission
experiments which measure total cross sections, i.e. the linear in Ff i observables. Experiment [7] will be done at beam energy 135 MeV . The aim of this experiment is to improve
the results of previous measurement [4] on ~n167 Ho scattering by one order of magnitude.
In this case, detailed information on the ordinary T-even P-even spin observables at this
energy is required in order to determine magnitude of possible false-effects caused by pure
strong and Coulomb interaction due to non-ideal conditions of the experiment. So, one
has to know angular dependence of the spin-correlation parameters Cy,y , Cxz,y for elastic
scattering in forward hemisphere and the total polarized cross sections σ1 and σ3 (for
definitions see Eq.(2)). However, experimental data on these observables at this energy
are rather poor.
In the present work we use the Glauber theory [10] to calculate unpolarized differential
cross section and spin observables of the elastic pd scattering and total polarized pd cross
sections. The spin-dependent formalism of the pd-elastic scattering is recently developed
in Ref. [11]. The formalism includes full spin dependence of elementary pN-amplitudes and
S- and D-components of the deuteron wave function. We further develope the formalism to
calculate spin-correlation and spin-transfer parameters and account for Coulomb effects.
Furthermore, the formalism of Ref. [11] is developed for a non-Madison reference frame
and, therefore, cannot be applied straightforwardly to direct comparison with the existing
experimental data [12, 13] presented in the Madison-type reference frame. We properly
modify the formalism of Ref. [11] to provide comparison with the existing experimental
data [12, 13].

2

Results and discussion

T-even P-even interactions lead to the transition amplitude of pd scattering at zero degree
[14]
∗

∗

∗

∗

e0β F̂αβ eα = g1 [e e0 − (k̂e)(k̂e0 )] + g2 (k̂e)(k̂e0 ) +
∗

∗

∗

ig3 {σ[e × e0 ] − (σ k̂)(k̂ · [e × e0 ])} + ig4 (σ k̂)(k̂ · [e × e0 ]),

(1)

where e (e0 ) is the polarization vector of the initial (final) deuteron, k̂ is the unit vector
along the beam momentum, σ is the Pauli matrix, gi (i = 1, . . . , 4) are complex amplitudes. Adding to the right-hand side of Eq.(1) the T-odd P-even term in a very general
form g5 {(σ · [k̂ × e])(k · e0 ∗ ) + (σ · [k̂ × e0 ∗ ])(k · e)} and using the generalized optical
theorem, one can find the total cross section of the pd scattering as
d
eppy Pxz
,
σtot = σ0 + σ1 pp · pd + σ2 (pp · k̂)(pd · k̂) + σ3 Pzz + σ
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(2)
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Figure 1: Result of present calculation of spin observables Cxz,y (a), Cx,z (b), Cy,y (c) and
Cx,z (d) of the pd elastic scattering in comparison with the data [13] at 135 MeV: without
Coulomb (dashed line) and with Coulomb included (full).
where pp (pd ) is the vector polarization of the initial proton (deuteron) and Pzz and Pxz
are the tensor polarizations of the deuteron. The OZ axis is directed along the proton
beam momentum.
In Eq. (2) the terms σi with i = 0, 1, 2, 3 are non-zero only for T-even P-even interaction and the last term σ
e is non-zero if the T-odd P-even interaction effects occur. Thus,
this term constitutes the-null test signal of T-invariance violation with P-parity conservation. This term can be measured in transmission experiment as difference of counting
d
d
rates for the cases with ppy Pxz
> 0 and ppy Pxz
< 0.
The results of our calculations for unpolarized differential cross section, vector Ay and
tensor Aij analysing powers, spin correlations parameters Ci,j , Cij,k and spin-transfer co0
efficients Kji at 135 MeV and 250 MeV are in reasonable agreement with the available
experimental data at small scattering angles (< 30◦ ) and/or Faddeev calculations [12,13].
Some part of our calculations is shown in Fig. 1. Coulomb effects are taken into account within the single scattering mechanism. We found that Coulomb effects essentially
improve agreement with the data on the non-polarized differential cross section and vector analysing powers Apy and Ady at these energies at angles θcm ≤ 20◦ − 30◦ . The total
hadronic polarized cross sections σ1 and σ3 are calculated using the optical theorem,
whereas Coulomb effects are taken into account in the line of Ref. [15].
Let us consider possible false-effects. One source of these effects is connected with nonzero vector polarization of the deuteron pdy 6= 0 directed along the vector polarization of
the proton beam ppy . In this case the term σ1 ppy pdy in Eq. (2) contributes to the asymmetry
d
d
< 0 which is planned to be measured
> 0 and ppy Pxz
A corresponding to the cases ppy Pxz
in the TRIC experiment [7]. According to our calculation, at beam energy 135 MeV
the total cross sections are σ0 = 78.5 mb, σ1 = 3.7 mb, σ2 = 17.4 mb, and σ3 = −1.1
mb. Therefore, the ratio r = σ1 /σ0 is equal to ≈ 0.05. If the TRIC project is going to
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measure the ratio RT = σ
e/σ0 with an uncertainty about ≤ 10−6 (an upper limit for R),
then one can find from this ratio r that the vector polarization of the deuteron pdy has to
be less than ≈ 2 × 10−6 . When making this estimation, we assume that the ratio of the
background-to-signal is pdy σ1 /e
σ ∼ 10−1 .
Acknowledgements. We are thankful to D. Eversheim and Yu. Valdau for fruitful
discussion of the details of the TRIC project.
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Abstract
There are different methods for finding exoplanets such as radial spectral shifts,
astrometrical measurements, transits, timing etc. Gravitational microlensing (including pixel-lensing) is among the most promising techniques with the potentiality
of detecting Earth-like planets at distances about a few astronomical units from their
host star or near the so-called snow line with a temperature in the range 0 − 1000 C
on a solid surface of an exoplanet. We emphasize the importance of polarization
measurements which can help to resolve degeneracies in theoretical models. In particular, the polarization angle could give additional information about the relative
position of the lens with respect to the source.

Already before the discovery of exoplanets it was shown how efficient is gravitational
microlensing as a tool to search for extrasolar planets, including the low mass ones, even
at relatively large distances from their host stars. Later on, observations and simulations
gave the opportunity to confirm the robustness of conclusions. Exoplanets near the snow
line may be also detected with this technique. Moreover, in contrast with conventional
methods, such as transits and Doppler shift measurements, gravitational microlensing
gives a chance to find exoplanets not only in the Milky Way, but also in nearby galaxies,
such as the Andromeda galaxy [1, 2], so pixel-lensing towards M31 provides an efficient
tool to search for exoplanets and indeed an exoplanet might have been already discovered
in the PA-N2-99 event [1]. Since source stars for pixel-lensing towards M31 are basically
red giants (and therefore, their typical diameters are comparable to Einstein diameters
and the caustic sizes) one has to take into account the source finiteness effect. In the
case of relatively small size sources, the probability to have features due to binary lens
(or planet around star) in the light curves is also small since it is proportional to the
caustic area. Giant star sources have large angular sizes and relatively higher probability
to touch caustics [1]. In the paper we point out an importance of polarization observations
for microlensing event candidates to support (or reject) microlensing model and resolve
degeneracies of binary (exoplanetary) microlens models.
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Table 1: Exoplanets discovered with microlensing. 24 exoplanets have been found in 22 systems, in
particular, there are two exoplanets in OGLE-2006-BLG-109L (lines 5,6) and there are two exoplanets
in OGLE-2012-BLG-0026 (lines 18,19).

#

Star Mass (M¯ )

Planet Mass

Star–planet Separation (AU)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

0.63+0.07
−0.09
0.46 ± 0.04
0.22+0.21
−0.11
0.49+0.23
−0.29
0.51+0.05
−0.04
0.51+0.05
−0.04
0.64+0.21
−0.26
0.084+0.015
−0.012
0.30+0.19
−0.12
0.67 ± 0.14
0.38+0.34
−0.18
0.19+0.30
−0.12
0.56 ± 0.09
0.44+0.27
−0.17
0.67+0.33
−0.13
0.75+0.33
−0.41
0.26 ± 0.11
0.82 ± 0.13
0.82 ± 0.13
0.022 ± 0.002
0.44 ± 0.07
0.11 ± 0.01
0.025 ± 0.001
0.018 ± 0.001

830+250
−190 M⊕
(1100 ± 100)M⊕
5.5+5.5
−2.7 M⊕
+6.0
13−8.0 M⊕
(230 ± 19)M⊕
(86 ± 7)M⊕
20+7
−8 M⊕
3.2+5.2
−1.8 M⊕
260.54+165.22
−104.85 M⊕
28+58
−23 M⊕
50+44
−24 M⊕
2.6+4.2
−1.6 MJ
10.4 ± 1.7M⊕
2.4+1.2
−0.6 MJ
1.5+0.8
−0.3 MJ
3.7 ± 2.1MJ
0.53 ± 0.21MJ
0.11 ± 0.02MJ
0.53 ± 0.21MJ
1.88 ± 0.19MJ
2.73 ± 0.43MJ
9.2 ± 2.2M⊕
9.4 ± 0.5MJ
7.2 ± 0.5MJ

4.3+2.5
−0.8
(3.6 ± 0.2)
2.6+1.5
−0.6
2.7+1.7
−1.4
(2.3 ± 0.5)
4.5+2.1
−1.0
3.3+1.4
−0.8
0.66+0.19
−0.14
+3.2
0.72+0.38
−0.16 /6.5−1.2
+0.7
1.4−0.3
2.4+1.2
−0.6
1.8+0.9
−0.7
3.2+1.9
−0.5
1.0 ± 0.1/3.5 ± 0.5
2+3
−1
8.3+4.5
−2.7
2.72 ± 0.75/1.50 ± 0.50
3.82 ± 0.30
4.63 ± 0.37
0.88 ± 0.03
3.45 ± 0.26
0.92 ± 0.16
0.19 ± 0.01
0.31 ± 0.01

s

Since the existence of planets around lens stars leads to the violation of circular symmetry of lens system and, as a result, to the formation of fold and cusp type caustics, one
can detect extra peaks in the microlensing light curve due to caustic crossing by the star
source as a result of its proper motion.
A list of exoplanets detected with microlensing searches toward the Galactic bulge
is given in Table 1. For some planetary systems two probable regions for the planet-tostar distance are given due to the planet and star-lens parameter degeneracy, see rows
9, 14, 17 in Table 1. In these searches we have a continuous transition from massive
exoplanets to brown dwarfs, since an analysis of the anomalous microlensing event, MOA2010-BLG-073 has been done, where the primary of the lens is an M-dwarf with ML1 =
0.16 ± 0.03M¯ while the companion has ML2 = 11.0 ± 2.0MJ 1 , at a perpendicular distance
around 1.21 ± 0.16 AU from the host star, so the low mass component of the system
1

According to the definition of a ”planet” done by the working group of the International Astronomical
Union on February 28, 2003 has the following statement: ”... Objects with true masses below the limiting
mass for thermonuclear fusion of deuterium (currently calculated to be 13 Jupiter masses for objects of
solar metallicity) that orbit stars or stellar remnants are ”planets” (no matter how they formed)..”
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Figure 1:

All exoplanets found with different techniques until December 24, 2013, see
http://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu/exoplanetplots/.

is near a boundary between planets and brown dwarfs. It is remarkable that the first
exoplanet has been discovered by the MOA-I collaboration with only a 0.6 m telescope.
This microlensing event was also detected by the OGLE collaboration, but the MOA
observations with a larger field of view CCD, made about 5 exposures per night for
each of their fields. This was an important advantage and shows that even observations
with modest facilities (around 1 meter telescope size and even smaller) can give a crucial
contribution in such discoveries. Until now four super-Earth exoplanets (with masses
about 10M⊕ ) have been discovered by microlensing (see Table 1 and Fig. 1), showing
that this technique is very efficient in detecting Earth mass exoplanets at a few AU from
their host stars, since a significant fraction of all exoplanets discovered with different
techniques and located in the region near the so-called snow line (or the habitable zone)
found with gravitational microlensing. Some of these exoplanets are among the lighest
exoplanets see lines 3 and 8 in Table 1. For comparison, Doppler shift measurements
help to detect an Earth-mass planet orbiting our neighbor star a Centauri B. The planet
has an orbital period of 3.236 days and is about 0.04 AU from the star. Recently, a
sub-Mercury size exoplanet Kepler-37b has been discovered with a transit technique. It
means that the existence of cool rocky planets is a common phenomenon in the Universe.
Moreover, recently, it was claimed that around 17% of stars host Jupiter-mass planets
(0.3 − 10 MJ ), cool Neptunes (10 − 30M⊕ ) and super-Earths (10 − 30M⊕ ) have relative
abundances per star in the Milky Way such as 52% and 62%, respectively. Analysis
of Kepler space telescope data also shows that a significant fraction of all stars has to
have exoplanets. Pixel-lensing towards M31 may provide an efficient tool to search for
exoplanets in that galaxy [1], and indeed an exoplanet might be already discovered in the
PA-N2-99 event [1]. As it is well known the amplifications for a finite source and for a
point-like source are different because there is a gradient of amplification in respect of
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a source area. If the source size is rather small, the probability to produce features of
binary lens (or planet around star) is proportional to the caustic area. However, giant
stars have large angular sizes and relatively higher probability to touch planetary caustics
(see [1], for more details).
For point-like lens polarization could reach 0.1% while for binary lens it could reach
a few percent since the magnification gradient is much greater near caustics. It has been
shown that polarization measurements could resolve degeneracies in theoretical models
of microlensing events. Calculations of polarization curves for microlensing events with
features in the light curves induced by the presence of an exoplanet and observed towards
the Galactic bulge have been done [3, 4]. Here we emphasize that measurements of then
polarization angle could give additional information about the gravitational microlensing model.2 If polarization measurements are possible, in principle, one could measure
polarization as a function of direction for an orientation of polarimeter and an instant
for microlensing event. If a polarimeter is fixed one has an additional function of time
to explain observational data, but if a polarimeter could be rotated, polarization is an
additional function of direction at each instant. Such an information could help to resolve
degeneracies and confirm (or disprove) microlensing models for observed phenomena.
For instance, for a point-like lens the direction for the maximal polarization at the
instant when an amplification is also maximal (which is perpendicular to the line connecting star and lens) may allow to infer the direction of lens proper motion, thus allowing
to eventually pinpoint the lens in following observations. Even in the case of binary lens,
the orientation of polarization vector corresponds to the orientation of the fold caustic
(or more correctly to the tangent vector to the fold caustic at the intersection point with
the path of source), provided the source size is small enough.
In Fig. 2, the light curve, the polarization curve and the polarization angle are shown
for the OGLE-2005-BLG-169 event, where a binary system formed by a main sequence star
with mass M¯ ∼ 0.5 M¯ and a Neptune-like exoplanet with mass about 13 M⊕ is expected
from the light curve analysis. The event parameters are tE = 42.27 days, u0 = 1.24×10−3 ,
b = 1.0198, q = 8.6 × 10−5 , α = 117.0 deg, ρ∗ = 4.4 × 10−4 , where tE , u0 , b, q, α, ρ∗ are the
Einstein time, the impact parameter, the projected distance of the exoplanet to the host
star, the binary component mass ratio, the angle formed by the source trajectory and the
separation vector between the lenses, and the source star size, respectively (all distances
are given in RE units). The effect of the source transiting the caustic is clearly visible both
in the polarization curve (see the middle panel in Fig. 2) and in the flip of the polarization
angle (see the bottom panel). We would like to stress that the high peak magnification
(A ' 800) of the OGLE-2005-BLG-169 event leading to I-magnitude of the source about
13 mag at the maximum gives the opportunity to measure the polarization signal for such
kind of events by using present available facilities. In this case, polarization measurements
might give additional information about the caustic structure, thus potentially allowing to
distinguish among different models of exoplanetary systems. Recently, it was found that
a variable giant star source mimics exoplanetary signatures in the MOA-2010-BLG-523S
event. In this respect, we emphasize that polarization measurements may be helpful in
distinguishing exoplanetary features from other effects in the light curves.
The polarization curve and the polarization angle for the MOA-2008-BLG-310Lb event
is shown in Fig. 3. For this event it was expected the existence of a sub-Saturn exoplanet
2

We call polarization angle the angle which corresponds to a direction with the maximal polarization.
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Figure 2: Light curve (top panel), polarization curve (middle panel) and polarization angle (bottom
panel) for the OGLE-2005-BLG-169 event.

Figure 3: Light curve (top panel), polarization curve (middle panel) and polarization angle (bottom
panel) for the OGLE-2008-BLG-310 event.
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with mass m = 74 ± 17 M⊕ . The event parameters are tE = 11.14 days, u0 = 3. × 10−3 ,
b = 1.085, q = 3.31 × 10−4 , α = 69.33 deg, ρ∗ = 4.93 × 10−3 . In particular, the event is
characterized by large finite source effect since ρ∗ /u0 > 1, leading to polarization features
similar to those of single lens events. Nevertheless, in this case we can see the variability
in the polarization signal that arises when the source touches the first
p fold caustic at
t1 ' t0 − 0.07 days, the source enters the primary
lens
at
t
'
t
−
t
ρ2∗ − u20 days, the
2
0
E
p
source exits the primary lens at t3 ' t0 + tE ρ2∗ − u20 days and touches the second fold
caustic t4 ' t0 + 0.09 days.
Now there are campaigns of wide field observations by Optical Gravitational Lensing
Experiment (OGLE) and Microlensing Observations in Astrophysics (MOA) and a couple
of follow-up observations, including MicroFUN3 and PLANET4 . It is important to note
that small size (even less than one meter diameter) telescopes acting in follow-up campaigns contributed in discoveries of light Earth-like exoplanets and it is a nice illustration
that a great science can be done with modest facilities. As it was shown by [3] polarization measurements are very perspective to remove uncertainties in exoplanet system
determination and they give an extra proof for a conventional gravitational microlens
model with suspected exoplanets. Moreover, an orientation of polarization angle near
the maximum of polarizations (and light) curves gives information on direction of proper
motion in respect to gravitational microlens system which could include exoplanet. Such
an information could be important for possible further observations of the gravitational
lens system in future. The contribution is a short version of paper [5], where one can find
a more detailed references and discussion.
AFZ thanks organizers of DSPIN-13, especially prof. A.V. Efremov, for the kind
attention to our contribution, and acknowledges also a partial support of the NSF (HRD0833184) and NASA (NNX09AV07A) grants at NCCU (Durham, NC, USA).
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Abstract
The interplay of spins and orbital angular moments of the fermions play an
important role for the structure of the many-fermion systems like atoms, nuclei,
nucleons (baryons) or mesons. We start our study from the one-fermion eigenstates
of angular momentum represented by the spinor spherical harmonics. Afterwards
we study the properties of many-fermion states resulting from a multiple angular
momentum composition of the one-fermion states, giving the total angular momentum J = hLi + hSi, which is identified with the spin of the composite particle. We
demonstrate how the composition rules affect the relativistic interplay between the
sums of the spins hSi and orbital angular moments hLi of the constituents, which
collectively generate the spin of composite particle. It is suggested that in a relativistic case, when the masses of the constituent fermions are much less than their
energy (in the rest frame of the composite particle), then the spin of the composite
particle is dominated by the orbital angular moments hLi of the constituents, while
|hSi| ≤ J/3. A special attention is paid to the case J = 1/2 that is related e.g.
to the spin of proton generated by the composition of spins and orbital angular
moments of the quarks.

1

Eigenstates of angular momentum

The solutions of free Dirac equation represented by eigenstates of the total angular momentum (AM) with quantum numbers j, jz are the spinor spherical harmonics [1–3], which
in the momentum representation reads
µ √
¶
1
²
+
mΩ
(ω)
jl
j
p
z
√
|j, jz i = Φjlp jz (ω) = √
,
(1)
2² − ² − mΩjλp jz (ω)
where ω represents the polar and azimuthal angles (θ, ϕ) of the momentum p with respect
to the
p quantization axis z, lp = j ± 1/2, λp = 2j − lp (lp defines the parity), energy
² = p2 + m2 , and
 q

j+jz
Y
(ω)
lp ,jz −1/2
2j
 ; lp = j − 1 ,
Ωjlp jz (ω) =  q j−j
(2)
z
2
Y
(ω)
l
,j
+1/2
p
z
2j
 q

z +1
− j−j
Y
(ω)
lp ,jz −1/2
2j+2
 ; lp = j + 1 .
Ωjlp jz (ω) =  q j+j +1
z
2
Ylp ,jz +1/2 (ω)
2j+2
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j, jz
1 1
,
2 2
3 3
,
2 2
3 1
,
2 2
5 5
,
2 2

Pj,jz (ω)
1
3−3 cos 2θ
4
5+3 cos 2θ
4
45−60 cos 2θ+15 cos 4θ
64

Table 1: The examples of the distributions (8). The common factor 1/4π is omitted.
In a relativistic case the quantum numbers of spin and orbital angular momentum (OAM)
are not conserved separately, but only the total AM j and its projection jz = sz + lz can
be conserved. The complete wave function reads
Ψjlp jz (², ω) = φj (²) Φjlp jz (ω) .

(3)

The function φj (²) or its equivalent representation (7) is the amplitude of probability
that the fermion has energy ². In fact the main results in this note depend only on
the probability distribution a∗j (²) aj (²) via the parameters (16). The spinors (1) are
normalized as
Z
Φ+
(4)
j 0 lp0 jz0 (ω) Φjlp jz (ω) dω = δj 0 j δlp0 lp δjz0 jz ,
where dω =d cos θ dϕ. Then the normalization
Z
3
Ψ+
j 0 lp0 jz0 (², ω) Ψjlp jz (², ω) d p = δj 0 j δlp0 lp δjz0 jz

(5)

implies the condition for the amplitude φj ,
Z
φ∗j (²) φj (²) p2 dp = 1.

(6)

In the next discussion it will be convenient also to use the alternative representation,
which differs in normalization,
Z
φj (²)
aj (²) = √ ;
a∗j (²) aj (²) d3 p = 1.
(7)
2 π

1.1

Angular moments of one-fermion states

A few examples of the corresponding probability distribution
Z
+
Pj,jz (ω) dω = 1,
Pj,jz (ω) = Φjlp jz (ω) Φjlp jz (ω) ;

(8)

are given in Table 1. These distributions does not depend on the parameters ϕ and
lp = j ± 1/2. The lowest value j = 1/2 generates rotational symmetry of the probability
distribution, but for higher j = 3/2, 5/2, ... the distribution has axial symmetry only. The
states (1) are not eigenstates of spin and OAM; nevertheless, one can always calculate
the mean values of corresponding operators
¶
µ
¶
µ
∂
∂
1 σz 0
− py
.
(9)
, lz = −i px
sz =
0 σz
2
∂py
∂px
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The related matrix elements are given by the relations [4]:
Z
1 + (2j + 1) µ
hsz ij,jz = Φ+
jz ,
jlp jz sz Φjlp jz dω =
4j (j + 1)
µ
¶
Z
1 + (2j + 1) µ
+
hlz ij,jz = Φjlp jz lz Φjlp jz dω = 1 −
jz ,
4j (j + 1)

(10)

in which we have denoted

m
,
(11)
²
where the sign (±) corresponds to lp = j ∓ 1/2. The relations imply that in the nonrelativistic limit, when µ ' ±1, we get for signs (±) correspondingly,
´
³
½ 1− 1 j ¾
½ jz ¾
z
2j
2j
³
´
,
hl
i
(12)
hsz ij,jz =
=
z
j,jz
−jz
1
1 + 2(j+1)
jz
2(j+1)
µ=±

and in the relativistic case, when µ → 0, we have
hsz ij,jz

jz
=
,
4j (j + 1)

µ
hlz ij,jz =

1
1−
4j (j + 1)

¶
jz .

(13)

The last two relations imply
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯hsz ij,jz ¯ ≤

1
1
≤ ,
4 (j + 1)
6

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯hsz ij,jz ¯
1
1
¯
¯ ≤
≤ .
2
¯
¯
4j + 4j − 1
2
¯hlz ij,jz ¯

For the complete wave function (3), the relations (10) are modified as
Z
1 + (2j + 1) hµj i
hhsz iij,jz = Ψ+
s Ψjlp jz d3 p =
jz ,
jlp jz z
4j (j + 1)
µ
¶
Z
1 + (2j + 1) hµj i
+
3
hhlz iij,jz = Ψjlp jz lz Ψjlp jz d p = 1 −
jz ,
4j (j + 1)
where

Z
hµj i = ±

1.2

a∗j (²) aj (²)

m 3
d p,
²

|hµj i| ≤ 1.

(14)

(15)

(16)

Many-fermion states

The system of fermions (or arbitrary particles) generating the state with quantum numbers
J, Jz can be represented by the combination of one-particle states. For example the pair
of states j1 , j2 can generate the states
|(j1 , j2 )J, Jz i =

j1
X

j2
X

hj1 , jz1 , j2 , jz2 |J, Jz i |j1 , jz1 i |j2 , jz2 i ;

(17)

jz1 =−j1 jz2 =−j2

jz1 + jz2 = Jz ,

|j1 − j2 | ≤ J ≤ j1 + j2 ,
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(18)

where hj1 , jz1 , j2 , jz2 |J, Jz i are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, which are nonzero if the conditions (18) are satisfied. In this way one can repeat the composition and obtain the
many-particle eigenstates of resulting J, Jz
j1
X

|(j1 , j2 , ...jn )c J, Jz i =

j2
X

jn
X

...

jz1 =−j1 jz2 =−j2

cj |j1 , jz1 i |j2 , jz2 i ... |jn , jzn i ,

(19)

jzn =−jn

where the coefficients cj are a product of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
cj = hj1 , jz1 , j2 , jz2 |J3 , J3z i hJ3 , Jz3 , j3 , jz3 |J4 , Jz4 i ... hJn , Jzn , jn , jzn |J, Jz i .

(20)

Let us remark that the set j1 , j2 , ..jn does not define the resulting state unambiguously.
The result depends on the pattern of their composition, e.g.
(((j1 ⊕ j2 )J1 ⊕ j3 )J2 ⊕ j4 )J ,

(((j1 ⊕ j2 )J1 ⊕ (j3 ⊕ j4 )J2 )J3 ⊕ j5 )J ,

(21)

where Jk represent intermediate AMs corresponding to the steps of composition:
j 1 ⊕ j 2 = J1 ,

J1 ⊕ j3 = J2 ,

J2 ⊕ j4 = J.

(22)

Each binary composition ”⊕” is defined by Eq. (17). Different composition patterns are
in (19) symbolically expressed by the subscript c. Apparently, the number of patterns
increases with n very rapidly; however, in a real scenario with an interaction one can
expect their probabilities will differ. The case n = 3 will be illustrated in more detail
below.
¿From now we discuss only the composed states with resulting J = Jz = 1/2 (Jz =
−1/2 gives the equivalent results). The corresponding n-fermion state (n is odd)
Φc,1/2,1/2 (ω1 , ω2 , ..ωn ) = |(j1 , j2 , ...jn )c 1/2, 1/2i ,

(23)

Ψc,1/2,1/2 = φj1 (²1 ) φj2 (²2 ) ..φjn (²n ) Φc,1/2,1/2 (ω1 , ω2 , ..ωn )

(24)

or alternatively

generate the n-dimensional angular distribution
Pc (ω1 , ω2 , ..ωn ) = Φ+
c,1/2,1/2 Φc,1/2,1/2 ,

(25)

from which the corresponding average one-fermion distributions are obtained as
Z
pc,k (ωk ) =

Pc (ω1 , ω2 , ..ωn )

n
Y

dωi ,

(26)

i6=k

which gives [4]:
pc,k (ω) =
It follows that the distribution
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1
.
4π

(27)

Pc (ω) =

n
X

pc,k (ω) =

k=1

n
,
4π

(28)

which is generated by the state (23) has rotational symmetry similar to the distribution
P1/2,1/2 generated by the one-fermion state in Table 1. Therefore the angular probability
distribution Pc (ω) related to the state J = 1/2 has rotational symmetry regardless of
the number of involved particles. This rule suggests that e.g. in a nucleus J = 1/2,
the probability distribution of nucleons, separately for protons and neutrons, has in the
momentum space rotational symmetry. Spherical symmetry of probability distribution in
the momentum space apparently implies spherical symmetry in coordinate representation.
What can be said about the mean values of the spin and OAM contributions
hSz ic,1/2,1/2 = hsz1 + sz2 + ... + szn ic ,

hLz ic,1/2,1/2 = hlz1 + lz2 + ... + lzn ic ,
1
hSz ic,1/2,1/2 + hLz ic,1/2,1/2 = ,
2

(29)

corresponding to the state (23)? In the next we discuss this question in more detail for
the case n = 3.
1.2.1

Three-fermion states

There are three patterns for composition of the three AMs ja , jb , jc :
((ja ⊕ jb )Jc ⊕ jc )1/2 ;

abc = 123, 312, 231.

(30)

Corresponding states are
j1
X

Φc,1/2,1/2 (ω1 , ω2 , ω3 ) =

j2
X

j3
X

hja , jza , jb , jzb |Jc , Jzc i

(31)

jz1 =−j1 jz2 =−j2 jz3 =−j3

× hJc , Jzc , jc , jzc |1/2, 1/2i |j1 , jz1 i |j2 , jz2 i |j3 , jz3 i .
The conditions (18) give at most two possibilities for the intermediate values Jc , which
must satisfy
Jc = jc ± 1/2,
|ja − jb | ≤ Jc ≤ ja + jb .
(32)
At the same time it holds
jz1 + jz2 + jz3 = 1/2,

jza + jzb = Jzc .

(33)

In this way two possible values Jc in three patterns (30) give six possibilities to create
the state (31). Further, if we take into account two possible values lp = j ± 1/2 for each
one-fermion state in (31) and defined by (1), then in general the total number of generated
three-fermion states is 6 × 23 = 48. Due to orthogonality of the terms in sum (31) the
three-fermion mean values (29) are calculated as
hSz ic,1/2,1/2 =

j1
X

j2
X

j3
X

hja , jza , jb , jzb |Jc , Jzc i2

jz1 =−j1 jz2 =−j2 jz3 =−j3
× hJc , Jzc , jc , jzc |1/2, 1/2i2 (hsza i
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+ hszb i + hszc i)

(34)

j1

j2

j3

1
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
5
2
5
2
5
2
5
2
5
2

1
2
1
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
5
2
5
2
5
2

1
2
1
2
1
2
3
2
1
2
3
2
1
2
3
2
5
2

hSz i3
1+2µ̃
6

×

hSz i2
1+2µ̃
6

×

1+2µ̃
6
1+4µ̃
30

1+3µ̃
18
1+4µ̃
30

5+17µ̃
90
1+2µ̃
6
29+104µ̃
630
1+6µ̃
70

5+17µ̃
90
13+38µ̃
270
23+152µ̃
1890
1+6µ̃
70

×

×

hSz i1

1+2µ̃
6
−1
18
1+3µ̃
18
1+4µ̃
30
−5−4µ̃
90
−1+2µ̃
90
13+38µ̃
270
23+152µ̃
1890
1+6µ̃
70

hSz i3

1+2µ̃
6
−1
18
−1+6µ̃
90
1+4µ̃
30
−5−4µ̃
90
−1+29µ̃
630
−23+2µ̃
630
−1+8µ̃
210
1+6µ̃
70

hSz i2

1+2µ̃
6
−1
18
3+7µ̃
30
1+4µ̃
30
−5−4µ̃
90
−1+29µ̃
630
31+74µ̃
378
55+232µ̃
1890
1+6µ̃
70

hSz i1
1+2µ̃
6

×

3+7µ̃
30
1+4µ̃
30

×

41+134µ̃
630
31+74µ̃
378
55+232µ̃
1890
1+6µ̃
70

Table 2: Mean values hSz ic of three-fermion states |(j1 , j2 , j3 , Jc )1/2, 1/2i with Jc = jc − 1/2 and

Jc = jc + 1/2 (columns 4,5,6 and 7,8,9; c = 3, 2, 1) [see the first relation (32) and (34)]. The symbol ×
denotes configuration for which the second condition (32) is not satisfied.

and similarly for hLz ic,1/2,1/2 . Corresponding one-fermion values hsz.. i and hlz.. i are given
by the relations (10). The results for a set of input values j1 , j2 , j3 and lpk = jk − 1/2 are
listed in Table 2 and the results corresponding to remaining sets lpk = jk ± 1/2 are similar
and differ only in terms proportional to µ̃. Since
hSz ic,1/2,1/2 = − hSz ic,1/2,−1/2 ,

hSz ic,1/2,±1/2 + hLz ic,1/2,±1/2 = ±1/2,

we present only hSz ic ≡ hSz ic,1/2,1/2 . The meaning of the parameter µ̃ is as follows:
(1) If one assumes the same parameter µ (11) for the three fermions in the state (31),
then µ̃ = µ.
(2) In a general case, the complete wave function
Ψc,1/2,1/2 = φj1 (²1 ) φj2 (²2 ) φj3 (²3 ) Φc,1/2,1/2 (ω1 , ω2 , ω3 )

(35)

gives instead of (16) a more complicated expression [4]
µ̃ = fc (hµ1 i , hµ2 i , hµ3 i , j1 , j2 , j3 ) ,

(36)

where the parameters hµi i are defined by Eq. (16). The expression is simplified for
hµ1 i = hµ2 i = hµ3 i = hµi,
fc (hµi , hµi , hµi , j1 , j2 , j3 ) = hµi .

(37)

Obviously the many-fermion system with J = Jz = 1/2 can be treated as a composed
particle of the spin 1/2. This spin is generated by the spins and OAMs of the involved
fermions. The relative weights of the spin and OAM contributions vary depending not
only on the intrinsic values j1 , j2 , j3 and the pattern of composition, but also on the massmotion parameter µ̃. The data in the table suggest that for any configuration in the
relativistic limit µ̃ → 0, we have
1
(38)
|hSz i| ≤
6
similar to the case of the one-fermion states (14).
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The table illustrates a complexity of the AM composition even for only three fermions.
Is there a simple rule like (38) for n > 3? First, let us consider the composition
Ψc,1/2,1/2 = |(j1 , j2 , ...jn )c 1/2, 1/2i ,

(39)

where all one-fermion AMs are the same, ji = j (like the rows 1,4,9 in the table). The
corresponding spin reads
1 + (2j + 1) µ̃
(40)
hSz i =
8j (j + 1)
regardless of n and details of composition. The proof of this relation is given in [4]. Apparently for µ̃ → 0, the relation (38) is again satisfied. The situation with the composition of
different AMs is getting much more complex for increasing n. However, an average value
of the spin over all possible composition patterns of the state |(j1 , j2 , ...jn )c 1/2, 1/2i appears to safely satisfy (38). This is the case when there is no (e.g., dynamical) preference
among various composition patterns.
Let us illustrate a possible role of the composition patterns by the simple example
j1 , j2 , j3 = 1/2. Eq. (31) gives the three states corresponding to Jc = 1,
φabc
Ψabc,1/2,1/2 = √ (|−1/2, 1/2, 1/2i + |1/2, −1/2, 1/2i − 2 |1/2, 1/2, −1/2i) ,
6

(41)

where
φabc = φa (²a ) φb (²b ) φc (²c ) .

(42)

The indices abc define the composition in accordance with (30), and AM states are defined
correspondingly, |jza , jzb , jzc i. The other three states correspond to Jc = 0,
φabc
Ψabc,1/2,1/2 = √ (|1/2, −1/2, 1/2i − |−1/2, 1/2, 1/2i) .
2
The non-relativistic proton SU(6) wave function in a standard notation read:
½
1
1
1
√ |duu + udu − 2uudi × √ |↓↑↑ + ↑↓↑ −2 ↑↑↓i
|p ↑i = √
2
6
6
¾
1
1
+ √ |duu − udui √ |↓↑↑ − ↑↓↑i .
2
2

(43)

(44)

The comparison (41)−(43) with (44) suggests that the SU(6) wave function after substitution
φa (²a ) = u1 ,
φb (²b ) = u2,
φc (²c ) = d
can be obtained as the superposition of wave functions generated by the AM compositions
((u1 ⊕ u2 )J ⊕ d)1/2 ,

((d ⊕ u1 )J ⊕ u2 )1/2 ,

for J = 1, 2.
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((u2 ⊕ d)J ⊕ u1 )1/2

(45)

2

Conclusion

Our study was focused on the many-fermion system carrying spin J = 1/2, however the
relation (38) can be generalized for arbitrary spin J
|hSz i| ≤

J
3

(46)

provided that:
(1) the intrinsic motion of the fermions inside the system (composite particle) is relativistic (µ̃ → 0),
(2) mean value hSz i include an averaging over possible composition patterns (if the
number of fermions n ≥ 3)
The ratio µ̃ = hm/²i is of key importance, since it controls a ”contraction” of the
spin component (46) which is compensated by the OAM. It is a pure effect of relativistic
quantum mechanic. The obtained results for J = 1/2 have been applied to the description
of the proton spin structure in terms of the structure functions g1 and g2 in Ref. [4],
where we have suggested the proton studied at polarized deep inelastic scattering is an
ideal instrument for the study of this relativistic effect.
Acknowledgment: This work was supported by the project LG130131 of Ministry
of Education, Youth and Sports of the Czech Republic.
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Dedicated to the blessed memory
of Alexander Petrovich Bakulev
(25 June 1956 - 28 September, 2012)
Our friend and colleague, the well-known theorist Alexander Petrovich Bakulev, passed
away unexpectedly on September 28, 2012. This memorial section collects the reports
which are related to his various scientific activities and presents some of the obtained
results. It is by no means complete — it is rather a personal recollection.
Alexander (Sasha) Bakulev was born in Moscow on June 25, 1956 in a family with
deep academic traditions. He graduated with honors from the Physical Faculty of the
Moscow State University and completed in 1982 his postgraduate studies with a focus on
statistical physics. After the defence of his Ph.D. thesis, he joined the Central Institute of
Scientific Information (VINITI), where he worked as an editor of the physics department
until his untimely death.
The career of Sasha took a decisive turn through Prof. A.V. Radyushkin who introduced him into the subject of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). In the year 1992,
he became a member of Bogoliubov Laboratory of Theoretical Physics (BLTP), JINR,
which remained his home institution for the rest of his life. His work with Radyushkin was
successful. Their first publication [1] about the electromagnetic pion form factor (FF) is
now well-known in the community. In the year 2000 it was followed by another successful
common paper in collaboration with N. G. Stefanis on form factors in the space- and
time- like region [2].
During his work at the BLTP, Sasha authored and coauthored more than 60 articles in
peer-reviewed journals and proceedings’ contributions to international conferences. Sasha
developed during his career a strong scientific interest to various subjects in physics.
However, his main attention was devoted to the studies of strong interactions within
QCD. Indeed, working together with S. V. Mikhailov and N. G. Stefanis, he significantly
improved and extended the method of QCD sum rules with nonlocal condensates in their
applications to the meson form factors. This fruitful collaboration over a dozen of years
provided insight into the pion structure in terms of the leading-twist pion distribution
amplitude [3] — now with 135 citations in the arXiv. In a series of articles [4–6], Sasha
and his collaborators have been able to describe the important process γγ ∗ → π 0 in
good agreement with the experimental data using purely QCD without employing any
fit parameter. These works found positive response and recognition from the physics
community and have received two times the Second JINR Prize (2002 and 2013).
The other main subject in Sasha’s research concerned the use of Analytic Perturbation
Theory (APT), developed in the nineties by D.V. Shirkov and I.L. Solovtsov. Indeed, together with N.G. Stefanis and collaborators they applied APT with next-to-leading order
accuracy to the pion electromagnetic FF [7] and were able to minimize the dependence
on the renormalization-scheme and scale-setting parameters. In combination with the
non-factorizable part of FF, they were able to reproduce the existing experimental data
in a reasonable way. This work has found strong attention both by theorists and ex169

perimentalists and has currently 120 citations in the arXiv. Later A.P. Bakulev, S.V.
Mikhailov and N.G. Stefanis generalized the original APT to the case of a fractional index of the APT couplings, giving rise to Fractional Analytic Perturbation Theory (FAPT)
both for Euclidian [8] and Minkowski [9] spaces. Moreover, FAPT allows one to apply the
renormalization-group method to nonpower series of the strong couplings and to consider
a more general class of quantities in this framework [10]. This activity culminated in
Sasha’s review [11] on FAPT in the year 2009, which is still topical and will remain so for
the years to come.
Sasha has lived every instant of his life as being a gift from God — enthusiastically
and cheerfully. He was even able to transfer this positive spirit to all people around him,
making them forget their worries with his smile. He was always striving to be helpful to
his colleagues considering it as a kind of “mission”, though for him it was just his natural
way of life. Sasha will remain alive in our hearts.
Sergey V. Mikhailov and Nico G. Stefanis
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Abstract
Analytic perturbation theory (APT) and its fractional generalization (FAPT)
are the closed theoretical schemes without unphysical singularities and additional
phenomenological parameters which allow one to combine renormgroup (RG) invariance, Q2 -analyticity, compatibility with linear integral transformations and essentially incorporate nonperturbative structures. We provide a package “FAPT”
based on the system Mathematica for QCD calculations in the framework of Analytic approach, which are needed to compute analytic couplings up to four-loops of
RG running and to use it for both schemes: with fixed number of active flavours nf ,
Aν (Q2 ; nf ), Aν (s; nf ), and the global one with taking into account all heavy-quark
glob
2
thresholds, Aglob
ν (Q ), Aν (s). Applications of this package to Bjorken sum rule
higher-twist analysis considered.

1

Introduction

At a time when the precision of the Deep Inelastic Scattering data is being improved and
the subtle effects such as higher twists contributions become topical task of studying, the
improvement of the theoretical description of the low-energy QCD domain is necessary.
One of the directions of such improvement is based on the Analytic Perturbation Theory
and Fractional Analytic Perturbation Theory. The APT [1] yields a sensible description of
hadronic quantities in QCD, though there are alternative approaches to the singularity of
effective charge in QCD — in particular, with respect to the deep infrared region Q2 < Λ2 .
One of the main advantages of the APT analysis is much faster convergence of the APT
nonpower series as compared with the standard PT power series. The APT approach was
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applied to calculate properties of a number of hadronic processes (for a detailed review
see [2, 3] and references therein).
The generalization of APT for the fractional powers of an effective charge was done
in [4, 5]. The important advantage of FAPT in this case is that the perturbative results
start to be less dependent on the factorization scale. This reminds the results obtained
with the APT and applied to the analysis of the pion form factor in the O(αs2 ) approximation, where the results also almost cease to depend on the choice of the renormalization
scheme and its scale. The process of the Higgs boson decay into a bb̄ pair of quarks
was studied within a FAPT-type framework in [6] and within the FAPT in [5, 7]. The
results on the resummation of nonpower-series expansions of the Adler function of scalar
DS and a vector DV correlators within the FAPT were presented in [8]. The interplay
between higher orders of the perturbative QCD expansion and higher-twist contributions
in the analysis of recent Jefferson Lab data on the lowest moment of the spin-dependent
proton structure function, Γp1 (Q2 ), was studied in [9] using both the standard PT and
APT/FAPT. The FAPT technique was also applied to analyse the structure function
F2 (x) [10, 11] and xF3 [12], calculate binding energies and masses of quarkonia [13]. All
these successful applications of APT/FAPT necessitate to have a reliable mathematical
tool for extending the scope of these approaches. In this paper, we present the theoretical
background which is necessary for the running of Aν [L] and Aν [L] in the framework of
APT and its fractional generalization, FAPT, and which is collected in the easy-to-use
Mathematica package “FAPT” [14]. This task has been partially realized for APT as package QCDMAPT in [15]. We have organized “FAPT” in the same manner as the well-known
package “RunDec” [16]. A few examples of APT and FAPT applications are given.

2

Basic relations

Let us start with the standard definitions used in “FAPT” for standard PT calculations.
The perturbation theory in QCD in the region of space-like momentum transfer Q2 =
−q 2 > 0 is based on expansions in a series in powers of the running coupling αs (µ2 = Q2 ),
which is defined through equation
"
#
X̀
¡
¢2
¡
¢k
da(`) [L; nf ]
= − a(`) [L; nf ]
1+
ck (nf ) a(`) [L; nf ]
,
(1)
dL
k≥1
where nf is the number of active flavours, bk (nf ) are β-function coefficients [17], L =
ln(Q2 /Λ2 ) and Λ is the QCD scale, with the following notation: βf ≡ b0 (nf )/4π, a(`) (µ2 ; nf ) ≡
(`)
βf αs (µ2 ; nf ) and ck (nf ) ≡ bk (nf )/b0 (nf )k+1 .
In the one-loop approximation (ck (nf ) = bk (nf ) = 0 for all k ≥ 1) we have the wellknown solution a(1) [L] = 1/L with the Landau pole singularity at L → 0. In the two-loop
approximation (ck (nf ) = bk (nf ) = 0 for all k ≥ 2) the exact solution of Eq. (1) is also
known [18]
a(2) [L; nf ] =

−c−1
1 (nf )
1 + W−1 (zW [L])

−1−L/c1 (nf )
with zW [L] = −c−1
,
1 (nf ) e

where W−1 [z] is the appropriate branch of the Lambert function.
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(2)

The three- (ck (nf ) = bk (nf ) = 0 for all k ≥ 3) and higher-loop solutions a(`) [L; nf ] can
be expanded in powers of the two-loop one, a(2) [L; nf ] (see [19] for details):
X
¡
¢n
a(`) [L; nf ] =
Cn(`) a(2) [L; nf ] .
(3)
n≥1
(`)

The coefficients Cn can be evaluated recursively. As has been shown in [19], this expansion has a finite radius of convergence, which appears to be sufficiently large for all values
of nf of practical interest.
(`)
The `-loop solution αs (Q2 ) has an `-root singularity of the type L−1/` at L = 0, which
produces the pole as well in the `-order term d` αs` (Q2 ). This prevents the application of
perturbative QCD in the low-momentum space-like regime, Q2 ∼ Λ2 , with the effect that
hadronic quantities, calculated at the partonic level in terms of a power-series expansion
in αs (Q2 ), are not everywhere well defined.
(`)
(`)
The analytic couplings in the Euclidian Aν [L; nf ] and Minkowskian Aν [Ls ; nf ] do(`)
mains calculated in APT with the spectral densities ρν (σ; nf ) which enter into the
Källen–Lehmann spectral representation:
Z ∞ (`)
Z ∞
(`)
ρν (σ; nf )
ρν [Lσ ; nf ]
(`)
Aν [L; nf ] =
(4)
dσ
=
dLσ ,
σ + Q2
0
−∞ 1 + exp(L − Lσ )
Z ∞ (`)
Z ∞
ρν (σ; nf )
(`)
Aν [Ls ; nf ] =
dσ =
ρ(`)
(5)
ν [Lσ ; nf ] dLσ ,
σ
s
Ls
where spectral functions are
ρ(`)
ν [L; nf ] ≡

¡
¢ν
sin[ν ϕ(`) [L; nf ]]
1
Im αs(`) [L − iπ; nf ] =
.
π
π (βf R(`) [L; nf ])ν

(6)

In the one-loop approximation the corresponding functions have the simplest form
µ
¶
√
L
(7)
ϕ(1) [L] = arccos √
, R(1) [L] = L2 + π 2 ,
L2 + π 2
whereas at the higher-loop orders they have a more complicated form and and can not be
simply calculated.
We ³
developed ´
a package “FAPT” performs the calculations of the basic required
ν
(`)
(`)
(`)
objects: αs [L, nf ] , Aν [L, nf ] in Eq. (4) and Aν [L, nf ] in Eq. (5) up to the N3 LO
approximation with a fixed number of active flavours nf and the global one with taking
into account all heavy-quark thresholds (for more details and description of procedures
see [14]).

3

Applications to DIS

As an example of the APT application to DIS processes, we present the Bjorken sum
rule (BSR) analysis. The BSR claims that the difference between the proton and neutron
structure functions integrated over all possible values
Z 1
£ p
¤
p−n
2
g1 (x, Q2 ) − g1n (x, Q2 ) dx ,
(8)
Γ1 (Q ) =
0
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of the Bjorken variable x in the limit of large momentum squared of the exchanged
virtual photon at Q2 → ∞ is equal to gA /6, where the nucleon axial charge gA =
1.2701 ± 0.0025 [17]. Commonly, one represents the Bjorken integral in Eq. (8) as a
sum of perturbative and higher twist contributions
Γp−n
(Q2 )
1

·
¸ X
∞
gA
µp−n
2i
2
=
1 − ∆Bj (Q ) +
.
2i−2
6
Q
i=2

(9)

The perturbative QCD correction ∆Bj (Q2 ) has a form of the power series in the QCD
running coupling αs (Q2 ). At the up-to-date four-loop level in the massless case in the
modified minimal subtraction (MS) scheme, for three active flavors, nf = 3, it looks
like [20]
2
2
2
2
3
2
4
2
∆PT
Bj (Q ) = 0.3183 αs (Q ) + 0.3631 αs (Q ) + 0.6520 αs (Q ) + 1.804 αs (Q ).

(10)

The perturbative representation (10) violates analytic properties due to the unphysical
singularities of αs (Q2 ). To resolve the issue, we apply APT. In particular, the four-loop
2
APT expansion for the perturbative part ∆PT
Bj (Q ) is given by the formal replacement
2
∆PT
Bj (Q ) =

X

ck αsk (Q2 )

⇒

2
∆APT
Bj (Q ) =

X

ck Ak (Q2 ) .

(11)

k≤4

k≤4

Previously, a detailed higher-twist analysis of the BSR in the framework of APT
performed in [21, 9], where best convergence of both the higher orders and higher-twist
series, week µ-scale and loops dependence in Eq. (11) and as a main result a satisfactory
description of the BSR data down to Q ∼ Λ ' 350 MeV were founded.
In this paper we concentrate on the application of the FAPT approach by the example
of the RG-evolution of the non-singlet higher-twist µ4p−n (Q2 ) in Eq. (9). The evolution
p−n
of the higher-twist terms µp−n
(Q2 ) in the
6,8, ... is still unknown. The RG-evolution of µ4
standard PT reads
·
¸ν
αs (Q2 )
16
4
p−n
p−n
2
2
µ4,P T (Q ) = µ4,P T (Q0 )
,
ν
=
γ
/
(8πβ
)
,
γ
=
C
,
C
=
.
(12)
0
0
0
F
F
αs (Q20 )
3
3
In the framework of FAPT the corresponding expression reads as follows:
(1)

p−n
2
2
µp−n
4,AP T (Q ) = µ4,AP T (Q0 )

Aν (Q2 )
(1)

Aν (Q20 )

.

(13)

The best fits for µp−n
(Q20 ) taking into account the corresponding RG-evolution with Q20 =
4
2
1 GeV as a normalization point and without the RG-evolution presented in Table 1.
We do not take into account the RG-evolution in µ4p−n for the standard PT calculations
and compare with FAPT since the only effect of that would be the enhancement of the
Landau singularities by extra divergencies at Q2 ∼ Λ2 , whereas at higher Q2 ∼ 1 GeV2
the evolution is negligible with respect to other uncertainties. One can see from Table 1
that the fit results become more stable with respect to Qmin variations, which reduces the
theoretical uncertainty of the BSR analysis.
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Table 1: Results of higher twist extraction from the JLab data on BSR with inclusion
and without inclusion of the RG-evolution of µ4p−n (Q2 ) normalized at Q20 = 1 GeV2 .
Method
NNLO APT
no evolution
NNLO APT
with evolution

4

Q2min , GeV2
0.47
0.17
0.10
0.47
0.17
0.10

µp−n
/M 2
4
−0.055(3)
−0.062(4)
−0.068(4)
−0.051(3)
−0.056(4)
−0.058(4)

µ6p−n /M 4
0
0.008(2)
0.010(3)
0
0.0087(4)
0.0114(6)

µ8p−n /M 6
0
0
−0.0007(3)
0
0
−0.0005(8)

Summary

To summarize, APT provides a natural way for the coupling constant and related quantities. These properties of the coupling constant are the universal loop-independent infrared
limit and weak dependence on the number of loops. At the same time, FAPT provides an
effective tool to apply the Analytic approach for RG improved perturbative amplitudes.
This approaches was used in many applications.
The singularity-free, finite couplings Aν (Q2 ), Aν (s) appear in APT/FAPT as analytic
images of the standard QCD coupling powers αsν (Q2 ) in the Euclidean and Minkowski
domains, respectively. In this paper, we presented the theoretical background, used in
a package “FAPT” [14] based on the system Mathematica for QCD calculations in the
framework of APT/FAPT, which are needed to compute these couplings up to N3 LO of
the RG running.
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This talk is dedicated to the memory
of our friend and colleague Aleksander Bakulev.
Abstract
The approach of the calculation the transition formfactors (TFF))of pseudocsalar mesons, based on axial anomaly, is discussed. It is shown that in this approach
TFF can be obtained both in space- and timelike regions. Obtained results are in
good agreement with experiment.

Transition form factors (TFF)of pseudoscalar mesons are investigated in a very large
number of paper, particularly in the framework of light cone sum rules [1–5], also by
use of the flatlike modifications of the distribution amplitude [6, 7], and various other
approaches, like a chiral quark model [8] and many others. In this talk we will discuss an
new approach to investigate TFF of π 0 , η, η 0 mesons by use of the axial anomaly [9, 10].
The approach, based on relatively less known form of axial anomaly - the dispersion representation of it (see [11] for real photon case and [12–14] for virtual photons) allow one
to describe the pseudoscalar mesons TFF at all Q2 , even beyond the QCD factorization.
The talk is based on our papers [15–17]. At the end of the talk we discuss a little the
analytical continuation of our approach to time-like region.
The axial anomaly in QCD results in a non-vanishing divergence of axial current in
the chiral limit. While singlet axial current acquires both electromagnetic and gluonic
(3)
anomalous terms, diagonal components of the octet of axial currents, i.e., isovector Jα5 =
¯ α γ5 d) and octet J (8) = √1 (ūγα γ5 u + dγ
¯ α γ5 d − 2s̄γα γ5 s) axial currents
√1 (ūγα γ5 u − dγ
α5
2
6
acquire an electromagnetic anomalous term only.
The vector-vector-axial triangle graph amplitude, where the axial anomaly occurs,
contains an axial current Jα5 and two electromagnetic currents
Z
Tαµν (k, q) = d4 xd4 ye(ikx+iqy) h0|T {Jα5 (0)Jµ (x)Jν (y)}|0i,
(1)
where k and q are the photons’ momenta. In what follows, we limit ourselves to the case
when one of the photons is on-shell (k 2 = 0).
Considering the unsubtracted dispersion relations, which result in the finite subtraction for the axial current divergence, one obtains the ASRs [13]:
Z ∞
1
(a)
Nc C (a) , a = 3, 8,
(2)
A3 (s, q 2 ; m2i )ds =
2π
0
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where Nc = 3 is a number of colors, C (3) = 3√1 2 and C (8) = 3√1 6 are charge factors, mi
are quark masses and A3 is the imaginary part of the invariant amplitude at the tensor
structure kν εαµρσ k ρ q σ in the variable (k + q)2 = s > 0. The ASR (2) has a remarkable
property – both perturbative and nonperturbative corrections to the integral are absent1 .
The perturbative corrections are excluded because of the Adler-Bardeen theorem [18],
while the nonperturbative corrections are also absent, as is expected from ’t Hooft’s
principle. ’t Hooft’s principle in its original form [19] implies that the anomalies of the
fundamental fields are reproduced on the hadron level. In the dispersive approach this
means the absence of the corrections to the dispersive sum rules.
(a)
Let us stress that the spectral density A3 (s, Q2 ; m2 ) itself can have both perturbative
and nonperturbative corrections (however, the first-order correction ∝ αs is zero in the
R ∞ (a)
1
massless limit [20]), while the integral 4m2 A3 (s, Q2 ; m2 )ds equals exactly 2π
Nc C (a) .
In what follows, we consider the case when one of the photons is real (k 2 = 0) while
the other is real or virtual (Q2 = −q 2 ≥ 0).
Let us start with isovector case.
Saturating the three-point correlation function (1) with the resonances, singling out
the lower one (pion) contribution and absorbing the higher resonances contributions by
R ∞ (3)
the “continuum” term s(3) A3 (s, Q2 ; m2 ), we get the following (exact) relation
0
Z ∞
1
(3)
2
2
(3)
πfπ Fπγ (Q ; m ) =
Nc C −
A3 (s, Q2 ; m2 )ds.
(3)
(3)
2π
s0
(a)

a
a
Here the coupling (decay) constants fM
are defined as h0|Jα5 (0)|M (p)i = ipα fM
, and
∗
the form factors FM γ of the transitions γγ → M are defined as
Z
d4 xeikx hM (p)|T {Jµ (x)Jν (0)}|0i = ²µνρσ k ρ q σ FM γ .
(4)
(3)

The lower limit s0 of the integral has a sense of the interval of the duality of a pion
(also often it is cold “continuum threshold”), Though it can be estimated from two-point
sum rules (supposing, us usual, this parameter be the same for different 2 and 3-point
correlator), but it can be determined directly from the ASR, as we will discuss later. The
(3)
contribution to the spectral density A3 (s, Q2 ; m2 ) for given flavor q is [13],
¶
µ
e2q
1
1+R
(q)
2
2
2
2
A3 (s, Q ; mq ) =
,
(5)
Q R + 2mq ln
2π (Q2 + s)2
1−R
q
4m2
2
where R(s, mq ) = 1 − s q .
From (3), (5), neglecting the quark mass, we obtain for the pion TFF,
(3)

1
s0
.
Fπγ (Q ; m ) = √
(3)
2
2 2π fπ s0 + Q2
2

2

(6)

The ASR are valid for all Q2 , so our result (6) is also valid for all photon virtualities from zero to infinity. As we see, in the massless limit, the spectral density (5) is
proportional to δ(s) at Q2 = 0, so the continuum term in the ASR (3) goes to zero.
1

In the case of the singlet channel (a = 0), this property is violated because of the gluonic anomaly.
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This corresponds to the well-known fact, that for the case of two real photons anomaly
is saturated by pion only. From the other side for virtual photon case anomaly is not
saturated by pion (it contribution quickly decreases), but with all infinite range of axial
and pseudoscalar resonances, i.e. it become pure collective effect.
If we suppose, us usual, that duality region weekly depend on Q2 (to be constant at
(3)
first approximation), then s0 can be determined directly√from the high-Q2 asymptotic of
as
ASR. QCD factorization in this limit predicts Q2 Fπγ
= 2fπ [21], so the. high-Q2 limit
(3)
of (6) immediately leads to s0 = 4π 2 fπ2 = 0.67 GeV2 . This expression, substituted in (6)
with, gives
4π 2 fπ2
1
,
(7)
Fπγ (Q2 ; 0) = √
2 2π 2 fπ 4π 2 fπ2 + Q2

Q2 FΠΓ , GeV

so it proves the Brodsky-Lepage interpolation formula for the pion TFF [22], which was
later confirmed by Radyushkin [23] in the approach of local quark-hadron duality.
Let us stress that in this way we found that it is
0.4
a direct consequence of the anomaly sum rule (which
0.3
is an exact nonperturbative QCD relation). Let me
(3)
0.2
also note, that obtained value of s0 = 0.67 GeV2 is
very close to those from two-point correlation function
0.1
(3)
analysis (s0 = 0.75 GeV2 ) [24]. The result for pion
TFF(6) together with the data from the CELLO [25],
0.0
0
10
20
30
40
CLEO [26], BABAR [27] and Belle [29] collaborations
Q2, GeV2
is shown on Fig.1 by dashed line.
One can see, that while the anomaly predicted pion Figure 1: Pion TFF with and withTFF is in good agreement with CLEO, CELLO and out correction (solid and dashed curves
correspondingly).
Belle results, but strongly contradict to BABAR result
at large Q2 . In our papers [16, 17] by use of pure dimension arguments it is shown, that
possible nonperturbative contribution to spectral density of dimension 4 and higher can
not resolve this contradiction with BABAR data. It was shown, that if BABAR data are
correct, then unavoidably contribution of non OPE operator of dimension 2 should exist
and the possible form of such contribution was offered. Then equation (6) modified as
BABAR
BELLE
CLEO
CELLO

(3)
h
i
1
s0
λQ2
Q2
Fπγ (Q2 ) = √
1
+
(ln
+
σ)
.
(3)
(3)
2
2
2 2π 2 fπ s(3)
+
Q
s
+
Q
s
0
0
0

(8)

where λ and σ are dimensionless parameters.
The fit of (8) to the whole set of data (CLEO+CELLO+Belle+BABAR)) gives λ =
0.12, σ = −2.5 with χ2 /d.o.f. = 0.9 (d.o.f. = 35). The plot of Q2 Fπγ for these
parameters is depicted in Fig.1 as a solid curve.
Let us emphasize that the correction (second term in brackets in 8) requires a log Q2
term in spectral density A3 itself and this is rather nontrivial requirement.
Finally we can conclude that if one do not suppose some new physics, than anomaly
based result for pion TFF are in agreement of BELLE results at large Q2 and contradict
to BABAR data. If BABAR data is taken into account then anomaly indicate on the
existence of contribution of dimension 2 operator. I would like to stress that our conclusion
is in agreement of the extremely careful analysis done in [2, 3], where it was shown, that
BABAR data can not be explained within usual OPE expansion.
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The derivation of ASR for the octet channel, is like those for the isovector case we
discuss before. In this case again only the electromagnetic anomaly gives a contribution
and the gluonic anomaly is absent. However, in comparing to the isovector channel, here
we have some differences. First, due to significant mixing in η–η 0 system, the η 0 meson
contributes to the octet channel. Since η 0 decays into two real photons, it should be taken
into account explicitly along with the η meson. Second, the strange mass contribution to
(8)
spectral density in the octet channel A3 in not negligible, but numerically is rather small,
so in this paper we restrict ourselves to the leading approximation, where the quark mass
corrections are neglected. Then treating the ASR in the same way as for the isovector
channel gives
(8)

fη8 Fηγ (Q2 )

+

fη80 Fη0 γ (Q2 )

1
s0
= √
,
(8)
2
2 6π s0 + Q2

(9)

(8)

where s0 is a continuum threshold (duality region)in the octet channel. It can be found
in the same way as we discuss before for the isovector channel , i.e considering the limit
of large Q2 . Then one can then found
√
(8)
s0 = 4π 2 ((fη8 )2 + (fη80 )2 + 2 2[fη8 fη0 + fη80 fη00 ]).

(10)

Substituting (10) into (9) we can express the TFF directly in the terms of coupling
constants without any free parameter. In order to found not only linear combination
but the TFF Fηγ and Fη0 γ separately, one can use widely discussed in the literature (see,
¯
e.g., [28]) hypothesis that the TFF of the nonphysical state |qi ≡ √12 (|ūui + |ddi)
is
2
2
related to the pion form factor as Fqγ (Q ) = (5/3)Fπγ (Q ). The states |qi and |si ≡ |s̄si
are assumed to be expressed in terms of the physical states |ηi, |η 0 i via the quark-flavor
mixing scheme 2
|qi = cos φ|ηi + sin φ|η 0 i, |si = − sin φ|ηi + sin φ|η 0 i.

(11)

Then one can relate the form factors:
5
Fπγ = Fηγ cos φ + Fη0 γ sin φ.
3
Now, incorporating this hypothesis into our approach, one can get
(3) √
(8)
1 s0 sin φ
5
s
0 ( 2fs cos φ − fq sin φ)
2
+ 2
,
Fηγ (Q ) =
(3)
2
12π 2 fs fπ
4π fs s(8)
s0 + Q2
0 +Q
(3) √
(8)
5
1 s0 cos φ
s0 ( 2fs sin φ + fq cos φ)
2
Fη0 γ (Q ) =
−
,
(3)
2
12π 2 fs fπ
4π 2 fs s(8)
+
Q
s0 + Q2
0
(3)

(12)

(13)
(14)

(8)

where s0 = 4π 2 fπ2 , s0 = (4/3)π 2 (5fq2 − 2fs2 ).
The plot of Eqs. (13), (14) with constants from our analysis [17] fq = 1.20fπ , fs =
1.65fπ , φ = 38.1◦ in comparison with experimental data is shown in Fig.2. One can
observe a reasonably good agreement with the experimental data. For the decay constants
of Ref. [30] one also gets a good description.
2

Let me remind that quark-flavor mixing scheme is characterized by 3 parameters - constants fq , fs
and mixing angle φ (see [30])
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ÈFΠΓ Hq2LFΠΓ H0LÈ

FMΓ Q2, GeV

BABAR, Η
The agreement with the experimental data may
0.4 BABAR, Η’
CLEO, Η
indicate that the effect of a strong anomaly for the
CLEO, Η’
0.3
¯ state is small and the strong anomaly
√1 |ūu + ddi
2
predominantly appears in the s̄s channel.
0.2
Finally let me say a little about time-like region of
0.1
photon virtuality (q 2 > 0). As it was shown in the pa0.0
per [31], due to the fact, that ASR (2) do not depend
0
10
20
30
40
2
Q2, GeV2
of q , one can relatively easy make analytical continuation of this relation from space-like region (q 2 < 0) Figure 2: Combinations F Q2 (blue
ηγ
to the time like region (q 2 > 0), and then fulfilled our solid line) and Fη0 γ Q2 (red dashed line).
approach directly in time like region and obtain the
4
TFFf at q 2 > 0. Surprisingly, the relation for TFF
2
(6), (13), (14) remains the same (clearly Q become
3
negative). For example, the predictions for pion and
η mesons TFF are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 The
2
upper and low boundaries on Fig. 4 correspond to
1
uncertainty of the mixing scheme parameters (taken
from [17] and [30]). One can see a good agreements
0
-4
-2
0
2
4
with present experimental data.
2
2
q , GeV
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Figure 3: Pion TFF.
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COMPARING VACUUM AND HADRONIC HIGHER TWISTS
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Abstract
The similarity between non-local vacuum condensstes and TMDs of hadrons
ais explored. The role of infinite sum of higher twists in inclusive (Bjorken sum
rule in DIS) and semi-inclusive (SIDIS) processes is stressed. The hadronic D-term
is compared to vacuum energy density (cosmological constant) and similarity of
inflation and annihilation is suggested. The strangeness polarization due to axial
anomaly is discussed.

1

Introduction

Higher twist (HT) corrections are very important for the applications of QCD at low
scales. They correspond to the matrix elements of composite operators between the
vacuum and hadronic states. These cases essentially differ as there is no longitudinal
momentum in vacuum (and the twist basically reduces to dimension). Still one may look
for the similarity between vacuum HTs and transverse degrees of freedom of hadronic
HTs. In particular, I will address a case of non-local vacuum condensates (NLVC) and
Transverse-Momentum Dependent Parton Distributions (TMDs) as their analogs.
Sasha Bakulev (together with Anatoly Radyushkin) made a crucial contribution [1] to
the development and applications of the NLVC. Few years ago I discussed with him (only
briefly, unfortunately) the possible relations between them and TMDs and he reacted
with enthusiasm and encouragement, as he usually did. Like all of us, I am badly missing
him and his judgment today.
The important property of NLVCs and TMDs is the appearance of infinite sums [2] of
HTs. TMDs may be considered [3] as a (partial) sum of all HTs tower, while transverse
moments (where Bessel moments [5] should naturally appear because transverse space is
2-dimensional) correspond [4] to definite twists.
The more simple case of all-twists relevance is that of (spin-dependent) DIS in realphoton limit, when contact with low-energy theorems (GDH sum rules) may be achieved
[6]. Originally, this was realized by matching of the HT expansion in inverse powers
of Q2 (where QCD perturbative expansion in logQ2 was also included [7]) and ”chiral”
expansion in positive powers of Q2 . It is also possible [2] to represent HT series in integral
form, incorporating the analytic properties of virtual Compton amplitude. Even in its
simplest version it leads to the rather accurate description of Bjorken sum rule at all Q2 .
It is interesting, that vacuum analog of so-called Polyakov-Weiss D-term [8] in generalized parton distributions (GPDs) is represented by nothing else than cosmological
constant. The observed definite (negative) sign of D-term may, in turn, be interpreted
as a positive ”effective” cosmological constant in the annihilation channel of respective
gravitational formfactor establishing the relation between inflation and annihilation.
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2

Resumming HT in spin-dependent DIS

Let us consider as a case study the lowest non-singlet moment of spin-dependent proton
and neutron structure functions g1p,n defined as
Z 1
p−n
2
Γ1 (Q ) =
dx g1p−n (x, Q2 ) ,
(1)
0

with x = Q2 /2M ν, the energy transfer ν, and the nucleon mass M . We imply the elastic
contribution at x = 1 to be excluded, since the low-Q2 behavior of “inelastic” Γp−n
(Q2 ),
1
i.e. the Bjorken Sum Rule (BSR), is constrained by the Gerasimov-Drell-Hearn (GDH)
sum rule, which allows us to investigate continuation of the Bjorken integral Γ1p−n (Q2 ) to
low Q2 scales. As all the higher twists contributions are divergent when Q2 → 0, only
infinite sum may be matched to GDH value. Let us consider the series
2

S(Q ) =

∞
X

an (

1

M2 n
) ,
Q2

(2)

which may correspond either to non-perturbative part (HT) of Γ1 or to I1 = 2M 2 Γ1 /Q2
proportional to photoabsorption cross-sections constrained by GDHSR. By making the
crucial step and representing an as a moments
Z ∞
f (x)xn−1 ,
(3)
an =
−∞

the sum of HTs can be recasted as
Z

∞

f (x)M 2
S(Q ) =
dx 2
.
Q − xM 2
−∞
2

(4)

Such a representation in terms of moments may be compared to the similar one when
the standard leading twist partonic expression is derived. The later, besides the nice
physical pictture, may be justified by correct analytical properties of virtual Compton
amplitude, having s and u cuts produced by respective poles (at LO) and cuts in the
partonic subprocess.
The similar arguments may be applied for HT resummation. If analytical properties
of S(Q2 ) are represented by the cut residing at Q2 ≤ 4m2 (m being the mass of the
lightest particle in the respective channel) , the integration in (3) should be limited to
(−∞, −4m2 /M 2 ). If the function f (x) has a definite sign it leads to the alternating HT
series. Moreover, even for sign-changing f (x) the series will be typically alternating unless
fine-tuning of f is imposed.
It is crucially important that the leading twist contribution and respective perturbative
(logarithmic) corrections has the same analytic properties, leading to the same properties
of the full amplitude. This naturally selects the modified Analytic Perturbation Theory
(APT) [9] which was successfully applied for the description of BSR [10]. These studies
manifested the duality between the HT and perturbative corrrections, so that HT decreased at NLO etc. Let me conjecture here, that the ”real” HT should correspond to the
piece which cannot be absorbed to perturbative series due to is asymptotic nature.
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One may now continue S to Q2 = 0 which is defined by first inverse moment
Z

−4m2 /M 2

S(0) = −

dx
−∞

f (x)
.
x

(5)

Its sign will typically coincide with that of the first term of the series.
The derivatives of S at Q2 = 0 are defined by higher inverse momentss,say
Z
0

−4m2 /M 2

S (0) = −

dx
−∞

f (x)
.
M 2 x2

(6)

If one neglect m (which corresponds to minimal APT in the perturbative part) this
integral may diverge at x ∼ 0. This divergence may be used to cancel the infinite slope
of minimal APT contribution requiring that f (x) ∼ ρpert (s = M 2 x) for x ∼ 0. This
divergence is absent in the recently elaborated Massive Perturbation Theory (MPT [11],
where Q2 → Q̃2 = Q2 + Mgl2 ) which together with the VDM form of HT contribution
2
2
/(Q2 + MHT
) lead to the reasonable description of BSR down to rather low Q2 .
MHT
Note that VDM form of HT perfectly fits to (4) with the delta-function spectral
density1 while MPT expression has also the correct analytic properties provided relevant
”gluonic mass” Mgl ≥ ΛQCD .
At the same time, the attempt to match the MPT description with GDHSR fails. The
reason is obvious: the (average) slope of Γp−n
(Q2 ) at low Q2 is several times larger than
1
the one following from GDHSR. This clearly supports the ”two-component” approach [6]
where slope is decomposed to the sum of ”fast” rapidly decreasing component due to
structure function g2 and ”slow” component due to structure function gT = g1 + g2 , which
for BSR provides the slope [7] enhanced by factor µpA /((µnA )2 − (µpA )2 ) ∼ 4 determined by
proton and neutron anomalous magnetic moments.
It is therefore natural to combine MPT analysis with approach [6]. The fast component
contribution is controlled by Butrkardt-Cottingham sum rule free from any corrections.
GDH sum rule allows to relate HT and gluon masses (appearing to be close) so that
there is single free parameter remained. The one-parameter fits [2] lead to the reasonable
description of the data with the quality increasing with taking into account NLO MPT [11]
and modifications of spectral density (4),

3

Hadronic vs vacuum matrix elements

3.1

Transverse Momentum Dependent Distributions and vacuum condensates

The TMDs can be conveniently defined [4] in coordinate (impact parameter) space. The
representative case is Boer-Mulders function (in order to avoid consideration of gauge
links/gluonic poles one may consider [4] Collins fragmentation function having the same
Lorentz structure) when transverse coordinate is selected by the chiral-odd Dirac structure
hP |ψ̄(0)σ µν ψ(z)|P i = M (P µ z ν − P ν z µ )I(z · P, z 2 )
1

(7)

The similar VDM form related to axial anomaly was discussed at this conference also in the talks of
A. Oganesian.
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Here the z 2 -dependence corresponds to kT dependence in momentum space and contains
all twists. The definite twists may be extracted by the expansion in Taylor series
2

I(z · P, z ) =

∞
X
n=0

∂n
I(z · P, z 2 )|z2 =0 ,
n!∂z 2n

(8)

which in the momentum space corresponds to the transverse moments of TMD. Note that
the lowest twist is 3, which is seen from the appearance of factor M in the r.h.s. of (7). In
the momentum space this factor is shifted to the denominator, as the transverse moment
is taken over dkT2 /M 2 [4].
Note that the expansion in z 2 may be performed only after the subtraction of the singular terms in z 2 , which in the collinear factorization are absorbed to coefficient function.
For TMDs they constitute the power-like tail, after subtraction of which all the transverse
moments became finite, indicating the Gaussian distributions.
The described situation is rather similar to non-local vacuum condensates (see [1] and
Ref. therein) where one is dealing with vacuum matrix element
h0|ψ̄(0)ψ(z)|0i = h0|ψ̄(0)ψ(0)|0iF (z 2 ).

(9)

The Taylor expansion of F selects the local condensates of definite dimension, corresponding to the moments of suitably chosen Fourier transformed function being the complete
analog of TMD. Note that subtraction of singular terms is performed here by subtraction
of the perturbative contribution corresponding to quark propagator.
Generally, the hadronic matrix elements differ from the vacuum ones by the presence
of essentially pseudo-Euclidian hadron momentum. At the same time, the Euclidian
transverse dynamics may be more vacuum-like.

3.2

D-term and cosmological constant

Let us discuss one more interesting example of interplay between hadronic and vacuum
matrix elements. It corresponds to so-called Polyakov-Weiss D-term [8] (appearing in
analyticity based analysis as a subtraction constant [12]) whose moment is related to
quadrupole gravitational formfactor
hP + q/2|T µν |P − q/2i = C(q 2 )(g µν q 2 − q µ q ν ) + ...

(10)

where gravitoelectric and gravitomagnetic formfactors [15] are dropped. C has definite
(positive) sign in all the known cases including hadrons [8](where also general stability
arguments are discussed), photons [13], Q-balls [14].
For vacuum matrix element one has the famous cosmological constant
h0|T µν |0i = Λg µν

(11)

One may relate this matrix element in 2-dimensional transverse space orthogonal to P
and q, so that effective 2-dimensional cosmological constant is
Λ = C(q 2 )q 2

(12)

The positive C leads to negative cosmological constant in the scattering process and to
positive one in the annihilation process.
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Note that scattering in the one-graviton approximation is similar to the motion of test
particle in the classical gravitational field described by the solution of Einstein equation:
the graviton propagator is related to their l.h.s., while the energy-momentum tensor of
scattering particle corresponds to their r.h.s. The Born cross-section obciously contains
the full information about the deflection angle θ dependence on the impact parameter b
|

db2
dσ
|=
.
dθ
πdθ

(13)

Moreover, the ratio of helicity-flip and non-flip cross-section may be also calculated from
the Born amplitude [16]. Passing to annihilation channel of one graviton exchange corresponds to exploration of crossing invariance and quantum effects for the produced particles while keeping the gravity on the classical level. The attracting possibility is to relate
this process to Big Bang and inflation, The relation between annihilation and inflation!
may not be so surprising due to known similarity between inflation and Schwinger pair
production in the electric field [17].
The effective cosmological constant (12) corresponds to 2-dimensional space orthogonal
to vectors ∆ (which is purely time-like in the c.m. frame) and P which is purely spacelike. It is of course very interesting whether real cosmological constant in our Universe
may be understood as emerging from annihilation at extra dimensions. Qualitatively this
is similar to brane cosmology, and one should stress that in the suggested scenario Big
Bang is due to one-graviton annihilation. The specification of extra-dimensional states
providing the cosmological constant of mass dimension 4 remains to be investigated.

4

Conclusions

The analyticity property continues to play the major role in developing of QCD approaches
to low scale processes, being of most experimental interest. It allows one to justify the
representation of infinite sums of higher twists contributions, providing, in particular, the
accurate description of Bjorken Sum Rule data at low Q2 .
The infinite series of higher twists are required to transverse momentum dependent
parton distributions, having deep similarity to non-local vacuum condensates.
The vacuum/hadron matrix elements similarity allows to describe one-graviton annihilation as effective 2-dimensional cosmological constant, and this may be geberalized to
describe in a similar way cosmological constant in our Universe as emerging from onegraviton annihilation at extra dimension, which is the picture of a Big Bang in such a
case.
Acknowledgment This work is supported in parst by RFBR grants 12-02-00613 and
13-02-01060.
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RESULTS ON THE TRANSVERSE DOUBLE SPIN
√ ASYMMETRIES IN
THE ELASTIC pp-SCATTERING AT s = 200 GeV
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Abstract
We present a new precise result on the transverse double spin asymmetries AN N
√
and ASS in the proton-proton elastic scattering at s = 200 GeV and very small momentum transferred. The data set includes about 20 million elastic events obtained
in a run with dedicated optics by the STAR experiment at RHIC. The obtained
preliminary values of AN N ∼ ASS ∼ 5 · 10−3 are small but distinguishable from
zero.

One of the puzzles left in the Regge theory is that of odderon — a hypothetical
counterpart of pomeron with odd charge parity. This Regge trajectory also does not
vanish with energy and produces amplitudes which are 90 degrees rotated relative to
pomeron ones. A visible effect of its existence could be sizable transverse double spin
asymmetries AN N and ASS [1]. Nevertheless a careful estimation of the possible effect
done later by T.L. Trueman [2] showed that it was not large and precise measurements
are required.
Proton-proton elastic scattering at very small momentum transfer is described by the
interference of the Coulomb and nuclear amplitudes (CNI region). The nuclear contribution is believed to be dominated by the classical pomeron exchange [3]. In this case no
double spin flip amplitude is present in the nuclear term and only very small double spin
asymmetries can be expected due to the electromagnetic component. The manifestation
of non-negligible transverse double spin effects can point to possible contributions of other
exchanges to the scattering amplitude [1, 2].
In terms of the helicity amplitudes, describing elastic scattering of identical spin-onehalf particles, transverse double spin asymmetries are given as [4–6]:
¤
4π £
dσ
2
∗
∗
=
2|φ
|
+
Re(φ
φ
−
φ
φ
)
,
5
2
4
1
3
dt
s2
4π
dσ
=
Re(φ∗1 φ2 + φ∗3 φ4 ) .
ASS
2
dt
s

AN N

(1)

It would be more convenient for us to rewrite these equations in the form:
¤ 4π
AN N + ASS dσ
4π £
2
∗
φ
)
≈ 2 Re(φ∗+ φ2 ) ,
=
|φ
|
+
Re(φ
2
5
1
2
dt
s2
s
¤
AN N − ASS dσ
4π £
4π
2
∗
=
|φ
|
−
Re(φ
φ
)
≈
−
Re(φ∗+ φ4 ) ,
5
4
3
2
2
2
dt
s
s
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(2)

Spin-non-flip amplitude φ+ is reasonably well known from unpolorized data [7] and single
spin-flip amplitude φ5 was already found compatible with zero in this experiment [8], so
measurement of (AN N + ASS )/2 and (AN N − ASS )/2 gives us a direct knowledge of double
spin-flip amplitudes φ2 and φ4 correspondingly. Amplitude φ4 is kinematically suppressed
and should vanish when t → 0 , while amplitude φ2 can exist at t = 0. This fact is
reflected in the standard parametrization of these hadronic amplitudes via dimensionless
relative amplitudes r2 and r4 :
=
= 2r2 Imφ+ and φhad
φhad
4
2

−t
r4 Imφ+ .
m2

(3)

The spin-dependent cross section, which is measured in the experiment, is also naturally expressed as a function of the same combinations (AN N +ASS )/2 and (AN N −ASS )/2:
µ
·
¶¸
d2 σ dσ
AN N +ASS AN N −ASS
2π
=
1+(PB +PY )AN cosϕ+PB PY
+
cos2ϕ , (4)
dtdφ dt
2
2
where PB and PY are RHIC colliding beams polarizations. From this equation one can see
that the term with (AN N + ASS )/2 has no angular dependence and can be calculated only
from the cross section difference between parallel and anti-parallel spin combinations.
Such a measurement requires a good luminosity normalization and the normalization
uncertainty directly contributes to the systematic error, providing equal false asymmetry.
Details of the normalization are in the contribution by D. Svirida to these proceedings [9].
This analysis uses the same data set and the same elastic event selection as in the already published results on the single spin asymmetry AN [8]. Raw double spin asymmetry
as a function of azimuthal angle ϕ is given by the equation:
ε2 (ϕ) = ε02 + ε002 cos 2ϕ =

(K ++ (ϕ) + K −− (ϕ)) − (K +− (ϕ) + K −+ (ϕ))
,
(K ++ (ϕ) + K −− (ϕ)) + (K +− (ϕ) + K −+ (ϕ))

(5)

where K by (ϕ) = N by (ϕ)/Lby are normalized event counts in a certain small bin of azimuthal angle ϕ for certain spin combinations in ’blue’ and ’yellow’ beams b, y = + or −.
The plot of the raw double spin asymmetry ε2 for the whole t-range is shown in fig. 1.
The results obtained for each of 5 tranges of the experiment are plotted in
fig. 2. All points of (AN N − ASS )/2 (the
bottom panel) do not deviate from zero
more than by two standard errors and the
deviations are of different signs. The average is well compatible with zero. However slight negative slope can be imagined
in the (−t) dependence of the data, but it’s
difficult to state that it bears any physics
meaning. On the contrary, (AN N + ASS )/2
(the top panel) is significantly below zero
Figure 1: The raw double spin asymmetry ε2 for
and the absolute values are of the order of the whole t-range. STAR preliminary.
5 · 10−3 . The distribution is approximately
flat and the average is more than 6 standard deviations from zero. The three most important contributions to the systematic error come from background subtraction, luminosity
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normalization and beam polarization. The problem with the background is that though
the background itself is very small (0.51% in average) it has quite different bunch structure, violating luminosity normalization, which makes it effectively highly polarized. This
error is uncorrelated for different t-intervals. It was estimated for each point individually
and added to statistical error in quadrature. The systematic error coming from the luminosity normalization of 8.4 · 10−4 [9] is illustrated by the bar at the bottom of the panel.
The product of the beam polarizations was PB PY = 0.372 ± 0.052, resulting in 14% scale
uncertainty. The preliminary asymmetries averaged over the whole t-range of the data:
(AN N + ASS )/2 = â0.0051 ± 0.0006(stat) ± 0.0012(sys)
(AN N − ASS )/2 = 0.0005 ± 0.0009(stat) ± 0.0006(sys).
This result is compatible with the measurements at
√ RHIC polarized hydrogen jet, where
AN N was measured in the fixed target mode at s = 6.8 and 13.7 GeV [10], but our
result has higher precision.

Figure 2: Double spin asymmetries as function of the 4-momentum transferred t. (AN N + ASS )/2 - the
top panel. (AN N − ASS )/2 - the bottom panel. STAR preliminary.

Confidence ellipses of the relative amplitudes r2 and r4 obtained in the fits to (AN N +
ASS )/2 and (AN N − ASS )/2 correspondingly are shown in fig. 3. A small negative Imr2
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is observed with Rer2 and r4 compatible to zero. The (AN N + ASS )/2 obtained is small
but different from zero. Its module is larger than the theory prediction in the absence of
odderon, but its sign and t-dependence are different from the predictions which include
odderon contribution [2].

Figure 3: One-σ confidence regions for relative amplitudes r2 (the top panel) and r4 (the bottom panel).
STAR Preliminary.
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Abstract
The PHENIX spin program utilizes polarized proton collisions in the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at Brookhaven National Laboratory to study the
spin structure of the proton. We study different aspects of the nucleon spin structure by using longitudinally and transversely polarized beams and measuring single and double asymmetries for a variety of channels (e.g. pions, photons, and
muons), primarily at center of mass energies of 200 and 500 GeV. Topics include
the measurement of anti-quark helicity distribution functions via W production, the
measurement of gluon helicity distribution functions, and the investigation of different mechanisms for the generation of transverse single spin asymmetries. We have
reached an era of high enough luminosity and polarization (RHIC-II) to begin our
investigation of low cross-section channels, such as the W. In this paper, I present
selected recent results and discuss future prospects.

1

Proton Spin Structure at PHENIX

The PHENIX spin program has three major thrusts aimed at a detailed understanding
of the spin structure of the proton’s spin: (1) the measurement of the first moment of
the spin dependent gluon distribution ∆g(x ), (2) the measurement of the transversity
and Sivers distributions, and (3) the flavor separation of the quark and anti-quark sea
(∆q and ∆q̄). The RHIC accelerator has steadily progressed to the high luminosity and
polarizations required for detailed studies of the proton spin structure (see Tables 1 & 2),
and we have now entered the RHIC II luminosity era.
Table 1: PHENIX Longitudinally Polarized Runs.
Year
2003 (Run 3)
2004 (Run 4)
2005 (Run 5)
2006 (Run 6)
2006 (Run 6)
2009 (Run 9)
2009 (Run 9)
2011 (Run 11)
2012 (Run 12)
2013 (Run 13)

√

s
200 GeV
200 GeV
200 GeV
200 GeV
62.4 GeV
500 GeV
200 GeV
500 GeV
500 GeV
500 GeV

Recorded L
0.35 pb−1
0.12 pb−1
3.40 pb−1
7.50 pb−1
0.08 pb−1
10.0 pb−1
14.0 pb−1
16.7 pb−1
30.0 pb−1
150.0 pb−1

Polarization
27%
40%
49%
57%
48%
40%
57%
48%
52%
55%
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FoM P4 L
1.9 nb−1
3.1 nb−1
200 nb−1
790 nb−1
4.2 nb−1
260 nb−1
1400 nb−1
880 nb−1
2200 nb−1
14000 nb−1

FoM P2 L

1600 nb−1
3800 nb−1
8100 nb−1
45500 nb−1

Table 2: PHENIX Transversely Polarized Runs.
Year
2001 (Run 2)
2005 (Run 5)
2006 (Run 6)
2006 (Run 6)
2008 (Run 8)
2012 (Run 12)

√

s
200 GeV
200 GeV
200 GeV
62.4 GeV
200 GeV
200 GeV

Recorded L
0.15 pb−1
0.16 pb−1
2.70 pb−1
0.02 pb−1
5.20 pb−1
9.20 pb−1

Polarization
15%
47%
51%
48%
46%
58%

FoM P2 L
3.4 nb−1
35 nb−1
700 nb−1
4.6 nb−1
1100 nb−1
3100 nb−1

The PHENIX detector has a high rate capability utilizing a fast DAQ and specialized
triggers, high granularity detectors, and good mass resolution and particle identification
at the sacrifice of acceptance. Detection of π 0 , γ, and η utilize the finely grained central
arm electromagnetic calorimeter (|η|<0.35) and forward muon piston calorimeter (MPC)
[3.1<|η|<3.8 (3.9) South (North)], charged pion detection uses the drift chamber and ring
imaging Cherenkov detector, and J/ψ are detected with electrons in the central spectrometer (|η|<0.35) and muons in our forward spectrometer consisting of Muon ID and Muon
Tracker (1.2<|η|<2.4).

2

Gluon Polarization

PHENIX can measure ∆g, the gluon contribution to the proton spin, through multiple
channels covering a wide range of xg leading to a robust measurement. ∆g is extracted
from measurements of the double spin longitudinal asymmetry (ALL ) for these various
channels:
σ++ − σ+−
1 N++ − RN+−
ALL =
=
σ++ + σ+−
Pb Py N++ + RN+−
where ++ denotes same sign helicity, +− denotes opposite sign helicity of colliding
bunches, and ALL is comprised of measurements of the beam polarization (Pb , Py ), helicity dependent particle yields (N), and the relative luminosity (R=L+− /L++ ). The relative
luminosity is measured and evaluated by two global detectors, the BBC and ZDC which
cover different pseudo-rapidity regions (3.1<|η|<3.9 and |η|>6.6 respectively).
Extraction of ∆g(x ) is based on a next-to-leading order (NLO) perturbative Quantum
Chromodynamics (pQCD) framework, which has successfully described RHIC unpolarized
cross section data [1]. RHIC π 0 ALL results have been used in a NLO global fit (DSSV)
of polarized parton densities [2]. While the results were found to be consistent with zero
in the accessed range of the gluon momentum fraction, the more recent higher statistics
data that include the 2009 data may indicate a non-zero ∆g(x ) (see Fig. 1).
Currently, the main limitations are on the relative luminosity uncertainty, which is
expected to be improved for the Run 9 final analysis, limited gluon x range probed
and a poor sensitivity to the shape of ∆g(x ) as several process contribute to inclusive
hadron production at mid rapidity (principally gluon-gluon and quark-gluon scattering).
The x -range is being widened by measurements at different center-of-mass energies and
measurements in the forward direction. Additionally, correlation measurements, e.g.,
di-hadrons, will help better constrain the kinematics and hence determine the shape of
∆g(x ). While some of these measurements have begun, their impact will be felt with the
higher luminosity RHIC data and upgrades, particularly in the forward direction.
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Figure 1: Double helicity asymmetry in inclusive π0 production at 200 GeV as a function of pT from
runs 5, 6 and 9; dashed line corresponds to the DSSV global fit [2]. The data points tend to be above the
curve corresponding to the DSSV fit, possibly indicating a non-zero ∆g in the kinematic range measured
(0.02<x<0.3).

3

Sea Quark Helicity

The production of W bosons in 500 GeV p+p collisions provides a novel technique to
extract the light quark and anti-quark polarizations through the measurement of longitudinal single spin asymmetries. W boson production selects the quark flavors through
their charge. Additionally, it selects only one helicity of nearly massless quarks (lefthanded helicity for quarks and right-handed helicity of anti-quarks) due to the maximally
parity-violating nature of the weak interaction. Experimentally, we measure AL of W+
and W− bosons via their decay lepton, as the sign of the decay lepton tags whether it
came from a W+ or W− . We measure the decay leptons inclusively, which smears out the
distinction of the quark and antiquark contributions as a function of rapidity due to the
fixed helicity of the (anti)neutrino. While it enhances the forward-backward separation
of the quarks and anti-quarks for negative leptons it is mixed for positive leptons. We are
therefore most sensitive to the anti-quark polarization via measurement of AL (W− ) in the
backward direction. However, ultimately we are still sensitive to anti-quark polarizations
with enough statistics through the measurement of AL (W+ ) in the central region.
First PHENIX results on the cross section and helicity asymmetry in W production at
mid-rapidity in polarized p+p collisions at 500 GeV from run 9 have been published [3].
The cross section was found to be consistent with theoretical expectations and we have
observed a non-zero parity-violating asymmetry in W production via the electrons in the
central arm from Run 9, 11, and 12, although the limited statistics do not yet allow for us
to clearly distinguish between different scenarios of anti-quark polarization in the proton
(see Fig. 2).
PHENIX implemented an upgrade, including the addition of resistive plate chambers
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Figure 2: (left) W cross sections at 500 GeV compared to expectations based on higher energy data.
(right) Preliminary positive and negative W single spin asymmetries measured in 500GeV p+p collisions
during Run 9, 11, and 12 via electrons in the PHENIX central arms. The lines represent models with
different assumptions for the polarized anti-quark polarizations.
H!(RPCs) and an upgrade of the front-end
electronics from the existing muon trackers, facilitating the selection of forward and
backward high momentum muons. Preliminary results from Run 12 are shown in
Fig. 3. Run 13 produced a significantly
increased luminosity and the muon trigger provided sufficient rejection to sample
all W-events. The data is currently under
analysis and is expected to yield a signifi¯
cant constraint on ∆ū and ∆d.

4

Transverse spin effects

Measured transverse spin asymmetries
may have contributions from transversely Figure 3: Preliminary positive (left) and negative
asymmetric kT quark distributions (the (right) forward W single spin asymmetries measured
in 500 GeV p+p collisions during Run 11 via muons
Sivers effect), spin-dependent fragmenta- in the PHENIX forward spectrometer. The lines reption functions (the Collins effect), and resent models with different assumptions for the poquark-gluon field interference (Twist-3). larized anti-quark polarizations.
The Sivers effect is related to the orbital angular momentum of the gluons and
quarks in the proton and the Collins effect
allows access to the transversity distribution, δq, which is a fundamental parton distribution function of the transverse polarization of quarks in a transversely polarized nucleon.
The measurement of multiple channels in different kinematic regions are needed to disentangle the effects.
Fig. 4 shows the transverse single spin asymmetries at mid-rapidity for π 0 and η-mesons
as measured in the PHENIX central arms. Compared to previous published results [4],
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Figure 4: AN at mid-rapidity for π 0 and η-mesons.

Figure 5: AN in the forward and backward direction for π 0 ’s at 62.4 GeV (left) and η-mesons at 200
GeV (right).

the reach for π 0 has been extended to over 10 GeV/c, the statistical uncertainties have
been reduced by a factor of over 20 at low pT , and results for η-mesons are new. All midrapidity asymmetries are consistent with zero, leading to constraints on the gluon-Sivers
effect as the gg and qg process are dominant and the transversity effect is suppressed [5].
Results are presented in Fig. 5 for neutral pions as function of xF in the forward
and backward directions using the Muon Piston Calorimeter (MPCs). The asymmetry
scales with xF , which is consistent with earlier observations from other experiments at
lower center-of-mass energies [6]. The backward asymmetries are consistent with zero.
PHENIX has also measured transverse asymmetries of η-mesons in forward rapidities
with significant non-zero values for xF > 0, see Fig. 5. They are comparable to the
asymmetries of the π 0 in the same kinematic range, where there may be variations due to
the isospin dependence, the fragmentation process, and the different masses. Backward
asymmetries are close to being zero, although averaged over the whole xF < 0 range they
currently appear to be about 2σ positive.
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In order to separate the various possible effects, PHENIX will measure asymmetries
of different particles and particle correlations with greater precision in the near future.
Correlations between particles at mid and forward rapidities will access certain partonic
momentum ranges. The measurements require large luminosities and improved trigger.

5

Future Prospects

In the near term, PHENIX is adding a preshower tracker in front of the forward MPCs,
allowing for π 0 rejection for the measurement of prompt photons. A measurement of the
prompt photon AN at xF >0 will provide key information about the process dependence
of transverse momentum dependent parton distribution functions (TMDs) and provide
a measurement of the quark Sivers effect [7, 6]. In the longer term, the PHENIX experiment is proposing to replace the current PHENIX spectrometer at mid-rapidity with
sPHENIX [9], which also frees up space to allow for the possible addition of a spectrometer, fsPHENIX, in the forward direction (1<|η|<4) capable of measuring electrons,
photons, and hadrons. It is being designed to measure jet correlations/structure and
Drell-Yan. The measurements would allow the separation of Sivers & Collins and test
TMD parton distribution factorization and universality. A subsequent upgrade adding an
electron detector in the opposite direction would further evolve sPHENIX into a detector for inclusive, semi-inclusive and exclusive processes in deep inelastic electron-proton
and electron-nucleus scattering, referred to as ePHENIX, utilizing a future high intensity
electron beam at RHIC.
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Abstract
A selection is presented of recent results from the COMPASS Collaboration on
transverse spin and transverse momentum effects in semi-inclusive deeply inelastic
scattering (SIDIS) of 160 GeV/c muons off proton and deuteron targets.

1. Introduction. The description of the partonic structure of the nucleon is one of
the central problems of hadronic physics. In recent years considerable theoretical and
experimental progress has been made and the relevance of the quark transverse spin and
transverse momentum has been clearly assessed. In the present theoretical framework,
eight transverse momentum dependent parton distribution functions (TMD PDFs) are
required at leading twist for each quark flavour. They describe all possible correlations
between the transverse momentum and spin of the quarks and the spin of the nucleon.
When integrating over the quark transverse momentum five of these functions vanish,
while three of them give the well known number, helicity and transversity distribution
functions. Among these last three functions, the transversity distribution, which is the
analogous of the helicity PDFs in the case of transversely polarized nucleons, was thoroughly studied only in the 90s and experimentally it is the least known one. On the
experimental side, semi-inclusive deeply inelastic lepton scattering (SIDIS) is today the
major source of information to access the TMD PDFs. It allows to access easily convolutions of the different TMD PDFs and fragmentation functions via high statistic measurements of asymmetries in the azimuthal distributions of the final-state hadrons. Also,
using different (p, d, or n) targets and identifying the final state hadrons, one can separate
the contributions of the quarks of different flavour. The clear non-zero spin asymmetries
recently measured in SIDIS off transversely polarized targets by both HERMES at DESY
and COMPASS at CERN at different beam energies, can be described quite well with the
present formalism, and thus give much confidence in the overall picture [1].
COMPASS (COmmon Muon and Proton Apparatus for Structure and Spectroscopy)
is a fixed-target experiment at the CERN SPS taking data since 2002. The COMPASS
spectrometer is by now very well known in the scientific community and I will not spend
any time in describing it, but only refer to the NIM paper of Ref. [2] and to the previous
speaker [3]. An important part of the experimental programme consists in the study of
the nucleon structure and SIDIS data have been collected using a 160 GeV longitudinally
polarized muon beam and either longitudinally or transversely polarized proton (NH3 )
and deuteron (6 LiD) targets. A selection of the results on the azimuthal asymmetries
in µN → µ0 h± X extracted from the data collected with transversely polarized targets is
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Figure 1: Left: x − Q2 correlation for charged hadrons. Right: W distribution.
presented, with particular focus on the most recent measurements from the data collected
in 2007 and 2010 with the proton target. These results exhibit clear signals for the Collins
asymmetry, interpreted as a convolution of a non-zero transversity PDF and the Collins
fragmentation function (FF), and for the Sivers asymmetry which is related to the Sivers
function, the most famous and discussed of the TMD PDFs. At the same time six more
transverse spin dependent azimuthal asymmetries have been obtained from the proton and
the deuteron data. They have all their own interpretation in terms of the QCD parton
model, preliminary results have already been presented at several conferences, but I have
not enough space to include them in this written report. Large asymmetries have been
measured in the production of oppositely charged hadron pairs (2-h) and the comparison
between the Collins asymmetry and the 2-h asymmetry has led to interesting observations
on the hadronisation mechanism of transversely polarised quarks. The data collected with
the 6 LiD target, suitably averaged up to cancel possible target polarization effects, have
also been analysed to search for the azimuthal modulations in the production of hadrons
which are expected to be present in the unpolarised SIDIS cross-section. The azimuthal
hadron asymmetries, which are related to the Boer-Mulders TMD PDF, show strong and
somewhat puzzling kinematical dependences.
2. Collins and Sivers asymmetries. SIDIS data with a 160 GeV µ+ beam and with
the transversely polarised deuteron target (6 LiD) were taken in the years 2002 to 2004.
In 2007 and 2010 the transversely polarised proton target (NH3 ) was used, again with the
160 GeV µ+ beam.
The data analysis is very similar for all the years of data taking and the relevant cuts
applied to select the “good events” are also the same. Only events with photon virtuality
Q2 > 1 (GeV/c)2 , fractional energy of the virtual photon 0.1 < y < 0.9, and mass of
the hadronic final state system W > 5 GeV/c2 are considered. The charged hadrons are
required to have at least 0.1 GeV/c transverse momentum phT with respect to the virtual
photon direction and a fraction of the available energy z > 0.2. The x − Q2 correlation
for charged hadrons from 2010 data is shown in Fig. 1 (left). As can be seen, the x range
goes from x ' 3 · 10−3 to x ' 0.7 with relatively large Q2 values in the valence region.
Figure 1 (right) gives the corresponding W distribution. In the standard analysis, the
transverse-spin asymmetries are measured separately for positive and negative hadrons
(or pions or kaons) as functions of x, z or phT . The complete definition (namely sign and
kinematic factors) of the asymmetries can be found in the published papers [4].
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Figure 2: Collins (upper panel) and Sivers (lower panel) asymmetries for positive (red points) and
negative (black points) hadrons as functions of x, z and phT from the combined 2007 and 2010 proton
data.

The Collins and Sivers asymmetries for positive and negative hadrons from the 2004
deuteron data [5] turned out to be compatible with zero within the few percent uncertainties, at variance with the non-zero results obtained by the HERMES experiment on
proton [6]. These data could be understood in terms of cancellation between the u and
d quark contributions in the deuteron target, and together with the Belle data of the
e + e− → hadrons process were used in global fits to extract the transversity and Sivers
functions. Still today these COMPASS data are the only SIDIS data collected with a
transversely polarised deuteron target.
The first results for the charged hadrons Collins and Sivers asymmetries on proton from
COMPASS [7] came from the analysis of the 2007 data, while higher precision results have
been obtained from the 2010 data [4]. Very recently, results for charged pions and kaons
have also been produced [8].
The combined results for non-identified hadrons from 2007 and 2010 are shown in
Fig. 2. The Collins asymmetries (upper plots) are compatible with zero in the previously
unmeasured x < 0.03 region while at larger x they are clearly different from zero, with
opposite sign for positive and negative hadrons and in nice agreement, both in sign and
in magnitude, with the HERMES results [6]. There is no indication for lower values of
the Collins asymmetry at the higher COMPASS Q2 values as compared to the HERMES
measurement.
The Sivers asymmetries for charged hadrons are given in the lower plots of Fig. 2. For
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Figure 3: Kinematics of hadron pair production process in SIDIS. The 3-momenta ~` and ~`0 of the
incoming and scattered lepton define the scattering plane, the z axis (the direction of the virtual photon
direction) and the x axis. The vectors p~1 and p~2 are the 3-momenta of the positive and negative hadron
~ is defined as R
~ = (z2 p~1 − z1 p~2 )/(z1 + z2 ) = ξ2 p~1 − ξ1 p~2 . The subscript T
respectively. The vector R
indicates the transverse component with respect to the virtual photon direction.

h− they are compatible with zero with some indication for small negative values over the
entire x range but in the last bin. In the case of h+ , the Sivers asymmetry is positive
down to very small x values and in the x > 0.03 region it is smaller than the same
asymmetry measured by HERMES [6], a fact which can be understood in terms of the
recent calculations on TMDs evolution.
3. Two-hadron asymmetry. An alternative approach to the transversity PDF in
SIDIS utilises the transverse spin asymmetry in the production of pairs of oppositely
charged hadrons, in the process lN → l0 h+ h− X [9]. In the SIDIS cross-section an azimuthal modulation is expected as a function of φRS = φR + φS − π, whose amplitude
is proportional to the product of the transversity PDF and a new chiral-odd FF, the
Dihadron Fragmentation Function (DiFF) H ∠ (z, Mh+h− , cos θ) [10]. The angle φR is the
azimuthal angle of the relative momentum R of the two hadrons as depicted in Fig. 3,
π − φS is the azimuthal angle of the spin vector of the struck quark, z is the sum of the
fractional energy of the two hadrons, Mh+h− is the invariant mass of the two hadrons, and
θ is the polar angle of h+ . First evidence for azimuthal asymmetries in leptoproduction
of π + π − pairs on transversely polarized protons was published by HERMES [11], while
results on both proton and deuteron targets for unidentified charged hadrons pairs h+ h−
have been published by COMPASS [12]. Using these data and the Belle data on e+ e− annihilation into two pairs of hadrons [13] a first extraction of the u and d quark transversity
could be performed [14], which was in good agreement with the extraction of Ref. [15],
based on the Collins asymmetry of single hadrons. The same procedure was applied to directly extract u and d quark transversities in the different x bins using COMPASS proton
and deuteron results [16]. The data collected by COMPASS in 2010 on the transversely
polarized proton target provided a sample of hadron pairs larger than the published one
by a factor of three. Preliminary results were first shown at Transversity 2011 [17]. The
selection of the two hadron events follows the same track than the single-hadron analysis, but more requirements are imposed. All possible combinations of oppositely charged
hadron pairs originating from the vertex are taken into account in the analysis. At least
three outgoing tracks are demanded for an interaction vertex, and each hadron has to
have a fractional energy z > 0.1 and xF > 0.1, to ensure that the hadrons are not produced in the target fragmentation. A cut of RT > 0.07 GeV/c ensures a good definition
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Figure 4: Unidentified 2-h asymmetries as functions of x, z and Mh+h− from the 2007 and the 2010
proton data.

of φRS . Within measurement errors, the 2-h asymmetry of the COMPASS deuteron data
from the 2002-2004 runs are compatible with zero. On the other hand, the data on the
proton target definitively show a non-zero signal, in particular in the x-valence region,
as clear from Fig. 4, where the combined results from the 2007 and the 2010 runs are
shown as a function of x, z and Mh+h− . These data are in good agreement with the
only other existing measurement from the HERMES Collaboration, but the statistics of
the COMPASS sample is considerably higher thanks to the larger phase space available.
A remarkable similarity can thus be noted between the 2-h asymmetry and the Collins
asymmetry for h+ , which will be further discussed in Paragraph 5.
4. Azimuthal modulations in unpolarised SIDIS. Since the early times of the
quark-parton model it was realised that a possible intrinsic transverse momentum of
the target quark would cause measurable effects in the SIDIS cross-section, namely a
cos φh and a cos 2φh modulation. Recently the study of these modulations has become
particularly interesting within the framework of the new TMD approach to the PDFs and
FFs. The amplitudes of these modulations, AUcosU φh and AUcosU 2φh are not only due to the
kinematic of the scattering process (Cahn effect) but depend also on a new TMD PDF,
the so-called Boer-Mulders function, which describes the correlation between the quark
transverse spin and its transverse momentum in an unpolarised nucleon. In the amplitudes
the Boer-Mulders function is convoluted with the Collins function, and its extraction from
the unpolarised SIDIS cross section data is an important goal of the HERMES, CLAS
and COMPASS Collaborations. COMPASS has extracted [18] the amplitudes AUcosU φh and
AUcosU 2φh from a sample of data collected in 2004 on a 6 LiD target (to a good approximation,
an isoscalar deuteron target). An ALU
sin φh asymmetry is also expected to be present due to
higher twist effects and has been measured. It has no clear interpretation in terms of the
parton model, it turns out to be small, and will be neglected in the following. To extract
the azimuthal asymmetries one has to correct the measured azimuthal distributions by the
φh dependent part of the apparatus acceptance and to fit the corrected distribution with
the appropriate φh function. To reduce as much as possible the acceptance corrections,
some tighter cuts have been applied to the SIDIS event selection as compared to the
standard analysis. The final event and hadron selection is in this case: Q2 > 1 GeV2 /c2 ,
W > 5 GeV/c2 , 0.003 < x < 0.13, 0.2 < y < 0.9, , θγlab
∗ < 60 mrad, 0.2 < z < 0.85
h
and 0.1 < pT < 1.0 GeV/c.
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The amplitudes of the azimuthal modulations have been obtained binning the data
both separately in each of the relevant kinematic variables x, z or pTh and in a threedimensional grid of these three variables. The amplitudes of the cos φh and cos 2φh modulations show strong kinematic dependences both for positive and negative hadrons. As
an example, the preliminary results for cos φh are shown in Fig. 5. Also AUcosU 2φh shows a
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Figure 5: The preliminary results for the cos φh asymmetries AUcosU φh for positive and negative hadrons
as functions of x in the different z and pTh bins from 2004 unpolarised 6 LiD data.

similarly strong dependence on the x, z and pTh variables, which up to now has not been
reproduced with theoretical models.
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Figure 6: Left: difference between φ2h and φR . Right: comparison between the 2-h asymmetries
evaluated (see text) using φR (black points) and φ2h (red points) from the 2010 data.

5. Interplay between Collins and dihadron asymmetries. There is a striking
similarity between the Collins asymmetries in Fig. 2 and the 2-h asymmetries as functions of x shown in Fig. 4. First of all there is a mirror-symmetry between the Collins
asymmetry for positive and for negative hadrons, the magnitude of the asymmetries being essentially identical and the sign being opposite in each x-bin. This symmetry has
been phenomenologically described in terms of u quark dominance and almost opposite
favoured and unflavoured Collins FFs [15].
The observation that the new COMPASS results on the 2-h asymmetries allow is
that the values of the 2-h asymmetries are slightly higher but very close to the values
of the Collins asymmetries for positive hadrons and to the mean of the values of the
Collins asymmetry for positive and for negative hadrons, after changing the sign of the
asymmetry of the negative hadrons. The hadron samples on which these asymmetries
are evaluated are different, since at least one hadron with z > 0.2 is required to evaluate
the Collins asymmetry while all the combinations of positive and negative hadrons with
z > 0.1 are used in the case of the 2-h asymmetry. It has been checked however that
the similarity between the two different asymmetries stays the same when measuring the
asymmetries on the common hadron sample. This gives a strong indication that the
analysing powers of the 1- and 2-h channels are almost the same, and their comparison
will allow to access the contribution of the convolution over the transverse momenta in
the Collins asymmetry.
More work has been done to understand the similarities between the Collins and the
2-h asymmetries [19]. The mirror symmetry of the Collins asymmetry for positive and
negative hadrons suggests that when a transversely polarized quark fragments oppositely
charged hadrons have azimuthal angles φh+ and φh− differing by π. An anti-correlation
between φh+ and φh− is expected as a consequence of the local transverse momentum
conservation in the fragmentation. The new and relevant point is that this correlation
shows up also in the Collins asymmetry, so that the asymmetry exhibited by the hadron
pair can be obtained in a way which is different from the one described in Par. 3. For each
pair of oppositely charged hadrons, using the unit vectors of their transverse momenta we
have evaluated the angle φ2h which is the arithmetic mean (modulus π) of the azimuthal
angles of the two hadrons after correcting φh− for the already mentioned π difference.
This azimuthal angle of the hadron pair is strongly correlated with φR , as can be seen
in Fig. 6 (left) where the difference of the two angles is shown. By subtracting from
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φ2h the azimuthal angle π − φS as done in the standard analysis described in Par. 3,
one obtains the angle φ2hS which is simply the mean of the Collins angle of the positive
and negative hadrons, namely a Collins angle for the hadron pair. The amplitude of the
sin φ2hS modulation, which can be called the Collins asymmetries for the hadron pair, is
shown as a function of x in Fig. 6 (right) for all the h+ h− -pairs with z > 0.1 in the 2010
data, and compared with the 2-h asymmetries extracted from the same data sample. It
is clear that the asymmetries are very close, hinting at a common physical origin for the
Collins mechanism and the dihadron fragmentation, as originally suggested in the original
3
P0 Lund model and in the recursive string fragmentation model [20].
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Abstract
The study of the nucleon spin and Transverse Momentum Dependent Distributions (TMDs) has been one of the main focuses of hadron physics. This paper
will give an overview of the study of nucleon spin and TMDs at Jefferson Lab
with focus on the experiments with transversely polarized targets. In inclusive
Deep-Inelastic Scattering (DIS) with transversely polarized targets, several recent
experiments at JLab made extensive measurements of g2 structure function. The
Burkhardt-Cottingham (B-C) sum rule [1] and the d2 matrix, which is related to
the quark-gluon correlations, were studied from the extracted moments of the g2 .
The initial exploratory Semi-Inclusive DIS (SIDIS) experiments with transversely
polarized proton and deuteron targets from HERMES and COMPASS attracted
great attentions and lead to very active efforts in both experimental and theoretical efforts to study the Transverse-Momentum-Dependent Distributions (TMDs).
A SIDIS experiment on the neutron with a polarized 3 He target was performed
at JLab. Recently published results as well as new preliminary results are shown.
Precision TMD experiments are planned at JLab after the 12 GeV energy upgrade.
Three approved experiments with a new SoLID spectrometer in Hall A will provide
high precision TMD data in the valence quark region. TMD study is also planned
with CLAS12 in Hall B. In the long-term future, an Electron-Ion Collider (EIC)
as proposed in US (MEIC@JLab and e-RHIC@BNL) will provide precision TMD
data of the gluons and the sea. A new opportunity just emerged in China that
a low-energy EIC may provide precision TMD data in the sea and valence quark
regions, complementary to the proposed EIC in US.

Nucleon structure study has grown from mainly on the longitudinal
Introduction.
structure and longitudinal spin [2] in the last forty years to recently rapidly increasing
interests on the transverse structure and transverse spin. Transverse spin and Transverse
Momentum Dependent Distribution (TMD) study has been the focus of hadron physics
in recent years.
Measurements of g2 and Extraction of Moments of g2 . In polarized inclusive DIS
experiments two spin structure functions, g1 and g2 , provide fundamental information of
the nucleon structure. Polarized parton distribution functions (PDFs) have been extracted
mainly from the first spin structure function, g1 . Since g1 is dominated by the lead twist
(twist-2) (which provide information on PDFs) at high Q2 , it is difficult to obtain clean
information from g1 on the quark-gluon correlations (the higher-twist effects). The second
spin structure function, g2 , is unique in providing clean access to the correlations between
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quarks and gluons, because it’s twist-3 contribution is not suppressed (in terms of powers
of Q2 ) with respect to the leading twist (twist-2) contribution and the lead twist part
(g2W W ) can be obtained from the knowledge of g1 through the Wandzura-Wilczek [3]
R1
2)
relation: g2W W (x, Q2 ) = −g1 (x, Q2 ) + x dy g1 (y,Q
. In particular the 2nd moment of
y
WW
g2 − g2 , d2 , is the twist-3 matrix element at high Q2 , which can be interpreted as
color polarzability [4] or color Lorentz force [5], and is directly related to the quark-gluon
correlations. The zeroth moment is expected to be zero at all Q2 as B-C sum rule [1]
predicts. The measurements of g2 requires transversely polarized targets, which is often
technically challenging. SLAC E155x [6] performed the only dedicated g2 measurement
prior to JLab. At JLab, g2 and its moments have been extensively measured for both
the proton and the neutron (with polarized 3 He or deuterium targets) in a wide range of
kinematics. The following table summarizes the JLab g2 measurements.
Table 1: JLab Measurements of g2 and Its Moments
Experiments Halls Particles Q2 (GeV2 ) Q2 for Moments
RSS [7]
C
p/d
1-2
1.3
SANE [8]
C
p
2-6
2-5
g2p [9]
A
p
0.02-0.3
0.02-0.3
E94-010 [10]
A
n (3 He)
0.1-1
0.1-0.9
3
E97-103 [11]
A
n ( He)
0.6-1.3
E99-117 [12]
A
n (3 He)
3-5
5
3
E01-012 [13]
A
n ( He)
1.2-3
1.2-3
3
E97-110 [14]
A
n ( He)
0.01-0.3
0.01-0.3
3
E06-014 [15]
A
n ( He)
2-6
2-5

Status
published
analysis
analysis
published
published
published
submitted
preliminary
analysis

The precision data from E97-103 [11] show for the first time a clear deviation from
indicating that twist-3 effects are important at Q2 around 1 GeV2 .
The results of the zeroth moment of g2 has been extracted for the neutron in the Q2
range from 0.1 to 3 GeV2 [10, 13] and for the proton at a Q2 value of 1.3 GeV2 [7]. The
precision data are consistent with the B-C sum rule.
The second moment, d2 , was extract for the proton [7] at a Q2 of 1.3 GeV2 and for
the neutron [10, 13, 12] over a wide Q2 range (0.1-3 and 5 GeV2 ). dn2 are expected to be
extracted for both the neutron [15] and the proton [8] in a Q2 range from 2 to 5 GeV2 .
These extensive set of measurements will allow a precision benchmark test of Lattice QCD
calculations of the d2 and help us to understand the quark-gluon correlations.
g2W W ,

Transversity and TMD Distributions. The transverse spin (transversity) distributions, δq(x, Q2 ), are fundamental leading-twist (twist-2) quark distributions, similar to the
unpolarized and polarized parton distributions, q(x, Q2 ) and ∆q(x, Q2 ). In quark-parton
models, they describe the net transverse polarization of quarks in a transversely polarized
nucleon. Several special features of the transversity distributions make them uniquely
interesting. The difference between the transversity and the longitudinal distributions is
purely due to relativistic effects. The quark transversity distributions do not mix with
gluonic effects [17] and have a valence-like behavior. The positivity of helicity amplitudes
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π+

Neutron

π-

0

0

S

2〈sin(φ +φ )〉 (Collins)

leads to the Soffer’s inequality [18] for the transversity: |δq| ≤ 21 (q + ∆q). The lowest
moment of δq measures the “tensor charge”, which can be calculated from lattice QCD.
Due to the chiral-odd nature of the transversity distribution, it cannot be measured in
inclusive DIS experiments. In order to measure δq(x, Q2 ), an additional chiral-odd object
is required, such as double-spin asymmetries in Drell-Yan processes, single target-spin
azimuthal asymmetries in SIDIS reactions.
In the study of the unpolarized, longitudinally-polarized and transversely-polarized
parton distributions, the parton transverse momenta are usually integrated over, so that
the distributions depend only on the longitudinal momentum. Over 40-year’s study has
lead to precision information on the nucleon internal structure, but only in one dimension. The TMD distributions will provide a detailed map of the nucleon structure in 3-D
momentum space. Study of TMDs will also allow us to learn about the orbital motion
of the quarks and the effects from spin-orbital correlations. Furthermore, it provides a
rich source of information on fundamental properties of QCD, such as the color gauge
invariance. It will help to unravel the complexity of the quark-gluon interaction and shed
light on the dynamics of the color confinement.
The first results of single target spin asymmetries in SIDIS from HERMES [19] (for
the proton) and COMPASS [20] collaborations (for the deuteron and the proton) showed
clear non-zero results for both the Collins and Sivers asymmetries for the proton, offering
a first glimpse of possible effects caused by the transversity and TMD distributions. A
global fit was performed on these data together with e+ e− colliding data from Belle.
Transversity, Sivers Function and Collins Functions were extracted from the global fit
with some assumptions. [21]
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Figure 1: The extracted Collins/Sivers moments on neutron are shown together with uncertainty bands
(see text) for both π + and π − electro-production.
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JLab E06-010: Study of the Neutron TMDs with a Transversely Polarized 3 He
Target.
The first measurement of target single spin asymmetries for the neutron and
3
He was performed in the semi-inclusive 3 He(e, e0 π)X reaction on a transversely polarized
3
He target. [22] The experiment, conducted at Jefferson Lab using a 5.9 GeV electron
beam, covers a range of 0.14 < x < 0.34 with 1.3 < Q2 < 2.7 GeV2 . The Collins and
Sivers moments were extracted from the azimuthal angular dependence of the measured
asymmetries. The neutron results were extracted using the nucleon effective polarization
and the measured cross section ratio of proton to 3 He and are show in Fig. 1. The Collins
moments are compared with the phenomenological fit, [21] a light-cone quark model calculation [23] and quark-diquark model calculations. [24] The phenomenological fit and the
model calculations predict small Collins asymmetries which are mostly consistent with
our data. However, the π + Collins moment at x = 0.34 is suggestive of a noticeably more
negative value at the 2σ level. Our data favor negative π + Sivers moments, while the π −
moments are close to zero.
Beam-target double spin asymmetry ALT on a transversely polarized 3 He target was
also measured in the same experiment [31]. The corresponding neutron ALT asymmetries were extracted. These new data probe the transverse momentum dependent parton
q
distribution function g1T
and therefore provide access to quark spin-orbit correlations.
Our results indicate a positive azimuthal asymmetry for π − production on 3 He and the
neutron, while our π + asymmetries are consistent with zero.
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Figure 2: Neutron azimuthal asymmetry ALT for positive (left) and negative (right) charged pions vs
x.

The extracted ALT results for the neutron are shown in Fig. 2 and are compared
to several model calculations, including WW-type approximations with parametrizations
[32], a light-cone constituent quark model (LCCQM) [33] and a light-cone quark-diquark
model (LCQDM) [34]. While the extracted AnLT (π + ) is consistent with zero within the
uncertainties, AnLT (π − ) is consistent in sign with these model predictions but favors a
larger magnitude. While the π + and π − data are consistent with the interplay between
S-P and P-D wave interference terms predicted by the LCCQM and LCQDM models, the
magnitude of the measured π − asymmetry suggests a larger total contribution from such
terms than that found in the LCCQM. In summary, a positive asymmetry was observed
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for n(e, e0 π − )X, providing the first experimental indication of a nonzero ALT , which at
leading twist leads to a nonzero g1T . When combined with measurements on proton and
deuteron targets, these new data will aid the flavor-decomposition of the g1T TMD PDFs.
From JLab E06-010, we also extracted Collins and Sivers asymmetries for charged
Kaon production, thanks to the excellent hadron particle identifications in the HRS-L
spectrometer. The total statistics for Kaons are significantly less than those for the
pions, about 5% for K + to π + and about 1% for K − to π − . The extracted preliminary
results [25], at an average x value of 0.22, of Collins and Sivers asymmetries on 3 He are
consistent with zero for K + and negative, about 2σ away from zero, for K − .
In addition to the coincidence data, we also took data on inclusive electron scattering
and inclusive hadron productions. Single Spin Asymmetries were obtained. The preliminary results of SSA from inclusive DIS electron scattering on the vertically polarized
neutron [26] show a clear non-zero value (about 3σ away from zero) with a value at the
level of 10−2 . In the Born approximation (one photon exchange) and assuming the timereversal invariance, the vertical SSA should be zero. The non-zero results are due to the
two-photon-exchange contributions. Two groups of theoretical calculations [27,28], which
assume two-photon exchange with quasi-free quarks, predicted the neutron asymmetry
to be at the level of 10−4 to 10−2 . Our preliminary results are consistent in sign and
order-of-magnitude with the model [28] where the two photons couple to different quarks.
The preliminary SSA results [29] of single charged pion production from vertically
polarized 3 He target show clearly non-zero values with opposite sign between π + and
π − . Preliminary results on the charged Kaons production are also available but with
significantly less statistics.
Planned JLab 12 GeV Program: Precision Study of TMDs with the SoLID
Spectrometer and CLAS12 With 12 GeV energy upgrade of CEBAF, a new window
opens up for precision study of the nucleon transverse spin and transverse momentum
dependent distributions. To precisely map out the multi-dimensional (in momentum
space) structure, both high luminosity and large acceptance spectrometers are necessary. A new spectrometer SoLID (Solenoidal Large Intensity Device) was proposed to
be used for precision mapping of the multi-dimensional TMD asymmetries. Three SIDIS
experiments were approved by the JLab Program Advisory Committees with the highest
scientific rating (A). Two experiments will carry out precision measurements of Single
target Spin Asymmetries (SSA) and Double target-beam Spin Asymmetries (DSA) from
semi-inclusive electroproduction of charged pions from both a transversely polarized proton and a polarized 3 He target in DIS kinematics using 11 and 8.8 GeV electron beams.
One experiment will be on a longitudinally polarized 3 He target. The proposed experiments will provide precise 4-D (x, z, PT and Q2 ) data on the Collins, Sivers, pretzelosity
and Worm-Gear asymmetries for the proton and the neutron through the azimuthal angular dependence. The results from these experiments, when combined with the Collins
fragmentation function determined from the e+ e− collision data, will allow for a flavor
separation of the quark tensor charge, and achieve a determination of the tensor charge
of u and d quark to better than 10%. The extracted Sivers, pretzelosity and Worm-Gear
asymmetries will provide important information to understand the correlation between
the quark orbital angular momentum and the nucleon spin.
The projected results for π + Collins asymmetry at one typical kinematic bin is shown
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Figure 3: 12 GeV Projections with SoLID and a transversely polarized 3 He target for π+ Collins
asymmetries at 0.45 > z > 0.4, 3 > Q2 > 2.

in Fig. 3. The x-axis corresponds to the Bjorken x. The y-axis on the left side is
PT which is the transverse momentum. The y-axis on the right side shows the scale of
the asymmetry. The y-position of the projections shows the average PT value for the
corresponding kinematic bin. The statistical uncertainties follow the scale on the right
side of y-axis. The scale of the theoretical calculations follow the right side y-axis. Also
shown in the figure are theoretical predictions from Anselmino et al. [21], Ma et al. [24],
Pasquini et al. [33] and Vogelsang and Yuan [35] for the Collins asymmetry. Complete
projections for π + (π − ) Collins/pretzelosity/Sivers asymmetries in terms of 4-D (x, z, PT
and Q2 ) kinematic bins can be found in Ref. [30]. These data will allow us to extract
TMDs in the valence quark region with the ultimate precision. TMD study with a novel
transversely polarized HD target was conditionally approved in Hall B with the CLAS12
spectrometer. The measurement will extend the kinematic range to higher Q2 and higher
PT as well as extend to the Kaon production.
TMD Study with an Electron-Ion Collider.
TMD study has been simulated for
the cases of an EIC in US [37], namely the MEIC at JLab and e-RHIC at BNL. The
Sivers function, as an example, is deemed as one golden measurement. While the medium
and high energy EIC will provide precision map of TMDs of the gluons and the sea, a
low energy EIC will play an important role in the TMD study, in particular in the seaquark region and also in the valence quark region with high Q2 . Such an opportunity
is being seriously considered by the Chinese high-energy nuclear physics community. A
new High Intensity heavy-ion Accelerator Facility (HIAF) was approved by the Chinese
government, which can accelerate protons to 12 GeV and heavy ions up to Uranium to
about 6 GeV/nucleon. The facility construction is planned to start in 2014 and complete
by 2019. A new proposal [38] to add an electron ring to form a polarized EIC is being
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considered. The proposed 1st stage will be a collider with 3 GeV polarized electrons
on 12 GeV polarized protons with a luminosity up to 4 × 1032 e-nucleon/cm2 /s. The
physics program are under study. Possible golden experiments, including measurements
of spin-flavor, TMD, GPD, hadronization, and pion/Kaon structure function, are being
simulated. The proposal was discussed at several recent international conferences and
was endorsed by the community.
Summary.
Experimental study of g2 and TMDs at JLab has been presented. Study
of transverse spin and TMDs is one of the main focuses in hadron physics. Exploratory
experiments already show many interest features. Results from a recent JLab experiment on the neutron with a transversely polarized 3 He target are shown, including the
published results and several new preliminary results. Precision experiments after JLab
12 GeV upgrade, including with a new proposed large acceptance spectrometer, SoLID,
are discussed, which will provide high precision multi-dimensional mapping of the TMDs
in the valence quark region. A new low-energy EIC in China is under consideration.
Complementary to the JLab 12 GeV and the medium-to-high energy EIC in US.
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Abstract
Quark fragmentation functions (FF) Dqh (z, Q2 ) describe final-state hadronisation
of quarks q into hadrons h. The FFs can be extracted from hadron multiplicities
in semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering. The COMPASS collaboration has measured charged hadron multiplicities for identified pions and kaons using 160 GeV/c
muons impinging on an isoscalar target. The data cover a large kinematical range
and provide an important input for global QCD analyses at NLO, aiming at the
determination of FFs, in particular in the strange quark sector. The latest results
from COMPASS on pion and kaon multiplicities are presented.

Within the QCD parton model, semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering can be factorised [1] into three components, the hard scattering cross section, the parton distribution
functions (PDF), and the fragmentation functions (FF). The PDFs describe the structure of the initial-state hadrons, while the latter describe the hadronisation process as a
collinear conversion of a single parton into final-state hadrons. While e+ e− collider experiments provide precise measurements, only the sum of quark and anti-quark fragmentation
functions can be extracted. In semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering, flavour separated
fragmentation functions can be determined in leading order from measured hadron multiplicities M h (Q2 , x, z), i. e. from the numbers of final-state hadrons normalised by the
number of detected DIS events, using:
P 2
2
h
2
1
dσ h
LO
q eq q(x, Q ) Dq (z, Q )
h
2
P
M (x, Q , z) = DIS
=
(1)
2
2
σ
dx dz dQ2
q eq q(x, Q )
Here, q(Q2 , x) are the parton distribution functions of the struck quarks, eq the charge
of the quark with the flavour q and Dqh (z, Q2 ) the fragmentation function of quark q
into hadron h. The kinematic variables are the virtual photon four-momentum squared
Q2 , the Bjorken variable x and the hadron energy fraction z. The current interest in
FFs is motivated, i. g. by contradicting results of the strange quark helicity density. the
contribution of the strange quarks to the nucleon spin,∆s + ∆s, can be extracted from
an inclusive measurement [3] of the polarised structure function g1 (x, Q2 ) for proton and
deuteron using pQCD. The result in NLO is negative. On the other hand, ∆s(x) can be
extracted using semi-inclusive hadron asymmetries [4] in combination with a parametrisation of parton distribution functions and fragmentation functions. The integral over
the measured x range tends to be zero, but strongly depends on the used parametrisation
(i. g. EMC [5] and DSS [6]). The COMPASS experiment is an excellent facility to study
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fragmentation functions from semi-inclusive muon nucleon scattering in a large kinematic
range.
The COMPASS experiment [2] is located at the M2 beam line of the Super Proton Synchrotron at CERN. It uses a tertiary muon beam impinging on a isoscalar fixed-target.
The set-up comprises a beam spectrometer, a target and two magnetic spectrometer
stages. Both magnetic spectrometer stages have high resolution trackers and hadron as
well as electromagnetic calorimetry. The first stage includes a Ring Imaging CHerenkov
(RICH) detector for pion and kaon separation.
The analysis used data recorded in 2006 with a 160 GeV muon beam scattering off a
polarised lithium-deuterid (6 LiD) target. The polarisation cancels out as the direction
was regularly reversed during data taking. After quality checks and geometric cuts on
the interaction vertex of the beam muon and the target nucleon, DIS events are selected
using Q2 > 1 GeV2 , 5 < W < 17 GeV for the invariant mass of the final hadronic state,
0.004 < x < 0.7 and 0.1 < y < 0.9 for the relative virtual photon energy. In addition,
hadrons are constrained to 0.2 < z < 0.85. The lower limit is introduced to suppress
contributions from target fragmentation and the upper limit to reduce contributions from
production of exclusive vector mesons. To assure a good separation between pions and
kaon, a hadron momentum cut of 10 GeV < Ph < 40 GeV has been applied for pions
and kaons. The data are analysed in a three-dimensional binning of x, y and z. The
obtained raw multiplicities are corrected for radiative QED effects, for the acceptance of
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Figure 1: The preliminary, corrected pion hadron multiplicities in bins of x, y and z for positive pions
(red) and negative pions (black). The systematic uncertainties are shown as error bands.
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Figure 2: The preliminary, corrected pion hadron multiplicities in bins of x, y and z for positive kaons
(red) and negative kaons (black). The systematic uncertainties are shown as error bands.

the spectrometer and for the particle identification efficiency. The acceptance has been
determined with a Monte Carlo simulation of the COMPASS experiment. It includes the
LEPTO [7] generator which contains the parton distribution functions MSTW08 and the
JETSET [8] package for the hadronisation model according to the Lund string model.
The produced events are reconstructed in a GEANT3 model of the COMPASS experiment using the COMPASS tuning [9]. The three dimensional acceptance correction is flat
in z and reaches values from 0.4 to 0.6. Due to the hadron momentum cut some LEPTO
extrapolation into the non-measured range is necessary. To avoid model dependence, all
kinematic bins where the extrapolation contribution is higher than 10 % are excluded.
The RICH efficiency is determined by analysing the final-states of known decays (KS0 , φ
and Λ). The identification efficiency for pions is 98% with a systematic uncertainty of 1%
to 3%, depending on the hadron momentum and the entrance angle in the detector. The
misidentification of kaons to pions is less than 3 %.
Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the preliminary results for pion and kaon multiplicities for
both charges: red (gray) for positive and black for negative hadrons. The systematic
uncertainties are shown as bands in the corresponding x, y and z bins. It dominates the
overall uncertainties, even in the kaon multiplicities, where the statistics is limited. The
unidentified hadron multiplicities, which are not shown here, and the pion multiplicity
are very similar, since 70% of the produced hadrons are in fact pions. The multiplicities
show a strong dependence on the hadron energy fraction z and a small dependence on
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y. The dependence on x is rather small and is due to the parton distribution functions.
In the pion case, a small difference between positive and negative hadrons is observed.
With higher x the positive pion multiplicities are larger than the negative ones. For the
kaon multiplicities, the charge difference and its x and y dependence is much more pronounced. This difference is explained by the quark content of the kaons. K + mesons can
be produced off valence quarks and sea quarks, while K − mesons can only be produced
off sea quarks.
In Figure 3, the sum of the charged kaon
COMPASS PRELIMINARY
multiplicities is shown as a function of x, averaged over y and integrated over the measured
range of the fractional hadron energy z. The
charge sum is related to the strange quark distribution S(x) = s(x) + s(x) and the strange
fragmentation function DSK , shown in Equation
(2). With decreasing x, one expects an increase
x
of the strange parton distribution, hence an increase of the sum of the kaon multiplicities. The Figure 3: The charge sum of the corrected
data presented in Figure 3 do not exhibit the kaon multiplicities integrated over the meaexpected dependence, thus the strange fragmen- sured z range.
tation function to kaons seems to be small.
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(2)

In conclusion, COMPASS has measured the hadron multiplicities for pions and kaon
from deep inelastic scattering off an isoscalar target with a systematic uncertainty up
to 3 (10)% for pions (kaons), depending on the kinematic range.Also under studies are
the determination of the K0S multiplicities, where soon results are expected. In 2012,
COMPASS took data with an unpolarised liquid hydrogen target. More data will be taken
in the future, most likely after 2015. The large data sample will allow the measurement
of hadron multiplicities M h (x, y, z, pt , θh ) with the hadron transverse momentum pt and
the hadron azimuthal angle θ.
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Abstract
The Qweak experiment, which completed running in May of 2012 at Jefferson
Laboratory, has measured the parity-violating asymmetry in elastic electron-proton
scattering at four-momentum transfer Q2 =0.025 (GeV/c)2 in order to provide the
first direct measurement of the proton’s weak charge, Qpw . The Standard Model
makes firm predictions for the weak charge; deviations from the predicted value
would provide strong evidence of new physics beyond the Standard Model. Using
an 89% polarized electron beam at 145 µA scattering from a 34.4 cm long liquid hydrogen target, scattered electrons were detected using an array of eight fused-silica
detectors placed symmetric about the beam axis. The parity-violating asymmetry
was then measured by reversing the helicity of the incoming electrons and measuring
the normalized difference in rate seen in the detectors. The low Q2 enables a theoretically clean measurement; the higher order hadronic corrections are constrained
using previous parity-violating electron scattering world data. The experimental
method will be discussed, with recent results constituting 4% of our total data and
projections of our proposed uncertainties on the full data set.

1

Introduction

The Standard Model (SM), while being successful in describing the fundamental interactions found in nature, is thought to be an effective low-energy theory of a more fundamental underlying physics. There are two complementary methods of searching for
new physics: that of high energy experiments which strive to excite matter into new
forms, and that of precision experiments which aim to measure observables in the SM
that are precisely predicted. The weak charge of the proton, Qpw , which is the neutralweak analog of the proton’s electric charge [1], is both precisely predicted and suppressed
in the SM. This provides an excellent candidate for indirect searches of new physics;
specifically parity-violating (PV) physics in the coupling between electrons and light
quarks. The Qweak experiment, which ran at Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator
Facility(JLab) from November 2010 - May 2012, provides the first direct determination
of Qpw via precise measurement of the PV asymmetry in ~ep scattering at low momentum transfer (Q2 ∼ 0.025GeV 2 ). The choice of low momentum transfer and the use of
parity-violating electron scattering (PVES) world data allows for a theoretically clean
extraction of Qpw using only 4% of the our full data set [2]. Precise measurement of
Qpw = −2(2C1u + C1d ), which can be written in terms of the vector quark weak charges,
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Figure 1: The basic experimental design showing the target, collimation, magnet coils, electron
trajectories, and detectors. Elastically scattered
electrons (red tracks) focus at the detectors while
inelastically scattered electrons (not shown), are
swept away from the detectors (to larger radii).

also provides an important compliment to precision atomic parity-violation (APV) experiments. APV experiments on 133 Cs [3] provide a different linear combination of the vector
quark weak charges that can be used to separate and determine C1u and C1d . Determination of the vector quark weak charges can in turn be used to calculate the neutron’s
weak charge, Qnw = −2(C1u + 2C1d ).

2

Experiment

The Qweak experiment proposes to be the most precise electron-proton parity violating
scattering measurement to date. In order to achieve this goal a custom apparatus was
designed and built in Hall C of JLab [4] with the goals of providing high statistics through
high current polarized beam and a high power target, low noise by minimizing target density fluctuations and high detector resolution, and controlling systematics by minimizing
helicity-correlated beam properties, backgrounds, and a precision Q2 determination. The
longitudinally polarized beam had a helicity reversal of 960 Hz of (+ − −+) or (− + +−)
chosen pseudo-randomly. The sequences made up helicity quartets and were helpful in
reducing noise due to slow linear drifts, while the rapid reversal minimized effects of target boiling. The acceptance-averaged energy of the 145 µA electron beam was 1.155 ±
0.003 GeV at the target. Incoming electrons scattered from a 34.4 cm long liquid hydrogen target and into a triple lead collimator system which defined the experimental
polar acceptance of 7.9◦ ± 3◦ . The azimuthal acceptance covered 49% of 2π resulting in
a solid angle of 43 msr. A toroidal spectrometer focused elastically scattered electrons on
to eight radiation-hard quartz Cerenkov detectors situated azimuthally symmetric about
the beamline. The experiment was run in two modes: Current-mode and tracking-mode.
Current-mode was the default high statistics running mode for measurement of the PV
asymmetry. In current-mode, detector currents corresponding to 640 MHz/detector were
read out in integrating mode using low-gain photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). Each detector was equipped with 2 cm thick Pb pre-radiators that amplified the electron signal and
suppressed soft backgrounds. The tracking mode consisted of low current (0.1-200 nA)
beam and used a system of horizontal and vertical drift chambers and trigger scintillators
to characterize the experimental Q2 .
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3

Formalism

The PV asymmetry (Aep ) for longitudinally polarized electrons scattering from unpolarized protons can be defined as the difference between the scattering cross section of
positive and negative helicity electrons over the total scattering cross section,
Aep =

σ+ − σ−
.
σ+ + σ−

(1)

At tree level this can be expressed in terms of the Sachs electromagnetic form factors
GγE , GγM , the weak neutral form factors GZE , GZM , and the neutral weak axial form factor
GZA as [5]:
· γ Z
¸
εGE GE + τ GγM GZM − (1 − 4 sin2 θW )ε0 GγM GZA
Aep = A0
(2)
ε(GγE )2 + τ (GγM )2
where
A0 =

p
−GF Q2
1
0
√ , ε=
,
and
ε
=
τ (1 + τ )(1 − ε2 )
1 + 2(1 + τ ) tan2 2θ
4πα 2

(3)

are kinematic quantities, GF the Fermi constant, sin2 θW the weak mixing angle, −Q2
the four-momentum transfer squared, α the fine structure constant, τ = Q2 /4M 2 , M the
proton mass, and θ the laboratory electron scattering angle. In the forward angle limit
this can be rewritten in a more insightful form as,
Aep /A0 = Qpw + Q2 B(Q2 , θ).

(4)

Here Qpw is the intercept of a fit of Aep /Ao versus Q2 . The Q2 B(θ, Q2 ) term, which contains
information about the electromagnetic, weak, and strange form factors and is relatively
suppressed at low Q2 , was determined from the global fit of existing world PVES data
up to 0.63 GeV2 . The extraction of QPw comes from extrapolation as Q2 → 0 of Eq.
4. Because of the relatively small Q2 which we report here we expect the extrapolation
to Q2 = 0 to be reliable. In the forward-limit the dominant energy-dependent radiative
Table 1: Recent calculations of 2VγZ (E, Q2 ) and its uncertainty at the kinematics of this measurement.
Reference
2VγZ (E, Q2 ) ∆2VγZ (E, Q2 )
+0.0011
Sibirtsev, et al. [6] 0.0047
−0.0004
Rislow, et al. [7]
0.0057
0.0009
Gorchtein, et al. [8] 0.0054
0.0020
Hall, et al. [9]
0.0056
0.00036
correction to Eq. 4 comes from the γ − Z box diagram (2VγZ (E, Q2 )) which arises in the
axial-vector coupling at the electron vertex. This correction has been evaluated using
dispersion relations [6–9] independently by several groups, and is summarized in Table 1.
The most recent calculation [9] of 2VγZ (E, Q2 ), uses parton distributions and benchmarking
with recent ~ed PV data at JLab [10] to reduce uncertainties. Their result corresponds to
a contribution to the asymmetry at Qweak kinematics that is equivalent to a shift in the
proton’s weak charge of 7.8 ± 0.5% of the tree-level SM value.
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4

Analysis

The raw asymmetry for each detector is calculated on the quartet level using the beam
charge normalized integrated PMT yield for each helicity state. The acceptance averaged
raw asymmetry is given by:
Y+−Y−
Araw = +
(5)
Y +Y−
where Y ± is the average charge-normalized yield measured by the detector array for each
helicity state. The raw asymmetry was measured to be Araw = −169±31 parts per billion
(ppb). The raw asymmetry is corrected for the effects of false asymmetries resulting from
helicity-correlated beam properties in the following way:
Amsr = Araw + AT + AL + Areg .

(6)

Here AT is a correction for the residual transverse polarization in the beam asymmetry.
This effect is greatly suppressed due to the azimuthal symmetry of the detector array.
The term AL accounts for potential non-linearities in the PMT response and Areg corrects
false asymmetries due to helicity-correlated beam position differences. The position sensitivities used in Areg were determined using linear regression of the natural beam motion
in X, θX , Y, θY , and beam energy. A charge feedback loop was used to drive the charge
asymmetry toward zero and a number of studies using different sets of BPMs, including
and excluding charge asymmetry, were performed to study the effect on the regression
correction. The full expression for the corrected asymmetry is,

Aep

4
P
fi A i
Amsr /P −
i=1
P
= Rtot
.
1 − fi

(7)

Here Rtot = 0.98 accounts for effects due to ordinary radiative corrections determined
from simulations, measured light yield and non-uniform Q2 across the detector bars, and
uncertainty in the determination of Q2 . The beam polarization is represented by P ,
and was measured to be 0.890 ± 0.018. The experimental backgrounds are accounted
for in fi Ai , where fi represents the dilution factors and Ai represents the background
asymmetries. Each of these backgrounds was explicitly measured and arose from the
aluminum target cell windows, soft backgrounds, the beamline, and inelastic events. The
largest correction was due to the aluminum target cell windows with a dilution of 3.2%
and
P a measured asymmetry of 1.76 ppm. The total dilution was found to be ftotal =
fi = 3.6%. The final corrected asymmetry reported here, for 4% of our total data set,
is Aep = -279 ± 35(statistical) ± 31 (systematic) ppb. This represents the measurement
of the PVES asymmetry from the proton with the highest absolute precision to date.

5

Results

The corrected asymmetry reported above, combined with results from PVES world data
[11–22] from hydrogen, deuterium, and helium, is used in a global fit to Eq. 4. All
data up to Q2 =0.63 GeV2 are used in the fit which follows the basic prescription found
in [23]. The five parameter fit includes: the vector quark weak charges C1u and C1d , the
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Figure 2: Global fit result (solid line) presented
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visible only for the more backward angle data.
The yellow shaded region indicates the uncertainty in the fit. Qpw is the intercept of the fit.
The SM prediction [24] is also shown (arrow).
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Figure 3: Constraints on the neutral-weak quark
coupling constants C1u − C1d (isovector) and C1u +
C1d (isoscalar). The near horizontal (green) APV
band constrains the isoscalar combination from
133
Cs data. The vertical (blue) ellipse represents
the global fit of the existing Q2 < 0.63 (GeV)2
PVES data including the new result reported here
at Q2 =0.025 (GeV)2 . The small (red) ellipse near
the center of the figure shows the result obtained by
combining the APV and PVES information. The
SM prediction [24] as a function of sin2 θW in the
M S scheme is plotted (diagonal black line) with the
SM best fit value indicated by the (black) point at
sin2 θW =0.23116.

strange quark charge radius ρs and magnetic moment µs , and the isovector axial form
Z(T =1)
factor GA
. All ~ep data were corrected for the energy-dependent 2VγZ (E, Q2 ) term
before fitting. In order to illustrate the Ao /A global fit in a single dimension, all data
were converted to reduced Ao /A asymmetries and the angular dependence were removed
by rotating all data to the forward limit. The global fit to the data can be seen in Fig.
2. From the fit the intercept gives Qpw (PVES)=0.064 ± 0.012. At tree level, the proton’s
weak charge is related to the weak mixing angle through QpW = 1 - 4 sin2 θW . Figure 4
shows the SM evolution of sin2 θW with Q2 including the extracted Qweak value of sin2 θW
(after correcting for radiative corrections as prescribed in ref. [33]) and results from other
neutral current measurements.
As mentioned previously, the current results presented here can be used to constrain
the weak vector quark charges. Combining our result with world PVES measurements of
the weak charges and the most recent APV results [25] yields: C1u = -0.1835 ± 0.0054 and
C1d = 0.3355 ± 0.0050 with a correlation coefficient of -0.980. Recalling from above that
QPw can be written in terms of the weak quark charges we obtain, Qpw (PVES+APV)=2(2C1u +C1d ) = 0.063 ± 0.012, which agrees perfectly with the results from PVES alone.
Additionally, one can use the C1 ’s to calculate the neutron’s weak charge which yields
n
P
QN
w =-0.975 ± 0.010. Extractions of both Qw and Qw are in agreement with SM predicted
values [24] of QPw (SM) = 0.0710 ± 0.0007 and Qnw (SM) = -0.9890 ± 0.0007.
The commissioning data presented here make up 4% of the total data collected by the
experiment. We anticipate the completion of the analysis of the full data set in late 2014.
The full data set is expected to have a factor of 5 reduction in the statistical error of the
measured asymmetry.
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Figure 4: The calculated running of
the weak mixing angle is shown in the
M S renormalization scheme [26, 27]. The
red data points indicate published results; atomic parity violation [28, 29], PV
Moller scattering (SLAC E158) [30, 31],
deep inelastic neutrino-nucleus scattering
(NuTeV) [32], and the Z-pole measurements at LEP and SLAC [28]. The black
data point indicates the current published
Qweak value based on 4% of the total data
set [2], and the green point shows the estimated final uncertainty for the Qweak experiment placed arbitrarily on the vertical
axis.
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Abstract
Abstract: The longitudinal inclusive spin asymmetry Ap1 and the spin-dependent
structure function of the proton g1p as a function of x and Q2 in deep-inelastic muonproton scattering have been measured at COMPASS (SPS, CERN). The results have
been obtained with data collected in 2011 for the longitudinal polarised NH3 solid
target and polarised muon beam of 200 GeV. The high energy of the beam allows
extension of the measured region to lower x (down to 0.0025) and larger Q2 (up to
100 (GeV/c)2 ).

The longitudinal spin-dependent structure function of the nucleon, g1 , is the subject
of profound theoretical and experimental interest. The main reason for this interest is the
results of the EMC experiment in 1988. They had shown that only a small fraction of
the nucleon spin is carried by quarks, ∆Σ = 0.12 ± 0.09(stat) ± 0.14(syst) [1]. It was far
from the predicted expectations of 60% [2] at that time. The “spin crisis” urged further
investigations in an attempt to find the missing component. The SMC and COMPASS
experiments at CERN, as well as E142, E143, E154, E155 at SLAC, and the HERMES
experiment at DESY confirmed the EMC observation with a better accuracy. More
recent estimation of the contribution of quarks to the spin of the nucleon gives ∆Σ =
0.30 ± 0.01(stat) ± 0.02(syst) [3]. The value of ∆Σ is obtained in M¯S scheme.
The longitudinal spin-dependent structure function, g1 , can be measured in the polarised deep-inelastic scattering (DIS) processes where an incoming lepton scatters off a
polarised fixed nucleon target. Structure function, g1 , is expressed through the doublespin asymmetry of the cross sections, A|| , by
A|| =

dσ ↑⇓ − dσ ↑⇑
,
dσ ↑⇓ + dσ ↑⇑

(1)

where the arrows indicate the relative direction of the beam particle spin (↑) and the
target nucleon spin (⇑). The asymmetry A|| is related to the longitudinal virtual photon
nucleon asymmetry, A1 , as
A|| = D(A1 + ηA2 ),
(2)
where D is a depolarisation factor, which gives the information about a spin transfer
from a lepton to a virtual photon. In the kinematic region of the COMPASS experiment
the factor η is small. The contribution of A2 is included into the systematic error. In
view of the previous facts, Eq. (2) could be rewritten as A|| ≈ DA1 . The longitudinal
spin-dependent structure function, g1 , relates to A1 by
g1 =

F2
A1 ,
2x(1 + R)
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(3)

where F2 is the spin-independent structure function and R is the ratio of cross sections
for absorption of longitudinal and transverse polarised photons, R = σ L /σ T .
The new measurements were performed with the COMPASS (COmmon Muon and
Proton Apparatus for Structure and Spectroscopy) setup at the M2 beamline of the SPS
accelerator of CERN. The new proton data were collected during the year 2011 using a
200 GeV longitudinally polarised muon beam and longitudinally polarised proton (NH3 )
with an average polarisation 80% and 85%, respectively. The target was composed of
three cells in which the neighboring target cells are polarised in the opposite direction.
Every 24 hours the spin directions in all cells were reversed by rotating the magnetic field
direction in order to cancel out a contribution of acceptance in the asymmetry calculations.
Detailed description of the COMPASS setup can be found in Ref. [4].
All events used in the analysis were required to have a reconstructed primary interaction vertex by the incoming and the scattered muon inside one of the target cells. In order
to cancel out the muon flux normalization in the asymmetry calculation were required to
cross the three cells of the target. Events were selected by cut on the four-momentum
transfer squared, Q2 > 1 (GeV/c)2 , which defines the region DIS and cut on the fractional
energy of the virtual photon, 0.1 < y < 0.9. The Bjorken scaling variable interval was
0.0025 < x < 0.7. The statistics available for the analysis after all cuts is about 78 million
events.
The starting point for the A1 asymmetry extraction is the number of events detected
in each target cell before and after reversal of the target polarisation direction,
N = aΦnσ̄(1 ± f DPB PT A1 ),

(4)

where a is a acceptance of the spectrometer, Φ is an incoming muon flux, n is a number
of target nucleons, σ̄ is a total cross-section, PB is a beam polarisation, PT is a target
polarisation and f is a dilution factor, which means the ratio of photon-absorbtion a
polarized cross-sections on a proton to the onces on all nuclei that fill the target cells.
Radiative corrections were taken into
account in the dilution factor calculation.
The average value of D and f is equal to
0.6 and 0.16, respectively. In order to minimize the statistical error of the asymmetry,
each event is weighted by ω = f DPB .
The four relations (P1 P4 )/(P2 P3 ) relates to A1 through
P ai second order equation, where Pi = N
j ωj , i = 1(2) denotes
combination of data sets for the upstream
and the downstream cells before (after) reversal of the target spin directions, i = 3(4)
denotes data set for the center cells taken Figure 1: The asymmetry Ap1 (x) measured at 200
before (after) reversal of the target spin di- GeV in 2011 is shown together with previous COMPASS results measured at 160 GeV in 2007. The
rections.
bands at the bottom of the figure show the systemp
The new values of A1 (x) on a proton as atic errors of the COMPASS measurements.
a function of x obtained at 200 GeV are
shown in Fig. 1 together with the published COMPASS results obtained at 160 GeV in
2007 [3]. The higher beam energy in comparison with the 2007 data allows to obtain an
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Figure 2: Values of Ap1 (x, Q2 ) as a function of Q2 in intervals of x. The band at the bottom of the
figure is the systematic uncertainty. The dashed lines show the results of fits to a constant.

1

Bj

gp(x , Q2) + c

i

additional point in the low x region: 0.0025 < x < 0.004. The full systematic error of the
new results for Ap1 (x) is shown by the band at the bottom of Fig. 1. The systematic error
of 2011 contains the contributions of the uncertainties on the target polarisation 5%, the
beam polarisation 5%, the dilution factor 2–3% and the depolarisation factor 2%. Another
possible contributions to the systematic error is the contribution from the neglected of
the transverse asymmetry, Ap2 , which is less than 0.002 in the full range of x and the
contribution from radiative effects, 10−5 − 10−3 . Also there is a contribution from false
asymmetries generated by instabilities in some components of the spectrometer. Its limit
of σsyst < (0.36 ÷ 0.84)σstat was obtained at 68% CL for σstat .
The asymmetries Ap1 (x, Q2 ) as a functions of Q2 for 16 fixed intervals of x are
x =0.0036 (i = 0)
x =0.0045
shown in Fig. 2. The dashed lines indicate
x =0.0055
x =0.0070
the results of fits to a constant. The bands
x =0.0090
at the bottom correspond to the systematic
x =0.012
c = 0.7 ⋅ (17.3 - i(x ) )
uncertainty. No significant Q2 dependence
x =0.017
8
x =0.024
is observed in any interval of x.
p
x =0.035
2
The value of g1 (x, Q ) was obtained
x =0.049
6
from Eq. (3) using the SMC parametrix =0.077 (i = 10)
sation of the spin-independent structure
x =0.12
x =0.17
function F2p from Ref. [5] and the SLAC
4
x =0.22
parametrisation of R from Ref. [6]. The
x =0.29
p
new results for g1 (x, Q2 ) splitted into 2–
2
x =0.41
3 bins of Q2 at each x value are shown
x =0.57
x =0.74
in Fig. 3. New data are compared to the
0
10
1
10
previous COMPASS data at 160 GeV and
Q2 (GeV2/c2)
to other experiments. The dashed line in3: The world data measurement of g1p versus
dicates the results of NLO QCD fit from Figure
Q2 , only statistical errors are plotted.
LSS05 [7].
A new measurement of g1p (x, Q2 ) at 200 GeV beam energy was performed. The meaBj
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surement region was enhanced to lower x and larger Q2 . For the first time, the results
for smaller x (0.0025 < x < 0.004) were obtained. The new data will be used to update
the Bjorken sum rule [3] and indirect measurement of ∆G via COMPASS NLO QCD fit
of world g1 data [8].
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Abstract
The GEANT4 simulations of the dp → ppn non-mesonic breakup reaction at
deuteron energies of 300 and 500 MeV for various configurations of scintillation
detectors were performed. Liege and Binary Cascade model are used in calculations.
Applicability of the subtraction procedure on obtained missing mass specters is
discussed.

1

Introduction

In case of the dp → ppn non-mesonic reaction, the short range nucleon correlations are
represented mainly by the NN potentials (e. g. CD-Bonn [1]) and the 3NFs. This reaction
is one of the simplest ones in which the structure of these objects can be studied.
The dp breakup possesses rich kinematics or phase space. The effects originating from
the 3NFs dominate some regions of the phase space, the relativistic effects other. The
Coulomb effects can be investigated in regions of the phase space where the 3NFs and
relativistic effects are weak. Thus, to obtain data for a large region of the phase space
it is desirable to get complementary information about the reaction mechanism and the
structure of the objects involved in the dp breakup. Using the pd breakup data collected at
19 MeV [2] a discrepancy between the data and the calculations that included the 3NFs has
been found. Inclusion of the Coulomb interaction is very significant but in this case didn’t
completely remove discrepancy. Large discrepancies between experiment and theoretical
calculations based on various NN and 3N potentials have also been found in case of the
dp breakup measured at 130 MeV [3]. It has been shown, however, that theoretical
calculations based on low energy expansion of QCD, i. e. the Chiral Perturbation Theory
(χP T ), can satisfactorily describe data obtained for energies up to 100 MeV/nucleon.
The currently known NN and 3N potentials are in many cases in good agreement with
experiment but in some cases they are not.
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2

Experiment and GEANT4 simulation

The dp non-mesonic breakup reaction is experimentally studied at deuteron energy from
300 to 500 MeV. Eight ∆E-E scintillation detectors are used. Each detector consists of
two scintillators ∆E and E. Both scintillators are of a tube shape, the thin one of a height
of 1 cm, the thick one of a 20 cm height, with the diameter of the cross section 8 cm
and 10 cm, respectively. Two Photomultiplier tubes PMTs-85 are positioned opposite to
each other at the outside cylindrical surface of the thin scintillator. At the end of the
E scintillator a photomultiplier tube PMT-63 is positioned. More details about ∆E–E
detectors can be found in [4].
Each detector is positioned at a certain distance so that the angle whose vertex is
the target subtended by the diameter of the thin scintillator is 4.6◦ . Longitudinal axes
of detectors which work in coincidence pass through the target and make angles that we
designated Θ1 and Θ2 with the trajectory of the incoming deuterons. The angle between
detectors in plane perpendicular to the direction of the deuteron beam is denoted by Φ.
The three angles Φ, Θ1 and Θ2 specify a detector configuration and the configurations for
which we present our results are given in Table 1.
configuration
2
5
1
3
7

Θ1
22.4◦
22.4◦
22.4◦
22.4◦
22.4◦

–
–
–
–
–

◦

27.0
27.0◦
27.0◦
27.0◦
27.0◦

Θ2
31.0◦
40.9◦
22.4◦
31.0◦
51.0◦

–
–
–
–
–

◦

35.6
45.5◦
27.0◦
35.6◦
55.6◦

Φ
40◦
180◦
180◦
140◦
140◦

Table 1: Detector configurations description.
As one can notice, the angles Θ1 and Θ2 appear as an interval of angles, which is due
to the finite size of the detectors’ cross section. The target (polyethylene, carbon) have a
shape of a thin thread of thickness 10 µm.
GEANT4 toolkit [5] was used to select
signal events from background for various
detector configurations. Plot of deposited
energies in ∆E and E detectors with applied cuts is shown on the Figure 1. The
leg in figure is caused mainly by the protons with energy above 180 MeV which
coming out from the E scintillator which
is due to not sufficient length of detector.
On the Figure 2, missing mass distribu- Figure 1: Plot of energies deposited in the ∆E and
tions for polyethylene (non shaded spectra) E detectors with applied cuts.
and carbon (shaded spectra) target in case
of deuterons with energy of 300 (1st and 2nd row) and 500 MeV (3rd, 4th and 5th row)
are presented. The detector configurations are 2 (1st row), 5 (2nd row), 1 (3rd row), 3
(4th row) and 7 (5th row), respectively. See Table 1 for detector configuration description.
First, second and third column corresponds to the spectra when cut1 (Liege model), cut1
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(Binary Cascade model) and cut2 (Binary Cascade model) is applied.
One can see that signal (dp breakup) events can be obtained subtracting carbon
spectra from the polyethylene one after normalisation in the regions where only the carbon
content is expected. Cut1 contains also events which have uncorrelated ∆E and E energies.
These events make a ”tail” in missing mass distributions (1st and 2nd column in Figure
2). Cut2 produces narrower missing mass spectra (3rd column in Figure 2). It can be
seen mainly at 500 MeV. Thus, one can conclude that cut1 is more useful to obtain signal
events because of the larger region where the normalisation procedure can be performed.
We found that signal events for configuration 1 and 3 are shifted towards the right
part of the spectra. Since GEANT4 gives the incoming energies (before detector) of the
particles, we could calculate the missing mass for these events with the correct value of
their kinetic energy and we found that these events are also the dp breakup events, i. e.
the signal events. Shift is caused by not sufficient length of detector.

Figure 2: Missing mass distribution for polyethylene (non shaded spectra) and carbon (shaded spectra)
target in case of deuterons with energy of 300 (1st and 2nd row) and 500 MeV (3rd, 4th and 5th row). The
detector configurations are 2 (1st row), 5 (2nd row), 1 (3rd row), 3 (4th row) and 7 (5th row), respectively.
First, second and third column corresponds to the cut1 (Liege model), cut1 (Binary Cascade model) and
cut2 (Binary Cascade model).
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The main reason of the peak spreading in the missing mass spectra is connected with
using in the calculation of the invariant mass instead of the actual values of the scattering
angles of the particles hitting the detector the angle at which main axis of the detector
is placed. Other reasons of the peak spreading are associated with the detector response.
We also modelled the effect of the spherical steel hull which enclosed target on energy
and direction of motion of the particles going out of the target. But the hull affects
the scattering angles and causes considerable energy losses for particles of only very low
energies (roughly of energies smaller than 35 MeV) and these are cut out by the ∆E – E
coincidence condition, that means, they stop already in the thin scintillator.
From the comparison of Liege and Binary Cascade model when cut1 is applied at
500 MeV follows. The signal events can be obtained by subtraction procedure but yields
vary with detector configuration. The obtained missing mass spectra at 500 MeV for
the 1st configuration (3rd row) and 7th one (5th row) are more or less similar. For
the configuration 3 (4th row) there are significant discrepancy. But at the moment of
simulations the Liege model was in experimental stage which can be cause of observed
discrepancy.

3

Conclusion

We present results of the GEANT4 simulations of the dp non-mesonic breakup reaction
at deuteron energies of 300 and 500 MeV for Liege and Binary Cascade model for various
configurations of two ∆E–E detectors and discussed the usefulness of the subtraction
procedure.
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Abstract
The study of the deuteron and three-nucleon systems short-range spin structure
via the measurements of the polarization observables in the deuteron induced reactions are planned at Nuclotron. The measurements of the analyzing powers for dpelastic scattering and dp- non-mesonic breakup will be performed at Internal Target
Station. The tensor analyzing power T20 and spin correlation parameter Cy,y in the
d3He → p(0)4He reaction will be measured in the energy range of 1000 - 2000 MeV
using extracted polarized deuteron beam.

1

Introduction

The investigation of light nuclei spin structure has been performed at different experiments
over the world at RIKEN, KVI, IUCF, RCNP and JINR during last decades. The goal
of such investigations is to establish the nature of 2N and 3N forces, the role of the
nonucleon degrees of freedom and relativistic effects. The theoretical analysis results of
the experimental data obtained at low and intermediate energies for the deuteron induced
reactions (see recent review [1] and references therein) were the motivation of the research
program of the DSS project [2].
It experimental program [2] includes several tasks. First one is to obtain the information on the spin â dependent parts of 2-nucleon and 3-nucleon forces from two
processes: dp-elastic scattering in a wide energy range and dp non-mesonic breakup with
two protons detection at energies 200 - 500 MeV. The second one is the measurement of
the T20 and Cyy for the 3He(d, p)4He reaction at the energy range of 1.0-2.0 GeV using
polarized deuteron beam and polarized 3He target. The development of the high precision
deuteron beam polarimetry is important for these investigations.
The experimental program on the deuteron structure investigation at Nuclotron was
started by the measurements of the vector Ay and tensor Ayy and Axx analyzing powers in
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dp- elastic scattering at Td of 880 MeV [3] and 2000 MeV [4]. The calculations performed
within relativistic multiple scattering model [5] describes the data on the vector analyzing
power Ay . However, there are the problems in the description of the tensor analyzing
powers at large angles in the c.m.. The goal of this paper is to report about the latest
results devoted to the study of the deuteron structure and present the program of the
future investigation at Nuclotron at JINR.

2

Experiment

The measurements were performed using internal target station (ITS) at Nuclotron [6]
with new control and data acquisition system [7]. The 10µm CH2 foil and 8µm carbon
wire were used as the targets. The effect on the hydrogen has been obtained using CH2 -C
subtraction.
The schematic view of the experiment [8] to study the dp- elastic scattering at ITS is
shown in Fig. 1a. The detection apparatus consists of 4 proton and deuteron scintillation
counters based on FEU-85 photomultiplier tubes. The signals from the P, D detectors give
coincidences for dp-elastic and quasi-elastic reactions, PP-L and PP-R register protons
from pp-quasi-elastic reaction at 90 o in the c.m. This reaction is used as the relative
intensity monitor of the interacting beam with the target for calculation of cross-section
of dp-elastic scattering reaction.
The amplitudes of the signals and timing information from the detectors and also
information from target position monitor were recorded and used in the further data
analysis for the dp- elastic scattering events selection. The scintillation counters coupled
to Hamamatsu H7416MOD PMTs were used for the measurements at Td > 1000 MeV
because of better timing and amplitude resolution than FEU-85 PMTs.
The dp → ppn reaction will be investigated using ∆E-E techniques for the detection
of both protons at ITS at Nuclotron. The details of the experimental setup with 8 ∆E-E
detectors are presented in ref. [9].

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Scheme of the experimental setup at the internal target station: P- proton detector ,
D- deuteron detector, PP-L and PP-R are the detectors for pp-quasi-elastic scattering, M1-M6- monitor
counters. (b) The differential cross section of dp- elastic scattering obtained at 880 MeV at Nuclotron
(solid circles), at 850 MeV [10] (open circles) and at 940 MeV [11] (open triangles). The lines are explained
in the text.
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Figure 2: (a) The differential cross section of dp- elastic scattering at 1300 MeV: BNL data [13] (open
triangles) and preliminary Nuclotron data (solid circles). (b) The differential cross section of dp- elastic
scattering at 2000 MeV: ANL data [14] (open circles) and preliminary Nuclotron data (solid squares).

3

Results

The measurements of the angular dependence of the differential cross section of dp- elastic
scattering were carried out at Nuclotron at the energies of 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 880,
1000, 1300, 1500 and 2000 MeV. Fig. 1b presents the results of the measurement at 880
MeV at Nuclotron depicted by the solid circles. They are compared with the data obtained
at 850 MeV [10] and 940 MeV [11] given by open circles and triangles, respectively. The
dashes and solid lines are the calculation of the relativistic multiple scattering model [12]
without and with double scattering taken into account. The model [12] describes the
behaviour of the data, however, some deviation at large scattering angles still remains.The
description between the cross section data and theoretical calculations at large angles
could be improved by taking into account the short-range 3N forces.
The preliminary data on the differential cross section of dp- elastic scattering obtained
at Nuclotron at 1300 and 2000 MeV and given in Fig.1a and Fig.1b by the solid symbols.
They are compared with the data obtained previously at BNL [13] and at ANL [14]
depicted in Fig.1a and Fig.1b by the open triangles and circles, respectively.
The data for different kinematic configuration for the dp → ppn reaction have been
obtained at 300, 400 and 500 MeV. The preliminary results for the dp → ppn events selection obtained at Td =400(500) MeV for the two protons detection angles, namely, θ1 =25◦ ,
θ2 =33.7◦ and φ=44.6◦ ) are presented in Fig.3a(b). The data analysis is in progress.

4

Conclusion

The data on the analyzing powers Ay , Ayy and Axx in dp- elastic scattering have been
measured at ITS at the Nuclotron at the energies of 880 and 2000 MeV [3, 4].
The data on the energy dependence of the dp- elastic scattering cross section have
been accumulated at 400-2000 MeV. The data analysis is in progress.
The data on dp-non-mesonic breakup have been obtained at 300, 400 and 500 MeV
for different kinematic configurations.
Future studies of deuteron-induced reactions like dp → pd, dp- breakup, dd → 3Hp(3Hen)
and d3He → p4He at Nuclotron are related with new PIS developed at LHEP-JINR [15].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Two detected proton energies correlation for the dp → ppn reaction at Td =400 MeV

(θ1 =25◦ , θ2 =33.7◦ and φ=44.6◦ ). (b) Two detected proton energies correlation for the dp → ppn reaction
at Td =500 MeV (θ1 =25◦ , θ2 =33.7◦ and φ=44.6◦ ).

These new experimental data and further development in theoretical approaches will be
important for adequate description of the short-range light nuclei spin structure.
The work has been supported in part by the RFBR grant No.13-02-00101a.
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Abstract
The major goal of the Baryonic Matter at Nuclotron (BM@N) project is to
perform a research program focused on the production of strange matter in heavyion collisions at beam energies between 2 and 6 A· GeV. The study of the N N , N A
and dA reactions for the reference is assumed. The extension of the experimental
program at BM@N is related with the study of the in-medium modification of the
polarization for the strange and muti-strange baryons and the spin alignment for
vector mesons decaying in hadronic modes. The studies of the spin effects in N N
and dA reactions also can be performed with the minor modification of the beam
transportation line.

1

Introduction

The Nuclotron at JINR will provide beams of heavy ions with energies up to 6 A·GeV for
isospin symmetric nuclei, and 4.65 A·GeV for Au nuclei. In central heavy-ion collisions at
these energies, nuclear densities of about 4 times nuclear matter density can be reached.
These conditions are well suited to investigate the equation-of-state (EOS) of dense nuclear
matter which plays a central role for the dynamics of core collapse supernovae and for
the stability of neutron stars. At the same time, heavy-ion collisions are a rich source of
strangeness, and the coalescence of kaons with lambdas or of lambdas with nucleons will
produce a vast variety of multi-strange hyperons or of light hypernuclei, respectively. Even
the production of light double-hypernuclei or of double-strange dibaryons is expected to be
measurable in heavy-ion collisions at Nuclotron energies. The observation of those objects
would represent a breakthrough in our understanding of strange matter, and would pave
the road for the experimental exploration of the 3-rd dimension of the nuclear chart [1].
These studies are complimentary to the CBM experimental program at SIS100 [2].
High-energy heavy-ion collisions offer the unique possibility to create and to investigate
hot and dense nuclear matter in the laboratory. The nucleon densities in the collision
zone of two gold nuclei exceed the saturation density by a factor of 3-4 at Nuclotron
1
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beam energies [3]. At these densities the nucleons start to overlap, and it was speculated
that under such extreme conditions the onset of chiral symmetry restoration may occur
while the quarks are still confined. In this case, the bulk properties (for example the
energy density) are dominated by quarks which occupy the Fermi sea, whereas baryons
represents the excited states. Due to the increase of the degrees-of-freedom with respect
to hadronic matter this particular state can be regarded as a new phase of nuclear matter
where quarks and baryons coexist. This so called ”quarkyonic” phase [4] is predicted to
be located at large baryo-chemical potentials and moderate temperatures, and, therefore,
may be produced in heavy-ion collisions at Nuclotron beam energies.
The production of multi-strange hyperons is expected to be enhanced at high densities,
and their yield is sensitive to the baryon density reached in the fireball. Therefore, systematic measurements of Ξ− and Ω− hyperon production as function of beam energy and size
of the colliding nuclei offer the possibility to study the nuclear matter equation-of-state,
or baryon density fluctuations as they are expected to occur when the system undergoes
a first-order phase transition. These fluctuations may also indicate the existence and the
location of a QCD critical endpoint. Moreover, the energy distributions of multi-strange
hyperons provide information on the fireball temperature and the radial flow at the time
when they are emitted. The BM@N experiment [1] would deliver the first data on the
production of multi-strange hyperons in heavy-ion collisions at Nuclotron beam energies.
Also we propose to produce hypernuclei (single- and double-lambda) in heavy-ion collision via coalescence of lambdas with nucleons or light fragments. In central Au + Au
collisions at 4 A·GeV still 4 lambdas are produced. The probability for coalescence of
lambdas with protons or light nuclei like He, however, increases with decreasing beam
energy, i.e. with decreasing temperature of the fireball, and, hence, increasing He yield.
According to the estimations from ref. [5], one can expect at Nuclotron energies yield of
3 · 10−8 ΛΛ6He, 10−6 ΛΛ5H, and 2 · 10−2 Λ3H per central collision. Experimentally one has to
reconstruct the decay chain of the hypernuclei (if it exists), for example: ΛΛ5H →Λ5He+π − ,
5
4
−
6
Λ He → He + p + π . The ΩH (if it exists) can be detected using the following chain
6
6
− 6
6
5
− 5
4
−
ΩH → ΞHe+π , Ξ He →ΛΛHe →ΛHe+p+π , ΛHe → He+p+π . The systematic studies
of neutron-rich and halo(loosely bound) hypernuclei (Λ3 H, Λ4 H, Λ6 He etc.) [6] can be performed simultaneously. Part of these measurements requires the detection of light nuclear
fragments (for instance, 4He) what can be performed using amplitude information from
ST S (or from the scintillation detectors placed in front of ST S). These measurements
can be performed for the beams of 4He and 6Li [6].
New signature can be the change of in the polarization properties of the secondary
particles in the nucleus-nucleus collisions compared to the nucleon-nucleon collisions. A
number of polarization observables have been proposed as a possible signature of phase
transition, namely, decreasing of the Λ0 transverse polarization in central collisions [7–9],
non-zero Λ̄0 longitudinal polarization [10, 11], non-zero J/Ψ polarization at low pT [12],
anisotropy in di-electron production from vector mesons decay [13], global hyperon polarization [14] and spin-alignment of vector mesons [15] in non-central events etc. The
study of the modification of the Λ0 transverse polarization and global Λ0 polarization at
NICA and FAIR energies has been proposed in ref. [16]. Recently the vorticity and hydrodynamical helicity in noncentral heavy-ion collisions were studied for Nuclotron/NICA
energies as the functions of the energy collision, system size etc. [17].
Some modification of the transportation line can allow to measure the tensor analyzing
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power T20 and spin correlation Cy,y in the 3He(d, p)4He reaction in the kinetic energy range
between 1.0 and 1.75 GeV can be performed at the BM@N area using polarized 3He target
[18]. A number of polarization observables for the d(p, p)d, d(d, p)t, d(A, pp)X reactions
as well as for polarized neutron induced reactions (with the proton spectator detection)
at intermediate energies also can be studied with new polarized deuteron source [19]
developed at LHEP.

2

BM@N Detector

Schematic view of the BM@N setup is shown in Fig.1(a). The heart of the BM@N setup is
the Silicon Tracking System (ST S) (similar to the CBM ST S [20]) placed in the magnetic
field with the maximal field integral of ∼2 T·m. The Silicon Tracking System comprises
8 stations of increasing size, and will be operated at -10◦ C. Therefore, the STS sits in a
thermal enclosure which fits into the gap of the dipole magnet as show in Fig.1(a). The
double-sided silicon micro-strip sensors will be read out via ultra-thin micro-cables by a
free-streaming (i.e. untriggered) front-end-electronics. The sensors, the cables and the
electronics are mounted on light-weight carbon ladders which form the stations.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Schematic view of the BM@N setup with the large aperture dipole analyzing magnet
SP41. T S- target station, T 0- start diamond detector, ST S- silicon tracker, ST - straw tracker, DC- drift
chambers, RP C- resistive plate chambers, ZDC- zero degree calorimeter, DT E- detector of transverse
energy. (b) One UrQMD central Au + Au collision at 4 A·GeV within BM@N detector.

For intermediate tracking two drift chambers from NA48 (delivered from CERN to
JINR) can be used [21]. Each drift chamber is composed of eight planes of wires arranged
in four views (x, y, u, v) with two planes of staggered wires in each view to resolve the
right-left ambiguities. The wire orientations in the (x, y, u, v) views are at multiples of
45 degrees to the horizontal plane and perpendicular to the beam. Sense wire spacing
is 1.0 cm; one wire plane extends over 2.40 m and has 256 sense wires. The coordinate
accuracy is found to be 110 µm for four planes measurements case. In addition the straw
tubes plane developed for muon system of CBM can be used to improve the quality of
the tracking. It consists of 3 double-layer planes.
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The particle identification will be provided by the T OF - wall based on mRP Cs [22–
24]. The simulation performed for the central Au + Au at 3.5 A·GeV and Cu + Cu at 5
A·GeV collisions shown good separation of the secondary particles using m2 : p plot [1].
The working conditions of proposed experiment for the T 0 detector require the use of
diamond pixel or strip detector because of high radiation hardness. Two technologies are
considered, namely, mono-crystalline pad diamond detector applied recently for HADES
[25] and poly-cristalline double-sided strip module developed for ATLAS [26].
The centrality of the event will be measured using zero degree calorimeter (ZDC). For
this purpose the reassembled the WA98 ZDC [27] will be used. This hadron calorimeter
consists of lead/scintillator sandwich modules with the sampling satisfying the compensating condition.
The cross section of the module is 15×15 cm2 . The energy resolution is
p
about 50%/ E(GeV ) for hadrons. The transverse cross section of ZDC will be 150×150
cm2 . The independent estimation of the centrality can be performed using DT E based
on P IN OT electromagnetic calorimeter [28]. Also the multiplicity in T OF detector can
be used as an independent way to measure the centrality.
The DAQ system should be able to store and analyze the data obtained from the different detectors both in free-streaming (ST S) and triggered (for instance, RP Cs or ZDC)
modes. The high counting rate expected during the experiment requires the development
of high-speed methods, algorithms and software tools of parallel processing for solving
problems on multiprocessor and distributed computing complexes, including the use of
Grid-technologies. The use of SIMD instructions, simultaneous multi-threading (SMT),
algorithmic languages Ct, OpenCL and CUDA for solving problems on the multi-core,
multiprocessor distributed computer complexes. These methods, algorithms and software
will be used for the charged particles momenta reconstruction with the high accuracy and
their identification, for the simulation of the physical processes in heavy ion collisions at
Nuclotron energies, the calibration and alignment of the setup detectors. The data taking
and analysis will be performed using distributed systems for the data processing.

3

Simulation results

The software framework based on the FAIR root has been developed for the feasibily
studies and BM@N setup optimization. Fig.1(b) demonstrates the BM@N magnet with
silicon tracker, time-of-flight system and tracks for one central Au + Au event at 4 A·GeV.
This framework includes the geometry and calculated field for the BM@N magnet, the 8
stations ST S (with last 5 of the same size), beam pipe and T OF wall. Fig.1(b) demonstrates the detectors of the BM@N setup and tracks for one UrQMD central Au + Au
event at 4 A·GeV.
The results of the simulations are shown in Fig.2 which depicts the invariant mass
spectra for Ks0 mesons and Λ hyperons for UrQMD central Au+Au collisions at 4 A·GeV.
The analysis is based on topological cuts only, without particle identification via the
time-of-flight determination. The combinatorial background can be further reduced by
identifying the decay protons by the time-of-flight measurement. For the reference the
simulation for the CBM setup has been performed. The results are summarized in table 1.
The reconstruction efficiencies are ∼11% and ∼15% for the Ks0 and Λ with quite good
signal/background ratios for BM@N setup. The reconstruction efficiencies for the CBM
setup are similar, however, the S/B ratios are slightly better than for BM@N setup. Note,
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Reconstructed Ks0 mesons (a) and Λ hyperons (b) from the UrQMD central Au + Au

collisions at 4 A· GeV.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: The y − pT acceptances for Ks0 mesons (a) and Λ hyperons (b) from the UrQMD central

Au + Au collisions at 4 A· GeV.

that efficiencies reconstructions for the primary V 0 particles are larger for BM@N setup,
while they are larger for the V 0 ’s coming from the cascade hyperons for CBM setup due
to larger acceptance of ST S.
The y − pT acceptances for Ks0 mesons and Λ hyperons from the central Au + Au
collisions at 4 A·GeV are shown in Fig.3. One can see that acceptances are large enough
and cover mostly forward rapidities.
Table 1: The efficiencies ² and signal to background ratios S/B of the Ks0 and Λ reconstruction produced
in the central Au + Au collisions at 4 A·GeV for the BM@N and CBM setups.

Setup
BM@N
CBM

²(Ks0 )
11.05%
12.37%

S
(Ks0 )
B

1.32
1.43

²(Λ)
14.65%
14.65%

S
(Λ)
B

6.35
5.44

The simulation results for selection of Λ3H produced in the central Au + Au collisions
at 4 A·GeV from the Dubna Cascade Model (DCM) event generator [29] are shown in
Fig.4. One can see good identification for two- and three-body decay channels depicted in
Fig.4(a) and Fig.4(b), respectively. The simulation for the CBM setup has been performed
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Reconstruction of the hyper-tritons (3Λ H) from the DCM [29] central Au + Au collisions at
4 A·GeV for 2- (a) and 3-body (b) decay channels.

Table 2: The efficiencies ² and significance of the 3Λ H reconstruction produced in the central Au + Au
collisions at 4 A·GeV for 2-body (Λ3 H →3He + π − ) and 3-body (Λ3 H → d + p + π − ) decay channels for
BM@N and CBM setups.

Setup
BM@N
CBM

²(2-body)
11.4%
7.8%

√ S (2-body)
S+B

24.4
19.3

²(3-body)
16.8%
9.1 %

√ S (3-body)
S+B

26.6
24.6

for the reference. The comparison of the results on the efficiencies and significances of
the 3Λ H reconstruction for the BM@N and CBM setups are presented in table 2. One
can see good signal to background ratio for the both setups, however, the reconstruction
efficiency for the BM@N setup is 50-60% larger than in the case of CBM.
The simulation for Ξ− reconstruction and the simulation for the cascade Ξ− hyperon
has been performed for 5·105 UrQMD central Au+Au collisions at 4 A·GeV. The selection
of Xi− requires the effective reconstruction of Λ decay in the pπ − mode and the secondary
vertex reconstruction for Λπ − . The efficiency of the reconstruction was found ∼3% with
signal to background ratio of ∼5%.
For the simulation we used parallelized algorithms using LIT firmware with manycore
computer. The maximal speed is provided by the Intel X5660 at 2.80 GHz with 24 logical
cores, e.g. about 2700 minimum bias or 1200 central events per second.
The simulation framework is still under development. The optimization of the BM@N
detector is continued.

4

Experiment status

During last years a significant progress in the preparation of the BM@N experiment
has been achieved. The measurements with 3.42 A·GeV carbon [30] and 1.0-4.0 A·GeV
deuteron [31] beams demonstrated the feasibility of the experiment with the existing
beam lines. On the base of these measurements the technical requirements to the Nuclotron parameters, beam transportation conditions and experimental cave details were
formulated.
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The experimental zone is now under reconstruction. New beam stopper, target station
and beam pipe is prepared. The aperture of the BM@N magnet was enlarged up to 1 m in
the vertical direction. The preparation to the magnetic field measurements are in progress
now.
The simulation shown that the counting rate at mRP Cs requires the use of warm float
glass techniques use. Such detectors were developed at IHEP and tested U70 Accelerator
complex using specially constructed muon beam line. The scintillation fiber hodoscopes
based on the use multi-anode PMTs H6568 are under construction and testing at internal
Nuclotron beam. The prototype of the ZDC module has been prepared on the base of
the equipment from WA98 ZDC delivered from CERN to JINR in 2012 and tested with
muon beam at U70. The work on the electronics and DAQ concept is in progress.

5

Conclusions
• BM@N experiment has high discovery potential and can provide new insight to the
strangeness production in a GeV energy range. This experiment is comprehensive
to the CBM experiment planned at FAIR [2].
• Measurements of the hyperons polarization, heavy mesons spin alignment etc. [13,
16, 17] can significantly enrich the physics at BM@N.
• First stage of the BM@N setup is well suited for the physics with polarized deuterons
[18] using new PIS [19].

The authors are indebted to V.V.Ivanov, I.V.Kisel, P.Senger, Yu.O.Vassiliev for useful
discussions. They are grateful to I.Kulakov, E.I.Litvinenko, V.A.Vasendina and M.Zyzak
for their help in the simulation. The investigation has been supported in part by the
Russian Foundation for Basic Research (Grant No.13-02-00101a).
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Abstract
New experimental data on the polarization and spin-correlation parameters in
the (p,2p) reaction with nuclei at 1 GeV are presented. The experiment was aimed
to study a modification of the proton–proton scattering matrix.

Introduction.
There were some speculations on modifications of nucleon and meson
masses and sizes, and of meson–nucleon coupling constants, and, as a consequence, of
nucleon–nucleon scattering matrix in nuclear medium [1–3]. These speculations were motivated by a variety of theoretical points of view, including the renormalization effects due
to strong relativistic nuclear fields, deconfinement of quarks, and partial chiral symmetry
restoration.
This work is a part of the experimental program in the framework of which the
medium–induced modifications of the nucleon–nucleon scattering amplitudes are studied
at the PNPI synchrocyclotron with the 1 GeV proton beam [4–8]. The intermediate–
energy quasi–free (p, 2p) reaction is a good experimental tool to study such effects, since
in the first approximation, this reaction can be considered as a proton–proton scattering
in the nuclear matter. Usage of S–shell protons (with zero orbital momentum) is preferred because interpretation of obtained data in this case is essentially simplified since
the effective polarization is not involved [9]. The polarization observables in the reaction are compared with those in the elastic pp scattering. In our exclusive experiment, a
two–arm magnetic spectrometer is used, the shell structure of the nuclei being evidently
distinguished. To measure polarization characteristics of the reaction, each arm of the
spectrometer was equipped with a multi–wire–proportional chamber polarimeter.
In the early PNPI–RCNP experiment [5], the polarizations P1 and P2 of both secondary protons from the (p, 2p) reactions at 1 GeV with the 1S–shell protons of the
nuclei 6 Li, 12 C and with the 2S–shell protons of the 40 Ca nucleus has been measured
at nuclear proton momenta close to zero. The polarization observed in the experiment,
as well as the analyzing power Ay in the RCNP experiment at the 392 MeV polarized
proton beam [10, 11], drastically differed from those calculated in the framework of non–
relativistic Plane Wave Impulse Approximation (PWIA) and of spin–dependent Distorted
Wave Impulse Approximation (DWIA) [12], based on free space proton–proton interaction. This difference was found to have a negative value and to increase monotonously
with the effective mean nuclear density ρ̄ [10]. The latter is determined by the absorption
of initial and secondary protons in nucleus matter. The observed inessential difference
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between the non–relativistic PWIA and DWIA calculations pointed out only to a small
depolarization of the secondary protons because of proton–nucleon rescatterings inside a
nucleus. All these facts strongly indicated a modification of the proton–proton scattering amplitudes due to the modification of the main properties of hadrons in the nuclear
matter.
Later, the results of the experiment with a 4 He target broke the above–mentioned
dependence of the difference between the experimental polarization values and those calculated in the framework of the PWIA on the effective mean nuclear density [6]. The
difference for the 4 He nucleus proved to be smaller than that for the 12 C nucleus. This
evidently contradicts the elastic proton–nucleus scattering experiment. According to the
experiment, the 4 He nucleus has the largest mean nuclear density. The important feature
of the experiment with the 4 He nucleus was a possibility to see the medium effect without
any contribution from multi–step processes (for instance, from the (p, 2pN ) reactions).
These processes could take place when there were nucleons of outer shells as in other nuclei. Therefore, they could not cause the systematic difference between the polarizations
P1 and P2 clearly obtained for the first time in the experiment [6].
Here we present the polarization data for the reaction with the nuclei 4 He, 6 Li, 12 C
(1S–shell), and 40 Ca (2S–shell) obtained with a much better statistical accuracy in our
last experiments. New data on the polarization in the reaction with the 1S–shell protons
of the 28 Si nucleus are presented. The 1S–state of the 28 Si nucleus has a larger value of
the mean proton binding energy Es (50 MeV) than that of the 12 C nucleus (35 MeV).
We also present the polarization measured in the reaction with the P –shell and D–shell
protons of the 12 C and 28 Si nuclei, respectively.
In recent experiments, the research program was extended to measure the spin correlation parameters Cij in the (p, 2p) reaction with the 4 He and 12 C nuclei. Measurements of
the parameters in the reaction with nuclei were for the first time performed. The main attention was concentrated on the spin correlation parameter Cnn since its value is the same
in the center–of–mass and laboratory systems. Besides, this parameter is not distorted
by the magnetic fields of the two–arm spectrometer because of the proton anomalous
magnetic moment [13]. Since the polarization and the spin correlation parameter Cnn
are expressed differently through the scattering matrix elements [3], the measurement of
both these polarization observables can provide a more comprehensive information about
a modification of the hadron properties in the nuclear medium.
Experimental method.
The general layout of the experimental setup is shown in
Fig. 1 [14]. The experiment is performed at non–symmetric scattering angles of the final
state protons in the coplanar quasi–free scattering geometry with a complete reconstruction of the reaction kinematics. The measured secondary proton momenta K1 , K2 (kinetic
energies T1 , T2 ) and the scattering angles Θ1 , Θ2 are used together with the proton beam
energy T0 to calculate nuclear proton separation energy ∆E = T0 -T1 -T2 and the residual
nucleus momentum Kr for each (p, 2p) event. In the impulse approximation, the Kr is
equal to the momentum K of the nuclear proton before the interaction (Kr = -K).
External proton beam of the PNPI synchrocyclotron was focused onto the target TS
of a two–arm spectrometer consisting of the magnetic spectrometers MAP and NES. The
beam intensity was monitored by the scintillation telescope M1, M2, M3 and was at the
level of about 5·1010 protons/(s·cm2 ).
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Figure 1: The experimental setup. TS is the target of the two–arm spectrometer; Q1÷Q4 are magnetic
quadruples; D1, D2 are dipole magnets; C1, C2 are collimators; S1÷S4 and M1÷M3 are scintillation
counters; PC1÷PC4, PC1’, PC4’ (PC5÷PC8, PC5’, PC8’) and A1 (A2) are the proportional chambers
and the carbon analyzer of the high–momentum (low–momentum) polarimeter, respectively.
Solid nuclear targets TS made of CH2 (for the setup calibration), 6 Li, 12 C, 28 Si, and
Ca, as well as a cryogenic target made of liquid helium 4 He (or liquid hydrogen for
calibration) were used in the experiment [6, 14].
The spectrometers were used for registration of the secondary protons from the (p, 2p)
reaction in coincidence and for measurement of their momenta and outgoing angles. The
polarization of these protons P1 and P2 , and the spin correlation parameters Cij were
measured by the polarimeters located in the region of focal planes of the spectrometers
MAP and NES (Fig. 1). The first index of the Cij , i (where i is n or s, ), and the second
index j (where j is n or s,, ) correspond to the forward scattered proton analyzed by the
MAP polarimeter and the recoil proton analyzed by the NES polarimeter, respectively.
The unit vector n is perpendicular to the scattering plane of the reaction. Unit vectors
s, and s,, are perpendicular to the vector n and to the coordinate axes z, and z,, (Fig. 1)
of the polarimeters.
The overall energy resolution (on ∆E) of the spectrometer estimated from the elastic
proton–proton scattering with the 22 mm in thick cylindrical CH2 target was about 5 MeV
(FWHM) [14].
The track information from the proportional chambers of both polarimeters was used
in the off-line analysis to find the azimuthal φ1 , φ2 and polar θ1 , θ2 angles of the proton
scattering from the analyzers A1, A2 for each (p, 2p) event.
The polarization parameters were estimated by folding the theoretical functional shape
of the azimuthal angular distribution into experimental one [8], using the CERNLIB
40
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MINUIT package and a χ2 likelihood estimator. This method permits to realize the
control over χ2 in the case the experimentally measured azimuthal distribution is distorted
due to the instrumental problems.
The time difference (TOF) between the signals from the scintillation counters S2 and
S4 was measured. It served to control the accidental coincidence background. The events
from four neighboring proton beam bunches were recorded. Three of them contained the
background events only and were used in the offline analysis to estimate the background
polarization parameters and the background contribution at the main bunch containing
the correlated events [14].
The recoil proton spectrometer NES was installed at a fixed angle Θ2 ' 53.2◦ . At a
given value of the S–shell mean binding energy of the nucleus under investigation, the
angular and momentum settings of the MAP spectrometer and the momentum setting
of the NES spectrometer were chosen to get a kinematics of the (p, 2p) reaction close to
that of the elastic proton–proton scattering. In this kinematics, the momentum K of the
nuclear S–proton before the interaction is close to zero. At this condition, the counting
rate of the S-shell proton knockout reaction should be maximal.
Results and discussion.
In Fig. 2, the polarizations P1 , P2 in the (p, 2p) reaction
with the S–shell protons of the nuclei 4 He, 6 Li, 12 C, 28 Si, 40 Ca are plotted versus the
S–shell proton binding energy Es [14]. For all nuclei (excluding 4 He), the effective mean
nuclear density ρ̄, normalized on the saturation nuclear density ρ0 ≈ 0.18 fm−3 , is given.
The actual calculation of the effective mean nuclear density ρ̄, which is determined by
absorption of the incident and both outgoing protons, was carried out following a procedure [10] using the computer code THREEDEE [12]. The potential model of a nucleus
employed by the code is not correct for the 4 He nucleus. The calculated value of the ρ̄ in
this case is strongly unreliable [6]. The 4 He data should be excluded in comparison with
theoretical models which differ from the PWIA.
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Figure 2: Polarizations P1 and P2 of the protons scattered at the angles Θ1 (◦) and Θ2 (•) in the
(p, 2p) reaction with the S–shell protons of nuclei at 1 GeV. The points at Es = 0 correspond to the
elastic proton-proton scattering. The curves correspond the theoretical calculations described in the text.
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The points (◦) and (•) in the figure correspond to the polarizations P1 and P2 of the forward scattered protons at the angle Θ1 = 21◦ ÷25◦ (with energy T1 = 745÷735 MeV) and
of the recoil protons scattered at the angle Θ2 ' 53.2◦ (with energy T2 = 205÷255 MeV).
The points at the Es =0 are the polarizations P1 and P2 in the elastic proton-proton scattering at the angles Θ1 = 26.0◦ and Θ2 = 53.2◦ (Θcm = 62.25◦ ). In Fig. 2, the experimental
data are compared with the results of the non-relativistic PWIA, DWIA calculations (the
dashed and solid curves, respectively) [14] and the DWIA* calculation with the relativistic
effect, the distortion of the nucleon Dirac spinor in nuclear medium, taken into account
(the dotted, MN∗ , curve) [2,14]. For the calculations, the computer code THREEDEE was
used [12] using an on–shell factorized approximation and the final energy prescription. A
global optical potential, parametrized in the relativistic framework and converted to the
Shrödinger–equivalent form, was used to calculate the distorted wave functions of incident and outgoing protons in the case of DWIA and DWIA*. A conventional well–depth
method was used to construct the bound–state wave function. The DWIA* calculations
were carried out in the Shrödinger–equivalent form [5]. In this approach, a modified N N
interaction in medium is assumed due to the effective nucleon mass (smaller than the
free mass), which affects the Dirac spinors used in the calculations of the N N scattering
matrix. A linear dependence of the effective mass of nucleons on the nuclear density was
assumed in the calculations.
The results of the polarization studies:
1. The difference of the final proton polarizations P1 and P2 found in the PWIA,
DWIA and DWIA* is quite small (less than 0.005) for all nuclei under investigation.
2. The difference between the PWIA and DWIA results is small. This indicates that
the distortion in the conventional non-relativistic framework does not play any essential
role in the polarization for the kinematic conditions under consideration (the transferred
momenta q = 3.2÷3.7 fm−1 ).
3. Predictions of the DWIA* with relativistic corrections (distortion of the proton
Dirac spinor in nuclear medium) are close to experimental data for the forward scattered
proton polarization P1 .
4. A significant difference is observed between the measured polarization of the scattered proton P1 and that of the recoil proton P2 .
Note that the difference between the measured polarizations P1 and P2 was also observed in the reaction with the D–shell protons of the 28 Si nucleus and was not seen in
the reaction with the P –shell protons of the 12 C (Fig. 3).
The experimental data on the spin correlation parameters Cij in the reactions with the
4
He and 12 C are given in Fig. 4. The dashed and dotted curves in the figure correspond to
the PWIA calculations of the Cnn and Cs, s,, parameters using the current Arndts group
phase-shift analysis (SP07). The mixed Cs, s,, parameter was found by taking into account
its distortion in the magnetic fields of the spectrometers. The points at the Es = 0
correspond to the elastic proton-proton scattering.
As seen in Fig. 4, the Cnn data (as well as the Cs, s,, data) are described in the framework
of the PWIA. The question arises, there is no the nuclear medium modification of the
Cnn parameter as it is for the polarization of the final protons (Fig. 2)? Whether this fact
is connected to the strong polarization dropping for the recoil proton? It is possible that
some spin-flip mechanism compensates the nuclear medium effect in the Cnn .
Due to the parity conservation in the elastic proton–proton scattering, the spin correla-
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Figure 4: Spin correlation parameters Cij in the (p, 2p) reaction at 1 GeV with the S–shell protons
of the 4 He and 12 C nuclei at the secondary proton scattering angles Θ2 = 53.22◦ , Θ1 = 24.21◦ and
Θ2 = 53.22◦ , Θ1 = 22.71◦ , respectively. The points at Es = 0 correspond to the elastic proton-proton
scattering (Θ1 = 26.0◦ , Θcm = 62.25◦ ). The curves are the results of calculations described in the text.

tion parameters Cns00 and Cs0 n should be equal to 0. This is confirmed by the experimental
data at the Es = 0 in the Fig. 4. For the (p, 2p) reaction, we see some deviation of the parameters from zero. It may be related to the spin-flip mechanism mentioned above. Note
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that test calculations of all spin correlation parameters for the accidental coincidence
background give zero values as should be expected.
To find an explanation of the observed effects, let us assume that there is a spin-flip
interaction of the recoil (nuclear) proton with the residual nucleus, which is not taken into
account by the theoretical approaches. This additional interaction mechanism, governed
by the Pauli exclusion principle in a nucleus, reverses the proton spin direction and, as
a consequence, changes the signs of the polarization and the spin correlation parameter
Cnn .
The relative contribution (α) of the spin–flip mechanism in the interaction with a
residual nucleus, which is mainly determined by the proton-nucleon rescatterings at small
angles, can be found from experiment via the relative polarization dropping (gp ) for the
recoil proton. First define the averaged polarization of the recoil proton:
< P2 > =

P2 + α(−P2 )
P1 + α(−P1 )
(1 − α)P1
=
=
.
1+α
1+α
1+α

(1)

In the equation we used the fact that all employed theories give equal values of the
polarizations P1 and P2 . The averaged value of the Cnn can also be calculated using the
equation:
Cnn + α(−Cnn )
(1 − α)Cnn
< Cnn > =
=
.
(2)
1+α
1+α
The relative polarization dropping gp is determined as:
gp =

P1 − < P2 >
Cnn − < Cnn >
2α
= gCnn =
=
.
P1
Cnn
1+α

(3)

It can be seen that the proposed spin–flip interaction couples in simple form the relative
dropping of the polarization and the Cnn parameter gp = gCnn . From experimental data
we find gp (4 He) = 0.153±0.018, gp (12 C) = 0.325±0.031 and make corrections to the PWIA
calculations using the formula Cnn -cor = (1-gp )Cnn (the solid curve, PWIA-C, in Fig. 4).
One can see from the figure that the the experimental Cnn points lie above the curve. So
it can be expected that the nuclear medium modification enhances the Cnn parameter,
while the polarization is reduced.
From the experimental gp data, the probability of the spin–flip interaction can be defined for the corresponding residual nuclei: α(3 H) = 0.083±0.010, α(11 B) = 0.194±0.022.
What could be the nature of the considered spin–flip interaction? D.I. Blokhintsev
was first to propose that there are the fluctuations of nuclear density in nuclei, or dense
nucleon associations [15]. The reflection of the recoil proton off the objects is similar to the
spin–flip interaction considered above. As a result, a proton belonging to a correlation,
with opposite spin direction (due to the Pauli principle) is detected.
Nucleon correlations are intensively studied in the JLAB using electron beam. The
CLAS collaboration gives the probability for a given nucleon to belong to a two-nucleon
correlation in nucleus with A nucleons a2N (3 He) = 0.080±0.016, a2N (12 C) = 0.193±0.041
[16].
We can see that there is a coincidence between the PNPI α and the JLAB a2N for
the corresponding residual nuclei. The model of the spin–flip interaction for explanation
of the PNPI polarization data is currently being developed. Preliminary results suggest
that the ratio of the α and a2N is very close to unity.
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Abstract
Hermes collected a wealth of deep-inelastic scattering data using the 27.6 GeV
polarized Hera lepton beam and various pure, polarized and unpolarized, gaseous
targets. This unique data set opens the door to observables sensitive to the multidimensional structure of the nucleon. Among them are semi-inclusive deep-inelastic
scattering measurements of azimuthal modulations sensitive to the Sivers and BoerMulders distributions as well as of light-meson multiplicities, all providing information on the three-momentum-dependent quark distributions. Inclusive hadron
production on transversely polarized protons provides complementary information.
Knowledge on the quark distribution as a function of longitudinal momentum and
transverse position in impact-parameter space can be accessed, e.g., through deeply
virtual Compton scattering, in particular through its improved, background-free
measurement via recoil-proton detection. The various measurements of the observables providing insight into the multi-dimensional nucleon structure are presented.

1

Introduction

The Hermes experiment at Desy collected data from 1995 until 2007 using the 27.6 GeV
Hera lepton beam. In the experiment, longitudinally polarized electrons or positrons
were scattered off stationary gaseous hydrogen, deuterium, helium, or heavier targets,
with hydrogen longitudinally or transversely polarized or unpolarized, deuterium and helium longitudinally polarized or unpolarized, and the heavier targets unpolarized. The
scattered lepton and particles produced in the collision were detected by a forward spectrometer. Here, lepton-hadron separation was performed by a transition-radiation detector, a preshower, and a calorimeter, with an identification efficiency exceeding 98%
and a misidentification contamination below 1%. Hadron identification was performed
by a ring-imaging Cherenkov detector, allowing the discrimination of pions, kaons, and
protons. In the last two years of data collection, a recoil detector was installed around
the target cell, filled with unpolarized hydrogen or deuterium, in order to detect lowmomentum particles outside the acceptance of the forward spectrometer. This detector
consisted of a silicon-strip detector, a scintillating-fibre tracker, and a photon detector.
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Data collected on unpolarized targets were used to extract multiplicities in semiinclusive deep-inelastic scattering (DIS). They provide information on the fragmentation
of quarks into final-state hadrons. The measurement of pion and kaon multiplicities from
data taken with a hydrogen and deuterium target as well as a re-evaluation of the strangequark distribution using the extracted kaon multiplicities are presented in section 2.
Extending the analysis to the azimuthal distribution of hadrons provides access to
the Boer-Mulders distribution [1] and the Collins fragmentation function [2]. The former
describes the distribution of transversely polarized quarks in an unpolarized nucleon and
correlates the transverse momentum of the quarks with their spin, while the latter describes the fragmentation of a transversely polarized quark into an unpolarized hadron.
Results sensitive to these two quantities are presented in section 3.
Semi-inclusive DIS off a transversely polarized target allows, among others, to access the Sivers [3] and transversity distributions. The Sivers distribution describes the
distribution of unpolarized quarks in a transversely polarized nucleon, correlating quark
transverse momentum with the nucleon’s transverse spin, while the transversity distribution describes the distribution of transversely polarized quarks in a transversely polarized
nucleon. Measurements accessing these distributions are discussed in section 4 together
with results on single-spin asymmetries in inclusive hadron production.
Turning to exclusive reactions, deeply virtual Compton scattering (DVCS) provides the
cleanest access to generalized parton distributions (GPDs) [4]. The Fourier transforms
in impact-parameter space of these probability amplitudes describe the distribution of
quarks as a function of their longitudinal momentum and transverse position [5]. At
Hermes various azimuthal asymmetries have been extracted with data collected using a
(longitudinally polarized) positron and electron beam on hydrogen and deuterium targets
in various polarization states (see, e.g., Refs. [6–11]), providing sensitivity to different
GPDs. Without the usage of the recoil detector, the selected data sample contains a
12% contribution from associated production, where, e.g., the proton is excited to a ∆
resonance. With the active detection of protons (and pions) using the recoil detector,
this contribution of associated production is reduced to a negligible level. In addition,
the recoil detector allows the measurement of associated DVCS. Results on the latter two
measurements are discussed in section 5.

2

Charge-separated pion and kaon multiplicities and
re-evaluation of the strange-quark distribution

Hadron multiplicities, i.e., hadron numbers per DIS event, were measured in threedimensional bins in (Q2 , z, Ph⊥ ) and in (xB , z, Ph⊥ ) for charge-separated pions and kaons,
using unpolarized protons and deuterons [12]. Here, −Q2 represents the squared fourmomentum of the virtual photon that mediates the lepton-nucleon interaction, z denotes,
in the target-rest frame, the fractional hadron energy with respect to the virtual-photon
energy, Ph⊥ the magnitude of the hadron momentum-component transverse to the virtualphoton three-momentum, and xB the x-Bjorken variable. The experimentally extracted
multiplicities are corrected for QED radiative effects, limited geometric and kinematic
acceptance of the spectrometer, losses due to decay in flight and secondary strong interactions, and finite detector resolution using an unfolding procedure, based on a LEPTO
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Figure 1: Charge-separated pion (left) and kaon (right) multiplicities from protons (filled circles) and
deuterons (open squares) as a function of Ph⊥ in slices of z. Statistical (systematic) uncertainties are
given as error bars (bands).

and JETSET Monte-Carlo simulation, similar to the procedure described in Ref. [13].
Results are available with and without the subtraction of the contributions originating
from exclusive vector-meson production. The pion and kaon “Born” multiplicities with
exclusive vector-meson contributions removed are presented in Fig. 1 for protons (filled
circles) and deuterons (open squares), as a function of Ph⊥ for various slices in z.
As can be seen in Fig. 1, π + multiplicities for protons are larger than for deuterons,
whereas for π − the opposite is true. In addition, the ratio of the π + and π − multiplicities
on proton (deuteron) ranges from 1.2 (1.1) in the first z bin to 2.6 (1.8) in the last
z bin. These observations can be understood by the dominance of scattering off a uquark and a subsequent favored fragmentation of a u-quark into a π + over an unfavored
fragmentation of a u-quark into a π − , together with the increased d-quark content in
deuterons in conjunction with a favored d-quark to π − fragmentation. For kaons an
analogous behavior is observed in the comparison of the multiplicity ratio of both kaon
types and in the comparison of K + multiplicities for protons and deuterons. However, the
K − multiplicities seem to be insensitive to the target type. These results reflect the fact
that K − can not be produced through favored fragmentation of nucleon valence quarks
as it is composed of valence quark types present in the nucleon only as sea quarks,
Similar considerations can also explain the observed transverse-momentum distributions from Fig. 1. The transverse hadron momentum reflects both the intrinsic transverse
momentum of the struck quark inside the nucleon and the transverse momentum that is
acquired during the fragmentation process. Negative kaons exhibit a broader multiplicity distribution than positive kaons and pions. This can arise from a more complicated
hadronization process for negative kaons. Considering, e.g., the LUND model, which
models the fragmentation process in terms of string breaking, unfavored fragmentation is
characterized by at least one more string break in comparison with favored fragmentation,
resulting in a broader distribution of the transverse momentum. These data thus provide
essential input to extractions of the flavor-separated transverse-momentum dependences
of parton distribution and fragmentation functions as, e.g., demonstrated in Ref. [14].
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3

xS(x)

Based on the above discussed multiplicities, a new extraction at leadingorder in αS of the strange-quark distribution S(xB ) = s(xB ) + s̄(xB ) was performed [15]. A previous extraction of this
distribution [16] was based on multiplicities that used an unfolding procedure in
only one dimension: xB . The new threedimensional unfolding procedure resulted in
significant changes for the obtained multiplicities. The then extracted strangequark distribution xB S(xB ), evolved to
Q2 = 2.5 GeV2 , is shown in Fig. 2. For
this extraction, the non-strange-quark distribution from CTEQ6L was used, and the
value for the z-integrated kaon fragmentation function S(xB ) → K = K + + K − was
chosen to be 1.27 [17]. The latter only enters as a normalization factor. Irrespective
of its chosen value, the shape of the strangequark distribution is in contradiction with
the predictions.
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Figure

2: The strange-quark distribution
xB S(xB ) (with xB labeled as x) obtained from the
Hermes multiplicities for charged kaons, evolved to
Q2 = 2.5 GeV2 , assuming the z-integrated kaon
fragmentation function to be equal to 1.27 ± 0.13.
The red solid curve is a result of a fit of the form
x−0.867
e−xB /0.033 (1 − xB ); the blue dashed (black
B
dashed-dotted) curve gives xB S(xB ) (the sum of
the light antiquarks ) from CTEQ6L; the magenta
dotted (green dashed-dotted) curve gives xB S(xB )
from CTEQ6.5S-0 [18] (the neural-network PDFs
set NNPDF21 [19]). The band at the bottom represents the propagated experimental systematic uncertainties.

Azimuthal distributions of charge-separated
identified hadrons

When considering the non-collinear semi-inclusive DIS cross section two additional structure functions appear compared to the collinear case. One appears at leading twist as a
cos(2φ) modulation, and the other at sub-leading twist as a cos(φ) modulation. Here, φ
denotes the angle between the lepton-scattering and the hadron-production planes. The
cos(2φ) term is a convolution of the Boer-Mulders distribution and the Collins fragmentation function. The sub-leading twist modulation contains the same contribution but
also terms related to the Cahn effect [20] as well as to quark-gluon-quark correlations.
The cos(φ) and cos(2φ) moments were extracted from data collected on hydrogen and
deuterium targets, using a fully differential unfolding procedure in xB , y, z, and Ph⊥
in order to eliminate moments induced by higher-order QED effects or detector acceptance [13]. In the target rest frame y represents the fractional virtual-photon energy with
respect to the beam-lepton energy.
In Fig. 3 the extracted cos(2φ) moments projected in bins of xB , y, z, and Ph⊥ are
presented for π + (left, top panels), π − (left, bottom panels), K + (right, top panels), and
K − (right, bottom panels) for data collected on proton (filled symbols) and deuteron (open
symbols). The pion cos(2φ) moments for data collected on protons and on deuterons are
compatible. This hints at similar Boer-Mulders distributions for u-quarks and d-quarks.
On the other hand, positive moments for π − and small but negative moments for π +
are observed. This is compatible with a favored Collins fragmentation function (e.g.,
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Figure 3: Charge-separated cos(2φ) moments for pions (left panels) and kaons (right panels) versus xB
(here labeled as x), y, z, and Ph⊥ for protons (filled symbols) and deuterons (open symbols). Statistical
uncertainties are represented by the inner error bars, while the total error bars represent the quadratic
sum of statistical and systematic uncertainties.
u → π + ) with equal magnitude but opposite sign compared to the unfavored Collins
fragmentation function (e.g., u → π − ), as obtained from the measurements related to
the transversity distribution [21]. For kaons, large negative amplitudes are observed.
The K − amplitude is similar to the K + amplitude, both significantly larger than the
pion amplitudes. These differences could, e.g., stem from different Collins fragmentation
functions for kaon production from u-quarks as compared to pion production, or hint at
a significant role of sea quarks.

4

Single-spin asymmetries measured from
a transversely polarized proton target

Single-spin asymmetries measured from a transversely polarized proton show characteristic angular modulations. Each of the corresponding azimuthal amplitudes is related to
convolutions of different distribution and fragmentation functions. The amplitude of the
sin(φ − φS ) modulation, with φS being the azimuthal angle of the transverse component
of the target-spin vector about the virtual-photon direction with respect to the lepton
scattering plane, is interpreted as the convolution of the Sivers distribution function and
the spin-independent fragmentation function. The sin(φ + φS ) modulation is proportional
to the convolution of transversity and the Collins fragmentation function. These two
azimuthal amplitudes were extracted from a transversely polarized hydrogen target as a
function of xB , z, and Ph⊥ for charged and neutral pions, and for charged kaons. The
results on the Sivers amplitudes were published in Ref. [22], while for the Collins effect
results are available in Ref. [23].
The Sivers π + amplitude was found to be significantly positive, rising with z and with
Ph⊥ at low values of Ph⊥ , after which it reaches a plateau at higher Ph⊥ values. Assuming
u-quark dominance, this positive amplitude corresponds to a negative u-quark Sivers
distribution function. The π − amplitude is consistent with zero, which can be attributed
to canceling contributions from the Sivers u- and d-quark distributions, while for the
π 0 amplitude, isospin symmetry is fulfilled. The K + Sivers amplitude shows a similar
kinematic dependence as the π + amplitude, but has a larger magnitude. This may hint at
a non-trivial role of sea quarks. The K − amplitude is observed to be (slightly) positive.
The Collins amplitudes were found to have opposite signs for charged pions, with π +
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Figure 4: Asin
U T amplitudes for charged pions and kaons as a function of PT (top) and xF (bottom),

where ψ denotes the angle about the lepton-beam direction between the hadron production plane and
the target-spin vector. Positive (negative) particles are denoted by closed (open) symbols. Inner error
bars show the statistical uncertainties, while the total ones represent the quadratic sum of statistical
and systematic uncertainties. There is an additional 8.8% scale uncertainty due to the precision in the
measurement of the target polarization. The bottom subpanels show the PT (xF ) dependence of the
average xF (PT ). Data points for negative particles are slightly shifted horizontally for legibility.

being smaller in magnitude than π − . This resulted in the afore-mentioned conclusion of
favored and disfavored pion Collins fragmentation functions of similar size but of opposite
sign. For kaons, large positive amplitudes were found for K + and vanishing ones for K − .
Inclusive lepto-production of charged pions and kaons from transversely polarized
protons serves as an additional probe of spin-momentum correlations. Large transverse
single-spin asymmetries in inclusive hadron production in pN collision originally lead
to the ideas of the Sivers [3] and Collins [2] effects. The Hermes experiment recently
provided the first such measurement in ep scattering [24]. The resulting asymmetries are
reminiscent of the Sivers effect, with large positive amplitudes for π + and K + , slightly
larger for kaons than for pions, and small, almost vanishing, amplitudes for π − and K − .
A two-dimensional extraction of the asymmetry amplitudes [24], performed by binning
simultaneously in the component of the hadron momentum transverse to the incoming
lepton beam, PT , and the Feynman-x variable, xF , results in amplitudes for π + which are
essentially independent of xF . An apparent increase with xF after integration over PT
(see Fig. 4) is mostly a reflection of the underlying dependence on PT . For negative pions,
and less significantly for negative (positive) kaons, the asymmetry amplitudes decrease
(increase) with xF . The amplitudes as a function of PT are positive for the positive
hadrons and slightly larger for K + compared to π + . They rise smoothly with PT from
zero at low PT up to a maximum value of approximately 0.06 (0.08) for pions (kaons) at
PT ' 0.8 GeV and then decrease with increasing PT .

5

Azimuthal asymmetries in elastic and associated
deeply virtual Compton scattering

At the Hermes experiment, DVCS is accessed through azimuthal asymmetries, where the
azimuthal angle φ is the angle between the photon-production and the lepton-scattering
planes. These asymmetries probe the contribution from the interference of the DVCS
and Bethe–Heitler processes. In the latter process, the real photon is not emitted by
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the quark probed by the virtual photon, but by the incident or scattered lepton. Before
the installation of the recoil detector [25], the recoiling proton was reconstructed through
the determination of its missing mass using the scattered lepton and the real photon, the
latter two detected by the forward spectrometer. With active detection of the recoil proton
by the recoil detector, the background contribution, which consists mainly of associated
production (around 12%), could be reduced to a negligible level of below 0.2% [26].
In order to separate the effect of the recoil-detector acceptance from the removal of
background, a so-called unresolved-reference sample was constructed. This sample consists of events where, based on the reconstructed photon and scattered-lepton kinematics
using the forward spectrometer only, the recoiling proton was determined to lie within
the recoil-detector acceptance. This unresolved-reference sample is estimated to contain
14% of associated background contribution. The asymmetries extracted from the data
sample using the forward spectrometer only without considering the recoiling proton (unresolved), from the unresolved-reference sample, and from the data sample with active
recoiling-proton detection (pure) are presented in Fig. 5 as a function of −t, xB , and Q2 ,
with t being the square of the difference between the initial and final four-momenta of
the target proton. The leading twist-2 sin(φ) asymmetry from the pure sample increases
by 0.054 ± 0.016 with respect to the asymmetry from the unresolved-reference sample.
This effectively indicates that the asymmetry from the associated process acts as a dilution. The same conclusion can be drawn from the measurement of associated DVCS,
where events originating from associated production for the channels ep → eγπ 0 p and
ep → eγπ + n, around the ∆ mass, are selected. The measured asymmetries show a leading asymmetry amplitude compatible with zero [27]. The sub-leading twist asymmetries
for DVCS and associated DVCS are found to be compatible with zero [26, 27].
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LONGITUDINAL DOUBLE SPIN ASYMMETRY Ap1
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Abstract
The COMPASS experiment at CERN has collected a large sample of events
of inelastic scattering of longitudinally polarised muons off longitudinally polarised
protons in the non-perturbative region (four-momentum transfer squared Q2 <
1 (GeV2 /c2 ), with a Bjorken scaling variable in the range 4 × 10−5 < x < 4 × 10−2 .
The data set is two orders of magnitude larger than the similar sample collected
by the SMC experiment. These data complement our data for polarised deuterons.
They allow the accurate determination of the longitudinal double spin asymmetry
Ap1 and of the spin-dependent structure function g1p of the proton in the region of
low x and low Q2 . The preliminary results of the analysis of these data yield non
zero and positive asymmetries and of the structure function g1p . This is the first
time that spin effects are observed at such low x.

In processes of inelastic scattering of leptons off nucleons, the region of low values of
x corresponds to high parton densities. Among experiments with polarisation, only fixed
target experiments have been able, up to now, to probe that poorly known region. In
this kind of experiments there is a strong correlation between x and Q2 , which makes low
x measurements also low Q2 ones, for which perturbative QCD is not valid. However,
there are models that allow a smooth extrapolation to the low Q2 region, while matching
the perturbative QCD behaviour at high Q2 , including resummation or vector meson
dominance [1, 2]. The SMC experiment at CERN has done pioneer measurements of
longitudinal double spin asymmetries Ap1 and of the spin-dependent structure function g1p
of the proton down to x = 6 × 10−5 [3], but the measurements had a limited precision,
that COMPASS can now improve. Furthermore, the non-singlet structure function g1NS =
g1p − g1n , which decouples from gluons, can be extracted with increased precision when
combining our published and structure function g1d of the deuteron at low x [8] with these
new preliminary results of g1p .
The COMPASS experiment is described in detain in [4]. It is a fixed target experiment at the SPS using a tertiary, naturally polarised, muon beam. It consists of a large
acceptance two-staged spectrometer with trackers and calorimetry in its two stages, and
a RICH detector. A beam momentum of 160 GeV/c was used in 2007, changed to 200
GeV/c in 2011 to allow reaching lower values of x for a given Q2 . The 1.2 meter-long
polarised target was divided in three independent cells, to allow simultaneous data taking
in two opposite spin configurations of the target material. In 2007 and 2011, the target
consisted on polarisable protons from ammonia (NH3 ). The polarisation of the target is
built by the process of dynamic nuclear polarisation, using a superconducting solenoid
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1

〈xBj〉

〈Q2〉 [(GeV/c)2]

with 2.5 T; in the frozen spin mode, the target material is kept at temperatures down
to 50 mK using a 3 He/4 He dilution refrigerator. Typical values of polarisation obtained
were of the order of 85%; the dilution factor, i.e. the percentage of polarisable material,
was around 16%.
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Figure 1: (a) Average values of Q2 versus average values of x of the bins used in the Ap1 (x) and g1p (x)

extractions, for the 2007 and 2011 data samples. (b) Similar plot, but for average values of x versus
average values of ν of the bins used in the Ap1 (ν) and g1p (ν) extractions.

For the present analysis, data taken in 2007 and 2011 with a longitudinally polarised
target of protons (from NH3 divided in three cells, with neighbouring cells with opposite
polarisation) and a longitudinally polarised muon beam with 160 or 200 GeV, respectively, were used. The main selection criteria of events were: (a) Q2 < 1 (GeV/c)2 ;
(b) x ≥ 4 × 10−5 ; (c) the fraction of the muon energy transferred to the proton, in
the laboratory, satisfied 0.1 < y < 0.9; (d) there was at least one additional track besides the scattered muon in the interaction vertex (to better discriminate the target cell
in which the interaction occurred); (e) the event was not due to elastic scattering of a
muon off a target electron (which is a important contamination of the sample, peaked at
x = me /mp ∼ 5.5 × 10−4 ), as in [8].
The number of events in the two final samples with different beam energies are, respectively, 447 × 106 and 229 × 106 , i.e. the COMPASS sample is about 150 times larger
than the SMC one. The average values, for the bins used in the analysis, of selected
kinematic variables in the final samples are presented in Fig. 1.
The number of events in the antiparallel (parallel) spin configurations are given by:
← ←

N ⇒,⇐ ' aφnσ̄(1 ± Pbeam Ptarget f Ap1 )
The longitudinal double spin asymmetries of the proton, Ap1 , were extracted from data
using a method [5, 10] that weights each event by a factor ω = f DPb , i.e. the product of
the dilution factor, the depolarisation factor and the polarisation of the beam, in order to
reduce the statistical errors. Great care was taken to minimize possible sources of false
asymmetries. This was done, on one hand, by only selecting events for which the beam
track extrapolation crosses all the target cells, in order to have the same beam flux in all
cells; and, on the other hand by using three target cells, by reversing the spin configuration
of the target cells about every 24 hours, by measuring asymmetries independently in
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periods of data taken in about 48 hours, and by changing the combination of the target
field and the spin configuration of the target cells at least once per year of data taking,
to minimize the respective correlation.
The asymmetries were obtained independently in bins of x and in bins of the virtual
photon energy ν. Unpolarised radiative corrections taken from the program TERAD [11]
were included in an effective dilution factor, whereas polarised radiative corrections were
taken from the program POLRAD [12], and are less or equal than 25% of the statistical
errors. The asymmetries were further corrected for the presence of polarisable 14 N in
the target material, the corrections being less or equal than 1% of the statistical errors.
Thorough checks on possible sources of false asymmetries (which dominate the systematic
errors) were done, and the systematic errors are expected to be smaller than the statistical
errors. The preliminary results obtained for Ap1 are shown in Fig. 2.
The spin dependent structure function of the proton, g1p , was also obtained independently in bins of x and in bins of ν, the virtual photon energy, according to
g1p

F2p (hxi, hQ2 i)
=
Ap1 ,
2
2x[1 + R(hxi, hQ i)]

p

0.10

A1

p

A1

where F2 was obtained from a parameterisation from the SMC within its validity range [6],
or from a model otherwise (low x and Q2 ) [7]; and R was taken from data or, in the case
of low x, from a parameterisation, as described in [8]. The preliminary results obtained
for g1p are presented in Fig. 3.
In both cases of Ap1 and g1p the preliminary results obtained with different beam energies
of 160 GeV and 200 GeV are compatible within errors. No special dependence with ν
is observed. Furthermore, the results are incompatible with zero and positive in the
measured ranges. This is the first time that spin effects are observed at such low values
of x. It will now be possible to extract a more precise non-singlet structure function g1NS
from the COMPASS results of g1p and g1d for Q2 < 1 (GeV/c)2 , in order to compare it
with theoretical predictions.
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Figure 2: (a) Longitudinal double spin asymmetries Ap1 as a function of x, obtained from 2007 and
2011 data, after corrections due to the polarised radiative asymmetry and the presence of 14 N in the
ammonia target. The results for the two beam energies are compatible within errors. The systematic
errors are expected to be smaller than the statistical errors. The asymmetries are mostly incompatible
with zero and positive. (b) The same, but for Ap1 as a function of ν.
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New experimental program SPASCHARM [1] at IHEP will measure systematically
spin effects. The main motivation of the SPASCHARM experiment is to study the
dynamics of the strong interaction of hadrons and quarks. Since the SPASCHARM
experimental set-up (Fig.1) will have wide aperture, it will be possible to study dependence of the polarization effects on kinematic values in a wide kinematic range:
(0 < xF < 1, 0 < pT < 2.5GeV /c).
The physics program of the experiment will cover wide spectra of the reactions. The
measured observables are: an analyzing power AN , which can be measured with high
precision due to the full azimuthal angle set-up coverage and large acceptance; the hyperon
transverse polarization PN , which can be measured using angular distributions of the
hyperon decay products in its rest frame; the density matrix element ρ00 , which can be
measured for 2-boson decays of vector mesons; another observable α = (σT − 2σL )/(σT +
2σL ) can be measured for vector meson decay into a fermion-antifermion pair.
The first stage of the experiment will be carried out with the use of the polarized
frozen target. Nevertheless the main goal of spin program is to carry out experiment with
both polarized beam and target. The project of the polarized beam construction is in the

Figure 1: Experimental Setup SPASCHARM.
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Figure 2: High intensity extracted beams from external target. The top line corresponds to the
polarized beam channel.

stage of working design. The scheme of the polarized beam channel in the experimental
Hall is presented on Fig. 2.
The intensive (up to 1013 protons/cycle) beam from the accelerator will be extracted
into external target to create two secondary beams. One beam line (bottom on the
Fig. 2) will be used for spectroscopy experiment, another one for polarized beam. The
polarization will be created from Λ0 -decay using standard technique. The method was
suggested almost 50 years ago by O.E. Overseth and J.Sandweiss [2].
Since Λ-hyperons create the longitudinally polarized protons aligned with the proton
momentum (in the Λ-hyperon rest frame), the protons will have transverse spin component
in the laboratory frame depending on the proton emission angle (see Fig. 3). Therefore
the spin states of protons are separated in space and proton spin correlates with the
coordinate in the plane of primary target (at a virtual source).
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Figure 3: Polarization scheme from Λ-decay.

Figure 4: Simplified beam optics.
In this case we can use the optical scheme to have the image of this virtual source in
the target region and inverse image in the intermediate focus (see Fig. 4). This method
was successfully used for E-704 (FNAL) [3] and FODS (IHEP, Protvino) [4] experiments.
In our case full size of the virtual source is 77 mm and maximal proton emission
angle is 96.1◦ in the Λ rest frame. The calculated dependence of the beam polarization
on the vertical coordinate at the virtual source is presented on Fig. 5 together with the
polarization curve for E-704 experiment. The minimal beam momentum spread of the
proton beam at IHEP (∆p/p) will be about 5% (without momentum collimators). The
calculated intensity of the beam at 40 GeV is 5 · 107 protons/cycle. The dependence of
the beam polarization on the coordinate on virtual source is also presented on Table 1.
Table 1: Beam polarization at Virtual source.
Coordinate (mm) P ol(∆p/p = 1%) P ol(∆p/p = 5%)
±40
±58%
±53%
±30
±54%
±50%
±20
±48%
±44%
±15
±44%
±39%
±10
±36%
±31%
±5
±19%
±16%

Figure 5: Polarization calculations for E-704 (left) and SPASCHARM (right) experiments.
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Figure 6: Optical schema of the polarized particle channel at IHEP. Q – quads, M – dipoles, K –
collimators, T , Texp – targets (channel and experiment).

Main optic scheme for the polarized beam was calculated to have the polarized proton
beam from Λ-hyperon decay up to p = 50GeV /c. The scheme is shown on Fig. 6.
The optics was calculated to have the beam size amplified by factor 1.7 at the intermediate focus for better tagging. Full size of the beam in the intermediate focus will be
about 130 mm.
The tagging system proposed is similar to the hodoscope system used in E581/E704
experiment at Fermilab, is shown on Fig. 7 and allows to measure beam online polarization
with accuracy 5%. It will be placed between quads Q6 and Q7 (see Fig. 6). Since the
vertical collimator K4 will be placed exactly in the position of the intermediate focus,
three scintillator detectors P OL1–P OL3 will be used to measure vertical coordinate in
the intermediate focus with required accuracy. The effective polarization of the beam is
higher if will know beam momentum with better resolution (see Table.1). Six scintillator
detectors M OM 1–M OM 6 will be used in addition for fast momenta calculation better
than 1%. They will help to improve beam polarization measurements by 5% and exclude
π 0 -mesons at elastic scattering. The beam tagging system is required also as a diagnostic
tool for optimization of the beam parameters.

Figure 7: The scheme of the SPASCHARM beam tagging system.
Each scintillation hodoscope will consist of 16 overlapping scintillator counters and will
be divided into 31 segments (see Fig. 8). The dimensions and the numbers of elements
used in the beam tagging system detectors are presented on Table 2.
The SPASCHARM polarized beam will have one more advantage. Example of the
usual proton polarization distribution is presented on Fig. 9 (the relative polarization
resolution is estimated to be ±5%). Usually only left and right “polarized” parts of the
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Figure 8: Scintillation detector for tagging system.

Name
POL1
POL2
POL3
MOM1
MOM2
MOM3
MOM4
MOM5
MOM6

Table 2: Beam tagging system scintillation detectors.
Number Sensitive area,
Scintillator
Step, mm
of PMT’s
X × Y , mm
dimensions, mm
16
70 × 132
70 × 12 × 5
4
16
70 × 132
70 × 12 × 5
4
16
70 × 132
70 × 12 × 5
4
10
68 × 132
12 × 132 × 5
4
10
68 × 132
12 × 132 × 5
4
10
68 × 132
12 × 132 × 5
4
10
68 × 132
12 × 132 × 5
4
16
145 × 180
15 × 180 × 5
5
16
145 × 180
15 × 180 × 5
5

Figure 9: Profile of the beam polarization.
distribution are used for the polarization measurements, since central part of the distribution has zero polarization. In our case beam is turned on about 160 mrad (see Fig. 2).
It will happened that in this case longitudinal polarization will be transformed into the
horizontal one due to the spin precession. It means due to full azimuthal coverage of
the SPASCHARM setup we will have the possibility to use the central part of the beam
to measure “up-down” asymmetry simultaneously with “left-right” asymmetry measurements.
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The beam tagging system will give us relative calibration. At the same time it will
be calibrated by the absolute polarimeter. We propose to use two methods for absolute
polarization measurements.
The first polarimeter will be based on pp-elastic scattering in the diffraction cone
at 0.04 ≤ |t| ≤ 0.5(GeV /T )2 . This polarimeter will use existing data from HERA
experiment carried out at Protvino at 42.5 GeV [3].
The second method is based on pp-elastic scattering in CNI region at 0.002 ≤ |t| ≤
0.05(GeV /c)2 based on RHIC data [5, 6].
As a consequence combined polarimeter will give us the possibility to have absolute
polarization measurements at 0.002 ≤ |t| ≤ 0.5(GeV /T )2 .
The description of the polarimeters for SPASCHARM experiment is described in more
details in the A. Bogdanov talk [8].
The work was partially supported by RFBR grant 12-02-00737. We express our deep
appreciations for useful discussions and helps in preparation to Dr. Y.V.Kharlov, Dr.
M.N.Ukhanov,mrs. G.S.Chetverkova, D.Underwood and F.Luehring
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Abstract
In November 2010, the azimuthal symmetric WASA detector and the polarized proton beam of COSY, have been used to collect a high statistics sample of
p~p → ppη reactions in order to determine the analyzing power as a function of the
invariant mass spectra of the two particle subsystems. Here, we show studies of the
influence of the beam and target characteristics such as location and direction on
the determination of the polarization.

The production mechanism of the η meson and meson-nucleon final state interaction
for the p~p → ppη reaction can be studied via measurements of the analyzing power Ay (θ).
Up to now, only three experiments [1-4] investigated Ay and the results have poor statistics
and large uncertainties .
For a precise study of the η meson production in terms of Ay (θ), in November 2010
the high statistics sample of p~p → ppη reaction has been collected using the azimuthal
symmetric WASA-at-COSY detector [5]. The measurement was performed using polarized
protons for two beam momenta corresponding to 15 MeV and 72 MeV excess energies.
Monitoring of the beam polarization, the luminosity and the detector performance, was
done using p~p → pp reaction. Additionally, in order to control the effects caused by
potential asymmetries in the detector setup the beam - spin flipping - technique has been
used.
The degree of polarization was determined based on the analysis of the elastic scattering reaction, for which the values of the analyzing power have been extracted from the
EDDA [7] results. After the identification of protons the number of events corresponding
to p~p → pp reaction, has been determined for each angular bin N(θ,ϕ) separately. The
polarization, P(θ), can be written as
P (θ) ≡

1
· ²(N (θ, ϕ), N (θ, ϕ + π)),
Ay (θ) · cos(ϕ)

(1)

where ² denotes the asymmetry, which is defined as:
N (θ, ϕ) − N (θ, ϕ + π)
≡ ²(N (θ, ϕ), N (θ, ϕ + π)).
N (θ, ϕ) + N (θ, ϕ + π)

(2)

The data analysis shows that the polarization was stable during the whole measurement time, but its value differs for the spin up and the spin down mode. In the part of
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the measurement where the unpolarized beam was used, the calculated value of the polarization slightly deviates from zero. The systematic uncertainty in the determination of
the polarization might be due to the false number of events in the individual θCM ranges,
originating from the possible misalignment of the beam’s and/or target’s position.
One of the ways to control the location of the vertex position in the experiment was
proposed in [6]. Using this method we have extracted the vertex position xv , yv , zv . To
learn how the vertex position influences the determination of the polarization we have
implemented the simulations shifting of the vertex coordinate. The distribution of the
polarization as a function of applied shift is done for each of three coordinates separately
and the result is shown in Fig. 1 (left).

Figure 1: Left: Polarization as a function of vertex shift along the x-, y- and z-axis (see the legend).
Right: Polarization as a function of the vertex position corrected for the acceptance. Vertex positions
are shown in the legend.
The simulated data for each vertex position (as indicated in the legend), has been
acceptance corrected assuming different values of the xv coordinate, xacceptance
. Analyvertex
sis shows that the change of the yv or zv coordinates does not affect the result of the
polarization. However polarization strongly depends on a change in the xv coordinate.
Figure 1 (Right) shows that to achieve uncertainties of the polarization of about 0.03 the
accuracy of the vertex position has to be controlled with a precision better than 1mm.
Furthermore, the analysis shows that a shift of a given coordinate within a [-0.5, 0.5] cm
window does not affect the extraction of remaining coordinates [8]. From Fig. 2 it can be
seen at once that the vertex position in both coordinates x and y is stable.

Figure 2: Vertex position extracted from the experimental data. Each plot shows different coordinate,
calculated with the method adopted from [6].
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Figure 3: Distribution of the polarization as a function of the θCM angle.
The distribution of the polarization as a function of the scattering angle of the forward
going proton calculated in the center of mass system, θCM , made for different vertex
positions (x- coordinate of the vertex) is shown in Fig. 3. One can see that for a higher
θCM angle (θCM > 38◦ ), the polarization starts to deviate from expected value of zero
when the vertex is shifted by more than 0.5 cm along the x-direction.
Furthermore, the influence of the tilt
of the beam on the polarization value has
been studied. The maximum allowed range
of tilts of the beam at WASA-at-COSY is
between -0.05 mrad and 0.05 mrad (symmetrically around the z-axis) [9]. In Fig.4,
the polarization as a function of the α angle for both types of studied beam tilts is
shown. There are no effects observed in the
studied range of the α angle (α ∈ [-0.5; 0.5]
mrad) except that the polarization slightly
differs from zero (up to 0.01).
In this report the methods to monitor the location of the vertex have been
demonstrated and it was shown how the
mis-location of the vertex impacted the obtained degree of polarization. The study Figure 4: The value of the polarization as a funcconcluded that to have the systematic un- tion of the tilt of the beam spin α given in radius.
certainty of the polarization smaller than 0.01, we need to control the position of the
interaction point with a precision higher than 1 mm. Due to the high sensitivity of the
result to the scattering angle it is better to calculate the polarization taking into account
only scattering angles smaller than CMs = 38◦ . Furthermore, the investigation shows
that the tilt of the beam does not influence the degree of polarization significantly.
We acknowledge support by the Polish National Science Center through grant No.
2011/03/B/ST2/01847, by the FFE grants of the Research Center Juelich, by the EU
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Abstract
We discuss two topics related to the flavor structure of the nucleon sea. The
first is on the identification of light-quark intrinsic sea from the comparison between recent data and the intrinsic sea model by Brodsky et al. Good agreement
between the theory and data allows a separation of the intrinsic from the extrinsic
sea components. The magnitudes of the up, down, and strange intrinsic seas have
been extracted. We then discuss the flavor structure and the Bjorken-x dependence
of the connected sea (CS) and disconnected sea (DS). We show that recent data
together with input from lattice QCD allow a separation of the CS from the DS
components of the light quark sea.

1

Introduction

The flavor structure of the nucleon sea can provide new insight on the nature of QCD at the
¯ s̄ sea, as the g →
confinement scale. Perturbative QCD predicts a largely flavor symmetric ū, d,
QQ̄ process, in which a gluon split into a quark antiquark pair (QQ̄), is insensitive to the currentquark masses of the u, d, and s, which are small relative to the QCD scale . Indeed, in the 1980s,
¯ s̄ flavor symmetric, notwithstanding the
it was commonly assumed that the nucleon’s sea is ū, d,
fact that ideas based on meson-cloud [1], Pauli-blocking [2], and intrinsic sea [3], already led to
predictions of a flavor asymmetric nucleon sea. We emphasize that the term “flavor asymmetry”
does not imply that any fundamental symmetry principle is violated, it merely refers to the
¯ and s̄ sea quark distributions in the proton.
differences between the ū, d,
The earliest evidences for a flavor asymmetric nucleon sea came from the observation of
¯ and the charm production in
possible violation of the Gottfried sum rule, suggesting ū 6= d,
neutrino-induced deep-inelastic scattering (DIS), showing that strange quark sea is suppressed
relative to the up and down quark seas. This topics continues to attract intense theoretical
and experimental interest. We discuss some recent progress in our understanding of the flavor
structure of the nucleon sea. We first present the recent analysis which leads to a determination
¯ and s̄ in the proton. We then discuss some recent effort
of the intrinsic sea components for ū, d,
to interpret the flavor structure and momentum dependence of sea quark distributions in the
context of connected and disconnected seas in the framework of lattice QCD.
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2

Intrinsic versus extrinsic sea

− −

(d-u)

Brodsky, Hoyer, Peterson, and Sakai (BHPS) proposed some time ago that the |uudcc̄i fivequark Fock state in the proton can lead to enhanced production rates for charmed hadrons at
forward rapidity region [3]. The cc̄ component in the |uudcc̄i configuration is coined “intrinsic”
sea in order to distinguish it from the conventional “extrinsic” sea originating from the g → cc̄
QCD process. The maximal probability for the uudcc̄ Fock state occurs when all five quarks
move with similar velocities. The larger mass of the charmed quark implies that the c and c̄
quarks would carry a large fraction of proton’s momentum. This leads to the expectation that
the intrinsic charm has a momentum distribution which is valence-like, peaking at relatively
large x. In contrast, the extrinsic charm, which results from gluon splitting, is dominant at the
small x region. While some tentalizing evidences for inrinsic charm have been reported, a study
by the CTEQ Collaboration [4] concluded that the existing data are not yet sufficiently accurate
to confirm or refute the existence of intrinsic charm.
E866
It is natural to pose the question, “are there any
BHPS
1
BHPS (µ=0.5 GeV)
evidences for intrinsic sea of lighter quarks, i.e., the
BHPS (µ=0.3 GeV)
¯ and |uudss̄i Fock states?”. In
|uuduūi, |uudddi,
0.5
the BHPS model, the probability for the |uudQQ̄i
Fock state is expected to be roughly proportional
to 1/m2Q , where mQ is the mass of quark Q. This
0
suggests significantly larger probabilities for these
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
light-quark intrinsic sea than for the intrinsic charm.
Therefore, it is potentially easier to find evidences
x
for these light-quark intrinsic sea. The challenge,
¯
however, is to come up with ways to disentangle the Figure 1: Comparison of the d(x) − ū(x)
2
2
intrinsic sea from the more abundant extrinsic sea. data at Q = 54 GeV with calculations. The
dashed curve corresponds to the calculation
In a recent attempt to search for evidences for infor the BHPS model, and the solid and dotted
trinsic light-quark sea, two approaches were adopted curves are obtained by evolving it to Q2 = 54
in order to disentangle the intrinsic from the extrin- GeV2 from µ = 0.5 GeV and µ = 0.3 GeV,
sic sea [5]. The first approach is to select experi- respectively.
mental observables which have either very little or
no contributions from the extrinsic sea. The other approach is to rely on the different dependences for the intrinsic and extrinsic seas. As mentioned earlier, the intrinsic sea is valence-like
and is more abundant at large x while the extrinsic sea is dominant at the small x region.
¯ − ū(x).
One example of an observable free from the contribution of the extrinsic sea is d(x)
The perturbative g → QQ̄ process is expected to generate uū and dd¯ pairs with equal probability
¯ − ū(x). Figure 1 shows the d(x)
¯ − ū(x) data from the
and would have no contribution to d(x)
Fermilab E866 Drell-Yan experiment [6] in comparison with the calculation using the BHPS
model. The ū and d¯ are predicted to have identical x dependence if mu = md . The exact values
¯ and |uuduūi configuration, P dd¯ and P uū , are not predicted
for the probabilities of the |uudddi
5
5
by the BHPS model and must be determined from experiments. However, the difference between
¯
¯ − ū(x), namely,
P5dd and P5uū is known from the moment of d(x)
Z
0

1

¯

¯ − ū(x))dx = P dd − P uū = 0.118 ± 0.012,
(d(x)
5
5

(1)

¯ − ū(x) data from the Fermilab E866 experiment.
where the moment is evaluated using the d(x)
¯
Figure 1 compares the d(x) − ū(x) data with the calculation (dashed curve) using the BHPS
model and the constraint given by Eq. (1). The BHPS calculation is in apparent disagreement
¯ − ū(x) data. However, the relevant scale, µ, for the BHPS model calculation is at
with the d(x)
the confinement scale, which is much lower than the Q2 = 54 GeV2 scale of the E866 data. It is
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−

x(s+s)

therefore necessary to evolve the BHPS result from the initial scale to Q2 = 54 GeV2 . Figure 1
shows that good agreement between the calculation (solid curve) and the data is achieved when
the initial scale is chosen as µ = 0.5 GeV. Note that an even better agreement with the data is
obtained by lowering the initial scale to µ = 0.3 GeV.
An example for identifying the intrinsic sea comHERMES
ponent by making use of its valence-like x distribuBHPS (µ=0.5 GeV)
0.3
tion has been reported recently [7]. Figure 2 shows
BHPS (µ=0.3 GeV)
the extraction of x(s(x)+ s̄(x)) from a measurement
of charged kaon production in semi-inclusive DIS
0.2
by the HERMES Collaboration [8]. An intriguing
feature of Fig. 2 is that the strange sea falls off
0.1
rapidly with x for x < 0.1, and becomes a broad
peak at the large x region. The HERMES result
suggests the presence of two distinct components of
0
the strange sea, one at the small x (x < 0.1) region
-1
and another centered at the larger x region. This is
10
x
in qualitative agreement with the expectation that
extrinsic and intrinsic seas have dominant contributions at small and large x region, respectively. A Figure 2: Comparison of the x(s(x) + s̄(x))
comparison between the data and calculations us- data from HERMES with calculations. The
ing the BHPS model is shown in Fig. 2 for µ = 0.5 solid and dashed curves are obtained by evolv2
2
and µ = 0.3 GeV. The data at x > 0.1 are quite ing the BHPS result to Q = 2.5 GeV from
well described by the calculations, supporting the µ = 0.5 GeV and µ = 0.3 GeV, respectively.
The normalizations of the calculations are adinterpretation that the x(s(x) + s̄(x)) in the valence
justed to fit the data at x > 0.1.
region is dominated by the intrinsic sea. From the
normalization of the BHPS calculations shown in Fig. 2, one can extract the probability of the
|uudss̄i as
P5ss̄ = 0.024 (µ = 0.5 GeV);

P5ss̄ = 0.029 (µ = 0.3 GeV).

(2)

¯ − s(x) − s̄(x).
Another quantity which is largely free from the extrinsic sea is ū(x) + d(x)
¯
Under the assumption that the perturbative g → QQ̄ process leads to ū, d, s̄ flavor symmetric
¯ − s(x) − s̄(x). From the
sea, only the intrinsic sea component can contribute to ū(x) + d(x)
¯
HERMES measurement of x(s(x) + s̄(x)) and the x(ū(x) + d(x)) from the CTEQ6.6 PDF [9], we
¯ − s(x) − s̄(x)) as shown in Fig. 3. We note that Chen, Cao, and Signal [10]
obtain x(ū(x) + d(x)
have also examined this quantity earlier in the context of the meson-cloud model. Figure 3
shows a remarkable feature that the x(ū + d¯ − s − s̄) distribution is valence-like and peaking at
x ∼ 0.1. One can compare it with the BHPS model calculation using the following expression
¯ − s(x) − s̄(x)) = x(P uū (xū ) + P dd¯(x ¯) − 2P ss̄ (xs̄ )),
x(ū(x) + d(x)
d

(3)

where P QQ̄ (xQ̄ ) is the x distribution of Q̄ in the |uudQQ̄i Fock state. Since the quantity
ū + d¯ − s − s̄ is flavor non-singlet, it can be readily evolved from the initial scale µ to Q2 = 2.5
GeV2 . Figure 3 shows a good agreement between the BHPS model calculation and the data.
From the comparison between the BHPS calculations and the data shown in Figs. 1-3, the
¯ |uudss̄i Fock states can be determined as follows (using
probabilities for the |uuduūi, |uudddi,
µ = 0.5 GeV):
¯

P5uū = 0.122; P5dd = 0.240; P5ss̄ = 0.024.

(4)

¯
¯
It is remarkable that the existing data on d(x)−
ū(x), s(x)+s̄(x), and ū(x)+ d(x)−s(x)−s̄(x)
not only provide a test of the BHPS model on the intrinsic sea, but also allow an extraction of
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BHPS (µ=0.5 GeV)

0.3

BHPS (µ=0.3 GeV)

−

−

−

x(d+u-s-s)

HERMES+CTEQ

0.2

0.1

0
10

-2

10

-1

1

x

¯ + ū(x) − s(x) − s̄(x)) with calculations. The solid and dashed curves
Figure 3: Comparison of x(d(x)
are obtained by evolving the BHPS model calculation to Q2 = 2.5 GeV2 from µ = 0.5 GeV and µ = 0.3
GeV, respectively.

the probabilities of various five-quark Fock states involving light antiquarks. This result could
also be extended to possible future studies on some related topics. Some examples of these
topics include:
• Search for intrinsic charm and beauty. From the expectation that the probability for the
|uudQQ̄i Fock state is proportional to 1/m2Q and from the values listed in Eq. (4), one
can readily estimate that the probability for the intrinsic charm |uudcc̄i Fock state, P5cc̄ ,
to be roughly (m2s /m2c )P5ss̄ ∼ 0.003, which is smaller than earlier estimate [3]. Therefore,
future measurements with higher precision, possibly at RHIC and LHC, would be very
valuable.
• Search for intrinsic gluons. The Fock state |uudgi would provide a valence-like gluon
component in the proton [11]. It remains a challenge to identify experimental signatures
for such valence-like gluons.
• Spin and transverse-momentum dependent obsevables of intrinsic sea. Only the spinaveraged distributions for the intrinsic sea has been considered so far. It would be very
interesting to explore the implications of intrinsic sea on the spin-dependent and possibly
transverse-momentum dependent parton distributions of the proton.
• Intrinsic sea for mesons and hyperons. It is straightforward to extend the formulation for
the nucleon’s intrinsic sea to the cases for mesons and hyperons. The presence of these
valence-like seas could affect, for example, the meson- or hyperon-induced Drell-Yan cross
sections in the forward rapidity region.
• Connection between the intrinsic sea and other models. It is important to understand the
similarities and differences between the BHPS intrinsic sea model and other theoretical
models such as the meson-cloud model [12] and the multi-quark model [13]. Some recent
study [14] has been carried out to elucidate the connection between the intrinsic/extrinsic
seas and the connected/disconnected seas in the lattice QCD formulatio, as discussed
next.
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Figure 4: Diagram for (a) connected sea (left) and (b) disconnected sea (right).

3

Connected versus disconnected sea

In order to gain further insight on the flavor structure of the nucleon sea, we note that, according
to the path-integral formalism of the hadronic tensor, there are two distinct sources of nucleon
sea, namely, the connected sea (CS) and the disconnected sea (DS). Figure 4 shows the two
diagrams for the connected and disconnected seas. In Fig. 4 (a), the quark line propagating
backward in time between t1 and t2 corresponds to the connected-sea antiquarks q̄ CS (ūCS or
d¯CS ), which have the same flavors as the valence quarks. Figure 4 (b) shows the DS component
q DS and q̄ DS for q = u, d, s, c. These two different sources of sea quarks have distinct quark
flavor and x-dependence [14]. While the ū and d¯ seas can originate from both the CS and
DS, only DS is present for the s(s̄) and c(c̄) sea. At the small-x region, the CS and DS are
also expected to have different x dependences. Since only reggeon exchange occurs for CS, one
expects q̄ CS ∝ x−1/2 at small x. The presence of pomeron exchange implies that q̄ DS ∝ x−1 at
small x.
The distinct x dependences of CS and DS remain to be checked experimentally. Since s and
s̄ sea is entirely originating from the DS, the HERMES measurement of s(x) + s̄(x) provides
valuable information on the shape of the x dependence for the DS, which is not yet available
from lattice QCD calculations. The ū and d¯ seas contain contributions from both the CS and
DS. It is of interest to separate these two components. A first attempt to separate the CS from
the DS was reported for the ū + d¯ sea using the following approach [14]. First, a plausible ansatz
that ūDS (x) + d¯DS (x) is proportional to sDS (x) + s̄DS (x) (or equivalently, s(x) + s̄(x), since only
DS contributes to strange sea) is adopted. A recent lattice calculation [15] gives the ratio R for
the moment of the strange quarks over that of the ū plus d¯ for the disconnected diagram as
R=

hxis+s̄
= 0.857(40).
hxiūDS +d¯DS

(5)

¯
Therefore, one can readily separate the CS and DS components for ū(x) + d(x)
as follows:
1
ūDS (x) + d¯DS (x) = (s(x) + s̄(x))
R

(6)

¯ − 1 (s(x) + s̄(x)).
ūCS (x) + d¯CS (x) = ū(x) + d(x)
R

(7)

and

¯
Figure 5 shows the decomposition of x(ū(x) + d(x))
into the CS and DS components, using
Eqs. (6) and (7). The x dependences for CS and DS are very different and are in qualitative
agreement with the expectation discussed earlier. This agreement lends support to the ansatz
and approach adopted in this analysis.
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¯
Figure 5: Decomposition of x(ū(x) + d(x))
into the connected sea (CS) and the disconnected sea (DS)
¯
components using the procedure described in the text. The CT10 parameterization of x(ū(x) + d(x))
is
also shown.

From Fig. 5 one could also calculate the momentum fractions carried by the CS and DS. It
¯ is roughly equally divided between
is interesting that the momentum fraction of the ū(x) + d(x)
2
2
the CS and DS at Q = 2.5 GeV . We also note that in a very recent work [16], the possible
¯ − ū(x) at x ∼ 0.3 as well as a qualitative explanation for this sign-change in
sign-change of d(x)
the context of lattice QCD are discussed.

(s+s)/(u+d)

(s+s)/(u+d) distribution at Q2 = 5 GeV2
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
MSTW 2008 NLO (90% C.L.)

0.4
MRST 2001 NLO

0.2
CTEQ6.6 NLO

0
10-4

10

-3

10-2

10-1

x

Figure 6: Ratio of s + s̄ over ū + d¯ versus x at Q2 = 5 GeV2 from various recent PDFs [17].
The formulation of CS and DS can also explain qualitatively the x dependence of the R(x) =
¯
(s(x) + s̄(x))/(ū(x) + d(x))
ratio. Figure 6 shows the ratio R(x) from some recent PDF sets [17].
While R(x) is roughly constant at the small x region, it falls with increasing x in the region
0.01 < x < 0.3. At small x, the DS component is expected to dominate, due to its x−1
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dependence. Therefore, it is expected that R → 0.857 at small x, according to the lattice
QCD calculation for the DS [15]. The recent measurement of W and Z boson productions in
pp collision at 7 TeV by the ATLAS Collaboration gives rs = (s + s̄)/2d¯ at x = 0.023 to be
¯ s̄
1.0 + 0.25 − 0.28 [18]. Both the CTEQ6.6 and ATLAS result are consistent with a roughly ū, d,
flavor symmetric sea at small x. At the larger x region, the valence-like CS can contribute to ū
¯ but not to s and s̄. This results in smaller values of R(x) at larger x. It is expected that
and d,
future W and Z production data as well as semi-inclusive kaon production data would further
improve our knowledge on the x dependence of the strange quark sea.

4

Conclusion

In summary, we have generalized the BHPS model to the light-quark sector and compared the
¯ ū, s+s̄, and ū+ d−s−s̄
¯
model calculations with the d−
data. The qualitative agreement between
the data and the calculations provides strong evidence for the existence of the intrinsic u, d,
s quark sea. This analysis also allows the extraction of the probabilities for these Fock states.
The concept of connected and disconnected seas in lattice QCD offers new insights on the flavor
and x dependences of the nucleon sea. Ongoing and future Drell-Yan (and W/Z production)
and semi-inclusive DIS experiments will provide new information on the flavor structure of the
nucleon sea.
We acknowledge helpful discussion with Stan Brodsky and Paul Hoyer.
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Abstract
The use of polarization observables to obtain the form factors of the nucleon,
has resulted in a drastic change in the way we understand the structure of both
proton and neutron. In particular, the results for the two non-zero components of
the recoil proton polarization in the elastic ~ep → e0 p~ reaction in 3 experiments at
JLab, have resulted in determining the ratio GEp /GM p up to a Q2 of 8.5 GeV2 .
These experiments were done with two different proton polarimeters, capable of
good performance from a few GeV/c to 5.5 GeV/c proton momenta [1,2,3,4,5,6].
An approved and currently planned experiment, which will become possible with
11 GeV electron beams in Hall A after the JLab energy upgrade, is being designed
and should reach proton momentum of 8 GeV/c, corresponding to Q2 =15 GeV2
[7]. It will require a new polarimeter to be added to the super bigbite spectrometer
facility (SBS). The evolution of the design and performance of the 3 polarimeters
will be discussed in some details.

The use of the recoil polarization technique to obtain the elastic form factors of proton and
neutron at large Q2 has become possible with the development of highly polarized and high
luminosity electron beams in the multi-GeV energy range; in particular at the Thomas Jefferson
National Accelerator Facility (TJNAF or JLab) electron accelerator (or CEBAF). It is one of
the two double-polarization techniques that can be used, the other being polarized electron on
a polarized target (proton or neutron), measuring the asymmetry. Here we will discuss the
evolution of the recoil polarization technology, which started in 1998, with the first experiment
to obtain the elastic electric, GEp , to magnetic, GM p , Sachs form factor ratio GEp /GM p at JLab
Halls A and C.
The first suggestion that double polarization would be a better way to obtain nucleon form
factors in elastic ep scattering goes back to Akhiezer and Rekalo [8]. Until the late 1990’s
the only way to obtain the proton form factors was through measurement of the differential
cross section. In Born approximation, that is, assuming that single virtual photon exchange is
the dominant process in elastic ep scattering, the ep cross section is the product of the Mott
cross section times a factor ²G2Ep (Q2 ) + τ G2Mp (Q2 ). Q2 is the negative of the square of the
invariant energy transfer, Q2 = −(ω 2 − q 2 ), with (ω, ~q) the virtual photon four-momentum.
² = (1 + 2(1 + τ ) tan2 θ2e )−1 and τ = Q2 /4Mp2 are the kinematic factor (or polarization of
the virtual photon) and the dimension-less momentum transfer squared, respectively. The well
known Rosenbluth separation method consists then in measuring the differential cross section
for several values of ² by changing both beam energy and detector angle, while maintaining Q2
constant.
In Born approximation and for polarized incident electrons, the recoiling proton is polarized, with a longitudinal component along the final proton momentum, P` , and a transverse
component in the reaction plane, Pt . Measuring these two components determines GEp and
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GM p , provided one knows both beam polarization and analyzing power of the polarimeter used
for the measurement of the proton polarization. Here we discuss the technique related to recoil
polarization transfer as used for elastic electron scattering on a free proton in the course of about
10 years, to obtain the form factor ratio over the the large Q2 range 0.5 to 8.5 GeV2 .
In the energy range of interest here, i.e. proton momenta from about 0.7 GeV/c to 7-8
GeV/c, the proton polarization components perpendicular to the proton momentum can be obtained by scattering the proton in an analyzer block made preferentially of CH2 , and observing
the azimuthal asymmetry with appropriate tracking detectors downstream of the analyzer. The
~ S
~ coupling in NN interaction. As only polarizaasymmetry in such collisions is caused by the L.
tion components perpendicular to the proton momentum can be determined with this method,
it is necessary to rotate the longitudinal polarization component, P`target , so as to produce as
large a normal component, Pnf pp , as possible. This rotation is obtained with a dipole, which,
at least in first order, does not precess the transverse component, Pttarget , if the B-field is perpendicular to the proton momentum, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The azimuthal distribution of
the scattered proton will then be I(φ) = I0 (1 + Ay (θ)P~ f pp .~n), where θ and φ are the polar and
azimuthal scattering angles, respectively; ~n is the normal to the ep-scattering plane and P~ f pp
is the proton polarization vector. Fig. 2 is a schematic illustration of a polarimeter, with its
front- and back tracking detectors determining θ and φ. The expected azimuthal distribution
f pp
cos φ−Ay Pnf pp sin φ] for positive helicity
will then be of the form N + (θ, φ) = N0 η(θ,φ)
2π [1+Ay Pt
of the electron beam. η(θ, φ) is the efficiency of the polarimeter; its φ-dependence is the results
of instrumental asymmetries, which can be partially canceled by forming the helicity difference
N + − N − . Ptf pp ∼ Pttarget and Pnf pp ∼ P`target sinχ are the normal and transverse polarization
components at the polarimeter, χ = γΘbend (µp − 1) is the spin precession angle, Θbend is the
dipole magnet bend angle. γ and µp are the relativistic boost factor and the magnetic moment
of the proton, respectively.

Figure 1: Precession of P` in typical

Figure

recoil polarization experiment.

2: Determination of the az-

imuthal asymmetry in a polarimeter.

The first polarization transfer experiment at JLab was inspired by the pioneering theoretical
work of several authors [8–10]. The GEp(1) experiment used analyzing power data obtained at
the accelerator SATURNE with the polarimeter POMME, and shown in Fig. 3, for polarized
proton beams of energy up to 2.4 GeV (3.2 GeV/c) [11]. In the GEp(1) experiment the ratio
GEp /GM p was, for the first time, measured directly, from the ratio Pttarget /P`target , as had been
proposed by Punjabi and Perdrisat in the original proposal [9]. The main advantage of this
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method is that the ratio is independent of the beam polarization as well as the analyzing power
Ay . In addition, as two physics quantities have been measured, two results can be obtained: the
second is the analyzing power, shown inq
Fig. 4. Ay determines the error bars on the ratio, as in
f pp
f pp
first approximation ∆Pt = ∆P` = ( ηA22 N ), where N is the number of ep events, Ay is an
y

average analyzing power, and η the efficiency of the polarimeter.

Figure 3: Analyzing powers Ay for pC [11];

Figure 4: pC analyzing powers obtained from

the fits are 8-parameter polynomials. The maximum energy corresponds to a Q2 of 4.5 GeV2
in elastic ep.

the first GEp experiment in 1998; some of the
data points from Fig. 3 are included.

Until the first GEp experiment at JLab, the proton form factors had been obtained almost
exclusively by Rosenbluth separation of cross section data. These measurements showed that,
individually, the Q2 dependence of the two form factors was similar to the dipole form factor
Q2 −2
) , resulting in an approximately constant GEp /GM p ratio. The results of GEp(1)
GD = (1+ 0,71
in Fig. 5 strongly suggested [2], that the recoil polarization results may not be in agreement with
the Rosenbluth data base. Interestingly, cross section measurements in the 1970’s, shown in Fig.
6, indicate a Q2 dependence similar to that of GEp(1); but later cross section measurements, as
seen in Fig. 5, presented a very different picture.
One possible source of systematic error which could have explained the difference between the
cross section and double-polarization data may have been in the method used to reconstruct the
target polarization components, (Pttarget , P`target ) from the measured focal plane polarimeter
polarization components Ptf pp and Pnf pp . The data in Fig. 7 were obtained by choosing a
kinematics such that the precession in the HRS dipole would be near 1800 . Events in the
HRS acceptance then provide a range of precession angles, and the values of the asymmetry
amplitude Ay Pnf pp do indeed go through zero very close to 1800 precession angle, corresponding
to Pnf pp = P`target sin χ = 0, and validating the calculation of the spin precession.
The results of the second GEp experiment at JLab are published in Ref. [3]. The data have
been re-analyzed since and are published in Ref. [14]. The analyzing power results of GEp(2)
are shown in Fig. 8; note that the maximum of Ay appears at a nearly constant transverse
momentum pT of ≈ 0.3-0.4 GeV/c over the range of proton momentum 2.6 to 3.8 GeV/c. These
results confirm the data obtained in a calibration experiment at JINR/Dubna, Ref. [27]. The
versus 1/p, with p the proton momentum, seen in Fig. 9, was first
apparent ”scaling” of Amax
y
observed in Ref. [27].
So far the tracking of the polarimeters used at JLab did not allow for particle identification.
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Figure 5: The results of the first recoil polar-

Figure 6: The Sachs form factor ratio from
cross section existing in the 1970’s display a
similar Q2 dependence as the recoil polarization data shown in Fig. 5.

ization experiment, GEp(1), [2] (filled circles),
are incompatible with the cross section data of
Refs. [16, 17].

Figure 7: Zero crossing of precessed longitudinal component of the polarization; the small
dots are simulation data. The dashed line is
a fit to the data, and the solid line fit to the
simulation.

Figure 8: Analyzing powers from GEp(2)
using CH2 as analyzer material. The maximum
Q2 corresponds to 3.8 GeV/c momentum.

As the proton energy increases, the fraction of single-track events decreases, approximately
like the ratio of the elastic to inelastic pN total cross section. The undesirable effect of the
inelastic contribution, which can only partially be suppressed by selecting single-track events
(some inelastic channels results in a single charged final state, example pn → pnπ 0 ), decreases
the effective analyzing power Ay . In future experiments, better tracking resolution and crude
measurement of energy behind the polarimeter should increase the effective analyzing power.
The third GEp experiment at JLab in 2007-8 used a double polarimeter installed in the Hall
C HMS spectrometer [13]; the polar angle dependence of the analyzing powers obtained over
the proton momentum range 3.6 to 5.4 GeV/c are shown in Fig. 10.
Fig. 11 shows all values of µp GEp /GM p obtained in recoil polarization experiments at JLab
so far; as well as values obtained in a number of other experiments to check the polarimeter
performance. The results of the 3 most recent Rosenbluth experiments ( [16, 17, 20]) are also
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Figure 9: Scaling of Amax
versus 1/p discovy

Figure 10: Analyzing powers for CH2 from

ered in Ref. [27]. The scatter of the data from
different experiments reflects their efficiency for
single-track identification; Refs. [12,11,13,27,2,
3, 14, 13], [14] for hydrogen.

GEp(3), using CH2 as analyzer material; the
highest Q2 value corresponds to a proton momentum of 5.4 GeV/c [17].

shown for comparison.

Figure 11: Results of the three JLab GEp experiments obtained by the recoil polarization method.
The Rosenbluth data are from [16, 17, 20].

Conclusions
Recoil polarization experiments to measure GEp /GM p to large Q2 became possible with
JLab; the technique had been first tested at Bates at Q2 < 0.5 GeV2 in 1996 [21].
Results of recoil polarization experiments were unexpected, showing an irreducible difference
between double polarization results and Rosenbluth separation results.
It is now commonly assumed that the difference is due primarily to incomplete radiative
corrections to the cross section data, including double virtual photon exchange. The size of the
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two-photon exchange has yet to be determined experimentally; the e+/e- cross section ratio
recently measured in three Laboratories should resolve the puzzle soon.
The author acknowledges support from the NSF USA, grant number 1066374 (CFP).
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Abstract
One of the main objectives of the Deuteron Spin Structure project is to obtain
the information on the spin dependent parts of 2-nucleon and 3-nucleon forces.
As the first step of this program recent results on the study of the dp-breakup
reaction with 300-500 MeV unpolarized deuteron beam at Internal Target Station
at Nuclotron-M are discussed. Selection procedure of useful events for the dp → ppn
reaction with the registration of two protons is shown. Further scientific program
with polarized and unpolarized deuterons is discussed.

The purpose of Deuteron Spin Structure experimental program is to obtain the information
on the spin â dependent parts of 2-nucleon and 3-nucleon forces from two processes: dp-elastic
scattering in a wide energy range and dp non-mesonic breakup with two protons detection at
energies 200 - 500 MeV [1].
Properties of few-nucleon system at moderate energies are determined mainly by pairwise
nucleon-nucleon interactions. Models of N N forces describe the long range interaction part
according to the meson-exchange, while the short range is based on phenomenology, adjusted by
fitting a certain number of parameters to the N N scattering data. Nowadays a new generation
of the N N potentials (AV-18 [2], CD-Bonn [3], Nijmegen [4] etc.) was obtained. They reproduce
data on the nucleon nucleon scattering up to 350 MeV with very good accuracy. However, these
modern 2N forces fail to provide the experimental binding energies of few-nucleon systems.
Moreover the data on the dp- elastic scattering and deuteron breakup are not described properly.
Precise predictions for observables in the 3N system can be obtained via exact solutions of
the 3N Faddeev equations for any nucleon-nucleon (N N ) interaction, even with the inclusion
of a 3N F model [5]. Incorporation of the 3N forces makes it possible to reproduce the binding
energy of the three-nucleon bound systems and also data on unpolarized dp- interaction. Nevertheless, polarization data for the reactions with participation of three and more nucleons are not
described even with inclusion of 3N F . Therefore, the obtaining of the additional polarization
data in the dp- interaction in the wide energy range more is very desirable for the study of the
spin structure of 2N and 3N forces [6]. To investigate the details of the 3N system dynamics,
in addition to elastic N d scattering data, reliable deuteron breakup data sets, covering large
regions of the available phase space, are needed.
The experimental data on the deuteron analyzing powers for dp-breakup for large phase
space were obtained at 130 MeV at KVI [7]. Ay , Ayy and Axx analyzing powers in dp-breakup
will be investigated at Internal Target Station at 200-500 MeV. The predictions for analyzing
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powers and differential cross section in the selected dp-breakup configurations at 200 MeV were
obtained in [8]. It was shown large sensitivity of these observables to the model of 3N F .
In this report the status of the experiment at ITS at Nuclotron preparation and first results
with unpolarized deuterons are presented.
The dp breakup reaction is investigated using ∆EE techniques for the detection of protons. 8 detectors
of this kind are used in the experiment. The details of
the ∆E-E detector construction are presented in [9].
Each detector consists of two scintillators ∆E and
E. The first scintillator has the cylindrical form with
the height 10 mm and the diameter 80 mm. Two
PMTs-85 view through given scintillator and they are
located the friend opposite to the friend (see Fig. 1).
Two planes have been made on the scintillator to increase the area of the optical contact between the scin- Figure 1: The ∆E-E detector for the
tillator and photocatode of the PMT-85. These planes detection of protons.
have been polished. ∆E scintillator is covered by a white paper. Digital dividers of the high
voltage are used for PMT-85.
E scintillator also has the cylindrical form with
height 200 mm and diameter 100 mm. PMT-63 view
through this scintillator. Given PMT has been chosen
because of the suitable size of the cathode (100 mm)
with both good time and amplitude properties. E scintillator has been wrapped by a white paper. The part
which is located to ∆E scintillator has been covered by
a black paper. It is made to exclude possibility of hit
the light from one plastic scintillator to another. The
calibration for ∆E-E counters were performed with
Figure 2: Detection angles for registracosmic muons and pp-quasi elastic scattering.
The experiment with 8 ∆E-E detectors at ITS has tion of two protons.
been performed at the initial deuteron kinetic energy of 300 MeV, 400 MeV and 500 MeV on
CH2 target. During this experiment a DAQ-system based on the VME - standard has been
used. The detection angles for registration of two protons for study the dp → ppn reaction are
presented in Fig. 2.
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Figure 3: (a) Simulation results of the energy losses of the protons passed through ∆E and E
scintillators when the length of a scintillator is 21 cm (∆E + E) (b) Simulation results of the energy
losses of the protons passed through ∆E and E scintillators in thin scintillator versus thick.

The simulation results on the energy losses of the protons which passes through the scintil-
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lators are presented in Fig. 3. In (b) figure the energy losses of the proton in thin scintillator
are plotted versus ones of the thick scintillator. The events were selected in the region of approximate linear dependence of the energy losses in the scintillator versus the incident proton
energy. Therefore the following conditions on the ∆E and E information were imposed: 5 MeV
< ∆E < 35 MeV and 0 MeV < E < 180 MeV.
The missing mass has been calculated using
the kinematic formulas (see Fig. 4). Histogram
was obtained for the kinematical configuration
Θ1 =25o ,Θ2 =43.6o ,Φ12 =178.5o and deuteron energy
of 400 MeV. One can see clearly the allocated the dpbreakup reaction and dp-elastic scattering. Useful
events were obtained with the cut on missing mass:
less than 950 MeV for the configuration register dpelastic scattering and dp-breakup are detected; 940
MeV ± 10 MeV for the configuration when only dpbreakup events are registered.
Correlations of the proton energies with the cut
Figure
4:
The missing mass
on missing mass neutron are presented in Fig. 5.
the
kinematical
configuration
Data were acquired for deuteron breakup reac- for
o
o
o
Θ
=25
,Θ
=43.6
,Φ
=178.5
.
1
2
12
tion with deuteron energies 300 MeV, 400 MeV and
500 MeV on CH2 at Internal Target Station at Nuclotron. Black curve is the kinematic locus for
deuteron breakup reaction at 300-500 MeV energy of deuteron for different angle configuration.
The correlation of the proton energies were plotted with the cut on mass of neutron (± 10 MeV).
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Figure 5: (a) Correlation of the protons energies with the cut on missing mass neutron for (Θ1 = 25.2o ,
Θ2 = 33.9o , Φ12 = 135.3o ) configuration with deuteron energy 300 MeV. (b) Correlation of the protons
energies with the cut on missing mass neutron for (Θ1 = 25o , Θ2 = 33.7o , Φ12 = 44.6o ) configuration
with deuteron energy 400 MeV. (c) Correlation of the protons energies with the cut on missing mass
neutron for (Θ1 = 24.7o , Θ2 = 33.3o , Φ12 = 44.6o ) configuration with deuteron energy 500 MeV.

Conclusion
The preliminary results for dp → ppn reaction at 300-500 MeV for different geometry at Internal
Target Station at Nuclotron are obtained. The procedure of selection of events relating to the
dp-breakup reaction is established. The setup for the studies of deuteron non-mesonic breakup
reaction was put into operation.
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The future plans are to continue to process the obtained data and to estimate a contribution
of background events to these results for the study of dp-breakup reaction. We are going to take
the data on dp â breakup using with polarized deuteron beams at Nuclotron. New source
will provide up to 2 ∗ 1010 ppp and higher values of polarization than POLARIS. Part of the
IUCF source is used for the construction. The putting into operation of new PIS is planned in
2014.
The work has been supported in part by RFBR grant 13-02-00101a and JINR grants for
young scientists.
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Abstract
Jefferson Lab is in the middle of an upgrade construction program, which will
double the electron beam energy to 12 GeV. The doubling of the energy enables
the extension of recent programs to fully characterize the electric form factors of
the proton to significantly higher Q2 . There is an approved experiment at JLab,
GEp(5), that will measure the ratio GEp /GM p to Q2 of 12 GeV2 . A dedicated
experimental setup, the Super Bigbite Spectrometer (SBS) facility, is being built
for this purpose. It will be equipped with a focal plane polarimeter to measure
the polarization of the recoil protons. The scattered electrons will be detected
in an electromagnetic calorimeter. In this presentation, I will describe the new
experiment which will measure GEp /GM p to Q2 of 12 GeV2 , also I will review the
status of the proton elastic electromagnetic form factors and discuss a number of
recent theoretical approaches.

1

Introduction

The proton electromagnetic form factor results from Jefferson Lab at high values of fourmomentum transfer Q2 have had a big impact on progress in hadronic physics; these results
have required a significant rethinking of nucleon structure. Since the publication of the JLab
ratio measurements, there have been a huge amount of theoretical activity, and several reviews
of nucleon form factors [1–6] have been published. New information on hadron structure, such as
role of quark orbital angular momentum, transverse charge density distribution, dressed quark
form factor has followed in short order. It is clear that the only way to achieve clarity in discriminating between theoretical explanations of GEp /GM p data is to measure it with considerable
precision to high values of Q2 . New experiment GEp(5) in preparation for the 12 GeV era, will
provide answers to some of the open questions crucial to our understanding of the fundamental
proton properties and the nature of QCD in the confinement regime

2

Recoil Polarization Method

The relationship between the Sachs electromagnetic form factors and the degree of polarization transfer in 1 H(~e, e0 p~ ) scattering was first developed by Akhiezer and Rekalo [7], and later
discussed in more detail by Arnold, Carlson, and Gross [8].
For single photon exchange, the transferred polarization can be written in terms of the Sachs
form factors:
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Pn = 0
±hPl =
±hPt =

µ

¶p

τ (1 + τ ) G2M p (Q2 ) tan2 θ2e
Ee +
±h
M
G2Ep (Q2 ) + τ² G2M p (Q2 )
p
2 τ (1 + τ ) GEp GM p tan θ2e
∓h
G2Ep (Q2 ) + τ² G2M p (Q2 )
Ee0

(1)
(2)
(3)

2

Q
where τ = 4m
2 , ² is the longitudinal virtual photon polarization, and the ± stands for the two
p
possible orientations of the electron beam helicity.
An important realization of the double-polarization approach to obtain the ratio at the
large momentum transfer by measuring two polarization components simultaneously was first
proposed at JLab in 1989 [9]; it is based on a combination of spin precession in a magnetic
spectrometer and uses a proton polarimeter. The major advantage of the method, compared to
cross section measurements, is that in the Born approximation the form factor ratio, GpE /GpM ,
is directly proportional to the measured transverse and longitudinal proton polarization components Pt /P` . For each Q2 , a single measurement of the azimuthal angular distribution of
the proton scattered in a secondary target (described later) gives both the longitudinal and
transverse polarizations. Combining Eqs. 2 and 3 give:

GEp
Pt (Ee + Ee0 )
θe
=−
tan ;
GM p
Pl
2M
2

(4)

thus the ratio of electric to magnetic form factors of the proton is obtained directly from a
simultaneous measurement of the two recoil polarization components. The kinematic factors in
Eq. 4 are typically known to a precision far greater than the statistical precision of the recoil
polarization components.

3

Results of JLab GEp Experiments and comparison
to Theoretical Model Calculations

The striking disagreement of the JLab double polarization proton form factor ratio results [10–15]
with the Rosenbluth results [16–18] is illustrated in Fig. 1. Use of the double-polarization
technique to obtain the elastic nucleon form factors has resulted in a dramatic improvement of
the quality of the proton electromagnetic form factors. It has also changed our understanding
of the proton structure, having resulted in a distinctly different Q2 - dependence for the electric
form factor GEp and the magnetic form factor GM p , contradicting the prevailing wisdom of the
1990’s based on cross section measurements, namely that GEp and GM p obey a “scaling” relation
µGEp ∼ GM p . A related consequence of the faster decrease of GEp revealed by the Jefferson
Lab (JLab) polarization results was the disappearance of the early scaling of F2 /F1 ∼ 1/Q2
predicted by perturbative QCD.
The data from the GEp(3) experiment [14] at higher Q2 show a slowing decrease of GpE /GpM
with Q2 relative to the linear decrease observed in the Hall A data for Q2 ≤ 5.6 GeV2 . Although
the statistical significance of this change in behavior is somewhat marginal, its physical implications are interesting to consider. A constant ratio GEp /GM p at asymptotically large Q2 is a
signature of the onset of the dimensional scaling expected from perturbative QCD for a nucleon
consisting of three weakly interacting quarks.
Predicting nucleon form factors in the non-perturbative regime, where soft scattering processes are dominant, is very difficult. As a consequence there are many phenomenological models
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which attempt to explain the data in this domain. There are several approaches to calculate
nucleon form factors in the non-perturbative regime. The list includes vector meson dominance
(VMD) models, relativistic constituent quark models (rCQM), the cloudy bag model, the diquark model and the Dyson-Schwinger equation (DSE) model and more. In the VMD approach,
the photon couples to the nucleon via vector mesons, whereas in QCD models the photon couples to the quarks directly. The generalized parton distributions (GPD) represent a framework
within which hadrons are described in terms of quarks and gluons. Perturbative QCD predicts
form factor values for large Q2 . We show results from some of these calculations [19–25] here in
Fig. 1.

Figure 1: All recoil polarization results
Figure 2: Perturbative QCD behavior of

from three JLab GEp experiments; also
included are selected Rosenbluth results
(empty symbols).

4

the Fermi and Dirac form factor ratio for
the proton, a slow down of the rise is visible.

Proton Form Factors with 11 GeV

The measurement of the ground-state electromagnetic form factors of the proton becomes quite
2
challenging at high momentum transfers, because the effective rate drops as roughly Ebeam
/Q16 .
The polarization-transfer method also requires very large statistics because of the relatively low
analyzing power of the recoil polarimeter. Figure 3 shows maximum value of the analyzing power
Amax
versus the inverse of the proton momentum. The values from GEp(3) (black circles) are
y
systematically larger than those in Azhgirey et al. [27]. The difference is thought to be due to the
strict selection of single track events in the GEp(3) experiment. The GEp(5) experiment meets
these challenges through an innovative approach. The spectrometer in the proton arm is based
on a large open-geometry dipole magnet that is placed quite close to the target, and at a small
angle, a configuration that provides large solid angle [26]. The use of gas electron multiplier
(GEM) chambers solves the main challenge of this spectrometer, the very high counting rates
due to open geometry, allowing tracking at very high background rates.
GEp(5) is a coincidence experiment, conceptually similar to the three previous GEp experiments at JLab. This experiment will be done in Hall A; it requires a proton detector with
magnetic analysis of proton momentum, followed by a polarimeter to measure the transferred
polarization of the recoiling proton from the elastic reaction 1 H(~e, e0 p~). As a new feature the
proton detector will also include a highly-segmented hadron calorimeter to provide its own fast
trigger and also provide fast information on the approximate angle of the incident proton. The
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electron will be detected in coincidence by the reconfigured electromagnetic calorimeter BigCal,
used in GEp(3) experiment. BigCAl will be large enough to match the acceptance of the proton
arm, and will also be equipped with a coordinate detector to further improve position resolution.
The GEp(5) experiment will use the 11 GeV polarized electron beam and a 40-cm long liquid
hydrogen target. A schematic representation of the experiment is shown in Figure 4. The new
experiments will push the invariant momentum transfer squared to a significant higher value,
ultimately to 14 GeV2 , to be compared with 8.5 GeV2 in the GEp(3) experiment.

Figure 3: Maximum value of the
versus the inverse
analyzing power Amax
y
of the proton momentum.

Figure 4: Schematic floor plan arrangement for
the GEp(5) experiment using the SBS.

Figure 5: The anticipated results of GEp(5). A wide range of phenomenological model predictions
are shown, underlining the potential ability of this experiment, to narrow the range of models able to
reproduce the future data.

The expected error bars for GEp(5) [28] are shown in Fig.5.

5

Conclusions

The unexpected results of the proton form factor ratios using double-polarization high-precision
experiments at JLab, have challenged the theoretical understanding of the structure of the
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proton. These results, together with the anticipated results following the 12 GeV upgrade of the
JLab accelerator, will provide answers to a number of open questions crucial to the understanding
of fundamental properties of the proton, and the nature of QCD in the confinement regime.
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Abstract
We present results of studies aiming to establish the spin–parity quantum numbers of the newly discovered boson with a mass near 125 GeV. The final states
exploited in these studies are ZZ(4`), WW(2`2ν), and γγ. The dataset used in
the analyses corresponds to integrated luminosities of 19.6 and 5.1 fb−1 collected
in pp collisions at 8 and 7 TeV, respectively. The hypotheses excluded at 95% CL
or higher are pseudoscalar, vector, pseudovector, and massive graviton-like spin-2
tensor. The latter model is studied in assumptions of either gluon–gluon or quark–
antiquark production mechanisms. The limit on the fractional presence of a pseudoscalar component is σ(0−)/[σ(0+) + σ(0−)] < 0.58% at 95% CL.

The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) [1] detector is a general-purpose particle detector collecting the resulting particles from the proton–proton collisions produced by the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) near Geneva, Switzerland. During the Run I that covered years 2009–2012, the
CMS experiment collected data of the amount that corresponds to the integrated luminosities
of 19.6 fb−1 at 8-TeV center-of-mass collisions and 5.1 fb−1 at 7-TeV center-of-mass collisions.
The collected data in particle physics is of the statistical nature, thus it imposes a requirement
of the statistical treatment and hypothesis testing. The CMS performs the statistical analysis
roughly in three generic steps:
1. Data selection and preparation.
2. Statistical likelihood template preparation (PDFs/PMFs).
3. Performing pseudoexperiments and comparing it to the observation.
The most complex step is step 1, where an extensive data filtration is being performed,
a specific physics-object-oriented search. Step 2 is much more generic and differs mostly by
the discriminating-variable-map choice and the theoretical expectations. The last, step 3, is an
all-analysis common, pseudoexperiment-distribution generation and the statistical significance
extraction wrt generated distributions. In the presented analyses the test statistic is chosen to
be q = −2 ln LL21 , where Li is a total likelihood for a particular hypothesis, while CLS criterion is
defined as
CLS =

P (q ≥ qobs |q ∼ S2 + B)
,
P (q ≥ qobs |q ∼ S1 + B)

(1)

where S1 corresponds to the null hypothesis (Standard-Model [SM] signal: a Higgs boson) and
S2 corresponds to the alternative hypothesis (an exotic signal). In both cases the background
B is considered to have been observed, i.e., contributing some events.
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The CMS had three different analyses, namely, γγ, WW, and ZZ [2–4], that were able to
investigate the compatibility between various exotic models and the SM Higgs boson. The final
states that each analyses corresponds to are the following: γγ, 2`2ν, and 4`, accordingly. All
the described analyses were aiming to test the spin–parity properties by the use of different
alternative models that are summarized in Table 1. Every alternative resonance under the
alternative model we call an alternative signal. For the presented analyses, the Monte–Carlo
(MC) data were generated using JHUGen event generator, Ref. [6].
The most prominent anal- Model Probing channel Notes
ysis in the 126-GeV res0+
γγ, WW, ZZ
SM Higgs
m
onance properties’ studies
+
0h
ZZ
Scalar with higher-order coupls.
is the H/X → ZZ → 4` [2].
0−
WW, ZZ
Pseudoscalar
This mode has a mass res1−
ZZ
Vector
olution of 1–2%, a good
+
1
ZZ
Pseudovector
signal-to-background ratio,
2+
γγ,
WW,
ZZ
Graviton-like
m
and many independent degrees of freedom (8 + unTable 1: The list of tried models and the affected analyses.
used boosts) that can be
used in the presented studies. However, the channel suffers from the low expected number
of events ∼O(20). It is worth mentioning that the mainline analysis had an expected significance for the SM Higgs signal of 7.2σ and the actual observation went up to 6.7σ. The observed
mass by this analysis is reported to be
mH = 125.8 ± 0.5(stat.) ± 0.2(syst.) GeV.
In order to perform the model testing we need to choose a set of coordinates/observables that
would allow us to distinguish between the hypotheses. The chosen coordinate variables we call
the discriminants or kinematical disciminants (KDs) while the key ingredient in making them in
the ZZ analysis is the use of Matrix Element Method (MEM). The baseline strategy in applying
MEM was to use JHUGen [6] matrix elements (MEs) for the signal and the MCFM [13] MEs for
the background, while the calculations were validated by the MEs provided by the MEKD [12]
(MadGraph5 [11] + FeynRules [10]) in all final states (4e, 2e2µ, and 4µ) and by MEs provided
by the analytical approach, which is accessible via MELA package [7, 8, 14, 15], in the 2e2µ (nointerference) final state. Important whole analysis cross-checks were performed using Boosted
Decision Tree [16, 17] (BDT) and Bayesian Neural Network [18, 19] (BNN) techniques. In the
end, the actual KDs, which are normalized between 0 and 1, take the following shape:
"

mass (m )
|MZZ (p`i |m4` )|2 × PZZ
4`
Dbkg = 1 + c(m4` ) ×
mass
2×P
|M0+
(p
|m
)|
(m
|m
H)
`i
4`
4`
m
0+
m
"
#−1
|MJ P (p`i |m4` )|2
DJ P = 1 + cJ P ×
,
|M0+
(p`i |m4` )|2
m

#−1
,

(2)

(3)

where c are the scaling constants to avoid an overcompression, P(m4` ) are the detector-simulationbased invariant-mass-shape probability density functions (PDFs), and M are the MEs.
In the ZZ analysis the actual statistical templates are filled in 2D (Dbkg , DJ P ) coordinate
space, where the Dbkg discriminates between the SM Higgs and the SM background (mostly
qq̄ → ZZ) and the DJ P between the SM Higgs and the alternative signal: this is done using the
MC data events, except for the reducible background where it is taken from data. It is worth
mentioning that each final state has its own templates (fused all-in-one templates are shown
here in Fig. 1). The outcome of the statistical analysis is presented in Tab. 2. In the table
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we present the expected separations for different hypotheses using the expected (after the full
selection) signal strengths (µ = 1), where the total yields are the same for both hypotheses
under the test. In contrast, the observed results are presented with the best-fit signal strengths,
in other words, with floating µ, which is done independently for the null hypothesis and the
alternative signal. In the end, all the tested models, except the 0+
h , were excluded with at least
the 95% CLS .

Expected
separation,
µ=1
2.8σ
1.8σ
3.1σ
2.6σ
1.9σ
1.9σ

Model
0−
0+
h
1−
1+
2+
m (gg)
2+
m (q q̄)

Observed
0+

Observed
JP

CLS

0.5σ
0.0σ
1.4σ
1.7σ
0.8σ
1.8σ

3.3σ
1.7σ
> 4σ
> 4σ
2.7σ
4.0σ

0.16%
8.1%
< 0.1%
< 0.1%
1.5%
< 0.1%

Table 2: The Moriond 2013 ZZ spin–parity results.
One more performed measurement in the ZZ analysis is a fit of the possible pseudoscalar
fraction in the signal. Here a possible figure of merit can be chosen to be fa3 and defined as
follows:
fa3 =

σ0−
,
σ0+
+ σ0−
m

(4)

:

a1 k κ1 6= 0 ∪ a3 k κ3 = 0 ;

³
´
∗ν
A = v −1 ²∗µ
a1 gµν m2V + a3 ²µναβ q1α q2β ;
1 ²2

(5)

σ0−

:

a1 k κ1 = 0 ∪ a3 k κ3 6= 0 ;

LJ=0 κ1

m2Z
κ3
hZµ Z µ + hZµν Z̃ µν .
v
2v

(6)
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where σ is a partial cross-section for the 2e2µ final state only as ratios of cross-sections differ
between different final states. The subscript has the following meaning:
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Figure 1: (a) 0− state fused template with actual data. (b) 0+
m (SM Higgs) state fused template with
actual data. (c) qq̄ → ZZ state fused template with actual data.
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0

The observed result can be seen in the Fig. 2 that translates into the exclusion of 0.58 ratio at
95% CLS (the expected exclusion ratio was 0.76). It can also be written out as
fa3 = 0.00+0.23
−0.00
here the nonzero value would indicate a presence of the pseudoscalar state.
The γγ analysis [4] has a fair number of signal events
∼O(400) and a good mass resolution of 1–2%. However, in the
10
spin–parity studies it suffers from a few independent degrees of
8
freedom (2 + unused boosts) and a poor signal-to-background
ratio. The analysis had an expected significance for the SM
6
Higgs signal of 4.2σ and the actual observation of 3.2σ. The
4
observed mass by this analysis is reported to be

s = 7 TeV, L = 5.1 fb-1; s = 8 TeV, L = 19.6 fb-1

2∆ lnL

CMS Preliminary

CMS Data
Expected

mH = 125.4 ± 0.5(stat.) ± 0.6(syst.) GeV.

2

0
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

∗ | as a model discriminating
f a3
The γγ analysis used | cos θCS
variable, where CS stands for the longitudinally (along the beam Figure 2: fa3 measurement in
axis) colliding partons or Collins–Soper frame. The results are the ZZ analysis.
not conclusive on their own and are presented in Tab. 3.
The last standalone analysis presented here is WW [3], which has a fair number of signal
events ∼O(100) and a number of three independent degrees of freedom that are useful in the
spin–parity studies. On the other hand, it suffers from poor mass resolution of ∼20% and signalto-background ratio. The analysis had an expected significance for the SM Higgs signal of 5.1σ
and the actual observation of 4.0σ.
The WW analysis uses
Compatibility
Model CLS
the m`` and mT parameSource
χ2 p-value
ters as statistical template
+
Data vs. 0
0.68
dimensions in the model
+ (100% gg)
2
Data
vs.
2
0.91 2+
60.9
studies [mT = (m`1 +
m
m (gg)
+
+
2
2
Data vs. 2m (100% q q̄)
0.51 2m (qq̄) 16.9
m`2 ) + (p`1 + p`2 )x + (p`1 +
Data vs. 2+
0.81
(50%
gg,
50%
qq)
p`2 )2y ; m2`` = (p`1 + p`2 )2 ].
m
Analysis was done considerTable 3: Model study results in γγ analysis.
ing only the different-flavor
final states, i.e., eνµν. Here the direct spin correlations are mostly reflected by m`` . The final
results are presented in Tab. 4.
Finally, the combination of results [5].
Expected separation,
WW + ZZ gives the combined results that
Model
Observed J P
µ
=
1
are presented in Tab. 5, which shows a
2+
2.2σ
1.3σ
m (gg)
strong exclusion of the minimal-coupling

KK graviton. In addition, the γγ + ZZ proTable 4: Model study results in WW analysis.
vides the combined mass measurement result: mH = 125.7 GeV.
In the end, a number of the most plausible hypotheses, except for the 0+
h , are excluded at 99%
CL or more (summary Table 6). All the discussed studies show observations that are consistent
with the SM Higgs boson. The most important task for the future studies is to continue with
the mixed state investigations.
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Model
P (q ≤ q obs. |0+ )
P (q ≥ q obs. |2+
m (gg))
1 − CLobs.
S

CLS
−0.34σ
2.84σ
99.4%

Probability density

CMS preliminary

s = 7 TeV, L = 5.1 fb-1 s = 8 TeV, L = 19.6 fb-1

0+

0.1

+

2m(gg)
CMS data
(CL obs.
= 0.6%)
s

0.08

0.06

0.04

0.02

0
-30

-20

-10

0

10

-2 × ln(L

20
+

2m(gg)

30

/ L0+)

Table 5: Model study results with combined WW + ZZ analysis.
ZZ
Model
CLS
−
0
0.16%
0+
8.1%
h
−
1
< 0.1%
1+
< 0.1%
+
2m (gg)
1.5%
+
2m (q q̄) < 0.1%

γγ
Model CLS
2+
60.9%
m (gg)
2+
(q
q̄)
16.9%
m

WW
Model CLS
0−
27%
2+
(gg)
14%
m

WW + ZZ
Model CLS
2+
0.6%
m (gg)

Table 6: Model studies summary.
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Abstract
The high energy polarised muon beam available at CERN, with positive or negative charge, makes COMPASS a unique place for GPD studies. The GPD program
is a part of ’COMPASS-II proposal’, which started to be realised in 2012. The new
detectors, the large recoil proton detector and a (part of) large angle electromagnetic calorimeter that are essential for measurements of exclusive processes, were
constructed and incorporated into the COMPASS setup. A short DVCS pilot run
in 2012 was devoted to the commissioning of these new detectors followed by data
taking. The COMPASS program of present and future GPD studies is reviewed and
various observables for this program and expected accuracies are discussed.

1

Introduction

Generalised Parton Distributions (GPDs) [1–3] contain a wealth of information on the partonic structure of the nucleon. In particular, they allow a novel description of the nucleon as
an extended object, sometimes referred to as 3-dimensional ’nucleon tomography’ [4]. GPDs
also allow access to such a fundamental property of the nucleon as the orbital angular momentum of quarks [2]. For reviews of the GPDs see Refs [5–7]. The mapping of the nucleon
GPDs requires comprehensive experimental studies of hard processes, Deeply Virtual Compton
Scattering (DVCS) and Hard Exclusive Meson Production (HEMP), in a broad kinematic range.

2

Brief overview of the program

The COMPASS GPD program encompasses the three following activities.
a) The analysis of exclusive vector meson production on polarised 6 LiD and NH3 targets
using the data from 2002-2011. Although no recoil proton detector was included in the used
experimental setup, which is a disadvantage for measurements of exclusive processes, the analysis
of these data allows to obtain valuable results that are sensitive to GPDs E and chiral-odd GPDs.
At the moment these GPDs are still poorly constrained experimentally. This subject is covered
at this conference in more detail in another contribution from COMPASS [8] and in a theoretical
presentation [9].
b) Data taking and analysis of dedicated short ’DVCS test’ runs in 2008 and 2009. The
setup used in 2008/2009 for the meson spectroscopy with hadron beams (so called ’hadron
setup’) happened to be an excellent prototype to perform validation measurements for DVCS.
First measurements of exclusive γ production on a 40 cm long liquid hydrogen (LH2 ) target, with
detection of the slow recoiling proton in the recoil proton detector (RPD), have been performed
during the test runs using 160 GeV highly polarised µ+ and µ− beams from the M2 beam line
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of the CERN SPS. They were obtained with the hadron setup, all the standard COMPASS
tracking detectors, the ECAL1 and ECAL2 electromagnetic calorimeters for photon detection
and appropriate triggers. An efficient selection of single photon events, and suppression of
the background was possible by using the combined information from the forward COMPASS
detectors and the RPD. One of the results from the DVCS test data is discussed in Sec. 3
c) The GPD program of COMPASS-II. This is a part of new ’COMPASS-II proposal’ [10],
which has been approved in December of 2010 and started to be realised in 2012. The GPD part
will be devoted to measurements of both DVCS and HEMP with polarised µ+ and µ− beams
and a liquid hydrogen target. The following time lines are assumed for the approved part of the
proposal. In 2012 there were already performed measurements of pion and kaon polarisabilities
using Primakoff reactions with hadron beam scattering off a nickel target. They were followed,
still in 2012, by the commissioning and pilot run for DVCS. After a technical stop of the LHC
in 2013 and the most part of 2014, the measurements of the Drell-Yan process in scattering of
a pion beam on transversely polarised protons will start in late 2014 and will continue in 2015.
They will be followed by two years (2016-2017) of data taking for the GPD program (Phase-1)
with unpolarised protons accompanied by semi-inclusive DIS (SIDIS) measurements.
Measurements to be pursued by COMPASS-II after 2017 will be a subject of an addendum
to the proposal. They will include the GPD E studies (Phase-2) using a transversely polarised
target and a recoil proton detector. Also high statistics SIDIS data will be collected with transversely polarised protons and deuterons. Further, measurements of Drell-Yan on transversely
polarised protons and deuterons, as well as on unpolarised protons and nuclear targets are foreseen. Hadron spectroscopy in diffractive and central production will be also performed, with an
emphasis on a search for glueballs and exotic states.

3

Validation tests

From the theoretical view point DVCS is considered to be the cleanest process among those
investigated experimentally, because effects of next-to-leading order and higher twist contributions are under theoretical control [11]. The competing Bethe-Heitler (BH) process, which is
elastic lepton-nucleon scattering with a hard photon emitted by either the incoming or outgoing
lepton, has a final state identical to that of DVCS so that both processes interfere at the level
of amplitudes.
COMPASS offers the advantage to provide various kinematic domains where either BH or
DVCS dominates. The collection of almost pure BH events at small x allows one to get an
excellent reference yield and to control accurately the global efficiency of the apparatus. In
contrast, the collection of an almost pure DVCS sample at larger x will allow the measurement
of the x dependence of the t-slope of the cross section, which is related to the tomographic
partonic image of the nucleon. In the intermediate domain, the DVCS contribution will be
boosted by the BH process through the interference term. The dependence on φ, the azimuthal
angle between lepton scattering plane and photon production plane, is a characteristic feature
of the cross section [11].
The DVCS test runs in 2008 and 2009 with the 40 cm LH2 target and the small RPD allowed
to demonstrate the feasibility to measure exclusive single γ production at COMPASS. A way
to identify the observed process, µ + p → µ0 + γ + p0 , to which both the DVCS and BetheHeitler process contribute, is to look at the angle φ between the leptonic and hadronic planes.
The observed distributions, after applying all cuts and selections and for Q2 > 1 (GeV/c)2 , are
displayed in Fig. 1 and compared to the predictions from the Monte Carlo simulations for the BH
event yield. The Bethe-Heitler contribution shows a characteristic peak at φ ' 0. The overall
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Figure 1: The distribution of the azimuthal angle φ for observed exclusive single photon production
measured in the 2009 DVCS test run at COMPASS. The lines represent the expected BH event yield.

detection efficiency can be deduced from the relative normalisation of the two distributions for
the low x-region dominated by BH. The global efficiency, is equal to 0.14 ± 0.05 in agreement
with the value 0.1 assumed for the proposal [10]. It includes the detection efficiency, SPS and
COMPASS availabilities, trigger efficiencies and dead time.

4

The proposed setup

The COMPASS apparatus [12] consists of a two-stage spectrometer comprising various tracking detectors, electromagnetic and hadron calorimeters, and particle identification detectors
grouped around 2 dipole magnets SM1 and SM2 in conjunction with a longitudinally or transversely polarised target. By installing a large recoil proton detector around the new 2.5 m long
LH2 target COMPASS has been converted into a facility measuring exclusive reactions within
a kinematic domain from x ∼ 0.01 to ∼ 0.1, which cannot be explored at any other existing or
planned facility in the near future.
The recoil proton detection is based on a ToF measurement between two barrels of 24
scintillator slats read out at both ends. The inner barrel (Ring A) of 2.75 m length with
diameter of 50 cm and surrounding directly the target is made of slats of 4 mm thickness to
allow low-momentum-proton detection down to about 260 MeV/c. The outer barrel (Ring B)
is made of 3.6 m long and 5 cm thick slats and has a diameter of 2.2 m.
Given the time window of about 150 ns dictated by the dispersion in proton momentum,
vertex position along the target and light propagation in the scintillators, a high counting rate
in all elements of the RPD is expected, in particular in Ring A, where the dominant source is
the production of δ-rays in the target material and walls. A line-shape analysis of the PMT
signal is used to obtain precise ToF information and improve background rejection. Given the
high counting rates, a dedicated readout called GANDALF based on a 1 GHz digitiser has been
designed and implemented.
An entirely new calorimeter ECAL0 covering large photon angles is being constructed. Compared to the existing electromagnetic calorimeters, it will increase the accessible domain in x
for DVCS and exclusive π 0 production, and therefore it will provide an overlap with HERMES
and JLAB experiments. ECAL0 will provide an improved hermeticity for detection of exclusive
events and contribute to reduce background to single-photon production that originates from
π 0 and other decays. It will also have a significant impact on the uniformity of acceptance as a
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function of angle φ [10].
ECAL0 will be located immediately downstream from the RPD. With the transverse size of
216x216 cm2 and a 80x64 cm2 central hole it will cover the polar angle range 0.15 - 0.6 mrad and
the energy range from 0.2 GeV to 30 GeV. ECAL0 will consist of about 1700 cells arranged in
9-cell modules. Each cell will contain a stack of lead/scintillator plates that have the sampling
’shashlik’ structure. The light collected and transported by WLS fibers will be detected by
Multipixel Avalanche PhotoDiode (MAPD) detectors.
The central 56 ECAL0 modules, out of the total number of 194, were already calibrated
with the beam and made available for the 2012 DVCS pilot run. The complete ECAL0 will be
ready for the restart of the GPD program in 2016.
For the GPD program the data will be collected with polarised µ+ and µ− beams. Assuming
in total 280 days of data taking, µ+ beam flux of 4.6 · 108 µ per SPS spill and three times smaller
flux for µ− beam, a reasonable statistics for the DVCS process can be accumulated for Q2 values
up to 8 GeV2 . The upper limit of Q2 -range is driven by the luminosity, and the quoted number
corresponds to the present beam intensity and spill structure. In the following sections we show
projections for DVCS measurements with an unpolarised proton target (5.1 and 5.2) and with a
transversely polarised ammonia target (5.3). For each target the integrated muon flux was taken
the same as described above and the value of the global efficiency was assumed to be equal to
0.1.

5

Planned measurements

The complete GPD program at COMPASS-II will comprise the measurements of the DVCS
cross section with polarised positive and negative muon beams and at the same time the measurements of exclusive production of a large set of mesons (ρ, ω, φ, π, η, ...). In the following we
show selected projections for DVCS, while that for exclusive ρ0 production is given in Ref. [8].

5.1

x-dependence of the t-slope of DVCS

The t-slope parameter B(x) of the DVCS cross section dσ/dt(x) ∝ exp(−B(x) |t|) can be
obtained from the beam charge and spin sum of the cross sections after integration over φ and
BH subtraction. The expected statistical accuracy of the measurements of B(x) at COMPASS is
shown in Fig. 2. The upper set of COMPASS points corresponds to the acceptance of the existing
electromagnetic calorimeters, while the lower one is obtained assuming that in addition the new
calorimeter ECAL0 is also available. The systematic errors are mainly due to uncertainties
involved in the subtraction of the BH contribution. At x > 0.02 they are small compared to the
statistical errors. For the simulations the simple ansatz B(x) = B0 + 2 α0 log(x0 /x) was used.
As neither B0 nor α0 are known in the COMPASS kinematics, for the projections of expected
uncertainties shown in Fig. 2 we chose the values B0 = 5.83 GeV2 , α0 = 0.125 and x0 = 0.0012.
The precise value of the t-slope parameter B(x) in the COMPASS x-range will yield new and
significant information in the context of the ‘nucleon tomography’ as it is expected in Ref. [13].

5.2

Beam charge and spin difference of cross sections

COMPASS is presently the only facility to provide polarised leptons with either charge:
polarised µ+ and µ− beams. Note that with muon beams one naturally reverses both charge
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Figure 2: The x dependence of the fitted t-slope parameter B of the DVCS cross section. COMPASS
projections for expected uncertainties are calculated for 1 < Q2 < 8 GeV2 and compared to HERA results
for which the mean value < Q2 > is in this range. The two curves in the right part of the figure represent
B(x) dependence for different values of α0 .

and helicity at once. Practically µ+ are selected with a polarisation of −0.8 and µ− with a
polarisation of +0.8. The difference and sum of cross sections for µ+ and µ− combined with the
analysis of φ dependence allow us to isolate the real and imaginary parts of the leading twist-2
DVCS amplitude, and of higher twist contributions.

Figure 3: Projections for the beam charge and spin difference of cross sections measured at COMPASS
for 0.03 ≤ x ≤ 0.07 and 1 ≤ Q2 ≤ 4 GeV2 . The red and blue curves correspond to two variants of the
VGG model [14] while the green curves show predictions based on the first fits to the world data [15].

Fig. 3 shows the projected statistical accuracy for the beam charge and spin difference of
cross section DCS,U measured as a function of φ in a selected (x, Q2 ) bin. The difference is
defined as
+
−
DCS,U = dσ ← − dσ → ,
(1)
with arrows indicating the orientations of the longitudinal polarisation of the beams. The
difference DCS,U is sensitive to the real part of the DVCS amplitude which is a convolution of
GPDs with the hard scattering kernel over the whole range of longitudinal momenta of exchanged
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quarks. Therefore measurements of this asymmetry provide strong constrains on the models of
GPD. Two of the curves shown in the figure are calculated using the ’VGG’ GPD model [14].
As this model is meant to be applied mostly in the valence region, typically the value α0 = 0.8
is used in the ’reggeized’ parameterisation of the correlated x, t dependence of GPDs. For
comparison also the model result for the ’factorised’ x, t dependence is shown, which corresponds
to α0 ≈ 0.1 in the reggeized ansatz. A theoretical development [15] exploiting dispersion relations
for Compton form factors was successfully applied to describe DVCS observables at very small
values of x typical for the HERA, and extended to include DVCS data from HERMES and
JLAB. The prediction for COMPASS from this analysis are shown as additional curves.
As the overall expected data set from the GPD program for COMPASS will allow about
10 bins in x vs. Q2 , each of them expected to contain statistics sufficient for stable fits of the
φ dependence, a determination of the 2-dimensional x, Q2 (or x, t) dependence will be possible
for the various Fourier expansion coefficients cn and sn [11], thereby yielding information on
the nucleon structure in terms of GPDs over a range in x. These data are expected to be very
useful for future developments of reliable GPD models able to simultaneously describe the full
x-range.

5.3

Predictions for the transverse target spin asymmetry

Transverse target spin asymmetries for exclusive photon production are important observables for studies of the GPD E, and for the determination of the role of the orbital momentum
of quarks in the spin budget of the nucleon. The sensitivity of these asymmetries to the total
angular momentum of u quarks, Ju , was estimated for the transversely polarised protons in a
model dependent way in Ref. [16].
The transverse target spin asymmetries for the proton will be measured with the transversely
polarised ammonia target, similar to the one used in the past by COMPASS. Two options are
considered for the configuration of the target magnet and the RPD, each with a different impact
on the range of measurable energy of the recoil proton.
The transverse spin dependent part of the cross sections will be obtained by subtracting
the data with opposite values of the azimuthal angle φs , which is the angle between the lepton
scattering plane and the target spin vector. In order to disentangle the |DV CS|2 and the
interference terms with the same azimuthal dependence, it is necessary to take data with both
µ+ and µ− beams, because only in the difference and the sum of µ+ and µ− cross sections
these terms become separated. Both asymmetries for the difference and the sum of µ+ and µ−
of transverse spin dependent cross sections will be analysed. The difference (sum) asymmetry
S
+
−
AD
CS,T (ACS,T ) is defined as the ratio of the µ and µ cross section difference (sum) divided
by the lepton charge-averaged, unpolarised cross section. Here CS indicates that both lepton
charge and lepton spin are reversed between µ+ and µ− , and T is for the transverse target
polarisation.
As an example, the results from the simulations of the expected statistical uncertainty of
D,sin(φ−φs )cosφ
are shown in Fig. 4 as a function of −t, x and Q2 for the
the asymmetry ACS,T
two considered configurations of the target region. Here sin(φ − φs )cosφ indicates the type
sin(φ−φs )cosφ
of azimuthal modulations. This asymmetry is an analogue of the asymmetry AU T
measured by HERMES with unpolarised electrons, also shown in the figure. Typical values of
D,sin(φ−φs )cosφ
the statistical errors of ACS,T
, as well as of the seven remaining asymmetries related
to the twist-2 terms in the cross section, are expected to be ≈ 0.03.
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6

Summary

COMPASS has a great potential for the GPD physics. It is unique due to the availability of
polarised µ+ and µ− and a favourable kinematic range in x. The GPD program required major
upgrades of the existing apparatus. For measurement with the liquid hydrogen target (Phase1) the large RPD was build and a part of the large angle electromagnetic calorimeter ECAL0
was already available for the DVCS pilot run in 2012. For measurements with transversely
polarised protons (Phase-2), which are planned after 2017, a new recoil proton detector has to
be incorporated into a large polarised target.
Investigation of GPDs with DVCS and HEMP on unpolarised protons will allow to determine
the x-dependence for t-slopes of the differential cross sections. That is related to the transverse
distribution of partons and the ’nucleon tomography’. Measurements of the beam charge and
spin sum and difference of single-γ cross sections will give access to the real and imaginary
parts of the DVCS amplitude, and will allow to further constrain GPDs H. Studies of exclusive
production of vector mesons (ρ, ω, φ) will lead to the quark flavour and gluon separation for
GPDs H, while that of exclusive π 0 production will provide constrains on the GPD Ẽ and on
chiral-odd GPDs.
The main goal of future measurements with transversely polarised target is to constrain
GPDs E, which are related to the orbital momentum of partons, and also to investigate the role
of chiral-odd GPDs in exclusive meson production.
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SPIN OBSERVABLES IN ANTIHYPERON-HYPERON PRODUCTION WITH
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Abstract
Hyperon production is an excellent probe of the strong interaction in the confinement domain. The spin observables provide a powerful tool in understanding
the underlying physical processes. Seven polarisation parameters of the Ω baryon
can be extracted from the decay angular distributions as recently derived by the Uppsala group. Simulation studies show that all strange and single charmed hyperon
channels have great prospects with the PANDA experiment.

Hyperon production in pp → Y Y reaction gives important insights into strangeness and
charm production. In this work, we consider single- and multi-strange and single-charmed
hyperons. Their production from light-quark systems like pp implies processes where light
quarks are replaced by heavier quarks. The relevant degrees of freedom of a certain process are
given by its energy scale, which for strangeness production is governed by the mass of the strange
quark, ms ≈ 100 MeV. This is close to the QCD cut-off, ΛQCD ≈ 200 MeV, where the strong
coupling constant αs grows so large that perturbative QCD breaks down. It is therefore unclear
what the relevant degrees of freedom are: quarks and gluons, or hadrons? The production of
strange hyperons therefore probes QCD in the region below the perturbative regime, i.e. the
confinement domain, that we up to now know very little about. The scale of charm production
is governed by mc ≈ 1300 MeV, more than ten times larger than ms . The strong coupling
constant in this region is αs ≈ 0.3, just barely enough for a perturbative treatment to be valid.
Comparing the production of strange hyperons with charmed could thus give important insights
into the differences in the underlying physics at these two separate energy scales. Theoretical
models describing hyperon production in pp → Y Y reactions are often based on the quark-gluon
picture [1]. For strange hyperons, there are also kaon exchange models, where the production
of single (multiple) strangeness hyperons are modeled by the single (multiple) exchange of a
t-channel kaon [2].
Spin variables are often very powerful in discriminating between different theoretical models.
The hyperon spin variables can be related to the spin of individual quarks. The Λ hyperon can
be modeled by a ud spin 0 di-quark combined with an s-quark that carries the spin of the
hyperon. A similar picture can be drawn for the Λc hyperon, and by comparing spin observables
of Λ and Λc , we can learn about the role of spin degrees of freedom in the creation of s- and
c-quarks.
Another interesting aspect of hyperons is CP violation. CP violation has been observed in
meson decays, but so far never for baryons. For hyperons, CP violation observables are accessible
via angular distributions of hyperon decay products.
All physics information about a quantum mechanical ensemble is contained within the denL
sity matrix ρ. In an expansion of hermitian matrices QL
M and polarisation parameters rM [3],
the density matrix of a particle of arbitrary spin j is given by
2j
L
X
X
1
2j
L
ρ=
I+
QL
M rM
2j + 1
2j + 1
L=1
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M =−L

(1)

where the first term denotes the unpolarised differential cross section I and the second the
L parameters. L is the angular momentum and M its third
polarised part, containing the rM
1
component. In the case of spin 2 particles, the QL
M are the Pauli matrices and the polarisation
parameters correspond to the vector polarisations Pl , Pm and Pn . The indices are defined in the
coordinate system in the left panel of Fig. 1. For particles produced from unpolarised particles
in parity conserving processes, e.g pp → ΛΛ with unpolarised p and p, symmetries of the spin
density matrix imply that Pl = Pm = 0. This gives non-zero polarisation only perpendicular to
the production plane.
The weak, parity violating decay of the hyperons means that the decay products are preferentially emitted along the spin of the parent hadron. This makes the polarisation straight-forward
to be measured experimentally. In the case of Λ → pπ − , the angular distribution of the proton
is related to the Λ polarisation by
I(cos θp ) =

1
(1 + αΛ Pn cos θp ).
4π

(2)

where αΛ = 0.64 [6] is the asymmetry parameter. Some hyperons decay into other hyperons,
e.g. the Ξ baryons, as illustrated in the right panel of Fig. 1. In the Ξ− → Λπ − , Λ → pπ −
process, additional asymmetry parameters β and γ of the Ξ− hyperon are accessible via the
angular distribution of the protons [4]:
I(θp , φp ) =

π
1
(1 + αΞ αΛ cos θp + αΛ PΞ sin θp (βΞ sin φp − γΞ cos φp )).
4π
4

(3)

Comparing α and β for hyperons and antihyperons provides sensitive tests of CP violation.
Not only the polarisation of individual hyperons are of interest, but also their correlations.
In Ref. [8], the derivation of the spin observables for the spin 21 case is performed in detail. The
spin observables of the pp → Y Y reaction can be written in terms of the momentum vectors of
the final state antibaryon B and baryon B from the Y and Y decays:
I0BB

3
3
I0Y Y X X
=
ααPip Pjp χijµν k µ kν
64π 3

(4)

µ,ν=0 i,j=0

where I0Y Y is the unpolarised angular distribution, α (α) denotes the asymmetry parameter of
the Y (Y ) and Pjp (Pip ) the polarisation of the initial state proton (antiproton) where P0 = 1 by
convention. Furthermore, kν (k µ ) denotes the momentum vector of the final state decay baryon
(antibaryon) and χijµν the 256 spin observables. For the case of an unpolarised beam and an

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Coord. system of pp → Y Y . (b) The pp → ΞΞ, Ξ → Λπ, Λ → pπ decay.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: (a) The polarisation of the Ξ− as a function of the Ξ− scattering angle cos θΞ . (b) The
+

spin correlation in the x direction (m in Fig. 1 ) of the Ξ and the Ξ− . (c) The polarisation parameter
r02 of the Ω as a function of cos θΩ . The points represent reconstructed values and the lines the input
trigonometric functions.

unpolarised target, i = j = 0, giving sixteen accessible observables. Due to symmetries, only six
of these are non-zero: the polarisations PY ,µ = χ00µ0 and PY,ν = χ000ν and the spin correlations
between the Y and the Y , Cµν = χ00µν .
For spin 23 hyperons, e.g. the Ω, the spin structure is more complicated. In this work, we
consider the polarisation parameters of individual spin 32 hyperons only, and no correlations.
The L number in Eq. 1 can be 3, 2 or 1 in this case. This gives three Q1M , five Q2M and seven
L
Q3M matrices, all in all fifteen QL
M matrices with fifteen corresponding rM parameters. The spin
density matrix was derived in Ref. [5]. Using symmetries imposed by strong interaction, eight
polarisation parameters were found to be zero.
In the case of Ω → ΛK − , three parameters, r02 , r12 and r22 , can be extracted from the angular
distributions of the Λ, if one assumes that αΩ = 0 in line with previous measurements [6]. For
details, see [5]. More information about the remaining four non-zero polarisation parameters,
1 , r 3 , r 3 and r 3 , is obtained by studying the combined angular distribution of the Λ
r−1
−1
−2
−3
hyperons from the Ω decay and the protons from the subsequent Λ decay, I(θΛ , φΛ , θp , φp ) [7].
The foreseen PANDA experiment at FAIR opens up new possibilies in hyperon physics. The
antiproton beam from the HESR storage ring, operating in a momentum range between 1.5
GeV and 15 GeV, will interact with an internal hydrogen target. The PANDA experiment will
have high luminosity and provide a near 4π acceptance featuring precise tracking and vertex
reconstruction, sophisticated particle identification and calorimetry. For further details, see
Ref. [9] and references therein. Simulation studies, described in Refs. [5, 10] show excellent
prospects: high signal rate, low background rate and good detection efficiency over the full
phase space for all single- and multi-strange and single-charmed hyperons. The studies also
show that spin observables of all hyperon channels can be well reconstructed in PANDA. Some
examples are shown in Fig. 2.
To summarise, the future PANDA experiment at FAIR has a unique opportunity to give new
insights into the strong interaction in the confinement domain. Spin observables in antihyperonhyperon production provide a powerful tool for this purpose. It will be possible to study the
+
pp → Ω Ω− reaction for the first time and the seven non-zero polarisation parameters that have
recently been derived by the Uppsala group.
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Abstract
Double spin asymmetries AN N and ASS contain an angular independent term,
which is effectively the cross section difference for certain spin combinations. The
commonly used ”square root formula”, which allows to eliminate direct luminosity
measurements, can not be applied in this case. Instead, precise luminosity monitor
free of spin effects must be used in order to obtain meaningful numbers for the small
values of the asymmetries.
Some theoretical estimates of the asymmetry uncertainties, introduced by the
luminosity measurements are presented, including leading order influence and evaluation of most important NLO contributions. The results are illustrated by the
example of double spin asymmetry analysis of polarized proton-proton elastic scattering data obtained by the STAR experiment at RHIC in the region of Coulomb
Nuclear Interference. A method of justifying the spin independence of the luminosity monitor is discussed together with the evaluation of its residual uncertainties.

For the colliding beams of transversely polarized protons the angular distribution of the
elastically scattered particles is described by the general formula:
2π

¢
d2 σ
dσ ¡
=
1 + (PB + PY )AN cos ϕ + PB PY (AN N cos2 ϕ + ASS sin2 ϕ) ,
dtdϕ
dt

where PB and PY are the signed values of the polarization of the two beams and the double spin
term can be expressed in the form:
A2 (ϕ) = PB PY ((AN N + ASS )/2 + (AN N − ASS )/2 · cos 2ϕ).
Thus, while (AN N − ASS ) can be extracted from the angular distributions, (AN N + ASS ) effectively manifests only as the cross-section difference for parallel and anti-parallel combinations
of the beam spin directions. In this case the ’square root formula’ [1] cannot be applied and one
is bound to rely on normalized event counts, K BY , for the extraction of the raw double spin
asymmetries:
(K ++ (ϕ) + K −− (ϕ)) − (K +− (ϕ) + K −+ (ϕ))
A2 (ϕ) = A2+ + A2− cos 2ϕ =
.
(K ++ (ϕ) + K −− (ϕ)) + (K +− (ϕ) + K −+ (ϕ))
In this formula K BY (ϕ) = N BY (ϕ)/LBY , N BY are the event counts of the process under study
for certain spin combinations in the two colliding beams, ’blue’ and ’yellow’, B, Y = + or −,
and LBY are the counts of the luminosity monitor for these combinations.
For the luminosity studies, along with four ’natural’ luminosity ratios rBY = 2LBY /L, three
independent ratios were introduced, representing the relative parts of interactions with:
• spin ’+’ in the ’blue’ beam RB = (L++ + L+− )/L,
• spin ’+’ in the ’yellow’ beam RY = (L++ + L−+ )/L and
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• parallel spin R2 = (L++ + L−− )/L.
Here L is the total sum of the monitor counts for all spin combinations and simple relations
hold between the two sets of ratios:
r++ = R2 + RB + RY − 1

r−− = R2 + 1 − RB − RY

r+− = RB + 1 − R2 − RY

r−+ = RY + 1 − R2 − RB

(1)

According to the general rule, uncertainty on the double spin asymmetry is
q
δA2 = (δR2 · ∂A2 /∂R2 )2 + (δRB · ∂A2 /∂RB )2 + (δRY · ∂A2 /∂RY )2
and thus the partial derivatives ∂A2 /∂Rj are the subject of the further discussion.
Starting with the exact formula for the raw transverse double spin asymmetry
A2 =

N ++
r++
N ++
r++

+
+

N −−
r−−
N −−
r−−

−
+

N +−
r+−
N +−
r+−

−
+

N −+
r−+
N −+
r−+

=

D
S

(2)

one can get the derivatives in the following form:
S·
∂A2
=
∂Rj

∂D
∂Rj

−D·
S2

∂S
∂Rj

=

∂D
∂Rj

− A2 ·

∂S
∂Rj

S

≈−

X
B,Y =+,−

N BY
± BY 2
(r )

,

X

B,Y =+,−

N BY
rBY

(3)

Here we neglected the second term in the numerator because of typically very small values of
A2 and took into account that ∂rBY /∂Rj is ±1 as follows from (1). It is important that in the
sums (3) only ∂A2 /∂R2 has all four terms positive, while ∂A2 /∂RB and ∂A2 /∂RY have equal
number of ’+’ and ’−’ signs.
Leading order estimates can be made for the case of typical collider running conditions with
all spin combinations equally filled rBY ≈ r = 1/2 and negligible spin asymmetries leading to
N ++ ≈ N −− ≈ N +− ≈ N −+ ≈ N . In this case ∂A2 /∂R2 ≈ −1/r = −2, while the two other
derivatives evaluate to 0.
To probe NLO behavior of this result, let us now assume that, as before, all rBY are approximately equal, but the single spin asymmetry AN is not negligible. Evaluation leads to
an expression: ∂A2 /∂RB ≈ −AY /r = −2 · AY and, similarly, ∂A2 /∂RY ≈ −2 · AB . Here AY
and AB are the raw single spin asymmetries obtained with only one, ’yellow’ or ’blue’, beam
polarized and the values are below 0.025 as measured in [2].
Another NLO estimate arise with the assumption of ’one bunch missing’ and negligible
asymmetries. In this case N BY ∼ rBY and the resulting estimate is ∂A2 /∂RB = ± 32 · ∆r
r , where
∆r/r is the relative difference of the r ratio for the missing bunch combination from its average
value of 1/2 and the sign depends on which particular combination is missing. Numerically, for
∂A2
typically 64 colliding bunches, this is 50 times smaller than ∂A2 /∂R2 . As for ∂R
, it has the
Y
same value but either the same or opposite sign dependent on the missing combination.
The above estimates show that the uncertainty of the raw asymmetry A2 is totally dominated
by that of the double spin ratio R2 and is connected to it by a simple equation: δA2 ≈ 2 · δR2 .
It is worth mentioning that it manifests as a shift in A2 , not as a scaling factor, and does not
depend on the azimuthal angle ϕ.
Addressing the issue of physics asymmetries A2+ and A2− one should consider the definition
(2) as a function of azimuthal angle ϕ. A2+ can be treated as the average of (2) over the full 2π
range of ϕ. Thus all the above conclusions hold, moreover the single spin NLO effect averages
out, and δA2+ ≈ 2 · δR2 . Since the uncertainty has the nature of a shift in A2 , it is obvious that
it will not influence A2− in the leading order and δA2− ≈ 0. Special effort was made to make
NLO estimates for A2− which confirmed their very small values, see Tab. 1 for reference.
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Table 1: Summary of the uncertainties in double spin asymmetries.

Observable
A2+ = PB PY (AN N + ASS )/2
A2− = PB PY (AN N − ASS )/2

LO
−2
0

∂
∂R2

NLO
–
−4A2− (R2 − 12 )

LO
0
0

∂
∂RB

NLO
± 23 · ∆r
r
0

LO
0
0

∂
∂RY

NLO
± 32 · ∆r
r
0

The presented mathematical estimates were used in the double spin analysis of the elastic
proton-proton scattering data, obtained by the STAR collaboration in the region of Coulomb and
√
nuclear interference at s = 200 GeV. The setup and the event selection procedure is described
in [2]. The above conclusions were checked by the calculation of numerical derivatives from
the data and were fully confirmed by the resulting numbers. To obtain the final values of the
systematic error in the double spin asymmetries due to the luminosity issues, the uncertainties
in the normalization ratios δRj should be estimated. The following discussion illustrates the
reasons used for such estimates in the STAR detector environment.
Several STAR subsystems were investigated for monitoring purposes, and two of them were
selected for most precise luminosity measurements. ZDCs [3] are the two zero degree calorimeters, located behind the beam bending magnets on both sides of the interaction point and
sensitive to forward neutral particles. BBCs [4] are arrays of scintillator tiles surrounding the
beam pipe on both sides of the STAR detector magnet.
An assumption was made that two or more different physics processes have the same double
spin asymmetry only if it’s zero in all of them. In other words, this means that the R2 values
obtained for these monitoring physics channels should be the same. Numerical estimates were
based on the analysis of R2 differences for each pair of compared processes.
First BBC and ZDC were compared as whole detectors and only coincidence of both arms was
required in each of the subsystems. The difference ∆R2 for the running period of this experiment
was found to be 1.5 · 10−3 and far beyond its statistical error of 3.5 · 10−4 . The checks were
also made for a set of preceding runs with longitudinal polarization and much higher statistics,
and the effect, though ∼ 10 times smaller, was statistically significant as well. On the contrary,
if random bunch polarization pattern was substituted for the previously mentioned tests, ∆R2
became comparable with zero. This led to a conclusion that one or both of the two detectors
feels double spin effects, but gave no hint which of them makes the best normalization source.
Access to the counts of individual small BBC tiles (see fig. 1a) as well as to any of their
combinations provides a powerful tool to study subprocesses within BBC. Three variants of tile
hit combinations were used to select substantially different physics conditions:
• exactly one hit in the ’inner’ tiles: single particle at small angle;
• exactly one hit in the ’outer’ tiles: single particle at twice this angle;
• more than 5 hits in one arm: large forward multiplicity.
In either case at least one hit was required in the opposite arm of the detector. The three channels
were separately defined for each of the arms. ’Inner’ and ’outer’ tiles make two circles around
the beam pipe so that the effect dependencies on the azimuthal angle could be checked. High
multiplicity events comprise only a small portion of the distribution fig. 1b and are supposed to
be evenly spread in azimuthal angle. For each of the three subprocesses the results of the east and
west arms coincide well within statistical error and were arm-averaged to be further compared to
the whole BBC coincidence count. The resulting ∆R2 values were all comparable with zero and
their spread allowed to estimate the residing R2 uncertainty at the level of δR2 = 1.56·10−4 . We
conclude after comparing different luminosity monitoring subsystems that most of the double
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Figure 1: (a) STAR BBC small tiles: white – inner, hatched – outer; the central circle and the dot
show the beam pipe and the beam. (b) Hit multiplicity in STAR BBC.

spin effect can be attributed to the ZDC, while the BBC as a whole can be used for precise
monitoring at the quoted level of uncertainty.
Single spin ratios RB and RY were also checked for the above physics channels and largest
effects were found, as expected, for the tiles in the corresponding polarized beam fragmentation
arm. The sign of the angular dependence is opposite for the inner and outer tiles which confirms
the statement that the underlying physics is significantly different for the two subprocesses.
The maximum ∆RB and ∆RY values were only ∼ 5 times larger than ∆R2 and can be totally
neglected in uncertainty estimates.
It was shown both by mathematical derivations and by numerical calculations that the most
important role in double spin asymmetry calculations is played by the independent normalization
ratio R2 :
2
· δR2
δ[(AN N − ASS )/2] ≈ 0.
(4)
δ[(AN N + ASS )/2] ≈
PB PY
The analysis of the uncertainty was illustrated by an example of STAR detector data obtained
for the elastic scattering analysis in the CNI region [2]. By proper choice of the monitoring
subsystem the level of uncertainty can be made as low as δ[(AN N + ASS )/2] = 8.4 · 10−4 .
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Abstract
Recent and planned measurements of exclusive meson production at COMPASS
are discussed. New results on the transverse target spin asymmetries for exclusive ρ0
production are presented. Some of these asymmetries are sensitive to the GPDs E,
which are related to the orbital angular momentum of quarks. Other asymmetries
are sensitive to the chiral-odd GPDs HT , which are related to the transversity.

Introduction Hard exclusive electro- and muoproduction of mesons on nucleons has played
an important role in studies of the hadron structure and recently gained renewed interest as
it allows access to generalised parton distributions (GPDs). GPDs provide a novel and comprehensive description of the partonic structure of the nucleon and contain a wealth of new
information. For instance GPDs give a description of the nucleon as an extended object, referred to as 3-dimensional nucleon tomography, and give access to the orbital angular momentum
of quarks.
At leading twist, the chiral-even GPDs H and E are sufficient to describe exclusive vector
meson production on a spin 1/2 target. These GPDs are of special interest as they are related to
the total angular momentum carried by partons in the nucleon [1]. GPDs H are well constrained
in accessible xBj range by HERA, HERMES and JLAB data. Constraints on GPDs E are weak
and come mainly from measurements of nucleon Pauli form factors. There exist also chiral-odd,
”transverse” GPDs, in particular HT and ĒT . It was shown [2] that they are required to describe
exclusive π + production on transversely polarized protons.
In this paper we summarize recent measurement of the transverse target spin asymmetries
for exclusive ρ0 production. These observables are sensitive both to chiral-even and chiral-odd
GPDs. The interpretation of results is done in the framework of the GPD model proposed by
Goloskokov and Kroll [3]. Planned measurements of exclusive meson production, which are a
part of the approved COMPASS-II proposal, are also discussed.
Formalism For exclusive meson production off a transversely polarized target five single
(UT) and three double (LT) spin asymmetries can be defined. These are
¡ +−
¢
+−
+−
+−
Im σ++
+ ²σ00
Imσ+−
Reσ++
sin(φ−φs )
cos(φ−φs )
sin(φ+φs )
AUT
=−
,
ALT
=
, AUT
=−
,
σ0
σ0
σ0
−+
−+
−+
Reσ+0
Imσ+0
Imσ+−
cos(2φ−φs )
sin(3φ−φs )
sin(2φ−φs )
,
ALT
=−
, AUT
=−
,
AUT
=−
σ0
σ0
σ0
+−
+−
Imσ+0
Reσ+0
sin φ
cos φ
AUT s
=−
,
ALT s
=−
.
(1)
σ0
σ0
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ij
The photoabsorption cross sections or the interference terms σmn
are proportional to the
bilinear combinations of the helicity amplitudes M for the photoproduction subprocess γ ∗ p →
ρ0 p,
X
ij
σmn
∝
M∗m0 i0 ,mi Mm0 i0 ,nj ,
(2)

where the helicity of the virtual photon is denoted by m, n = −1, 0, +1 and the helicity of the
initial-state proton is given by i, j = −1/2, +1/2. The sum runs over all spin combinations for the
final state, given by the spin of the meson m0 = −1, 0, +1 and the spin of the final-state proton
i0 = −1/2, +1/2. For brevity a dependence on the kinematic variables is omitted here.
The total unpolarized cross section, σ0 , is given by the sum of cross sections for longitudinally,
σL , and transversely, σT , polarized virtual photons,
σ0 =

¢
1 ¡ ++
−−
++
+ ²σ00
= σL + ²σT ,
σ++ + σ++
2

(3)

and the virtual photon polarization parameter can be approximated by ² ' (1−y)/(1−y +y 2 /2).
Each asymmetry is related with specific modulation of the cross section in φ and φs angles
indicated by the superscript. The angle φ is the azimuthal angle between the lepton plane, given
by the momenta of the incoming and the scattered leptons, and the hadron plane, given by the
momenta of the virtual photon and the meson. The angle φs is the azimuthal angle between the
lepton plane and the spin direction of the target nucleon. Full formula for the cross section can
be found in Ref. [4].
The asymmetries are extracted from data selected as described in the following.

Event selection To determine the transverse target spin asymmetries for exclusive production of ρ0 meson the data taken in 2007 and 2010 with polarized protons were analysed. Each
selected event contains a primary vertex with only one incoming and one outgoing muon track
and with only two outgoing hadron tracks of opposite charges. It is assumed, that the outgoing
hadrons are pions. The ρ0 resonance is selected by the cut on the reconstructed invariant mass
0.5 GeV/c2 < Mππ < 1.1 GeV/c2 . Because recoiled target particle in undetected, the exclusivity
is checked by the missing energy, Emiss = ((p + q − v)2 − p2 )/2Mp , where Mp is the mass of
the proton and p, q and v are the four-momenta of proton, photon and meson, respectively. For
exclusive events the reconstructed values of Emiss are close to zero. To select these events the
cut −2.5 GeV < Emiss < 2.5 GeV is used. The cut 0.05 (GeV/c)2 < p2T < 0.5 (GeV/c)2 is also
applied, where p2T is the squared transverse momentum of ρ0 with respect to the virtual photon
direction. The lower cut on p2T suppresses a contribution from the coherent production on the
target nuclei, while the upper cut provides a further reduction of non-exclusive background.
The kinematic region is defined by the following cuts: 1 (GeV/c)2 < Q2 < 10 (GeV/c)2 ,
0.1 < y < 0.9, 0.003 < xBj < 0.35, W > 5 GeV/c2 (invariant mass of the virtual photon nucleon system) and p2T cuts as indicated above. The asymmetries were extracted using the 2D
binned likelihood method after subtraction of remaining semi-inclusive background. Details of
the analysis can be found in Ref. [5].
Results and discussion The mean values of measured asymmetries are shown in Fig. 1.
They are given for the mean values of kinematic variables, hQ2 i = 2.2 (GeV/c)2 , hxBj i = 0.039,
hp2T i = 0.2 (GeV/c)2 , hW i = 8.1 GeV/c2 and hyi = 0.24, of the selected data set. The asymmetry
φs
Asin
was found to be −0.019 ± 0.008 (stat) ± 0.003 (sys). All other asymmetries were found to
UT
be small, consistent with zero within experimental uncertainty. The asymmetries measured as a
function of Q2 , xBj or p2T can be found in Ref. [5], together with a comparison with predictions
of the GPD model proposed by Goloskokov and Kroll [4]. The model agrees well with our data.
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For an interpretation of results in the framework of the model of particular interest are the
following asymmetries, for which the dependence on the helicity amplitudes reads
£
¤
sin(φ−φs )
σ0 AU T
= −2Im ²M∗0−,0+ M0+,0+ + M∗+−,++ M++,++ + 21 M∗0−,++ M0+,++ ,
£
¤
sin(2φ−φs )
σ0 AU T
= − Im M∗0+,++ M0−,0+ ,
£
¤
sin φ
= − Im M∗0−,++ M0+,0+ − M∗0+,++ M0−,0+ .
(4)
σ0 AU T s
The dominant contribution from the γL∗ →
ρ0L transition is given by M0+,0+ and M0−,0+
helicity amplitudes, which are related to
chiral-even GPDs H and E, respectively. The
suppressed contribution from the γT∗ → ρ0T
transition is given by M++,++ and M+−,++
helicity amplitudes, which are also related to
chiral-even GPDs. Description of the γT∗ → ρ0L
transition is possible by inclusion of chiralodd GPDs HT and ĒT , which are related to
M0−,++ and M0+,++ helicity amplitudes, respectively. The γL∗ → ρ0T and γT∗ → ρ0−T transitions are known to be suppressed and are
neglected in this formalism.
sin(φ−φs )
The vanishing AU T
asymmetry is interpreted as a cancellation of GPDs E u and
E d due to their different sign but similar magnitude. A contribution of chiral-odd GPDs Figure 1: Mean values of azimuthal asymmetries
is negligible here, as one can see from com- for a transversely polarized proton target. The error
parison of calculations of Refs. [3] and [6]. bars (left bands) represent the statistical (systemφs
The Asin
asymmetry represents an imagi- atic) uncertainties. Mean values of kinematic variUT
nary part of two bilinear products of helicity ables are indicated in the text.
amplitudes. The first product is related with GPDs H and HT , while the second one is related
sin(2φ−φs )
with GPDs E and ĒT . The latter product appears also in the AU T
asymmetry. The
sin(2φ−φs )
sin φs
AU T asymmetry is found to be different from zero, while the AU T
asymmetry vanishes.
It implies non-negligible contribution of GPDs HT . It is the first experimental evidence from
hard exclusive ρ0 production for the observation of these chiral-odd GPDs.
In preparation is a measurement of azimuthal asymmetries for exclusive ω production. The
comparison between ρ0 and ω is of special interest, since they probe different combinations of
sin(φ−φs )
GPDs for u and d quarks. In particular, for ω the AU T
asymmetry is expected to be
≈ −0.1 [6].

Future measurements at COMPASS-II The GPD program at COMPASS will be continued. The COMPASS-II proposal [7] of the new measurements has been already approved by
CERN. Measurement of exclusive meson production on unpolarized target is one of the main
goals of this proposal, together with the measurement of DVCS. The data for the GPD program
at COMPASS-II were successfully taken during 2012 pilot run and will be taken in 2016-2017.
For purpose of the GPD program at COMPASS-II the apparatus has been optimized for
measurements of exclusive reactions. In particular, new equipment has been build, like a new
large angle electromagnetic calorimeter to cover high xBj region for the DVCS measurement
(ECAL0, 1/3 ready in 2012) and a 2.5 m long liquid hydrogen target surrounded by a 4 m long
recoil proton detector (CAMERA).
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For the COMPASS-II proposal projections of expected results were made. One
of the projections was made to evaluate
expected precision of the measurement of
slope b of Mandelstam variable t distribution as a function of xBj for exclusive ρ0
meson production. The slope is related to
the transverse size of the nucleon and thus
it can be used for the nucleon tomography.
The projection of measurement of slope in
four bins of Q2 for 2016-2017, together with
existing data points from ZEUS in a similar
Q2 range, is shown in Fig. 2. In 2012 pilot Figure 2: The projection of measurement of slope b
for 2016-2017. Also existing data points from ZEUS in
run 1/10 expected statistics from 2016-2017
a similar Q2 range are shown.
was collected.
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Abstract
A brief summary of the ”High-Energy Scattering at Zero Degree”, held in
Nagoya, Japan, in March 2013 is presented. This workshop focused on high energy
interaction in very forward region, which intersects fields of high-energy physics, nuclear physics, and cosmic-ray physics. In particular, single-spin asymmetry (AN ) of
very forward neutron in transversely polarized proton collision is discussed as a spe√
cific topic related to spin. Energy ( s) and transverse momentum (pT ) dependence
√
of AN is measured for s from 62 to 500 GeV. The observed asymmetry linearly
√
increases with pT up to ' 0.3 GeV/c. On the other hand, s dependence, which
√
shows higher asymmetry for higher s, can be interpreted as due to pT dependence.

1

A brief summary on workshop ”High-Energy
Scattering at Zero Degree”

High energy scattering at zero degree is of interest from 3 major fields of physics, namely, particle
physics, nuclear physics, and cosmic-ray physics. In particle physics, scattering mechanisms,
such as Regge theory with Pomerons, in the region where perturbative QCD is not applicable,
are the main interest. In addition, in some experiments, forward scattering are used to calibrate
absolute luminosity. Nuclear physicists are mostly interested in properties of nuclear matter
by looking at modifications of forward cross sections and energy spectra of produced particles.
The main interest of the cosmic-ray field is energy calibration of high energy cosmic-ray from
sampling measurements on the earth surface. Presumably, uncertainty of energy scale is the
most significant uncertainty in the cosmic-ray flux measurements, and precise measurements on
forward scattering are being awaited for to construct reliable interaction models.
In this situation, we had the workshop on ”High-Energy Scattering at Zero Degree”
(HESZ2013) in Nagoya, Japan, in March 2013. The workshop focused on the following 5 topics:
• Diffraction and very forward p-p and p-A scattering.
• Forward and ultra peripheral A-A scattering.
• Spin asymmetry in forward polarized p-p scattering.
• High energy cosmic ray interaction models.
• QCD aspects in very forward scattering.
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There were about 50 participants and 23 talks from the three fields all over the world,
and very active discussions were exchanged despite the difference of common knowledge and
technical terms. For more information, details of the workshop and used slides can be found in
the workshop web-site [1].
Spin related phenomena are rather a new topic in very forward scattering, and there were
only two experimental reports, with both from Relativistic Heavy Ion collider (RHIC). One was
given by Dr. Lee of Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) on ”Diffraction at RHIC” [2]. He
reported spin asymmetries of proton-proton elastic scattering in the region where Coulomb force
interferes with nuclear force, and some other results of measurements in the forward region. The
other talk was given by the author on the spin asymmetry of neutrons near zero degree. The
content of the talk is discussed hereafter.

2

Single-spin Asymmetry of Very Forward Neutron
in Polarized Proton-Proton Collision

Introduction. Needless to say, spin-related measurements played important roles in particle
and nuclear physics. (You can find many examples in these proceedings.) For example, singlespin left-right asymmetry, AN arises from interference of spin-flip and non-flip amplitudes, and
thus gives information on both amplitudes and their relative phase. In the case of very forward
neutron production, cross-sections measured at ISR [3, 4] can be well reproduced by one-pion
exchange (OPE) mechanism where spin-flip amplitude dominates [5,6]. Here, if there is another
mechanism that gives a spin-non-flip amplitude as small as 10% of the spin-flip amplitude, it is
hardly seen in the cross-section because, in the cross-section, spin-non-flip amplitude yields only
a 1% effect. However, AN can be as large as an order of 10%, which is rather easy to measure.
Therefore, AN is sensitive to mechanisms that may be hidden under major OPE mechanism. In
this sense, it is interesting to see if the OPE mechanism can explain AN as well, especially its
√
transverse momentum (pT ) dependence. Here we report the s and pT dependence of AN for
√
very forward neutron in transversely polarized proton collisions with s from 62 to 500 GeV.

Experimental Setup. A plan view of the experimental setup for very forward neutron
measurement at the PHENIX experiment in RHIC is shown in Figure 1. Neutrons have been
measured by Zero-Degree Calorimeter (ZDC) with a position-sensitive Shower-Max Detector

1800 cm

SOUTH

NORTH

BBC
5 cm
Dx

Dx
Collision point

Blue Beam
Yellow Beam
ZDC (W-Cu alloy)
Charge veto counter (Plastic Scintillator)
SMD (Plastic Scintillator)
Figure 1: A plan view of the experimental setup at PHENIX (not to scale). Principle components for
the leading neutron measurement are shown.
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(SMD) [7]. ZDC is composed of copper-tungsten alloy absorbers with optical fibers and each
module has 1.7 interaction length (λI ). A photomultiplier collects Cherenkov lights via the
optical fibers in each module. Three ZDCs are located in series (5.1 λI in total) at ±1800 cm
away from the collision point within the small acceptance, covering 10 cm in the trasverse plane.
SMD consists of x-y scintillator strip hodoscopes and is inserted between the first and second
ZDC modules at the position of maximum hadronic shower approximately. The x-coordinate
(horizontal) is sampled by 7 scintillator strips of 15 mm width, while the y-coordinate (vertical)
is sampled by 8 strips of 20 mm width, tilted by 45 degrees. These detectors are located down
stream of the RHIC-DX magnet so that charged particles from collisions are expected to be
bent away. A forward scintillation counter, covering 10×12 cm, has been installed in front of
the ZDC to remove charged particle backgrounds.
The data was collected by two sets of triggers for the neutron measurement. One is the ZDC
trigger for neutron inclusive measurements by requiring energy deposit in either side of the ZDC
(the north side or the south side) above 5 GeV. The other is a coincidence trigger of the ZDC
trigger with hits in Beam Beam Counter (BBC), which consists of 64 sets of quartz Cherenkov
counters covering ±(3.0–3.9) in pseudorapidity and 2π in azimuthal angle.
An absolute scale for the energy measurement is determined by the 100 GeV single neutron
peak from peripheral heavy ion collisions. The response of the detectors was studied by Geant3
with GHEISHA, which well reproduced the response of the prototype
pZDC. The energy resolution obtained from the simulation can be described by ∆E/E = 65/ E (GeV) + 15(%), which
is consistent with the observed width of one neutron peak at 100 GeV.
Neutron position is reconstructed by the energy deposit in SMD scintillators with the centroid
method. The position resolutions were estimated by the simulation to be around 1 cm for
the neutron energy at 100 GeV. The reliability of the position measurement was checked by
comparing hadron shower shapes of the real and simulation data. Then, based on the obtained
position and neutron energy (En ), pT was calculated as pT = En sin θn ∼ En r/d, where θn is the
reaction angle, r is the distance from the beam center to the hit position at ZDC, and d = 1800
cm is the distance from the collision point to the ZDC. The single-spin asymmetry, AN , was
calculated using the square-root-formula. Smearing due to finite position resolution and finite
acceptance is corrected for using simulations.
√
s = 200 GeV, and
the obtained xF spectrum [8] was consistent with ISR results at lower energies [3, 4]. In the
same paper, xF dependence of AN was also reported to be not significant.
AN for forward neutrons at three different energies are plotted in Figure 2, as functions
√
of reaction angle. AN for backward neutrons are all consistent with zero. The observed s
dependence could be interpreted as pT dependence, as shown in Figure 3, which shows a linear
√
increase of AN with respect to pT . As pT is proportional to s for the same θn and xF , the
√
√
asymmetry could be larger for higher s even if there would be no actual s dependence.
√
On the theory side, Kopeliovich et al. give their calculation for s = 200 GeV based on
an interference of Reggeons with OPE [9]. When they consider OPE only, small asymmetries
√
(|AN | < 0.01) for pT < 0.2 GeV/c which is the range of our measurement at s = 200 GeV, are
obtained and thus the present result is not reproduced. However, once they take into account
other Reggeons such as a1 , and their interference with OPE, the present result can be nicely
explained. This indicates usefulness of AN to pick up small contributions beyond the OPE
mechanism.

Results and Discussions. First, the cross section was measured at
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Figure 2: The measured asymmetries for forward neutrons as functions of reaction angle. Top: for
inclusive neutrons (ZDC single trigger). Bottom: for neutrons with associated particles (ZDC-BBC
coincidence trigger). Neutrons with xF > 0.4 are selected. For the horizontal axis, the plotted positions
give the average angles and their variation is also plotted as horizontal bars.
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Figure 3: The measured asymmetries for forward neutrons as functions of pT . Top: for inclusive
neutrons (ZDC single trigger). Bottom: for neutrons with associated particles (ZDC-BBC coincidence
trigger). Neutrons with xF > 0.4 are selected. For the horizontal axis, the plotted positions give the
average pT and its variation is also plotted as horizontal bars.
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Abstract
The STAR experiment at the RHIC (Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider) at Brook√
haven National Laboratory is running polarized proton-porton collisions at s=200
GeV and 500 GeV. The main goal of the RHIC spin physics program is to gain a
deeper insight into the spin structure of the nucleon. We will give an overview
of recent spin results from STAR experiment, in particular the study of gluon polarization via jet/hadron production and the sea quark polarization via W boson
production in longitudinally polarized proton-proton collisions at RHIC. The recent
results on transverse single spin asymmetries at STAR will also be given.

1

Introduction

The spin structure of the nucleon has been one of the hot topics in QCD since the late 1980s
when polarized lepton-nucleon deep-inelastic scattering (DIS) experiments revealed that only a
small portion (20∼30%) of the nucleon spin is carried by the spins of quarks and anti-quarks.
In the past three decades, a lot of efforts both experimentally and theoretically have been made
to elucidate the contribution of gluon spin and the flavor separated contribution of quark and
anti-quark, as well as the contribution of orbital angular momentum of the quarks and gluons.
The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at Brookhaven National Laboratory is the first high
energy polarized hadron-hadron collider in the world. The polarized proton-proton collisions at
a center-of-mass of energy of 200 GeV and 500 GeV at RHIC provide a unique way to gain
new insights into the proton spin structure, especially the gluon polarization and sea quark
polarization in the nucleon. The STAR experiment at RHIC is carrying out a rich spin program
using longitudinally polarized and transversely polarized proton-proton collisions.
On the precise determination of gluon polarization (∆g), the STAR detector is well suited
for the reconstruction of various final states including jets, identified hadrons (π 0 , π ± ), electron/positrons and photons, which allows for measurements of different gluon involved processes.
The recent STAR results of the inclusive jet double spin asymmetry, provides for the first time
an evidence of a non-zero gluon polarization in the range 0.05<x<0.2, and the magnitude is
even comparable to the total quark spin contribution.
Another main objective of the STAR spin program is the flavor-separation of quark and
anti-quark spin to the proton spin via W boson production in polarized proton-proton collisions
√
at s = 500 GeV. The parity violating nature of W boson provides a unique and clean way of
measuring the anti-u and anti-d quark polarization, without the involvement of hadronization
as in the semi-inclusive DIS process. The recent results of W boson single spin asymmetry
from the 2012 data at STAR will be discussed, which provide new constraints to light sea quark
polarization.
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On the transverse spin program side, STAR is pursuing to understand the origin of large
transverse single spin asymmetry (AN ) observed both in hadron and lepton induced reactions, as
well as to gain the knowledge of transverse spin structure of proton, i.e., quark transversity. For
the AN study, we measure the asymmetries for identified hadron (π 0 ,η) and jet, which provide
sensitivity for the underlying mechanism of Sivers and Collins function, as well as the high twist
effects. With respect to transversity extraction, STAR has been performing measurements of
the asymmetries associated with Collins and Interference Fragmenation Functions(IFF).

2

Gluon polarization ∆G measurements

In proton-proton collisions, the gluon polarization can be accessed with strongly interacting
probes including jet or hadron production by measuring the double spin asymmetries (ALL ),
ALL =

1 N ++ − RN +−
,
P1 P2 N ++ + RN +−

(1)

Jet ALL

where P1 and P2 are the beam polarizations, R = L++ /L+− is the ratio of luminosities, and
N ++ (N +− ) are the yields of jet or hadron for equal (opposite) helicity beams.
At STAR, jets were recon0.06
structed from charged tracks with
DSSV
GRSV-STD
0.05
|η| <1.3 measured in the Time ProGRSV-ZERO
DSSV χ +2% Uncert
jection Chamber (TPC) and en0.04
Relative Luminosity Uncert
2009 STAR Preliminary
ergy deposits in the Barrel Electro0.03
2006 STAR
magnetic Calorimeter (BEMC) with
0.02
towers at |η| <1 and End-cap Elec0.01
tromagnetic Calorimeter (EEMC)
0
at 1< η <2. The jet reconstruction
-0.01
s=200 GeV p+p → jet+X |η|<1
was done with midpoint cone algo-0.02 ±8.8% scale uncertainty from polarization not shown
rithm and also checked with anti-kt
algorithm. The jet cross section and
-0.03
0
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35
the first ALL measurements for inParticle Jet p (GeV/c)
T
clusive jets has been done with 2003
and 2004 data at STAR [1] , and
Figure 1: STAR 2009 (black circles) inclusive jet ALL vs. jet
updates with higher precision using p for |η| < 1 in pp collisions at 200 GeV.
T
2005 and 2006 data have also been
published [2, 3]. We also measured the double spin asymmetries for π 0 at |η| <1 [4] and nearforward rapidity at 1< η <2 [5]. The early ALL results were included in the DSSV [6] QCD
global analysis to provide information for the gluon polarization, and ruled out large positive
and negative scenarios with a small value of ∆g in the range of 0.05<x<0.2.
After the 2006 run, several improvements at STAR including larger jet trigger efficiency
and faster data acquisition system enabled us to improve the ALL precision significantly during
the 2009 run. Figure 1 shows the ALL results for inclusive jet versus jet pT for the 2006 (0.7<η<0.9) [3] and 2009 (|η|<1) [7] data at STAR, where the theoretical predictions are also
shown for comparison. The GRSV [9] model is a previous global analysis for polarized parton
densities that only included DIS data. The DSSV [6] model, in addition to DIS and SIDIS data,
also incorporates RHIC polarized proton-proton data before 2009. The STAR data fall between
the predictions of DSSV and GRSV-STD. Compared with 2006 data, the 2009 data are about
four time more precise in low-pT bins and a factor of three in high-pT bins. The real impact
of these data on constraining gluon polarization can be seen from the recently updated DSSV
global analysis, and the magenta curve [10] provides a very good description of the 2009 results,
2
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Figure 2: STAR 2009 di-jet ALL for three different η regions for di-jet production as a function of
invariant mass M .

corresponding to a truncated integral of ∆g(x)∼0.13 over the range 0.05 < x < 0.2 [10]. A
full global analysis incorporating the 2009 ALL results from the STAR inclusive jet channel and
PHENIX
π 0 channel, suggests a consistent sizable value of the gluon polarization at the level
R 0.2
of 0.05 ∆g dx (Q2 = 10 GeV2 ) = 0.1+0.06
−0.07 [11], which is of similar magnitude as the total quark
spin contribution itself.
Di-jet production will allow a better constraint of the partonic kinematics to determine
the shape of the gluon polarization. The partonic Bjorken-x of the incoming partons can be
extracted at leading order from the pseudo-rapidity plus the transverse momentum of the dijets. The wide acceptance of the STAR experiment permits reconstruction of di-jet events with
different topological configurations. Figures 2 shows the 2009 results of di-jet ALL at STAR [8],
as a function of the di-jet invariant mass M , for different pseudo-rapidity regions. The 2009
di-jet ALL measurement is consistent with the inclusive jet results, and also suggests a non-zero
gluon polarization in the covered x range. Future inclusive and di-jet ALL measurements at
√
both s = 200 and 500 GeV at STAR will extend the range towards smaller values in Bjorken-x
and provide higher precision measurements by approximately a factor of 2 in a few years.

3

Sea quark polarization measurements

The flavor separation of quark polarization in the nucleon, especially the sea quarks ū and
d¯ polarization that are not well constrained by semi-inclusive DIS data, can be measured in
pp collisions through the production of W +(−) bosons. The large parity-violating longitudinal
+ −σ− )
single-spin asymmetries, AL = (σ
(σ+ +σ− ) , provide unique access to the quark and antiquark
helicity distributions, where σ+ /σ− is the cross section with helicity positive/negative proton
beam. W +(−) ’s are detected through e+ (e− ) with large transverse momentum via W → eν
channel at STAR with BEMC and EEMC. The charge separation is done through the TPC in the
mid-rapidity (|η| < 1.3). The W → eν events are characterized by an isolated e± with a sizable
transverse energy, ETe , that peaks near half the W mass (∼40 GeV). The theoretical framework
that describes inclusive lepton production of W 0 s has been developed, so the measurements can
be compared with theoretical prediction. First measurements of the spin asymmetry, AL , and
cross section for W ± production were reported by the STAR [12, 13] and PHENIX experiments
√
using data collected in 2009 at s = 500 GeV with an integrated luminosity of ∼ 12 pb−1 with an
average beam polarization of 39%. These measurements paved the way for further measurements
with larger statistics and more pseudo-rapidities bins that will provide real constraints for ū and
d¯ polarisation in the nucleon.
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Figure 3: (left) Single-spin asymmetry AL for W ± production as a function of ηe in pp collisions at
510 GeV at STAR; (right) Projections for longitudinal single spin asymmetry AL for W production with
STAR 2012 & 2013 data.

In 2012, STAR experiment collected pp data with an integrated luminosity of 72 pb−1 at
√
s = 510 GeV and an average beam polarization of 56%, which is six time larger than the 2009
dataset, thus allowing a pseudo-rapidity dependent measurement of AL for W’s. The preliminary AL results with 2012 data [14] are shown in Fig. 3a) for both W + and W − versus lepton
pseudo-rapidity, with a comparison to theoretical predictions from NLO (CHE) [15] and fully re+
summed (RHICBOS) [16] calculations based on the DSSV08 helicity distributions [6]. The AW
L
−
data are in good agreement with the predictions. However, the measured AW
asymmetries are
L
in general higher than the theoretical predictions especially in the region of ηe− < -0.5, which
indicate that these data are providing new constraints for ∆ū than previous data. The region
of ηe− < −0.5 in particular is expected to be sensitive to the ū quark helicity distribution, so
−
the enhancement of AW
there prefers to a sizable positive ū quark polarization relative to that
L
expected from the global analysis of polarized DIS data. The very recent DSSV++ global analysis
including the new RHIC data especially the STAR 2012 W AL results shows a significant shift
from negative to positive for the best fit value of ∆ū with a integral of 0.05 < x < 1 [11]. RHIC
√
completed a long successful longitudinally polarized p + p run at s = 510 GeV in 2013, and
Fig. 3 b) shows the projected precision for the AL measurement by combining the 2012 and 2013
data, which will further constrain the flavor separated antiquark contributions to the proton spin.
The longitudinal spin transfer DLL of Λ and Λ̄ hyperons in pp collisions is expected to
be sensitive to the helicity distribution function of strange (anti-)quarks, and to the polarized
fragmentation functions [17, 18]. A first proof-of-principle measurement of DLL at mid-rapidity
has been performed with STAR data taken in 2005 [19]. In 2009, an eightfold larger data sample
was collected at STAR, with which the DLL analysis extended hyperon transverse momentum
with better precision. Figure 4 shows the obtained DLL results for Λ and Λ̄ versus pT for
0 < η < 1.2 in pp collisions at 200 GeV [20]. The data extend out to pT = 6 GeV/c with a
statistical uncertainty about 0.04. The model evaluations of DLL [17] for the combination of Λ
and Λ̄, are consistent with the data and span a range of values that is similar to the experimental
uncertainties.
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Figure 4: The longitudinal spin transfer DLL for Λ and Λ̄ in polarized proton-proton collisions at

√

s = 200 GeV for positive η versus pT . The curves correspond to DLL predictions for Λ+Λ̄ based on
different models for polarized fragmentation functions [17].

4

Transverse spin physics

Significant transverse single spin asymmetries (AN ) have been observed in different collisions
including semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering (SDIS) and proton-proton collisions. STAR
measurements have demonstrated the persistence of sizeable AN at RHIC energy [21], and also
measured the pT dependence of π 0 AN [22,23], and the η-meson AN [24]. Theoretical studies have
shown that these asymmetries are closely related to transverse momentum dependent functions
such as the Sivers distribution function and Collins fragmentation functions. It has been shown
the Sivers function obtained in SDIS can be different as in pp collisions as it is not universal in
QCD factorisation, while Collins functions are universal. Therefore, it is critical to measure the
AN in different channels in pp collisions to further constrain the theoretical models.
Hadron jet correlations in pp collisions provides a direct access to the Collins fragmentation
function, and the corresponding AN is also connected to the proton transversity via the Collins
function. Figure 5 shows the preliminary results of the mid-rapidity Collins asymmetries for
charge pions versus z and jT in pp collisions at STAR [25], where z is the momentum fraction of
the jet carried by the pion and jT is the transverse momentum of the pion with respect to the jet
Collins Asymmetry A ≡ 2 <sin(φ
0.1

S
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Figure 5: Collins asymmetries for leading π + and π − with mid-rapidity jet in pp collisions at 200
GeV at STAR. φS and φh are the azimuthal angle of beam spin direction and hadron production plane
respectively.
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Figure 6: Sivers asymmetry as a function of jet transverse momentum pT for jet production at midrapidity in pp collision at 500 GeV at STAR.

axis. Jets were reconstructed in the same method as mentioned earlier for jet ALL measurements
with mid-point cone algorithm. The data in this analysis were taken in 2006 and an analysis
with a much larger dataset taken in 2012 at STAR is underway.
The Sivers effect can be studied at STAR by measuring the azimuthal asymmetry of the
production of jets, where there is no fragmentation effects. The first measurement of di-jet
AN at mid-rapidity in pp collision at 200 GeV was published using STAR 2006 data and the
asymmetry was consistent with zero [26]. Figure 6 shows the new STAR results of Sivers
asymmetries (AN ) for inclusive jets at mid-rapidity |η| < 1 in pp collisions at 500GeV [27]. Jets
are reconstructed utilizing the anti-kT jet-reconstruction algorithm. The measured asymmetries
are quite small, consistent with expectation from measurements at 200 GeV as well as model
predictions [28].
STAR also reported the first measurement of di-hadron spin asymmetries at mid-rapidity,
which provide another channel to access proton transversity through the analyzing power of
φ
interference fragmentation functions (IFF) [29]. The IFF asymmetry Asin
U T takes the form of
a spin-dependent azimuthal correlation between the di-hadron plane and the scattering plane,
and φ is the azimuthal difference of these two planes. Figure 7 shows the preliminary results
φ
for the IFF asymmetry Asin
U T at mid-rapidity as a function of di-hadon invariant mass for two

Figure 7: Di-hadron IFF asymmetry at mid-rapidity for π+ π − pairs as a function of di-pion invariant
mass in pp collisions at 200 GeV at STAR.
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pseudo-rapidities bins (left plot), and also for three cone cut radii in η − φ space (right plot).
A clear non-zero signal can be seen from this measurement, which will provide an independent
constraint on the proton transversity distribution together with IFF measurements from e+ e−
processes. The analysis of a much larger data sample obtained in 2012 at STAR is ongoing.

5

Summary and outlook

RHIC as the current only polarised hadron-hadron collider in the world continues its efforts to
deepen our understanding of the nucleon spin structure. New STAR results from 2009 data
on jet double spin asymmetry ALL at RHIC-STAR in polarized proton-proton collision at 200
GeV suggest a sizable gluon spin contribution comparable to the quark spin contribution itself.
The future jet measurements will double the available data set at 200 GeV and also allow for a
high statistics measurement at 500 GeV to provide constraints on ∆g at lower x range. Recent
measurement of the single-spin asymmetry AL for W ± production from 2012 data at STAR
with a data sample about six times larger than the first W measurement, have been included in
a preliminary global analysis of the DSSV group reported in Ref. [11], which demonstrate new
¯ The coming measurements, in
constraints on the anti-quark helicity distributions ∆ū and ∆d.
particular the much larger data sample taken in 2013 at RHIC, will further constrain the gluon
polarization and the flavor separated antiquark contributions to the proton spin.
On the transverse spin program, we reported the recent measurements of single spin asymmetries at STAR on the Sivers effect and Collins effect with jet production at mid-rapidity in pp
collisions. The measurement of di-hadron spin asymmetries (IFF) at STAR was also reported,
which will provide important insights into the proton transversity distribution. The planned
forward upgrade at STAR including improved calorimetry, tracking, and potentially particle
identification in the forward region, will enable the measurements of jets and prompt photons in
p+p and p+A collisions, which will be crucial to understand the origin of the large asymmetries.
The author is supported by the NNSFC, China under Grant No. 11175106 and 11222551,
and the NSF of Shandong Province, China, under Grant No. ZR2010AM001.
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Abstract
In this proceeding, the studies of the spin and parity quantum numbers of the
Higgs boson with the data collected by the ATLAS experiment are presented. The
results include those from the individual channels, i.e. H → γγ, H → ZZ ∗ → 4l and
H → W W ∗ → lνlν as well as the combination of them. The data are compatible
with the Standard Model J P = 0+ and some specific models J p = 0− , 1− , 1+ ,
2+ are excluded at the confidence levels above 97.8%. Thus, the data provide the
evidence for the spin-0 with the positive parity being strongly preferred.

1

Introduction

In 2012, a new particle is discovered [1,2] by both ATLAS and CMS in the search for the Higgs
Boson [3-6]. The most important task afterwards was to determine whether the discovered
particle is the Standard Model (SM) Higgs boson. One interest is to investigate the properties
of the spin and parity of the new particle and compare them with the SM predictions for the Higgs
boson which is spin-0 and positive parity particle. According to Landau-Yang theorem [7,8],
spin-1 hypothesis is strongly disfavored by the observation of H → γγ signal. In this proceeding,
we will compare the hypothesis of the SM, i.e. J P = 0+ , with several alternative hypotheses
models J p = 0− , 1− , 1+ , 2+ . Three final states H → γγ and H → ZZ ∗ → 4l, → W W ∗ → lνlν
with W , Z decaying leptonically are analyzed in this study [9]. The combination of these
channels is performed as well in order to improve the sensitivity of the analysis. All three
channels are combined for the test of the 2+ hypothesis; for 1+ and 1− hypotheses, the final
states of H → ZZ ∗ , → W W ∗ are included in the combination; Only H → ZZ ∗ decay process is
used to test the hypothesis of 0− [9]. In this proceeding, the alternative model descriptions are
based on ref. [10]. Since the spin-2 resonance can be produced either via gluon fusion (gg) or via
P-wave quark-antiquark annihilation (q q̄), the results with different fractions of q q̄ production
for spin-2 signal are summarized as well.

2

Statistical method

According to the assumption of the spin-parity of the signal, a likelihood function based on
the probability density function of the discriminant observables is constructed incorporating
with the systematic uncertainties. The profile likelihood ratio between J P = 0+ hypothesis and
alternative hypothesis is used as the test statistic q. Pseudo-experiments are generated to obtain
the distributions of q for J P = 0+ hypothesis and alternative hypothesis. The corresponding
p
p0 -values of p0 (0+ ) (SM prediction) and p0 (Jalt
) (alternative hypothesis) are extracted from the
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distributions of q. The exclusion of the alternative hypothesis with respect to prediction can be
p
evaluated in terms of the confidence level CLs (Jalt
) defined as:
P )
p0 (Jalt
.
1 − p0 (0+ )

p
CLs (Jalt
)=

3

(1)

Analyses from individual channels

3.1

Results from H → γγ

The absolute value of the cosine of the polar angle θ∗ the photons with respect to the z-axis
in the Collins-Soper frame [11] is used as the discriminating variable to separate the spin-0 and
spin-2 states. In addition to | cos θ∗ |, mγγ is used in the fit as well to separated the signal from
the non-resonant background. The | cos θ∗ | for the signal either with a spin-0 particle or a spin-2
particle is obtained from Monte-Carlo sample, while the background is extracted directly from
the sideband of the di-photon mass distribution. Fig. 1(a) and (b) show the distributions of
| cos θ∗ | for spin-0 and spin-2 signals respectively after the subtraction of the background. The
distribution of | cos θ∗ | for the background can be seen from Fig. 1(c). The exclusion of spin-2
model with pure gg fusion configuration from this individual channel reaches 95% using the test
statistics described in Section 2.

3.2

Results from H → ZZ → 4l

The discriminating variables which are sensitive to the spin and parity of the Higgs boson are the
masses of the reconstructed lepton pairs, the production and the decay angles of the final state
leptons as described in Ref. [9]. In order to maximize the discriminating power, a Boost Decision
Tree (BDT) is implemented combining these individually reconstructed variables. Fig. 2 shows
the distribution for the BDT output for data (points with error bars) and expectations signals
of J P = 0+ (solid line) and J P = 0− (dashed line). With same statistical computation, the 0−
and 1+ are excluded at 97.8% level or higher assuming purely gg production.
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Figure 1: (a) The distribution of | cos θ∗ | for spin-0 (0+ ) particle (solid curve) and data (data point)
after the subtraction of the background.
(b) The distribution of | cos θ∗ | for spin-2 (2+ ) particle (solid curve) and data (data point) after the
subtraction of the background.
(c) The distribution of | cos θ∗ | for events in the signal region defined by 122 GeV < mγγ <130 GeV. The
data (dots) are overlaid with the projection of the signal (blue/dark band) and background (yellow/light
histogram) components obtained from the inclusive fit of the data under the spin-0 hypothesis.
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The angular distribution as well as the momentum of
the final state leptons and missing transverse energy
are affected by the spin correlations between the two
W’s. Based on these, the invariant mass of the dilepton
mll , the azimuthal separation of the two leptons ∆φll ,
miss , the transverse momentum of the dilepton pll are
ET,rel
T
used as the input variables of a BDT based analysis to
obtain the best separating power. Two BDT classifiers
are developed in this analysis: one classifier is trained
to distinguish the J P = 0+ signal from the sum of all
backgrounds, while the other separates the alternative
spin hypotheses (1+ , 1− , 2+ ). In addition, these twodimensional distributions of the BDT are mapped into
an one-dimensional distribution. The mapped distribution for J P = 0+ and J P = 2+ are displayed in Fig. 3.
The tested 2+ hypothesis is excluded with a confidence
level varying between 95% for a purely q q̄ production
and 99% for a pure gg production.
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Figure 2: The distributions of the BDT
output for data (points with error bars)
and expectations based on MC simulation
(histograms) for the signals: J P = 0+
(solid line) and J P = 0− (dashed line).
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Figure 3: (a) The distribution of the mapped BDT output for spin-0 (0+ ) particle (solid curve) and
data (data point) after the subtraction of the background. Study of the spin and parity of Higgs boson
with ATLAS detector.
(b) The distribution of the mapped BDT output for spin-2 (2+ ) particle (solid curve) and data (data
point) after the subtraction of the background.

4

The results of the combination

As Fig. 4(a) shows, the J P = 2+ model is rejected at more than 99.9% CL by combining all three
channels H → γγ, H → ZZ ∗ → 4l and H → W W ∗ → lνlν considering different configuration
of the gg and qq̄ admixture. the J P = 1+ and J P = 1− model is excluded at more than
99.7% CL by combining H → ZZ ∗ → 4l and H → W W ∗ → lνlν which can be found in the
second and third bins of Fig. 4(b). H → ZZ ∗ → 4l alone rejects the 0− hypotheses with a
confidence level 97.8%. In conclusion, all of the alternative models studied are excluded and the
study provides the evidence for the spin-0 nature of Higgs boson, with the positive parity being
strongly preferred.
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Figure 4: (a) Expected (blue triangles/dashed line) and observed (black circles/solid line) confidence
levels, CLs, of the 2+ hypothesis as a function of the fraction of qq̄ for the spin-2 particle. The green
bands represent the 68% expected exclusion range for a signal with assumed 0+ . On the right y-axis, the
corresponding numbers of Gaussian standard deviations are given, using the one-sided convention.
(b) Expected (blue triangles/dashed lines) and observed (black circles/solid lines) confidence level CLs
p
for alternative spin-parity hypotheses assuming a 0+ signal. The green band represents the 68% CLs(Jalt
)
expected exclusion range for a signal with assumed 0+ . On the right y-axis, the corresponding numbers
of Gaussian standard deviations are given, using the one-sided convention.
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Abstract
The possibilities of NICA complex operation in polarized proton and deuteron
modes were studied during the last few years. Several schemes of “Siberian Snakes”
were considered and the most optimal one have been proposed for the future modeling and technical design. It was shown, average luminosity of polarized pp-collisions
√
higher 1 · 1032 cm−2 s−1 at sN N ≥ 27 GeV is reachable.

1. Scheme of the complex
The NICA complex at JINR has been approved in 2008 assuming two phases of construction. The first phase realizing now includes construction of facilities for heavy ion physics
program [1] while the second phase should include facilities for the program of spin physics
studies with polarized protons and deuterons. In this paper we briefly describe the status
of design the NICA technical concept in connection with polarized beams.
The main elements of NICA complex are shown in Figure 1. They include: the heavy
ion source and source of polarized ions (proton and deuteron), SPI, with corresponding linacs, existing superconducting accelerator, 6 A·GeV strong-focusing synchrotron —
Nuclotron, new superconducting Booster synchrotron, new collider NICA with two detectors — MPD (Multi-Purpose Detector for heavy ion studies) and SPD (Spin Physics
Detector), as well as experimental hall for fixed target experiments with beams extracted
from the Nuclotron.
The functional scheme of facility approved for the first turn construction scenario is
presented in Figure 2. The chain of beam injection to the collider rings in the case of
polarized protons and deuterons includes: ions source SPI — modernized injection linac
LU-20 with the new front-end part (PI) - Nuclotron - Collider. Heavy ion injection line
includes respectively: ion source KRION-6T - HILAC - Booster - Nuclotron - Collider.
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Figure 1: NICA complex at LHEP JINR
It can be also used to inject any light ions, let say, deuterons to the collider. The main
goals of the Booster are the following: 1) accumulation and acceleration of about 4 · 109
Au32+ ions; up to an energy required for effective stripping; 2) formation of the required
beam emittance with electron cooling and 3) fast extraction of the accelerated beam.
The chain with using the booster in the case of polarized protons was proposed and
considered also [2], nevertheless the approved scheme do not include direct beam extraction line from the booster to the collider at the first stage of the project realization.
The new polarized ion source is commissioning now. It was designed and constructed
as an universal high pulsed intensity source of polarized deuterons and protons based on a
charge-exchange plasma ionizer. The output ↑ D+ (↑ H + ) current of the source is expected
to be at a level of 10 mA. The expected polarization will reach up to 90% of the maximum
vector (±1) for ↑ D+ (↑ H + ) and tensor (+1, −2) for ↑ D+ polarization. The project is
designed and constructed in close cooperation with INR of RAS (Moscow). The equipment
available from the CIPIOS ion source (IUCF, Bloomington, USA) is partially used for SPI.
The source will deliver to the linac 10 mks pulsed polarized proton or deuteron beam with
intensity up to (1 ÷ 2) · 1011 part./pulse and repetition rate of 1 Hz [3]. The description of
the SPI have been published elsewhere, for example in [4]. The Alvarez-type linac LU-20
used as the Nuclotron injector was put into operation in 1974. It was originally designed
as proton accelerator from 600 keV to 20 MeV. Later it was modified to accelerate ions
with charge-to-mass ratio q/A > 0, 33 to 5 MeV/u at 2βλ mode. The pulse transformer
voltage up to 700 kV is now used to feed the accelerating tube of the LU-20 pre-injector.
The new pre-injector will be based on the RFQ section [5]. The SPI is now commissioning
at test bench, whereas the front-end linac section is under manufacturing.

2. Polarized protons and deuterons acceleration at Nuclotron
Polarized deuterons: Acceleration of polarized deuterons at the Synchrophasotron
was done for the first time in 1984 [6] and at the Nuclotron in 2002 [7]. There are no
dangerous spin resonances up to to polarized deuteron acceleration at the Nuclotron up
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Figure 2: Functional scheme of NICA complex
to an energy of 5,6 GeV/u. This limit is practically very close to maximum design energy
of the Nuclotron (6 GeV/u for the particles with charge-to-mass ratio q/A = 1/2), thus
√
centre-of-mass energy up to sN N ≈ 13 GeV can be provided. Any additional spin control
insertions into the Nuclotron lattice are not necessary (vertical spin direction of deuterons
is supposed). The only problem in case of deuterons is changing the polarization direction
over large angles, say π/2, in the collider.
Polarized protons: According to the NICA project, experiments with polarized pro√
tons should be carried out up to the maximum energy sN N of 27 GeV and at desired
average luminosity L ≥ 1 · 1032 cm−2 s−1 . The NICA operation in polarized proton mode
will need additional acceleration of protons from 5 to 12,5 GeV in the collider, because it
is impossible to keep the beam polarization over the total energy range in the Nuclotron.
For the successful crossing of numerous spin resonances in Nuclotron, “Siberian snake”
insertions will be installed into one of the straight sections of the accelerator ring. Spin
resonances, occurring during acceleration cycle at different integer combinations of the betatron (νx , νy ) and spin (ν) frequencies, were analyzed at different integer or half-integer
linear combinations between the betatron and spin frequencies during the Nuclotron accelerator cycle. To preserve polarization, we consider “siberian snake” based on solenoids
with pulsed magnetic field [8]. The insertions containing transverse magnetic fields would
lead to very big closed orbit distortions especially at low energies. Helix snake is much
complicated and gives no profit also. The comparison of different “snakes” is considered
by A.M. Kondratenko [9]. Orbital parameters of polarized proton beam in Nuclotron
with solenoid siberian snake is presented by M.A. Kondratenko et all [10]. The maximum magnetic field integral of the “Snake” solenoid depends on the particle momentum
and approximately equal to 21 T·m at the proton Lorenz-factor γ = 6. Taking into account available empty space for the solenoids within the existing straight section (about
2 × 3, 1 m without compensation quadrupoles) one can find the needed amplitude of the
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solenoid magnetic field B ≈ 3, 6 T. Superconducting pulsed solenoid with the field ramp
dB/dt ≈ 3 ÷ 4 T/s can be manufactured based on the Nuclotron-type hollow high-current
superconducting cable. Assuming outer diameter of the cable 1 cm, double-layer coil and
supply current of 15 kA one can obtain the needed parameters. To estimate other important parameters, like stored energy, coil inductance and necessary supply voltage, we
should fix inner diameter of the solenoid. Suppose the inner diameter 100 mm (sufficient
for the beam circulation), we obtain the following estimates: stored energy of 150 kJ (for
the coil length of 3 m), inductance — 1,3 mH, induced voltage 20 V (at dI/dt = 15 kA/s).
Based on the previous experience of the design and long-term tests of Nuclotron magnets
and cables, we can estimate the parameters as feasible.

3. Collider in polarized proton and deuteron modes
The novel scheme of the polarization control at NICA collider, suitable for protons and
deuterons, based on the idea of manipulating with polarized beams in zero spin tune
vicinity. This approach is actively developed at JLAB for the 8-shaped ring accelerator
project [11]. To provide zero spin tune regime at the collider of a racetrack symmetry, it
is necessary to install two identical “Siberian snakes” (Sol, π/2) in the opposite straight
sections (Figure. 3). In this scheme any direction of the polarization is reproduced at any
azimuth point after every turn. But, if one fix the longitudinal or transverse polarization
at SPD then the polarization direction at MPD will obtain some angle in respect to
the particle velocity vector. This angle depends on the beam energy. And vice-versa:
if the polarization directions are fixed at MPD area, some certain polarization angle
will occurred at SPD. Solenoid magnetic field integral in a single (Sol, π/2)-rotator at
the maximum energy is reached of 25 T·m and 80 T·m for proton and deuteron case
respectively.

Figure 3: Preliminary positions of the polarization control elements in the collider lattice
The scheme is described in the talk by Yu. Filatov presented at the workshop [12].
The most essential is possibility to manipulate with the polarization vector direction by
means of relatively small fields. Design of the final scheme is continuing. Additional
analysis of the polarization control at the MPD area will be fulfilled. It is necessary also
to define composition of the solenoids, namely: stationary and dynamic parts The final
scheme will be approved at the later stages of the project.
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4. The luminosity estimates
The NICA peak luminosity in the proton mode is calculated for the proton kinetic energy
√
range from 1 to 12,7 GeV. The last value corresponds to the total collision energy s =
27 GeV and the equivalent fixed target beam kinetic energy Ekin = 388 GeV, Figure 4 [13].
The luminosity and total number of the stored particles has been calculated taking into
account the space charge limits and the other parameters listed in the Table 2.

Figure 4: NICA collider pp luminosity in units 1030 (left scale, solid line) and maximum number of
particles per bunch (right scale, dotted line)

Circumference, m
Number of collision points (IP)
Beta function βmin in the IP, m
Rms bunch length, m
Incoherent tune shift, νLasslett
Beam-beam parameter, ξ
Number of protons per bunch
Number of bunches
Beam emittance (normalized) εnrm at 12,5 GeV, π mm mrad

503
2
0,35
0,5
0,027
0,067
∼ 1 · 1012
22
0,15

Table 1: NICA parameters for p ↑ p ↑-collisions.
As it follow from the calculations, the peak luminosity of Lpeak = 2 · 1032 cm−2 s−1 is
reached at the beam kinetic energy of 12,6 GeV. From the other hand, the ring filling
time will depend on the Nuclotron pulse intensity and cycle duration. The expected
proton beam intensity at the Nuclotron output is limited by the source current and the
particle losses coming from different reasons. Taking the SPI design current (10 mA)
and estimate particle loss coefficient between the source and the Nuclotron (0,5), RF
capture (0,8), extraction efficiency (0,9) and the other factors in the synchrotron (0,9),
one can expect the output intensity up to 8, 5 · 1010 polarized protons per pulse. Thus, the
necessary number of cycles is 2, 2 · 1013 /8, 5 · 1010 ∼ 22 × 12 = 264 cycles per each ring.
The cycle duration depend on the magnetic field ramping time (up and down), the peak
value of the magnetic field and necessary pause between the cycles. For our case we take
B = 1 T, dB/dt = 1 T/s and tp = 1 s, i.e. the total cycle duration Tc = 5 s and obtain
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the ring filling time Tf ≈ 1300 s (minimum) or 2600 s for the both rings, if a double-spin
process is studying.
To estimate the average, one should take into account necessary beam cooling (stochastic) time, the luminosity life time, the machine reliability coefficient. Assuming the cooling
time Tcool = 1500 s, the luminosity life time TLlf = 20000 s and the reliability coefficient
kr = 0, 95, it is possible to calculate the average luminosity as Lavr = Lpeak η, where
η the ratio of the luminosity life time to the total data taken time and beam preparation time. In the considered case: Lavr ≈ 0, 8 · Lpeak . Thus, the average luminosity of
1, 6 · 1032 cm−2 s−1 can be reachable. The bunch parameters shown in the Table 2 will
be optimized at the technical design stage of the facility. So, an increase of the bunch
intensity allows increasing the luminosity at the same value of the tune shift. To keep the
constant tune shift the beam emittance has to be increased proportionally to the bunch
intensity and the luminosity is scaled linearly with the ion number.
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Abstract
The insertion of two identical Siberian Snakes in the NICA collider allows to
control effectively the beam polarization by means of small field integrals. The
polarization control schemes by application of small solenoids are presented. These
devices allow to adjust any proton and deuteron polarization in both MPD and
SPD detectors. It makes possible to carry out ultra-high precision experiments
with polarized beams.

For spin physics experiments in JINR’s NICA collider deuteron and proton beams with
both longitudinal and vertical polarization are required in a momentum range from 2,5
to 13,5 GeV/c [1]. To manipulate polarization of protons as well as deuterons efficiently
it was proposed to use the collider in zeroth spin tune mode, wherefore two identical
solenoid Siberian Snakes are introduced in the opposite strait sections of the collider [2]
(see Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Beam polarization control schematic in the NICA collider.
Each Snake consists of two parts installed symmetrically around the MPD and SPD
detectors. In this case the NICA collider with two Snakes becomes similar to figure-8
shaped collider at JLab [3].
The unique feature of a zeroth spin tune accelerator is the possibility to control any
particle polarization using small magnetic field integrals [4]. The proton and deuteron
polarization in the NICA collider ring can be efficiently controlled by “small” (weak)
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solenoids. Any angle lying in the vertical plane of SPD detector can be obtained between
the polarization and the beam direction by introducing longitudinal fields in two regions
of the collider arcs. Figure 2 shows a symmetric scheme of polarization control with two
such insertions located on both sides of the SPD detector.

Figure 2: Polarization control by means of small solenoids in NICA collider.
The required spin rotation angles of the longitudinal fields in each insertion are given
for small values of the spin tune ν by
ϕz1 = πν

sin(ϕy − Ψ)
,
sin ϕy

ϕz2 = πν

sin Ψ
,
sin ϕy

where ϕz1 = (1 + G)(Bz L)1 /(Bρ) and ϕz2 = (1 + G)(Bz L)2 /(Bρ) are the spin rotation
angles of the solenoids, ϕy = γGα is the spin rotation angle of the dipole section between
the solenoids, α is the orbit bending angle between the solenoids, Ψ is the angle between
the polarization and the beam direction, and Bρ is the magnetic rigidity.
To work in the whole proton energy range in the collider, the first solenoid with a
field Bz1 is placed in the experimental straight while the second solenoid with a field
Bz2 is located behind one regular dipole with an orbital bending angle of 4,5◦ . The field
integrals required in each insertion to obtain the longitudinal Ψ = 0◦ and vertical Ψ = 90◦
proton polarizations are shown in figure 3 as functions of the beam momentum. The field
integrals dependence on angle Ψ at minimum and maximum beam momentum are shown
in figure 4. The spin tune of protons in the collider for the given field integrals has a
value of νp = 0, 01, which exceeds greatly the zeroth resonance strength associated with
imperfections of the colliders magnetic structure. The maximum field integral in a single
solenoid at the maximum energy does not exceed 0,6 T·m. Such schemes practically do
not influence on orbital characteristics of the NICA collider.
The proton polarization control scheme with one regular dipole in each insertion can
be used for deuteron polarization control too, but deuteron spin tune for the given field
integrals has a rather small value νd of about 0,0003. One can increase spin tune of the
deuteron beam up to the value of 0,003, which is sufficient to suppress the zeroth spin
resonance strength. For that it is necessary to put the second solenoid with a field Bz2
behind twenty regular dipoles with a total orbital bending angle of 90◦ , i.e. to install
second solenoids in the arc centers.
The half Snake located behind SPD detector rotates spin from the detector’s vertical
plane to the collider’s orbit plane. Thus, by choosing the necessary field integrals, the
presented scheme allows to obtain any polarization orientation in the collider’s orbital
plane at any orbital location, which can be used both for matching the polarization at
the beam injection and for obtaining the desired polarization in the MPD detector. The
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Figure 3: Dependencies of the insertions longitudinal field integrals (T·m) on the beam momentum
(GeV/c) for the longitudinal (left) and radial (right) polarizations of the proton beam in the NICA
collider rings.
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Figure 4: Dependencies of the insertions longitudinal field integrals (T·m) on the Ψ angle between the
polarization and the beam direction for proton in the NICA collider rings.
scheme also provides capabilities of reversing the beam polarization during an experiment
or changing it from the longitudinal to radial and vice-versa.
The strength of the zeroth spin resonance is determined by the excursions of particle
trajectories from the collider’s plane. In practice, the excursion of the beam’s closed orbit
due to imperfections of the collider’s magnetic structure substantially exceeds the beam
size. Therefore, dependence of the strength on the beam emittances is much less significant. The coherent part of the resonance strength due to the structure’s imperfections
can be compensated by corrector magnets. There is a unique opportunity of building an
“ideal” collider with polarized beams using a real magnetic structure. The polarization
orientation can be controlled by ultimately-small magnetic field integrals. It will allow
polarized beam experiments with the highest precision levels.
To summarize, let us briefly state the main conclusions. Polarization schemes have
been developed for the NICA collider to (i) allow control of the beam polarization using
weak solenoids without significant orbit perturbation, (ii) make it possible to control efficiently the polarization of particles with any anomalous magnetic moment including those
with a small one, such as deuterons, (iii) allow matching the polarization at the beam
injection and obtaining the desired polarization in both MPD and SPD detectors, (iv)
allow reversing the beam polarization during an experiment or changing it from the lon353

gitudinal to radial and vice-versa, and (v) make possible ultra-high precision experiments
with polarized beams.
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Abstract
The SPD–TNICA project is under preparation at the second interaction point
of the NICA collider. The purpose of this experiment is to study the nucleon
spin structure with high intensity polarized light nuclear beams. The design of the
collider can allow us to reach for proton beams a very high collision energy up to
√
s ∼ 26 GeV with the average luminosity up to 1032 cm2 /s, and for deuteron beams
√
- a collision energy per nucleon up to s ∼ 12 GeV , the average luminosity reaches
up to 1031 cm2 /s. Both proton and deuteron beams will be effectively polarized. All
these advantages give us unique possibilities to invistigate the nucleon spin structure
and various polarization phenomena. The preliminary design of the SPD detector
for spin physics studies is proposed.

The possible SPD design is based on these main physics tasks proposed for the spin
program at NICA [1]. Preliminary considerations of the event topologies require SPD to
be equipped with the following sub-detectors covering ∼ 4π angular region around the
beam interaction point: vertex detectors, tracking detectors, electromagnetic calorimeters,
hadron detectors and muon detectors. Some of them must be in the magnetic field for
which there are two options: toroid or solenoid. The main systems of SPD (Fig1.) are:
a magnet (solenoid version)vertex detector (silicon), a central tracker (straw tubes), a
trigger system (RPC, scintillator counters), a ECAL-muon/hadron system (range system
RS).

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) The view of the SPD. (b) The inner view of the SPD.
Preliminary data on the size of the detector systems were used to simulate the ones
given below. For barrel, detector positions in radius - the vertex detector :0.16 m – 0.34
m , with a lenght of 1 m; for the central tracking : 0.38m – 0.98m with a lenght of 2.5 m;
for TOF/RPC: 1.00m – 1.08m with a lenght of 2.5 m; for ECAL: 1.10 m – 1.60 m with
a lenght of 3.2 m, and for the solenoid magnet yoke: 1.65m – 2.00 m with a lenght of 3.2
m; for RS: 2.05m - -2.65m with a length of 5.50 m.
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A toroid magnet provides a field–free region
around the interaction point and does not disturb the beam trajectories and polarizations. It
can consist of 8 superconducting coils symmetrically placed around the beam axis . A support
ring upstream (downstream) of the coils hosts
the supply lines for electric power and for liquid
helium. At the downstream end, a hexagonal
plate compensates magnetic forces to hold the
coils in place. The field lines of an ideal toroid
magnet are always perpendicular to the parti- Figure 2: Preliminary view of the toroid
cles originating from the beam interaction point. magnet.
Since the field intensity increases inverse proportion to the radial distance greater bending power is available for particles scattering at
smaller angles and having higher momenta. These properties help to design a compact
spectrometer that keeps the investment costs for the detector tolerable. The production
of such a magnet requires insertion of the coils into the tracking volume occupying a part
of the azimuthal acceptance. Preliminary studies show that the use of superconducting
coils, made ou of N b3 Sn-Copper core surrounded by a winding of aluminium for support
and cooling, allows one to reach an azimuthal detector acceptance of about 85%. No field
is in the beam pipe.
Concerning the proposal on solenoid magnet, shown in Fig.1: the maximum magnetic
field of ∼ 1T over a length of about 3.2m and a diameter of 1.8m, the field homogeneity is
foreseen to be better than 2% over the volume of the vertex detector and central tracker
and one needs to have a special magnetic shield for transverse polarized beams. The
design of the SPD solenoid would be very similar to MPD magnet.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) The view of a part of SPD solenoid. (b) The technical view of the solenoid magnet.
One can propose to use Silicon layers as a vertex detector, which can be located outside
the beam pipe. Several layers of double sided silicon strips can provide a precise vertex
reconstruction and tracking of the particles before they reach the general SPD tracking
system. The design should use a small number of silicon layers to minimize the radiation
length of the material. With a pitch of 50-100 µm it is possible to reach the spatial
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resolution of 20-30 µm. Such a spatial resolution would provide 50-80 µm for precision of
the vertex reconstruction. This permits to reject the secondary decay vertexes.
Straw tubes can be used for the main detector of SPD Tracking System. This choice is
due to the following properties of the staws tubes: -the minimum material for secondary
particles (X0 ∼ 0.1); - the time (∼ 200-300 ns) and spatial resolutions 100 µm); expected
particle rates (DAQ rates 100 Khz). Two various technologies of straw production were
developed at JINR [2], [3] , which can be applied for SPD.
The main task of the trigger system is to provide separation of a particular reaction
from all reactions occurred in collisions. Each of them will be pre–scaled with: two muons
( or electrons/positrons) in final states; various types of hadrons in final states ( π+/-, K,
p), photons, (π0 , ω, η) and other reactions. The RPC is proposed to be used as the main
trigger detector. Also Hodoscopes of scintillating counters can be used for triggering.
They can be located before and after RS (or mounted in the last layers of RS) and before
ECAL. The ECAL modules will also be used in the trigger system.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) The view of ECAL for SPD. (b) The design of an ECAL module.
ECAL can provide measurements for photon energy range 0.1 – 10GeV. Taking into
account the space limitation in the barrel region, the total length of a module
of ECAL
√
should be less than 50 cm. The required energy resolution is >10.0%/ E (GeV). The
latest version of the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) modules, developed at JINR for
the COMPASS-II experiment at CERN can be a good candidate for ECAL at SPD [4].
This “shashlyk”-type of modules utilises new photon detectors – Avalanche Multichannel
Photon Detectors (AMPD). AMPD can work in a strong magnetic field [5].
The range system (RS) technique is proposed to be used as a hadron/muon detector(Fig.5). The laminated iron absorber structure and thickness are subjects of optimization for these purposes developed in [6].
One of the important points of Monte–Carlo studies is the background estimations.
The following sources of background to the DY events are to be considered: decays of
D mesons, J/ψ and φ0 , K decays, π decays .Sources coming from detector uncertainties should be considered also:particle misidentification; vertex resolution; time (trigger)
resolution.
The Letter of Intent (LoI) on spin physics experiments with SPD at the 2nd interaction point of the collider NICA is under preparation. The preliminary design of SPD is
proposed. The main physics topics can be studied with the proposed detector:
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: (a) The view of a muon system module (RS). (b) The view of the muon system module.
1. Studies of DY processes with unpolarized, longitudinally and transversely polarized
p and D beams. Extraction of unknown (poorly known) parton distribution functions
(PDFs).
2. PDFs from J/ψ production processes.
3. Prompt photons.
4. Spin effects in one and two hadron production processes.
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THE FEASIBILITY OF DRELL-YAN PROCESSES AT NICA
R.R. Akhunzyanov
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, Russia

Abstract
The estimations of the feasibility of Drell-Yan processes at NICA are performed
on the first “ideal level” (without any estimations of background and peculiarities of
NICA-SPD setup). The expected high luminosity (up to 1032 cm−2 s−1 ) presumably
allows us to obtain good Drell-Yan statistics even above J/ψ resonance. Feasibility
of measurements of single-spin asymmetries is estimated. Such measurements would
give access to the transversity, Boer-Mulders, and Sivers PDFs, or at least, would
allow to observe the sign of these PDFs.

Study of the Drell-Yan processes is the main topic of spin physics program at the
future collider experiment NICA in JINR. In this work we provide some estimations of
feasibility of such measurements.
The first step is to estimate total cross section and total number of events per year
obtainable in the experiment. Such estimations are presented in Table 1. To calculate
cross section simple leading order formulas were used:
d2 σ
1 4πα2 X 2
e [f (x1 , Q2 )f¯(x2 , Q2 )]x2 =Q2 /sx1 ,
=
dQ2 dx1
sx1 9Q2 ¯ f

(1)

f,f

Z
σtot =

Q2max
Q2min

Z
dQ

1

2

dx1
xmin

d2 σ
,
dQ2 dx1

(2)

where xmin = Q2 /s, and Q ≡ Ml+ l− is the mass of lepton pair. The number of events per
year is then estimated as
N = σtot L t kacc ,
(3)
√
where t = 1 year ' 3.1 · 107 s, L is luminosity, which depends on s and amounts to
about 1032 cm−2 s−1 , kacc ' 0.5 is a factor accounting to useful part of the accelerator’s
working time. From Table 1 one can see that even above the J/ψ region the expected
statistics is rather high - of the order of 105 events per year, what, as we will show
below, presumably gives possibility to measure the various leading-twist PDFs, such as,
for example, transversity, Boer-Mulders PDF, and Sivers PDF.
All variants of beam polarization would be possible in NICA, and therefore, in principle, all leading twist PDFs could be extracted from data. In this paper we focus on single
polarized Drell-Yan processes with transverse polarization of hadrons. Its cross section is
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lower cut on Ml+ l− , GeV 2.0
3.1
3.5
4.0
√
32
−2 −1
s = 24 GeV (L ' 1.0 · 10 cm s )
σDY total, nb
1.15 0.20 0.115 0.059
3
N events per year, 10
1800 313
179
92
√
32
−2 −1
s = 26 GeV (L ' 1.2 · 10 cm s )
σDY total, nb
1.30 0.24 0.140 0.074
N events per year, 103
2490 460
269
142
Table 1: Total cross section and number of Drell-Yan events per year expected at NICA, corresponding
to different values of the lower cut on the mass of lepton pair.

given by formula [1]:
α2 X 2 n
dσ(H1 H2↑ → l¯lX)
=
e (1 + cos2 θ)F[f1 f¯1 ]
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where
Z
F[w(k1T , k2T )f1 f¯2 ] ≡

d2 k1T d2 k2T δ (2) (k1T + k2T − qT )w(k1T , k2T )×
× (f1 (x1 , k21T )f¯2 (x2 , k22T ) + f¯1 (x1 , k21T )f2 (x2 , k22T )).

Applying integration over the angles with the properly chosen weights that allows to
separate the contributions containing different transverse momentum dependent PDFs,
one may easily construct single-spin asymmetries (SSA) that give access to such important
and still poorly known PDFs as transversity h1 and Boer-Mulders PDF h⊥
1:
P 2 hĥ·k1T ⊥
R
dΩdφS sin(φ + φS )[dσ(S2T )−dσ(−S2T )]
1 q eq F M1 h̄1q h1q]
sin(φ+φS )
R
¤ , (5)
P 2 £¯
AU T
=
=−
2
dΩdφS [dσ(S2T ) + dσ(−S2T )]/2
q eq F f1q f1q
⊥
to Sivers PDF f1T
:

R
sin(φ−φS )

AU T

=

P
dΩdφS sin(φ − φS )[dσ(S2T ) − dσ(−S2T )]
R
=
dΩdφS [dσ(S2T ) + dσ(−S2T )]/2

i
q ⊥q
¯
F
f1 f1T
¤ ,
P 2 £¯
F
f
f
e
1q
1q
q q

2
q eq

h

ĥ·k2T
M2

(6)

and similarly to pretzelosity h⊥
1T .
However, it is rather difficult to deal with convolutions entering these asymmetries
since we do not know the dependence of PDFs on transverse quark momenta. One possibility is to apply simple Gaussian model (see for example, [2]). Another, very attractive
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way to deal with the convolutions is to apply integration over qT with appropriately chosen
weight [3–5] which allows to factorize the convolutions into the simple algebraic products.
So, we consider the qT -weighted asymmetries
R
R 2
q
sin(φ±φS ) MT
dΩdφ
d qT (|qT |/M ) sin(φ ± φS )[dσ(S2T ) − dσ(−S2T )]
S
N
R
R
AU T
,
(7)
=
dΩdφS d2 qT [dσ(S2T ) + dσ(−S2T )]/2
one of which gives access to Boer-Mulders PDF with transversity:
P

AU T

⊥(1)

e2q [h̄1q h1q + (q ↔ q̄)]
,
=− P 2 ¯
e [f1q f1q + (q ↔ q̄)]

q

sin(φ+φS ) MT

q

N

q

(8)

q

while the other provides access to Sivers PDF:
P

q

sin(φ−φS ) MT

AU T

N

⊥q(1)
e2q [f¯1q f1T + (q ↔ q̄)]
=2 P 2 ¯
.
e [f1q f1q + (q ↔ q̄)]
q

q

(9)

q

To estimate the feasibility of these asymmetries we performed simulations with the
generator of polarized Drell-Yan events [5] at NICA kinematics.
We prepared two samples with statistics 100K and 50K of pure Drell-Yan events
for each of two Q2 ranges: 2 < Q2 < 8.5 GeV2 and Q2 > 11 GeV2 . The cut 2 < Q2 <
8.5 GeV2 is applied to avoid misidentification of lepton pairs due to numerous background
processes below Q2 < 2 GeV2 and to exclude lepton pairs coming from the J/ψ region.
The cut Q2 > 11 GeV2 is also applied to avoid the lepton pairs coming from the J/ψ
region. The results are presented at Figs. 1-4. The results at Figs. 1 and 3 show that
at statistics of 100K pure Drell-Yan events one can hope to reconstruct the functional
forms of the single-spin asymmetries. But even at the relatively low statistics of 50K
Drell-Yan events (Figs. 2 and 4) one would observe, at least, the sign of the single-spin
asymmetries, what is very important in order to check the fundamental QCD prediction
of the sign change for the Sivers and Boer-Mulders PDFs.
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for NICA, s = 24 GeV. Here Boer model [1] is
used for Boer-Mulders PDF and evolution model is used for transversity. The points with errors bars are
obtained by using simulations with the polarized DY event generator at the applied statistics of 100K
pure Drell-Yan events.
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Figure 1: Estimation of asymmetry AU T
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Figure 2: Same as Fig. 1, but for 50K Drell-Yan events.
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SPIN PHYSICS WITH DIRECT PHOTONS AT NICA SPD
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Abstract
Registration of direct photons at NICA SPD can be used for study of gluon
distributions in nucleons. Single transverse spin asymmetry AN provides access to
Sivers gluon function, while double longitudinal spin asymmetry ALL is related to
gluon polarization ∆g.

Production of direct photons in the non-polarized and
polarized pp (pd) reactions provides information on the
gluon distributions in nucleons. There are two main hard
processes where direct photons can be produced: gluon
Compton scattering, gq → γX, and quark-antiquark annihilation, q q̄ → γX (Fig. 1). The total cross section
of
√ the prompt photon production in the pp-collision at
s = 24 GeV via the first process (according to PYTHIA
6.4 [1]) is 1080 nbn, while the cross section of the second Figure 1: Diagram of the direct photon production. Vertex
process is about 210 nbn. So, the gluon Compton scattering H corresponds to qg → qγ or
is the main mechanism of the direct photon production at qq̄ → gγ hard processes.
NICA SPD.
The non-polarized cross section for production of a photon with the transverse momentum pT and rapidity y in the pp → γX can be written [2] as follows:
Z
XZ 1
xa xb
√ y [qi (xa , kT a )G(xb , kT b ) ×
dxa d2 kT a d2 kT b
dσ =
(1)
x
−
(p
/
s)e
a
T
x
min
i
¸
dσ̂
dσ̂
× (qi G → qi γ) + G(xa , kT a ) qi (xb , kT b ) (Gqi → qi γ) ,
dt̂
dt̂
where kT a (kT b ) is the transverse momentum of the interacting quark (gluon), xa (xb )
is the fraction of the proton momentum carried by them and qi (x, kT ) , (G(x, kT )) is
the quark (gluon) distribution function with the specified kT . One can show [2], that
the above expression can be used also for extraction of the polarized gluon distribution
(Sivers gluon function) from measurement of the transverse single spin asymmetry AN :
AN =

σ↑ − σ↓
σ↑ + σ↓

(2)

Here σ ↑ and σ ↓ are the cross sections of the direct photon production for the opposite
transverse polarizations of one of the colliding protons. In [3] it has been pointed out that
the asymmetry AN at large positive xF is dominated by quark-gluon correlations while
at large negative xF [5] it is dominated by pure gluon-gluon correlations. The further
development of the corresponding formalism can be found in [5], [6].
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(a)

(b)
√

Figure 2: Theoretical predictions for AN at s=30 GeV, pT =4 GeV/c (a) from [5], (b) from [3].
√
Predictions for the value of AN at s =
30 GeV , pT = 4 GeV /c can be found in [5] for
negative xF (Fig. 2 (a)) and in [3] for positive
xF (Fig. 2 (b)). In both cases the AN values
remain sizable.
√
The first attempt to measure AN at s =
19.4 GeV was performed in the fixed target experiment E704 at Fermilab [7] in the kinematic
range −0.15 < xF < 0.15 and 2.5 GeV /c <
pT < 3.1 GeV /c. Results are consistent with
zero within large statistical and systematic un- Figure 3: The plot pT vs. xF for direct phocertainties. The single spin asymmetries in the tons.
direct photon production will be measured also by PHENIX [8] and STAR [9] at RHIC.
Production of direct photons at large transverse momentum with longitudinally polarized proton beams is a very promising method to measure gluon polarization ∆g [10].
Longitudinal double spin asymmetry ALL , defined as:
ALL =

(σ++ − σ−− ) − (σ+− − σ−+ )
,
(σ++ + σ−− ) + (σ+− + σ−+ )

(3)

where σ±± are cross sections for all four helicity combinations, can be written (assuming dominance of the Compton process) as [10]:
#
"P
2
∆g(x1 )
q eq [∆q(x2 ) + ∆q̄(x2 )]
P 2
· âLL (gq → γq) + (1 ↔ 2),
(4)
ALL ≈
·
g(x1 )
q eq [q(x2 ) + q̄(x2 )]
where the second factor is known as A1p asymmetry from polarized SIDIS
√and aLL (gq →
γq) is spin asymmetry for sub-process gq → γq. Measurement of ALL at s > 100 GeV
is included in the long range program of RHIC [11].
√
In order to study of direct photon production in pp-collisions at NICA SPD ( s =
24 GeV ) a sample of MC events was generated using the PYTHIA 6.4.2 code. Five
hard processes with direct photons in the final state were used: qg → qγ, q q̄ → gγ,
gg → gγ, q q̄ → γγ and gg → γγ. Relative probabilities of the first two processes are
85% and 15%, respectively, while the contribution of all others is less than 0.2%. CTEQ
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5L is used for the set of PDFs. No special kinematic cuts are applied. The pT vs. xF
distribution for direct photons is shown in Fig 3. The photon energy, Eγ , is plotted vs.
the photon scattering angle θ in Fig 4( a). The Figure 4 (b) shows the corresponding plot
for minimum bias photons (mainly from π 0 decay). The MC simulation shows that for
pT > 4 GeV signal-to-background ratio is about 5% that
√ is in good agreement with the
data of the UA6 experiment for unpolarized protons at s = 24.3 GeV [12].
For effective registration and identification of direct photons, the SPD detector should
have:
• an electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) with a geometry close to 4π and with granularity optimized to the expected occupancy;
• a tracking system capable to distinguish between clusters from neutral and charged
particles in ECAL. It also should be capable to reconstruct the interaction point;
• a trigger system based on ECAL. Since for AN and ALL measurements quite energetic photons are needed only, for the main trigger one can require an energy of
above 2-3 GeV deposited in any cell of ECAL. Expected trigger rate is 70 kHz for
2 GeV and 25 kHz for 3 GeV threshold;
• a DAQ system with a bandwidth up to 100 kHz;
• a luminosity monitor;
• a local polarimetry.
√
√
Estimations of direct photon production rate for s = 24 GeV and s = 26 GeV
are presented in Tab. 1. Estimate statistical accuracy of AN and ALL measurement one
assumes that beam polarization (both transversal and longitudinal) P = ±0.8. General
detector efficiency (acceptance, efficiency of event reconstruction and selection criteria) is
assumed to be 50%. After 7000 hours of data taking with maximal luminosity AN and ALL
could be measured with statistical accuracy 0.11% and 0.18% correspondently in each
of 18 bins of xF in the range −0.9 < xF < +0.9. Large statistics provides opportunity

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Distribution of energy Eγ as a function of scattering angle θ. Red lines correspond to pT = 4
GeV. (a) for direct photons, (b) for minimum bias photons.
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to measure precisely also two-dimensional dependence of the asymmetries on xF and
pT As for systematic uncertainty, it will depend mainly on precision of luminosity and
beam polarization control, accuracy of π 0 and η background rejection and contribution of
fragmentation photons.
Table 1: Expected rates of direct photon production events.
√
s=24 GeV
L = 1.0 × 1032 , cm−1 s−1
All processes
qg → qγ
q q̄ → gγ
√
s=26 GeV
L = 1.2 × 1032 , cm−1 s−1
All processes
qg → qγ
q q̄ → gγ

σtot ,
nbarn
1290
1080
210
σtot ,
nbarn
1440
1220
240

σPT >4 GeV /c ,
nbarn
42
33
9
σPT >4 GeV /c ,
nbarn
48
38
10

Events/7000 h,
106
3260
2730
530
Events/7000 h,
106
4340
3680
660

Events/7000 h,
(PT > 4 GeV /c)
105
84
21
Events/7000 h,
6
10 (PT > 4 GeV /c)
144
116
28
106
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POSSIBILITIES FOR THE SPIN-DEPENDENT OBSERVABLES
MEASUREMENT IN ELASTIC N N SCATTERING AT NICA
V.I. Sharov1
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research,
Veksler and Baldin Laboratory of High Energy Physics,
141980 Dubna, Russia
Abstract
The possibilities for investigation of the elastic N N scattering observables at
N ICA collider are shown. The unpolarized differential N N cross section Ioooo , analyzing powers for primary reactions with polarized beam Aoono or target Aooon ,
and spin correlation parameters Aoonn and Aookk in primary reactions with polarized both the beam and target can be measured. The planned luminosity of the
polarized colliding beams allows to obtain enough high event rate for such measurements. The colliding polarized beams using has a number of suitable preferences
with comparison to the ”fixed” target experiments (wider energy range, ”target”
without background impurities).

One of the main physical task for the N ICA collider are research in the particle spin
physics [1], continuing the JIN R research program in this field to a new level. The
N ICA will provide the interactions colliding beams of light ions and polarized protons
and deuterons beams. Obtaining of new data on the spin dependent observables for elastic
N N scattering in energy region above 1 GeV is one of the priority areas for such research.
Why this problem is relevant today? ”The theory of the nucleon-nucleon (N N ) interaction in the range of about 1 − 10 GeV is one of the most pressing open questions of
modern nuclear / particle physics. Below that energy range, chiral effective field theory
applies as well as meson theory. At very high energies (∼ 100 GeV ) perturbative QCD
can be used. But it is the ”intermediate” region of a few GeV where theory has big
problems. Meaningful theoretical work cannot be done unless we have also data in that
critical region. The data for np are very scarce, too few to even pin down a reasonable
phenomenology” [2].
Currently full phenomenological description (energy dependent phase shift analysis) of
N N interactions are possible now only up to 3 GeV for pp and 1.3 GeV for np collisions.
In addition, there is no dynamical theory (meson exchange, nonperturbative QCD) which
can describe measured N N spin dependent observables over energy region > 1 GeV . ”For
the past 30 years QCD-based calculations have continued to disagree with the ZGS 2spin and AGS 1-spin elastic data and the ZGS, AGS, F ermilab and RHIC inclusive
data. These large spin effects do not go to zero at high energy or high-P⊥ as was predicted. ... These precise spin experiments provide experimental guidance for the required
modification of the theory of Strong Interactions” [3].
To show the benefits of the elastic N N scattering investigation we list some options
why the spin-dependent observables for elastic N N scattering are the most preferred for
1
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experimental studies and attempts to describe the dynamic of strong interactions.
1. The inelasticies do not complicate the attempts of dynamical models creation.
2. The corresponding formal description of the N N interaction (S matrix theory) exists.
3. ”Elastic scattering is especially important, because it is the: Only exclusive process
that is large enough to be measured at T eV energy. This is because proton-proton
elastic scattering is dominated by the diffraction due to the millions of inelastic channels
competing for the σT OT ≤ 100 millibarns at T eV energies” [3].
4. Some of the spin effects remain large enough over a wide energy region of the interacting
nucleons up to RHIC energies.
5. The experimental data for the elastic spin-dependent N N observables contain sufficient
information about the properties of N N interaction: the pp data for the isovector part,
and the np data for the isoscalar one.
In this contribution we used the N N formalism and notations for elastic nucleonnucleon scattering observables from [4-6]. In four-subscript notation Xsrbt for experimental
quantities, introduced by [6], subscripts s, r, b, and t refer to the polarization components
of the scattered, recoil, beam, and target particles, respectively. If an initial particle is
unpolarized or a final particle polarization is not analyzed, the corresponding subscript is
set equal to zero.
Which spin-dependent elastic N N observables can be measured by the detectors for
N ICA? A compact design of complex detector for the colliders does not allow the scattered and recoil particles polarizations measurements. For these purposes the secondary
scattering of analyzed particle and large enough devices (polarimeters) are needed. Therefore the detectors for N ICA allow to measure the following elastic N N observables: unpolarized differential N N cross section I0000 , analyzing powers for primary reactions with
polarized beam A00i0 or target A000k , and spin correlation parameters A00ik in primary
reactions with the beam and target both polarized.
In principle, 256 experimental quantities exist, which can be defined as components
of various tensors. Due to the symmetry principles there remain only 25 linearly independent experimental quantities. For any CM observable Xpqik , the following expression
holds: dσ/dΩ Xpqik = 14 T r(σ1p σ2q M σ1i σ2k M + ), where dσ/dΩ I0000 = 14 T r(M M + ) is the
unpolarized differential cross section. Some of CM experimental quantities in term of
scattering amplitudes are listed below: dσ/dΩ I0000 ≡ 12 (|a|2 + |b|2 + |c|2 + |d|2 + |e|2 ),
dσ/dΩ P ≡ dσ/dΩ Pn000 = dσ/dΩ P0n00 = dσ/dΩ A00n0 = dσ/dΩ A000n = Re e a ∗ e,
dσ/dΩ A00nn = 12 (|a|2 − |b|2 − |c|2 + |d|2 + |e|2 ), dσ/dΩ A00kk = −Re e a ∗ d cos θ +
Re e b ∗ c + Im m d ∗ e sin θ, dσ/dΩ A00ss = Re e a ∗ d cos θ + Re e b ∗ c + Im m d ∗ e sin θ,
dσ/dΩ A00sk = −Re e a ∗ d sin θ − Im m d ∗ e cos θ.
What experimental quantities should be measured to obtain the spin-dependent N N
observables? Expression for the differential cross sections for scattering of polarized nucleon beam with energy E on the polarized target nucleons with the scattered particle
detection at an angle of θ is [4]: dσ/dΩpol (E, θ) = dσ/dΩ0 (E, θ)[1 + A00n0 (E, θ)P Bn +
A000n (E, θ)P Tn + A00nn (E, θ)P Bn P Tn + A00ss (E, θ)P Bs P Ts + A00kk (E, θ)P Bk P Tk +
A00sk (E, θ)(P Bs P Tk + P Bk P Ts ), where dσ/dΩ0 (E, θ) is the cross section for unpolarized
nucleons, and P Bk and P Tk are the polarization values of the colliding beams.
Using this formula one can obtain the expression for an asymmetry a in the N N
scattering with opposite signs of nucleon beam polarizations. For example, for P Bn =
P Tn = P Bs = P Ts = 0 and P Bk 6= 0, P Tk 6= 0 and sign P Bk = T − 1 we have
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[dσ/dΩ]+ − [dσ/dΩ]− = 2[dσ/dΩ]o A00kk |P Bk |P Tk and
[dσ/dΩ]+ + [dσ/dΩ]− = 2[dσ/dΩ]o , and the asymmetry will be
a = ([dσ/dΩ]+ + [dσ/dΩ]− )/([dσ/dΩ]+ + [dσ/dΩ]− ) = A00kk |P Bk |P Tk .
Thus in order to obtain the values of the spin-dependent N N observables we have to
measure the asymmetry a, that is ratio of the difference and sum of the elastic N N differential cross sections for opposite signs of the polarizations of colliding polarized particles.
To find the dσ/dΩ(E, θ) values it is necessary to measure the angular distributions of the
elastically scattered nucleons. Relative monitoring of the obtained angular distributions
of elastic N N scattering events can be made by using information (readings) from the
pickup electrodes placed at both sides of the intersection beams point. Since the measured value of the asymmetry is the ratio of difference and sum of the elastic event yields,
measured in the same data taking run, the absolute beams intensity monitoring is not
required.
Also we need to know the polarization of the colliding beams P Bk and P Tk , measured
under the same conditions. For the measurement and continuous monitoring of the values
and signs of colliding beam polarizations a complete and reliable polarimetry system is
needed. It is desired to have the beam line polarimeters to be placed:
1. before the polarized beam injection into Nuclotron - low energy polarimeter;
2. polarimeter inside the Nuclotron ring (using internal target station);
3. special devices (polarimeters) placed at each of accumulated polarized colliding beam.
Besides detection by SP D detector cases of the elastic N N scattering will make it possible
to determine the left-right asymmetries of the reaction yield. This will enable us to
estimate the polarization values of the colliding beams directly at the interaction point.
This could be done for both proton and deuteron colliding beams.
At the N ICA collider, currently under construction, it is planned to have the colliding
beams of polarized protons and deuterons. Range of kinetic
√ energy of the colliding beams
of polarized protons p ↑ p ↑ expected to be 5 ÷ 12.6 GeV ( sN N = 12 ÷ 25 GeV ). Proton
number per bunch: 610 , number of bunches: 10 and luminosity L = 1.130 cm−2 · s−1 .
Range of kinetic energy
of the colliding beams of polarized deuterons d ↑ d ↑ expected to
√
be 2 ÷ 5.9 GeV /u ( sdd = 4 ÷ 13.8 GeV ) [7].
The minimal nucleon kinetic energy at which the proton beam can be successfully
extracted from the Nuclotron Tp,min ∼ 0.5 GeV (from the discussions with accelerator
specialists). This value correspond to the incident nucleon laboratory kinetic energy
Tn,Lab ∼ 2.5 GeV for ”fix” target experiment. This is the possible lower boundary of
energy range acceptable for colliding beams at N ICA. The upper boundary of energy
range for colliding beams at N ICA will be approximately Tn,max ∼ 6.0 GeV /u. This value
corresponds to the incident nucleon kinetic energy Tn,Lab ∼ 100 GeV /u for ”fix” target
experiment.
To measure the elastic NN differential cross section we have to select the elastic N N
events among all inelastic ones. For the elastic N N interaction in the centre-of-mass
system the outgoing nucleons have the following kinematical characteristics:
1. This nucleons have equal momentum values.
2. The nucleon momenta have opposite directions.
3. The nucleon momenta do not depend from the scattering angle θCM .
4. The absolute values of nucleon momenta are near to the colliding nucleon ones.
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Listed items cause the requirements to the Spin Physics Detector (SP D) for the
elastic events selection. The SP D should provide the energy and track (momentum)
measurements of the scattered nucleons, as well as the determination of the interaction
point of the primary colliding particles
Using the p ↑ p ↑ polarized colliding beams the isospin I = 1 spin-dependent observables can be measured in elastic pp collisions. In polarized d ↑ d ↑ collisions both
the pp (I = 0) and np (I = 1 and I = 0) quasielastic A00i0 and A00ik observables can be
measured over wide CM angular range. Nucleons in deuteron have the same polarization
value PN = Pd and half deuteron kinetic energy TN = 12 Td .
If we will have a possibility for extrapolation of the measured differential cross section
to zero CM angle, then we can obtain the spin-dependent total cross sections differences
∆σL,T (E).
Now we estimate the elastic event yields of for measurement of the spin-dependent N N
observables at N ICA. The event rate R in the collider is proportional to the interaction
cross section σint and luminisity L : R = σint × L. The luminosity of polarized proton
beams at N ICA is estimated as L = 1.1 × 1030 cm−2 s−1 [7]
To determine the A00kk , A00nn , and ∆σL,T values we have to measure the differential
CM cross sections for elastic N N interaction. The CM values of the dσ/dΩN N over
angular range of θCM ∼ 10◦ ÷ 30◦ equals ∼ 15 ÷ 20 mb/sr at Tn ∼ 3 GeV and the event
rate have to be ∼ (15 ÷ 20) × 103 events sr−1 s−1 .
The dσ/dΩN N values for case of θCM ∼ 180◦ equals ∼ 4 mb/sr at Tn ∼ 3 GeV and the
event rate have to be ∼ 4 × 103 events sr−1 s−1 . The differential CM cross section for
elastic N N interaction at Tn ∼ 2.2 GeV near CM angle θCM ∼ 90◦ equal ' 0.12 mb/sr
and the event rate have to be ∼ 120 events sr−1 s−1 .
We made also the event rate comparison for the collider and ”fix” target experiments.
Planned luminosity in the spin experiments at the collider is estimated by a value of
L = 1 × 1030 sm−2 s−1 for the polarized p ↑ p ↑ colliding beams. Thus 1 count per second
will be for the events with total cross section of σtot ∼ 1030 sm−2 (1 µb). In the ”fix” target
experiments with polarized proton target (nH ∼ 1024 sm−2 ) and for the polarized proton
beam intensity of I ∼ 1010 p/cycle, 1 count per second will be for the events with total
cross section of σtot ∼ 10−34 sm−2 (100 pb).
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Abstract
A possibility to use a booster as a polarized protons injector in NICA collider
up to energy of 5 GeV was discussed since 2011 [1]. To preserve the polarization in
the booster a solenoid Siberian Snake was used. Possible ways of usage a solenoid
Siberian Snake in Nuclotron was shown in the paper [2]. Solenoids introduce betatron oscillation coupling and distort focusing Nuclotron lattice. In this paper, we
present partial and full solenoid Siberian Snake designs in the real Nuclotron lattice,
both with coupling compensation and without it.

Solenoid Siberian Snake in Nuclotron
Nuclotron is a conventional accelerator with eight superperiods and maximum magnetic
rigidity Bρ=45 T·m. Nuclotron consists of superconducting elementes with guiding magnetic field ramp of about 1 T/s. Figure 1 shows β-functions and dispersion functions on
one Nuclotron superperiod for betatron tunes νx = 6, 8 and νy = 6, 85. To insert Siberian
Snake we plan to use two free spaces with the length of 3,505 m separated by structural
defocusing quadrupole in the second superperiod.
For a full Siberian Snake which rotates Βx, Β y,m
spin around longitudinal direction by angle 15
of π radian on 5 GeV energy, one has to in- 10
troduce a BL = 22 T·m longitudinal field
5
integral. The full Siberian Snake eliminate
0
L,m
5
10
15
20
25
30
overcoming of all spin resonances with any
betatron tunes. The partial Siberian Snake
Dx,D y,m
can also preserve the beam polarization dur3
ing the acceleration, but the allowed beta2
tron tunes range is decreased. For a half
1
Siberian Snake, which rotates spin by angle
0
L,m
of π/2 radian, the longitudinal field integral
5
10
15
20
25
30
is equal to BL = 11 T·m. In this case, the
allowed betatron tunes must lie in the range Figure 1: β-functions and dispersion functions in
|νx,y − k| ≤ 0, 25, where k is the nearest in- Nuclotron.
teger to νx,y .
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SS

SS

A stable spin polarization directions in Nuclotron
1
with a full and a half Siberian Snakes are shown in Fig. 2.
8
2
If a full Siberian Snake is inserted in the 2-nd superperiod, the polarization is directed along velocity in the
7
3
opposite 6-th superperiod. During the particle motion in
the arcs of the first half of Nuclotron spin turns around
6
4
5
vertical direction and is rotated around the velocity in
the Siberian Snake. Further, spin turns in the arcs of
the second half of Nuclotron and restores its longitudinal
1
direction in the 6-th superperiod.
2
8
In case of a half-Snake usage there appears a constant
3
7
vertical spin projection in Nuclotron arcs. The angle be◦
tween spin and vertical direction is 45 . While there is a
4
6
decrease of solenoid field this angle is reducing and spin
5
tend to vertical direction. The acceptable betatron tunes
range is decreasing as well. When solenoid field turns off
spin gets vertical orientation and, as a result, it becomes Figure 2: Stable polarization in
Nuclotron with a full (on the left)
impossible to avoid dangerous resonances crossing.
and a half (on the right) Siberian
Snakes.

Solenoidal Snake with Coupling
Compensation
To localize betatron oscillation coupling it is usually used a system of quadrupoles in the
Snake insert.
Focal strength of compensating quadrupoles qi does not depend on coupling angle ϕ,
but is determined by the characteristic length L of Snake insert [3,4]. Thus, it is necessary
to use strong quadrupoles in conventional schemes with strengths several times more than
lattice quadrupoles ones. The Nuclotron free space limitation makes it unfeasible to apply
strong quadrupoles schemes (SQ schemes) there.
Weak quadrupole schemes (WQ schemes) with focal strength of compensating quadrupoles proportional to coupling angle are analyzed in paper [2]. The quadrupole strengths
in SQ schemes become close to the strengths in WQ schemes at maximum coupling angle
ϕ ∼ π. Even in case of a full Snake the value of a coupling angle is about ∼ π/5, and
for a half Snake it is only ∼ π/10 radian. Thus, the quadrupole strength in WQ schemes
is about one fifth of that in SQ schemes for a full Snake and about one tenth for a half
Snake. It solves the problem of a Snake installation in Nuclotron and allows to localize
the coupling in the Snake insert (see Table 2).
qi

Full Snake

Half Snake

SQ (strong quads)

doesn’t depend on
coupling angle

WQ (weak quads)

proportional to coupling angle ∝ ϕ

π
L
π
qi ∼
5L

π
L
π
qi ∼
10L

Scheme

qi ∼

Table 1: Comparision of compensation quadrupoles.
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qi ∼

A half Snake schematic with coupling compensation, using four compensating quadrupoles which are orientated by ±45◦ angles is shown in fig. 3. Here above the elements
the values of solenoid fields and quadrupole gradients in the units of magnetic rigidity are
given. Below the elements there are the values of their length. On the plots of β-functions
and dispersion functions the place of solenoid insert is marked as a circle.
In this scheme the free space
is used rather efficiently – more (a)
than a half of space is occupied by solenoids. The strengths
Β , Β ,m
20
of compensating quadrupoles are
15
not more than lattice quadrupoles (b) 105
0
L,m
ones. Vertical dispersion func50
100
150
200
250
-5
tion is excited only at the place
D ,D ,m
of insert. Betatron tunes shifts
4
3
(c)
2
are compensated by means of two
1
0
L,m
families of focusing and defocus50
100
150
200
250
-1
-2
ing lattice quadrupoles. The maximum value of the solenoid field is Figure 3: Half Siberian Snake with coupling compensation.
(a) Snake schematic, (b) β-functions, (c) dispertion functions.
3 T at kinetic energy of 5 GeV.
A similar scheme for a full Snake may be proposed too. But compensating quadrupoles
in this case should be twice as strong as lattice quadrupoles and the maximum value of
solenoid field is 6 T at kinetic energy of 5 GeV.
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x

y

(a)
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Figure 4: Full Siberian Snake without coupling compensation. (a) Snake schematic, (b) β-functions,
(c) dispersion functions.
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Solenoid Snake without Coupling Compensation
The condition of coupling compensation is unnecessary to maintain a stable orbital motion. Moreover, the refusal of coupling compensation gives additional possibilities to optimize orbital motion parameters. Quadrupoles and solenoids both may introduce strong
betatron oscillations coupling. However, they influence on spin and beam focusing in quite
different ways. In Nuclotron energy region solenoids impact on spin is very effective, but
beam focusing is determined mainly by quadrupoles. That is why the absence of compensating quadrupoles reduces significantly the influence of Snake on the orbital motion.
The result of direct solenoids influence on orbit is the rotation of normal mode oscillation
planes. Coupling angle – the angle between orbit plane and normal mode oscillation plane
– is a periodical function of azimuth, which is repeated every revolution and determined
by magnetic structure of the whole ring.
In Figure 4 it is shown an example of a full Snake scheme without compensating
quadrupoles. The beam motion stability is provided by means of two families of focusing
and defocusing lattice quadrupoles. In this example the values of betatron tunes are equal
to νx = 6, 94 and νy = 6, 86. The maximum solenoid field is 3,6 T for a full Snake instead
of 6 T for a full Snake with coupling compensation at energy of 5 GeV. Moreover, it
becomes possible to use a full Snake in all range of Nuclotron energy. The direct impact
of solenoid Snake without compensating quadrupoles on orbital motion may be reduced
to small rotations of normal mode oscillation planes in the places of beam injection and
extraction.

Summary
• The proposed solenoid Snakes allow to use Nuclotron as an injector for NICA collider
and carry out experiments both on internal and external targets.
• The similar Snake design may be applied to preserve polarization in Booster.
• The solenoid Snakes without compensating quadrupoles allow to preserve the polarization in all Nuclotron energy range.
• A solenoid Snake without compensating quadrupoles uses free space efficiently, and
it makes possible to use solenoids for polarized deuteron control in NICA collider.
• Nuclotron can be used to test solenoid Siberian Snake for NICA collider.
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Abstract
To control the particles polarization in the NICA collider in a momentum range
from 2,5 to 13,5 GeV/c, we plan to use two identical Siberian Snakes with a longitudinal axes of spin rotation. The comparison of solenoid, helix and dipole Siberian
Snake main parameters is presented. The impact on the beam orbital characteristics
caused by such Snakes is analyzed in the NICA collider.

A polarization control scheme of protons and deuterons (see Fig. 1), which provides
longitudinal and vertical polarization in both SPD and MPD detectors in NICA collider
was proposed in paper [1].

Figure 1: The polarization control scheme of protons and deuterons in NICA collider.
The main elements of this scheme are two identical solenoid Siberian Snakes, which
are located in opposite straight sections and make spin to rotate around longitudinal
direction. Each of the Snakes symmetrically separated by MPD and SPD detectors. Two
solenoid Snakes provide zero spin tune. Thereby NICA collider with two Snakes becomes
similar to JLAB figure-8 shaped collider [2].
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The unique feature of zero spin tune accelerator is possibility to control any particle
polarization using small magnetic field integrals. So, polarization in vertical plane (yz)
of detectors is provided by means of two couples of weak solenoids with field integrals
less then 0,5 T·m both for proton and deuteron beam. These solenoids allow to flip
particles polarization during experiment as well as obtain any polarization direction in
the accelerator plane for matching polarization during beam injection into accelerator in
arcs. However, to provide zero spin tune one needs to introduce strong solenoids with
large field integral. So, the total longitudinal field integral of all Snakes changes in the
boundary Bk L = 4 × (4, 7 ÷ 25, 3) T·m for protons and Bk L = 4 × (15, 3 ÷ 82, 4) T·m
for deuterons at a momentum range of NICA collider p = (2, 5 ÷ 13, 5) GeV/c. Thus,
solenoid field for deuterons is about three times as strong as protons one.
It was suggested to use helical magnets for Snakes instead of strong solenoids for
proton beams in NICA collider [3, 4]. As far as it is unfeasible to use helical Snake
for deuterons, it was suggested to use only vertical polarization for them, as well as in
conventional accelerators. It should be noted, that proton polarization control by means
of a Snake with dipole magnets was analyzed in paper [5]. Thereby it is interesting to
make a comparative analysis of helical, dipole and solenoid of half Siberian Snake for
protons.
Prior to discussion a proper Snakes design, let’s consider qualitatively the impact of
the main lattice elements (quadrupoles, dipoles, solenoids) on the spin and orbit motions
(see Table 2). The table shows that betatron coupling may be strong for each of the
element. The impact of solenoids and dipoles on spin is rather strong in NICA energy
range. In contrast to dipoles solenoids and quadrupoles dont change closed orbit. The
strong impact of dipoles on closed orbit occurs at low energies. Accelerator focusing
properties depend mainly on quadrupoles.
Closed orbit
deviation

Element

Spin

Focus

Coupling

Quadrupole

Negligible

Negligible

Strong

Dipole

Strong

Strong at low
energy

Weak

May be
strong
May be
strong

Solenoid

Strong at low
energy

Negligible

Weak

Strong

Table 1: Impact of the lattice elements on the spin and orbit motions.
To localize betatron oscillations coupling in the scheme containing solenoids, one usually introduces compensation quadrupoles [6]. It was shown, that the condition of coupling
compensation is not necessary one, and avoiding compensation quadrupoles allow to use
collider space more efficiently. Thus, the solenoid Snake without coupling compensation
used in JINRs Nuclotron is chosen for the comparison of Snakes. As far as the field
values of dipole and helix Snakes do not much differ, only 4-twist helical Snake with
longitudinal axes is chosen for comparison with solenoid Snake [3, 8] (see Fig. 2).
In Table 1 there are the results of calculation of helix and solenoid Snakes at three
values of the proton beam momentum p = 2, 5 GeV/c, p = 7 GeV/c, p = 13, 5 GeV/c.
Here ρ is maximum closed orbit deviation, B is magnitude of magnetic field, α is coupling
angle of insertion, Ltot is total length of insertion.
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Figure 2: Half Snake schematics: a) solenoid Snake, b) helix Snake with longitudinal axes.
Helix
p, GeV/c

Solenoid

Helix

2,5

Solenoid

Helix

7

Solenoid
13,5

ρ, cm

2,9

0

1,1

0

0,6

0

B, T

4

1,1

4

3,1

4

6

α, deg

3,6

16

0,5

16

0,15

16

Ltot , m

4,6

4,2

4,6

4,2

4,6

4,2

Table 2: Impact of the lattice elements on the spin and orbit motions.
We made calculations for the maximum field of 4 T in helix and of 6 T in solenoid
Snakes. Helix magnets of 4 T are applied in RHIC (BNL) [9], and fast-ramped (∼ 1T/s)
solenoids with maximum field of 6 T can be constructed according to JINR technology [10].
Comparison of a half helix and solenoid Siberian Snakes in NICA collider allows to
make the following conclusion. Usage of helix Snake is limited by closed orbit deviation
at low energies. On the contrary, solenoid Snake does not change the closed orbit at all.
That is, one needs helical magnets with a large aperture to work at low energies. Solenoid
Snake requires smaller place. The solenoid can be split and installed in strait between
lattice quadrupoles. Moreover, usage of fast-ramped solenoids is unnecessary in collider.
It allows to apply solenoids with a stronger field. Both types of Snakes introduce betatron
oscillations coupling, but the coupling angle in solenoids doesnt depend on energy. The
advantages of dipole-based Snakes appear at higher energies than energy range of NICA
collider.
Thereby, solenoid Snake is more efficient in NICA collider for proton beam. Moreover,
solenoid Snake without compensation quadrupoles is feasible even for deuteron beam.
The half Snake with total length of 9 m requires solenoids with field of 9 T at maximum
collider energy.
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Abstract
We propose to use polarimeters based on elastic pp-scattering for the calibration
of the polarized beam tagging system. We propose to measure beam polarization
using both elastic scattering in the CNI and in the diffraction regions using existing
data from BNL and Protvino.

New experimental program SPASCHARM at IHEP to study systematically spin effects with polarized proton and anti-proton beams [1] requires the beam tagging system
(BTS). The system will measure the polarization of the protons and anti-protons on the
dependence of their coordinates and momentum. At the same time the absolute calibration of the BTS is important to measure the proton beam polarization with good
accuracy [2]. We propose to measure beam polarization using both elastic scattering in
the CNI and in the diffraction regions.
pp elastic scattering in the region of diffraction cone will be used as a reaction for this
absolute polarimeter (Diffraction polarimeter). HERA Collaboration at IHEP performed
fairly precise measurements of the analyzing power P of this process in the diffractive
region −t = 0.04 − 0.7(GeV /c)2 at 45 GeV/c [3]. The results are presented in Table 1.
Polarization was about 2% in the range 0.04 < −t(GeV /c)2 < 0.5. The relative accuracy
of the measurements was 10%. Overall data in this range of measurements leaded to
analyzing power value AN = (2.370 ± 0.12)%. We will use these data for the calibration
of the BTS. The expected accuracy of the beam polarization measurements is 10% due
to 5% error of the measurements and 5% accuracy of the target polarization scale factor.
Each kinematic interval of elastic scattering corresponds to two intervals of proton
angles: scattering angles and recoil angles. Diffraction polarimeter will consist of a scintillation hodoscopes overlapping these two intervals of angles. The main background will
be inelastic diffraction scattering,
We simulated signal (S) and background (B) events using PYTHIA 6.1. 5 000 000
events were analyzed in each kinematic region. Since it is possible to separate in the
experiment inelastic events from elastic and diffractive ones, these events are only elastic
and diffractive. We fixed the kinematic interval (and therefore two intervals of angles)
in the simulation. These two intervals of angles were defined as sensitive regions. Each
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Table 1: Polarization, kinematic parameters and background for diffraction events.
-t, (GeV/c)2

η=S/(S+B)

P [3]

0.04-0.075

0.994

0.03 ± 0.01

0.075-0.125

0.984

0.125-0.175

µb
(GeV /c)2

θscat ,◦

θrecoil ,◦

38.7

0.285-0.395

81.5-84

0.026 ± 0.002

18.9

0.39-0.51

79.07-81.5

0.978

0.023 ± 0.002

7.8

0.51-0.60

77.13-79.08

0.175-0.225

0.968

0.022 ± 0.002

5.3

0.60-0.69

75.47-77.13

0.225-0.275

0.960

0.016 ± 0.002

1.6

0.69-0.76

74.01-75.47

0.275-0.325

0.944

0.021 ± 0.004

1.8

0.76-0.82

72.69-74.01

0.325-0.375

0.924

0.009 ± 0.005

0.2

0.82-0.88

71.49-72.69

0.375-0.425

0.884

0.009 ± 0.005

0.1

0.88-0.94

70.38-71.49

0.425-0.475

0.861

0.009 ± 0.008

0.07

0.94-0.99

69.33-70.37

0.475-0.525

0.814

0.007 ± 0.010

0.03

0.99-1.05

68.37-69.33

FoM,

elastic interaction will be registered in both sensitive regions. Inelastic diffraction events
interaction will be registered when at least one charged particle reaches each sensitive
region.
Cross sections of the pp elastic scattering measured at 44.5 GeV/c is [4]
dσ
= (8.826 ± 0.073)mb/(GeV /c)2
dt
at −t = 0.22(GeV /c)2 . We calculated, that time required to measure polarization with
10% accuracy is about 120 hours, if the beam intensity is 106 p/cycle. The simulation
was done with point-like beam-size.
We defined factor of merit for each kinematic interval F oM = P 2 dσ
, µb
(see
dt (GeV /c)2
Table. 1). FoM increases with the decreasing of −t. This immediately suggests to explore
the possibilities of simultaneous use of diffraction polarimeter and polarimeter based on
effect of the Coulomb-nuclear interference (CNI). These two polarimeters are planned to
be joined in one paired polarimeter.
Polarization in elastic pp scattering was not measured√in the CNI region at 45 GeV.
However, such measurements were carried out at RHIC at s = 6.8, 7.7, 13.7, 21.7 GeV [5,
6]. We used RHIC data to calculate analyzing power in the CNI range at 45 GeV/c with
the use of results from reference [7]:
tC
Mp AN 16π dσ −Bt
√
e
= [k(1 − ρδC ) − 2(Im(r5 ) − δC Re(r5 ))] − 2Re(r5 ) + 2ρIm(r5 )
2
t
−t σtot dt
tC
tC
8πα
16π dσ −Bt
e
= ( )2 − 2(ρ + δC ) + (1 + ρ2 ); tC ∼
.
=
2
σtot dt
t
t
σtot
√ Real Re(r5 ) and imaginary Im(r5 ) parts of the parameter r5 have to be defined at
s=9.3 GeV to calculate analyzing power at this energy. RHIC spin data were fitted
using power law to find Re(r5 ) and Im(r5 ).
r = p0 (

s p1
) ,
s0
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where p0 and p1 are fit parameters. s0 =1 GeV2 . RHIC spin r5 data and fit result for
√
s=9.3 GeV are presented in table 2.
√

Table 2: r5 experimental RHIC data and prediction for s=9.3 GeV.
√
s, GeV

6.8

7.7

13.7

21.7

9.3

Re(r5 )

-0.008±0.001

-0.016±0.02

-0.0008±0.0005

-0.002±0.02

-0.004±0.006

Im(r5 )

-0.109±0.03

-0.055±0.04

-0.015±0.001

-0.005±0.04

-0.04±0.09

√
Analyzing power at s=9.3 GeV at CNI region was calculated using the data. Figure 1
shows range of analyzing power under uncertainty of data. One experimental point of
HERA experiment also is shown on this figure. Time to measure polarization with 10%
accuracy is about to 110 hours. This calculation was made at -t=0.015 (GeV/c)2 using
the same (106 ) beam intensity and dσ
= (67.4 ± 3.9)mb/(GeV /c)2 .
dt
The CNI polarimeter consists of the liquid hydrogen target (LHT), six GEM detectors G1-G6, six beam hodoscopes H1H6 and spectrometer magnet SP12 (see
Fig. 2).
GEM detectors are grouped
as pair 4m apart. G1-G2 have dimensions 100×100 mm2 each, G3-G6 dimensions are 300 × 300mm2 . Such dimensions
and selected distances between pairs allow to cover the -t region 2×10−3 − 5 ×
Figure 1: Analyzing power in CNI region at
10−2 (GeV /c)2 .
√
s=9.3 GeV.
Scintillator hodoscope with the coordinate resolution about 600 µ will be used
as fast trigger. The GEM detector with
coordinate resolution about 70 µ will significantly improve angular and momentum
resolutions in off-line analysis.
The magnet of the SP12 type will be
used as a spectrometer one. The integral
field of 5.4 Tm will give the bent angle 36
mrad at 45 GeV. Therefore the momentum
resolution will be around 1% and 0.2% for
Figure 2: Paired polarimeter Setup.
hodoscopes for GEM detectors correspondingly. This resolution will be adequate for measurement of analyzing power in the CNI
region.
Special triggers are required for the polarimetry measurements. CNI measurements
will require following trigger:
• only one hit in any array of beam hodoscopes:
• all events with scattering angle less than 0.7 mrad must be excluded from trigger;
• all events with momentum differing from momentum of initial momentum by 2%
should be rejected;
• anti coincidence with beam halo events.
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Table 3: Hodoscope’s structure
Hodoscopes

Distance

Hodoscope’s

Element’s

Number of

from

size,mm

size, mm

elements

target, mm
Beam hodoscopes
X×Y

X

Y

X

Y

Σ

H1

-4.25

54×54

6×3×54

6×3×54

13

13

26

H2

-0.25

54×54

6×3×54

6×3×54

13

13

26

Forward detector
X×Y

X

Y

X

Y

Σ

H3

0.25

62×70

6×3×62

6×3×70

15

17

32

H4

4.25

190×110

6×3×190

6×3×110

47

27

74

H5

5.25

238×126

6×3×238

6×3×126

59

31

90

H6

9.25

358×158

6×3×358

6×3×158

99

39

138

Recoil detector
X×Y

X

Y

X

Y

Σ

H7

0.1

246×118

6×3×246

6×3×118

61

29

90

H8

0.3

294×230

6×3×294

6×3×230

73

57

130

H9

0.1

246×118

6×3×246

6×3×118

61

29

90

H10

0.3

294×222

6×3×294

6×3×230

73

57

130

Trigger for the diffraction polarimeter will require in addition to have the coincidence
with the signal from recoil hodocopes. Structure of hodoscopes is presented in table 3.
As a conclusion – we propose to use absolute polarimeter for measuring the beam
polarization at momentum of 45 GeV/c both at CNU and diffraction regions. If we will
use both methods at 45 GeV, we will have absolute values for CNI polarimeter, since we
have already analyzing power for diffraction region as a reference. Then we may calculate
analyzing power for CNI measurements for different energies to measure polarization at
other (not 45 GeV) energies without additional experimental measurements.
The preliminary estimates show that 10% precision in polarization calibration may be
reached. Such measurements will require around one week of data taking.
The work was partially supported by RFBR grant 12-02-00737. We appreciate Dr.
V.V. Grushin, Dr. Y.V.Kharlov and mrs. G.S.Chetverkova for useful discussions.
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Abstract
In the polarized Drell–Yan experiment at the COMPASS facility in CERN a
pion beam with momentum of 190 GeV/c and intensity up to 108 pions/s will
interact with transversely polarized proton target. The muon pair produced in
Drell–Yan process will be detected. The solid-state NH3 as polarized proton target
will be polarized by dynamic nuclear polarization at very low temperatures. The
maximum polarization reached during data taking is expected to be up to 90%.
The non-interacting beam and other particles produced inside the target except the
muons will be stopped in the hadron absorber after the target. Two target cells,
each 55 cm long and 4 cm in diameter separated by a 20 cm gap, will be used. In
total the target material volume will be about 691 cm3 .
Drell–Yan data taking is expected to start in 2014–2015 for period of approximately 180 days. The current status of the target, the required modifications and
the future plans are presented.

1

Introduction

COMPASS [1] is a fixed-target experiment situated at CERN Super Proton Synchrotron North
Area. For physics data taking it uses either hadron or muon beams1 . The beam interacts
with a target, which can be polarized. COMPASS detector is a universal spectrometer
with good particle tracking and identification capability.
COMPASS experiment focuses on spin structure studies and hadron spectroscopy [2].
A set of measurements to study the structure of hadrons was proposed [3], including the
first ever measurement of a single-polarized Drell–Yan process using a pion beam and a
transversely-polarized proton target. It aims to confirm some crucial predictions of QCD,
namely pseudo-universality i.e. change of sign of the Sivers and Boer–Mulders TMDs
when measured in Semi-Inclusive Deep Inelastic Scattering and in Drell–Yan processes.
As the Drell–Yan cross section is small, the luminosity should be as high as possible.
In COMPASS case this corresponds to the beam intensity of about 108 pions/s. That
is the highest hadron beam intensity COMPASS has ever used, which leads to several
challenges for the detection, data acquisition and polarized target.
1

Produced by proton beam from the Super Proton Synchrotron accelerator hitting a Be target. The
beam can be either positive or negative with momentum up to 280 GeV/c. Muons are naturally longitudinally polarized.
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2

Polarized target

The Polarized Target system [1,4] has an essential role in C spin structure studies. It can
provide large amount2 of target material polarized to a high degree3 .
The cooling is provided by a Dilution Refrigerator , which has a cooling power of about
5 mW at 75 mK [7]. A large-aperture superconducting magnet provides a field up to 2.5 T
parallel and 0.64 T perpendicular to the beam axis. Homogeneity of the longitudinal field
is about 10−5 T.
The target material is polarized by Dynamic Nuclear Polarization method [6] at about
0.5 K. When the optimal polarization is reached, the target is switched to a ”frozen spin”
mode at about 50 mK. A long spin-lattice relaxation time at such temperature (in order
of 103 hours) allows to perform reasonably efficient experiment. Two Microwave systems
for Dynamic Nuclear Polarization allow to have target cells with opposite polarization to
reduce systematic errors in measured asymmetries. The polarization is measured by a
continuous-wave NMR.

3

Drell–Yan program at COMPASS

Drell–Yan process can be represented by
the Feynman graph on Fig. 1. The main
advantage of Drell–Yan process for hadron
structure studies is that there are leptons
in the final state, which means that the
cross section does not involve any fragmentation function but only convolution of
structure functions of both hadrons. The Figure 1: The Drell–Yan process. A quarkprocess is very well calculable, dedicated antiquark pair from the two hadrons annihilate, procalculations of the pion-induced Drell– ducing a lepton-antilepon pair in final state. The
Yan process for the COMPASS kinematics gray box denotes hadronization.
were recently published [8].
The disadvantage of the Drell–Yan process is a small cross section. To overcome this
a high-intensity pion beam will be used resulting in a large secondary-hadron flux. A
special hadron absorber was designed to stop the non-interacting beam and all secondary
particles except muons right after the target to avoid a spectrometer flooding-up [3]. It
will be made of stainless steel and alumina, with a tungsten beam plug in the center to
stop the beam. For the measurement at COMPASS this means worse vertex resolution
in comparison with Semi-Inclusive Deep Inelastic Scattering program, as the absorber
introduces significant multiple scattering.
The high intensity pion beam together with the hadron absorber will cause higher
radiation dose4 in the experimental building. Because of that the control room will be
moved to another building.
2

A cylinder of about 4 cm in diameter and about 120 cm long.
Over 80% in case of H in NH3 and over 50% in case of D in 6 LiD [5].
4
About 3.6 µSv/h, which exceeds CERN limit for permanently occupied area.

3
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4

Modifications of the Polarized Target
for the Drell–Yan program

The intense pion beam and the
presence of the hadron absorber
require modifications of Polarized Target , including the target cells. The new cell design
consists of two cells (4 cm in diameter, 55 cm long) with 20 cm
long Microwave stopper5 . The
wider gap between the target
cells is needed to ensure cor- Figure 2: The modified Microwave cavity. The upstream Mirect assignment of events to the crowave stopper was removed, the downstream one was replaced
by a special adapter and a wider stopper fitting in the 20 cm gap
cells.
The NMR system for polar- between the 55 cm long target cells.
ization measurement will have
10 coils. 4 coils will probably be placed outside of each cell (for measurement in longitudinal field) and one inside each cell (coil axis parallel to the beam axis—for measurement
in transverse field).
Design of the coils is in development. A special adapter was designed for the Microwave cavity to accommodate one Microwave stopper of 20 cm length instead of two
(see the Fig. 2).
Because of the absorber the whole target has to be moved by 2.3 m upstream from
the standard (SIDIS) position. The target platform will be lifted by a crane and moved
to its new position. A special support craning construction was designed by CERN for
this purpose. The helium lines, cabling, Microwave waveguides and other equipment will
be moved to the new position as well.
It was decided to abandon the
LabVIEWTM system [9] for dilution refrigerator monitoring. A new, more
robust, Linux-based software package
called ptread is being developed instead.
It is written C++ and Perl. It can communicate with the standard COMPASS
DCS6 using DIM library [10] and write
data into MySQL or SQLite database.
These features are important for the remote monitoring. The main advantage Figure 3: Diagram of ptread communication. The
Linux computer with ptread package reads sensors.
is that the package is modular and eas- Data can be stored locally in SQLite database, sent
ily adjustable. It can load the target to MySQL database and published by DIM server for
configuration from a file. Fig. 3 shows COMPASS DCS.
functionality of the monitoring system.
There is a Programmable Logic Controller unit designed to monitor the most impor5
6

The SIDIS design was three cells (30-60-30 cm long, 4 cm in diameter) with 5 cm long stoppers.
Centralized, PVSS-based detector control system.
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tant parameters of Dilution Refrigerator [9]. It runs simultaneously with the standard
Dilution Refrigerator control system and is powered from a source not sensitive to powerfailures. The needle valves of Dilution Refrigerator will be controlled probably by another
Programmable Logic Controller .
The superconducting target magnet is being refurbished by CERN magnet group. The
work is almost finished. The group will provide control and safety systems too.

5

Status of the polarized target preparations

The modified Microwave cavity was successfully tested earlier this year. The new target
cells are being prepared. The movement of the target platform is planned to be done by the
end of 2013. The superconducting magnet refurbishment is finishing, the magnet should
be ready for installation in March 2014. The magnet vacuum was successfully tested
recently and cooling tests will follow soon. The dilution refrigerator was leak-tested at
room temperature, no leaks were found.
Conclusion. COMPASS has now the possibility to make the first-ever measurement of
single-polarized Drell–Yan process. Preparation for this involves polarized target modifications which are progressing well. The target should be ready and fully operational
by the end of the summer 2014 to allow measurement during the fall 2014 and over the
whole 2015.
Acknowledgements. The authors acknowledge support of HP3 EU, MEYS LA08015
and SVV-2013-267303 Czech Republic grants.
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Abstract
A problem of a construction of phase-space coordinates transformation between
detectors located in an inhomogeneous field of a dipole magnet of a spectrometer
is analyzed. It is proposed an analytical dependence between final (detector DF )
and initial (detector DI ) phase-space coordinates of a charged particle. Proposed
transformation has been applied to the problem of a momentum restoration of a
charged particle in an inhomogeneous field of a dipole magnet of a spectrometer.

A problem of a construction of phase-space coordinates transformation between detectors located in an inhomogeneous field of a dipole magnet of a spectrometer is analyzed.
It is proposed an analytical dependence between final (detector DF ) and initial (detector
DI ) phase-space coordinates of a charged particle. Proposed transformation has been applied to the problem of a momentum restoration of a charged particle in an inhomogeneous
field of a dipole magnet of a spectrometer.
There are continuous requests of the experimentalists to improve a mathematical methods for the calculation of the moments of a charged particles transported through the
magnet. As a typical case we can referred the spectrometer [3] setup for a charged particle momentum restoration. The restoration is carried out by the use of the phase-space
coordinates which were detected in the planes located before and after a magnet.
The magnet has a field map measured to use an exact calculation procedures. But the
exact calculations are consumed in a time and in computer memory.
So, the task is to minimize the resources and the one uses the simplified approach to
gain an efficiency of an volume in ours data processing. Descriptions of some approach to
reach the goal can be found in [1,2].
Our aim is to use a dipole approximation for the transformation of the phase coordinates. We will describe a procedure which can be used effectively to transport a charged
particle from the initial coordinates detector to the final one. The planes of detectors give
the phase-space coordinate set x, x0 , y, y 0 .
To mark the planes we apply an indexes I and F for initial and final planes correspondingly.
A field map of the real magnet is also used which is taken from the design of the
spectrometer [3]. The later task provide the verification of the final step of the particle
momentum restoration.
We get the result in a three steps. For the first step a model calculations of the charged
particles beam using a real magnetic field map by the program MITRA [2] are produced.
In the program MITRA the Runge-Kutta method for a numerical investigation is used.
On this step set of a phase-space coordinates is calculated in the output of the magnet.
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For the second step we treat to combine the initial and the final phase coordinate sets
with the magnetic field values along the trajectories of the particles to find an analytical
dependence that is our assembly function [2].
On the third step this analytical dependence permit us to apply it for the momentum
restoration of the charged particles.
For a given charged particle transported through a magnetic field, a model task determined as (B = B(Bx , By , Bs ) is a solution of the Cauchy problem for a system of two
nonlinear simple equations of the second order:

 x” = As [y 0 · B (x, y, s) − (1 + x02 )B (x, y, s) + x0 · y 0 · B (x, y, s)] ,
x
y
s
ss
s
s
s
s
Bρ
A
0
02
0
0
s
 y”ss =
[x · Bs (x, y, s) − (1 + y )Bx (x, y, s) + x · y · By (x, y, s)] (1)
Bρ

s

s

s

s

Where the initial value magnetic field x(So ) = xo is determined by the value of Bo = 0.75
T and the geometry of the setup: a distance from the source to the magnet – Lm = 254
cm, the length of magnet – Lm = 232 cm.
To solve the Cauchy problem (1) we used the MITRA [2] program which integrated
the equations system (1) by Runge-Kutta method of 5th order.
To find the analytical dependence of the final phase coordinate we considered a linear
field approximation for which one there is the following presentation:
xlF =

p

ρ2 − (S − C1 )2 + C2 ;
S − C1

(xlF )0 = q

ρ2

2

;

− (S − C1 )

0

where S = 232 cm, C1 = √xo ρ 0 2 , C2 = xo − √
1+xo

P – momentum of particle.
For a nonlinear magnetic field

ρ
1+x0o 2

, ρ = 440 · P cm,

xnF = xlF + ∆xF ;
(xnF )0 = (xlF )0 + ∆x0F .
Estimating the results Mk of the modelling we got the next result on the first step
(see Fig.1):
∆xF = A1 + A2 (xo − Xc )2 .

(2)

The same is for the function of ∆x0F .
Analyzing A1 = A1 (p), A2 = A2 (p) and xc = xc (p) we come to the next estimation
A1 = α1 /p3 , A2 = α2 /p and Xc = xcc /p, where α1 = 0.6038958, α2 = 7.417276 · 10−3 ,
xcc = 9.741210.
So, the equation (2) can be determined as follows:
"
µ
¶2 #
xcc
1 α1
+ α 2 xo −
. (3)
∆xF =
p p2
p
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Figure 1: View of function f (xo ) = ∆xF .
Then we come to iteration procedure of the momentum restoration of the charged
particles.
The last analytical presentation for ∆xF (3) (and for ∆x0F , analogically) permits to
use iteration approach to solve the task of the charged particle momentum restoration.
As a initial approximation we have taken the value of the momentum corresponding
to the momentum in a uniform magnetic field:
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0.03 · Bo · Lm
,
Θ
where Θ = arctan x0o − arctan x0F , Bo = 0.75 T, Lm – length of the magnet.
Iteration method was realized with the INVERS-MOMENTUM program for personal
computer.
We find that the precision of method depend on:
– the scattering of {α1 p3 }, {α2 p} and {xcc p};
– the distance from the source to the magnet.
The calculation results by the INVERSE-MOMENTUM program we present in the
Table 1, which give the errors of the momentum determination (in %).
po =
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RELATED PROBLEMS

KERR GEOMETRY AS A BRIDGE FROM THEORY OF
SUPERSTRINGS TO SPINNING PARTICLES
A.Ya. Burinskii 1 †
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† E-mail: bur@ibrae.ac.ru
Abstract
It is broadly discussed that black holes (BH) and theory of superstrings have to
be related with elementary particles. However, the path from superstring theory
to particle physics represents a still unsolved problem. In the same time, the Kerr
geometry of the rotating BH solutions displays surprisingly close relationships with
superstring theory and predicts some properties of spinning particles, playing the
role of a theoretical guide for unification of strings, gravity and particles.

Superstring theory, being originated from the experimentally supported dual models
of elementary particles, should be recognized as a guide to theory of elementary particles. However, the based on string theory “... realistic model of elementary particles
still appears to be a distant dream...”, (John Schwarz, arXiv:1201.0981). Contrarily, the
Kerr-Newman (KN) geometry of the rotating BH solutions displays some surprising relationships to both, the structure of spinning particles and to many of specific structures
of superstring theory.
Closed Kerr’s string in the electron background. The 4d Kerr-Newman (KN)
solution has gyromagnetic ratio g = 2; as that of the Dirac electron, and therefore,
gravitational and electromagnetic (em) field of the electron should correspond to the
Kerr-Newman (KN) solution with great precision. Because of that, the charged KerrNewman (KN) solution has paid attention as a classical background for spinning particle,
in particular for electron [1]. However, the spin/mass ratio of the spinning particles
a = J/m is extremely high. In the dimensionless units c = G = ~ = 1 it is about
1044 , while for a > 1 the BH horizons disappear, indicating that spinning particles should
correspond to over-rotating BH solutions which lose the BH horizons. It means that the
electron background should have a topological defect in the form of a naked singular
ring of Compton radius a = ~/2mc. In the our old work [2] this ring was identified as
a closed string, excitations of which can create traveling waves generating the spin and
mass spectrum of elementary particles as well as zitterbewegung and de Broglie waves of
an electron. Twenty years later, it has been shown in the low energy string theory, that
the field structure of the Kerr singular ring is very similar to the obtained by Sen solution
for fundamental heterotic string [3].
Kerr geometry. Kerr-Schild formalism [4] is a power tool for the treatment of the
rotating BH solutions. Kerr-Newman (KN) metric has the form
gµν = ηµν + 2Hkµ kν ,

H=

mr − e2 /2
,
r2 + a2 cos2 θ

(1)

where ηµν is an auxiliary Minkowski background, and k µ is a vortex of the null vector
field, kµ k µ = 0, which is tangent to the Kerr congruence, which determines “polarization”
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of the Kerr-Schild space-times. Vector potential of the KN electromagnetic (em) field has
the corresponding vortex form, aligned with null directions k µ ,
AµKN = Re

e
kµ.
r + ia cos θ

(2)

Kerr Theorem determines the Kerr congruence in terms of twistor coordinates,
T a = {Y, ζ − Y v, u + Y ζ̄}. by a quadratic analytic function F (T a ) as a quadric
F (T a ) = 0 in the projective twistor space. It gives two solutions for the congruence,
±
kµ+ (x) and kµ− (x), corresponding to two different metrics gµν
, which leads to twosheeted
structure of the Kerr space. The branch line is at the Kerr singular ring, r = cos θ = 0.
Regularization. Singularity of the Kerr metric has
to be replaced by a regular source, which should suppress
gravity in the Compton region of the “dressed” electron in
agreement with basic principles of quantum theory. One
sees in (1) that gravitational contribution of the term H
cancels at the ellipsoidal surface r = re = e2 /2m (this surface is oblate ellipsoid since r is the Kerr oblate spheroidal
coordinate), and we put the metric flat by r < re . It gives
re as the cut off parameter for the metric and the em field, Figure 1: Kerr singular ring
and results in a consistent regular source of Kerr solution in and two sheets of the Kerr conthe form of a disk-like rotating soliton, formed by a phase gruence.
transition from the external exact Kerr-Newman solution to
an internal false-vacuum state of Higgs field [1, 6]. This model of a “dressed” electron of
the Compton size has a few remarkable properties:
i) the Kerr ring is regularized, forming a closed relativistic string along the border of the disklike source,
ii) the Kerr-Newman em potential is dragged by vortex of Kerr congruence
and forms a quantum Wilson loop
H
around the disk eAϕ dϕ = −4πma, which results in quantization of the soliton spin, J = ma = n~/2, n = 1, 2, 3, ...,
iii) the Higgs field inside the source is superconducting
and oscillates coherently with the frequency ω = 2m.
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iv) stringy excitations of the Kerr circular string create a Figure 2: Oblate spheroidal cosingular pole, which circulates together with traveling waves ordinates r and θ.
displaying zitterbewegung of the Dirac electron.
Complex Kerr string. One more string, which is complex and open, was obtained in
the complex structure of the Kerr geometry [5]. The KN solution was initially obtained
by a ”complex trick” from the Kerr solution. The Kerr’s complex radial distance r̃ =
r + ia cos θ is related with Cartesian coordinates by a complex shift z → z + ia. As a
result, the Kerr solution may be considered as a point-like source shifted in the complex
region. This source propagates along a complex world-line in complex time τ = t + iσ,
and the real KN solution is generated by the complex source propagating along this
complex world line. There was suggested a special complex retarded-time procedure
which generalizes the usual real retarded-time construction. Contrary to the real case,
the complex retarded and advanced times may be determined by two different (Left or
Right) complex null planes, which are generators of the complex light cone.
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The two dimensional time parameter τ = t + iσ shows that the complex world-line
should be considered as a world-sheet of a complex string. Boundary conditions for this
string have some peculiarities and require an orientifold structure, which means that
the string should be considered as closed one, but folded to form an open string. The
world-sheet parity transformation reverses orientation of the world sheet, and covers it
second time in mirror direction. Simultaneously, the Left and Right modes are exchanged.
The orientifold projection is combined with space reflection R resulting in parity of the
retarded and advanced folds, which preserves analyticity of the world-sheet. Endpoints
of the resulting string should be associated with the Chan-Paton charges of a quarkantiquark pair. On the real slice, the complex endpoints of the string are mapped to the
north and south twistor null lines of the Kerr congruence.
The extra orientifold symmetry of the complex Kerr string creates some extra relations
between the retarded and advanced folds of the complex retarded-time construction and
results in doubling of the Kerr twosheeted structure. There appears parity between the
positive Kerr sheet determined by the Right retarded time and the negative sheet of
the the Left advanced time. The Kerr theorem generates different congruences for the
retarded and advanced sources. Each of these sources produces a twosheeted Kerr-Schild
geometry, and the formal description of the resulting four-folded congruence should be
based on the multi-particle Kerr-Schild solutions [7]. The corresponding two-particle
generating function of the Kerr theorem will be
F2 (T A ) = Fret (T A )Fadv (T A ),

(3)

where Fret and Fadv are determined by the retarded and advanced sources correspondingly.
The both factors are quadratic in projective twistor coordinates T A . The corresponding
equation F2 (T A ) = 0 represents quartic in CP 3 , which gives four sheets of the well known
as Calabi-Yau (complex) two-fold, or K3 surface. We obtain that the famous Calabi-Yau
space of superstring theory is realized in the projective twistor space CP 3 of the Kerr
geometry and describes four sheets of the Kerr Principal Null Congruence [8].
It has been recognized that this parallelism
between complex structure of the Kerr geometry
and superstring theory is not accidental, and there
should be a fundamental structure lying beyond
these relationships. Origin of this correspondence
we see in twistorial structure of the Kerr-Schild
geometry and in the critical N=2 string [9], which
is consistent with quantum theory and is based on
Figure 3: The Left and Right complex
the underlying twistorial structure too.
world lines and the Left and Right complex
N=2 string as the complex Kerr string. null planes form projection on the real space.
It should be noticed that among the consistent
critical strings in dimensions d=26 and d=10 ,
there is also the complex N=2 string, which has the real critical dimension four and
can be used as a basis of some four-dimensional string theory [9]. The principal obstacle
for its application emerged earlier from its signature (2,2) or (4,0), which conflicted with
its embedding in the real minkowskian space-time. Up to our knowledge, this trouble was
not resolved so far, and the initially enormous interest to this string was dampened. We
note that N=2 string has organic embedding in the complexified 4d Kerr geometry. In
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particular, the Hermitian action for the Kerr complex world line (CWL), corresponds to
bosonic part of the N=2 string. Generalization to complex super-time T turns CWL into
super-world-line X µ (T ), and leads to action of the N=2 superstring. The extra worldsheet spinor of the N=2 superstring corresponds to the Left null planes of the complex
light cones, generators of the real projection of the K3 surface and Kerr congruence. And
therefore, twistorial structure of the Kerr geometry turns out to be close related with N=2
supersymmetry. We arrive at the conclusion that the complex N=2 superstring should
represent a complex source of the super-Kerr-Newman geometry, and in fact it should
represent just the same physics as the complex retarded-time construction. Taking into
account the structure of the real Kerr source we arrive at the model of spinning particle
as a solitonic field configuration of the N=2 super-multiplet.
Conclusion. Along with wonderful parallelism of the Kerr-Schild geometry with basic
structures of the superstring theory, the KN geometry displays very essential peculiarities.
One of the principal peculiarities is that all the considered real and complex Kerr stringy
structures, including the Calabi-Yau twofold, live in four-dimensional space-time. There
appears a wonderful possibility to obtain a four-dimensional superstring theory in which
compactification of higher dimensions is replaced by complexification. Second peculiarity
is related with characteristic parameter of the Kerr strings a = J/m, which corresponds
to Compton scale of the dressed electron, which makes the Kerr-Schild version of this
superstring theory to be much closer to physics of spinning particles. The consistent
with gravity Kerr’s soliton not only confirm zitterbewegung of the Dirac electron and the
Compton size of the its “dressed ” image, but also predicts some new features: the disklike
shape, Kerr’s circular string, Wilson loop and the regularizing role of the oscillating Higgs
field. On the other hand, it confirms close relationships with twistors, displays many
important structures of superstring theory and reanimates the old mysterious N=2 string
as a principal object for future development.
We arrive at the conclusion that the Kerr geometry can be considered as a theoretical
bridge between string theory and spinning particles, representing an alternative to higherdimensions at Planck scale in favor of the four complex dimensions at the Compton level.
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Abstract
A space-localized solution of nonlinear electrodynamics is considered as massive
charged particle with spin and magnetic moment. The field configurations with
two types of singularities are compared. These are solutions with two point dyons
(bidyon) and with ring singularity. Advantages and disadvantages of these models
are considered from the point of view for representation of real elementary particles.

Singular solitons of nonlinear electrodynamics can be considered as massive charged particles with spin and magnetic moment [1–8]. The appropriate solitons can possess properties of
elementary particles and interact like them.
A simplest model of point charged particle without spin has spherical symmetry. To have
spin and magnetic moment a soliton field configuration must have the axial symmetry but
not spherical one. In this case we must determine the type of singularity for the soliton field
configuration.
Here we compare the field configurations with two types of singularities.
The first field configuration called bidyon consists of two point dyons with equal electric
and opposite magnetic charges [1].
The solitary point dyon has spherical symmetry and point singularity of electromagnetic
field. It has both electrical and magnetic charge. But the electromagnetic potential of the dyon
has axial symmetry and linear singularity.
Remarkable that the two different functions of electromagnetic potential lead to one dyon
configuration of electromagnetic field [1]. The first function has infinite singular line and the
second one has semi-infinite singular line beginning from the singular point where the dyon is
placed.
Dyon electromagnetic field configuration is the exact solution for any gauge invariant model
of nonlinear electrodynamics and has the following form in spherical coordinate system:
Dr =

e
C
,
r2

Dϑ = Dϕ = 0 ,

Br =

m
C
,
r2

Bϑ = B ϕ = 0 ,

(1)

where D and B are electric and magnetic inductions.
Bidyon has two singular points of electromagnetic field and a singular line segment of electromagnetic potential between the point charges (see Fig. 1). Thus we can talk that in this case
we have a segment of singular string.
Let us consider the sum of two dyon field configurations of type (1) with equal electric
1

2

1

2

e and opposite magnetic (C
m = −C
m = C)
m charges placed at different points like on
(Ce = Ce = C)
Fig. 1. This sum field configuration can be considered as an initial approximation for the bidyon
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Figure 1: Bidyon as two dyons with equal electric and opposite magnetic charges. Singular line of
electromagnetic potential connects two singular points of electromagnetic field.
solution of nonlinear electrodynamics field model. This static electromagnetic field configuration
has notable property, namely its full angular momentum or spin does not depend on a distance
between the point dyons. The appropriate calculation is an integration of the field angular
momentum density over full three-dimensional space. It gives the following expression [1]:
m C|
e .
s = 2 |C

(2)

The field configuration under consideration looks like electrically charged particle with spin.
e and its spin is 2 |C
m C|.
e
Its electrical charge is 2 C
Let us assume that
e = ē ,
2 |C|

m C|
e =
2 |C

~
,
2

(3)

where ē is absolute value of the electron charge and ~ is Planck constant. In this case we have
e
ē2
|C|
=
≡−
α,
m
|C|
~

(4)

where −
α is the known fine structure constant.
It is obviously that the field configuration (1) has a magnetic moment. The full energy of this
field configuration considered in the model of nonlinear electrodynamics has a finite value [1].
Thus we obtain an electromagnetic model of massive charged particle with spin and magnetic
moment.
The second considered field configuration contains the singular ring of electromagnetic
field [4–6].
This field configuration has a linear charge density distributed along the singular ring. It
has also a singular current density along the ring. The charge density gives an appropriate
electric field and a full charge of the configuration. The current density gives a magnetic field
and an appropriate magnetic moment. Electrical and magnetic fields considered together give
momentum density and angular momentum density. An integration of the angular momentum
density over full three-dimensional space gives a full angular momentum or spin.
The appropriate exact solution of linear electrodynamics is obtained [4, 7]. But this solution
has not finite full energy and full angular momentum.
To obtain finite mass and spin we must consider a nonlinear electrodynamics model. In
particular these characteristics are finite for the appropriate solution of Born – Infeld nonlinear
electrodynamics [5, 7].
A magnetic moment for this field configuration is characterized by the following expression
[5, 7]:
β̄ ē ρ◦
µ̄ =
,
(5)
2
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where ρ◦ is the radius of the ring, β̄ ∼ 1 is a constant defined by concrete soliton solution.
Thus the considered static field configuration with ring singularity looks like massive charged
particle with spin and magnetic moment.
The solution of nonlinear electrodynamics which we could consider as more realistic representation for physical particle must contain also a time-periodic part. The time-periodic part
leads to wave part for the appropriate moving solution. This wave part gives the observable
wave properties of physical particle.
Let us consider a wave which is propagated along the singular ring with phase velocity equal
to velocity of light in vacuum. The single-valuedness condition for wave function at the ring
gives the following expression for the wave-length of the principal mode:
λ = 2 π ρ◦ .

(6)

Combining expressions (5) and (6) we obtain the following expression for magnetic moment
of the soliton-particle with ring singularity:
β̄ ē λ
.
(7)
4π
This relation between magnetic moment of static part and wave-length of time-periodic part
coincides with the corresponding relation of quantum physics.
Really a combination between known expressions for Compton wave-length and magnetic
moment of massive charged particle with spin gives the following formula:
µ̄ =

ē −
h
ē λC
ē ~
=
=
,
(8)
2 m−
c
4 π m−
c
4π
where ~ = 2π −
h is Planck’s constant, m is mass of the particle, −
c is velocity of light in vacuum,
λC is Compton wave-length.
As we can see expressions (7) and last expression of (8) are coincided if we take into account
that the factor β̄ ∼ 1 defines an anomalous magnetic moment.
Generally speaking the last simple expression of (8) for magnetic moment of particle is
notable.
In conclusion it may be said the following. Bidyon represents spin of particle more directly.
But electromagnetic singular ring represents wave properties of particle more directly.
µ̄ =
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Abstract
The COMPASS experiment at CERN delivers new results on the search for
exotic mesons. A spin-exotic resonance, the π1 (1600), was reported by several experiments in the past. Those observations are, however, still to date highly disputed
in the community. Especially the ρπ decay channel allows for simultaneous observation of well established and less known resonances in different decay modes. The
results from amplitude analysis of diffractively produced (3π)− final states show
consistently a spin-exotic signal, that appears in agreement previous observations
of the π1 (1600). The high-statistics 2008 data sample allows and demands for an
extended amplitude analysis method that further disentangles resonant and nonresonant particle production. The present status of analysis of COMPASS data and
the observation of a new iso-vector meson a1 (1420) is discussed.

Introduction
Exotic mesons have been reported by different experiments and in different decay channels.
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) allows for and predicts exotic mesons like glue-balls,
hybrids or tetraquarks according to several models. The experimental observation of
so-called spin-exotic mesons, like the π1 (1600) having exotic J P C quantum numbers not
accessible within the naive Constituent Quark Model, would be a fundamental confirmation of QCD, for a recent overview see e.g. [1]. Especially the resonant nature of signals
observed in the exotic J P C = 1−+ partial-wave of the ρπ decay channel, accessible via 3π
final states, as reported by the E852/BNL and the VES experiments [2,3] in π − π + π − final
states are questioned. The conclusions were withdrawn in later publications [4] and reanalyses of the (3π)− system in two decay modes (charged: π − π + π − and neutral: π − π 0 π 0 )
led to opposite conclusions [5]. One may get a hint at this controversy looking at [6].
The data taken with the COMPASS experiment at the CERN SPS provide excellent
opportunity for the search for exotic resonances. In the 2004 pilot run data (π − beam,
2
Pb target), a significant J P C spin-exotic signal at 1660±10+0
−64 MeV/c is observed that is
consistent with the disputed π1 (1600); it shows a clean phase motion against well-known
resonances [7]. The high statistics of the 2008 proton target data allows the search for
exotic states in different decay modes in the same experiment, cf. [8]. Employing the
same PWA analysis method as in [7], the results obtained for the J P C M ² =(1−+ )1+ ρ− π 0
and (1−+ )1+ ρ0 π − intensity and relative phase are similar to the previous observations [9,
10]. Apart of the established resonances a1 (1260), a2 (1320), π2 (1670), also π(1800) and
a4 (2040), an exotic signal in the 1−+ wave at around 1.6 GeV/c2 is observed, that shows a
clean phase motion with respect to well-known resonances. These results are consistently
obtained for both ρπ decay modes, neutral and charged.
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Figure 1: Mass spectra of the (3π)− systems. Top: Neutral mode — Different regions of momentum
transfer t0 : whole t0 ” (left), “low t0 ” (centre) and “high t0 ”(right). Bottom: Charged mode — Correlation
of m3π and t0 (left), “low t0 ” (centre) and high t0 ” (right).

New Partial-Wave Analysis Results
The data analysed for both (3π)− decay modes has been extended to the full 2008 proton
target data. The total outgoing 3π-mass spectrum is shown for the neutral mode data in
Fig. 1 (top) for the whole range of momentum transfer t0 (Fig. 1, top, left), and for ranges
of “low” and “high” (Fig. 1, top, centre and right) t0 values, indicating a dependence of
m3π on t0 . This dependence is shown for the charged data (Fig. 1, bottom) at its whole
glance in terms of a 2D plot of t0 vs. m3π (Fig. 1, bottom, left). The two exemplary
m3π spectra for the “low” and “high” t0 values similar to the ones shown for the neutral
mode (Fig. 1, top, centre and right) are given for comparison for the charged mode (Fig. 1,
bottom, centre and right) as well, illustrating the similarity of the t0 dependence observed
for both, neutral and charged mode data.
Given the observed dependence on t0 and the large statistics (∼50 M π − π + π − , ∼3.5 M
π − π 0 π 0 events), the partial-wave analysis (PWA) method has been extended w.r.t. to the
previous scheme of a two-step PWA as applied previously [7, 9]. The first step analysis,
the mass-independent PWA, has now been performed in different ranges of t0 (a scheme
already addressed in [11,5]) with equal statistics contained in each bin, which is then completed by the second step mass-dependent Breit-Wigner χ2 fit, that takes into account
the observed t0 dependencies by performing a simultaneous optimisation of the resonant
parameters in all t0 regions. This procedure disentangles resonant from non-resonant particle production (e.g. dynamically produced components caused by the Deck effect [12]),
the former should not depend on t0 , whereas non-resonant backgrounds may well do so.
For the results presented here, the data has been divided into 8 and 11 bins of t0 for
the neutral and charged mode data, respectively, as illustrated for the charged data in
Fig. 1 (bottom, left). The mass-independent PWA has been performed for each of the 8
and 11 ranges of t0 , whereas 40 MeV/c2 (neutral mode) and 20 MeV/c2 (charged mode)
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Figure 2: Mass-independent PWA result for neutral (blue) vs. charged (red) mode shown for the major
waves for “low” (top) and “high” (bottom) values of t0 . The a1 (1260) in the (1++ )0+ ρ(770)π S-wave (left),
the a2 (1320) in the (2++ )1+ ρ(770)π D-wave (centre) and the π2 (1670) in the (2−+ )0+ f2 (1270)π S-wave
(right) are shown.

wide m3π bins have been chosen as previously [9, 10]. The wave-set has been extended
from 53 to 88 partial-waves. The mass-dependent PWA including 6 out of the 88 waves
is released for public merely for the charged mode data, see also [13,14] for more details.
In Fig. 2, the mass-independently fitted intensities for the major waves are shown for
exemplary two very different ranges of t0 (“low” and “high”) for both, the neutral and the
charged mode fit results (normalised to the integral for each plot to compare the shapes).
The main resonances a1 (1260) (Fig. 2, left), a2 (1320) (Fig. 2, centre), and π2 (1670) (Fig. 2,
right) are consistently observed for the neutral vs. charged mode data, the shapes are
mostly coinciding for the different t0 ranges “low” and “high” (Fig. 2, top and bottom).
While the a2 (1320) and π2 (1670) (Fig. 2, centre and right) are observed rather robust
in shape against t0 , the a1 (1260) (Fig. 2, left) shows a significant shift in mass for the
different t0 . In addition, structures around the a1 (1260) and π2 (1670) (Fig. 2, left and
right) reveal underlying dynamics resulting in a t0 dependent shape, which cannot be
solely attributed to a resonance. This will be resolved by the completing second step, the
mass-dependent fit. Fitting the Breit-Wigner description of the resonances simultaneously
to the different t0 ranges, while allowing for background contributions, indeed different
relative contributions of non-resonant background are found, depending on t0 (Fig. 3).
Summing incoherently up the mass-independently fitted intensities of all t0 bins, one
obtains a similar result as obtained previously [9], where the mass-independent PWA were
performed in bins of m3π only. The intensity spectra obtained with the extended method
discussed here are basically smoother, as the t0 dependence is taken into account directly
from the data instead of using the t0 slopes for the various resonances parameterised from
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Figure 3: Complete PWA result for the (1++ )0+ ρ(770)π S-wave, in which we observe the a1 (1260),

shown for three exemplary bins in t0 (“low”, “medium”, and “high”). Shown are the mass-independent
fit result (data points) and overlaid the fitted Breit-Wigner (BW) description (red curve), which consists
of the BW describing the a1 (1260) (blue curve) and the non-resonant background contribution (green
curve).
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the data. For the three main waves, in which we observe the a1 (1260), the a2 (1320) and
the π2 (1670), shown for different t0 ranges in Fig. 2, the incoherent sums of intensities over
all t0 ranges are shown in Fig. 4 (top) for each wave. Further incoherent sums are presented
for the (0−+ )0+ f0 (980)π S-wave and the (4++ )1+ ρ(770)π S-wave (Fig. 4, bottom, left and
centre), showing the π(1800) and a4 (2040), respectively, and the (0−+ )0+ (ππ)s π S-wave
(Fig. 4, bottom, right), where the peak at around 1.8 GeV/c2 can be attributed to the
π(1800). Other experiments claimed also a π(1300) — the object at the mass between 1
and 1.4 GeV/c2 in the (0−+ )0+ (ππ)s π S-wave shows some differences for the neutral vs.
the charged mode COMPASS data.
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Figure 4: Incoherent sum over the different t0 ranges of mass-independently fitted intensities of major
and smaller waves compared for neutral (blue) and charged (red) mode data. Shown are the three major
waves (cf. also Fig. 2) (top) and those, in which the π(1800) (bottom, left and right) and the a4 (2040)
(bottom, centre) are observed.
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Figure 5: PWA result for the (1++ )0+ f0 (980)π P -wave. The mass-independently fitted intensities
for the neutral and the charged mode data show a narrow structure at 1420 MeV/c2 (first presented
in [14] and [13]). For the charged mode data, the mass-independent fit result is shown (data points)
with the fitted BW description (red curve) overlaid, which consists of the BW describing the object
at 1420 MeV/c2 (blue curve) and the non-resonant background contribution (green curve) (left). The
corresponding relative phases w.r.t. two other waves are shown, again the mass-independent result (data
points) with the mass-dependent fit result overlaid (black line) (centre and right).

The PWA results for the (1++ )0+ f0 (980)π P -wave in the charged mode data are
displayed in Fig. 5. The mass-independently fitted intensities (incoherent sums of the
different t0 ranges) are shown (Fig. 5, left). The data exhibits, even though low in intensity,
a strong enhancement in form of a clean narrow peak at 1420 MeV/c2 , that is consistently
observed for the neutral and the charged mode data, see also [14] and [13], respectively.
The mass-independent PWA completed by the simultaneous BW fit to the result obtained
from the mass-independent fit performed in the different ranges of t0 is shown for the
(1++ )0+ f0 (980)π P -wave in the charged mode data in Fig. 5 (left). Here, the result of the
mass-dependent fit is overlaid (curves) in addition. It consists of a BW describing the
narrow object and some non-resonant component. No such object has previously been
observed.
The relative phases of this object observed in the (1++ )0+ f0 (980)π P -wave against the
a1 (1260) in the (1++ )0+ ρ(770)π S-wave and the a4 (2040) in the (4++ )1+ ρ(770)π G-wave
are shown in Fig. 5 (centre and right), again with the mass-dependent fit result overlaid. A
clean phase motion is observed exactly in the mass region of about 1.3-1.6 GeV/c2 , where
the object is observed in the intensity plots, convincing that the object is of resonant
nature.
The neutral and the charged mode results are consistent not only for the well and less
established states, but also for this new iso-vector resonance, that we call a1 (1420). The
new a1 (1420) decaying into f0 (980)π (and not observed in ρπ) is produced at a rather low
intensity (less than 0.25 % of the total intensity), which might hint to a large strangeness
content and an exotic nature. Similarly to a0 (980) and f0 (980), it might be the isospin-1
partner of the f1 (1420) (that we observe well resolved decaying to K K̄π [15]) strongly
coupling to KK ∗ , at least the similarity in width and mass is striking.
Conclusions & Outlook
In summary, we extended our PWA method to disentangle contributions from resonant
and non-resonant production. The neutral and the charged mode (3π)− data diffractively
produced on a proton target show consistent results concerning major and less known
resonances. In particular, we observe a new possibly exotic iso-vector state a1 (1420)
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decaying into f0 (980)π (and not observed in ρπ), having a width of about 140 MeV/c2
and showing resonant behaviour. The analyses will be proceeded, including the extraction
of the (ππ)s wave subsystem (not discussed here), before stronger conclusions will be
drawn also on the disputed π1 (1600) resonance, for which the interpretation as a narrow
(Γ=150-200 MeV) resonance is excluded, and thus its nature can (partly) be connected
to dynamical effects on top of a non-resonating Deck-like amplitude.
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Abstract
The spectra of two-particle bound states of spin-half and spin-one constituents
are considered within a relativistic model based on the infrared confinement. Masses
of conventional mesons are calculated in a wide range (up to 10 GeV). An analytic
expression is derived for the lowest-state (gg) glueball mass. The QCD effective
coupling is estimated in the low-energy domain by using the masses of (q q̄) states
and a new, specific infrared-finite behavour of αs is obtained below 1 GeV.

1

Introduction

The color confinement is the most crucial feature of QCD explaining the physics phenomenon that color charged particles are not observed. However, we are far from understanding how QCD works at large distances (or, in the infrared (IR) region below
Q ∼ 1GeV ) [1]. The well established conventional perturbation theory cannot be used at
low energy, where the most interesting and novel behavior is expected. The calculation of
hadron mass characteristics comparable to the precision of experimental data still remains
one of the major problems in QCD. Particularly, planned experiments at FAIR (GSI) on
annihilation reactions of antiprotons with protons can be used for precise spectroscopy of
mesons, baryons and exotic states. The exotic states are intensively searched for in different experiments (e.g., BESIII, Belle II, BaBar, CLEO-c Collaborations). Also, the recent
evidence for the production of the exotic glueball states and future planned studies (e.g.,
PANDA experiments at GSI) on their decays open new perspectives in the understanding
of the confinement mechanism.
Besides, many quantities in particle physics are affected by the IR behavior of the
QCD effective coupling αs (Q) [2]. Nowadays, the long-distance behavior of αs is not
well defined, it needs to be more specified [3, 4] and correct description of QCD effective
coupling in the IR regime remains one of the actual problems in particle physics.
Therefore, it represents a certain interest to investigate some low-energy physics problems, such as hadronisation, glueball states, QCD effective (running) charge within a simple relativistic model based on physically transparent hypotheses, which can be treated
by simple analytic methods.
Below, we take into account the dependence of αs on mass scale M and determine the
QCD effective charge in the low-energy region by exploiting the hadron spectrum.
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2

IR-confined Propagators and Meson Masses

Consider the model Lagrangian [5]:
´
³ £
¤ab b ´
1 ¡ A ¢2 ³ a
L = − Fµν
+ q̄f [γα ∂ α − mf ]ab qfb + g q̄fa ΓαC AC
qf ,
α
4

(1)

where ΓαC = iγα tC . The model parameters are the IR confinement scale Λ and the constituent quark masses mf ={mud , ms , mc , mb }.
For the spectra of two-quark bound states we develop a relativistic quantum-field
model based on IR confinement. We take into account the recent theoretical results
predicting an IR-finite behavior of the gluon propagator. Consider the gluon and quark
propagators exhibiting explicit IR-finite behaviors as follows [6]:
´
´
1 ³
ip̂ + mf ³
−(p2 +m2f )/Λ2
−p2 /Λ2
1−e
.
D̃(p) = 2 1 − e
, S̃m (p̂) = 2
(2)
p
p + m2f
These propagators are entire analytic functions in the Euclidean space.
We write the master equation determining the meson masses as follows [7, 6] :
ZZ
p
16παs CJ
2
1 + αs · λJ (MJ ) = 1 +
dxdy UN (x) D(x)D(y)UN (y)
9
Z 4
h
³
´
³
´i
d k −ik(x−y)
·
e
Tr OJ S̃m1 k̂ + ξ1 p̂ OJ S̃m2 k̂ − ξ2 p̂ = 0 , p2 = −MJ2 ,
(2π)4

(3)

where CJ = {1, 1, 1/2, −1/2}, ξi = mi /(m1 + m2 ), OJ = {I, iγ5 , iγµ , γ5 γµ } and the polarization kernel λJJ 0 (−p2 ) has been diagonalized on a complete system of orthonormal
functions {UN }. Note, solution of Eq.(3) is nothing else but the solution of the corresponding ladder Bethe-Salpeter equation [7].
The dependence of meson masses on
αs and other model parameters is defined by Eq.(3). Note, the kernel function λN is real and finite, it allows us to
derive both analytic and numeric solutions [8].
1) An asymptotic Regge-type behavior is observed: MJ2 ≈ M02 + J · c(M ) for
J ≥ 3.
2) For the same quark-antiquark
content a vector meson is heavier than
its pseudoscalar counterpart: MV > MP
because of CV < CP [7].
Figure 1: Estimated masses (dots) of conventional
3) We derive meson mass formula
mesons (in units of MeV) compared with experimental
Eq.(3) and adjust the model parameters
data (dashes) from PDG-2012.
by fitting heavy meson masses (M ≥ 2
GeV). Particularly, we fix a set of model
parameters (in units of MeV):
Λ = 226 , mud = 115.3 , ms = 392.3 , mc = 1529.8 , mb = 4733.7 .
4) As application we calculate intermediate and heavy meson masses shown in Fig. 1.
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3

QCD Running Coupling in the IR Region

We consider the meson mass M as an appropriate energy-scale parameter for coupling
αs (M ). Having adjusted model parameters, we estimate αs (M ) in the low-energy domain
by exploiting meson masses [7]. Then, we perform global evaluation of αs (M ). The
resulting curve is plotted in Fig. 2 in comparison with recent experimental data [9].

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Summary of estimates of α̂s (M ) in interval from 0 to 10 GeV (a) at different values of confinement scale: Λ = 200 MeV (dots), Λ = 226 MeV (rhombs) and Λ = 250 MeV (squares) compared with (b)
αs (Q) defined in low- (diamonds) and high-energy (circles) experiments. Also shown are the three-loop
analytic coupling (solid curve), its perturbative counterpart (dot-dashed curve) both normalized at the
Z-boson mass and the massive one-loop analytic coupling (dashed curve) (for details see in [9])
By deriving Eq.(3) for M = 0 and m1 = m2 = 0 we reveal a IR-fixed point:
αs0 = αs (0) = 3π/(16 ln(2)) ≈ 0.8498

⇒

αs0 /π = 0.2705 .

The obtained IR-fixed value of the coupling constant is moderate and is in a reasonable
agreement with often quoted estimates: αs0 /π ' 0.19 − 0.25
[10] , αs0 /π ' 0.265
0
[11] , αs /π ' 0.26 [12] and other phenomenological evidences (e.g., [9]).

4

Glueball Lowest State

The glueball spectrum has been studied by using effective approaches. There are predictions expecting non-q q̄ scalar objects, like glueballs and multiquark states in the mass
range ∼ 1500 ÷ 1800 MeV [13, 14].
Below we consider a two-gluon bound states. First, we isolate the color-singlet term
in the bi-gluon spin-zero (scalar) and spin-two (tensor) currents. Further we consider
only the scalar component. By omitting details of intermediate calculations we define the
Bethe-Salpeter kernel for the two-gluon scalar state:
µ
¶
µ
¶
ZZ
p
t−s
t−s p
.
Π(z) =
dtds Un (t) W (t) D z +
·D z−
W (s) Un (s) .
2
2
The scalar glueball mass MG is defined from equation:
Z
π g2
dz eizp Π(z) = 0 ,
p2 = −MG2 .
1−
8
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(4)

For Λ ≈ 226 MeV and αs (Mτ ) = 0.343 we estimate: MG ≈ 1790 ± 25 MeV.
Our estimate is in reasonable agreement with other predictions [15, 13, 16, 17]. The
quenched lattice estimate favors a scalar glueball mass MG = 1710 ± 50 ± 58 MeV [18]
while recent glueball mass measurements from improved staggered fermion simulations
(UKQCD Collaboration) predict the scalar glueball mass at MG = 1830 MeV [19].
To conclude, we have shown that the behavior of the QCD running coupling in the
low-energy region may be explained reasonably by using the meson spectrum [6]. A new,
independent, and specific IR-finite behavior of QCD coupling is exhibited. At moderate
mass scale we obtain αs in coincidence with the QCD predictions. However, at large
mass scale (above 10 GeV) α̂s decreases much faster than expected by QCD prediction.
The reason is the use of simple confined propagators in the form of entire functions. As
applications, we performed estimates on conventional meson spectrum and the lowest
glueball mass and, the results were in reasonable agreement with experimental data.
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Abstract
The spectroscopy of exotic states with hidden charm is discussed. Together with
charmonium it is a good testing tool for theories of strong interactions including
QCD in both perturbative and non-perturbative regime, lattice QCD, potential
models and phenomenological models. An elaborated analysis of exotic spectrum is
given, and attempts to interpret recent experimental data in the above DD̄ threshold region are considered. Experiments using the antiproton beam have an advantage of the intensive production of particle-antiparticle pairs in antiproton-proton
annihilations. Experimental data from different collaborations are analyzed with
special attention given to new states with hidden charm which were discovered recently. Some of these states can be interpreted as higher-lying charmonium states
and tetraquarks. But much more data on different decay modes are needed before
firmer conclusions can be made. These data can be derived directly from the experiments using the high quality antiproton beam with momentum up to 15 GeV/c.

1

Introduction

The study of strong interactions and hadronic matter in the process of antiproton-proton
annihilation seems to be a challenge nowadays. One of the main tasks of PANDA physical
program is to search for new exotic forms of matter, which must manifest the existence of
multiquark states such as meson molecules and tetraquarks [1]. The researches of spectrum of tetraquarks with the hidden charm together with the charmonium and charmed
hybrid spectra are promising to understand the dynamics of quark interactions at small
distances.
In the last few years we have witnessed the discovery of a number of narrow hadron
resonances with charm which do not match the standard quark-antiquark interpretation,
thereby named exotic hadrons [2–5]. This has called for alternative interpretations of their
inner structure. One of the possible explanations is that these particles are loosely bound
molecules of open charm mesons. Another possibility is that new aggregation patterns of
quarks in matter are possible. We follow the suggestion of having diquarks as building
blocks. Light diquarks have been an object of several lattice studies. The idea that the
coloured diquark can be handled as a constituent building block is at the core of the taken
approach.
An early quark model prediction was the existence of multiquark states, specifically
bound meson antimeson molecular states [4, 5]. In the light quark sector the f0 (980)and
a0 (980) are considered to be strong candidates for K K̄ molecules. However, in general,
it is challenging to definitively identify a light multiquark state in the environment of
many broad and often overlapping conventional states. The charmonium spectrum is
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better defined so that new types of states can potentially be more easily delineated from
conventional charmonium states.
Two generic types of multiquark states have been described in the literature [4, 5].
The first one, the molecular state, is comprised of two charmed mesons bound together
to form a molecule. These states are by nature loosely bound. Molecular states bound
through two mechanisms: quark/colour exchange interactions at short distances and pion
exchange at a large distance (although pion exchange is expected to dominate). Molecular
states are generally not isospin eigenstates, which give rise to distinctive decay patterns.
Since the mesons inside the molecule are weakly bound, they tend to decay as if they are
free.
The second type is a tightly bound four-quark state, so called tetraquark that is
predicted to have properties that are different from those of a molecular state. In the
model of Maiani [4, 5], for example, the tetraquark is described as a diquark-diantiquark
structure in which the quarks group into the colour-triplet scalar and vector clusters and
the interactions are dominated by a simple spin-spin interaction. Here, strong decays
are expected to proceed via rearrangement processes followed by dissociation that gives
rise, for example, to such decays as: p̄p → X → J/Ψρ → J/Ψππ; p̄p → X → J/Ψω →
J/Ψπππ, p̄p → X → χcJ (1P )π (decays into J/Ψ, Ψ(2S), χcJ and light mesons); p̄p →
X → DD̄∗ → DD̄γ; p̄p → X → DD̄∗ → DD̄η; (decays into DD̄∗ pair).
A prediction that distinguishes tetraquark states containing a cc̄ pair from conventional
charmonia is possible existence of multiplets which include members with non-zero charge
¯ strangeness cdc̄s̄, or both cuc̄s̄.
cuc̄d,

2

Calculation of exotics spectrum

For this purpose we have fulfilled the elaborated analysis of
the spectrum of tetraquarks with
the hidden charm in the mass region mainly above DD̄ threshold. The analysis of spectrum of
the singlet 1S0 ,1P1 ,1D2 and triplet
3
S1 ,3PJ ,3DJ charmonium states [6,
7] and charmed hybrids [8, 9] was
carried out earlier. Different decay modes of tetraquarks such as
decays into light mesons and decays into DD̄∗ pair, were, in particular, analyzed. A special attention was given to the new states
Figure 1: The spectrum of tetraquarks with hidden charm.
with the hidden charm discovered
recently (XYZ -particles) [2–5]. The experimental data from different collaborations like
Belle, BaBar, BES, LHCb CDF, CLEO were carefully analyzed. Using the combined
approach based on the quarkonium potential model and confinement model on a threedimensional sphere embedded into the four-dimensional Euclidian space [10,11], more than
twenty tetraquarks were predicted in the mass region above DD̄ threshold (see Fig.1).
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The black-white boxes correspond to the recently revealed XYZ states with the hidden
charm that may be interpreted as tetraquarks. White boxes correspond to the tetraquark
states which have not been found yet. But a possibility of existence of these states is predicted in the framework of the combined approach. It has been shown that charge/neutral
tetraquarks must have their neutral/charged partners with mass values which differ by
few MeV. This assumption can shed light on the nature of neutral X(3872), X(4350
and charged Z(4050)± , Z(4250)± , Z(4430)± states. The quantum numbers J P C of the
X(3872) meson have been recently determined by LHCb [12]. One can find that X(3872)
may be interpreted as tetraquark state with J P C = 1++ and the new state Zc (3900)± observed by BES [13] as its charged partner. The new stateZc (4025)± observed by BES [14]
may be interpreted as tetraquark state with J P C = 0++ . The predicted states with the
mass equals to 4228 MeV and 4256 MeV and quantum numbers J P C = 1++ may be interpreted as their radial excited states, correspondingly. The analogous situation is observed
with charged Z ± states. The state Z(4430)± may be interpreted as charged tetraquark.
The predicted state with a mass equal to 4412 MeV and quantum numbers J P C = 1+−
may be interpreted as its neutral partner. The recently observed states Z(4050)± and
Z(4250)± may be also interpreted as charged tetraquarks. They must have their neutral
partners with the masses equal to 4043 MeV and 4210 MeV, correspondingly. Probably,
Z(4250)± and Z(4430)± may be considered as radial excited states of Z(4050)± . The new
state X(4550) may be interpreted as the tetraquark state with quantum numbers J P C =
2++ . Two charged states Z(3750)± and Z(3880)± with J P C = 1+− are expected to exist.
This hypothesis coincides with that proposed by Maiani and Polosa [15, 16]. But these
assumptions need confirmation in PANDA experiment with its high quality antiproton
beam in the channels considered above.
To confirm that the predicted states actually exist and can be found experimentally,
their widths and branching ratios were calculated [7, 11]. The feature of the considered
states is their narrowness compared with light unflavored mesons, baryons and hybrids.
The states we find in this model have small widths of the order of several tens of MeV.
This fact facilitates experimental searches. The values of the calculated widths coincide
(within the experimental error) with the experimentally determined values for the XYZ
particles; the correspondence of the mass values has been discussed above. This fact
strongly suggests that some of the XYZ particles may be interpreted as higher-lying
charmonium states [6, 7] and tetraqurks as it can be verified by the PANDA experiment.
The values of branching ratios in the considered decay channels of charmonium and exotics
are of the order of β ≈10−1 – 10−2 dependent of their decay channel (mode). From this
one can conclude that the branching ratios are significant and searches for charmonium
and exotics and studies of the main characteristics of their spectrum seem to be promising
for the PANDA experiment at FAIR.

3

Conclusion

The prospects for future exotics research at FAIR are related with the results obtained
below.
A combined approach has been employed to study charmonium and exotics on the basis
of the quarkonium potential model and a confinement model that uses a three-dimensional
sphere embedded into the four-dimensional Euclidian space of the decay products.
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The most interesting and promising decay channels of tetraquarks have been analyzed.
More than twenty tetraquark states above the DD̄ threshold are expected to exist in
framework of this model.
The recently discovered states with the hidden charm above the DD̄ threshold (i.e.,
the XYZ particles) have been analyzed. Seven of these states can be interpreted as
higher-lying tetraquark states. The necessity of further studies of the XYZ particles and
improved measurements of their main characteristics in PANDA experiment has been
demonstrated.
Using the integral approach for the hadron resonance decay, the widths and branching
ratios of the expected states of tetraquarks have been calculated and they turn out to
be relatively narrow; most are of the order of several tens of MeV. This fact additionally
indicates the necessity of further studying tetraquarks in the channels considered above.
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The XV Workshop on High Energy Spin Physics continued a series of meetings, the
first of which was held in Dubna in 1981 on the initiative of a prominent theoretical
physicist L.I. Lapidus. Since then, such meetings are taking place in Dubna each odd year.
They give the opportunity to present and discuss the accumulated annual news. Another
important feature is the possibility of participation for a large number of physicists from
the former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, for whom long-distance travel is difficult by
financial (and in past as well by bureaucratic) reasons. In even years large International
Symposia on Spin Physics have been held in various countries, including Dubna, Russia
in 2012.
This meeting was characterized by a substantial attendance, with a larger than ever
number of participants (125 persons) from different countries: Russia 24, USA 10, Belarus
7, Poland 6, Germany 4, Czech Republic 3, Italy 3, France 2, Slovakia 2, Iran 2, China 2
and by one person from Belgium, Bulgaria, India, Portugal, Sweden, Ukraine and South
Korea. As always, a lot of physicists from JINR (53) were involved.
The reason for the increasing popularity of the meeting is, apparently, the fact that
this year has brought many new experimental results and above all the discovery and
determination of the quantum numbers of the Higgs boson at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC), given in talks by A. Rinkevicius (USA) and Yaquan Fang (China).
The talk by X. Artru (France) proposed the development of simple explanation of
the Collins effect and the effect of handedness in the model of sequential fragmentation of
quark and offered a program of implementation of the model into Monte Carlo simulation.
Classical experiments on the study of the nucleon spin structure at high energies use
both scattering leptons on polarized nucleons (HERMES, JLab, COMPASS) and collisions of the polarized protons (RHIC, IHEP, JINR). The joint description of such different
high-energy processes becomes possible due to the application of the fundamental theory
of strong interactions, quantum chromodynamics (QCD), and its remarkable properties of
factorization, local quark-hadron duality and asymptotic freedom which allow one to calculate the characteristics of a process within the framework of perturbation theory (PT).
At the same time, parton distribution functions (PDF), correlations and fragmentation
functions are universal and do not depend on the process. However since they are not
given by the theory, they require some methods to build specific models. A number of
reports at the conference were dedicated to the development and application of this type
of models (P. Zavada, Czech Republic, the original covariant model of nucleon, J. Soffer,
France, quantum statistical model and others). Several talks were devoted to the development of methods of experimental data processing and extraction both polarized and
unpolarized PDF. It is particularly worthwhile mention the report of D. Strózik-Kotlorz
(Poland) on the development of the method of truncated Mellin moments and generalized
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evolution equations for these moments, and the talk of A. Sidorov (Dubna) who demonstrated the particular importance of the knowledge of quark fragmentation functions for
the determination of spin dependent PDFs of sea quarks. New data of COMPASS collaboration on measurement of quark fragmentation functions into pions and kaons were
presented by N. du Fresne von Hohenesche from Mainz.
The theoretical description of processes involving spin, especially dependent on internal transverse parton motion (TMD), proves to be, as always, more complicated, so that
the number of these functions increases and the picture connected with them loses to
a considerable degree the simplicity of a parton model with its probabilistic interpretation. One of the difficulties here is the evolution of these functions with a change in the
wavelength of a tester. A possible approach to its solution was presented in the talk by
I. Cherednikov (Dubna and Antwerpen).
The most widely studied to date is the helicity distribution of quarks in the nucleon
g1 . The COMPASS data (A. Ivanov, Dubna) allow one essentially specify these distributions. New measurements of the structure function g2 of the proton and neutron (3 He)
were presented by Jian-ping Chen from JLab. They show better agreement with the
so-called Wandzura-Wilczek approximation relating these distributions at leading-twist.
Recent experimental data are precise enough to include in their QCD analysis not only
the perturbation corrections, but also the contributions of higher-twist and target mass
corrections (F. Arbabifar and F. Abdolghafari, Tehran). In this case, positive polarization
of strange quarks is excluded with high probability. New data on the spin distributions
of sea ū and d¯ quarks from the W + and W − bosons production processes in polarized
proton-proton collision were presented by the STAR collaboration (K. Barish, BNL), in
good agreement with the predictions of the statistical model (J. Soffer). The polarization
of gluons, however, is consistent with the results of its direct measurements by the COMPASS and PHENIX + STAR collaborations (K. Barish – BNL, Qinghua Xu – China).
Its low value seems insufficient for resolving the so-called nucleon spin crisis.
The hope to overcome the crisis lies with contributions of the orbital angular momenta
of quarks and gluons which can be determined by measuring the so-called Generalized
Parton Distributions (GPD). Theoretical aspects of a model GPD calculation were covered in talks of S. Goloskokov (Dubna) and S. Nair (Bombay). Different experimental
aspects of GPD measurement already held (HERMES) and new ones under preparation
(COMPASS) were presented by W.-D. Nowak (Freiburg) and A. Sandacz (Warsaw), respectively.
Other important spin distribution functions manifest themselves in scattering of transversely polarized particles. The processes in which the polarization of only one particle
(initial or final) is known are especially interesting and complicated from the theoretical
point of view (and relatively simple from the point of view of experiment – such complementarities frequently occur). Such single spin asymmetries are related to the T-odd
effects, i.e. they seemingly break invariance under time reversal. Here, however, we deal
with an effective breaking connected not with the true non-invariance of fundamental (in
our case, strong, described by QCD) interactions under the time reversal, but with their
simulations by thin effects of rescattering in the final or initial state.
The effects of single spin asymmetries have been studied by theorists (including Dubna
theorists who have priority in a number of directions) for more than 20 years, but their
study received a new impetus in recent years in connection with new experimental data
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on the single spin asymmetry in the semi-inclusive electro-production of hadrons off longitudinally and transversely polarized targets at the facilities COMPASS (F. Bradamante,
A. Bressan, Trieste), HERMES (W.-D. Nowak, Freiburg) and CLAS (Jian-ping Chen,
Newport News). In particular, data from HERMES for the asymmetry of pions (the
so-called ”Sivers function”) associated with the left-right difference in the distribution of
partons in a transversely polarized hadron are described by the existing theory. However,
the data for positive kaons in the region of small x about 2.5 times deviate from their
predictions. New measurements of the asymmetry by the COMPASS collaboration give
evidence in favor of the explanation of this difference by higher-twist contributions. Especially interesting was the comparison of SSA (transversity) in the production of a pair
(π + ,π − ) from transversally polarized proton: x-dependence of the pair is almost identical
to the x-dependence of π + (F. Bradamante, Trieste), which clearly testifies to a sequential
fragmentation mechanism proposed by X. Artru. New data on the SSA pions produced in
polarized proton-proton collisions at RHIC energies (200×200 GeV) were provided by the
STAR collaboration (Qinghua Xu, Shandong). The collaboration confirms surprisingly
large asymmetries observed previously at lower energies, which indicates their energy
independence. However, new measurements at large pT show also that asymmetry has
roughly constant behavior up to pT = 7 GeV/c. This creates great difficulties for the
modern theoretical understanding of these processes. New data were also obtained for
the asymmetry of pairs of hadrons (π + π − ), which creates opportunities for measuring the
PDF transversity (distribution of transversely polarized quarks in a transversely polarized
nucleon). Similar observations were reported by the PHENIX collaboration (K. Barish,
BNL). Also, PHENIX does not see much difference in the asymmetries of η − and π 0
mesons earlier reported by STAR. The specific mechanisms of origin of these asymmetries
still remain a mystery. Thus, although in general the single asymmetry is described by
the existing theory, its development continues. Appearing here T-odd PDF lose key properties of universality and become ”effective” depending on the processes in which they
are observed. In particular, the most fundamental prediction of QCD is a change in the
sign of the Sivers function in the transition from pion electroproduction to the production
of Drell-Yan pairs on a transversely polarized target. This conclusion is supposed to be
checked in the COMPASS experiment (O. Denisov, Turin) and at colliders RHIC, NICA
(R. Akhudzyanov, Dubna) and PANDA-PAX. We also had a very interesting talk on the
importance of the Drell-Yan process and an ongoing experiment to improve our knowledge
of the flavor structure of the nucleon sea (Jen Chieh Peng, Illinois).
Considerable interest and discussion were called by new data of the JLab on measurement of the ratio of the electric and magnetic form factors of the proton carried out by
”technique of the recoil polarization” presented at the meeting (Ch. Perdrisat – Williamsburg, V. Punjabi – Norfolk State University). Early measurements of the JLab showed
that this ratio is not constant, as it has been believed for a long time, and decreases
linearly with increasing momentum transfer Q2 (the so-called ”form factor crisis”). New
data obtained in 2010 (experiment GEp(3) with JINR participation), point to a flattening
of this ratio in Q2 = 6 − 8 GeV2 . The proposed experiment GEp(5) will advance up to
Q2 = 15 − 17 GeV2 . The question whether this is the behavior due to the influence of
radiative corrections, in particular, two-photon exchange, is still open.
Several talks were devoted to theoretical search of Z 0 features and other exotic at
the LHC and the future International Linear Collider (ILC) of electrons and positrons
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(V. Andreev, A. Tsitrinov – Gomel).
A separate section was devoted to a problem of localization of energy momentum
and spin in the classical field theory. The picture arising in geometrical description in
the language of external forms is close to the traditional: if electrons (and quarks) are
described by an initial tensor of energy-momentum, for photons (and for gluons!) it is
a tensor of Belinfante (F. Hehl, Cologne). This conclusion is very actual in the light
of the discussed problem of gluon contribution to the nucleon spin being discussed. The
dynamics of spin in gravitational fields and non-inertial reference systems were considered
in talks by Yu. Obukhov (IBRAE, Moscow) and A. Silenko (JINR, Dubna). It was shown
that particles with spin were the only tester for so-called ”torsion” of space-time, and
their unitary transformation allow one to pass to a quasi-classical limit and to compare
evolutions of quantum spin and classical top.
Calculation of spin and orbital moment contributions on a lattice was discussed in
M. Deka’s (JINR, Dubna) talk. In particular, essential cancellation of spin and orbital
moments of d-quarks was confirmed.
Finally, considerable attention was paid to the history of polarized studies and to further development of the projects of polarization studies at FERMILAB (A. Krisch, Ann
Arbor). Plans for further research at the modified accelerator Jlab, as well as plans to create the electron-nuclear colliders in the world: eRHIC, LHeC, MEIC/EIC and especially
EIC@HIAF in China were presented by Jian-ping Chen, Newport News.
The program of obtaining of polarized proton and antiproton beams from the decay of Lambda particles at the U-70 IHEP, Protvino, for spin studies at the facility
SPASCHARM was presented by S. Nurushev. He stressed the importance of a comparative study of spin effects induced by particles and antiparticles.
Of particular interest were plans to create in IKP (Jülich, Germany), a unique European complex for measurement of the electric dipole moment (EDM) proton and nuclei
(N. Nikolaev, Landau ITP). The fact is that the dipole moment of the fundamental particles, if it exists, violates the laws of conservation of spatial and temporal parity. Detection
of EDM would indicate violation of the Standard Model and, in particular, would open up
the possibility for an approach to the problem of understanding the baryon asymmetry of
the Universe. The planned complex will lower the measurement limit of deuteron EDM
up to 10−29 e·cm.
The talks related to the development of the VBLHEP accelerating complex of JINR
were also presented in the program of the conference (V. Ladygin, R. Kurilkin, S. Piyadin,
E. Strokovsky – Dubna). They discussed some of the new proposals for research on the
basis of the upgraded Nuclotron-M. In particular, the proposal for a new experiment
BM@N whose main purpose is to study the properties of dense nuclear matter especially
with strange quark participation.
Special plenary and parallel sessions were devoted to the project of the collider complex
NICA at JINR. The project has two phases. The first one is the construction of the collider
and Multi-Purpose Detector (MPD) for studies of heavy ion collisions to be completed in
2017. The second phase includes the construction of the infrastructure for the acceleration
of polarized protons and deuterons in the total energy range 12-27 GeV with luminosity
≥ 1032 cm−2 s−1 for protons (talk of A. Kovalenko, Dubna) and a detector for the collision
products (SPD) reported by G. Mescheryakov, Dubna. The proposed scheme allows the
complex to operate with polarized (longitudinal and transversal) or unpolarized proton
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and deuteron beams. The main ideas proposed for the SPD centered around the nucleon
spin structure using the Drell-Yan process of lepton pairs (R. Akhunzyanov, Dubna),
direct photon (A. Gus’kov, Dubna ) and the J/Ψ-mesons production. The possibility of
4π-geometry of SPD for registration of pairs e± , µ± and direct photons can allow one to
measure all leading TMD distribution functions of quarks and antiquarks in the nucleon.
Some of them were measured recently in SIDIS experiments, some are still unmeasured.
One of the main purposes is to check the fundamental QCD predictions for the change of
the sign of the T-odd TMD in the Drell-Yan process compared with that of SIDIS. There
were also proposals for the study of spin processes in elastic pp-scattering (S. Shimanski
and V. Sharov, Dubna), in particular, the so-called ”Krisch-effect”. Sources of polarized
particles and physics of acceleration of polarized beams (Yu. Filatov, Dubna, Yu. and
M. Kondratenko, Novosibirsk) were discussed. The spin community presented at the
meeting supported plans for a new and unique opportunities for polarization studies at
the collider JINR complex. The complex with these features will not have competition
with other centers of polarization studies and the data collected will help to solve the
riddle of spin effects that has not had solutions since the 70s of the last century.
Special session on the development of the so-called analytic perturbation theory (APT)
by Solovtsov-Shirkov was devoted to the blessed memory of Alexander P. Bakulev. As
it is known, the effective coupling constant in QCD, αs (Q2 ), has a non-physical pole in
the area of 200-300 MeV (the so-called ”Landau-Pomeranchuk pole”), which prevents
the application of QCD perturbation theory in the region of small momentum transfers.
Imposition of an additional condition on the analyticity of divergent series defining αs (Q2 )
eliminates the pole and makes the value of αs (Q2 ) finite up to Q2 = 0. This leads to
noticeable stabilization of perturbation theory and to better agreement with experiment
up to the small Q2 , e.g. up to GeV2 for the value of Γp−n (talks of V. Khandramai,
Gomel). Various aspects of the application of this theory as well as a difficult situation in
QCD description of transition form factor Fγγ∗π were the subject of talks by O. Solovtsova
(Gomel), A. Oganesian (ITEP, Moscow ), N. Stefanis (Bochum), S. Mikhailov, O. Teryaev,
A. Pimikov and D. Shirkov (JINR, Dubna) who have had a long collaboration with A.P.
Bakulev.
The summary of the meeting was made in the final report by J. Soffer.
The success of the conference was due to the support by the Russian Foundation for
Basic Research, International Committee for Spin Physics, Foundation ”Dynasty”, European Physical Society and the JINR programs for international collaboration: HeisenbergLandau, Bogolyubov-Infeld and Blokhintsev-Votruba ones. This made possible to provide
noticeable financial support to participants from Russia and other JINR Member States
and developing countries. The materials of the conference, including all presented talks
are available on the site http://theor.jinr.ru/∼spin/2013/.
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